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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

The purest gems lie hidden in the bottom of the ocean or in the 
depth of rocks. One has to dive into the ocean or delve into the 

rocks to find them out. Similarly, truth lies concealed in the 
language which with the passage of time has become obsolete. 
Man has to learn that language before he discovers that truth. 

But he has neither the means nor the leisure to embark on 
that course. We have, therefore, planned to help him acquire 
knowledge by an easier course. We have started the series of 
Ancient Indian Tradition and Mythology in En glish Translation. 

Our goal is to universalize knowledge through the most popular 
international medium of expression. The publication of the 
Purru�as in English Translation is a step towards that goal. 



PREFACE 

Here is Par t II of the Padma-Purii�za in English ttanslation, 

being the 40th volume in the series of Ancient Indian Tradition and 
Mythology ( AITl\f) . It comprises the remaining 49 chapters, 

viz., chaps. 34-82, of the first Sufikhmpja or the Section on Creation, 
which is now complete. 

The reader would like to have some idea of the contents of 
this part at the outset .  As usual this part also contains a number 
of well known narratives such as those of Rama, Siva-Parvati, 
Nrsimha, Garuc;la, Gal}.esa, the rape of Ahalya, Vi�J:}.u's incar
nation in the form ofVaraha, the descent of Gariga etc. The 
birth stor ies of Kapila, Vajrailga, Parvati, Kartikeya and a 
number of demons such as Madhu and Kaitabha are also found 

in this part. The long-drawn war between gods and demons is 
described graphically in detail in several chapters, some promi
nent generals of the latter mentioned by name being Kalanemi, 
Taraka, Namuci, Muci, Kalakeya, Kaleya, Tareya, Devantaka, 
Durdhaqa, Durmukha, Madhu and Vrtra. Finally gods come 
out victorious with the slaying of Hiral}.yak�a by Vi�J:}.U. 

Several stories occurring in this part are related for the 
inculcation of religious and pious deeds as well as moral virtues, 
e .g. , cel ibacy, chastity, truthfulness, making various kinds of 

gifts, adoration of parents, devotion to the performance of 
duties pertaining to one's caste (var�a) and stage (ii.Srama), of 
Sriiddha etc. In this connection mention may be made of the 
stories of kings Sveta, Ak�aya and Dal}.c;la, of Miika, Tuladhara, 
Adroha, Pativrata, Vai!?Qava, Sevya, MaQc;lavya etc. 

The reader will also find here a number of hymns to gods 
Brahma, Vi�QU, Siva, Gal}.apati, the Sun, the Moon etc. com
posed for the benefit of the devotees. Rites are described for the 

appeasement of evil Planets. Great merit has been attached to 
benevolent deeds such as digging wells and tanks, planting 
trees, constructing bridges, providing drinking water to pilgrims 

and travellers etc. Some chapters are devoted to the praise of 
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Rudrak�a, Tulas i and Dhatri (Amalaka). An interesting and 
noteworthy feature of this part is the mention of sinful tribes 
such as Nagnakas, Avacakas, Kuvadas, Kharpas, Daru J:.las 
probably some heretical religious sects of India-and, more 
importantly, of foreigners such as hairless and beardlessYavanas, 
cow-eating Turu�kas (Turks?) and Mlecchas, obviously referring 
to the historical event of foreigners' invasion of India especiall y  
b y  the Muslims. This event gave rise t o  the glorification and 
worship of cows which came to be considered as sacred as Agni 
and BrahmaJ:.las, all the three together with the Vedas spoken of 
as born from Brahma's mouth. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYFOUR 

The Gift of Brahmar)fja 

Bhi�rrw said: 

I. Please tell me when revered Brahmii, the creator of the 
worlds, commenced to perform a sacrifice with the requisites. 

2. Who were the priests that he employed at the sacrifice ? 
What sacrificial fees did the great-souled one pay them ?  

3. ( Please) tell me as i t  happened, as i t  took place; there is 
a great curiosity in me to know about the sacrifice of ( i. e. per
formed by ) Brahmii. 

Pulastya said: 

4. I have already told you that he having created the ( ten) 
lords of created beings said to Svayambhuva Manu, "Fashion 
the creation".  

5 .  He himself, having gone to Pu�kara, and having collect
ed the minute details about the sacrifice, and having brought 
the materials, lived in the fire-chamber. 

6 .  (At the sacrifice ) Gandharvas continually sang ( songs ) 
and the hosts of celestial nymphs danced. ( There were ) the four 
performing priests, viz. Brahma, Udgatr, Hotr and Adhvaryu. 

7. He himself also appointed three attendants to each of 
them. (The first group consisted of) Brahma, Brahma!].iiccharilsi, 
Potr and Agnidhra1• 

8. This group of four was metaphysics, all lores and Vedic 
lore ( combined) .  The second group consisted of Udgatr, 
Pratyudgatr, Pratihartr and SubrahmaJ].ya. 

I . Brahmii-One of the four priests e mployed a t  a Soma-sacrifice. 
BrahmaJ;tiiccha msi-A briihma:r;,J.a in the second stage ( between briihma Qa

m iitra i.e . a brahma J;ta only by b irth and sro triya) . 

Po tr-One of the si xteen o fficiating priest s at a sacrifice ; assistant of the 
priest called Brahman. 

Agn idhra -The p riest who kindles fire. 
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9-10. This second group of four belonged to ( i.e.  was led 
by) Udgatri. The third group consisted of Hotr2, Maitravarul)a, 
Acchavaka and Grava. The fourth group consisted of: Adh
varyu, Prati �thatr, Ne�tr and Unnetr.3 

I I. 0 you son of Santanu, this is said to be the fourth 
group. Those who have pondered over the Vedas have recom
mended these sixteen priests. 

12. The self-born one has created three hundred and sixty 
sacrifices. They ( the authorities ) say that these brahmal)as are 
always ( employed )  at these sacrifices. 

13. Some also desire ( i .e. recommend ) a superintending 
priest, a group of three samans and the Adhvaryu also. He 
made Narada the Brahma-priest ; he appointed Gautama as the 
Brahmal)iicchamsi-priest; 

14. He ( appointed) Devagarbha as the Potr-priest and 
Devala as the Agnidhra-priest. Aiigiras was the Udgatr-priest 
and Pulaha the Pratyudgatr-priest. 

15. Narayal)a was the Pratihartr-pri est and Atri was said 
to be the Subrahmal)ya-priest. In that sacrifice Bhrgu was the 
Hotr-priest, Vasil}tha the Maitravarul)a-priest. 

I 6. Kratu was the Acchavaka-priest and Cyavana was the 
Grava-priest. Pulastya (i .e. I )  was the Adhvaryu-priest and 
Sibi was the Pratil}thatr-priest. 

1. Udgatr-One of the four chief priests at a sacrifice; he chants the 
hymns of the Samaveda. Pratyudgata, Pratiharta and SubrahmaJ}.ya are his 
three assistants. 

2. Hotr-A sacrificial priest, especially one who recites the prayers of the 
�gveda at a sacrifice. 

Maitravar�a-One of the sixteen officiating priests at a sacrifice. 
Acchavaka-The invoker or inviter ; a priest who is employed at Soma

sacrifices and is a co-ordinator of Hotr. 
Gravastut-One of the sixteen priests called after the hymn ( �gveda 

X.94) addressed to the Soma stones. 
3 . Adhvaryu: One of the priests at a sacrifice. His duties are: to mea

sure the ground, to build the al tar, to prepare the sacrificial vessels, to fetch 
wood and water, to light the fire, to bring the animal and immolate it. 
While engaged in these duties he repeated hymns from the Y ajurveda. 

PratiHhatr-Adhvaryu's assistant. 
Ne,tr-One of the chief officiating priests at a Soma-sacrifice; he leads 

forward the wife of the sacrificer and prepares Sura. 
Unnetr-The priest who pours Soma into the receptacles. 
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17. There ( i .e. at the sacrifice) Brhaspati was the Ne�tr
priest and Sa:rhsapayana was the Unnetr-priest. Dharma was the 
Sadasya-priest; he was assisted by his sons and grandsons. 

18-20. Others that were appointed as Sama-singers and 
Adhvaryus were Bharadvaja, Samika, Purukutsa, Yugandhara, 
Enaka, TirQaka, Kesa and Kutapa, also Garga and Veda
siras . Similarly KaJ.lva and others, and also MarkaQ<;la and 
GaQ<;li were present there with their sons, grandsons, disciples 
and relatives. They carefully worked there day and night. 

21. ( Thus ) when one Manu-period passed ( i .e. at the end 
of one full Manu-period ) the ablution at the ( completion of 
the ) sacrifice took place. As the fee the ( region of the ) eastern 
direction was given to Brahma and ( the region of) the southern 
direction was given to Hotr. 

22. The ( region of) the west was given to Adhvaryu, and 
( the region of) the north to Udgatr. Brahma gave all the worlds 
as the ( sacrificial ) fee to them. 

23. For the successful accomplishment of the sacrifice a 
hundred cows should be given to a wise man. Eight ( cows ) 
should be given to the performing priests or more than forty 
also ( may be given ) . 

24. Gift of twentyfour cows is recommended for those of 
the second rank. Also sixteen auspicious cows should be given 
to the priests of the third rank. 

25. Similarly other twelve cows etc. should be caused to be 
given to Agnidhras etc . The same number of villages, maids and 
small cattle ( should be given ) .  

26. A t  the bathing at the completion o f  a sacrifice a feast 
to one thousand ( brahmaJ.las ) should be given. The self-born 
has said that the sacrificer should give all his wealth ( to brah
maJ.las ) .  

27. Gift according to the desire of the sacrificer is recom
mended to the Adhvaryus and the superintending priests . Brahma 
called Vi�J.lU and said to him gladly : 

28. "0 you of good vow, having propitiated Savitri, bring 
her here. That ( goddess ) of an auspicious face, will not be 
angry on seeing you ( i .e. when she will see you ) .  

29. You, using pleasing, courteous and especially logical 
speech, always speak sweetly. Your tongue oozes nectar . 
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30. No one who would not do what you tell is ( to be) seen 
in the world. Going with Gandharvas, bring my beloved 
( here) . 

31. The good lady, propitiated by you, will certainly come. 
You should not delay. 0 Madhava., go quickly. Do not tarry. 

32. Auspicious Lak�mi should go before you to Savitri's 
residence . Follow her path, and pacify my beloved. 

33. 0 goddess (Lak�mi ) ,  Savitri does not desire to do any
thing all alone, which is not liked by you. 0 beautiful lady, she 
always behaves ( by )  seeing your face ( i .e. as you desire ) .  

34. Such and many other sweet words should b e  spoken to 
the goddess , so that she would be soon pleased. "  

35. When Vigm was addressed like this b y  Brahma, the 
creator  of the worlds, he quickly went to that place where 
Savitri remained. 

36. ( When she saw) even from a distance Vi �I}.u coming 
with his wife, she quickly got up, and was saluted by Vi�I).u. 

37. ' 'My salutation to you, 0 chief goddess; my salutation 
to you, 0 wife of Brahma, for every person gets absolved of sin 
( only) after he salutes you. 

38. You are loyal to your husband; you are illustrious. 
You are in the heart of Brahma. Thinking of you day and night, 
he desires your favour. 

39. You ( may) even ask this your dear good friend 
Lak�mi, the daughter of Bhrgu. 0 you of beautiful eyes, if (you 
feel) , trust these words." 

40-42. Speaking thus, Sa uri ( i.e .  Vi�I}.u) then touched with 
both his hands the two feet of Savitri saying : "Pardon me, 0 
goddess, salutation to you, 0 you venerable to the world and 
the mother of the world ." Withdrawing her feet, the goddess 
holding with her hand the hands of Vi�I}.u, said to him : "0 
Acyuta, I have forgiven everything. 0 son, this Lak�mi will 
always live in your heart. 

43. She will never have attachment for anyone else but you. 
This one, born of Bhrgu's  wife, is your good-vowed wife. 

44. By the effort of gods and demons she was again born 
of the ocean. She would incarnate where you, the revered one, 
would ( take birth ) .  
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45. In godhead ( i.e. when she is born as a goddess ) ,  she 
has a divine body, and ( when born) as a human being she has a 
human form. With you as her companion, she has been prac
tising the vow of matrimonial relation for a long time. 

46. 0 lord, tell me what I have to do in this matter. " 

Vi�{lu said: 

The end of the sacrifice has come. I have been sent to your 
vicinity ( i .e .  to you, by Brahma ) .  

47. ( He told me : )  ' 'Bring Savitri quickly; she would bathe 
with me." ( Therefore ) 0 goddess, come on quickly. Go there 
happily. 

48. Going there, see your husband followed by all gods. 

Lakfmi said: 

0 noble lady, get up quickly, go where the grandsire is . 
49. I shall not go without you. I have touched ( i .e. I am 

touching) your feet. 
Getting up, the generous one held her hand in (i .e. with) her 

right hand. 
50. The grandsire ( i . e. ) god ( Brahma) seeing that Savitri 

was getting late, said these words to Mahadeva, who was near 
him : 

51. "0 you destroyer of the demons, go with this Parvati. 
Let Gauri go before you, and 0 Salikara, you go after her. 

52-53. Having advised her, bring her ( here ) .  Act in such 
a way that she comes quickly ." That couple viz. Parvati and 
Siva, thus addressed and instructed ( by Brahmii) ,  went and 
spoke to Brahma's beloved ( i .e. Savitri ) :  "0 you loyal wife, you 
have to do a lot of work there. 

54. 0 you of a charming face, ask this beautiful Parvati, 
the daughter of the ( Himalaya) Mountain or this Lak�?mi of 
broad eyes or this Indra:Qi. 

55. Or, 0 goddess, ask them whom you trust. Salutation to 
you." She gave a blessing to the trident-holder, the god of 
gods : 

56. "0 Salikara, 0 you handsome one in the three worlds, 
Gauri will remain on ( i.e .  occupy) half of your body. 0 god, 
you will look graceful  on account of her. 
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57-58. 0 killer of enemies, the entire world is enjoying 
happiness due to you." Gauri held the left hand, and Lak�mi 
the right hand of Savitri, the beloved of Brahma, who was 
speaking thus. Saluting that goddess, Sankara said these words : 

59. "Come on, come, 0 illustrious one, go to that place, 0 
you beautiful lady, where your husband is ( waiting) . For women 
husband is the h ighest resort. 

60. Due to ( this ) great persistence ( of us) please show 
regard ( for us ) ,  and go. 0 goddess, this Lak�mi and this 
Piirvati are standing before you.  

6 1 .  By ( honouring) the words of these two and of us  two 
( i .e. of Vi�:Q.u and Siva ) ,  0 you of a charming face ( please 
come ) .  0 you beloved of Brahmii, the sacrifice is not being 
performed to insult you. 

62. Requested by us, 0 goddess, please go there gladly." 

Gauri spoke : 

0 goddess, you yourself always say that I am dear to you. 
63. Lak�mi also has held your right hand; I too have held 

( your left hand ) .  0 you illustrious one, come to that place 
where your husband is (waiting) . 

64-65. Then keeping her between themselves the two (i .e.  
Lak�mi and Parvati) took her. Vi�:Q.u, Rudra and other gods 
like Sakra led them, and also Gandharvas, celestial nymphs and 
the three worlds with the mobile and the immobile. That god
dess Savi tri , Brahma's beloved, came there (i .e. to the place of 
the sacrifice ) . 

66. Seeing Savitri, of a beautiful face, the grandsire of all 
the worlds with Giiyatri , said these words to her : 

67 .  "This goddess (Giiyatri) is (your) servant ; and I am 
obedient to you. 0 you beautiful lady, order what I should do  
for you." 

68. When that goddess was thus addressed by the self-born 
god Brahmii himself, she, with her face hung down through 
bashfulness, did not say anything .  

69. Directed by  Brahma, goddess Gayatri fell a t  (her) feet. 
( She said :) "0 goddess, I have offended you; (please) pardon 
me; my salutation to you." 
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70 .  Having firmly and respectfully embraced her at the 
throat , she consoled Gayatri (thus) pressed (i.e. embraced by 
her) : "This my husband is honourable. 

7 1 . You should obey his words ( i .e .  command) . A husband 
is the master of the life of women. Formerly, at the time of  
creation revered Brahma has  said : 

72 . 'For women no separate sacrifice or vow or fast (is en
joined) .  A woman should do, without censure, whatever her 
husband tells her. 

73. She, who censures or scandalizes her husband or sister 
or wails, goes to hell . 

74. That woman, who observes the vow ( involving a) fast 
even while her husband is alive cuts off her husband's life, and 
desires ( i . e. goes to) hell after death.' 

75. 0 you good lady, realising this, you should not do any
thing not liked by your husband. You should never resort to 
right side of his body. 

76. (For ) in all d eeds (i.e. rites he has performed) I have 
resorted to his right side. 0 you good lady, you should come 
(and resort ) to his left side, and Narada and Pu�kara will be 
by his side. 

77. There are other places for Brahma (i . e. Brahma resides 
at other places) and (there are) his temples also. I, looking 
beautiful, (shall ) obtain them, till the creation is fashioned . 

78. There is no doubt that you and I should stay by the 
side of Brahma at Pu!_!kara. You should resort to his left side. 

79. With (i. e .  following) this advice stay happily with me. "  

Gayatri said: 

Following your advice, I shall do so. 
80. I shall obey your order only. You are my friend (and 

are ) like my life (to me) . 0 goddess, I am younger to you; 
please always protect me. 

8 1 .  Then Brahma, the god of gods, after having bathed at 
Pu�kara with Vi!_!l,lu, granted boons to all gods. 

82 .  He made Indra the lord of gods; the Sun the lord of 
luminaries ; similarly (he made) the Moon the lord of the stars; 
and Varu1,1a the lord of liquids. 
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83. (He made) Dak�a the lord of Prajapatis, and ( made ) 
the Ocean the lord of rivers. (He made) Kubera the lord of 
wealth and demons . 

84. ( He made) the trident-holder (i.e. Siva) the lord of all 
beings and attendants. (He made) Manu the lord ofhuman 
beings and Garuc;ia the lord of birds. 

85-86. (He made) VasiHha the lord of sages and the Sun 
the lord of planets . Granting all these (positions) , the grandsire, 
the lord of lords, respectfully said to Vi�J}.u and Sa:rikara : "At all 
sacred places on the earth, you will be most adored . 

87a. No sacred place will have religious merit in your 
absence. 

87b-88a. That sacred p lace where the Phallus or image is 
seen is ausp icious, and gives all the fruit. 

88b-89a. Where can there be a fear of disease to those 
men, who worship you with me being prominent, with gifts ? 

89b-90a. Listen to the fruit that will be obtained in those 
countries where your festivals like your worship etc . ,  and also 
rites in your honour will take place. 

90b-9 1 .  There will be no mental pains, no bodily pains, no 
calamities, no fear of hunger, no separation from one's dear 
ones, and no contact with those that are not desired (i .e . l iked) ; 
there will be no eye-disease, no pain of veins, no pain due to 
(excess of) bilious humour, no fistula. 

92-94a. There will be no fear of employment of magical 
spells for malevolent purpose, no cholera. There will be pros
perity though not longed for; there wil l  be proper and excellent 
thoughts . There will be absence of disease everywhere, and the 
wealth in the form of beings will be long-lived . There will be no 
untimely death and the cows will not yield small (quantities of) 
milk. The trees will not have fruits out of season, and there will 
not be the slightest fear of portents . "  

94b. Hearing this, Vi�J}.U, then engaged himself in praising 
(i.e. began t� praise) Brahma. 

Vi�IJU said: 

95-96. My salutation to Ananta ( i .e. the endless one ) ,  to 
Visuddhacetas (i.e. of a pure heart ) , to Svariipariipa ( i.e. of a 
lovely form) ,  to Sahasrabahu (i .e. having a thousand arms ) , to 
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Visuddhakarman (i.e. of pure deeds) , to Samastavisviirtihara 
(i .e. he who removes all the sufferings of the entire universe) , 
to Sambhu, to Samastasiiryiinilatigmatejasa (i .e .  having scorch
ing lustre of all the suns and fires) ; my salutation to Vidyii
vitata ( i . e .  spread out with knowledge) , to Cakrin (i .e. having 
a disc) ; I ever salute Samastadhisthanakrt ( who abides in every 
mind) . 

97. I always salute you, 0 Aniidideva (i . e .  beginning less 
god) , 0 Acyutasekharaprabhu (i .e. he, who, being the lord, is 
at the top of all gods like Vi�J,lu) , 0 Bhiivyudbhava-bhiitapati 
(i .e. the lord of the future, present and past objects) , 0 Mahe5-
vara (i .e. great lord) . I always salute you, 0 Mahatpati (i.e. 
mighty lord) , 0 Sarvapati (i.e. lord of all) , 0 Jagatpati (i.e. 
the lord of the worlds) , 0 Bhuvanapati ( i . e. lord of the world) . 

98-99. 0 Yajfiesa (i.e. lord of the sacrifices ) ,  0 Niirayal,la, 
0 Vi�J.lu (i .e. victorious) , 0 Sankara, 0 K�itisa (i .e. lord of the 
earth) , 0 Visvesvara (i .e.  lord of everything) , 0 Visvalocana 
(i .e .  seeing everything) , 0 Sasii.Iikasiiryacyuta-viravisvamiirti 
( i .e .  from whom all forms like the moon, the sun, Vi�J,lu, 
the heroes proceeded) , 0 Amrtamiirta ( i . e .  of an immortal 
form) , 0 Avyaya ( i .e .  the immutable one) , 0 Jvalahutasiir
ciniruddhamal).<;lala-pradesa ( i .e .  who has confined the global 
region to the flames of blazing fire) , 0 Niiriiyal,la, 0 Visvato
mukha ( i .e. having faces on all sides) ,  0 Samastadevartihara 
( i . e. remover of the afflictions of all gods) , 0 Amrta (i . e. the 
immortal one) , 0 Avyaya ( i .e .  the immutable one ) ,  0 lord, 
protect me who am seeking your refuge. 

100. 0 supreme lord, I see many faces of you ; my saluta
tion to you who are the ancient asylum of sacrifice ;  my saluta
tion to Brahmii, the lord and the origin of the worlds ;  my salu
tation to you, the great grandsire . 

10 1. Why are you, the lord of great gods, at times served 
by many beings purified by all that knowledge after having 
wandered in the cycle of the mundane existence? I salute you .  

102. One who knows you to be superior to  Prakrti, is the 
greatest among those who know ( everything) . You deserve to 
be known very much among the virtuous ones . Your form is 
extensive and (at the same time) subtle. 
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103. How is it that you have a good speed and you do good 
deeds, even though you have no organs l ike (that of) speech, 
hands and feet ? How are you, who, in spite of your senses being 
placed in the mundane existence, are the best god, to be known? 

104. Incorporeal things are not had (i.e. known) from 
corporeal objects; but your highest form is known as having 
four faces by the sacrificers having pure thought like gods, and 
cutting off the (bonds of the) mundane existence. 

105. Since, 0 you who take wonderful forms, even the 
gods and others do not know your form, 0 mighty one, a man 
should propitiate the old and the foremost god seated on the 
lotus-seat during the lord's incaration. 

106. Even a man with a pure heart does not know the truth 
about you and the origin of ( you) the creator of the universe .  
How then can I know you the ancient (god) , the first (one) 
and pure with penance ? 

107. The lotus-seated one is known as the father ( i . e .  the 
creator) ; that this ( i . e. he ) is conceived to be so is again and 
again known from the Purii:Q.a. 0 lord, a man having no 
penance to his credit does ( i . e. can ) not know you, the mighty 
one. 

108. 0 god, those fools, without ( i . e .  not knowing ) the 
Vedas, divide their thoughts ( i .e .  apply their mind) and desire 
to make known you who ( in fact)  should .be made known by 
excellent ( gods ) like us. 

109. Even though they are generous-hearted, they have no 
knowledge and after many existences having discriminating 
mind due to the ( study of) Vedas and intent upon Brahma, a 
man does not get the birth of a man or of the lord of gods or 
Gandharvas ; he wou ld  be Siva ( i . e .  get final beatitude ) .  

110. You, being very subtle, are not of the form of Vi�:r:tu; 
you are gross ( also ) ; you are the master of realisation . 0 god, 
though gross, you are subtle. You are easy to be obtained. Those 
who do deeds outside you ( i . e .  prohibited by you )  fall into hell. 

111. A man with his original nature expanded is released 
by the original elements like the moon, the sun, the fire, the 
wind and the earth possessing their respective forms,  when you, 
the wonderful one, remain in your original form. 
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112. 0 endless one, accept this praise of me, ( who am) 
especially your devotee, who am endowed with concentration, 
who have a pure heart and who mentally follow your true state. 

113. 0 revered one, my salutation to you, who always 
live in my heart. 0 ancient lord, I always salute you. Thus, 0 
you knowing every condition, I have expressly praised you. 

114. We (entertain ) fear due to our moving in the cycle 
ofworldly existence.  Please protect us. 

Brahm a said: 

115. 0 Kesava, you are omniscient, there is no doubt. You 
are a heap of intellect ( i . e . you are very intelligent ) .  You will 
always be the first to be adored by gods. 

116. After Narayai}.a ( i .e .  Vi�I}.u ) ,  Rudra, bending down, 
praised with devotion, Virifici ( i.e .  Brahma )  born from the 
lotus : 

1 17. "( My )  salutation to you, 0 Kamalapatrak�a ( i.e . 
having eyes like lotus-leaves ) ;  ( my )  salutation to you, 0 Padma
janman ( i .e. born from a lotus ) ; ( my )  salutation to you, 0 
Surasuraguru ( i .e .  best among gods and demons ) ,  0 Karin (i.e. 
creator), 0 Paramatman (i .e . highest soul ) .  

118. 0 Sarvadevesa ( i .e. lord of all gods ) ,  ( my )  salutation 
to you ; 0 Mohanasana ( destroyer of delusion ) , ( my) salutation 
( to you ) who remain in Vi�I}.u's navel (and ) who are born in a 
lotus-seat . 

1 19. ( My )  salutation to you, 0 Vidrumaraktaitga ( i .e. 
whose body resembles coral ) ,  who look handsome with ( tender) 
hands like fol iage.  I have sought your refuge ; protect me from 
moving ( in this cycle ) of worldly existence. 

120-121. 0 you grandsire, formerly having seen a full-blown 
lotus, resembling the shape of a dark cloud, and of red colour, 
and·with leaves and filaments, and having many leaves, and 
spotless and not known before, you sat in it and brought forth this 
creation . 

122. Leaving (i .e . without ) you there is no protection from 
any other ( source ) ; my salutation to you, 0 adorable to the 
world. I am scorched by the curse of Savitri . My genital organ 
has fallen on the ground. 
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1 23. Appease me now. Protect me along with my life .  May 
Brahma protect my feet. May Kamahisana protect my shanks. 

1 24. May Viriiici protect my waist. May Sntikrt ( i.e .  the 
creator ) protect my organ of generation. May Padmanibha ( i.e. 
one resembling a lotus ) protect my navel . May Caturanana ( i.e .  
one with four faces ) protect my belly. 

125. May Visvasrk ( i.e.  the creator of the universe ) protect 
my chest. May Padmaja ( i .e. born from the lotus ) protect my 
heart. My Savitripati ( i .e .  the husband of Savitri ) protect my 
throat. May Hnikesa protect my mouth. 

1 26- 1 27a. May PadmavarJ)a ( i .e .  whose complexion is likea 
lotus ) protect my eyes. May Paramatma ( i .e. the highest soul)  
protect my head." Thus having assigned the different parts of the 
body to deity, viz. Brahma ( while uttering) the epithets of the 
lord, Sankara, who brings about the well-being, said : ''Salut
ation to you, 0 Brahma, 0 revered one", and ceased. 

127b-128a. Then Brahma, who was pleased, said these 
words to Siva : "Which desire of you should I fulfil today ? Ask 
me for whatever you desire. " 

Rudrasaid: 

128b-130. 0 lord, if you are pleased with me, and if you 
( wil l)  grant me boons, then tel l me one thing, 0 lord : In which 
place do you reside? In which places do the brahmaJ)as always 
see ( i .e .  find ) you? By which name does that place shine on the 
surface of the earth? O lord of all, tell that to me who am devoted 
to you. 

Brahmii said: 

131. I reside as ( i.e. I am called ) Surasre�tha (i .e .  best of 
gods ) at Pu�kara. (I am called) Caturmukha ( i .e. having four 
faces ) .  ( I  am called ) Devagarbha ( i .e.  containing all gods ) 
at Kanyakubja. (I am called ) Pitamaha ( i .e . grandsire) at 
Bhrgukak�a . 

1 32. ( I  am called ) Sntikarta ( i .e .  the creator ) at Kaveri. 
( I  am called ) Brhaspati at Nandipuri. (I am called ) Padma

janma ( i .e. born from the lotus ) at Prabhasa. (I am called ) 
Surapriya ( i . e. dear to gods ) at Vanari. 
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1 33 . ( I  am called ) �gvedi at Dvaravati . ( I  am called)  
Bhuvaniidhipa ( i . e. the lord of the worlds ) a t  VaidiSa. (I am 
called)  Pu:Q.Q.arikak�a ( i.e .  having lotus-like eyes ) at Paur.u;l.raka. 
( I am called ) Piiigak�a ( i .e .  having tawny eyes ) at Hastina
pura. 

134. I am called Vijaya at Jayanti . (I am called ) Jayanta 
at Pu11karavata. I am Padmahasta ( i .e. having lotus-hands ) at 
Ugra. (I am) Tamonuda ( i.e. remover of darkness ) at Tamo
nandi. 

135 .  ( I  am called ) Jayanandin at Ahichanna. ( l am called ) 
J anapriya ( i .e. dear to people ) at the city of Kafici. ( I  am called) 
Brahma at Pataliputra. I am called Muni at ��iku:Q.Q.a. 

1 36. ( I �  called ) Mukunda at Mahitii.ra. ( I  am called ) 
Subhakara ( i .e. of an auspicious form ) at Kii.mariipa. ( I  am 
called ) Sivapriya at Vara:Q.asi. 

1 37 .  Similarly ( I  am called )  Vi�:Q.U at Mallikii.k!la ; and 
Bhii.rgava at Mahendra. I am called Sthavirakara ( i. e. of an 
ancient form) at Gonarda. ( I  am called ) Pitamaha ( i.e .  grand
sire )  at Ujjayini. 

1 38. ( I am called ) Mahii.bodhi at Kausambi. ( l am called ) 
Raghava at Ayodhya. ( I  am called ) Munindra ( i .e. the best 
sage ) at Citrakiita. (I am called ) Varaha on the Vindhya 
mountain. 

1 39. (I am called ) Parame11thin at Gaiigadvara. ( I am 
called ) Saiikara on the Himalaya ( mountain ) .  (I am called ) 
Srucii.hasta ( i.e. having a wooden ladle in his hand ) at Devika, 
and Sruvahasta ( i.e. having a sacrificial ladle in his hand ) at 
Caturvata. 

1 40 .  ( I am called ) Padmapii:Q.i ( i .e. having a lotus in his 
hand ) at Vrndavana ; and ( I  am called ) Kusahasta (having 
the darbha grass in his band ) at Naimi�a. (I am called ) Gopin
dra ( i .e .  lord of the cowherdesses ) at Goplak11a ; and (I am 
called ) Sacandra (having the moon) at the bank ofYamuna. 

1 4 1 .  (I am called ) Padmatanu at ( the bank of) the Bhii.gi
rathi. ( I  am called ) Jalananda at Jalandhara . ( I  am called ) 
Madrak�a in Koiika:Q.a. ( I  am called ) Kanakapriya ( i .e. to whom 
gold is dear ) at Kampilya. 

1 42.  ( I am called ) Annadata ( i .e .  giver of food) at Veiikata 
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and Sambhu at Kratusthala. I am Pulastya in Lanka and 

Harhsavahana ( i .e .  having swans as his carriers ) inKasmira . 
1 43 .  I am ( called ) Vasi �tha at Arbuda. I am ( called )  

Narada at Utpalavata. I am ( called) Srutidata ( i.e .  the giver 
of scriptures ) at Melaka. I am ( called ) Yadasampati ( i . e .  the 
lord of the aquatic animals )  at Prapata. _ 

144. I am Samaveda at a sacrifice. I am ( called ) Madhur
apriya at Madhura. I am Yajfiabhoktr ( i . e. enjoyer of sacrifices ) 
at Atnkota. (I am called ) Surapriya ( i .e .  dear to the gods ) at 
Brahmavada. 

145. ( I  am called ) Naraya:r:ta in Gomanta and Dvijapriya 
(i .e .  dear to brahma:r:tas ) at Mayapuri. ( I  am called ) Duradhar�a 
( i.e .  unassailable ) at :B.�iveda and Suramardana at Deva. 

1 46. (I am called) Mahariipa at Vijaya, and Svariipa at 
Ra�travardhana. ( I  am called ) Rasapriya at Sakambhari . 

147. I am called Gopala at Pi:r:t<;laraka. I am called Atiga
vardhana at Sarhkhoddhara. ( I  am called ) Prajadhyak�a ( i . e . 
lord of the beings ) at Kadambaka. ( I  am called ) Devcidhyak�a 
( i.e .  lord of gods ) at Samasthala. 

1 48 .  ( I  am called ) Garigadhara at Bhadrapitha. ( I  am 
called ) Ja1asapi at Arbuda. I am Tripuradhisa ( i .e. lord of the 
three cities )  at Tryambaka and Trilocana ( i.e. having three 
eyes) at Sriparvata. 

1 49. ( I  am called ) Mahadeva at Padmapura and Vaidhasa 
at Kapala. ( I  am called ) Sauri at Srtigiverapura, and Cakrap
ii:r:tika at Naimi�a. 

1 50. ( I  am called ) Viriipak�a ( i .e .  of deformed eyes ) at 
Da:r:t<;lapuri, and Gautama at Dhiitapataka. (I am called ) Ham
sanatha at Ma1yavan, and Dvij endra at Valika. 

1 5 1 . ( I am called ) Devanatha at lndrapuri , and Purandara 
at Dyiitapa. (I am called ) Harhsavaha at Lamba, and Garu<;la
priya ( i .e. dear to Garu<;la ) at Ca:r:tt;la. 

1 52 .  ( I  am called) Mahayajfia at Mahodaya ; and Padma
var:r:ta at Siddhismara. (I am called ) Padmabodhana at Vibha. 

1 53.  (I am called ) Liriga in Devadaruvana. (I am called ) 
Vinayaka at Mahapatti . ( I  am called) Tryambaka at Matrka.s
thana. ( I  am called ) Kuladhipa at Alaka. 

1 54. (I am called ) Gonarda at Trikiita ; and similarly 
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Vasuki in Patala. (I am called ) Padmadhyak�a at Kedara, and 
Suratapriya ( i.e. playful ) at Kii�mi'u;t<;la. 

155. (I am called ) Subhariga at Km.t<;lavapi and Tak�aka 
at Saral).i. (I am called ) Papaha at Ak�ota and Sudadana at 
Ambika. 

1 56 .  (I am called ) Mahavira at Varada and Durganasana 
( i.e. destroyer of difficulties) at Kantara. (I am called) Ananta 
at PariJ.ata, and Divakara at Prakasa . 

1 5 7 .  ( I  am called) Padmanabha at Viraja and Svarudra 
at Vrkasthala. Also (I am called) Markal}c;la at Vataka and 
�1rgaketana at Vahini. 

I58- l 59a. ( I  am called) Padmagrha at Padmavati and 
Padmaketana at Gagana. I have (thus) narrated to you one 
hundred and eight places, where, 0 de!>troyer of Tripura, I am 
present for all the three times when Sandhya is offered (i .e .  
I am always present) . 

l 59b- l60a. A devout man, who sees (i .e .  visits) even one 
of these (places) , reaches Brahma's place and enjoys for many 
years. 

l 60b-l 6 l a. All that sin, committed mentally or in speech 
or with the body, perishes . No doubt should be raised in this 
matter. 

l 6 l b- l 62a. A man who, after visiting these, sees me (there) , 
enjoys salvation , and remains where I s tay . 

162b- 1 63a. The highest god is immediately reached by him 
by means of offering flowers, incense, and gratifying the 
brahmal}as, and also by means of concentrated meditation. 

1 63b- 164a. The fruit of his religious merit is superior, and 
in the end he gets the fruit (in the form) of salvation. He in
stantly reaches Brahma's world and stays there. 

1 64b- 1 65 .  He, with great penance (to his credit) , would 
become a god among those belonging to Brahma1 ; and all his sins 
committed intentionally or unintentionally like a brahmaiJ.a's 
murder perish at that moment only. 

1 66- 1 67. He, who, in this world has become poor or is 
deprived of his kingdom, goes to these places and sees me (i.e. 
visits temples built in reverence to me) with concentration, and 

1. Vairiija=belonging toBrahman. 
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having offered worship (to me) and having bathed, makes, 
offering (of Sraddha) to the manes and offers pirpjas (to them) 
is quickly freed from grief. 

I 68- 1 69a. He would become a sovereign emperor. There is 
no doubt about this. Kingdoms, good fortune, wealth, grains, 
excellent women of various kinds are his ( i .e .  are got by him) 
who has undertaken a pilgrimage to Pu�kara . 

1 69b- l 70. He who executes or gets executed this pilgrimage 
or hears about it, becomes free from all sins; also a man, who 
knows he had a union with a woman with whom union is for
bidden (becomes free from that sin) . 

1 7 1 . A man who has missed the Vedic rites for many years 
would obtain the purity due to recitation of the Vedas, by 
undertaking this pilgrimage just once. 

I 72 . 0 Sankara, what is the use of talking much in this 
matter? By it ( i.e .  by visiting Pu�kara) that which is unobtain
able is obtained and the sin too perishes. 

1 73-1 74. It  is equal to the fruit of all sacrifices ; it gives the 
fruit of (a visit to) all sacred places; all Vedas are accomplished 
by him who has offered Sandhya at Pu�kara and waited upon 
Savitri with water of Pu"'kara offered by his wife. 

1 75- 1 76. Having brought that auspicious water in an ex
cellent clay-pitcher1 he should offer Sandhya in the evening with 
concentration and with controlled breath. 0 Hara, today hear 
from me, what religious merit accrues to a man on having offered 
that (Sandhya) . 

1 7 7. By (doing) that Sandhya is well-worshipped (i.e. 
well-offered) for twelve years (i .e. doing i t  is  as good as offering 
Sandhya for twelve years) . By bathing there one gets the fruit 
of an asvamedha (-sacrifice) , and by making offerings there 
the religious merit is ten-fold. 

178-179. The fruit of fasting too is endless, 0 sinless one. 
One who offers food to a couple in front of Savitri, feeds me by 
that. There is no doubt about it. He who offers food to a second 
couple, feeds Kesava. 

1 80. He ( i .e. Kesava ) ,  the granter of boons, accompa-

1. Bhrilgara is a pitcher of a particular type. 
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nied by Lak�mi, gives him boons. ( 0  Sankara) there is no doubt 
that you, with Uma, are fed when he feeds a third couple. 

1 8 1 - 1 82a. And in the family of that woman, who devoutly 
offers food to maidens, an unfortunate barren woman is never 
born. Also a woman giving birth only to girls or one who is not 
dear to her husband ( is never born in her family) .  

1 82b- 1 83 .  Therefore, 0 Bhi�ma, men desiring (anything) 
either in the next or in this world should always give ( food) 
that is not bitter and that is free from oil. 

1 84. Food that is sour or salt should never be eaten by 
women. The food should be of five types and should be well
dressed ( i. e. should have all the tastes ) .  

1 85-1 86a. Cakes well-fried i n  ghee and ( accompanied) 
with profuse milk ( should be eaten ) and sikhariT)i ( i .e .  a dish of 
curds and sugar with spices ) with curds and milk should be 
drunk. It gives delight to men and is very much liked by 
women. 

1 86b- 1 87a. Wealth, grains, men and hundreds of women 
and also breads and cakes are had by ( eating) it. 

1 87b-1 88a. ( In the family ) there is no fever, there is no 
tormentation, no grief, no separation. He emancipates twentyone 
generations of his fami ly. 

1 88b- l90a. The family of her who gives a fried cake, be
comes full of relatives, sons and innumerable maids and servants. 
The entire family of him, who offers a baked cake, prospers with 
sons and grandsons for a long time. 

1 90b- 1 9 l a. The daughters of those young women who give 
JikhariT)i have sons, and their family is full of brothers. 

1 9 1  b- 1 92 . Her family with all desired things accomplish
ed, is delighted by offering sweetmeats. This is what the creator 
has said. 0 Siva, the same food is recommended for young girls 
eight years old. 

193 .  0 Siva, she who gives food to a thousand persons, is 
fortunate, pious, has sons, and is endowed with wealth and pro
sperity, for exis tence after existence ( i.e .  many existences ) .  

1 94- 1 96. Sweetened cakes also are meritorious. One should 
cause to give food mixing it with Khandari made from corn 
obtainable in autumn and with grape-juice a s  the ( ingredient ) ,  
and mixed with jaggery-pieces . One should also give drinks 
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and articles of food to brahmal}.a women ; in the same way (one 
should give) woollen garments and garments fit for (being worn )  
in the rainy season and whichever drinks are suitable. 

1 97. One should worship (women) according to the proper 
procedure by giving them money and bodices. One should be
smear their bodies with saffron and adorn them with wreaths 
and garlands. 

1 98. One should give ( them ) shoes for their feet, and also a 
coconut ;  should give them collyrium (to be put into) their eyes 
and place red lead on their heads. 

1 99. Having given them jaggery and tasty, soft fruits desired 
by them and vessels into their hands, one should salute them 
and dismiss them. 

200. After that one should eat along with one's relatives 
and children ; or rather there is no accomplishment ( without 
all this) . One should give gifts (aud) vessels at a sacred place. 

20l a. ( One should say : )  ' I  shall make offerings on going 
home; 0 god, being pleased, favour me. ' 

20 l b-202 . In the same way, after having come ( back ) to 
one's own residence, one should duly offer a sraddha to the 
manes with tbe offering of pir.u/as. The manes become pleased 
with him ( and remain so ) for the ( entire ) day of Brahma. 

203. The religious merit obtained by those who gi�re gifts 
at their residence is eight times more than that obtained by 
giving at a sacred place. And the low ones do not see the 
Sraddha performed by brii.hmal}.as (at the residence) . 

204. A sraddha performed in honour of the manes secretly 
in a (well-) guarded house is desirable. If it is struck (i.e. 
spoilt) by the sight of a mean person i t  does not reach the 
manes. 

205. Therefore one should, with all care, get performed a 
sraddh a secretly. It is said to satisfy the manes. This is told by 
the self-born himself. 

206. That rite which involves greater devotion to Gauri 
(and so is superior) , is said to be a familiar rite. The mental 
one is (called) Rajasi and gives fame to people. 

207.  One who desires one's own good should always give 
secret gifts (i.e. give gifts secretly) . If cooked food is given on 
the earth it is seen by people. 
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208-209a. If it is seen being given it never leads to any
body's satisfaction. If one brahmaJ}.a is fed in the house a crore 
of brahmal).as are fed (i .e. feeding one brahmal).a in the house 
amounts to feeding a crore of brahmal).as) . There i!l no doubt 
about this. The statement made in the Pural).as is true. 

209b. One should never test a brahmaJ}.a at a sacred place. 
2 1 0-2 1 1 .  Manu has said that a brahmal).a who comes with 

a desire for food should be fed.  The sages have recommended an 
offering of PiTJ¢as with (i.e .  made of) flour of barley first fried 
and then ground, and with cakes of wheaten flour or with milk 
or with oil cakes or nuts of ingudi tree. Men with devotion 
should always make offerings with oil (and) oil cakes. 

2 12. Men should perform a sraddha there without offering 
and invocation. Vultures or crows do not take away offerings 
made to manes of the deceased ancestors on being seen. 

2 1 3. That is called a sriiddha offered at a sacred place and 
it satisfies the manes. It  should be performed with great care. 
The cause for it is devotion alone. 

2 14. The manes are pleased with devotion; and (when) 
pleased, they direct (i .e. fulfil) desires. They satisfy desires for 
sons, grandsons, wealth, grains and other desires as mentally 
entertained. 

2 1 5-2 1 6. The grandsire, being propitiated with devotion 
(is) pleased (and) gives (desired objects) to men. Men, after 
having reached the sacred place, should always perform a 
sraddha at a proper or improper time. They should bathe 
( there) and offer oblations to the manes .  They should also offer 
piTJ¢as, since i t  is very dear to the manes. 

2 1  7. The manes, full  of great hope, and desiring (oblation 
of) water, observe the man born in their family, who has come 
to the sacred place.  

2 1 8. (Therefore) men should not delay (the offering) , nor 
cause an impediment. They will always have (a) continuous 
(line of) descendants. 

2 1 9.  Manes give sons. They desire the prosperity ( of their 
descendants) and sriiddha. Therefore, they never cut off the 
l ine of descendants. 

220-22 1 .  For this reason ( only) , formerly the self-born one 
has himself recommended sriiddha, which brahmal).as devoted 
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to their manes should perform at a sacred place or in their 
houses on Samkriinti (i.e. passage of the sun from one zodiacal 
sign into another) , on an eclipse (-day) , on the equinoctial and 
solstitial points or when the star on which a person is born is 
suppressed .1 

222-223. Formerly Svayambhuva declared these to be the 
occasions of a sriiddha. W hen a sriiddha is performed, there is 
no bodily harm to a person; all bad deeds done by the son go 
away; and also there is no harm from the planets ( turning evil ) 
or thieves or kings. 

224. ( The effects of) all evil deeds perish, and (the son) 
obtains ( i .e .  goes to) a happy condition. There is no doubt about 
this; since ( these) are the words of Prajapati (himself) . 

225. The three Pul[lkaras are said ( to be meritorious ) 
during the Krta age, Naimil[la is said ( to be meritorious ) during 
the Treta age, Kurukl[letra is said to be so during the Dvapara 
age and one should resort to Ganga during the Kali  age. 

226-227a.  Residence at Pu�kara is difficult to be had ; 
penance at Pu�kara is not easily had. (The effects of) sins 
committed elsewhere are diminished at Pu�kara; but the ( effects 
of) sin committed at ( this) sacred place are not removed at 
any other place. 

227b-229a. 0 Bharata, who, with the palms of his hands 
joined, remembers Pu�karas in the evening and in the morning, 
has ( indeed) bathed at all the sacred places. Having bathed at 
Pu�kara in the evening and in the morning ( i .e .  one who has 
bathed at Pul[lkara in the evening and in the morning) , obtains 
( the fruit of) all sacrifices, and goes to the world of Brahma. 

229b-230. He who continuously stays at Pul[lkara for twelve 
years, twelve days, a month or half a month would reach the 
highest station. Brahma's world stands above all the ( other) 
worlds. 

23 1 -232a. He who desires to go to Pu�kara should resort 
to it . He who bathes in Pw�kara with other people or singly, 
gets the fruit ( of the bath which is ) a crore times more. 

1.  Vi�uva-The first point of Aries or Libra into which the sun enters at 
the vernal or autumnal equinox. 

Ayana-Equinoctial and solstitial points . 
J anmar�a-The star under which a person is born. 
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232b-233a. The fruit  which a man obtains by duly perform
ing rites at different sacred places is obtained by one by merely 
looking at Pul[lkara. 

233b-234a. On the surface of the earth there are ten 
thousand crores of sacred places. 0 you descendant of Kuru, 
they are ( said to be) in the vicinity of Pu�kara (i.e. are present 
at Pul[lkara ) .  

234b-236 . There is no doubt that those who die at Pu�kara 
will go to Brahma's world for as long as the mountains and the 
oceans stand ( on the earth ) . The effect of all the evil deeds 
done ( by a man) during thousands of existence, and from 
birth to death (during this existence )  is completely burnt after 
having bathed in Pu �[�kara. Pul[lkara is a sacred place to which 
access is not easy. It destroys all sins. 

23 7. 0 king, now hear from me about the sacrifice in 
honour of the god of gods, which destroys the five sins and 
which gives Brahmanic power, sons and wealth. 

238-239a. Wealth, full (span of) life, sons and happiness 
instantly come to that man who is oppressed with poverty, 
diseases, leprosy etc. , who has no wealth or no son ( if he visits 
Pulllkara) . 

239b-243. He, who sees the image of Brahma, the highest 
god, the unborn one, conceived by prayers, along with ( those )  
of the regents of  quarters drawn in a circle, duly worshipped 
with Navanabha ; or he, who worships ( the image of) Brahma 
in the month of Kartika, especially on the full moon day, or 
duly worships (the image) on all full moon days, or he, who, 0 

you of mighty arms, 0 king, sees ( the image of the ) mighty god 
worshipped by his prt:ceptor on a Sankriinti-day or ( a  day 
auspicious due to the pos ition) of the moon or the sun, ge ts 
satisfaction instantly and his sins are destroyed . 0 lord of men, 
he is honoured by gods here ( i .e. in this world ) . 

244. For one year, the preceptor should test the brahma1,1a, 
kl[latriya and vaisya devotees by birth and rites like those of 
purification etc. 

245-246 . Knowing him to be suitable he should understand 
him accurately. They (i. e. the devotees ) too, being devout, 
should, for one year, be attached to the preceptor as ( they 
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would be) to Vigm; and then at the end of the year they should 
propitiate the preceptor. 

247-249a. ' Instruct us , 0 revered sir, in such a way that 
we would cross the ocean of worldly existence by means of 
your favour, meditation on the highest Brahman, worship of 
Virifici (i.e. Brahmii ) ,  muttering prayers to the thousand-headed 
( god i .e.  Vigm) , Max:H;lala briihma�a and by means of medita
tion; we especially long for the prosperity of the Vedas; (please) 
favour ( us ) ' . 

249b-252. The intelligent preceptor who is thus requested 
by them at that time should duly worship Brahmii and Vi��u 
first .  On the fourteenth day ( of the lunar fortnight) of ( the 
month of) Kiirtika they ( i.e. devotees ) with their eyes blind
folded should be made to sleep ( ? ) .  Then they, having got up 
before sunrise and taking the posture known as padmiisana,1 and 
meditating upon the main image of the preceptor in the Sahasrltra2 
with a white garment and a sacred thread, and white flowers 
and cloth, and with white sandal ( applied over the body )  
should go out ( of the village) t o  a river and perform the daily 
routine carefully. 

253-254. The preceptor should give them a toothbrush 
made from the K�ira-tree;  going to a river flowing seawards 
they should chew it; or having gone to some other tank, or even 
in the house (itself) , they should chew it consecrated with the 
prayer addressed to the highest lord. 

255. Having consecrated it seven times with the sacred 
prayer 'Apohi�tha', and with 'Devasya tvii', and 'Ayufijiinii . . . ' 
he should put it in his hand. 

256-257a. Washing it with the prayer 'lriivatyii . . . '  he 
should put it into the mouth, and chewing it, should throw it 
away and note if it has fallen in front, behind him, or in an 
intermediate direction. 

257b-259. When it falls in front, the deity is obtained (i .e .  
reached) , and the prayers are fruitful. When the toothbrush 

1 .  Padmasana-A p articular posture in religious meditation in which th e 
left foot is placed at the root of the thigh and the right foot on the left thigh. 

2 .  Sahasrara-One of the mystic centres of spiritual energy, located on the 
top of the brain and like a thousand-petalled lotus in shape according to the 
teachers of Kw;,:t<;lalini Yoga and Tantra . 
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falls behind, all the gods turn their faces away. When it has 
fallen in the northern direction, success may or may not be 
had. If it has fallen in the southern direction the teacher would 
die . There is no doubt about i t .  Seeing the inauspicious (omen) 
he should sleep on the (bare) ground near the lord of lords . 

260. The wise ones, seeing dreams, should tell them before 
( i .e .  to ) the teacher. Then the great teacher should note the 
auspicious and inauspicious ( omens) . 

26 1 . The preceptor, having bathed on the full-moon day 
should go to a temple and draw a circle on the ground prepared 
( for that purpose) . 

262-263 . Having duly marked the ground with various 
signs, he should draw there a lotus with sixteen or nine or eight 
petals. The wise (preceptor) should show it to the disciples . 
He should carefully cover their eyes with a white piece of cloth. 

264-265a. He should bring in the disciples with flowers in 
their hands, in an alphabetical order. When the wise one would 
fashion the Navanabha circle with colours , he should worship 
Indra preceded (i . e .  accompanied) by IndriiJ.li in the east .  

265b. The king should, like that, also worship Agni along 
with the regents of the quarters . 

266. He should worship Yama in the southern direction, 
and Nirrti in the south-east direction, and VaruJ.la in the 
western d irection and Vayu in the north-west direction. 

267. Keeping ( the image of) Kubera in the northern direc
tion he should place ( the image of) Rudra in the north-east 
direction. He should put the water-pot in the east and the 
wooden ladle in the south. 

268. He should place (the image of) Brahman in the west 
and the sacrificial ladle in the north. He should place the 
ascetic's seat in the south-east and the wooden sandals in the 
south-west .  

269. He should put the yogapalfa1 and a small pitcher2 in 

1. Y ogapatta-A cloth thrown over the hack and knee of an ascetic 
during abstract meditation. 

2. Galantika-A small water-jar with a hole in the bottom from which the 

water drops upon the object of worship. 
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north-east direction. Vi�:r.tu should be worshipped in the east and 
Sankara in the south. 

270. God Ravi (i .e. the image of the Sun) should be 
worshipped in the w�st, and the sages in the north. Brahma 
himself should be put in the centre and Savitri to his south. 

2 7 l -273a. (The image of) lotus-eyed Gayatri should be 
placed in the north.  Having placed �gveda in the east and 
Yajurveda in the south, and also Samaveda in the west and 
Atharvaveda in the north, he should put Itihasa-Purii.:r.tas, 
metrics, astronomy, Dharma- sastras and other (!ores) in the 
eastern and other directions. 

273b-274. Having worshipped Bala (rama) on the eastern 
petal, he should worship Pradyumna on the southern petal, 
Aniruddha on the western petal and Vasudeva (i . e. Kn:r.ta) on 
the northern one . He should worship Vamadeva on the eastern 
(petal) and Siva on the southern one . 

2 75 .  He should place Isana ( i .e . Vi �:r.tu ) on the western 
petal and the supreme spirit ( i .e. Brahman) on the northern 
petal. Aghora ( i .e .  one of Siva's forms) should be worshipped 
on all sides. This is the worship (to be offered to the deities ) 
in the circle. 

276 . He should worship Bhaskara in the east, D ivakara in 
the south, Prabhakara in the wes t and the lord of planets in 
the north . 

2 7 7-2 78. Having thus worshipped Brahma, the highest 
lord, according to the proper procedure and having duly placed 
eight pitchers in the circle in various directions, he should keep 
the ninth pitcher-the one intended for Brahma in the centre. 
He ( i .e .  the preceptor ) should bathe him, who desires salvation, 
with ( the water poured from )  the Brahma-pitcher. 

279 .  0 king, he should bathe him, who desires wealth, 
with (the water poured from) the pitcher meant for Vi�J)U. 
He should bathe him, who desires kingdom, with (the water 
poured from) the pitcher sacred to lndra. 

280. He should bathe him, who desires wealth and valour, 
with the water ( poured from) the pitcher intended for Agni. 
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He should bathe a man desiring victory over ( i . e .  to overcome) 
death with (water poured from) the pitcher sacred to Yama. 

28 1 .  Bath with water from the pitcher sacred to Nirrti, is 
laid down for the destruction of the wicked . He should bathe a 
man with ( the water poured from) the pitcher sacred to 
Varul).a, for the quick destruction of sins . 

282. He should bathe a man, who desires health, with 
(water from) the pitcher placed in the north-west direction 
(and sacred to Vayu) . Bath with (water from the pitcher) 

sacred to Kubera is laid down for him who desires wealth. 
283-284a. Bath with (water from) the pitcher sacred to 

Rudra is (laid down) for him who desires knowledge. These 
are the pitchers (sacred to) the regents of quarters. A man 
who bathes with water from each of these pitchers becomes 
free from all faults and instantly becomes a king like Brahma. 

284b-285a. Or he should duly worship the regents of all 
the quarters one by one with water from the pitchers by utter
ing the names of everyone of them. 

285b-287a. Having thus worshipped the deities-the re
gents of the quarters-he, with a pleased mind, bring in the 
disciples with their eyes blind-folded, after having tested them. 
Burning ( the sins of) them with (the power of) Agni with 
�ustained breath, he should shake them ( i .e .  make them alert ) 
with Vayu, and making them corpulent with Soma, he should 
then make them hear ( i .e .  tell them) the usual practices .  

287b-288. A man should not censure brahmal).as, gods, 
Vi�I).u and Brahma, and also Indra, Aditya, Agni and regents 
of quarters and planets; also his preceptor, a brahmal).a, or a 
superior sage who has been formerly initiated. 

289-290 . Having thus made him hear (i.e. having thus 
told him) the usual practices, he should make him perform 
a sacrifice. 'Om, (my) salutation to revered Brahman of all 
forms. Hum, Pha!, Svaha' . ·with (this) sacred text of sixteen 
letters he should make offerings into the blazing fire . He should 
offer into this fire all offerings made at the time of the rite of 
conception etc. 

291 . The initiated one (performing the sacrifice) should, 
at the end of the sacrifice (and) in the vicinity of the god of 
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gods, cause the sacrificial fee to be given to the teacher to the 
accompaniment of the three Vyahrtis1 (i.e .  the mystic 
utterances) . 

292. The wise one should cause to give (i .e .  offer) 
elephants, horses, vehicles and carts, gold, grains etc. to the 
preceptor. 0 king, to the middle preceptor ( i .e .  the preceptor 
second in order) he should give mediocre ones (i . e. the elephants  
e tc. of  the second grade) . 

293-294a. To the nex t  one he should give a couple (of 
cows etc.) along with gold . It is not possible to describe the 
religious merit produced when this is done even for hundreds 
of years ( i .e. even if the description continues for hundreds of 
years) . · 

294b-296a. He who, being initiated first, listens to the 
Padma (PuraJ}.a) , has muttered all the Vedas, the PuraJ}.as, 
all the sacred texts in totality, at the holy place of Pu�kara, or 
at Prayaga or Sindhusagara, or Devahrada, or Kuruk!letra or 
particularly at VaraJ}.asi . 

296b-298a. He, having seen (i .e. who sees) the grandsire 
residing at Pu!lkara, gets the fruit that is equal to hundred 
times the fruit obtained by those who mutter sacred texts on 
( days of) equinoctial points and eclipses . If he entertains 
many desires ( they are satisfied ) if he, having been initiated,  
worships ( the deity ) and listens to  the Pural).a. 

298b-300. 0 king, even gods, having practised penance, 
meditate and say : 'When shall I get birth ( i .e . when shall I be 
born ) in Bharata? When shall we be initiated and lis ten to the 
Padma ( PuraJ}.a ) ?  When shall we, having put the Padma of 
the sixteen essences on our bodies, go to the highest place , 
having gone to whieh, there will be no rebirth ? '  

30 1 -302. The gods speak like this and think ( l ike thi s ) . 0 
king, ( they also say : )  'When shall we see the sacrifice of 
Brahma on the full moon day of Kartika ?' . 0 you bes t  of the 
Kurus, I have thus told you the sacred precept of the gods, 
Gandharvas and Yak!?as ,  for it is always excellent. 

I. Vyahrti-The mystic utteranc�s. They are three, viz. Bhul;t, Bhuv� 
and Sv� as mentioned here, or seven. They are preceded by the utterance 
of •Om' . 
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303. The scriptures say that he who knows it correctly, he 
who sees the circle ( in which the pi tchers are placed ) ,  and he 
who would listen to this ( account ) .  all they are freed (from the 
mundane existence) .  

304-305a. Hereafter I shall tell you this excellent secret, 
with ( the help of) which men can have wealth, s teadiness, 
satisfaction and nourishment; and with ( the help of) which, 0 
king, all the planets become agreeable. 

305b-306. Selecting first, a Sunday with the Hasta ( cons
tellation in union with the Moon) , he should thereafter 
devoutly pass seven such Sundays eating once a day. When 
thus the seventh Sunday is over (i .e .  on the seventh Sunday) he 
should feed brahmaJ}.as. 

30 7-308a. A man should fashion with  care a golden 
image of the Sun, should cover it with a pair of red garments, 
and should place in a copper vessel the umbrella and wooden 
sandals and shoes to be presented ( to a brahmaJ).a) . 

308b-309a. Having bathed it with clarified butter he should 
cause it to be given to a brahmaJ.la with full form (i . e . not 
having a deformed body ) ,  and especially to a brahmaJ).a, well
versed in ( the performance of) rites . 

309b-3 1 0a. If this is done, its fruit is excell ent health, and 
also wealth, prosperity and the acquisition of everything. Such 
is the rite as described in the PuraJ.laS. 

3 1  Ob. It is not inconsistent, and gives peace and satisfaction 
to men. 

3 1 1 .  Similarly a wise man should select a Monday when 
Citra is ( in union with the Moon) ; he, eating (only) at night, 
should carefully pass eight Mondays ( in this way) . 

3 1 2 .  On every Monday wise brahmaJ).as should be fed (by 
him) . When the ninth Monday is over ( i .e .  on the ninth 
Monday) he should feed brahmaJ.l::t.S. 

3 1 3 . He should give them pairs of garments, and should 
also cause (the image of) Soma, placed in a pot of bell metal 
full with milk, to be given. 

3 1 4. Similarly an umbrella, two wooden sandals with 
shoes should be given to a brahmaJ.la, especially to one of a 
perfect body ( i .e. whose body is not deformed) . 
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3 1 5. He should similarly worship Arigaraka (i .e .  Mars) on 
( the union of) Svati (with the Moon) and pass eight Tuesdays 
by eating only at night till (on the last Tuesday) brahma:Qas 
are fed . 

3 1 6. He should cause to give golden image of Mars placed 
in a copper-vessel to a brahma:Qa having a complete ( i .e. not 
deformed) body. 

3 1 7.  A wise man should pass seven days in the order of 
the constellations by eating only at night, and on the eighth 
should cause to give golden horses ( to a brahma:Qa ) . 

3 1 8. He should perform the fire-rites ( i .e .  the sacrifices ) 
according to the procedure as seen ( in the religious texts ) .  0 
king, listen to what would happen when this is done. 

3 1 9-320 . All unfavourable p lanets become agreeable ; all 
diseases vanish and deities are pleased. The serpents, and manes 
that are satisfied ( by him) do not act against him. The wicked 
dreams of those who listen to or recite ( the text ) ,  vanish. 

32 l -322a. If Bhauma ( i .e .  Mars ) ,  the son of Ravi ( i .e .  
Saturn ) , Bhaskara ( i . e .  the Sun ) ,  and Ketu stand atop and are 
terrible and cause trouble, they become auspicious when this is 
just done. 

322b-323a. 0 king, all the planets become favourable to 
him and grant him peace who, full of devotion, always observes 
this ( vow) ; not otherwise. 

323b-324. He should place ( the image of) Sanaiscara ( i .e .  
Saturn) ,  Rahu and Ketu in an iron pot.  He should get ( the 
images of) these fashioned with iron and should cause them to 
be given to brahma:Qas ; and to please these ( brahma:Qas ) a pair 
of black garments should be given. 

325-326 . Those who desire peace, wealth and victory 
should give golden (images of) cows . At the culmination of 
the vow the golden images of these planets should be given by 
those who desire peace. 0 king, at the end of the vow food 
should be served to brahma:Qas. Similarly gifts according to 
one's capacity should also be given to please ( i.e. pac ify )  the 
p lanets .  

327-328. 0 lord of kings, he would fulfil a l l  his desires with 
little effort. One should seek knowledge from Sarikara, and 
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(good) health from Bhaskara ( i .e. the Sun ) .  One should desire 
wealth from Hutasana (i.e. Fire) , and position from Janardana 
(i.e. Vil?:t;lll) . One should seek Vedic ( i . e. sacred knowledge ) ,  
giving peace to all beings, from the grandsire. 

Bhiima said: 

329 . The sacrifice which you described as giving great fruit 
to the sacrificers, cannot be obtained (i.e. performed) by others 
due to the short span of life. 

330. 0 best of the sages, tell me about the auspicious vow, 
practised with little effort by observing fasts during a year, and 
giving a great fruit. 

Pulastya said: 

33 1 .  0 great king, for this reason only, king Sveta of great 
fame, very much oppressed with hunger, put a question to 
Vasi�tha. 

332. In the country named Ilavrta there was a very power
ful king named Sveta. He conquered the entire earth with the 
seven islands and cities. 

333-334a. VasiHha, the son of Brahma, was his family
priest. That best king, who was greatly religious, having (i . e .  
who had ) conquered ( the earth) , once said these words to 
Vasil?�a, the best among those who muttered the sacred prayers. 

Sveta said: 

3 34b-336 .  0 revered sir, I strongly desire to perform a 

thousand horse-sacrifices, and to give gold and gems to 
brahmar;tas. 0 preceptor, I do not wish to give the gift of food 
on the earth. It is  no use giving food, 0 master, when I gave 
gold as a gift ;  I never gave food as a gift taking it to be a non
entity ( i.e .  of no avail ) .  

33 7-338a. That king Sveta, of great fame, gave red gar
ments, ornaments, villages and cities to brahmar;tas ; but that 
king never gave food and water ( to brahmar;tas ) .  

338b-339. Then, 0 best bing, that king having performed 
many horse-sacrifices went to heaven conquered ( i .e .  obtained ) 
by religious merit after having practised penance (for three 
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arbudas ( i . e. three hundred million years) . Adorned with all 
ornaments he lived in the world of Brahman. 

340-341 . The celestial nymphs danced there and the 
Siddha-women sang (songs) . Both Tumburu and Narada, who 
were very intelligent,  always arrived there and sang (there) . 
Sages, with penance ( to their credit) , praised him, who had 
performed many sacrifices, with prayers from the Vedas. 

342. The body of the great-souled king, who was endowed 
with such grandeur, was oppressed with hunger, and parti
cularly with thirst. 

343. That best king oppressed by that ( strong ) hunger, 
left heaven in an aeroplane, and came to the mountain �k�a. 

344. He came to that great forest where formerly his body 
was burnt. There the king took the bones ( of his body) and 
remained licking them. 

345-346a. The king again got into his aeroplane and went 
to heaven. After a long time the king, of a praiseworthy ·vow, 
was seen licking his own bones ( i .e .  the bones of his body in the 
former existence ) by his family-priest Vasi�tha. 

346b-347. He said to the king : "0 lord of kings, 0 king, 
why are you eating ( i .e .  licking ) your own bones ?" King Sveta 
thus addressed by the great sage Vasi�tha, said these words to 
the sage : 

348. "0 revered sir, I am oppressed with thirst and hunger. 
0 best sage, formerly I never gave food ( to anyone) ; therefore 
hunger is excessively oppressing me. • •  

349. Thus addressed by  the king, the great sage Vasi�tha, 
best among sages, again said these words to the king : 

350-352a. "0 lord of kings, what can I do for you especially 
(when you are so ) hungry? A thing that is not given to anyone 
does not serve a person. A man gets enjoyments by giving gems 
and gold ( to others ) .  By giving food he shines with all desires 
( i.e .  all his desires are fulfi lled ) ;  ( but)  0 king, you did not give 
that ( i.e. food ) taking it to be little ( i .e. insignificant ) ." 

Sveta said : 

352b-353a. 0 preceptor, tell me how that which is not 
given is compensated. By your favour ( i.e. favour me and ) tell 
me who am asking you, 0 Vasi�tha. 
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Vasi!!ha said: 

353b-354. There is a cause for this about which there is no 
doubt. 0 best among men, listen to it as i t  is being told by me 
to you. In the forme� Kalpa there was a king known as Vini-
tasva. 

355-356. That king commenced to perform an excellent 
horse-sacrifice. At the end of the sacrifice he gave cows and 
horses to the best brahmaQas as asked l:oy them ; but he did not 
give them food looking upon it  as insignificant ;  as you ( regard
ed gift of food unimportant ) . Then after a long time he ex
pired on the bank of Ganga, 

357. That king Vinitasva became a sovereign emperor in 
Mayapuri . 0 lord, like you he too went to heaven. 

358. 0 king, he too, oppressed with hunger like you came 
in a bright aeroplane resembling the sun in colour, to the Nila 
mountain on the bank of the river Ganga on the earth. 

359-361 a.  There, on the bank of J ahnavi, he saw his  own 
body and his priest by name Brahmal'}a, performing a sacrifice. 
0 king, seeing him, he too again asked him the reason for his 
hunger. The priest said to him : 

36 l b-363a. "0 best person, 0 king, quickly give a cow 
made of scsamum, and a cow made of ghee, and also of water, an 

( actual ) cow and a liquid one, by (giving ) which you will be 
free from thirst and hunger, and will enjoy in heaven as long as 
the sun and the moon shine ( in the sky ) . "  

363b-364a. Thus addressed, the king again asked him this 
( question) : "Tell me the conditions ( i .e .  the attributes ) of the 
cow of sesamum. I will fashion one accordingly and give it." 

364b-365 . The pries t said ( in reply ) : ' '0 king, listen to the 
sacred injunction about the cow of sesamum : The cow should 
be fashioned out of sesamum measuring sixteen ac;lhakas\ and 
the calf ( should be fashioned) out of sesamum measuring four 
( a(ih:1kas ) . The feet ( of the cow) should be of sugarcanes and 
the bright teeth of flowers.  

366. The nose should be made of sandal and the tongue 
should be made of jaggery. For the tail a garland should be used, 
and the cow should have a bell as her ornament. 

1. Ac;lhaka-A measure of grains, the fourth of a dr01�a. 
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367.  He should fashion the cow like this ; she should have 
golden horns, silver hoofs and udders of bronze like the cow as 
told previously1 •  

368-369. 0 king, having fashioned her like this, he should 
quickly cause it to be given to a bn\\ hmal}a, after having sancti· 
fied it with sacred texts. He should cause the auspicious cow, 
remaining ( i.e .  placed) on a black deer-hide, covered with 
clothes, tied with a thread, ( adorned ) with five gems ,  endowed 
with all herbs, to be given ( to a brii.hmal}a ) .  

3 70-3 71 . ( He should pray to the cow as : )  ' 0  sesamum
cow, let me instantly have food, drink and all ( kinds of) liquids.  
0 you, who are presented to a brahmal}a, satisfy our desires. I 
am, 0 goddess, taking ( to )  you with devotion, especially for 
( the good of) my family. Satisfy all my desires . Salutation to 
you, 0 sesamum-cow. ' 

372 . 0 best king, the sesamum-cow presented with this 
procedure, satisfies all desires . There is no doubt about this . 

3 73 .  The cow of water is fashioned with pitchers only 
( i.e. pitchers are filled with water ) .  When she is duly presented, 
she instantly satisfies all desires . 

3 74. Similarly if a hundred cows are given following the 
rule ( of the vow ) of the full-moon day, Savitri would satisfy all 
one's desires here ( i.e .  in this world ) as well as in heaven. 

375. Similarly the cow made of ghee presented like this 
according to the proper procedure by the wise men, satisfies all 
desires and would give lustre. 

· 

376. Similarly, 0 king, the cow of liquids given in the 
month of Kartika, would satisfy all one's desires and would 
always give good position. 

377 .  I have told you in brief this very extensive ( account ) .  
It is described by Brahma, the doer of all actions, to give 
unending fruit. 

378-379. 0 best king, if a person is oppressed with thirst or 
hunger he should give this gift in Kii.rtika. Give first, 0 king, 
0 lord, the 'Egg of Brahman', full of everything, having beings 
and gems and herbs, also full of gods, demons and Yak�as . 

380-38 1 .  Fashioning a ll this ( and the egg covered ) with 

1. Piirvadhenuvidhanatal) . . . (see Chapter 21 above) . 
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s ilver all round, endowed with gems and ( forms of) the Sun and 
the Moon, a devout man should cause it to be given to his pre
ceptor-priest on the twelfth day in (i .e .  of) Kartika or on the 
fifteenth day of Kartika only, and not in any other way. 

382. 0 king, all beings that lie within the 'Egg of Brahman' 
are ( i . e. must be said to be ) given by him. I have told you (this ) 
in brief. 

383 . 0 king, all that fruit of the performance of sacrifices, 
accomplished with excellent gifts, which is obtained by a sacri
ficer, is obtained by the gift of a portion of the 'Egg', especially 
( i. e. more so) by the gift of the ( entire ) 'Egg of Brahman.'  

384. A man, who again gives this ( form of the ) entire "Egg 
of Brahman', has ( i . e. should be said to have ) muttered prayers, 
offered oblations, given gifts and narrated ( the account) ."  

The king said; 

385-386. 0 innocent brahmaJ}.a, one would be obtaining 
salvation by performing the rite of the gift of the 'Egg of Brah
man. ' Tell me about the time, region and the sacred place for 
it ( i .e .  tell me when and where it should be performed ) ;  ( so 
that) by doing it I shall get all the fruit, and shall soon get rid 
of this contemptible condition. 

Vasiftha said: 

387. 0 king, having heard this, the brahmaJ}.a priest got 
fashioned the Egg of Brahman out of gold and all ( other )  
metals. 

388-390. He fashioned that lotus ( -seat )  of Brahman with a 
thousand ni�kas. In it ( he placed the image of) Brahma adorn
ed with rubies, Savitri, Gayatri, sages and ascetics . In front of 
( the image of) Brahma he put the golden images of all sons of 
Brahma like Narada and all gods like Indra. There should also 
be the image of the eternal lord in the form of the boar along 
with Lak!?mi. 

391 -394. For his decoration he should use green emeralds. 
The wise one should adorn it wi th the gems called gomeda1• The 
( form of) Moon should be decorated with pearls and ( that of) 

I .  Gomeda-A gem brought from the Himalayas and Indus, described 
as of four different colours : white, pale-yellow, red and dark-blue. 
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the Sun with diamonds. He should also cause golden ( forms) of 
planets to be given. ( If silver is used ) its quantity should be seven 
times that of gold ; similarly the quantity of copper should be 
seven times that of silver. The quantity of bronze that may be 
used should be seven times that of copper. The quantity of tin 
( if used for forming the images ) should be seven times that of 
bronze. 0 king, the quantity of lead should be seven times that 
of tin, and the quantity of iron should be seven times that of 
lead. 

395-396. In accordance with this number he should get 
fashioned by skilled artisans seven islands, seven seas and seven 
principal mountains1• He should get fashioned the trees and 
beings with silver ; and he should get fashioned the forests and 
beasts with gold. 

397. The wise ones should duly get fashioned trees, plants, 
thickets, grass, leaves and creepers and should present them at a 
holy place. 

398-399a. At the time of the lunar or the solar eclipse he 
should present these things at these sacred places : Kuruk!!etra, 
Gaya, Prayaga, Amarakal}taka, Dvaravati , Prabhasa, Gangii
dvara and Pu!!kara. 

399b-400. 0 lord of kings, all this should be given on all 
the openings of days, during the summer and the winter solstice. 
I t  is very meritorious on days of portents and especially on 
equinoctial points . He should entertain no doubt about this . 

40 1 -403a. Appointing a briihmal}a who is handsome and 
endowed with five qualities as the chief of the fire-chamber, and 
having honoured him with his wife, and making him the chief 
priest, and in the same way, having invited other briihmal}as 
with twentyfour qualities, along with their wives, he should give 
them rings and ear-rings. 

403b-404. Having honoured them thus and having placed 
himself before them, and having again and again saluted 
with the eight parts of his body touching the ground, he, with 
the palms of his hands joined in obeisance, ( should praise the 

1 .  Kulaparvata-These principal mountains are seven in number. Their 
names are : Mahendra, Malaya, Sahya, Sukitmat, J:tkfa, Vindhya and Pari
yitra, 
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brahmar;tas ) with the family-priest in the fore ( i.e .  headed by 
the family-priest with these words : )  

405-407. '0 brahmar;tas, being pleased you should favour 
( me )  with a friendly attitude, and a kind disposition. I have 
again been more purified. Due to your devotion the grandsire 
himself is pleased. May Janardana be pleased with (this ) gift of 
l3rahmar;t<;la. And also, 0 best brahmaQas , may the Pinaka
holding god and Sakra, the lord of gods, be pleased by (my)  
meditation on them. ' 

408-409. Having thus praised the brahmar;tas, who had 
mastered the Vedas, the king in a moment, duly presented the 
Brahmar;tc;la to his preceptor. Then with all his desires satisfied 
the king went to heaven. 

4 10 .  That priest shared that ( Brahmar;tc;la ) with ( the other) 
brahmal).as ( i .e . ) he too gave ( portions of) it to other brahma
I).as, 0 king. There should not be only one recipient of Brahma-
r;t<;la or the gift of land. 

· 

4 1 1 -4 1 2 .  If only one man receives it he commits a sin
brahmar;tacide-there is no doubt about it . This is witnessed by 
all .  One should proclaim and give. Those also who see ( the gift) 
being given are purified.  Merely by seeing it, they are liberated. 
There is no doubt about this . 

4 1 3-4 1 4. (On the day ) which is called Bhima- dvadasi, he 
should make (offerings of) gold, water and deer-hide. Let them 
(i .e .  people) see these. When seen by them they easily get the 
fruit of the rite, and get ( i .e .  go to) the same world as the 
performer (of the rite ) .  0 king, cows should always be saluted 
with this sacred prayer : 

4 1 5 .  ' (My) repeated salutation to the prosperous cows that 
have descended from Surabhi. (My) repeated salutation to 
the pure daughters of Brahman. '  

4 1 6-41 7 a. One would obtain the fruit of  the gift of  cows 
( merely) by remembering this sacred prayer. Therefore, 0 
king, you too will obtain the fruit of the gift of cows, especially 
on the full-moon day of Kartika, at the excellent holy place, 
viz . Pu!?kara. 

4 1 7b-4 1 8. Whatever sin is of ( i.e .  committed by) a woman 
.or a man, all that (sin) completely perishes by merely having a 
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bath at Pu�kara. 0 descendant of Bharata, whichever sacred 
places there are on the earth right from the sea, they go to 
(i .e .  merge into ) Pu�kara, especially on the full-moon day of 

Kartika . 

Bhi�ma said : 

CHAPTER THIRTYFIVE 

The Killing of a Sildra Ascetic 

I .  The revered one has told ( me )  everything based on the 
Pura�a ; and also (has narrated to me) how (king ) Sveta pre
sented Brahma�c;la to his preceptor. 

2 .  Hearing this curiosity has arisen (in me) a s  to  how, 0 
brahm�a, he licked ( his own) bones in the absence of (i .e .  as 
a result of his non-gifting of) food. 

3. I desire to hear that ; I also desire to hear about other 
kings on the earth who reached heaven due to (i .e .  as a result 
of) giving food; for sacrifices are based on food. 

4. How is it that the great-souled Sveta lost his good sense 
with the result that he neither gave food to the sages nor showed 
it to them. 

5. Ah, just see the greatness of food. The fruit of the food 
that is given here is enjoyed by men in heaven; and (due to it ) 
one would have unending ( residence in ) heaven. 

6. The prominent brahma�as have declared the gift of 
food as great. Due to the gift of food the lord of gods enjoys the 
three worlds . 

7. All best brahma�as call him Satakratu . Due to that ( i .e . 
the gift of food ) the lord of the gods has attained that position. 

8-9a. He went to heaven because of having given food. All 
(this) I have heard from you . If something else has formerly 
taken place I desire to hear that too again; so, 0 highly intelli
gent one, now tell me about it. 
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Pulastya said : 

9b- 1 0a. 0 king, formerly this old episode was narrated to 
Rama by the great-souled Agastya . I shall now tell i t  to you. 

Bhi�a said: 

l Ob- l l a. In which family was Rama, the best king, to 
whom Agastya narrated the old episode, born? 

Pulastya said: 

1 1  b- 1 2a. The very mighty (hero ) named Rama was born 
in the family of Raghu. He did the mission of gods: he killed 
RavaJ}.a in Lanka. 

1 2b- 1 3a. (Once) sages came to the house of him who had 
settled ( himself) as (the king) of the kingdom of the world. 
The great-souled ( sages) arrived at Raghava's residence. 

1 3b- 1 4a. The doorkeeper, at the bidding of Agastya, 
immediately informed Rama that the sages had come ( to see 
him) .  

1 4b- 1 6a. Seeing Rama, like the full moon that had risen 
(he said : )  ' '0 son ofKausalya, well-being to you. The night (has 

ended and) an auspicious dawn has broken. 0 king, 0 descen
dant of Raghu, to see your prosperity Agastya has today come 
with sages . He is waiting at the door." 

1 6b- 1 7 .  Hearing that the sages, resembling the sun in 
lustre, had arrived, Rama said ( these) words to the doorkeeper : 
"Quickly bring them in. Why have you detained the best 
sages at the door ?" 

1 8. At these words of Rama the doorkeeper gladly ushered 
them in. Seeing the sages who had arrived, Rama, with his 
hands joined in obeisance, spoke (words of greeting to them) . 

1 9-20.  Rama, having humbly saluted them made them sit 
on (i.e. offered them) seats . The best sages sat all around on 
golden, variegated, well-spread, comfortable seats, covered with 
Kusa-grass. The family-priest offered them water for washing 
their feet, for rinsing their mouths and a respectful offering. 

2 1 .  Rama enquired after the health and welfare of all the 
5ages . The great sages, well-versed in the Vedas said these 
words : 
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22. "0 you Raghu's descendant of mighty arms, welfare to 
you everywhere. Luckily we are seeing you happy with your 
enemies killed. 

23.  0 best ofRaghus, the extremely vicious Rava.J)a, the 
villain, kidnapped Sitii, your wife. He was killed by her vigour 
only. 

24. 0 Ra.ma, you all alone killed him in a battle. No other 
person is ( seen) who would do the deed that you did 

25. We had come here to talk to you ; and now, on seeing 
you, we all the ascetics, are purified, 0 lord of kings. 

26. You have today wiped the tears (of the world) by 
killing Rava.J)a ( i .e . )  by giving this auspicious gift of fearless
ness to the world, 0 hero. 

2 7 .  0 Raghava, we are glad due to this victory of yours, 0 
you of unlimited valour. Now that we have seen and talked to 
you, we shall go to our respective hermitages. 

28. 0 you tormentor of the enemies, I had given Indra's  
bow and two inexhaustible quivers and an armour to you when 
you had (formerly) entered the forest. 

29. 0 you descendant ofRaghu, (please) visit my hermit
age again."  Saying so all the sages disappeared. 

30. When the chief sages had left, Rama, the best among 
the supporters of righteousness, thought about the work (the 
sages wanted to assign to him. He said to himself: ) 

3 1 . "What could be the mission (for which) the sage said to 
me: '0 you descendant of Raghu, please come to my hermitage 
again ?' I must certainly go to Agastya. 

32a. I must hear (what the) secret (intention) of the gods 
is, and the mission that he would tell (me to do) ."  

32b-33 . Rama, of  unl imited lustre, thought like this : "I  
shall surely perform my duty ; for duty i s  the highest recourse." 
He ruled for ten thousand years. 

34. That great-souled Rama, who gave gifts, performed 
sacrifices and protected his people, passed (this period just) like 
a year. 

35 . On this very day an old brahmaJ}a villager bringing 
with him his dead son, came to the door of ( the residence of) 
Ram a. 
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36-37 .  He uttered many sentences with words full of affec
tion : "0 son, what wicked deed had I done in my previous 
existence, that I am seeing you, my only son, a child ,  who has 
not even attained youth and has just lived for five years , dead ? 

38. 0 son, you have died prematurely ( only )  to cause me 
grief. Without doing the obsequial rites you have gone to 
Varna's residence. 

39-40. (Indeed) Rama's wicked deed is evident that death 
has come to you. When I die with my wife the sin of killing a 
child, a brahma:r:ta, and a woman will accrue to Rama ; there is 
no doubt about it." Raghava lis tened to all that accompanied 
by ( i .e . causing) grief. 

41 . Rama said (these ) words to Vasi�tha who was sending 
the brahma:r:ta back: "When this is the state ( of things )  what 
should I do today ? 

42 . I shall sacrifice my life or fall from a mountain. How 
shall I get purity (i .e.  feel innocent) after I have heard the 
brahma:r:ta's words? "  

43. Narada who was there in Vasi�tha's proximity, told the 
dejected Rama the words he had heard in the vicinity of ( i .e .  
from) the sages : 

. 

44·45. ' ' 0  Rama, listen (how) at the right time the child's 
death has taken place. 0 Rama, formerly in Krtayuga, 
everywhere there was the superiority of brahma:r:tas. No non
brahma:r:ta, 0 Raghava, even practised penance. All ( men) then 
were immortal and long-lived . 

46. Again in Tretayuga brahma:r:tas and k �atriyas be
came superior. In Dvaparayuga their sin entered vaiSyas and 
siidras .  

47 . Thus falsehood that was continuously resorted to, 
again came up (i .e .  became effective ) .  Three feet ( i .e. three 
quarters) of unrighteousness and (only) one foot (i.e. quarter) 
of righteousness appeared there. 

48. Then there were many casteless persons led by brah
ma:r:tas. Then again the second foot (i . e . quarter )  of righteous
ness came (up) . 

49. In that (yuga) called Dvapara, penance entered (i .e.  
went to) vaisyas. The unrighteousness of the three yugas stood 
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50.  0 best man, then when the last yuga called Kali came, 
( both )  unrighteousness and falsehood increased. 

5 I -52a. In (this ) Kaliyuga practice of penance will be 
(found ) in the persons born as siidras. 0 king, a siidra, the 
tormentor of his enemies, and of a wicked mind, is practising a 
very severe penance at the border of your country. He killed 
the child. 

52b-53. 0 best of kings , a king, in whose kingdom or 
(capital- ) city, a wicked person does an unrighteous thing unfit 
to be done, instantly goes to hell (and stays there) till deluge. 

54-55a. The king takes the fourth portion of his sin. So, 0 
best among men, you go to that ( part of) your country where 
you will see a wicked deed ( being committed ) . Make an effort 
(to stop it) . 

53b-56a. 0 bes t of men, by ( doing ) this your religious 
merit and might will increase, and also (the span of) this 
child's life ." 

56b-57a. Thus addressed by Narada, the descendant of 
Raghu, who was astonished, obtained incomparable joy, and 
said these (words ) to Lak�maJ.la : 

5 7b-59a. "0 dear La�maJ.la, go to the best brahmaJ.la and 
console him. Get the boy 's body placed in a trough containing 
oil. 0 dear one, using abundant perfumes and fragrant oils do 
that by which ( the body of) the boy does not decay. 

59b-60a. Do that by whieh the body of the boy, who has 
not done any deed of distress, would be preserved, and by which 
there would be no mishap or decomposition ." 

60b- 6 l a. Having thus ordered Sumitra's son Luk�maJ.la of 
good marks he, of great fame, mentally thought of the Pu�paka 

aeroplane and ordered it, "Come ( here) " . 
6 1  b-63a. Knowing the internal thought ( of Rama) that 

aeroplane, decorated with gold and moving according to ( the 
occupant's )  desire came near Rii.ma in a short time. He ( i .e .  the 
presid ing deity of the aeroplane ) joined the palms of his hands 
as a mark of humility and said : "0 king, ( here ) I am. This 
servant, 0 you of mighty arms, stands before you. ' ' 

63b-64a. Having heard, for a long time, the words ( of the 
presiding deity) of the plane, the king saluted those great sages, 
and got into it . 
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64b-65. He, the well-composed one, leaving the two heroes 
Lak�mal}.a and Bharata in the city, and taking his bow and 
two quivers as well as his very powerful sword, looking for 
( the culprit )  quickly went towards the west. 

66-67 .  Then he went to the north which was resorted to 
by the Himalaya ( mountain) .  Then the king went in all parts 
of the eastern direction ( where people followed) good practices 
and which was spotless like a mirror. Then the descendant of 
Raghu traversed the south. 

68-69a. On the northern side of a mountain he saw a very 
big lake. In it Raghava saw a terrible sage hanging upside down, 
practising very great ( i .e .  severe ) penance. 

69b-70a. Raghava, the descendant of Kakutstha\ approa
ched the ascetic practising penance, and said ( these) words : "0 
you having lustre like a god, you are lucky. 

70b-7 1 .  0 you of a firm resolve, in which caste does this 
penance prosper ( i .e .  to which caste do you, performing this 
severe panance, belong ) ?  I am Rama, Dasaratha's  son, ( who 
am ) asking you through curiosity. Which object do you have in 
mind : heaven or some other world? 

72-73a. 0 ascetic, I desire to hear ( i .e .  to know) why you 
are practising penance. Are you a brahmal}.a ? Well-being to you. 
Or are you an invincible k!?atriya? Or are you a vaisya i . e. 
belonging to the third caste ? Or are you a siidra? Tell (me )  the 
truth. 

73b-74. Penance is full of truth ( and) is always ( useful ) 
in obtaining heaven. Penance is Sattvika and Rajasa and it ( i. e. 
Sattvika ) is of the nature of truth. It is the cause of ( i.e .  leads 
to) helping the world, and is created by Viriiici. 

75 .  The Raudra ( i . e . terrible ) penance springs from 
k!?atriya's lustre, and is called Rajasa. That which is ( used ) for 
the destruction of others is called Asura. 

76. He who conceals one by one the parts of his body smeared 
with blood, or he who practises penance to conquer the five fires2 

1 .  Kakutstha-See note on 1.33 . 183. 
2. Paiicligni-slidhana-A form of self-mortification in which the ascetic 

sits with four fires burning in the four quarters around him with the sun, the 

fifth fire, overhead. 
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or ( tries to ) accomplish perfection or conquer death (belongs 
to the Asura category ) .  

7 7 .  This your disposition i s  Asura ; and I do not think you 
are a brahmai.J.a. If you speak the truth you will accomplish 
perfection ; if yon tell a lie you will nol live." 

78. Having heard those words of Rama, who haa never 
done any harmful deed, the ascetic remained hung upside down 
like that ( i . e . before )  and said : 

79. ' '0 best king, welcome to you. 0 Raghava, you are seen 
after a long time. 0 innocent one, I am your son, and you are 
my father. 

80-82. Or this is not so ; for the king is the father of all ( his 
subjects ) .  0 king, such as you are, you deserve to be honoured. 
We are practising penance in your country. In  it ( you have ) a 
share which is formerly produced ( i.e .  fixed ) by the self-born. 
0 Rama, we are not lucky. You are lucky, 0 king, in whose 
country the ascetics desire perfection like this. 0 Raghava, 
obtain prosperi ty with ( i . e .  as the the fruit of) my penance. 

83-84. As to what you said ( as to the question that you 
asked, viz. ) ' in which caste ( are you born and ) are practising 
your penance' ( I  would say : )  I am born in a siidra family ; and 
have resorted to a severe penance. 0 Rama, of a good vow, I 
desire to have godhood with my body ( i . e. I want to be a god, 
without casting off this body ) .  0 king, I am not telling a lie 
with a desire to conquer ( i .e .  go to ) the world of gods. 

85-86a. 0 descendant of Kakutstha, know me to be a 
siidra, Sambiika, by name." When he was thus talking, Rama, 
the descendant of Kakutstha, took out from the sheath, a spot
less sword, and cut off his head . 

86b-88a. When the Siidra was killed, gods with Indra, led 
by Agni, repeatedly praised Rama (saying) , 'Well (done, well 
done) ' ; and a very fragrant shower of flowers discharged by the 
gods from the sky, scattered all around Raghava. 

88b . The gods, very much pleased, said these words to 
Rama, the best among those who knew (the meaning of) 
sentence. 

89-90a. "0 you descendant of Raghu, 0 you good one, you 
have done this mission of the gods. 0 Rama of a great vow. 
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take (i .e. choose) whichever boon you like. By your deed this 
siidra has physically gone to heaven ."  

90b-9 l a. Hearing (these) words ofthe gods, Raghava who 
was well-composed, and who had joined his palms in obeisance, 
said these words to Indra, the thousand-eyed (god) : 

9 1  b-92. "If gods are pleased with me, if I deserve a (grant 
of) boon, if they are happy with my deed, then let this brah
maQa-boy come to life ( again) .  This is the best boon desired 
by me from you. 

93-94 . Due to my fault this boy, the son of a brahmaQa, 
has met with an untimely death. He has been take1. by Death 
to Yama's abode. Revive him, well-being to you, I should not 
prove to be a liar to my preceptor . I have given a promise to 
the brahmaQa: I shall bring back your son to life. 

95. 0 gods, let this boy live by having the full span of my 
life, or half a portion or a quarter portion of (the span of) my 
life" . 

96. Hearing those words of Raghava, the best gods who 
were pleased and were full of affection, said to the great-souled 
one : 

97-98 .  " 0  descendant of Kakutstha, give up your anxiety ; 
the only son of the brahmaQa has regained his life and is un ited 
with his relatives. 0 descendant of Kakutstha, the boy suddenly 
became united with ( i .e .  regained his) l ife, (just) at the moment 
when this siidra was destroyed by you. 

99- 1 00 .  Obtain welfare ; well-being to you ;  0 you tormen
tor of your enemies, we (now) go ( back ) .  We shall see the 
great sage (viz . Agastya) in Agastya's hermitage" .  Having pro
mised the gods with the words 'All right', the descendant of 
Raghu got into the Pu�paka aeroplane decorated with gold. 
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CHAPTER THIR TYSIX 

Conversation between Rama and Agasrya 

Pulastya said: 

I .  Then the gods went by many aeroplanes . Rama too 
quickly went to the penance-grove of Agastya. 

2. ( He thought :) 'The revered one, who had formerly 
come to see me in my assembly, had told me to go to him again. 

3 .  So by the order of gods and for their work I shall go 
and see that great sage, honoured by gods and demons. 

4. And the best one will advise me so that I shall never 
again be unhappy in this mortal world. 

5. My father is Dasaratha and Kausalya is my mother. 
I am born in the solar family. Still I am so much unhappy ! 

6 .  I had to stay in the forest with my wife and younger 
brother at  the time (when ! should have enjoyed ) the kingdom. 
My wife also was abducted by Raval).a. 

7-Ba. I met Sita after having crossed the excellent ocean 

without any body's help and having besieged that city ( of 
Lanka ) and having destroyed his ( i.e. Raval).a's ) family. I 
abandoned her in front of the gods. 

Bb-9. They ( then ) told me that she was pure, so I , full of 
love, brought her home ; but ( again ) forsook her on account of 
( an adverse) public opinion . That respectable lady is living 
in a forest, (while) I am living in the city. 

1 0 .  I am born in the best family; I am best among the 
archers ; I am suffering from the worst misery ; (yet)  my heart is 
not rent. 

I I . Surely the creator has created me with an adamantine 
essence. Now following the instruction of a brahmal).a, I wander 
over the surface of the earth. 

1 2 .  Obeying the words of gods, I have destroyed this sinful 
siidra who was practising penance. Again my life has stood 
still in my heart (i .e. I am very uneasy) . 

1 3 . I ( shall now ) see the adorable sage, engaged in the well
being of this world, so that by seeing him my grief will soon 
come to an end . 
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1 4. As at the rise of the sun snow melts, in the same way 
( by seeing him) all the grief that has come to me will comple
tely come to an end. '  

1 5. The revered sage Agastya too, seeing the gods who 
had come there, and being very well pleased offered them a 
respectful offering and worshipped them. 

1 6 . They too, having talked to the great sage, and being 
delighted went to heaven with their followers. 

17. When they had left, the descendant of Kakutstha 
( i.e. Rama) got down from Pul?paka and went to salute the 
best sage Agastya. 

The king ( i.e. Riima ) said; 

1 8. 0 best sage, I am Dasaratha's son. I have come to 
salute you. ( Please)  look at me with a pleasing eye ( i .e. favour 
me) . 

19 .  By seeing you my sins will be  shaken off. There is no 
doubt (about it ) .  

20. Saying this much and saluting the sage again and again, 
he ( enquired after) the welfare of the servants, the beasts and 
his son ( and said : )  "After having killed the Siidra ( viz . Sambiika) 
I have come here to see ( you ) the revered one. " 

Agasrya said: 

2 1-22. 0 you best among the Raghus, 0 you highly lust
rous one, ( please ) accept the respectful offering meant for you. 
0 best among the Raghus, 0 you who are adorable to the 
world, 0 you eternal one, welcome to you. 0 descendant of 
Kakutstha, your visit has purified me along with the sages. 0 
you killer of enemies, due to my good luck, you have come 
here. 

23. You are always very much respected due to your many 
excellent qualities . Therefore you deserve to be honoured. You 
have always remained in my heart. 

24. The gods also proclaim that you, the killer of the siidra, 
have come. You have righteously brought the brahmaQa's son 
back to life .  

25. 0 Raghava, {please) live with me. 0 you highly in-
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telligent one, you will go to Ayodhya in the Pu�paka (next) 
morning. 

26. 0 Raghava, 0 gentle one, 0 king of kings, (please) 
accept this divine ornament well fashioned by Visvakarman of 
a divine body and shining with its own lustre. 

27 .  Do what is agreeable to me .  I t  i s  said that great fruit 
accrues ( to a person ) when what is obtained is again given 
(by him) . 

28 .  You are capable of protecting the best gods including 
Indra. Therefore I shall duly offer (this to you) . 0 best of men, 
( please) accept it. 

29. Then the great warrior of mighty arms (i.e. very 
powerful) among the Ik�vakus, remembering his duty, with the 
palms of his hands joined in obeisance, said : 

30. ' '0 revered sir, accepting a gift from you is censurable 
on my part. 0 brahmal'}a, how can a wise k�atriya accept a gift 
given by a brahmal'}a? Please tell ( i.e. explain ) it to me. 

3 1 .  I have sons, I am a householder and I am capable 
(of securing such gifts ) ,  0 great sage. 

32. I am not overcome with a calamity. {Then) how can 
I accept this gift ?  My wife has deceased long back : and I have 
not ( taken to) another wife. 

33-34a. Here ( i.e. if I accept the gift ) ,  I shall merely 
commit an offence. There is no doubt about it. If a k�atriya 
accepts a gift when he is reduced to a miserable condition, he 
does not incur sin. Manu is the authority in this matter. 

34b-35 .  Manu has said that old parents, a virtuous wife, 
a young son should be taken care of ( by a man) even by doing 
a hundred evil deeds . ( So) 0 brahmaQa sage, ! shall not accept 
the gift offered by you. 
· 36. 0 you honoured by gods, ( please) do not be angry 
with me." 

Agasva said: 

37. 0 king, there is nothing wrong if kings accept a gift 
offered to them. 0 Raghava, you are able to protect even the 
three worlds. 
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38. 0 Rama, then protect this brahm�a especially when 
he is also an ascetic . Therefore I shall duly give (the gift) . 
( Please ) accept it, 0 king. 

Rama said:  

39. 0 brahmal).a, please tell me how should a wise k�at
riya accept what is offered by a brahmal).a. 

Agasrya said:  

40. 0 Rama, in the old Krtayuga, that had become one 
with Brahman, all the beings were without a king : ( only) Indra 
was ( the king ) of gods. 

4 1 -42 . Those beings went to the great lord of gods for 
(securing) a king. ( They said to him :) "Gods have a king viz . 
Satakratu ( i .e .  Indra ) ,  the gods of gods. 0 lord of the worlds, 
for our well-being make (someone ) our king, offering worship 
to whom men enjoy the earth." 

43. Then Brahma, the greatest among gods, called the 
regents of the quarters with Indra, and said to all of them: 
"Bestow here a part of your lustre ." 

44. Then the regents of the quarters ( each) gave a quarter 
of their lustre. Due to that Brahma became inexhaustible ( in 
lustre ) ,  and from ( i.e .  due to ) him the king also became inexhau
stible ( in lustre) . 

45. Then Brahma bestowed the portion ( s) of the lustre of 
the regents of the quarters upon men. Due to that a king is 
skilled in ( looking after )  the welfare of these beings . 

46. Due to the portion ( received ) from Indra, the king 
should order all ; and on account of Varul).a's portion ( that he 
has in him) he nourishes all  men. 

4 7 .  The king directs ( i. e .  gives ) wealth by means of the 
portion of Kubera ( that he has in him) ; and the king governs 
his subjects with the portion ofYama that (he has) in him. 

48. 0 best of Raghus, when such is the case, you are the 
lord of men due to Indra's portion ( that you have in you) • 0 
lord, ( please ) accept the ornament to protect me. 

49 . Then Rama accepted from the hand of the great
souled sage, the divine, bright ornament blazing like the sun. 
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50-53 a. Raghava, the killer of the heroes of enemies for a 
long time examined the ornament and thought again and again, 
and seeing that it had many bright pearls (big) like the 
amalaka-fruits, and it was inlaid with gold, and was well-knit, 
well-divided and well-fashioned with diamonds, corals, sapphires, 
rubies, gomedhasl, Lapis Lazuli and topaz , by ViSvakarman, he 
was pleased and again thought thus : 

53b-54 . 'I have never (before) seen such gems inlaid for 
beauty and worth the price of the earth. I have not seen them 
even in Bibhi�aQa's Lanka. '  

55 . Thinking like this mentally (i.e .  i n  his mind) , Raghava 
again began to ask the sage about the acquisition of the divine 
( ornament) : 

56. "0 brahmaQa, it is very wonderful, and not obtainable 
( even) to kings ; how did the revered one obtain it? Wherefrom 
did you obtain it? Who has fashioned it? 

57-58a. 0 you highly intelligent one, I ask you only through 
curiosity. If the middle portion of the palm of the hand is 
illuminated when the gem is put on the palm, then one should 
know it to be of the lowest ( quality) , and it is condemned in all 
treatises . 

58b-59. 0 best of sages, that which illumines the directions, 
is mediocre. That is said to be the best having three rays shooting 
up.  These are said to be of the best kind by the sages. 

60. The revered one is a treasure of many divine marvels ." 
When the descendant of Kakutstha was speaking like this, the 
sage said ( these) words : 

Agasrya said: 

6 1 . 0 Rama, listen to the great ancient account of what 
formerly took place in Tretayuga, when Dvapara was about 
to set in, and what I saw in a forest. 

62-63a. 0 descendant of Raghu, 0 you of mighty arms, 
know (i .e. listen to) the great wonder. Formerly in Treta
yuga there was a very extensive forest, measuring a hundred 
yojanas on all sides, and without beasts and tigers . 

1 .  Gomedha-Same as gomeda, for which see note on 1.34. 3 9 1 .  
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63b-64a. With a desire to practise excellent penance in 
that manless forest I went to the forest to enter it, 0 gentle one. 

64b-65a. The centre of the forest was always full of roots 
and fruits, vegetables of various shapes, and good groves of 
many forms. 

65b-67a. In the middle of the forest I saw a wonder, viz. a 
very beautiful lake five yojanas in length, abounding in swans, 
ducks and adorned with ruddy geese, crowded with large tortoises 
and full of the rows of cranes. 

67b-68. Formerly I had gone near the lake to practise 
penance. 0 best of men, having gone near the auspicious region 
free from all kinds of violence, I stayed there for one summer 
night. 

69-70a. Having again got up in the morning, I went to that 
lake ; and not far from the lake I saw a dead body not at all 
touched by decrepitude and lying with great loveliness. 

70b-73a. 0 Raghava, (I stood) for a while thinking about 
it : 'There is no being on the bank of this lake ; or who is ( i.e. 
can be) this excellent god? Or can this be (the body of) a sage 
or a king? But where can there be such a sage or a king (near 
about)? Or how can there be the possibility (of the dead body 
being that) of a prince here? If the person died the previous 
day or night or in the morning, I must certainly know the vital 
part played by the lake (in bringing about the death) .' 

73b-74. 0 best of the Raghus, while I thus stood thinking, 
in a short while I saw before me a very big divine aeroplane 
looking wonderful, to which swans were yoked and which had 
the speed of mind. 

7 5. In the aeroplane a thousand celestial nymphs and an 
equal number of Gandharvas were amusing an excellent man. 

76-77a. (Some) were singing divine songs, others were 
playing on the musical instruments. 0 you perpetuator of 
Raghu's family, I saw a man getting down from the aeroplane 
and eating, after having bathed, the flesh of (that) dead body. 

7 7b- 78a . Then having eaten a very large (quantity ) of the 
flesh to the satisfaction of his desire, he quickly got down into 
the lake and then again went up to heaven. 

78b-79. ( I  said to) him who resembled a god, and who was 
endowed with great loveliness : "0 you resident ofheaven, 0 you 
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magnanimous one, I ( would like to ) ask you : "How is it that 
your food is (so ) condemnable while your position is (so) excel
lent? 

80. If it  is not a secret, you may (please) tell it to me 
today. I have a desire to hear what important words they are 
(i. e .  what important things you have to say) . 

8 1 . Who are you? (Please) speak (and remove) my doubt .  
0 gentle one, why do you eat this censured food ? Where do 
you stay? 

82 .  Whose lordly condi tion is created as ( i.e .  _transformed 
into) a dead body (i .e .  who was the mighty person that is 
transformed into a dead body) ? How is it that (you are 
enjoying) condemned food? I desire to hear the truth." 

83. Hearing ( these ) words of ( i.e .  uttered by ) me, 0 
Rama, best among the good, the resident of heaven, replied 
with the palms of his hands joined in obeisance, 0 descendant 
of Raghu: 

84. "Today hear, how this, caused by pleasure and pain, 
happened in my case. 0 briihma.Qa, desire is difficult to be 
resisted ; hear ( the reply to ) what you ask. 

85. Formerly there was a king of the Vidarbha country. 
He, of great fame, was my father known in the three worlds as 
Vasudeva and was religious. 

86 . 0 brahmaQa, he had sons born from two wives . I ( the 
elder one ) was known as Sveta, and the younger one was 
Suratha. 

87 .  When the father expired, the citizens consecrated me 
( as the king ) .  There I ruled and was well-settled in righteous
ness. 

88.  As I was ruling over the kingdom and protecting my 
subjects in this way, many thousand years passed. 

89. 0 best of briihmaQas, that I ( i.e .  I who lived like 
tha t ) ,  due to indifference to the world, as a result of some cause, 
thought of dying and went to the penance-grove. 

90. That I ( i .e. who thought . . .  etc. ) entered this very 
charming forest, free from birds, ( and came) near this lake 
only. 

9 1 -92. Having pla ced Suratha on the throne as the king, I 
having come to this lake, practised a very severe penance. Having 
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practised penance for ten thousand years in the great forest, I 
reached an auspicious residence, viz . the healthy world of 
Brahma. 

93. 0 best of brahmal).aS, hunger and thirst tormented me 
even when I was in heaven ; and my organs of sense were very 
much afflicted. 

94-95 . Then I said to the grandsire, the greatest in the three 
worlds: '0 revered sir, this heaven is free from hunger and thirst. 
Of what deed (of mine) is this the result that I am having (i. e.  
am oppressed by) hunge r  and thirs t?  0 respectable grandsire, 
tell me what food I should eat.' 

96. Then, 0 great sage, the grandsire having thought for 
a long time said ( these) words to me : 'You have no other food 
than that produced from your own body. 

97.  You always eat your own flesh. While you were prac
tising excellent penance you have nourished your body. 

98-99 . 0 Sveta, note that nothing that is not given springs 
up ( i.e .  the fruit of what is given only is obtained by human 
beings) on the earth. Formerly you never even gave anything 
as alms to a (human) being pressing ( you i.e. entreating you) 
for it ; in your house also you never gave anything to a guest 
(even) through a mistake ( or) ignorance. Therefore hunger and 
thirst are oppressing you now even though you are staying in 
heaven. 

IOO. 0 best king, you eat your own body well-nourished 
with (different kinds of) food. That would give you satisfaction. ' 

I 0 I - I  02. Thus addressed (by Brahma) , I said to god Brahma : 
'0 lord, when I would have eaten my body, I would not have 
any food, except boiled rice, that would satiate my hunger. I 
shall eat my body till it is exhausted. Nothing agreeable comes 
to me. ' 

1 03 .  Then Brahma again said to me : • r  have made your 
body inexhaustible .  0 Sveta, day by day your dead body (of 
the previous existence) will be (more and more ) fat. 

I 04- I 05. 0 king, till hundred years are over, eat your own 
flesh. When the revered Agastya, of great penance and very 
inaccessible comes to the Svetaral).ya, you will be free from the 
calamity ; for he is able  to protect (i .e. free ) gods and demons 
including even Indra. 
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1 06. Then what about this censurable food of you (i.e. he 
will easily make you get rid of this censurable food ) ?  That great
souled one ( i.e. Agastya ) has well accomplished a great mission 
of the gods . 

1 07. Having rendered the ocean waterless ( i.e. having 
emptied the ocean) he destroyed the demons. He also stopped 
Vindhya who was growing due to his hatred for the Sun. 

1 08. And he also made this dangling earth settled (i.e. 
steady) with heaviness. The southern direction had gone to the 
heaven, and the three worlds were in distress . 

109- 1 10.  Having gone to him with the gods I sent him tG 
the sou them direction. 0 magnanimous one, I said, make the 
earth well-poised with heaviness (i.e. by making it heavy) . 0 
lord of kings, the sage remaining (there) made the entire earth 
even. It is seen like that even now.' 

I l l . That I (i .e .  I who was told like that) having heard 
the words of the revered lord of gods, am eating this condemn
able food, this excellent body of mine. 

1 1 2 .  Today a hundred years have completed ( since) I (have 
been eating) this censurable food. 0 brahmaJ}.a, it is not getting 
exhausted, and I am fully satisfied. 

1 1 3. I, who am tormented by this calamity, am thinking 
about the sage day and night. 'When will that sage appear before 
me in ( this) forest?' 

1 1 4-1 1 5a. Thinking thus I have passed a hundred years. 
0 brahmal).a, that Agastya ( alone) will certainly be my refuge. 
No other bra.hmaJ}.a than the pitcher-born (Agastya) will be 
my refuge." 

1 1 5b- 1 1 6. 0 Rama, hearing these words (of Sveta ) ,  and 
seeing censurable food, I, who was full of great compassion, 
thought : 'I shall make that king, going to heaven, an enjoyer 
of nectar and shall put an end to his abominable food'. 

1 1 7. And I said to him : "What will Agastya do ? I shall 
destroy this censurable food of yours, 0 you highly intelligent 
one. 

1 18- 1 19. Ask your mind for the desired object; (for) the 
mind is highly agreeable ."  Then that resident of heaven said to 
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me: "0 sage, how can I falsify the the words of Brahma. None 
else but the pitcher-born son of Maitra-VarUJ;la will save me. 

1 20- 1 2 la. 0 brihmaQa, even without being asked by me 
Brahma has told me thus. " I said to that Sveta, who was 
speaking thus : "Through your good luck, you have seen me, 
who have come here. There is no doubt about it ( i.e. about 
your good luck) . ' '  

1 2 l b-1 22a. Then that resident of heaven, having recognised 
me, fell (i.e. prostrated himself) on the earth like a staff. Raising 
him I then said to him : "What can I do for you ?" 

The king said: 

1 22b- 123a. 0 brihmaJ}.a, today protect me from this wicked 
deed of eating this abominable food, so that by what you will do 
I shall have inexhaustible heaven (i.e .  live in heaven eternally) . 

123b- 124. Then the ki:Qg, adorable to the world, gave me 
( this) gift. "You may (please )favour me. (Please) accept this gift. 
0 best and gentle brihmaJ;la, this ornament (I am giving you ) 
for my protection. 

125- 127a .  0 brihmaJ;la-sage, accept it. Please favour me. 
0 brihmaJ;la, I offer you these cows, this gold, wealth with 
garments, articles of food and this ornament satisfying all desires 
and also ( giving ) all pleasures. 0 brihmaJ;la sage, please 
favour and protect me." 

AgasV'a said: 

1 27b-1 28a. 0 descendant of Raghu, having heard the words 
of the resident of heaven full of pain and pleasure, I made up 
my mind to save him and not through greed. 

1 28b-1 30a. When I accepted the ornament, and when it 
was in my hand, the former human body of the king was no 
more. When the body was destroyed, the royal sage, instructed 
by me, went in the aeroplane to heaven with great joy. 

1 30b- 1 3 1 . He, comparable to Sakra, gave this auspicious 
ornament to me. For that reason, 0 Kikutstha, he, of wonder
ful deeds_, gave me the ornament. Then Sveta, the king of 
Vidarbha became free from sins. 
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CHAPTER THIRTYSEVEN 

Riima' s Abstaining from the Performance of Riijasilya 

Pulastya said: 

I. The descendant of Raghu, having heard those most 
wonderful words, asked Agastya again, prompted by the im
portance of the ornament and through amazement . 

Riima said: 

2 .  (Tell  me ) 0 revered sir, ( about) the fearful forest where 
the Vidarbha-king Sveta practised penance . Tell me how the 
wonderful thing took place there. 

3. Tell me how, (when) the fearful forest was desolate 
and void of beasts the king entered it to practise penance, 0 
great sage. 

4. Tel l  me how it was manless for a hundred yojanas around 
and how and on what business you entered it. 

Agastya said: 

5 .  Formerly in Krtayuga there l ived Manu, the king who 
wielded the rod (as a symbol of judicial authority and punish
ment) . His son was lk�vaku by name, whose lustre was 
unlimited . 

6. (Manu) installed him, the elder son, on the throne on 
( i . e. of) the earth with the consent (of all) and said to him : 
"Be the king of royal families on the earth." 

7. 0 Raghava, the son promised to the father to do so. 
Then being highly pleased, he aga in said to him : 

8. "I am pleased with your very generous deeds. There is 
no doubt about it. Protect the subjects with the rod. The rod 
( should not be used) without (proper) reason. 

9. That rod (i.e .  punishment ) , which is inflicted upon the 
culprits by men here (i .e .  in this world) , being duly freed (from 
any blemish ) takes the king to heaven. 

1 0. Therefore, 0 (my)  son, 0 you of mighty arms, be 
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scrupulous (about using) the rod. If you do so, then you will have 
great religious merit in this world . ' ' 

1 1 . Thus having very much advised his son with perfect 
concentration and being happy, Manu went to the world of 
Brahma. 

1 2 . He (i .e .  Ik�vaku) became anxious (with the thought ) :  
'How shall I generate sons? '  As a result of various deeds he 
became united with ( i .e .  he had ) many sons. 

1 3 . He gratified his dead ancestors with (i .e .  by giving 
birth to) (his) sons resembling sons of gods . Best among them 
was the youngest. 

1 4- l Sa.  He was brave, had mastered the !ores and was 
important as he was honoured by people. Foreseeing that ( for 
committing a grave sin) the rod in future will fall on his 
person (i .e .  on him) , the intelligent father named him Dat:tr,la. 

1 5b- 1 6 .  Seeing that terrible blemish of the son, 0 
Raghava, the lord gave him kingdom between Vindhya and 
Nila (mountains) . That Dat:tr.ia became the king there on the 
beautiful  top of the mountain. 

I 7. Similarly he fashioned a matchless city for his residence ; 
and he himself named the city Madhumatta. 

1 8- 1 9a. Thus endowed with ( i .e .  possessing) that region 
the brave ( Dat:tr,la) lived there . Thus the king with (the help of) 
his priests governed that kingdom, full  of subjects that were very 
much pleased, as the king of gods (i. e . Indra ) ruled in heaven. 

1 9b-20a. O descendant of Kakutstha, the righteous-minded 
Dat:tr.ia governed the kingdom, free from any source of vexation 
for many groups of myriads of years . 

20b-2 l a . Some time during the charming month of Caitra, 
the king approached the beautiful hermitage of Sukra. 

2 l b-23 .  There he saw Sukra's daughter of matchless beauty 
on the earth, who was wandering in the forest .  Seeing her tall 
and stout, being in (the prime of) youth, with moon-like face, 
beautiful, of a fine nose, charming in al l limbs, with stout and 
raised breasts, slim in the waist and big (in size) , he was pleased. 

24. Seeing her who had put on (only) one garment, who 
was ( all) alone, and who was in her first (i .e .  prime ) youth, he 
naturally became tormented by love. 
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25-26. Approaching the well-reposed unmarried girl he 
said ( these) words to her: "0 you lady of beautiful buttocks (i.e .  
0 you beautiful lady) , wherefrom do you come? Whose daughter 
are you, 0 beautiful lady? I am tormented by love, therefore 
I am asking (you ) ,  0 you beautiful lady. 0 charming lady, 
merely on seeing you, my heart is snatched by you. 

27. Know me to be dead if l do not get to enjoy this your 
beautiful face which attracts the hearts of sages. 

28. My life is taken away by you ; 0 beautiful lady, revive 
me. 0 you charming lady, I am your servant. Accept me who 
am your devotee." 

29. When the king, intoxicated by the passion of love, was 
thus talking, the daughter of Sukra politely spoke to him : 

30. ' 'Know me to be the daughter ofBhargava, i.e. Sukra of 
pious deeds. (I am) Araja by name and the eldest daughter of 
{ Sukra) living in the hermitage. 

3 1 . 0 best king, my father is Sukra, and you are the dis
ciple of that great-souled one. So, 0 king's son, I am your spiri
tual sister. 

32. 0 king, please do not utter such words. You should 
(in fact) protect me from other very wicked men.  

33-34. My father is  irascible and {when) angered will 
reduce you to ashes. Or ( if) in view of the customary laws laid 
down for a king you (desire ) to have union with me per force, ask 
my father through a prescribed course of conduct .  0 best king, 
request my father of a great lustre. 

35. Otherwise you will certainly meet with a great terrible 
grief. When my father is angry he would burn ( even) the three 
worlds." 

36. Hearing these inauspicious and very fearful and terrible 
words from ( i.e. of) her, DaJ;tc;la, who was intoxicated by passion, 
said again with his head hung down : 

37-38. "0 you beautiful lady, favour me who am mad with 
lust. 0 you beautiful lady, you have arrested my life ; it will 
( now) perish. Let there be hostility or let me be even killed 
very (mercilessly) after I obtain you. 0 you timid one, resort 
to me-your devotee. I have great attachment for you." 

39-40. Speaking thus, the king forcibly seized the girl with 
one hand, and snatched off her garments with the other ( hand) . 
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He pressed her body with his body and put his mouth into hers 
( i.e. kissed her) and started copulating freely with her who was 
trembling (with fear) . 

4 1 .  Having wrought that very dreadful and fearful mis
chief, DaJ}.<;l.a quickly went to his city like an intoxicated 
elephant. 

42 . That daughter of Bhargava ( i .e. Araja) , helpless, 
dejected and weeping, waited, (there ) not far away from the 
hermitage, for her father, honoured by gods. 

43. That royal sage of great lustre, oppressed with hunger, 
and surrounded by his disciples, returned, after having bathed, 
to his hermitage. 

44. He saw the helpless Araja with an overflow of menstrual 
discharge (i . e .  bleeding profusely) resembling the subjugated 
moonlight in union with the clouds. 

45. The great-souled one, being oppressed with hunger, 
was very much angry. Burning the three worlds as it were 
( with his anger) he said to his disciples : 

46-47. • •See the terrible calamity, resembling the blazing 
flame of fire, of ( i. e .  brought about by ) the perverse and short
sighted Dat:J.Q.a, due to which (calamity) , he along with his 
followers, will meet with a disaster. There is no doubt about 
i t. He has h e re touched the flame of a blazing fire. 

48. Since the wicked-minded one committed such a terri
ble sin, therefore he will get the worst shower of dust. 

49. The wicked king, who has done a sinful deed, will, 
along with his country ( -men) and servants, and army and 
vehicles, meet with destruction. 

50 . May Indra agitate with great shower of dust (i.e. dust
storm) the wicked king's region, upto a range of hundred yojanas 
on all sides. 

5 1 .  All mobile and immobile beings that are here ( i .e. in 
his country) will soon perish due to the shower of dust (i.e. the 
dust-storm) .  

52. For seven nights there will b e  an unexpected shower 
( i .e .  storm) of dust in ( the area over which) DaJ}.<;l.a's kingdom
including forests and hermitages-extends." 

53. Bhargava, who was inflamed with anger, saying these 
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words to the inmates of the hermitage, told them to stay at the 
end of ( i . e. outside) the country. 

54. When Usanas said ( this much) , the people living in 
the hermitage quickly made their abode outside that region. 

55-56. Having spoken these words to the sages, he spoke 
these words to Araj a :  "0 you of very wicked mind, being well
composed live in here. This hermitage, shining charmingly, 
extends supto a hundred yojanas . 0 Araj a, remain here without 
menstrual discharge for a period of one hundred years ." 

5 7. Hearing the order of the brahma1,1a-sage, Bhargavi, 
being extremely grieved said to Bhargava, her father : "All right."  

58 .  Saying so Bhargava shifted his residence to  somewhere 
else. Within a week the region was reduced to ashes as was 
said by ( the sage) , the expounder of the Vedas . 

59-60. 0 kind Rama, therefore, Dat:u;la's region of the 
Vindhya mountain was cursed by Usanas ( i .e .  Bhargava) when 
that offence was committed ( by Da1,1<;la) . Since then ( that 
region) is called Dal,l<;lakaral,lya, 0 descendant of Kakutstha. 
0 Raghava, I have told you all this that you ask (i . e  . . have 
asked ) me. 

6 1 -62 . 0 hero, the time for offering the evening prayer 
is passing away. 0 best among men, 0 Rama, these great 
sages, with their pitchers full  (of water ) ,  are, after offering 
libations of water, worshipping the Sun, everywhere ; all the 
sages (have offered prayers) with the eulogies composed by 
Brahma etc. and learnt by heart by them. 

63a. 0 Rama, the Sun has set. Go and sip water . 

63b-64a. Obeying the words of the sage, Rama, the des
cendant of Raghu, proceeded to that auspicious lake to offer his 
evening prayer. 

64b-66.  A vulture and an owl had been l iving for years 
together, in the charming forest-region, adorned with trees 
rendered auspicious by a river, having, a big mountain, adorned 
with hundreds of cuckoos, having parks (resounding with) the 
cries of various birds, full of many beasts, crowded with lions 
and t igers, and full of many brahma1,1as. 

67. The vulture of a wicked resolution, fought with the owl 
claiming the owl's residence to be his (vulture's ) own. 
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68. (They decided: )  Lotus-eyed Rama is the king of all the 
world. We shall quickly approach him and (seek his verdict as )  
to  whom this residence belongs. 

69-70. The angry and intolerant vulture and owl approach
ed (Rama) . Having quickly approached Ra.ma, the two, with 
their minds agitated with dissension, and hating each other, 
touched Rama 's feet. Seeing the best of the descendants ofRaghu 
the vulture said (these ) words : 

7 1 . "In may opinion you are the best among gods and 
demons. You, who are highly intelligent, are superior to Brhas
pati and Sukra (in intelligence ) .  

72.  You know the higher and lower among the beings and 
are like another Indra in the mortal world. Like the Sun you 
are difficult to look at. In dignity you are like Himalaya. 

73. In gravity you are the ocean. You are Yama, the regent 
of the quarter. In forgiveness you are like the earth, in quickness 
you resemble the wind. 

74. You are the lord, endowed with everything ; O Ragha\·a, 
you are of the nature of Vigm. You are intolerant, difficult to 
conquer, victorious and are the master of the science of the use 
of all missiles. 

75-7 7a. 0 best among men, 0 lord of gods, ( please) listen 
to my request. 0 lord, I have, with the might of my arms, 
formerly constructed my residence . The owl snatches it off. 0 
king, ( it is too much when he does so ) especially in your presence .  
0 king, he disobeys your order. Rama, inflict capital punish
ment on him. " 

77b. When the vulture said l ike this, the owl said ( these) 
words: 

78-79. "0 lord, 0 king, (please) listen with concentration 
to my request. 0 Rama, the king is born ( with portions) from 
the Moon ( Soma) , Sakra, the s�m. Kubera and also Yama. 
There is little in him that is human ; and you are said to be full 
of all gods and are devoted to Narayai;ta. 

80. 0 king, your being Soma ( i . e . your having the portion 
of Soma in you) consists in that after a proper thought is given 
to what should be done you protect the beings from miseries ; 
for you dispel darkness ( i. e. ignorance ) .  
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81 . In the event of an offence, you, due to the rod ( i.e. 
punishment) remove the fear of the subjects from the wicked 
and since you are a donor, a striker and a protector, therefore 
you are lndra. 

82 . You are unassailable among all beings. You are said to 
befire on account of your lustre. 0 Rama, you are Bhaskara 
{ i. e. the Sun ) as you repeatedly torment the wicked. 

83.  You are evidently comparable to the lord of wealth 
{ i.e. Kubera) or (rather ) you are superior to Kubera. 0 you 
best ofkings, your wife Sri ( i .e. Lak�mi) always rests in your 
mind. 

84-85. On account of your having Kubera's treasure, you 
are Kubera ; you are equal to ( i .e. look equally upon) the 
immobile and the mobile beings ; and 0 Raghava, you look 
( equally ) on your enemy as well as your friend. You always rule 
according to the law, by following ( i . e .  by paying regard to ) 
usage and methods. 

86. Death, 0 Rama, is said (to come) to him, with whom 
you are angry ; therefore, 0 king, your praise is sung and you 
are known as Yama. 

87 .  0 best king, your manly disposition is solely devoted 
to compassion. You are full of pity for all. 

88 . The king is the strength of the weak and the helpless. He 
is the sight of those who have no eyes ; he is the intellect of those 
who have no thoughts. 

89. You are even our lord ; ( please ) listen, 0 you righteous 
one. You should think as do the birds . 

90. You should appoint him, who is our protector, as the 
lord of birds . 0 lord, when you are nearby, let us not be without 
a lord. 

9 1 .  Formerly you yourself have created the aggregate of 
living beings offour kinds. 0 king, this vulture, who has entered 
(i.e. taken unlawful possession of) my residence, troubles me. 

92a. 0 best of men, you rule among gods and human beings." 
92b-93. Having heard this Riima called his ministers

Vi$ti, Jayanta, Vijaya, S iddhartha, Rii�travardhana, Asoka, 
· Dharmapiila, Sumantra and Mahabala. 

94-95a. These were the ministers of Rama and also King 
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Dasaratha . Theywere wise, magnanimous, and were well-versed 
in all sciences ; and also they were very calm, were of a high 
descent, and were proficient in politics and (in giving )  counsel . 

95b-97a. Having called them and having got down from 
Pu�paka, the best of the Raghus asked the vulture and the owl 
who were quarreling : "0 vulture, tell me in truth for how many 
years you have made (i.e. have been living in) that residence? 
I am curious to know it." 

9 7b-98. Hearing this, the vulture spoke to Rama, who 
remained there : "0 Rama, my house has stood since the time 
this earth was filled with lofty men having many arms." 

99. The owl said to Rama : "This residence belongs to me 
0 king, since the time the earth was adorned with trees ." 

1 00-101  a. Hearing this, Rama spoke to the members of the 
assembly : "That is no assembly where old men are not present ; 
they are not old, who do not tell about moral virtue ; that is not 
moral virtue which has no (element of) truth ; that is not truth 
which approaches deceit. 

1 0 l b-1 02a. All those members of the assembly who, after 
having gone to ( i.e. attended) the assembly, sit silent, brooding 
(on something else ) and do not speak out what is proper for 
the occasion, are liars. 

1 02b- I 03 .  A thousand nooses of Varu1,1a bind that man 
who does not say wise things through passion, through anger 
through fear. One noose out of those ( nooses ) gets untied after 
one year is over. 

1 04a. Therefore, one who knows the truth should speak it 
properly." 

I 04b. Hearing this the ministers then said to Rama : 

1 05. "0 you highly intelligent one, the owl seems to be the 
proper (owner of the residence) , and not the vulture. 0 great 
king, you are the authority, for the king is the greatest resort. 

1 06- 107a. All the subjects have the king as their foundation. 
He is the eternal virtue. Those men whom the king rules, do 
not suffer. Such best men are spared by Yama." 

I 07b. Hearing the words of his ministers, Rii.ma said : 
1 08-1 09.  " (Please) listen to the old account which has been 
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narrated ( often) and which I shall ( now) tell you. At that time 
( i .e .  in the beginning) all these three worlds with the heaven, 
the moon , the sun, the stars, the mountains, the earth, the trees, 
the ocean, the mobile and the immobile, were one as though it 
were one sky. 

1 1 0- 1 1 1 .  The reborn ( ?) entered, with Lak�mi, the belly of 
Vi�u. Having arrested her the great-lustred and self-possessed 
one, having entered the ocean, slept there for many hundred 
years. When Vi�IJ.U had (thus ) slept, Brahmii. entered his 
belly. 

1 1 2 .  Knowing him to be multi-streamed, the great one 
possessed of superhuman powers entered him. From the navel 
of Vi$1).U arose a lotus decorated with gold.  

1 1 3- 1 1 4. Then the great lord Brahmii. possessed of super
human power having come out of (Vi �IJ.u's belly ) ,  desiring to 
create the earth, the wind, mountains and trees, the one of great 
penance created ( all these) and all beings in between them, 
( and also) human beings, creeping animals, viviparous animals, 
and egg-born animals .  

1 1 5-1 16 .  From his  body sprang up Kaitabha with Madhu. 
The two very powerful and fearful demons, who had obtained 
boons, seeing the creator , got angry, and 0 king, they ran to 
the self-born one to eat him. 

1 1 7-1 1 8. Seeing them all the beings got out separately ( i .e .  
one by one ) .  Being eulogised by Brahmii., Vi�I).U killed Madhu 
and Kaitabha, and for the stability of the earth, augmented it 
with theirmarrow (meda ) .  The earth, having the odour of ( their) 
marrow, came to be called Medini since then. 

1 1 9 .  Therefore the vulture is a liar ; the sinner i s  claiming 
other's residence as his own. The wicked one must be punished. 
There is no doubt about it . " 

1 20. Then an unembodied voice spoke from the sky : "0 
Rii.ma, do not kill the vulture who was burnt by the power of 
penance. 

1 2 1 - 1 22 .  0 lord of men, this lord of beings was formerly 
burnt by Gautama. His name is Brahmadatta. He, a brave one, 
of a true vow and pure, having gone to the house of the 
brii.hmal).a-sage, begged him for food. 0 best king, he enjoyed 
it for a full hundred years. 
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1 2 3 - 1 24. 0 you of great lustre, having offered Brahma
datta water for washing his feet and respectful offering he 
himself made (arrangements) for his meal. Having entered the 
house of the great-souled one for food, he, seeing a lady with full 
{i . e. plump) breasts, touched them with his hand. 

1 25 .  Then the angry sage gave a very cruel curse : 0 you 
fool, be a vulture . 

1 26- 1 28a. Then the king said to the sage :  ' '0 glorious one, 
favour me ( so that) there will be freedom from curse (i.e. I 
shall be free from your curse) ." 0 king, the kind (sage) having 
heard his words, again said (to him) : "In Raghu's family, Rama 
of great fame and having eyes like lotuses will be born as the 
(most )  illustrious among the lkl?vakus . Seen by him, you will be 
free from sins, 0 best among men.' '  

1 28b- 1 29. Hearing that Rama saw him and he became a 
king. Then quickly giving up his vulture-form, and besmeared 
with divine sandal, he, a man of divine form, said to that 
king: 

1 30- 1 3 1  "0 Raghava,- well-versed in piety, well (done ) .  
Due to your favour I have been freed from a terrible hell. You 
have made me free from sins. I have given up the vulture-form." 
Then the king in a human form said to the owl : "0 you owl, 
conversant with piety, enter your own house. 

1 32- 1 34. After having offered evening pni.yers I shall go 
to the place where that sage (Agastya ) is ."  Then having sipped 
water, and offered the evening prayers, Rama entered the her
mitage of the pitcher-born, great-souled ( sage) . Agastya res
pectfully brought for his meal excellent fruits and roots and 
tasty vegetables . That best among men ( i . e. Rama) ate that 
food resembling nectar. 

1 35- 1 36 .  Pleased and fully satisfied he l ived ( there ) that 
night. Getting up at day-break, and having performed the daily 
rites, the best of the Raghus went to the sage (to get his leave) 
to go, 0 you subduer of enemies . Having saluted the great sage 
born from a pitcher, Rama said to him : 

1 37- 138a. "0 brahmai.J.a, I take my leave of you. I am 
leaving. (Please) allow me (to go ) .  0 great sage, by seeing you 
I am blessed ; I am favoured (by you ) .  Luckily due to you I 
shall have my soul purified ." 
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1 38b- 1 39a. When Rama was speaking thus the sage, the 
treasure of penance, being very much pleased and with tears in 
his eyes, said to him of a wonderful appearance :  

1 39b- 140a. "0 Rama these auspicious words uttered by you 
are extremely wonderful. What you said, 0 descendant of 
Raghu, will purify all beings. 

I 40b- 142. 0 Rama, those who look at you even for a short 
while with friendly eyes are purified by eulogies : so say the 
gods ; and those beings on the earth, who look at you with 
fearful eyes are instantly killed by Brahma's rod ( of chastisement ) 
and go to hell .  0 best of Raghus, you are like this. You are the 
purifier of all human beings . 

1 43-1 45a. 0 Raghava, those who describe you (i.e. your 
merits ) will attain perfect success. Go safely, without any fear 
from anywhere, along the path free from any danger. Govern 
your kingdom righteously. You are the refuge of ( all ) the 
worlds ."  Thus addressed by the sage, the king ( i .e .  Rama) , with 
the palms of his hands joined in obeisance, saluted Agastya, the 
best sage. 

1 45b-1 46a. Having saluted the best sage and ( others) 
superior in penance, he, unbewildered, got into the Pu�paka, 

decorated with gold. 
1 46b-1 48a. The groups of sages on all sides honoured him, 

who was leaving, with blessings as gods honour Indra. When it 
was haif a day (after having left Agastya's hermitage i .e .  after 
travelling for half a day) , Rama who kn,ew everything, reached 
Ayodhya and went to his private chamber on foot. 

1 48b-1 49a. Then having dismissed the charming, Pu�paka, 
taken ( anywhere) at will, the king, the descendant of Kakut
stha, having come out of the private chamber, said these words 
to the door-keepers: 

1 49b-1 50a. "Go quickly to Lak�ma:Qa and Bharata. Tell 
them about my arrival, and bring them (here) ; do not delay." 

1 50b- 1 5 1 . The door-keepers, having heard ( these) words 
of Rama, of unimpaired deeds, went to the two youths, and 
having invited them, reported to Raghava. The door-keepers 
had brought the two youths as perRama's order. 

1 52. Rama, seeing beloved Bharata and Lak�mat;,1a, who 
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had come ( there) embraced them and said these words to 
them : . 

1 53 . "I have properly carried out the excellent mission of 
the brahmal)a. 0 descendants of Raghu, hereafter I wish to do 
(something) which is the cause of ( i .e.  which would lead to) 
religious merit .  

1 54. With you who are my (very ) souls I desire to perform 
the excellent Rajasiiya sacrifice in ( i .e .  by ) which eternal merit 
( is obtained) . 

1 55- 1 56.  Formerly, Brahma, the creator, living at Pu11kara, 
performed three hundred and sixty sacrifices . Soma, the knower 
of piety, having performed the Rajasiiya sacrifices, obtained an 
excellent famous position in all the worlds . 

1 57 .  Mitra, the destroyer of enemies, having performed the 
Rajasiiya at a very auspicious time, became Varul)a. 

1 58a. Terefore, you two, having given a thought to this act, 
tell me (your opinion) about i t ." 

Bharata said: 

1 58b- l 60. 0 Righteous one, you are the highest Dharma. 
All the earth is supported by you, 0 you of mighty arms . 0 you 
of unlimited valour, (your) fame is great . All the kings look up 
to you as the great-souled gods look up to the Creator. 0 lord 
of the world, similarly we also ( look up to you ) .  0 you highly 
intelligent one, 0 king, the subjects also look upon you as their 
father. 

1 6 l - l 62a. 0 Raghava, here, on this earth, you have be
eome the shelter of beings . You who are like this (i .e .  as descri
bed ) ,  0 tormentor of enemies, ( should) not perform such a 
sacrifice ; since due to it the destruction of all the beings on the 
earth appears (imminent) . 

l 62b- 1 64a. 0 best of kings, 0 lord of men, it is heard that 
in the Tarakamaya war a great battle took place between Soma 
and the Stars . Soma bad taken away, through lust, Tara, the wife 
of Brhaspati. Then a great battle took place, which destroyed 
gods and demons. 

1 64b- l 66a. 0 best king, when the sacrifice performed by 
Varul)a was over, all the aquatic animals like the fish and the 
tortoises perished. 0 Raghava, at the end of the Rajasiiya 
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sacrifice performed by Hariscandra, a great and terrible battle, 
Ac;libaka1, took place which destroyed the entire world . 

1 66b- 1 67a. All the beings that were in the earth turned 
into animals walking horizontally. It is heard that ( even ) divine 
kings perished in the Rajasiiya sacrifice. 

1 67b- 1 68a. 0 you best among men, 0 king, such as you 
are, having carefully thought about the well-being of beings, 
( please ) practise auspicious and complete piety. 

1 68b- 169 . Having heard Bharata's words, Rama respect
fully said ; "0 you knower of Dharma, 0 you killer of enemies, 
I am pleased with these words (uttered ) by you. 0 you who are 
devoted to righteousness, I have taken away my mind (i .e. have 
refrained) from (performing) the Rajasiiya sacrifice. 

1 70- 1 7 1 . I shall practise complete virtue and wil l install 
the (image of) Vamana at Kanyakubja. 0 great hero, that fame 
ofmine ( i .e. my fame due to that will) have gone to heaven, 
as Ganga (bacame famous) due to Bhagiratha. There is no doubt 
about it. 

Bhi�ma said: 

CHAPTER THIRTYEIGHT 

The Installation of the Image of Viimana 

I .  0 brahmal)a-sage, how did Rama install ( the image of) 
Vamana at Kanyakubja? Where did he get him (i .e .  the 
image) ? Tell me (all this) in detail. 

2 . 0 revered one, similarly the sweet words with which 
you described Rama, gave pleasure to my ears . 

3-4a. People look at Rama with love and affection. Rama, 
who knows virtue,  who is grateful, who is firm in mind and who 
is well-composed, rules over the entire world righteously. 

1. Ac;libaka--According to Monier-Williams a eombat fought by the 
birds Ac;li and Baea ( into which Vasi,tha and Visvamitra had been trans
formed respectively) .  
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4b-5 . When he is ruling the kingdom, trees are abundant 
and full of juice and satisfy all desires ; there are various garments 
(easily available) ; the earth has (on it) exuberant growth (of 
corn etc.) ; great-souled men have no rivals. 

6. He has done a (good) deed for gods , since he easily 
destroyed Rava1.1a, who was a nuisance to the world, along with 
his sons and ministers . 

7. 0 best brahm�a, he thought of practising full virtue 
( i .e .  practising virtue fully) . 0 sage, I desire to hear his full 
life. 

Pulastya spoke : 

8. 0 king, l isten with concentration to what Rama did 
after he established himself on the path of virtue. 

9- 1 3a. He remembered that lord of demons (viz . 
Bibhi�a1.1a ) : 'How will the demon viz. Bibhi��a. well-establish� 

ed in Lanka, be governing (his kingdom) ? Hostility with gods 
is a sign of destruction. I have given him that kingdom (last
ing ) till the time of the moon and the sun ( i .e .  as long as the 
moon and the sun shine in the sky ) . If he does not perish, I 
shall have eternal and stable fame. Here ( i .e .  in the world) 
Rava1.1a practised penance for his own destruction .  That most 
sinful (demon) has now been destroyed as a mission of gods . 
Therefore now I should myself go and look for Bibhi��a. I 
should advise him what is good for him so that he would remain 
(there ) permanently' . 

1 3b-14a. When Rama of unlimited lustre was thinking1 
like this, Bharata came ( there) . Seeing Rama he said this (i .e .  
these words) : 

14b- 1 5a. "0 lord, 0 best among men, what are you think
ing about? If it is not a secret about your mission for gods, or 
about a deed on the earth or about your own undertaking, then 
tell ( it to ) me."  

1 5b-20a. Raghava said ( these) words to  Bharata who was 
speaking thus and standing there and contemplating : ' 'There 
is nothing that is secret for you (i.e. I hide nothing from you) • 

1 .  Cintayatal;l-see 'Sasmara' in 9 (a ) above. 
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You are my external life ;  so also is Lak�ma:Q.a of great fame. 
There is nothing that I have which should not be known by 
you (two) . Take this to be the truth. This is my great anxiety 
as to how Bibhi�a:Q.a, for whose well-being I destroyed Rava:Q.a, 
behaves with gods. Therefore I shall go to Lanka where that 
Bibhi�a:Q.a resides. Having seen that city and having told the 
demon what ought to be done, and also having seen the entire 
earth and Sugriva, the lord of monkeys, as well as having seen 
Satrughna, the great king and my brothers' sons on all sides (I 
shall come back ) . " 

20b-2 l a. When the descendant of Kakutstha (i.e. Rama) 
was speaking like this, Bharata who was standing in front of 
him, said (these )  words to Raghava : "I shall accompany you".  

2 lb .  "0 you ofmighty arms, let it be so. Let Lak�ma:Q.a 
stay here. " 

22. Speaking like this to Bharata, Rama said to Lak�ma:Q.a 
(who was to remain) in the city : "0 brave one, till we two· 
come back you have to protect (the subjects) . "  

23 .  Having thus instructed Lak�ma:Q.a, and having thought 
of the Pu�paka, he, who enhanced the joy of Kausalya, got 
into the plane. 

24-26a. Pu�paka then reached that region from where it 
was the Gandhara country ( from where the Gandhara country 
started) .  Having seen Bharata's sons, and having obs erved 
the behaviour of the world they went to the eastern direction 
where ( there were ) the two sons of Lakl[lma:Q.a. The two descen
dants of Raghu ( viz. Rama and Bharata ) ,  having stayed in those 
cities for six nights went in the plane towards the southern 
direction. 

26b-27. Having paid homage to Prayaga, the place of the 
confluence of Ganga and Yamuna, resorted to . by sages, and 
having paid obeisance to Bharadvaja, the two went to Atri's 
hermitage. Having conversed with the sages there, they went to
Janasthana. 

Riima said: 

28. Formerly the wicked Rava:Q.a kidnapped here, Sita, 
after having killed the vulture Jatayus, who was the friend of 
our father. 
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29. Here we had a great fight with that vile, accursed 
Kabandha. Sita remained in Rava:r;ta's house.  

30-3 1 a. "On the excellent mountain ��yamiika lives a 
monkey named Sugriva . He will help you.  With your younger 
brother (Lak�ma:r;ta ) go to Pampa. Having reached the lake 
Pampa go to the female ascetic Sabari . " 

3 l b. Rama who was thus told, was sad and had no hope 
for life. 

32-33a. "0 hero, this is that pond of lotuses at (i .e. by the 
side of) which Lak�ma:r;ta said to me : '0 best among men, 0 
destroyer of enemies, do not grieve. When I am your obedient 
servant you will (re) gain Sita . '  

33b. Here I spent the months of the rainy season like a 
hundred years. 

34-35 .  0 you tormentor of the enemies, here only I killed 
Valin for Sugriva. 0 hero, this Ki�kindha, maintained by 
Valin, where that virtuous lord of the monkeys, viz . Sugriva, 
lives for a hundred years with the monkeys, is seen (now) . " 

36-37a. Then the two heroes, Bharata and Rama, just went 
into the city. Seeing the two brothers that had arrived (there, 
Sugriva ) having saluted them, said these words : 

37b.  "0 brave ones, where are you proceeding? What 
mission are you undertaking?" 

38-42. Making them seated (i.e. offering them seats) he 
made a respectful offering to them. When thus the most 
righteous descendant of Raghu sat there in the court, Arigada, 
Haniiman, Nala, Nila and Patala, and also Gaja, Gavak�a. 
Gavaya and the very famous Panasa, the priests and ministers, 
astrologer Dadhivakraka, and Nila, Satabali, Mainda, Dvivida, 
Gandham3.dana, Virabahu, Subahu, Virasena, Vinayaka, 
Kumuda-lustrous like the sun, Su�e:r;ta-the chief of the herd 
of monkeys, ��abha, Vinata and Gava of a terrible valour, and 
also the king of the bears, Dhiimra came there with their armies. 

43-44a. All the inmates of the harem, also Ruma, Tara, 
similarly (ladies in) Arigada's harem and other female atten
dants having incomparable joy, said : "Fine, fine". 

44b-45. The magnanimous monkeys with Sugriva, also the 
very fortunate female monkeys like Tara, having seen Rama, 
with throats (choked) with tears, salu ted and said to him: 
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46-47. "0 lord, where is that respectable lady whom you 
had, after having totally vanquished Raval'}a, got purified in 
fire before my father and the lord . of Uma (i .e .  Siva ) ,  and 
whom you had brought to this city ? I am not seeing her be
fore you. 0 you descendant of Raghu, you do not look charm
ing without her. 

48-49a. Nor does that chaste lady ( look charming) with
out you. Where indeed is that Janaki ( now ) ?  I do not know 
your having any other wife .  You do not look charming without 
(your) wife, as the pair of the Kraufica birds or that of the 

Cakravaka birds ( does not look charming wi thout either of the 
mates, i .e.  one of the two is not charming) " . 

49b-5 1 .  Lotus-eyed Rama, the best among speakers said to 
Tara, having her face like the moon (and ) who was speaking 
like this : "0 you of fine teeth, 0 you of broad eyes, it is difficult 
to resist destiny (Kala) .1 Know that all this mobile and immo
bile world is fashioned by destiny." Having dismissed all those 
ladies, Sugriva stood before (Rama) . 

52 .  Sugriva said : "0 lords of men, tell me quickly about 
that mission also for which you have come here .  It is time to do 
what should be done ."  

53-54a. Bharata, urged by Rama, told Sugriva, who was 
speaking like this, about Rama's going to Lanka. Sugriva said 
to them, "With you I shall go to the city (of Lanka) to see the 
demon Bib hi �al'}a, 0 lord." 

54b. Thus addressed by Sugriva, Rama said, "Go (i .e. 
accompany us) ." 

55 . The three, viz . Sugriva and the two Raghavas got into 
the Puifpaka. Just then the plane reached the other shore of the 
ocean. 

56-57 .  Rama said to Bharata, "With four ministers , 
Bibbi�al'}a the lord of demons, saw me here to save (i.e. so that 
I should save) his life .  Then he was consecrated by L�mal'}a 
on the throne of Lanka ; and here, on the other shore of the 
ocean I lived for three days. 

58. (I thought ) :  'He (i .e .  the ocean) will appear before 

1. Kilo hi . . • an oft-repeated saying in the Sanskrit language. 
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me and the mission of the kinsmen will be done ;' but, 0 you 
killer of enemies, he did not appear before me. 

59. 0 Raghava, on the fourth day I became angry. I 
stretched my bow and held the divine missile in my hand. 

60. Seeing me (angry, the ocean) seeking shelter resorted 
to Lak!ilmai,la. I was pacified by Sugriva (with the words) :  '0 
Raghava, pardon him' .  

6 1 -62. Then the arrow discharged by me went off (and fell 
in) to the Maru country. Then the ocean-king, being very 
modest, said to me : '0 Rama, 0 best of men, build a bridge 
and go to Lanka (along it ) ,  ( thus) crossing the great ocean 
full of water'. 

63.  I have built this bridge on the ocean, the abode of 
VaruQa. Within three days it was (i .e ,  its construction was) 
completed by the best monkeys . 

64. On the first day they constructed (its part of the length 
of) fourteen rojanas. On the second day, they constructed ( its 
part of the length of) thirtysix rojanas, and on the third day 
( they constructed its part of the length of) half a hundred (i.e. 
fifty) rojanas. 

65. This (i .e. here) is seen that Lanka with golden 
ramparts and portals. Here a great siege was laid by the best 
monkeys . 

66. On the fourteenth day of the bright half of Cai tra a 

great battle took place here.  (This is the place ) where on the 
eigh teenth day that Ravar.ta was killed. 

67 .  Here Prahasta, the best among the demons, was killed 
by Nila. Here Dhiimriikl)a was killed by Haniimat. 

68. (Here) the maganimous Sugriva killed Mahodara and 
Atikaya. Here Kumbhakarr.ta was killed by me and Indrajit by 
Lak!ilmaQa. 

69-70a. I also killed here RavaQa, the best demon. Here 
arrived Brahma, the grandsire of the worlds to talk ( to me) , 
and also the trident-holder, the bull-bannered ( Siva) along 
with Parvati . 

70b. (Here) also ( came)  the hosts of gods led by the 
great lndra with Gandharvas and Kinnaras. 
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71. The great king , my father, surrounded by groups of 
celestial nymphs and of Vidyadharas, also arrived from heaven. 

72. In the presence of all of them, I desiring Sita's purifi
cation, told her ( to enter fire) ; she entered fire and was 
purified . 

73-74. She was seen by the rulers of Lanka, gods and · was 
accepted by me at the behest of my father. Then my father 
also said to me : ' 0  son, go to Ayodhya. 0 Raghava, I do not 
very much like heaven without you. 0 son, you have emanci
pated me ; I have reached lndra's world. ' 

75. The king (i.e .  Da.Saratha) also said to Lak�ama17a : '0 
son, you have earned religious merit. With your brother you 
will obtain (i .e .  go to) best worlds. '  

76-77a.  Calling Sita, the king said these words to her : '0 
you of a good vow, do not entertain anger against your 
husband. 0 you of auspicious eyes, your husband will get 
excellent fame'." 

77b-78. When Rama was speaking like this, and when 
Pu�paka came to a halt, the best demons that were there and 
the spies having quickly gone to Bibhi �a17a told him that Rama 
had arrived with Sugriva. 

79. And Bibhi �aJ7a, having heard about Rama's  arrival in 
the vicinity, honoured the spies with (i.e. by satisfying) all their 
desires and with ( i .e .  by giving them ) gold. 

80-8 l a .  Having adorned that city, he came out with his 
ministers . Seeing Rama seated in the aeroplane like the sun on 
the Meru mountain, he saluted Rama by the prostration of 
the eight parts of his body and said : 

8 1  b-83a. "My existence is fruitful today. All my desires 
are fulfilled, s ince I have seen the lord's feet fit to be adored by 
the world. I am made respectable among the gods like Indra .  
I am regarding myself superior to Indra, the lord of gods" .  

83b-84.  When Rava17a's residence was i llumined, being 
adorned by all (kinds of) gems and when Rama was seated, 
Bibhi�a17a, having offered him a respectful oblation, and with 
the palms of his hands joined in obeisance said to Sugriva and 
Bharata : 

85-86a. "I do not have that which I can give to Rama 
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who has come here. Formerly, having killed his enemy, the 
s inner, the nuisance to the three worlds { viz. Raval).a ) ,  Rama 
gave this ci ty of Lanka to me. 

86b-87a. ( 0  Rama) , all this-this city, these wives, these 
sons and ( even) I (myself) -is given (to you) . Let it be with 
you eternally ."  

87b-88. Then al l  the subjects, and a l l  those who were the 
residents of Lanka, being ful l  of curiosity, came there to see 
Raghava. They said to Bibhit�al).a : "0 lord, show us Rama". 

89-90. They were told (i .e. introduced ) to Rama by 
Bibhi�al).a. Bharata, directed by Rama received all the presents 
offered by them ; and the lord of the monkeys (i .e .  Sugriva) 
received the heap of the gems pouring in. Thus Rama staged in 
the demon's  residence for three days . 

9 1 -92 . When the fourth day came, and when he was 
( seated) in the court, Kekasi1 said these (words) to her son ; 
"0 son, I shall see Rama. The sages obtain (i.e .  have obtained) 
great religious merit when they saw him. This highly virtuous 
one is eternal Vi�I).U of four forms . 

93-94. 0 illustrious one, Sita is Lak�mi . She was not so 
regarded by your elder brother (i .e .  Raval).a) .  In the gathering 
of gods in heaven at a former time your father had said : ' In the 
family of Raghus, Vi�I).U will be (born) as Dasaratha's son in 
order to destroy the demon viz. Raval).a. ' "  

95-9 7a. Bibbi�al).a said : "0 mother, do so. Put on a new 
garment. See the prince (taking) with (you) a vessel with 
sandal, honey and sacred rice grains and durva-grass as a res
pectful offering. Putting Sarama2 and other young divine ladies 
in front go near ( i .e. approach) Raghava. I ( shall ) then (just) 
go ahead. "  

97b-98. Saying so, the demon went ( to the place) where 
Rama was seated. Having dismissed all the demons that had 
come there to see Rama, and making the court clean, Bibhi�al).a 
said to Rama who was sitting facing him : 

99- 100 .  "0 god, 0 king, (please) listen to a request of 

I. Kekasi-Mother of Bibhi�al)a. 

2. Sarama-Wife of Bibhi�al)a. 
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me, who am telling it. 0 god, that mother of us, who gave birth 
to Ravai)a, Kumbhakari_la and me desires to see your feet. 
Favour her and allow her to see you." 

1 0  I .  Rama said : "0 lord of demons, with a desire to meet 
her, I shall approach her. Quickly go before ( i. e .  lead) me" . 

1 02. Having made this statement ( i . e. having said like 
this) , Rama got up from the excellent seat. Joining the palms 
of his hands and keeping them on his head in obeisance, the 
lord saluted ( Bibhi�ai_la's mother and said to her : )  

1 03- 1 04. ' 'I salute you. You are virtually  my mother, 0 
madam, if a man, as a result of his great penance and various 
(kinds of) religious merit, sees these feet of yours, he would be 
perfect. I am, therefore, pleased on seeing these, 0 you who 
love your sons . 

1 05a. As Kausalya is my mother, you are also my mother. " 
1 05b- 1 07a. Kekasi too said to Rama : "Live long, be 

happy . 0 lord, my husband had told ( me) that Vi�Qu, taking 
a human form had descended ( i .e .  was born) in the family of 
Raghu for the well-being of gods, for the destruction of Raval).a 
and for granting prosperity to Bibhi�ai_la. 

1 07b- 109 .  (He also told me that) that son of Dasaratha 
will do all this, viz . killing Valin and constructing a bridge 
over the ocean. Recollecting those words of my husband, I have 
now recognised you. Sita is Lak�mi; you are Vi�Qu and the gods 
are monkeys. (Now) 0 son, I shall go home, ob tain stable 
fame." 

1 1 0.  Sarama said : "Here only, Sita who remained in the 
Asoka-vana, was served by me. (I hope that) that your beloved 
Janaki is happy. 

1 1 1 . 0 you tormentor of your enemies, I dai ly remember 
the feet of Sita. I am thinking as to when I shall (again) see 
Sita. 

1 1 2. Why is it that the lord of gods has not brought Sita 
here? Without that lady you, all alone, do not look charming. 

1 1 3 .  0 you tormentor of enemies, Sita looks charming in 
your company and you in her company ."  When she was speak
ing thus Bharata said ( these words) ; "Who is she?" 

1 14 .  Then Rama, who knew the internal thoughts, quickly 
said to Bharata : " (She is) Bibhi�al).a's  wife by name Sarama. 
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1 1 5 .  This virtuous one was Sitii.'s friend, and was very 
much liked by her. Know that everything is wrought by destiny . 
I do not know what she will do ( when she does not see Sita) . 

1 16 .  0 you fortunate one, go and, 0 you auspicious one, 
look after your husband's house . The respectable lady (viz .  
Sita) has gone leaving me,  as (an excellent ) position leaves a 
luckless person. 

1 1 7. 0 you lady of beautiful eyebrows, I am not getting 
any delight ; and (when ) I wander here (i . e .  on the earth) I 
find all the directions to be vacant."  

1 1 8 . He dismissed Saramii., the dear friend of  Sitii. (with 
these words ) . When Kekasi had left, Rii.ma said to Bibhi!!at}.a : 

1 19 .  "Do what is liked by gods. You should not offend the 
demons. 0 sinless one, you should behave by the order of king 
of kings. 

1 20. Any man, who somehow comes to Lanka should not 
he killed by demons. He should be looked upon as I ( am) ." 

1 2 1 .  Bibhit�aJ}.a said : "0 lord of men, I shall do all 
according to your order." When Bibhit�aJ}.a was speaking, Vii.yu 
said to Rama : 

1 22.  "Here is the image of Vit�J}.U that formerly restrained 
Bali . Take it and install it at Kii.nyakubja." 

1 23- l 24a. Understanding the purport of what Vii.yu said, 
Bibhit�at}.a having adorned (the image of) Vii.mana with all 
jewels and having brought it (to Rii.ma) presented i t  to Rii.ma 
and said these words : 

l 24b-1 25. ' '0 you lotus-eyed one, this (image of) Vii.mana 
was brought when Meghanii.da ( i . e .  Indrajit, the son of 
Rii.vat}.a) vanquished Indra, 0 Rii.ghava . 0 lord, take (with 
you) this (image of) god of gods and install it . " 

1 26- 1 27 . Saying, "All right," Rii.ma got into the Put�paka. 
Taking immeasurable wealth , jewels and (the image of) 
Vii.mana, Sugriva and Bharata got into the plane after ( the 
image of) Vii.mana, the best of gods ( was put into the plane ) . 
Rii.ma who was going into the sky (in the plane) said to 
Bibhit�aJ}.a : " (Please) Wait. ' ' 

1 28. Hearing the words of Rii.ma, he again said to Rii.ma : 
"0 lord, I shall do all that you have ordered me. 
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1 29 .  0 best of kings, all men on the earth will come (to 
Lanka) along this bridge and will harass ( us) ; and thus your 
command will be violated. 

1 30a. What restriction should I observe here, and what is 
my duty, 0 lord?" 

I 30b-1 3 1 .  Hearing these words spoken by the best demon, 
Rama took his bow, and with it ,  broke the bridge into two. 
Then he quickly divided it at the centre into three parts of the 
length of ten Tojanas. 

1 32- 1 34. Breaking it again he divided into three parts, 
each of the length of a Tojana. (Then) having reached the 
Velavana, and havi ng worshipped the lord of Rarna ( i. e. 
Vi�r.lU ) ,  and sprinkling ( the image of) J anardana, the god of 
gods, named Ramesvara, and taking with him the image of 
Vamana, the descendant of Raghu quickly went from the 
northern (beach ) of the ocean. From the sky arose a voice, deep 
like the thunder of a cloud . 

1 35- 1 36a. Rudra said : "0 Rama, well ·being to you. Now 
I am here. 0 Raghava, as long as the earth remains, so long 
this your sacred place, viz. Setu will remain. " 

1 36b- 1 3 7. Hearing those nectar-like words of the lord of 
lords Rama said : "0 lord of gods, salutation to you, 0 you who 
grant fearlessness to your devotees. Salutation to you, 0 
Gaurikanta ( i . e .  husband of Parvati) , Dak�ayajiiavinasana (i.e. 
destroyer of Dak�a's sacrifice) . 

1 38- 144. My constant salutation to Bhava, Sarva, Rudra, 
Varada, to the lord of beings, to Ugra, to Kapardin, to 
Mahadeva, Bhima, Tryambaka, lord of quarters, Isana, 
Bhagaghna (i . e . killer of Bhaga) , Andhakaghatin ( i . e .  the des
troyer of Andhaka) , to Nilagriva, Ghora, V edhas, 0 you 
praised by the creator ; to Kumarasatrunighna (i .e .  the killer 
of Kartikeya's enemy) ,  Kumara-janana ( i .e .  Kumara's father) , 
to Vilohila, Dhfimra, Siva, and to Krathana ;  my salutation to 
NilasikhaJ}I;ia, Siilin, Daityanasin, Ugra, Trinetra, HiraJ}ya
vasuretas, Anindya, Ambikabhartr (i .e .  the lord of Parvati } , 
Sarvadevastuta ( i . e. praised by all gods ) , Abhigamya, Kamya, 
Sadyojatas ; to Vr!?adhvaja, MuJ}I;ia, Jatin, Brahmacarin ; to 
Tapyamana, Tapya, BrahmaJ}ya, and Jaya ; to Visvatman (i.e. 
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the universal soul) , Visvasrj (i.e .  the creator of the universe) ; 
and to him who remains by occupying the universe. 

1 45. My repeated salutations to you-Divya, Prapannarti
hara ( i .e .  who removes the affliction of him who has sought his 
shelter) , to Bhaktanukampin (i.e .  who takes compassion on his 
devotees) ,  0 lord, 0 you who are all-lustre and have the mind's 
speed." 

Pulastya said : 

146. 0 king, Hara, the lord of gods,  being thus praised ( by 
Rama) , said ( these ) words to Rama who was standing in front 
of him and was humble with devotion. 

1 47. Rudra said : "0 Raghava, well-being to you, tell me 
what is in your mind (i .e .  your desire) . You are indeed 
Narayal}.a who has descended on the earth being concealed in 
a human form. 

1 48. 0 sinless one, you have performed the mission of 
gods. Now go (back) to your own place. 0 you killer of the 
enemies, you have done your duty. 

1 49 .  You have set up the great sacred place called 'Setu' ,  
0 descendant of  Raghu. 0 king, men will come here and see it 
(situated) in the ocean. 

l 50- 1 5 la .  The sins of those who have (committed) great 
sins perish. The painful sins l ike brahmal}.acide perish merely 
by the sight (of the sacred place) . No doubt should be raised 
about this .  

1 5 lb- l52 .  0 best of Raghus, having instal led (the image 
of) Vamana on the bank of the Ganges go ( to your place) . 0 
you tormentor of the enemies, having made eight portions on 
the earth (i .e .  having divided it into eight parts) , (please ) go to 
your place-Sveta Dvipa ;  0 god, my salutation to you. "  

1 5 3 .  Then having saluted (Rudra) Rama reached the 
sacred place, viz . Pu�kara. But the Pu�paka did not go up. I t  
was encompassed. 

1 54. Raghava remains in the propless sky. There must be 
( some) reason for this. He told the monkey (i .e. Sugriva ) : 
"See" (why it has stopped) . 

1 55-l 56a. At the order of Rama Sugriva, getting down on 
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the earth, saw (there ) Brahma, with gods and Siddhas, with 
the group of brahmanic sages and with four Vedas. 

1 56b- 1 5 7 . Having seen and come ( back) he said to Rama 
"The grandsire accompanied by the regents of quarters, and 

the groups of Vasus, Adityas and Maruts ( is here) . That is why 
the Pu�paka cannot transgress the grandsire." 

1 58- 1 59. Then Rama, having got down from the Pu�paka, 
decorated with gold, humbly saluting Brahma by prostrating 
the eight parts of the body and touching the earth with 
five parts of the b:Jdy, praised Viriiici ( i.e .  Brahma) , the god 
of gods. 

Riima said: 

1 60 . I salute (you) the creator of the worlds, adored by 
the (ten) lords of created beings and gods, (you who are) the 
protector of the worlds and of beings and the lord of the world. 

1 6 1 .  My salutation to you, 0 lord of the lord of gods, ( to 
you ) who are saluted by gods and demons, (to you) 0 lord of 
the past, future and present and (0 you) of tawny eyes. 

1 62. You are a child ; you also have an old form ; you put 
on the garment of deer-hide ;  you are the protector, the god, the 
lord of the three worlds and the ruler. 

1 63- 1 64. 0 you Hiral).yagarbha, Padmagarbha, Veda
garbha (contained in the Vedas ) ,  Smrtiprada (i .e .  giver of 
Smrtis) , you are Mahasiddha, Mahapadmin (i .e.  having a great 
lotus) , Mahadai).Qi in ( i .e. having a great staff) , Mekhalin (i.e. 
having a girdle) ; you are Kala (i . e. Destiny ) ,  Kalariipin ( i.e. 
of the form of Death) ; Nilagriva (i .e .  having a dark-blue neck ) 
Vidamvara (i .e .  the wisest one) , Vedakarta (i .e .  the author 
of the Vedas ) ,  a child, an eternal and immutable one and the 
lord of beings. 

1 65. You are Darbhapa1,.1i (i .e. having darbhas in your 
hand ) , Harilsaketu (i.e. having a swan as banner) .  You are 
the doer ( of actions) , the one who takes away ; you are Hara, 
Hari ; you are Jatin (i.e . having matted hair) ; you are MUI).<,iin 
( i. e. shaved ) ; you are Sikhin ( i .e. having a tuft of hair) ; you 
are Dal).<,iin ( i.e .  having a staff) ; you are Lagu<,lin (i.e. having 
a club) ; you have great fame. 
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1 66. You are Bhutesvara (i .e .  the lord of beings ) , Sura
dhyak�a (i .e. the chief of the gods ) .  You are Sarvatman (i .e .  
the soul of all) ; you are Sarvabhavana (i. e .  the cause of all ) ;  
you are Sarvaga (i .e .  omnipresent ) ,  Sarvahari ( i .e .  snatching 
everything) , Sra�tii. ( i . e. the creator) , Guru ( i .e .  the lord) , 
Avyaya (i .e .  the immutable) . 

1 67- 168 .  You are the god holding the pitcher, the spoon, 
the wooden ladle etc. You are Havaniya ( i . e. to which oblations 
are offered) , you are Orhkara ; you ure J ye�thasamaga ( i . e. 
chanter of the Jye�thasaman ) . You are Mrtyu (i .e .  death ) ,  Amrta 
( i .e .  immortal) , Pariyatra (i .e. an inhabitant of the Pariyatra1 
mountain) , Suvrata ( i .e. having good vows) . You are Brahma
carin (i.e. a celebate) , Vratadhara (i.e .  possessing a vow) ,  
Guhavasin (i.e .  living in the cave of  the heart) , Supankaja 
( i .e .  born of a good lotus ) .  

1 69 .  You are Amara ( i .e .  immortal ) ,  Darsaniya ( i.e .  hand
some) and you resemble the young sun. You are resorted to by 
your two wives ( viz. Savitri and Gayatri ) on your right and 
left s ides .  

1 70 .  You are a Bhik�u ( i .e .  a mendicant ) ,  are of  the form 
of a bhik�u; you are Trijatin ( i. e . Siva ) ; you have obtained 
what you decided ( to have ) ; you are the cause of mental 
functions ; you are Kama ( i.e .  Desire ) ; you are Madhu ( i.e.  
the Spring season) ; also you are the cause of the Spring season. 

1 7 1 .  You are a Vanaprastha ( i .e. an anchorite ) ;  you stay 
in a forest, in a hermitage, and are worshipped as such. You 
are the supporter and the cause of the world ; and are the 
eternal, s table Puru�a. 

1 72 . You are Dharmadhyak�a ( i .e .  chief of moral virtue ) ,  
Virupak�a ( i . e. Siva ) ,  Tridharma (i . e .  the three types of Duty ) 
Bhutabhavana (i.e. the cause of beings) ; you are the three Vedas ; 
you are multiformed ; your lustre is like that of a myriad suns . 

1 73 .  You are especially Mohaka and Vandhaka among 
the demons . You are the god of gods, Padmanka { i . e. charac
terised by a lotus ) ,  Trinetra (i . e .  Siva) , and Abjaja (i .e. lotus
born) . 

I .  Pariylitra-the mountain referred to here is one of the seven prin
cipal mountains. See note on 34.395. 
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1 74a. You are Harismasru (i.e. having tawny beard) , an 
archer ; you are fearful and have piety as your valour. 

1 74b- 1 75a. The grandsire, Brahmii, the best among those 
who know Vedas, who was thus praised by Rama, who was 
humble, held his hand, and said : 

1 75b- l 76a. "You are Vigm who has descended on the 
earth in a human form. 0 you great lord, you have done all 
the mission of the gods. 

1 76b- l 77a. Installing (the image of) god Viimana on the 
right bank, go to the city of Ayodhya and (finally) to heaven. "  

1 77b- 1 78a. Rama, (thus) dismissed by Brahma, saluted 
the grandsire, got into the Pu�paka aeroplane, and went to the 
sweet city ( of Mathura ) .  

I 78b- l 79a. Seeing ( there ) Satrughna, the killer of enemies, 
and ( seeing) his sons with him, the great Riima, with Bharata 
and the lord of monkeys ( i .e .  Sugriva ) , was pleased. 

1 79b- 1 80a. Satrughna went to his two brothers resembling 
lndra and Upendra. He saluted them by touching the earth 
with five parts1 of the body. 

1 80b- 1 82a. Rama quickly raised his brother and put him 
on his lap. Then Bharata sat down and then Sugriva . He quickly 
made a respectful offering to Riima and reported to him about 

the kingdom consisting of eight parts. 
1 82b-1 83a. Having heard that Rama had come, all the 

people of Mathura, the castes mostly consisting of brahmaJ}.as 
came (there) to see him. 

1 83b- 1 84a. Having talked with the subjects and the inter
preters of the Vedas2, with the BrahmaJ}.as, Rama, having re
mained there for five days decided to leave . 

1 84b- 1 85a. Then Satrughna presented Rama with horses, 
elephants and refined and unrefined gold . 

1 85b-1 86a. Then Rama, being pleased, said : "0 son, all 
this I have given you. Consecrate your two sons as the kings of 
the residents of Mathura." 

1 86b-1 87 .  Saying so Rama then reached Ayodhya on 
Sunday afternoon. Finding a. lucky (time ) he installed ( the 

1 . Paii.canga-The five limbs which must touch the ground are :  ( I )  
hands, ( 2 ) knees , (3) head, ( 4 )  chest.  and ( 5 )  eyes. 

2.  Naigama-interpreter of the Vedas or sacred texts. 
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image of) Vamana on the bank of the Ganges and said to the 
brahmar_1as and to the future kings : 

1 88- 1 90a. ' ' I  have prepared this Dharma-setu ('bridge 
of piety') which enhances welfare. At the proper time you 
have to observe ( the vow with reference to it ) .  You have 
never to drop (the vow) . 0 kings, I have made this appeal 
with my hands spread out. When I have thus requested you, 
do what would lead to welfare. All of you should always 
carefully perform the daily worship."  

1 90b- 1 9 1 .  Having given to  them villages and wealth 
brought from Lanka, and having sent Sugriva, the lord of 
monkeys ( back) to Ki:t�kindha, Rama came to Ayodhya and then 
said to Pu!}paka : 

1 92. "Do not come ( here) again. Remain where Kubera 
is (i.e. stay with Kubera) ". Then Rama who had done ( all)  
his duties, did not see anything ( left ) to be done. 

Pulastya said: 

1 93- 1 94. 0 Bhi!}ma, I have thus told you about the origin 
of V amana in course of the story of Rama. What more do you 
want to hear? 0 King, I shall tell you all that about which you 
have a curiosity. 0 prince, I shall tell you everything which 
you desire ( to know ) .  

CHAPTER THIRTYNINE 

The Birth of the Lotus 

Bhi�ma said : 

I .  You have narrated in detail the importance of Vamana. 
Tell me again any other (point of) importance than this, pertain
ing to Vi�r_1u. 

2 . How did the lotus arise in the lord's navel from which 
the world sprang up? How did the creation of Vi�l}u formerly 
take place in the lotus ? 
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3-4a. How was the world of lotus formed in the great 
cycle of time (Mahakalpa) called Padma in the navel of Vigm, 
who had entered the ocean and slept there ? 

4b.  How did the groups of sages come up at Pu�kara in 
olden times? 

5. 0 you lord of those who know Yoga ( i . e. abstract 
meditation) ,  tell me all about that. How did ( the lord ) fashion 
there this eternal world? 

6-8. How indeed did the lord of the universe, of great 
lustre and brilliance, well-versed in abstract meditation, s table 
in contemplation, remain doing action, when there was a void , 
when ( the whole world was ) but one ocean, when the immobile 
and the mobile had vanished, when the globe had been scorched, 
when reptiles and demons had vanished, when fire, wind and 
others had disappeared, when piety had vanished from the earth, 
when there was a vacuity, and when the gross elements had 
undergone a change ? 

9- I Oa. 0 brahmai.J.a, please tell fully about the success of 
Narayai.J.a to me who am listening devoutly. 0 revered one, 
please tell i t  to me who have faith in you and who am well
posed ( to listen to it ) .  

Pulastya said: 

10b- 1 4a. O you perpetuator of the Kuru family, it is proper 
for you purified by ( being born in) a good family that you have 
a desire to listen to ( the account of) the glory of Narayai.J.a. I 
shall devoutly tell you as I heard what the great preceptor 
Dvaipayana, Parasara's son, lustrous like Brhaspati, said, after 
he had heard it in (i . e . from ) the old Purai.J.as, from gods, and 
from great-souled brahmai.J.aS who narrated it, and after he had 
seen (i .e .  known ) it through penance. ( And also I shall tell 
you , )  0 best one, what I properly learnt through the sages . 

14b- 1 5a.  Who dares to know the supreme spirit of the 
form of Narayai.J.a, whom-the permanent among all-even 
Brahma does not know truly. 

1 5b .  ( Even ) all gods ( do not know) his acts ; among sages 
(also) his secret (is not known ) .  

1 6-20. H e  i s  the one to whom all sacrifices are offered; he 
is the truth that is seen by those who know the truth ( i.e .  the 
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First Principle) ; he is the supreme spirit for those who are well
versed in metaphysical knowledge ; he is the deity which is the 
presiding deity called Adhidaivata; he is the being that is the 
highest being ; he is the highest object for those who have the 
spiritual knowledge ; he is the sacrifice, indicated by the Vedas ; 
him (alone) the wise know to be the penance. (It is he) who is 
the doer, the cause, the intellect and the individual soul. He is 

pra7Java ( i .e .  the sacred syllable Om) ; he is the supreme being ; 
he is the ruler (of all) ; he ( alone) is contemplated on; he is 
the five vital airs1 ; he is fixed and unchangeable ;  he is destiny ; 
he is the completion ; he is the sacrifice ; he  is what is studied ; 
that highest one is described as being in various conditions. 

2 1 .  The revered one alone does and ( at the same time) 
does not do everything. In this ( world) he gets everything done ; 
by him are the actions of those, who occupy place, performed. 

22. We offer sacrifice to him, who is the first one ; he is 
satisfied with the rise (i .e. creation) . He is who is the speaker, 
what is spoken and also what I am speaking to you. 

23 .  He is that which is heard and which is fit to be caused 
· to be heard (i . e. which is told) ; ( he is ) whatever else is spoken ; 

he is whatever is (called) a story, or whatever the scriptures 
are ; he is whatever has attributes ; he is the one who is intent 
on righteousness. 

24-25a. That Narii.ya.J)a is said to be the universe and its 
lord. He, the highest being, the chief one is whatever is truth, 
whatever is falsehood, whatever is in the beginning or in the 
middle, whatever is terminal, whatever is limitless and what
ever is future ; whatever moves in the end and whatever else 
there is (in the world ) .  

25b-26. 0 descendant of Kuru, that which is said to be ( a  
period) o f  four thousand years i s  Krtayuga2;  the period inter
vening between i ts expiration and the commencement of the 
next is double hundred years of this ( i .e. eight hundred years) 
where (i.e .  in which period) Dharma (i.e. piety) is four-footed 
while Adharma (i .e. impiety) has one foot. 

1. Paiicavidha priit;�a-The five life-winds or vital airs : priil.Ia, apana, 
vyana, udana aml samana. 

2.  Krtqyuga-For the yugas, sandhyiis etc. see Chapter 3, where a detail
ed description of these is given. 
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27-28.  There ( i.e. in this period) men, who are engrossed 
in their duties and who are tranquil are born. brahma:r;tas are 

attached to moral virtue and kings remain in ( i.e. follow) the 
course of conduct meant for kings ; vaisyas are engaged in 
agriculture and siidras desire to serve. At that time ( i.e .  
in this period) truth, goodness and piety increase. 

29-30a. The good practise ( that) virtue by which the world 
proceeds. 0 king, in Krtayuga this ( mode of behaviour) 
happens in the case of all beings who have the knowledge of 
moral virtue and men of a mean birth. 

30b-3 1 .  It is said that Tretayuga (lasts for a period) 
of three thousand years. The period succeeding it and preced
ing the next yuga is supposed to double hundred years of this 
( i.e .  six hundred years ) .  ( In this period ) Adharma ( i.e. 
impiety) stands on two feet and Dharma ( i . e. piety ) on three. 

32-33 . There ( i.e. in this period) truth, goodness and 
( good) acts are said to be Dharma, In Tretiiyuga, the castes, 
connected with ( i .e .  full of) greed, undergo a change from their 
natural state. The woeful plight of the four castes is forbearance 
and weakness. This is the strange course of Tretayuga as 
created ( i .e. decided ) by god. 

34. 0 you descendant of Kuru, Dviiparayuga ( lasts for a 
period ) of two thousand years . The period coming between it 
and the next yuga is double hundred years of this ( i .e .  four 
hundred years ) .  

35. There ( i. e .  in that period ) too beings intent on gain
ing wealth and overcome with activity, 0 descendant of Kuru, 
rogues and wicked and mean persons are born. 

36. Dharma stands on two feet, and Adharma on three. In 
Kaliyuga, Dharma perishes due to hundreds of errors . 

37 .  Briihma:r;ta-hood falls off (i.e. briihma:r;tas swerve from 
their duties) and belief in God is abandoned. In Kaliyuga, a 
changed yuga, vows and fasts are given up. 

38. Then the (Kali) yuga ( lasts for a period of) one 
thousand years, and the intervening period between it and the 
next yuga is two hundred years. There ( i. e .  in this period) 
Adharma is (jus t )  four-footed and Dharma stands on one foot 
( only) . 
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39 . There ( i .e. in this period ) lustful men, ascetics and 
mean men are born. No man has a firm resolve, no one is good 
and no one speaks the truth. 

40 . The brahmal)as ( posing) to be devotees are atheists ; 
men are overcome by pride, and have their ties of love very 
fragile. 

4 1 . In Kaliyuga all brahmaQas behave like siidras. In 
Kaliyuga the (various ) stages of life are reversed. 

42. 0 you descendant of Kuru, there is a danger to the 
castes also at the end of the period ( called Kaliyuga) . This 
period of twelve thousand (years ) called the ( four ) yugas has 
been fashioned in old time. 

43-47. The duration of a thousand yugas is called the day 
of Brahma. When that ( day) is over, 0 king, Kala1, i .e.  
Brahman the lord of beings, becoming the five elements, seeing 
the ( imminent)  death of all beings, of deities, of all brahmal)as, 
ofDaityas (i.e. sons of Diti ) and of demons, of Yak�as, goblins 
and birds, of Gandharvas, celestial nymphs and serpents, of 
mountains, rivers and birds, 0 best one, and also of lower 
animals, insects and flies, brings about a great destruction for 
ending the world . 

48. He, taking the eyes, becomes the sun ; he becomes 
Vayu, taking the entire vital airs of l iving beings ; he becomes 
fire, burning all the worlds; he becomes a terrible cloud and 
(sends down) showers . 

49. The lord of abstract meditation, NarayaQa, turning 
himself into the sun, dries the oceans with his bright rays. 

50-5 1 .  The one well-versed in abstract meditation, then 
drinks all oceans, rivers and wells, and taking the water of the 
mountains on all sides, and turning himself into a thousand
rayed one, and having broken the earth, enjoys at the Rasatala2, 
drinking an excellent drink. 

52. The lotus-eyed supreme being takes (up) all that is 
material and immaterial, and other than that in the beings. 

1 . Kala-The supreme spirit regarded as the destroyer of the universe, 

being a personification of the destructive principle. 
2. Rasiitala- One of the seven regions below the earth ; the other six are : 

Atala, Vitala, Sutala, Talatala, Mahlitala and Patala. 
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53. Hari, becoming a strong wind and shaking the entire 
world, obtaining respiration, fills ( the world ) with wind. 

54-58. Then the lord destroyed in a short time, all the 
qualities apprehended by the five sense organs of the groups of 
gods and human beings and also all the beings, as well as that 
which is smelt, that which smells, the body, the qualities residing 
in the earth and the course of worldly life; taste and viscidity
the qualities residing in water ; colour, s ight, distinction (bet
ween one object and another) -qualities residing in the lustre 
of the eyes ( i .e .  the faculty of seeing) ; touch, breath, move
ments-qualities residing in wind (i .e .  air) ; sound, ears ,  what 
is heard-qualities residing in ether ; mind, intellect, reason
qualities residing in the individual soul ; and also the highest 
lord (-all these ) finally taking resort to Vi�J.lu. 

59. Then ( they) , surrounded by the rays of that lord and 
impelled by wind resorted to various sections of the earth. 

· 60. Fire, risen due to their being collected together, blaz
ing in a hundred ways, and burning the entire universe, became 
the destructive fire (at the time of universal destruction) .  

61 -63a. It profusely burnt mountain-trees, thickets , creep
ing and winding plants, grass, divine palaces and various cities, 
and all asylums. He, the lord of the lords of worlds, having re
duced all the worlds to ashes, applied to himself the ashes born 
of the consumption of the world. 

63b-64a. Becoming a great cloud he sent down thousand 
showers in a hundred ways. He gratified the earth with the 
oblation of divine water. 

64b-65a. Then the earth became pacified with that cool , 
auspicious, sweet and superior water resembling milk. 

65b-66a. Sprinkled with that water resembling milk, the 
earth became inundated with water like one ocean, void of all 
the beings . 

66b-70a. Even great beings entered the lord of unlimited 
prowess. The eternal one resorting to his ancient form, sleeps 
all alone, contracting himself, after having burnt all the worlds 
and after having himself dried up all the beings in the oceans 
and when ( thus) the Sun, wind and ether had perished , and 
when the world had become subtle. He possessed of wonderful 
powers, who had gone into the water of the only ocean, is 
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worshipped in a sacrifice. (He resides) in the water of that only 
ocean for many thousand yugas . No individual is able to know 
the unmanifest one. 

70b- 7 1 .  Who is this Puru�a ( i .e .  Primordial Being) ? What 
is deep and abstract meditation ? Who possesses it ? Nobody 
knows him from behind, from his vicinity, from his side or from 
his front. The best of gods is not seen. 

72. Having accomplished the sky, the earth, the wind, the 
water the illuminating one, the lord of the beings, the support 
of the world, the lord of gods, the grandsire, the abode of 
scriptures, the lord made the bed agreeable. 

73 .  Thus the very lustrous one sleeps (on the bed) where 
the world has become one ocean. The supreme soul having 
covered the earth with water acts like Nadiyal).a. 

74-75. The lotus-eyed lord of great arms, whom they know 
as inexhaustible Brahman, (remains) in the great Rajas resem
bling a great ocean ; (is ) surrounded by Tamas having the same 
form as himself, and has his good mind placed in that Sattva 
( i . e .  goodness ) ,  

76.  The correct and highest knowledge ( leads to) the 
(chief) being, viz . Brahman ; the secret about (Brahman ) is 
also said to be like that in the Upani!ads. 

77.  The highest principle is termed as Puru�a (the Primor
dial Being ) or Yajiia ( sacrifice ) .  The other one who is called 
Puru�a is the same Vi�J).u. 

78. I t  is learnt that those brahmal).as performing sacrifices 
who are known as rtvij ( i . e. priests officiating at sacrifice) , have 
in ancient days, sprung up from his mouths. 

79-83a . From his mouth he first created Brahmiil (priest) , 
then Udgiitr, the singer of siiman ; the lord created Hotr and 
Adhvaryu from his two arms ; also Brahman (priest) and 
Brahmar;iicchamsi (priest ) ,  and stotr (priests) ; from his organ of 
generation (he created) Maitravarul).a and Prati!thiitr and 0 
king, from his bel ly  (he created ) Pratihartr and Potr; from his 
hands (he created ) Agnidhra and Unnetr of the Yajurveda ; from 
his thighs ( he created )  Subrahmar;ya, the singer of siimans. Thus 

1 .  Brahma etc .-See notes on 34,7 and ff. 
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the revered lord of the world, the self-born one, created the 
sixteen best priests at (i .e .  for) all sacrifices. 

83b-84. Then he, the highly powerful supreme being, 
known as yajfia slept in ( that ) ocean-so (say ) the Vedas and 
the Vedilftgas and the same acts are described in the Upani�ads ; 
when, at that ancient time, a wonder took place. 

85-88a. Listen to it : MarkaQQ.eya, the great sage, who had 
obtained a (long) life of many thousand years, and who had 
been swallowed by the revered one through curiosity (shown 
by MarkaQQ.eya) ( saw, in the lord 's belly ) , while going to 
various sacred places on pilgrimage, auspicious hermitages and 
temples of gods, countries, nations, wonderful cities of various 
kinds, where (people were) intent on muttering prayers and 
(performing) sacrifices, and which were said to be tranquil and 
pure on account of penan ces. 

88b-89a. Then MarkaQc;leya slowly got out of his mouth ; 
and due to the illusion (created) by the lord he did not real ise 
that he was going out. 

89b-90a. MarkaQc;leya, having got out of his belly saw the 
world that was but one ocean and veiled with darkness every
where. 

90b-9 l .  I t  caused him great fear and hindrance to his life .  
He who was delighted by seeing the god, was very much amaz
ed. That MarkaQc;leya of an infallible mind, being afraid, 
thought : 

92. 'Is it the bewilderment of my mind or am I experienc
ing a dream? Certainly I am experiencing one of the two 
conditions. 

93-94a. This is not a dream, since here truth is accom
panied by (i .e .  depends upon) facts' . He became distressed 
with the thought : 'Which world can this be from which the 
moon, the sun, the air and the mountains have vanished?' 

94b-96. He also saw a man, l ike a mountain, sleeping, half
drowned in the water like a cloud in the ocean ; he was as it 
were blazing with great lustre due to having put on (his person) 
the moon and the sun ; due to his prowess he appeared like the 
ocean on account ofits depth. 'Who are you that have come to 
see the god?' ( He asked) through wonder. 
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9 7-98. Then the sage again entered the belly (of Vi�I).u) . 
That Markal).<;ieya with amazement again entered the belly (of 
Vi�I).u) . Again realising that he saw a dream he, as before, 
wandered on the earth through forests. 

99- I O l a. He saw sacred places with water, various hermi
tages and sacrificers with (i. e .  performing) sacrifices accom
plished with big gifts and hundreds of brahmal).as at sacrifices
( all) remaining in the belly (of Vi�I).u) . He duly saw, as be
fore, all the castes led by brahmal).as behaving virtuously, and 
the four stages . 

I O l b- I 02a. In this way, that intelligent Markal).t;leya, 
wandering over the earth for a full hundred years saw it in 
( Vi�I).u's )  belly itself. 

1 02b- 1 03 .  Then some time he again got out of the belly. 
When the world, the sport of the Unmanifest, was void of be
ings, the sage, full of wonder, saw a child sleeping on a branch 
of fig-tree in the water of the only ocean, covered over with 
fog. 

I04- 1 0 7a. He could not look at the child resembling the 
sun. He too, sitting all alone near the water thought : ' I  have 
seen this (child ) before ; I have been bewildered by the super
natural power of the lord. The ( child) is sleeping in the un
fathomable water' . Markal).t;ieya with amazement and with his 
eyes frightened again went to see i t  as before. 

1 0 7b- 108. The lord said to him : ' ' 0  boy, welcome to you". 
The supreme being spoke with a voice like that of a cloud ( i .e.  
with a deep and pleasant voice ) :  "Markal).t;leya, do not be 
afraid ; come near me" . 

.�."Jiirkarpjeya said : 

1 09.  Who addresses me by my name and insults me treat
ing with indignity my age of a thousand divine years? 

1 1 0. This is not the proper mode of behaviour; even among 
gods I have not seen it .  Even Brahma addresses me as 'long
l ived ( one) ' with affection. 

I l l . Who, today, having terrible mortification, having 
cast his life ( i .e. not caring for his life ) ,  addressing me as 
'Markal).<;ieya' sees his death ( to be imminent ) ?  
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1 1 2 .  Thus the great sage Miirka1,1<;l.eya became disturbed 
through anger. Revered Madhusiidana again spoke to him : 

The revered one ( i.e. Vi�QU )  said : 

1 1 3 .  0 boy, I am Vi�1,1u, your great father, who created 
you. I gave you life. I am the Primeval (Being ) .  Why do you 
not approach me? 

1 1 4. 0 son,  your father, viz . the sage Arigirasa, resorting to 

severe penance, first propitiated me.  
I I 5 .  Seeing him performing severe penance and possessing 

lustre like the best of gods, I gave the great sage a son, viz. you 
of unlimited prowess. 

1 1 6. Who else is able to see me of the nature of one having 
supernatural power, and playing, having entered the only 
ocean, by means of my divine wonderful power? 

1 1 7- 1 18 .  Then Miirka1,1<;l.eya , pleased in  heart and with his 
eyes dilated with wonder, having joined and put the palms of 
his hands in obeisance on his ( fore-) head (and) who lived long 
and was adored by the world, announced his name and family 
and devoutly saluted the revered one . 

lkfarkaQ¢�a said : 

1 1 9 .  0 sinless one, I desire to know correctly this wonder
ful power of yours, since, taking the form of a child, you are 
sleeping in this only ocean . 

1 20. 0 lord , by what name are you known in the world ? 
I guess you are the supreme soul. Who else can remain ( like 
this ) ?  

The lord said: 
1 2 1 . I am Niiriiya1,1a , 0 briihmal).a, the destroyer of all 

beings . I am the one having a thousand heads and faces . I have 
a thousand feet. 

1 22. I am the supreme being of the complexion of the sun 
and am having Brahman in my mouth . I am fire, carrying obla
tions, accompanied by the sun. 

1 23.  I am Sakra , (seated on) Indra's seat ; I am the year 

( consis ting ) of the seasons . Among the asce tics I am (the asce
tic)  called Sarhkhya ; and am the eddy at the end of a yuga. 
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1 24. I am all beings and all deities. I a m  Se�a among the 
snakes ; I am GarU«;I.a1 among all the birds. 

1 25 .  I should be known as Yama, the god of death called 
Kala. I am the moral virtue and the penance of all the hermits . 

1 26. I am the prescribed course of conduct based on 
compassion ; I am the ocean ( called ) the milky ocean. I am that 
which is the highest truth ; I alone am the lord of beings. 

1 2 7. I am the Samkhya (school of philosophy) ; I am the 
Yoga (school of philosophy) . I am that highest position (reached 
by devotees) . I am the sacrifice, I am the rite, I am known to 
be the Lord of Knowledge . 

1 28. I am lustre, I am the wind, I am the earth, I am the 
water. I am the sky, and the seas and the stars and the ten 
quarters .  

1 29 .  I am the shower, I am Soma ( the moon) , I am the 
rain, and the sun. I am the most ancient (being) ; s imilarly I am 
the highest object. 

1 30- 1 3 1  a .  I shall be everywhere and be the collection of all 
(the future objects) . 0 brahmaQ.a, whatever you see or hear or 
experience in the world, know all that to be me. 

1 3 l b- 1 32 . I formerly created the universe, and even now I 
am creating (it) . Look at me. 0 MarkaQ.<;l.eya, in every yuga I 
protect the entire world. 0 MarkaQ.<;l.eya, know accurately all 
this that is told to you. 

1 33 . Desirous of hearing about the prescribed course of 
conduct, move happily in my belly. Brahma remains in my 
body, and also gods with the sages . 

1 34. Know me, the enemy of Mura, to be the manifest, un
manifest and the abstract meditation. I am the mono-syllabled 
and tri-syllabled prayer (viz . Om) ; I am the grandsire. 

1 35 .  I am the highest states (of loss, s tability and in
crease) ;  I am the highest soul manifesting (myself) .  0 you high
ly intelligent one, thus the first PuraQ.a describes me. 

1 36 .  The sage went through the mouth of the lord ; then 
the best sage entered his belly. 

1 37 .  (MarkaQ.<;l.eya) desirous of listening to the unchange
able supreme soul, remained facing NarayaQ.a in solitude. The 

1. Tii.rktya= Garu<;la .  
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inexhaustible one was variously resorted to in the great ocean 
when the moon and the sun had disappeared. 

1 38. The lord called Hamsa (i .e. the supreme being) , 
moving slowly and creating the world at the change ofthe time, 
enjoyed (there) . Then being pure, he chose (to practise ) 
penance. 

1 39. The one born in the lotus, having covered his body 
with water-the very powerful lord-thought of everything 
about the great beings at the time of the creation of the mortal 
world. 

1 40- 1 4 1 . When he was thus thinking, when the ocean had 
remained restrained, when the world had become skyless, full of 
water and subtle at the time of destruction, the lord, having 
gone into the water, agitated the ocean. 

1 42.  Then from within the water first a cleft appeared. 
Then the wind, produced from the cleft, went to ( i .e. made ) a 
sound. 

1 43 .  The wind, receiving the internal agitation, increased. 
The ocean was greatly agitated by the powerful wind. 

1 44. From the agitated ocean (being thus) churned, the 
lord, the great fire, Vaisvanara, sprang up in the water. 

1 45 .  Then the fire very much dried the water. The entire 
cleft in the ocean became the extensive sky. 

1 46. Water, resembling nectar, rose from his lustre. The 
sky sprang up from the c left ;  and the wind sprang up from the 
sky. 

147- 1 48. Then seeing the fire caused by friction from it, the 
father, the great god, of many forms, clearly seeing the gross 
elements, seeing the elements, thought of the excellent things 
along with the birth of Brahman. 

1 49- 1 50 .  At the expiration of ayuga a thousand catur-yugas 

(i.e. the four yugas) are counted, when Hari is said to belong, on 
the earth , to best brahmal)as, whose souls are purified by 
penance during many existences. The universal soul, attains 
capacity after having observed the knowledge of those who resort 
to abstract meditation. 

1 5 1 .  He, knowing the concentration of mind , knowing the 
one having abstract meditation, having complete grandeur and 
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being the best, relying on him, fixed (i.e .  put) him in the 
position of brahman. 

1 52 .  Then the great god, the creator of all the worlds, i . e. 
Acyuta, Hari , duly sported in that great water. 

153-1 54. Then he fashioned a lotus coming out from his 
navel, which was having a thousand colours, was without pollen, 
bright like the sun, made of gold, bright like the blazing flames 
of fire, prominent and like the clear autumnal sun (i.e. not 
covered with clouds ) .  The very bright lotus, the charming moss, 
growing on his body, shone. 

CHAPTER FORTY 

The Army of Demons 

Pulastya said: 

1 -2 .  Then the lord, created Brahma, the best among those 
endowed with yoga, of a great lustre, the creator of all worlds 
and having faces in al l directions, in that golden lotus, extend
ing over many Tojanas, having all qualities of lustre and covered 
over with (i .e. having ) earthly characteristics. 

3 . The great sages say that that excellent lotus formed in 
olden times, and of the nature of the earth, sprang from 
NarayaQa. 

4-6. What that lotus is, is said to be that goddess earth. 
They know that the principal pollen in the lotus are the divine 
mountains: Himavan, Nila, Meru, Ni�adha, the mountain 
Kailasa, the mountain Gandhamadana, and the auspicious Tri
sikhara ( i .e .  Trikiita)  and the beautiful Mandara ; also Udara, 
Pifijara and Vindhya and the Astacala. 

7. These mountains only are the shelters of the great-souled 
GaT)as (i . e. Siva's attendants) and Siddhas having religious merit 
and they satisfy all desires. 

8 . In between them is said to lie Jambudvipa. That is the 
position of Jambudvipa where sacrificial rites are performed. 
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9- 1 2. The water that flows from it, is like divine nectar. 
Everywhere hundreds of the lovely streams of that divine holy 
(water) a re said (to flow ) ; and those which were the filaments 
of that lotus, became the innumerable  mountains on the earth ; 
and those which were formerly the many petals of the lotus are 
said to be the Mleccha countries difficult of access and full of 
mountains ; and 0 king, those that were the petals on the lower 
portion (of the lotus) became the abodes of gods, demons and 
serpents according to their share . 

1 3 . The distance between them is called Rasatala, where 
human beings committing great sins sink. 

1 4. In the four d irections are said to exist the four oceans. 
Thus on account of Naraya1.1a the earth has come up from the 
lotus . 

1 5- 1 6 . The coming into existence of this place called 
Pu�kara is also due to it. For this reason only, the ancient great 
adorable sages, who had mastered the Vedas, piled the tying 
posts by the ( performance of) sacrifices. Thus the lord, having 
occupied everything, put the earth together. 

1 7- 1 8 . He also cons tructed the moun tains and the rivers .  
He who i s  the matchl ess creator of  this universe, whose lustre i s  
like that of  the sun, who is Varui_la of  unlimited brightness, who 
is self-born and who is full  of ( i .e .  occupies) the world , slowly 
created the sleeping Padmanidhi in the great ocean. A great 
demon named Madhu was an obstacle in the penance. 

1 9-24a. With him sprang up another demon named Kaita
bha. The two ( demons) were together born from rajas ( the 
quality of activity) and tamas ( the quality of darkness or igno
rance) . The two very mighty (demons) agitated the entire 
world turned into one ocean. They put on divine red garments, 
and had white, bright, terrible fangs . They were exalted on 
account of the crest and crown. They were bright due to armlets 
and bracelets. Their eyes were dilated and red. Their chests were 
broad, and arms large . They, who appeared like moving moun
tains, were strong like mountains. They appeared like new 
clouds. Their faces were ( bright) like the sun. They looked very 
fierce due to the very extensive armlets put round their arms . 
They were as i t  were violently agitating the ocean by the 
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movements and plantings of their feet.  They were shaking 
Vi!?z:IU, who was sleeping there like a lion. 

24b-26a. They, having their  faces ( turned) in all sides, and 
moving there, then saw the best among the ascetics i . e. Brahmii., 
who was extremely bright, who was ordered by Narii.yaz:1a, 
( Brahmii.) who was creating all beings, all deities and the sages, 
his mind-born sons. 

26b-27a .  Then the two best and wicked demons, desiring 
to fight and very angry and with their eyes agitated with anger 
said to Brahma : 

27b-30a. "Who are you, who remain in this lotus, who have 
put on a white turban and have four arms and who, not caring 
for us through infatuation , stay here without any desire? 0 you 
lotus-born, come, come on and fight with us . In this ocean, you 
are unable to stand before us who are mighty lords.  Who can be 
the one who has put you here ? Who is your creator, who is 
your protector? By what name is he addressed ?" 

30b-3 l a. Brahma said : "He is called Vi!?z:IU, the lord, hav
ing unending power. Know me to be the creator born from 
him." 

3 l b-32 . Madhu and Kaitabha said: "0 great sage, there 
is nothing superior to u:s in the world ; the universe is covered by 
us with tamas and rajas. We are made of rajas and tamas and we 
outshine the sages . 

33 .  We screen the (real) nature of piety, and destroy all 
l iving beings. In every yuga the world is connected with us, 
d ifficult to be overcome.  

34-35a. We are artha, klima, sacrifice, and al l  possessions. 
Know that we are ( there) where there is happiness, where there 
is madness, where there is wealth and where there is fame. Know 
that we are whatever is desired by people" . 

3 5b-38a. Brahmii. said.: "Having seen that you together were 
formerly defeated by the two of us (viz. Sattva and myself) , I 
have, having accomplished the virtuous Sattva, resorted to him, 
who, the highest one, possessing abstract meditation, is immuta
ble, is Sattva also, who is the creator of rajas and tamas and from 
whom everything springs . That Vasudeva ( i .e. Vigm )  alone will 
destroy you." 
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38b-40a. Then that Narayat;ta-Brahman, while sleeping 
only, extended his arms over many yojanas due to his divine 
power. The two ( i. e. Madhu and Kaitabha ) ,  shining with their 
(mighty) arms, and moving there, were dragged by the two arms 
(of Vi§t;tu) and dropped like fat birds. 

40b-4 l a. Then they, having gone to the eternal Vasudeva, 
Padmanabha, Hr�ikesa, and having saluted him, said to him: 

4 l b-43 . "We know you to be the source of the universe 
and the only highest being ; we know you to be our cause and 
that of intellect. Since we know you whose sight is unfa iling, who 
are the Truth, and who are eternal, therefore, lord , we desire to 
see everything around you. 0 you victorious in battles, your 
sight is unfailing. 0 one victorious in battle, we bow to you" 

44. The lord said ; "0 you best of demons, why do you 
speak to me ? Do you want to die or to live? '' 

45. Madhu and Kaitabha said : ' '0 god, we desire death 
there where no one ( ever) died ; 0 you of great penance, we 
also desire to be your sons."  

46 . The lord said: "This will certainly happen in your case . 
I shall be born in Kaliyuga ; you wil l also be born then ; there is 
no doubt about it ; I am telling you the truth." 

4 7 .  The highest god, the prop of the universe, the eternal 
being, the lord of gods, having granted them a boon crushed 
under his thighs the two (demons) born from rajas and tamas, 
and resembling collyrium. 

48. Brahma, of a great lustre, the best among those who 
know the Vedas, remaining in that lotus, and with his hands 
raised up, resorted to a severe penance. 

49. Burning as i t  were with his lustre and brilliance and 
removing darkness, he, the pious soul, ( shining) like the sun 
with rays spoke (to them) . 

50-52.  Then taking some other form, the lord i .e. unchange
able Niiriiyat;ta, the lord of abstract meditation, of great lustre 
and great fame, came there ; and also Kapila, the intelligent one, 
the lord of Siirhkhyas and best among briihmat;tas ( came there) .  
They both respected great souls knowing the difference between 
the high and the low, and adored by great sages, said , after 
having come there, to Brahmii of unlimited lustre : 
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53-54. "0 you extensive Brahmii, your world should be 
known as it abides ."  Brahma, the leader of all beings, and rever
ed by the three worlds, having heard those excellent words of 
them, who had left, having informed him, fashioned these three 
worlds as the Vedic scriptures say.  

55-56. He also produced from himself a son called Bhii. He 
(i.e .  Bhii) , Brahma's mind-born son , then came in front of him. 
(This) mind-born son, as soon as he was born, said to Brahma: 
"What help should I give you ? The revered one may please tell 
it ."  

57 .  Brahm a said : "0 you highly intelligent one, do that 
what this (sage named) Kapila and Brahma-NarayaJ).a tell you." 

58. 0 king, thus addressed by Brahma, he got up, joining 
his palms in obeisance, (and said : )  "I desire to l isten to (i . e. 
obey) you ; what should I do?" 

59 .  The lord said : "Remember that highest one, that is the 
eighteenfold, immutable Brahman which is the truth". 

60. Hearing these words he went to the northern direction. 
Going there, he reached Brahman through intellectual vision. 

6 1 .  Then the lord Brahma of a great heart, ,having ment
ally conceived, created another son called Bhuva. 

62 . Then he too said (these) words : "0 grandsire, what 
should I do?" Ordered by the grandsire he stood by Brahma. 

63. He then experienced the taste of the Brahmal).ic nectar. 
Having reached the highest position he came to their s ide ( i. e. 
near them) . 

64. When he too had gone, the detached lord created the 
third (son) skilled in the path to salvation, and named Suva 
(Svar) . 

65. He too resorting to piety, followed their path only. 
Thus the three sons of the great-souled Sambhu, went to (Kapila 
and Brahma-NarayaJ).a) . 

66. NarayaJ).a and Kapila, the chief of ascetics, taking the 
(three) sons went to an exalted place. 

67.  At the time they left, Brahmii, resorting to the highest 
place, performed a more severe penance. 

68.  Then Brahma, who was practising penance, could not 
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do so all alone. So he created an auspicious wife from half the 
part of his body. 

69. (Then) the grandsire created sons resembling himself. 
They all were the lords of beings and from them the worlds 
came out. 

70. The great-souled one, first created, by means of penance, 
a son by name Dharma, the lord of the universe, who had 
everywhere accumulated religious merit. 

7 1 .  (He created ) Dak�a, Marici, Atri, Pulastya, Pulaha, 
Kratu, Vasi�tha, Gautama, Bhrgu and the sage Angiras. 

72 . These great sages should be known to be very wonder
ful on account of their own deeds, and the families of the sages 
have thirteen virtues as their basis. 

73-74a. 0 king, these twelve daughters are the offspring of 
Dak�a : Aditi, Diti, Danu, Kala, Anayu, Sirhhika, Khasa, Praci , 
Krodha, Surasa, Vinata and Kadru1• 

74b-75a. (Dak�a gave) (other) twentyseven bright (daugh
ters i .e . ) Stars to Candra (i.e. the Moon) . Kasyapa was created 
as his son from (i .e .  by) Marici with ( i.e .  as a result of) penance. 

75b-76 . Dak�a agreed ( to give ) those twelve daughters to 
him. Similarly the sage gave all the auspicious Stars ( i .e. the 
twenty-seven daughters) like Rohir;ti etc. to Soma ( i . e .  the Moon) , 
0 you descendant 0 Kuru. 

7 7-78. Formerly Brahma created Lak�mi, Sarasvati, 
Sandhya, Visvesa and Mahayasa. O king, well-being toyou; these 
five superior ones were given to Dharma, the best among gods, 
by Brahma, who had observed religious rites. 

79. That wife, who was half the form of Brahma, and who 
took any form at her will, suddenly turned into Surabhi, and 
s tood by Brahma. 

80 . 0 best one, then Brahma, adored by the world,  realis
ing the purpose of the creation of the world, copulated with her 
for ( the good of) the cows. 

8 1 .  He produced eleven strong, mighty sons, called Dharma, 
resembling the tawny cloud at the time of twilight, and of a 
bright lustre. 

1 .  The names of Dak�a's daughters given here are different from those 

given in Chapter 6.  
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82. Crying and running they went to the grandsire. They 
were known as Rudra on account of their crying and running. 

83 -84. Nirhrti and Sandhya, and the third one called 
Ayonija, also Mrgavyadha, Kapardin, MahaviSvdvara, Ahir
budhnya, revered Kapalin and Ph'lgala, Senani and Mahatejas, 
are said to be the e leven Rudras.1 

85, Cows and deities were born of her, 0 best king, and 
also goat and swan. 

86-89a. Herbs also sprang from that excellent Surabhi. 
From Dharma2 Lak�mi ( obtained a son viz .)  Kama ; Sadhya 
gave birth to Sadhyas : Bhava, Prabhava, Krsasva, Suvaha, 
Arul).a and Varul).a, ViSvamitra, Caladhruva, Havi�man and 
Taniija, Vidhana, Abhimata also, Vatsara and Bhiiti who killed 
all demons, and Suparvan, and Brhatkiinti, saluted by the 
world. 

89b-92. The goddess, approached by Indra gave birth to 
the gods : The first one was god Dhara ; the second one was un
changeable Dhruva ; the third was Visvavasu ; the fourth was 
lord Soma; then Anuriipamaya (was the sixth ) ; after him the 
seventh was Vayu; and the eighth was Nirhrti. This was 
Dharma's progeny Born from Surabhi. It is also said that 
ViSvedevas were born on Visva from Dharma. 

93-94. Dak�a of mighty arms, Pu�kara and Tama, then 
Cak�u�a, Citra, also Bhadra and Mahoraga, Visvantakavasu, 
Bala Nikumbha of great fame, Rudra and Atisiddhauja with 
lustre superior to the son ( were born ) . 

95-98. The mother of the gods gave birth to the sons, viz. 
the gods. Marutvati gave birth to the sons, viz. the Marutvats : 
Agni, Cak�u, Ravi, Jyoti. Savitri gave birth to the god Mitra, 
SaravrHi and the great Sukar�a, also to Viraja and Raja, VHvaya 
and Sumati, to Asvaga, Citrarasmi and also king Ni�adha ; 
again ( she gave birth to) Atmavidhi, Caritra, Padamatraga, 
Brhanta, Brhadriipa and Vasanabhiga. 

1. The names of the Rudras given here differ from those given in 
Chapter 6.  

2.  The names of  other wives of  Dharma, mentioned in Chapter 6,  are not 
repeated here. 
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99- 1 00. Marutvati gave birth to the progeny, viz. the host 
of Maruts ending with Jye�tha. From Kasyapa Aditi gave birth 
to the twelve Adityas : Indra, Vi:gm, Bhaga, Tva�tr, VaruQa, 
Amsa, Aryaman, Ravi, Pii�an, Mitra-the giver of boons, Dhatii 
and Parjanya.l 

1 0 1 - 102 . These are the twelve Adityas superior among 
gods. Two excellent sons of Aditya were born on Sarasvati .  
They were best in (the performance of) penance, in virtues and 
were very much liked in heaven. Danu gave birth to Diinavas 
and Diti to Daityas .  

1 03 .  Kala gave birth to  the demons and goblins, viz . the 
Kalakeyas. The very powerful diseases ( Vyadhis) were the sons 
of Anayu�ii.2 

1 04. Sirilhika was the mother of planets, and Muni3 was 
the mother of Gandharvas. 0 descendant of Bharata, the other 
viz. Priici was the mother of the auspicious celestial damsels. 

1 05 . Krodhii gave birth to all spirits and also Pisaca gave 
birth to the groups of Yak�as and to demons, 0 King. 

106.  Saurabhi gave birth to the quadrupeds and these 
cows. The ancient supreme being, the lord Vi�QU, Hari genera
ted Maya (his supernatural power) . 

1 07- 1 08a. I have described him, as praised by the great 
sages, in due order. The man, who would listen to this best 
PuraQa or would read it on the days of Parvan ( i . e. the eighth 
and fourteenth day of each month, and the days of the full and 
the new moon) , obtaining ( this) world ( i .e. being happy here ) 
enjoys heavenly fruits in the other world. 

1 08b- l 09a. He who propitiates KnQa in four ways with 
eyes (i .e. by seeing him) , with mind ( i .e .  by thinking about 
him) , with words (i .e. muttering his names) , or by deeds (done 
for him) , is favoured by Kr�Qa. 

l 09b- 1 10a. A king (who has lost his kingdom) gets (back) 
his kingdom ; and a poor person obtains excellent wealth. One 

1. The names of the Adityas mentioned here differ from those given in 
Chapter 6. 

2 .  Anayu�a-This is daughter no. 5 ;  see 73 above. 
3. Muni-The name is not given in the list mentioned in v. 73 above ; 

but it occurs in Chapter 6. 
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with a short ( span) of life gets a (long life) ; one who desires a 
son obtains progeny. 

l lOb- l l l a. Those who desire ( to perform) sacrifices, get 
their desires ( fulfilled ) ,  and have various (kinds of) penance. 
\Vhatever desire one entertains would have it fulfilled from (i . e. 
by) the lord of the world. 

l l lb-1 1 3a. 0 you best among men, no evil would come to 
him, who, giving · up everything (else ) would recite this account 
of Hari's manifestation of Pu�kara. This manifestation of the 
great-souled one called Pau�karaka, is described in Vyasa's 
sacred text. 

1 1 3b- 1 14. Listen, from me (i.e. as I shall describe it) to 
Vigw's being Vi gJ.U and Hari in the Krtayuga; and his being 
Vaiku:r:ttha ( i .e .  Vi�:r:tu) among gods and his being Kn:r:ta among 
the human beings . The course of the actions of that god is 
hard to be understood. 

1 1 5- 1 1 6 . 0 king, now listen to the accurate ( account of) 
past and future. This revered, unmanifest lord, with his 
characteristics being manifest, is Naraya:r:ta, of an unending 
soul and is devoid of origin and destruction. This one being 
Naraya:r:ta was the ancient Hari. 

1 1 7. He ( was) Brahmii, Viiyu, Soma, Dharma, Sakra, 
Brhaspati . 0 you descendant of Kuru, the unborn one also 
becomes the son of Aditi. 

1 1 8.  This eternal one, the younger brother of Indra, is 
known as Vi�:r:tu. Pleasing to him was the cause of Aditi's gett
ing a son. 

1 1 9. In the Kalpa (i . e .  Brahmii's day) he created gods, 
Brahmii, and Prajiipati s (i .e.  the mind-born sons) for killing 
gods ' enemies, viz . Daityas, Diinavas and demons . 

1 20. He also created excellent mental families of Brahmii. 
From these magnanimous ones the eternal and supreme 
Brahman came up. 

1 2 1 .  I have told you this deed of Vi�I}U who ( himself) is 
a wonder. Know from me the deed being narrated {since) i t  
deserves to  be told in the worlds. 

1 22- 1 23. 0 Bhi�ma, in the present Krtayuga, after Vrtra 
was killed, there took place the well-known war called Tiirakii-
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maya, in which the terrible Danavas, all difficult to be con
quered in a battle, killed all gods and Asuras and Yak�as, 
Uragas and Rak,asas. 

1 24. They being killed, and with their weapons cut off in 
the battle, turned back and mentally approached their protector. 
the god, lord Vi�QU. 

1 25-1 26. In the meanwhile, the clouds with brilliance (i.e . 
like) extinguished charcoal, covered the sky (as )  with the solar 
and lunar eclipses. They were accompanied by multitudes of 
fierce (flashes of) lightning. They were making terrible sounds .  
They were obstructed by the speed of one another. The seven 
(kinds of) winds blew. 

1 2 7. The clouds had the water heated due to their thunder 
strokes along with thunderbolt and winds . The sky was as it 
were being burnt by portents with terrible sounds. 

1 28. Thousands of meteors fell ; also those moving in the 
sky fell down. Heavenly cars fell down and jumped up. 

1 29. That fear which would be there at the time of the 
end of the four yugas ( spread everywhere) . Forms became in
visible due to the portents. 

1 30. As a result (of this) everything became screened, and 
nothing was recognised. Even the ten quarters surrounded by 
the flood of darkness, did not shine. 

1 3 1 .  (Goddess) Kali, covered with black clouds entered 
( i . e. appeared there ) in an embodied form. The sky did not 
shine (as usual) with the sun being predominant ( but) was 
covered with fearful darkness. 

1 32. (Then) that lord Hari of a dark body, having rent, 
with his arms, that stream of clouds with darkness, manifested 
his divine body. 

1 33 .  He resembled a cloud and collyrium, the hair on 
which was like a cloud, which was like a black mountain in 
respect of lustre and form. 

1 34. He had on a bright yellow garment. The ornaments 
were of gold purified in fire. He was like a column of smoke 
and darkness, ( and) like the fire rising at the time of the des
truction of the world . 

1 35 . The shoulders were round and doubly plump, the 
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hair on the head was covered with a crown. He shone more due 
to the weapons resembling gold. 

136 .  He was bright like the rays of the moon and the sun, 
lofty like a mountain-peak, with one hand blissful due to (hold
ing ) the Nandaka sword . His chest shone with the Kaustubha1 
gem. 

1 37 .  He was exalted on account of the power causing 
various results . He held a conch, d iscus and mace. He resem
bled an extensive mountain. He was of a forgiving nature. He 
had a cur] of hair on the chest and the Sarnga bow in the hand. 

1 38.  He gave generous fruits to gods, was charming and 
dear to the divine women, pleased the minds of all people, and 
attracted the minds of all beings. 

1 39.  He had a large branch in the form of divine power, 
was rich in knowledge, ego and pride and was the germination 
of the gross elements. 

1 40. He was overcast with copious leaves, and had flowers 
of planets and stars ; was the great stem of the world of Daityas, 
and was manifested in the mortal world . 

1 41 . He had the (huge ) shape and sound of an ocean ; he 
had resorted to the earth ; he was covered with bonds of the 
lords of serpents, and was full of birds and creatures . 

1 42.  He was endowed with natural fragrance of virtue ; 
was a great tree for all the worlds; had the water of the joy of 
the unmanifest and had the foam of the manifest ego. 

1 43 .  He had the great stream of the rays in the form of 
the gross elements, had the bubbles in the form of planets and 
stars ; was pervaded by the aeroplanes ; was full of the roaring 
of clouds . 

1 44. He was crowded with groups of creatures and fish ; 
was united with groups of mountains, and conches; had the 
eddy of the sensual objects based on the three properties (viz . 
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas) ; was swallowing the (big fish called) 
timi in the form of the worlds . 

1 45 .  He had the thickets in the form of heroes ; had the 
moss emitted by the serpents, was the great shelter of the 
twelve Suns ; was the city of the eleven Rudras . 

1 , Kaustubha is the name of the celebrated gem obtained with thirteen 
other jewels at the churning of the ocean and worn by Vi�r;tu on his chest. 
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1 46. He was endowed with the mountains in the form of 
the eight Vasus ; was a great ocean having the three worlds as 
its water; had the water having tawny ripples of the twilight ; 
was adorned with wind that had filled it. 

1 47 . He had hosts of Daityas and Yak�as ; was full of the 
(fish called) jha�a in the form of the groups of demons ;  had the 

mighty power of the grands ire ; was thronged wi th the gems of 
celestial women. 

1 48. He was full of the rivers in the form of wealth, fame, 
charm and Lak�mi ; was violent due to the dissolution having 
great showers caused by destiny. 

1 49. They saw the great ocean in the form of Naraya�a 
having company of the good as its great extremity-Naraya�a, 
who was the god of gods, who was a granter of boons, who was 
affectionate to his devotees. 

1 50- 1 53. (They saw him as one) who showed favour;  who 
brought about tranquility and who was auspicious ; who shone 
with pearls attached to the chariot to which bay horses were 
yoked ; seated in a chariot in the form of the divine world, ( a  
chariot) to which bay horses were attached and which was 
adorned with the banner of Garuc;l.a, to which were fixed the 
wheels of the moon and the sun, had boundless reins, which was 
difficult to be seen ( i .e .  of an unbearable sight) , which had 
Meru as i ts pole, which had the variegated flowers of stars 
(attached to it) , which was pleasing due to planets and stars, 
which granted fearlessness in (times of) fear, which ( remained) 
in the sky, which was inv�ncible to gods and demons . 

1 54. All those gods led by Indra and with palms joined in 
obeisance, and (uttering) cries of victory sought the refuge of 
him who was a protector. 

1 55.  That Vi��u, the god of gods, having heard their 
words, decided to destroy the demons in a great war. 

1 56. Vi�J).U having resorted to (i .e .  taken up) an excellent 
body and standing in the sky, said these words, containing a 
promise, to all the gods: 

1 5 7. "Be calm, well-being to you ; do not be afraid , 0 host 
of gods. All the demons are conquered by me ; accept the three 
worlds. "  
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1 58. Then the gods, pleased with the words of Vigm, faith
ful to his promise, became very much delighted as if after 
having drunk excellent nectar. 

1 59. Then withdrawing darkness, the clouds disappeared. 
Auspicious breezes blew. The ten quarters became bright. 

1 60. The luminaries, almost pure, went round the moon. 
The planets did not fight. The rivers also were (having) clear 
( water) . 

1 6 1 .  The paths, and the three worlds, heaven and others, 
were free from dust. The rivers flew properly. In the same way 
the ocean did not agitate . 

1 62 .  The internal organs of men were auspicious ( i . e. 
functioned well) . The great sages, free from grief, recited the 
Vedas loudly. 

1 63-I 64a. Auspicious oblation was made in sacrifices . Fire 
roasted (the oblation) fully. People, set upon practising piety, 
were pleased at heart after having heard the words about kill
ing the enemies-of Vi�I_lu faithful to his promise. 

1 64b- l 65a. Then the Daityas and Danavas having learnt 
about the (imminent) fear from the mouth of Vigm, exerted 
hard for the fight and victory (in it) . 

l 65b- 1 7 1 . Maya, desirous of fighting, mounted like the Sun 
on the Meru mountain, upon his imperishable, golden, divine 
chariot, which had its interior of the length of three nalvas1 (i .e. 
twelve hundred cubits ) ,  which had four wheels, which was very 
big, in which great weapons were well-arranged, which made 
the sound of the multitudes of bells, which was adorned with 
the hide of a tiger, which was charming with a mass of reins, 
which was adorned with golden lattices, which was crowded 
with groups of wolves, which was decorated with flocks of birds, 
which was bright with divine weapons and missiles, which was 
resounding like (thundering) clouds, which had a good ( i.e .  a 
strong) axle, which was the best among excellent chariots, the 
middle part of which was good ( i .e.  s trong) , which resembled 
the sky, which was full ( i .e. well-equipped) with maces and 
iron-bars, which was as it were the ocean embodied, which had 
on it golden armlets, which was beautiful like the orb of the 

1. Nalva-A measure of distance equal to 400 hastas or cubits. 
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moon, which had banners and flag like the Mandara mountain 
with the Sun, the body of which was like the expanse of an 
elephant, which, at places, was bright like filaments of flowers, 
which had a thousand stars ( studded to it) , which was resound
ing like clouds with big showers, which was bright, and harmed 
the enemies' chariots . 

1 72- 1 7 7a. Tara also mounted upon an excellent chariot, 
the breadth of which was two miles, and which was like that 
( i.e. two miles) in length also, which resembled a rocky pole, 
which was like a heap of dark collyrium, to the pole of which 
a heap of black iron and gems was tied, which was full of ( i .e .  
equipped with) iron bars, a s  well a s  with mallets that  could be  
thrown, and with large darts and fetters, and with portions 
(i.e .  pieces) of bamboos, which was decorated with fearfu l  iron 
clubs with hatchets attached below, which was raised ( i .e .  
lofty) like the Mandara for the sake of (the destuction of) 
enemies and to which a thousand asses were yoked. 

1 77b- 1 78a. And Virocana, who was angry and who had a 
mace in his hand, remained at the head of the army like a 

mountain with a radiant peak. 
1 78b- 1 79a. The powerful demon Hayagriva went round 

the arrayed army, having a thousand horses, of the demons . 
1 79b- 1 8 l a. Vipracitti's son Sveta, having white bracelets 

as his ornaments, the destroyer of the enemy's army, s tretching 
far his bow of the length of a thousand cubits, drove his cha
riot ; and he stood at the head of the army like a mountain with 
a sprout .  

1 8 l b- 1 82a. Khara scattering (i .e .  shedding) from his 
eyes water (i. e .  tears )due to anger, with his teeth, lips and eyes 
throbbing, desired to fight. 

1 82b-1 83a. Demon Tva�tr having occupied a chariot to 
which eighteen horses were yoked, stood ready for battle facing 
the divine army. 

1 83b- 1 84a. Bali's most distinguished son, AriHa, having 
invincible weapons, and causing the mountains to tremble, 
stood ready for the battle. 

1 84b- 1 85a. Kisora, prompted by great joy like a young 
boy, remained in the midst of the demons as the Sun remains in 
the midst of planets. 
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1 85b- 1 86a. Lamba, resembling a fresh cloud, and decorat
ed with a long garment, remaining in the demons' army, 
appeared like the Sun with fog. 

1 86b- 1 87a. After him Vasundharabha, laughing, and hav
ing missiles in the form of teeth, lips and eyes, stood among the 
demons l ike a cruel great planet. 

1 87b- 1 88. Others were seated upon horses; s till others on 
intoxicated lordly elephants ; others were seated on lions and 
tigers ;  others on bulls and bears, some were seated upon asses 
and camels and some were using clouds as their vehicles. 

1 89 . O ther demons, fearful and of deformed faces, were 
foot-soldiers . Desiring to fight, the one-legged ones and those 
with small legs, danced. 

1 90. Many snapped their fingers, and others made a noise. 
Roaring like arrogant tigers the best demons thundered. 

1 9 1 .  They, having rocks and hammers in their hands 
threatened the gods with their fore-arms like iron-beams and 
with maces and fearful iron beams. 

1 92- 1 93a. They sported with the weapons used as missiles1, 
with mallets having a hundred edges, with rock-like swords, with 
iron beams and raised weapons . 

1 93b. The sky was covered everywhere with multitudes of 
clouds. 

1 94. Thus the army of the demons, furious with spirit and 
madness, stood before the gods like ' a host of clouds that had 
come up (in the sky) . 

1 95 .  And that army shone with thousands of demons press
ed closely to one another, resembling wind, fire, mountain, 
clouds and water. That army elated because of being full with 
multitudes of troops, appeared to be mad with the desire to 
fight. 

1 96. 0 you descendant of Kuru, you have listened to the 
expanse of the army of the demons. Now listen to the expanse 
of the army of the gods led by Vi�QU. 

1. Sataghni-A kind of weapon used as a missile supposed by some to 
be a sort of rocket, but described by others as a huge stone studded with 
iron spikes and four talas in height. 
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CHAPTER FORTYONE 

The Rise of the Lotus and the War between Gods & Demons 

Pulastya said: 

I .  The A.dityas, the Vasus, the two mighty ASvins got 
ready for battle with their troops and followers in due order. 

2 .  The thousand-eyed Indra, the guardian of the worlds 
and the leader of gods mounted on an excellent elephant. 

3-6a. To his right stood the chariot, which had the best 
bird ( i.e .  Garu<;la )  as its banner ; which moved on very fine 
wheels ; which was adorned with a golden umbrella ; which was 
followed by the multitudes of gods, Gandharvas and Y ak�as in 
thousands ; which was eulogised by brahmanic brilliant sages 
living in heaven ; having mounted upon which chariot, furnished 
with multitudes of clouds having the lustre of lightning and 
rain-bow risen due to the vibration of the thunderbolt, and 
resembling mountains moving according to their will, the lord 
moves in the entire world . 

6b-7 .  The brahmaQas remaining at the front of a sacrifice 
sing at the (time of the ) presentation of oblations . Hundreds 
of groups of celestial nymphs dance by him accompanied by 
Indra when the sounds of the trumpets of gods were ( heard) at 
the heavenly battle. 

8-9. The best chariot which was at that time occupied by 
Matalin, to which a thousand horses, having the speed of the 
mind and the wind, were yoked, shone, like the Sun, with the 
banner of the lord of serpents ; (it shone) like the Meru 
mountain which is fully covered with the Sun's  lustre. 

I 0.  And Yama, raising his staff and his fatal mallet and 
displaying them to the demons, stood in the army of gods. 

1 1 - 14. VaruQa, who held the nooses, who was accompanied 
by four oceans and the repeatedly licking snakes, who had put 
on ornaments of conches and pearls, who possessed a watery 
body, who had held together his fatal nooses, who wore excellent 
white garments and coral ornaments, who had an excellent 
body brown with gems, who indulged in thousands of sports 
with his horses of a watery appearance and resembling the 
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moon and being impelled by the wind, remained in the gods' 
army, desiring ( i.e .  waiting for) the time to fight, (looking) 
like the ocean that had broken the coast. 

1 5- 16 .  Dhanada ( i.e .  Kubera ) ,  accompanied by the army 
of Y ak�as and demons, and by the hosts of Guhyakas, endowed 
with a conch and a lotus, who was the lord of treasures, and 
king of kings, possessed of prosperity and holding a mace in his 
hand, and fighting by remaining in an aeroplane, was seen there 
seated in the Pu�paka. 

1 7a.  He i .e .  Kubera, the king of kings, the lord of Yak�as, 
shone ( there) . 

1 7b- 1 8a. Indra remained in the eastern wing, Yama in the 
southern, Varur_ta in the western and Kubera in the northern 
wing (of the army) . 

1 8b- 1 9a. The very mighty four regents of quarters remain
ing in the four wings moved in their respective regions of that 
army of gods. 

1 9b-20. The Sun, moving in a chariot to which seven horses 
were yoked, which was moving like the wind, which was resplen
dent with beauty, and which was shining with rays, and which 
went to the skirt of Meru, rose and set ( i.e .  went up and 
down) . 

2 l -22a. The Sun, of twelve forms, heating the unchange
able world with heat by means of the orb at the gate of the 
heaven which had a thousand rays and which had illuminating 
lustre, moved among the gods. 

22b-23a. Soma (i.e. the Moon) , of white horses, having 
cool rays, delighting the world with lustre full of cool water, 
shines (i.e. shone) in his chariot. 

23b-26a. The demons saw that Soma, who was accompani
ed by Stars, whose rays were cool, who was the lord of brah
mar_tas, whose form was marked with the shadow of a hare, who 
removed the nocturnal darkness, who was the lord of the Stars 
in the sky, who gave nectar, who was the immutable lord, who 
was the store of pure herbs and of nectar, who was the great 
lot of the world, who was agreeable, who was full of nectar, 
who had the snow-weapon, and who remained ( in his chariot) . 
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26b-30a. The Wind,1 that is the life of the beings, and has 
divided himself into five in men (i .e .  remains in five forms in 
the bodies of men) ,  who went along seven tracts, who supports 
and has fashioned the three worlds, whom they call Agni, the 
creator of the worlds , and the lord, the source of all, whose 
origin, found in the seven notes (of the gamut ) , is proclaimed 
by words, whom they describe as a moving element and as one 
having no body, whom they call as moving in the sky, as quick 
moving, and as being produced from the source of sound, who 
is the life of all beings, who was stirred up by his own lustre, 
blew, with clouds, in a hostile manner and troubled the 
Daityas. 

30b-3 l a. The Wind, along with the gods, Gandharvas, and 
hosts of Vidyadharas, sported with the rays white like ser· 
pents that had lately cast their skins . 

3 1  b-32a. Lords of serpents, producing strong poison of 
wrath, being thin and turning themselves into arrows and with 
their mouths wide open moved (there) . 

32b-33a. The mountains also stood with their rocky peaks 
and trees having hundred branches, by the gods in order to 
strike the army of the demons. 

33b-35. He, god Hnikesa, Padmanabha, Trivikrama8, who 
is the fire at the end of the yuga, who is the lord of the entire 
world, who is the source of all, who killed ( the demon) Madhu, 
who enjoys the oblations, who is the soul of the elements like 
earth, water and ether, who is dark, who brings about peace, 
who kills the enemies, who holds the mace and the disc, getting 
well-settled, caused absence of danger among the gods and 
others . 

36-37 .  The very powerful lord, having the enemy of the 
serpents ( i .e .  GaruQa) as his banner, held, in his right hand, 
the great mace, destroying all weapons, fatal in nature and 
bringing destruction to the enemies, and held in his other 
bright hands, the multitudes of other weapons like (his bow) 
Sarnga etc. 

1. Pracza of five kinds : Pra�a,Vyana, Apana, Udana, Samina. 
2. Trivikrama-Vi��u in his fifth or dwarf ( Vamana) incarnation. He 

was born as a dwarf to humble the demon Bali. 
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38-44a. On the battlefield, the lord, having mounted upon 
the best bird ( i .e .  Garuc;la ) 1, who was the offspring of Kasyapa, 
who was the younger brother of Aru1,1a, who had serpents as 
his food, who shone with the lord of serpents put into his 
mouth, who was (formerly) connected with the activity of 
(carrying) nectar, who was lofty like Mandara, whose valour 

was many times seen in tht" war between gods and demons, who 
was used like the thunderbolt for (securing) the nectar by 
Indra, who had put on a garment in the form of variegated 
wings, who was like a mountain full of minerals, who was, in 
the sky, covered beautifully with the brightest gem with its 
lustre like the moon and ( as it were) a prop of increased wrath, 
adhering to the hood of a serpent, and with two wings having 
charming feathers, l ike the sky being covered with two clouds 
with the rainbow, at the time of the destruction of the world, 
who was adorned with dark and reddish banners, whose wings 
were golden (was ready to fight) . 

44b-45a. All the hosts of gods and sages, calm in mind, 
followed him and praised the mace-holder with words couching 
great sacred texts .  

45b-47. That mighty army of Vi �1,1u, who was victorious, 
who was tolerant and bright, ( the army) which was joined by 
Kubera, led by Yama, encircled by Varu1,1a, adorned by the 
lord of gods, in which great sound was made by Vayu, which 
was blazing with Agni was arranged for the battle .  

48. Brhaspati said : "Well-being to the gods." Usanas (i .e .  
Sukra) said these words : "Well-being to the demons" . 

4 9 .  Then a fierce battle took place between the two armies 
of gods and demons who were desirous of conquering each 
other. 

50. The demons,  with many weapons raised, went to fight 
with the gods, like mountains with mountains . 

5 1 .  That was a very wonderful fight between the gods and 
the demons, charged with piety and impiety and pride and 
politeness.  

52-54. Then with the very speedy horses, and with elephants 
that were goaded, and with warriors having swords in their 

1 .  Garu(ia-Son of Kasyapa and Vinatii . 
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hands and jumping, with pestles being thrown, with falling 
arrows , with stretched bows, and with very fearful missiles be
ing dropped, that battle, in which gods and demons had crow
ded, and which produced fear to the world and which resem
bled the fire of destruction, took place. 

55. The demons struck the gods led by Indra in the battle 
with iron bars, mallets and rocks . 

56 .  The gods, who were being killed by the s trong demons 
behaving l ike conquerors, whose faces were dejected, were very 
much afflicted in the war.  

57-58 .  They, crushed down by missiles and spears, and 
with their heads broken with iron bars, with their chests pierced 
by the sons of Diti ( i .e .  the demons) , and bleeding profusely, 
were killed with vol leys of arrows; their exertion was rendered 
useless, and getting (caught) into the illusion of the demons , 
they were unable to move. 

59.  The exertion of the army of the gods which as it were 
appeared to be arrested by the demons and which was (almost ) 
lifeless , was rende�ed useless by the demons . 

60 . Indra , of many ( i .e .  a thousand ) eyes , cutting off the 
terrible arrows discharged from the bows of the demons, entered 
the fierce army of the demons . 

6 1 . He, having killed all important demons rendered the 
army of the demons covered with darkness by a multitude of 
darkening missiles. 

62. They, overpowered by darkness due to the prowess of 
Indra, did not recognize one another nor the vehicles of 

demons .  
63 .  The gods, freed from the nooses of  illusion, exerted, 

and felled ( on the ground) the heads of the hosts of demons 
which were (covered with ) darkness. 

64. The wretched demons, who became unconscious due 
to the darkness of a black colour, instantly fell down like 
mountains with their wings cut off. 

65 . There ( i.e .  on the battlefield) the body of the lord of 
demons, who was overcome (with darkness ) was, as it were, full 
of internal darkness. 

66. Maya, burning the illusion (produced by gods) 
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produced a great illusion like the one at the time of the 
destruction of the world produced by the Aurva1 fire. 

6 7. That illusion produced by Maya burnt the illusion 
created by Indra ; and the demons instantly rose ( taking up ) 
the forms of gods in the battle. 

68. Reaching ( i.e. being covered by) the Aurvi illusion, the 
gods being burnt ( by the fire produced by i t )  resorted to the 
pond of water cool ( with ) the rays of the moon on the region of 
tbe moon. 

69 . The gods, being burnt by that Aurva fire and being 
insensible and afflicted, seeking the refuge of Indra, praised him. 

70. When the army ( of gods)  was ( thus ) distressed and was 
being killed by the demons, Varul}.a, impelled by the lord of 
gods, said ( these ) words : 
Varu�a said ; 

71 .  0 Indra, formerly, Urva the son of a brii.hmal}.ic sage, 
and bright due to qualities similar to those of Brahman, practised 
a very severe penance. 

72 .  Hosts of sages and gods with divine sages approached 
him, who was as it were tormenting the world with his penance, 
like the sun. 

73. The demon, Hiral}.yakasipu, the lord of demons, also 
formerly requested that sage ( Urva ) of a great lustre. 

74- 75 .  The brahmal}.ic sages spoke words conforming to 
dharma : ' '0 revered sir, this family has its root cut off among 
the families of sages. You are all alone, without a child . There 
is on one else ( to continue ) the family. Practising the vow of absti
nence you are following ( i . e .  suffering from )  affliction only. " 

76-77a. "Many brii.hmal}.a families, those of sages of purified 
souls remain all alone and secluded and without progeny. When 
all of them are like that, I have nothing to do with sons. "  

7 7b-78. "You are the best among ascetics and are bright 
like the creator. Therefore proceed to continue your family 
and multiply your self by yourself. Put together your mighty 
lustre and make your body a second ( i . e. generate a son ) ". 

79 . The sage thus addressed by the sages being hurt in the 
mind censured all those and said these words to them : 

1 . Orva-It should be Aurva. 
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80-81 . "As the eternal duty of the sages, it was laid down 
formerly that the only duty approved by seers, of a brahmal).a 
who eats ( i .e .  subsists on) wild roots and fruits, and who is 
born in a brahmal).a family and who lives by himself, ( is 
celibacy) .  If  celibacy is well-practised it would even move 
Brahma. 

82-83 . There are three courses of conduct of people : ( One 
is that of those) who live as householders ; ( there is another ) 
of those like us who live in the forest ; and those who l ive in 
hermitages, eating ( i.e .  drinking ) water, eating ( i .e .  living on ) 
air, using their teeth as the mortar ( i.e .  the anchorites) and 
those who break things on stones, and there is the one of those 
who practise penance with five fires . 1  

84. These remaining in penance, and giving importance 
to celibacy ( by performing) vows very difficult to perform, 
desire the highest position. 

85. The brahmaQ.a-hood of a brahmal).a is occasioned by 
( i . e. is due to ) his celibacy. This is what people knowing ( the 
importance of) celibacy say in the other world . 

86. Piety resides in celibacy ; penance resides in celibacy. 
Those brahmaQ.as who remain in celibacy, reside in heaven. 

87 .  Perfection is not possible without yoga ( deep and 
abstract meditation) ; glory is not possible without yoga. 0 you 
tormentor of the enemies in this world, there is no better means 
of glory than austerity ( in the form of) celibacy. 

88. For him, who restrains the group of the organs of sense 
and the group of the five elements, and concentrates on celibacy 
what greater penance than that is there ? 

89. Having ( i.e .  growing) hair without yoga (a deep and 
abstract meditation) ,  performing a vow without (proper) volition 
and religious mendicant's life without celibacy-these three are 
called religious hypocrisy. 

90. Where is ( the need of) a wife and of union ( with 
her) ? Where again is the need of the perverse ( i .e .  unnatural) 
condition ( viz. that of a householder etc. ) ?  Indeed these mind
born offsprings were created by Brahma with his mind . 

1 . Paficdgnitapas-A kind of penance practised with five fires : four fires 
in the four directions around the person practising the penance ; and the 
fifth fire is the sun, above the head. 
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9 1 . If you, who are self-subdued, have the power of penance 
then by the act like that of Brahmii, create mind-born sons. 

92. The ascetics should have mentally produced offspring. 
There is no union with a wife, no ( depositing of) seed ( i . e .  
semen) -this is said to be a vow of the ascetics. 

93 . What you, the good and fearless persons have said here, 
is indeed like that which is very much liked by bad persons. 

94. This I, making by body blazing with the soul, will 
produce a mind ( -born ) son without copulation with a wife. 

95. Thus, with the act like that of the creator my soul 
( i .e .  I )  will produce another self (i. e. a son ) , as it were desiring 
to burn the beings" . 

Varw:za said: 

96. (Then) Urva engrossed in penance, put his thigh into 
the fire, and shook with one darbha the fire-producing wooden 
stick ( for ) generating a son. 

97 .  Suddenly breaking his thigh, an excellent fire came up. 
The son-the fire, became desirous of burning the world. 

98. Breaking open the thigh of U rva a destructive fire called 
Aurva, very angry and as it were desiring to burn the three 
worlds, was produced. 

99. While being produced he said to his father in piteous 
words: "0 father, hunger is oppressing me ; I shall swallow the 
world; leave me." 

1 00 .  He, resembling Yama, spreading in the ten quarters 
with his flames going up to the heaven , and consuming all beings, 
grew. 

1 0 1 -1 02 . In the meanwhile, Brahmii came to the sage Urva, 
and said ( to him) : '' (Please) ward off your son ; show pity for 
the world. 0 brahmaJ}a, I shall give excellent help to this your 
son. 0 you son, 0 you best among the speakers, listen to these 
true words of me." 

Aurva said: 

1 03 .  I am blessed, I am favoured that you, revered sir, 0 
highest soul, are giving this idea to this child ( viz. me) . 

1 04. When the morning time has arrived, and when his 
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association is to be desired, revered sir, satisfied with what 
oblations would my son obtain happiness? 

1 05 . Where will be his residence? What will be the nature 
of the mighty food of him of great lustre that the lord will 
give ? 

Brahmii said : 

1 06.  His residence will be in the mare's  mouth in the ocean. 
0 brahmal).a, my source is water that i s  immeasurable. Let him 
go there. 

107 .  There he will certainly live, drinking the oblation of 
the form of water. I am giving him that residence, viz. that 
expanse of water ( i.e .  the ocean). 

I 08. Then, 0 son, he and I removing things of the past will 
move together at the end of the Yuga.  

1 09. This fire, who is made by me to eat (i .e .  subsist on )  
water, will, a t  the time of the deluge, burn all being along 
with the demons and goblins. 

I I  0. Saying, "Let it be so", that fire, having suppressed 
the circle of flames, entered the mouth of the ocean and not his 
father, the lord, viz. Urva. 

I l l . Then Brahma returned, and also the great sages. 
Knowing the prowess of the fire Aurva they took their respective 
courses . 

1 1 2. Then, seeing that great wonder, Hiral).yakasipu, 
saluting Urva by touching the ground with all the limbs of his 
body ( i.e .  prostrating himself before Urva) , said these words 
( to him ) : 

1 1 3. "0 revered sir, this wonder has taken place in the 
presence of the world . 0 greatest sage, the grandsire is quite 
pleased with your penance. 

1 1 4 .  0 you of a great vow, I should be looked upon as the 
servant of your son and you. You are fit to be praised due to 
(your having done) this deed . 

1 1 5 .  Then see me to be distressed and engaged in propiti
ating you. If, 0 greatest sage, I sink into distress, that would be 
your defeat." 
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Urva said: 
1 1 6. I am blessed, I am favoured since you have looked 

upon me as your preceptor. 0 you of good vow, you have no 
fear due to this penance. 

1 1 7. Accept that illusion only, which is created by my son, 
which is fuel-less and full of fire, which is difficult to be touched 
even by fires . 

1 1 8. While subduing the enemy it will be under the 
control of you and ( the �embers )  of your family. It will protect 
your side and will burn ( i .e .  destroy) the enemy. 

VarU{la said :  

1 1 9 .  This i llusion unassailable even by  gods, was formerely 
created by Aurva, the fire, the son of Urva. 

1 20. When the demon was affiicted it would become power
less; there was no doubt about it .  That was the curse given by 
him who had created it with his lustre. 

1 2 1 .  0 Sakra, if this ( illusion) is to be set aside and the 
lord is to be made happy, then give me, as my companion, the 
Moon, born of water ( of the ocean) • 

1 22. There is no doubt that united with him and surrounded 
by the aquatic animals , I shall destroy this illusion through your 
favour. 

1 23.  Sakra, who helped the gods to prosper, being delight
ed, said, "Let it be so," and ordered Soma, having cold weapons, 
to fight at the head ( of the army ) : 

1 24. "0 Soma, help VaruQ.a for the destruction of the 
demons and the victory of the gods. 

1 25. You are regarded as being of matchless prowess1 and 
the lord of the luminaries. Those well-versed in the Vedas know 
that all juices are full of you. 

1 26 .  None like you having cold weapons is (to be found) 
in the world. Your waning and waxing are un<;reated in the 
ocean as well as in the sky. 

1 27. Deluding the world you cause the time through day 
and night. Your characteristic is reflected in the world and the 
spot on you is of the form of a hare. 

l. Pratiuirya-should in fact be 'aprativirya'. 
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1 28. 0 Soma, those who are not born of k�atriya wombs 
do not know your illusory power. You remain above the course 
of the Sun, and above the luminaries. 

1 29. Driving away darkness suddenly, you illumine the 
entire world. You are cool-rayed, snow-bodies, the lord of the 
luminaries and have the form of the hare on your body. 

I 30- 1 33a. You are also of the nature of destiny ; you are 
fit to be offered a sacrifice to ; you are the sacrifice ; and you 
are the unmanifest one; you are the lord of the herbs ; you are 
the source of rites ; also of water and you are cool-rayed; your 
rays are cool; you are the prop of nectar ; you are smart and have 
a white vehicle; you are the loveliness of the lovely bodies; you 
are the Soma of those who drink Soma. You are agreeable to 
all beings ; you destroy the darkness ; you are the lord of the 
constellations . Therefore, 0 you commander of a large army, 
go with Varu1.1a, wearing an armour. Put an end to the demonish 
illusion, by which we are being burnt." 

Soma said : 

1 33b- 1 34. Since, 0 king of gods, 0 giver of boons, you 
tell me to fight I shall shower hoarfrost which would remove 
the demonish illusion. See these my cool and tormenting rays, 
covered with snow. 

1 35. So the snow-showers discharged by the Moon, with 
nooes ( of V aru1.1a) surrounded the demons as the wind sur
rounds the multitudes of clouds. 

1 36 . The two mighty ( heroes) . Varu1.1a and Indu (i.e. the 
Moon) . holding nooses and cool rays, killed the demons by 
sending down snow and nooses . 

1 37 .  The two lords of water-the two warriors fighting 
with nooses and snow moved with water in the army like two 
agitated great oceans . 

1 38 .  The entire great army of the demons was filled, as 
the entire world is covered by the showering destructive clouds 
( at the time of deluge ) .  

1 39. The two lords of water, viz .  Soma:and Varul).a, getting 
ready, destroyed that illusion created by the lord of demons. 
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1 40. Consumed by the multitudes of the cool rays, and 
assailed by ( Varui_la's) nooses, the demons could not move in 
the battle like topless mountains . 

1 41 .  All the demons struck down by Soma, were destroyed.  
Their bodies were flooded with snow like fires that were not hot 
(i.e. that were extinguished ) .  

1 42. The variegated and auspicious heavenly cars of those 
demons fell down. They fell down and again came up. 

143 . Maya, the demon skilled in magic, saw, in the heaven, 
the demons bound by the groups of nooses and covered over 
with the lunar rays. 

1 44- 1 46 .  He released the celebrated, mountainous illusion 
with a group of mountains, with swords and sharp-edged spears, 
with heaps of trees standing at the top, crowded with groups 
of lions and tigers when the hosts of gods were making noise, 
crowded with herds of wolves, with trees shaken by wind ; it was 
created by his own son, it was warbling and it moved freely in 
the heaven everywhere. 

1 47. The demons s truck the gods with showers of rocks 
accompanied by sounds of swords andwith falling trees (i.e. trees 
that fell ) and did not allow them to l ive. 1 

1 48 .  The two illusions-that of the demons and that of 
Varui_la-then disappeared . Movement on the earth became 
fearful as it were with mountains (everywhere ) .  

1 49- 1 50. No god was seen as ( each one )  was screened by 
multitudes of trees . Except the Mace-holder ( i.e. Vi�I_lu) all 
other ( soldiers in) the army of gods had their bows destroyed, 
had become loathsome due to the weapons being broken, and 
had discontinued their exertion. That majestic lord, who had 
entered the war, did not tremble at all. 

1 5 1 - 1 52 .  The lord of the world, Hari, who resembled the 
(dark) destructive cloud, who knew the occasion, and who 
realized ( imminent) death in the war, who desired to witness 
the fight between gods and demons, did not get angry because 
of his forbearance .  Then the lord ordered Fire and Wind to 
fight . 

I .  Stanzas like this are not quite intelligble .  
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1 53- 1 55. Impelled by the words of Vi �J.lU they drew the 
illusion. That mountainous illusion perished ( when ) it was 
burnt by the two, who had been roaming about and had com
menced to exert themselves . That Wind accompanied by Fire 
and that Fire in the company of Wind, augmented as it were 
at the time of deluge, burnt the army of demons. \tVind became 
speedy there ; and then Agni also became like that due to 
Maruta (i.e .  Wind) . 

1 56- 166a. Fire and Wind who were amusing themselves, 
moved in the army of the demons. Then the beings were ( being ) 
reduced to ashes and they were rising and falling. Everywhere 
the aeroplanes of the demons were falling. The branches (of 
trees) were being thrown off by Wind, and Fire was doing his 
duty. The killing by Maya ( i .e, illusion ) was going on ; the 
Mace-holder ( i.e. Vig:m ) was being praised; the exertion ofthe 
demons had stopped ; the three worlds were free from bondage ; 
gods were pleased. Good people said : 'Well ( done) , wel l (done) . ' 
The thousand-eyed one (i . e. Indra) achieved victory, and the 
demons were defeated. All the directions were pure; the righteous 
began to increase. The course of the Moon was uncovered, and 
the Sun remained steady in his own place. Beings were taking 
an active part in worldly affairs ; people were endowed with 
good character ; the bonds of death were unaffected. Oblations 
were offered into fire ; gods shone with sacrifices and they showed 
the path to heaven. All the regents of the quarters supported 
their quarters ; the perfect ones remained in penance ; the sinful 
ones did not exist. The side of the gods was glad and the side 
of the demons was dejected. Righteousness had the three feet, 
and unrighteousness had just one foot (i.e. righteousness was very 
much predominant) . The great gate ( to righteousness etc. )  was 
open, and good path existed ; people were inclined to 'piety, and 
the hermitages proceeded with their activity uninterruptedly 
( i.e .  the hermits led a peaceful life) . Kings were engaged in 
protecting their subjects and shone ; the worlds were calm (and) 
the dark demon was subdued . 

1 66b- 1 72 .  When that ( great) deed of Agni and Vayu took 
place in the war, all worlds were wholly interes ted in them, 
were bright and performed acts (celebrating ) their victory. 
Hearing about the great fear caused to the demons by Agni and 
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V ayu, the well-known demon:Kalanemi took notice (of what was 
happening) . He was having a crown of the shape of the sun, 
and tinkling ornaments and armlets . He resembled the Mandara 
mountain. He was covered with great pearl-ornaments , and 
looking fearful due to having hundreds of weapons, a hundred 
arms and a hundred faces, and a hundred heads. He stood like 
a majestic mountain having a hundred peaks and augmented in 
the great side, ( looking ) like fire in the summer. He had smoky 
hair, ruddy moustache, projected teeth, and a hideous face. 
He had a large body expanding in the three worlds, lifting up 
the sky with his arms, and throwing off the mountains with his 
two feet, and setting in motion showering clouds with his 
breaths. 

I 73- 1 7 7. All gods, with their eyes afflicted with fear, saw 
Kalanemi, whose broad red eyes were ( looking) obliquely, 
whose exalted lustre was like (the ) Mandara (mountain) , who 
was, while approaching the groups of gods, as it  were desiring 
to burn them in the battle, who was threatening the hosts of 
gods, and covering the ten quarters, who was seen like Death 
risen and delighted at the time of deluge, and who said to the 
demons, struck by gods,  'Wait, wait ! '  with his strong r ight hand 
lifted up, which had a raised nice palm, the fingers of which 
had large joints, which was long and full of ornaments, which 
did not move at all . 

1 78. Beings observed that Kalanemi destroying ( the gods ) , 
like another Trivikrama Narayal).a ( i . e . Vi �I).u) overcoming 
everything. 

1 79. That demon, having shaken the sky with wind, and 
rising again, came and started to fight causing fear to all gods . 

1 80- 1 8 1 .  That demon Kalanemi, while moving ( on the 
battlefield ) ,  being encircled by Indra, came near him, and 
shone like Mandara with Vi�I).u.  Seeing Kalanemi, like another 

death, coming to them, all the gods, led by Indra were very 
much frightened. 

182. That great demon, desiring to do what was agreeable 
to the demons, and of great lustre, increased ( in size) like a 
cloud at the end of the summer. 

1 83 .  The lordly demons, seeing him to have entered the 
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three worlds, stood up unfatigued (i . e . enthusiastically) as if 
after having drunk the excellent nectar. 

1 84. The demons, desiring to fight, free from fear and 
alarm, led by Maya and Tara, behaving like conquerors in the 
Tarakamaya war, and going ( out) to fight, shone. 

1 85.  They who were repeating (magic) formulas, who were 
running through the army became glad when they saw the 
demon Kalanemi . 

1 86. All those chief ( soldiers ) of Maya, who were leaders 
in the battle, gave up their fear ( and) stood (near him) to 
fight. 

1 87- 1 95.  These successful demons, knowing the (art of the 
use of) missiles, well-settled in penance, viz. Maya, Tara, 
Varaha, Hayagriva, Vipracitti's �on Sveta, both Khara and 
Lamba, Bali's son AriHa, so also the one known as Kisora, and 
the great demon Surbhanu, famous like gods and as ( an expert) 
fighter in a circular military array, went to Kalanemi, with 
(i .e. taking with them) very heavy maces, discs, chariots, 

hatchets, pestles resembling death, slings, mallets, stones like 
missiles, so also terrible rocks, sharp-edged weapons, small 
javelins and bars of excellent iron, heavy destructive sataghni 
missiles, pairs of fetters, so also ploughs that struck fiercely when 
discharged, with long arms, nooses and (weapons) like iron
bars, with arrows having the licking and spreading mouths of 
serpents, with destructive weapons and shining iron-clubs, with 
sharp unsheathed swords, wi th sharp and bright lances, and 
with bright demons holding bows. 

1 96. That army of the demons, excellent on account of 
shining weapons, then led by Kalanemi, shone in the battle. 

1 97. The army of the gods, which was closed ( i .e .  encircl
ed) . on all sides by them (i . e . the demons) like a thicket of trees 
at the time of the advent of the clouds, also became glad (as) 
it was protected by Indra.  

I 98-202a. That great sh ining (divine ) army, which was 
endowed with cold and hot lustre ( respectively) of the Moon 
and the Sun, which was speedy like the wind, which was agree
able, which was having the banners of stars , which had put on 
the garments of clouds, which was smiling with the planets and 
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constellations, which was protected by Yama, Indra, Kubera, 
and also by intel ligent Varui).a, which was having ( in it) blaz
ing fire and wind, which was devoted to Nariiyai).a, and which 
resembled a current in the ocean, which had missiles which are 
fearful and had ( in it) Yak�as and Gandharvas, shone. At that 
time, the encounter between the two armies took 'place like the 
union of the heaven and earth at the time of the expiration of a 
Yuga. 

202b-204a. That war in which gods and demons had 
thronged, in which forgiveness and valour were excessive, which 
had arrogance, politeness and speed, was fierce. The gods and 
demons set out with terrible armies like the excited clouds from 
the eastern and the western oceans . 

204b-205. The gods and demons were delighted with the 
two armies, as the mountains with the blossomed thickets on 
them. They beat the drums and blew the conches repeatedly. 

206-207 .  The sound of the stroke of the bow-string on the 
fore-arm, filling the universe, the earth and the directions, so 
also the twangs of the bows and the sound of the drums obscur
ed the cries of the demons. Making each other go forward and 
backward, they (i.e. the gods and demons) assailed one 
another. 

208-2 1 0. Others t.lesiring hand-to-hand fight, broke (the 
arms of their enemies) with their own arms . The demons dis
charged terrible thunderbolts, iron bars, excellent missiles\ 
swords and heavy maces on the gods, in the battle. Some, with 
their bodies broken by the fall of the maces, and shattered to 
pieces (i.e. excessively wounded) repeatedly fell down, while 
others struck again. In the battle, those who were much excited, 
angrily encountered one another, with chariots, horses, aero
planes and elephants etc. 

2 1 1 -2 1 3 .  Moving in the battle (i.e. on the battlefield ) ,  
biting their lips (literally, having faces the lips of  which were 
bitten ) ,  those ( who were seated in ) the chariots fought with 
(those who also were seated in) the chariots, and the foot
soldiers fought with foot-soldiers . The great sound of those 
noisy chariots resounded in the sky as by the thundering of the 

1. Uttamifyuyudhan-The correct word appears to be Uttamayudhan. 
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clouds in the rainy season. Some broke the ( enemy's ) chariots 
(while ) some were crushed under chariots. 

2 1 4. Others were distressed ; the chariots could not move 
on. Some lifting up their enemies with their hands in the fight 
were bitten (by the enemies) . 

2 1 5 . Those strong ones , having swords and being covered 
with hides struck ( the enemies) with joy. Others . pierced with 
missiles and struck (with weapons ) in the battle vomitted 
blood. 

2 16 .  Some, resembling clouds dripping water, came 
(there) . Due to their showering of arrows on one another, the 

day of the fight appeared to be a rainy day. 
2 1 7. In the meanwhile that demon Kalanemi grew like a 

cloud being filled with the ocean-floods. 
2 1 8. Due to his limbs resembling elephants and mountains, 

clouds, having chaplets of lightning, and showering blazing 
fire, fell down. 

2 1 9 . Far extended flames with fire-sparks went out from 
his mouth, who was showering sweat and knitting the eye
brows, when he was hiss ing with anger. 

220. His arms grew obliquely and upwards in the sky like 
serpents with five mouths coming out from a mountain. 

22 1 .  He screened the divine sky with multitudes of missiles 
of many kinds, with bows and with iron-bars as with lofty 
mountains. 

222. He desiring to fight and with his garments tossed by 
wind1 remained there actually like Meru mountain with its rocks 
scorched by the evening sun . 

223 .  He struck down the hosts of gods with peaked moun
tains and tops of trees, hurled with great speed, ( as Indra struck 
down) the great mountains with ( his )  thunderbolt. 

224. The gods struck by Kalanemi in the battle, with the 
hair on their heads cut off and removed, with his arms having 
swords, could not move. 

225. Some Yak!Sas, Gandharvas, birds and Kinnaras with 
great serpents were s truck with fists and some were split into 
two parts . 

1 .  Anilodbhuta-should be aniloddhiita. 
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226. The gods, who were frightened in the battle by that 
Kalanemi, and who were perplexed, were unable to exert them
selves . 

227 .  He rivetted the thousand-eyed Sakra with arrows 
thrown round him, and stopped all his exertion in the war. 

228. In the battle he made Varui}.a l ike a cloud without 
water, like a waterless ocean and nooseless and motionless .  

229. He, of the form of death, surrounded Kubera in the 
war. Dhanada (i .e . Kubera) , the lord of the regents of quarters 
was made actionless by him in the battle .  

2 30 .  On account of  that the frightened Yama, who snatches 
all, whose weapon is deadly, gave up his state of Yamahood in 
the battle and entered his own (i.e .  the southern) direction. 

231 . Having driven away the Guardians of the Quarters 
and assumed their protection duties he divided his body into 
four parts corresponding to the four directions . 

232. Having gone to the divine path of the luminaries 
indicated by the divine Sun, he took away Soma's grandeur 
and all his great domain.  

233. He drove away Bhaskara ( i .e .  the Sun) of bright rays 
by means of Dharma and snatched his rule, his domain and his 
daily activity. 

234. Having conquered Agni, the gods' mouth, he made 
him resort to his own mouth ; and having speedily conquered 
Vayu, he brought him under his own control .  

235.  Forcibly bringing ( back) the great rivers from the 
ocean he made them, the embodied ones, give him comfort and 
power1 • 

236 . Having brought under his control the water in the 
heaven and on the earth , he covered the earth well-protected 
by the mountains. 

237 .  The great demon, occupying all the worlds, and caus• 
ing fear to all the worlds, appeared l ike the self-born one, the 
lord of the gross elements ( or of the great beings ) . 

238. The demon, having the body of the regents of quarters, 
having the soul of the Moon and the Sun, born of Fire and 
Wind, shone in the battle. 

239. The demons praised him, who remained at the position 

I .  Abhisukha Virya-the expressions are not very happy. 
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of the highest god, resembling the creator of the worlds, as the 
gods praised the grandsire. 

240 . Due to his perverse deeds ( these) five, viz . Vedas, 
Righteousness, Forbearance, Truth, and Sri, who had resorted 
to Narayal)a, did not go to him. 

241 . That lord of demons, getting angry because the five 
did not approach him, went to the place of Vi�l)u where the 
god remained. 

242. (There) he saw (Vi�l)u) who was seated on Garu<;l.a, 
who held a conch, a discus and a mace, and who whirled round 
the auspicious mace to destroy the demons. 

243-244. That demon ( viz . Ka.Ianemi) , with his mind 
agitated, seeing Vi�l)u, who resembled a cloud containing water, 
whose garments were like lightning, who had mounted upon the 
bird, Kasyapa's son, of golden wings, and moving in the sky 
( i.e .  upon Garu<;l.a) and who as it were, remained in the sky, 
and who was unperturbed, and was ready to destroy the demons 
said : 

245. "This is our enemy who destroyed our ancestors and 
also Madhu and Kaitabha who lived in the ocean. 

246. This is our enemy who is indeed described to be 
matchless.  In many battles he killed many demons. 

247. This is the one who is cruel in the world and is impu• 
dent to women and children. He uncovered the parted hair of 
( i.e. behaved impolitely with) the wives of demons.  

248-249. He is the Vi![ll)U or Vaikw.ttha of the gods, the 
residents of heaven ; among the serpents he is Ananta ; he is the 
self-born of the self-born ( i.e. superior to him) ; this is the lord 
of the gods who will be wronged by us . Getting ( i.e .  inviting 
his anger) HiraJ}yakasipu was killed. 

250. Gods, having resorted to his shadow (i.e .  having 
sought his protection ) ,  remain at the mouth of the sacrifice and 
eat the clarified butter offered in three ways by the great sages. 

25 1 .  He ( alone) is the cause of the death of all the enemies 
of gods. In the war all our families entered his discus (i .e. were 
destroyed by his disc) . 

252. He is said to have given up ( i.e. offered) his life for 
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gods. He, the lord, discharged the disc endowed with lustre on 
the enemies. 

253. When I ,  who am death, remain here, he has become 
the death to the demons. Kesava will get the fruit of the time 
that has gone by. 

254. Luckily ( for me) now this Vig:tu has come before me. 
Crushed with my arm1 in the battle by me, he will perish. 

255. I shall luckily pay homage to the former demons, by 
killing, in the battle, this Vi:t�r_:tu causing fear to the demons. 

256. In the battle I shall quickly destroy the hosts of gods. 
Even though he has gone ( i.e. has taken up ) another existence, 
he torments the demons in battle. 

257. He was formerly (called ) Ananta and also well
known as Padmaniibha. In the terrible single ocean he killed 
both Madhu and Kaitabha. 

258. Dividing his body into two halves-one half of lion 
and another of man-he (all ) alone formerly killed my father, 
Hirar_:tyakasipu. 

259. Aditi, the origin ( i .e. the mother) of gods conceived 
him as an auspicious embryo. Walking three steps he alone had 
the three worlds (under his control ) .  

260. Now that god, when h e  has encountered me, when 
this Tiirakiimaya battle has come up, will perish." 

26 1 .  Speaking like this in many ways, he quickly caused 
Nariiyar_:ta to like (i. e. made Niiriiyar_:ta) to fight by ( saying )  
ugly words t o  him i n  the battle. 

262. The Mace-holder ( i.e . Vi:t�r_:tu) , being (thus) abused by 
the lord of demons did not get angry. With great power of for
bearance and with a smile, he said : 

263 . ' '0 demon, the power of arrogance is small, (while ) 
the power of (i .e. due to ) the suppression of anger is steady. 
You, who, forsaking forbearance, talk ( like this) , are doomed 
by ( i .e .  as a result of) faults due to pride. 

264. I look upon you as mean ; fie upon your might of 
words ! Which men would remain there where women shout ? 

265. 0 demon, I shall see that you go along the same path 

1. Bahulld-shouid be bahuna. 
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as your predecessors have gone. Who would be prosperous by 
giving up (i. e . violating) the rule laid down by the creator ? 

266 . Today I shall kill you who destroy the operation of 
gods; and I shall ( re· ) place the deities in their own respective 
positions." 

26 7 .  When , in the battle ( i . e. on the battlefield) Vi�I_lu 
was speaking like this, the demon laughed, and made his hands 
endowed with weapons ( i.e .  took weapons in his hands) . 

2 68. He, wi th his eyes doubly red due to anger, raised his 
hundred hands, and dropped all the multitudes of weapons on 
the chest of Vi �I_lu in the battle. 

269. The demons too, led by Maya and Tara in the battle, 
and with their weapons and swords raised, attacked Vi�I_lu in the 
war . 

270. He, being struck by the very mighty demons, with 
all their weapons raised, did not move from there ( i .e.  from 
that place) like an unmoving mountain . 

2 7 1 -272. Kalanemi, the great demon, encountered by 
Garul;la, got excited, and raising with his arms his terrible, 
blazing mace, released i t  on Garul;la, with all his life (i .e .  with 
all his might) . Vi �I_lu was amazed by that deed of the demon . 

2 7 3-2 74. Then he ( again ) hit the mace on Garul;la's head. 
Seeing Garul;la afHicted, and his own body unhurt, Vaikul_lt}la 
( i .e .  Vi�I_lu ) with eyes red due to anger, took his disc ; and with 
Suparl_la, the lord speed ily grew up. 

2 75-2 77a. His arms, pervading the ten quarters, also grew. 
He, as it were desiring to occupy all the worlds with his 
prowess, filling the intermediate directions, and the sky and the 
earth as well, grew (in size ) .  The sages with Gandharvas praised 
Madhusiidana, growing (in size ) for the victory of the gods . 

2 7 7b-283a. He scratching (i .e.  touching ) the sky with his 
crown and shining head, having pervaded the earth with his 
two feet and having covered the directions with his arms wetted 
with fat, blood and marrow of the demons, held his discus, 
which resembled the sun in lustre, which had a thousand spokes 
which destroyed the enemy, which was like a blazing fire, which 
was fierce ( yet ) beautiful to look at, which had golden particles 
stuck to its circumference, which caused fear, which was match-
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less, the circular edge of which was razor-like, which was filled 
with wreaths, garlands and chaplets, which moved according to 
its desire, which took up any form it liked, which was fashioned 
by the Self-born himself, which caused fear to all enemies, which 
was full of wrath, and arrogant in the war, by the discharge of 
which the worlds, along with the immobile and the mobile, got 
bewildered, and the ghosts eating raw flesh were satisfied in the 
great war. 

2 83b-285a. The Mace-holder ( i . e. Vi�Qu) , blazing with 
anger, having raised his discus of a matchless action, and 
resembling the sun in brilliance, and destroying the demon's 
lustre with his own lustre, cut off with that ( discus) only the 
arms of Kalanemi in the battle. 

285b-286a. Hari forcibly destroyed with that discus the 
discus ( of Kalanemi ) which had a hundred points, and which 
was (as it were ) laughing loudly due to fire-powder (i .e . 
splinters of fire) . 

286b-288a. That demon, with his arms cut off and without 
a head, did not move. With his headless trunk firm he stood in 
the battle like a branchless tree. GaruQ.a, spreading out his  two 
wings, and having speed like that of the wind, struck Kalanemi 
with his chest. 

288b-289a. He ( i .e .  Kalanemi ) facing GaruQ.a's body, and 
having no arms, whirling from the sky, fell down leaving ( i .e. 
from) the sky, and shaking the earth. 

289b-29 la .  When the demon fell down, gods along with 
hosts of sages, (saying) 'Well ( done) , well (done) ' ,  together 
honoured VaikuQtha (i.e. Vi�Qu) . Other demons whose valour 
was seen in the battle, were all pervaded by (his) arms and 
could not move in the battle. 

29 l b-293a. He seized some with their hair; pressed the 
throats of some; cut off the face of someone ; and held some
one by his waist. They, who were consumed by the mace and 
the discus, who had lost their energy, and life, tumbling with 
all their bodies (i.e. fully ) from the sky, dropped down on the 
earth. 

293b-295. When all the demons were killed, Puru�ottama 
( i .e. Vi�Qu ) ,  having performed that (feat) dear to Indra, was 
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successful. When in the Tarakamaya battle that destruction 
took place, Brahma, the grandsire of all the worlds, came to 
that region with all brahmaJ).iC sages and hosts of Gandharvas 
and celestial nymphs.  

296-297a.  The god ( i.e.  Brahmii) honouring Hari, the god 
of gods, said :  ' '0 god, you have done a great job ; you have 
taken out the dart in the form of the demons ; and we are 
pleased by the death of the demons. 

29 7b-300. 0 Vi �J).u, there is none else except you who 
would have controlled that great demon, Kalanemi, whom you 
killed. He, insulting the gods and the movable and immovable 
worlds, having destroyed the sages, even opposed me.  So, I am 
pleased with this your deed, viz. that you struck down 
Kalanemi, resembling death. So come on, well-be ing to you ; 
let us go to the excellent heaven. 

30 1 .  There the brahmaJ).ic sages, sitting in the assembly 
are waiting for you. 0 you best among those who have boons, 
which boon shall I grant to you? 

302-304 . You grant boons to the gods when they are in 
their positions. You have delivered these big three worlds (by) 
killing the troublesome fellow. 0 Vi�J).u, in this very war (you 
have helped that) great-souled Indra." 

Thus addressed by revered Brahman, the immutable Vi�J).U 
spoke in auspicious words to all gods led by Indra : 

Vi�tzu said; 

Let all the gods that have come here listen : 

305-30 7a. Led by Indra, all of us with Garu<;la have killed 
in the battle demons led by Kalanemi and endowed with valour 
and superior even to Indra. In this great war only two have 
escaped : the demon Virocana and the very mighty Svarabhanu . 

307b-308. Let Indra resort ( i .e. go) to his own direction ; 
so also let (VaruJ).a go to his own direction ) ; let Yama look 
after his (i.e . southern direction) , and Kubera the northern 
direction. Let Candramas (i .e .  the Moon) be always united 
with the constellations. 

309-3 1 I .  Let this Sun go to (i .e .  be united with) the first 
day of the season with the equinoctial and solstitial points. Let 
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the portions of clarified butter, presented with respect by the 
members (of the sacrifice ) proceed. Let oblations be offered 
in to fire by Brahmai_las according to rites mentioned in the 
Vedas. Let gods be pleased with offerings in the sacrifices, great 
sages with the Vedic studies, and the dead ancestors with 
sriiddha, as they l ike. Let Vayu, taking his course, move ( i .e.  
blow ) .  Let Agni blaze in three ways. 

3 1 2-3 14a. Let the ( first) three castes please the three worlds 
by their own virtues . Let sacrifices be performed by briihmai_las 
fit to be initiated. Let the sacrificing priests receive presents 
separately. Let the Sun, the Moon and Vayu, proceed by grati
fying cows, fluids and life in beings (respectively) by their 
pleasing deeds. 

3 1 4b-3 1 5a. Let all the big rivers, the mothers of the three 
worlds, rising from Mahendra and Malaya, go one by one to 
the sea as before. 

3 1 5b.  0 gods, give up the fear of the demons and be calm. 
Well-being to you. 

3 1 6-3 1 7. I shall go to the eternal world of Brahma. Do 
not ever fearlessly ( i.e .  without proper caution) go to your own 
house or to heaven, and especially to the battle (-field) ; for the 
demons are mean. They strike at the weak points. Their position 
is fixed . 

3 1 8a. Let you who are good and remain in (i .e.  behave 
according to) your own nature, have your mind in honesty. 

3 1 8b-320. Speaking thus to the hosts of gods ,  that very 
successful Vi�I_lu, the revered lord, of a true (i.e .  unfailing ) 
valour, went with Brahma, to Brahmi's world, after having 
created great affection for him in (the minds of) gods. This 
was the wonder in the Tarakiimaya battl e between the demons 
and Vi�I_lu about which you have asked me. 
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CHAPTER FORTYTWO 

Taraka's Victory in the War between Gods and Demons 

Bhimza said : 

1 -4. 0 brahman, I have listened to (the account of) the 
rise of the lotus which you described in detail . 0 brahman, 
(now) I desire to hear from you about the greatness of Bhava 
(i .e .  Siva ) and the birth of Guha ( i.e .  Karttikeya) -how he 

was born and what he did ; how Taraka the demon became 
more powerful and how that great demon was killed ( by 
Karttikeya) ; how Rudra sent the sages to the Mandara moun
tain ; how Rudra, the supreme lord, obtained Uma there. 0 
great sage, tell me all this as it took place. 

Pulastya said: 

5-6a. Formerly Kasyapa said to Diti, the auspicious origin 
(i.e. the mother) of demons : "0 respectable lady, you will 

obtain a son having limbs as strong as thunderbolt.  You will 
have a son by named Vajraiiga, devoted to piety." 

6b-7.  The honourable lady, who had (thus) obtained a 
boon, got a son difficult to be cut (i.e. destroyed ) like 
thunderbolt. As soon as he was born, he became the master of 
the significance of all sciences (i .e.  branches of learning) . He 
said devoutly to his mother : "0 mother, what should I do?" 

8-9a. Diti, hearing ( these) words of the lord of demons, 
became delighted, and said : "0 son, Indra has killed many of 
my sons. Go to kill (i. e .  go and kill) Indra to make up the 
loss due to ( i .e .  to avenge) them." 

9b- IO.  Saying, "All right", to her, he forcibly went to the 
heaven. Then having tied Indra with a noose of unfailing 
power, he came to his mother as a hunter (would bring) a poor 
deer. 

1 1 . In the meanwhile, Brahma and Kasyapa of great 
penance came there where the fel!! rless mother and son remained. 

1 2- 1 4. Seeing them Brahma as well as Kasyapa said these 
words : "0 son, release this lord of gods. What have you to do 
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with him ? 0 son, for a respected person his insult is said to be 
his murder. He who is freed from your hand on our telling ( you 
to release him) is certainly dead. That enemy, who is released 
in the battle through generosity by his enemy, is, though alive, 

dead, day after day." 
1 5- 1 7. Hearing this, Vajranga, bowed (to them) and said 

( these) words : "I have nothing to do with him. I have (simply) 
obeyed my mother's order. You are the lord of the gods and 
demons ; and you are (my) respectable great grandsire. 0 god, 
I shall do as you say : this Satakratu ( i .e .  Indra ) is released ( by 
me) . 0 god, I have a liking for penance ; 0 lord, let it be prac
tised without any obstacle through your favour." 

1 8a.  Saying so, he ceased (speaking) . When the demon 
remained silent, the grandsire said these (words ) :  

Brahma said: 

1 8b- 1 9a. Being free from difficulty, remammg under my 
command, practise penance. With this purification of the mind 
( i .e.  having thus purified your mind) you (will) have obtained 
the fruit of your existence. 

1 9b-20. Saying so, the Lotus-born (Brahma) created a 
broad-eyed daughter. The Lotus-born god gave her to him as 
his wife .  Having named her Varangi, the grandsire went 
(back ) .  

2 1 -23a. Vajranga too went to a forest with her for (practis
ing) penance. The lord of demons, having eyes like lotus leaves, 
of a pure mind, and having a great penance ( to his credit ) ,  
practised penance for a period o f  a thousand years with raised 
hands. Till  that (period was over) , he remained a great ascetic 
with his face hung down and remaining in the midst of five 
fires1 ,  not eating anything and practising severe penance. 

23b-25a. Then for a thousand years he resided in water. 
The great-vowed wife of him, who had entered the water, re
mained, observing silence, at the bank of that lake only. With
out eating anything, the very lustrous one entered upon a severe 
penance. 

25b-26. When she was practising penance, Indra scared 

I .  Paiicagni-See note on 4 1 .83. above. 
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her. Going in the form of a monkey to that great hermitage, he 
snatched her holy seat and casket containing sandal etc.- (  the 
material of) worship . 

2 7-28a. Then, he, taking up the form of a lion, frightened 
her; then taking up the form of a serpent he bit both her feet ; 
but due to the power of penance she did not die. 

28b-30. When Indra, troubling her with many scares, did 
not stop (from doing so) , the queen of Vajraiiga, thinking it to 
be the wickedness of the mountain ( on which she was seated ) ,  
set about to curse the mountain. Seeing her about to pronounce 
a curse, the mountain, in a human form, with frightened eyes, 
said to that beautiful Varaiigi : 

The mountain said : 

3 1 .  0 you lady of a great vow, I am not wicked. I deserve 
to be resorted to by all human beings. This angry Indra is do
ing what is disagreeable to you. 

32-33a. In the meantime the period of a thousand years 
was over. Knowing it, the Lotus-born (i .e .  Brahma) came to the 
lake and being delighted said to Vajranga : 

Brahmii said: 

33b. 0 son of Diti, I shall satisfy all your desires ; get up. 

34. Thus addressed, the lord of demons, the treasure of 
penance, with the palms of his hands folded in obeisance said 
(these) words to the grandsire : 

Vajriinga said: 

35 .  Let me not have the demonish disposition. Let me have 
(i.e. let me go to ) the eternal worlds . Let me be interested in 

penance. Let the body stay (as it  is ) .1 

36-37.  Saying, "Let it be so," the lord (Brahma ) went 
home. Vajraiiga too, of a firm control, completed his penance. 
Desiring to meet his wife ( i . e. he desired to meet his wife, but ) 
did not see her in his own hermitage. AffLicted with hunger, he 
entered a thicket of the forest. 

1. Sarirasya . . . . text is not quite clear. 
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3 8-39a. (When he looked here and there) in the thicket 
to obtain fruits and roots, he saw his dear helpless wife, whose 
face was covered with a tree. Seeing her, the demon, consoling 
her, said : 

Vajriinga said: 

39b-40a. 0 good one, who, desiring to go to the world of 
Yama, has harmed you ? 0 you proud one, quickly say which 
desire you want to be sa tisfied. 

Variingi said : 

40b-42a. I am repeatedly scared, tossed away, beaten up 
and harassed, like one wi thout a husband, by the fearful lord 
of gods . Not seeing the end of my grief, I am determined to give 
up my life .  Give me a son, who would save me from the ocean 
of misery. 

42b-44. The very mighty lord of demons, thus addressed, 
and with his eyes full of anger, though capable of retaliating 
the king of gods, set about to practise penance again . Knowing 
his harder intention, Brahma again hurriedly came to the place 
where the son of Diti remained . 

Brahmii said : 

45. 0 son, why are you again setting about to practise the 
vow? I shall give you the son (endowed ) with vigour, ( as) 
desired by you. 

Vajriinga said : 

46-47a .  I, who got up by your order from the profound 
meditation saw my wife scared by lndra. The beautiful lady, 
said to me (that) she desired a son . 0 grandsire, you, who are 
pleased with me, give a saviour son ( Taraka) to me. 

Brahmii said : 

4 7b-48. 0 hero, enough of your penance; do not get into 
insuperable suffering. A very powerful son, who will loose the 
braided and ornamented hair of divine ladies will be (born to 
you ) .  
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49-5 1 .  Thus addressed, the lord of demons, having saluted 
the great grandsire, and having gone to his queen delighted her, 
whose mind was distressed . The fortunate couple then went to 
their own hermitage. That Varfuigi, of an excellent complexion, 
carried in her womb for a thousand years, the embryo ( i .e .  the 
seed) deposited (by Vajranga ) . At the end of a thousand years 
Varinigi brought forth (a son) . 

52-53. When that demon, fearful to all the world, was be

ing born, the whole earth trembled, the great oceans were 
agitated , the mountains shook, and fierce winds blew ; the best 
sages muttered prayers, and fierce beasts roared. 

54-55. Lustre left the Moon and the Sun, and the directions 
were covered over with mist. When that great demon was born, 
all great demons, being delighted, came there, and also the 
demon-females. Full of j oy they sang, and hosts of celestial 
nymphs danced. 

56.  0 you of great lustre, when the great festival of the 
demons was (being celebrated) , gods along with Indra, 
became men tally dej ected. 

57. At that time seeing the son, Varangi was filled wi th 
joy. The lord of the demons also greatly prized that (newly- ) 
born son. 

58-59a. As soon as Taraka, the lord of demons, was born 
he was consecrated as the sovereign emperor of the entire king
dom of the Asuras, which was capable of being compared with 
the earth, by the chief demons like Kujambha, Mahil?a etc. 

59b-60a. 0 great king, when Taraka got the great king
dom (i . e . when he became the emperor) , he, the greatest among 
the demons, said these proper words : 

Taraka said: 

60b-62 . 0 mighty demons, l isten, all of you, to my words. 
0 demons, gods would destroy all the families (of us) . 
( Between gods and us) eternal enmity due to the practice 
of our families has mounted. All of us, resorting to (i .e. depend
ing upon ) the might of our own arms will practise penance fer 
curbing gods. There is (i .e. should be) no doubt about this. 
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63-64a. Saying so, and getting their consent, he went to 
the Pariyatra mountain. For a hundred years he practised all 
the penances like not eating at all, honouring the five (fires ) ,  
eating leaves of trees ( only ) o r  subsisting o n  water (alone) . 

64b-65 . When thus his body was emaciated and his penance 
grew in strength, Brahma, having come there, said to the lord 
of demons : "0 you of a good vow, ask for a boon". He chose 
{ the following boon) : "I should not die (i.e. be immune to 
death ) from all beings" . 

66. To him then Brahma said : "Since death is certain to 
beings, ( you may) ask for death at the hands of him of whom 
you are not afraid. " 

67 .  The great demon, the lord of demons, deluded by 
pride, thought (for a while) and chose death from a child seven 
days old. 

68-69. Saying , ' 'All right", Brahma went home, and also the 
demon. Then he said to his ministers : " Make ready my army 
quickly. If you desire to do what I like, then you must supress 
the best gods. 0 demons, I shall have uncommon joy when they 
wil l  be suppressed. " 

70. Having heard 'Taraka's words, a demon named 
Grasana, the general of the king of demons, made ready the 
army. 

i l . Having beaten the deep (-sounding) kettle-drum, he 
quickly called the demons, and also very brave ten crores of 
lords of demons. 

72-73 . Leading them was Jambha. Next was the demon 
Kujambha. Mahi�a, Kufijara, Megha, Kalanemi, and Nimi, 
(and also) Manthana, Jambhaka, Sumbha-these ten lords of the 

demons were the leaders . There were hundreds of others, who 
were capable of being compared with the earth . 

74. The chariot of Taraka was decorated (i.e. yoked) with 
a thou sand eagles, and with eight wheels ; it had a train of poles 
and its expanse was four yojanas. 

75. The chariots of Grasana, Jambha, Kujambha and 
Kumbha were yoked with tigers , l ions, donkeys and horses. 

76. The chariot of Megha was yoked with elephants ; that 
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of Kalanemin with a demon. Nimi's great elephant had four 
tusks ( like the Airavata) and resembled a mountain.  

7 7. The lord of demons, named Manthana, was seated in a 
chariot, having its horses a hundred cubits in length . The very 
mighty Jambhaka had mounted a camel resembling the lord 
of mountains. 

78-79. Sumbha was mounted upon a ram. Thus, other 
mighty demons, seated in various vehicles, had put on bright 
armours and were decorated with bracelets and turbans. That 
army of the lion of demons (i.e. of the brave demon ) appeared 
to be of a terribe form. The army had very intoxicated 
elephants and was crowded with horses and chariots, a number 
of foot-soldiers and banners . 

80-83a. In the meanwhile, Vayu, the messenger of gods, 
seeing that army of the demons in the residence of the demons 
went to report it to lndra. Having gone to the divine assembly 
of the great-souled Indra, he told (him) among the gods, the 
time for action that had approached. Hearing it, the great

armed lord of gods, having closed his eyes, said these words to 
Brhaspati at that time. 

lndra said : 

83b-84a. Now comes this fight of the gods with demons. 
Tell ( us) that should be done (which is) supported by political 
wisdom. 

84b-85a. Hearing these words of lndra, the lord of speech , 
the magnanimous, the highly intelligent Brhaspati said these 
words : 

Brhaspati said : 

85b-88a. 0 best among gods, this is said to be ancient, 
natural state of those who wish to be victorious : political 
stratagem preceded by negotiations, and (keeping ready ) the 

army with its four divisions. 1 These are the four constituents (of 

1 . The fourfold army : ( 1 )  Elephants, ( 2 ) Chariots, (3 )  Cavalry and 
( 4 )  Infantry. 
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political wisdom) ! :  negotiatiOn, creating dissension, bribery 
and punishment (i .e.  open attack ) .  The greedy cannot be won 
over by negotiation (or conciliation) ; those having same 
qualities (i.e .  belonging to a homogeneous group) cannot be 
won over by creating dissension ; here bribery will not lead to 
success ; if you like ( i .e .  if you please) , in this case, openly 
attacking the plunderers by force is the only remedy. 

88b-89a. Indra, thus addressed, giving thought to what 
should be done, said these words in the assembly of gods : 

Indra said: 

89b-92. 0 you residents of heaven , listen attentively to my 
words. You, of divine souls, are the enjoyers of sacrifices ; and 
always remaining in (i . e. adhering to) your own greatness with 
your families,  you are always engaged in protecting the world. 
Be prepared to fight ; unite my army ; get (your) weapons ; 
worship the deities of weapons. 0 you lords of gods, having 
made Yama the General, quickly bring together the vehicles 
and the aeroplanes. 

93-94. Thus addressed, those who were prominent among 
the gods armed themselves . The invincible chariot of the lord 
of gods was yoked with a myriad horses, was decorated with 
golden bells ; it had many wonderful properties ; it was approach
ed by gods and demons : it was harnessed by Matalin. 

95-96a. Varna, surrounded on all sides by fierce servants, 
filled with flames that would rise at the time of the universal 
destruction, having seated himself upon a he-buffalo, and mov
ing in the sky, remained at the head of the army. 

96b. Agni, mounted upon a goat, and having a kind of 
missile in his hand, settled himself. 

9 7 .  Vayu, with a goad in his hand, increased his speed.  
The revered lord of water (i .e.  Varu�a ) had mounted upon a 
lordly serpent. 

98. The lord of demons, moving in the sky, and (looking) 

1 .  AilgacatuHaya : ( 1 )  Silman ( conciliation or negotiation) ,  ( 2 )  Dana 
(bribery ) ,  ( 3)  DaQI;ia ( punishment, open attack) , ( 4)  Bheda (creating dis
sension) .  
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terrible on account of having a sharp sword, occupying a 
chariot, to which men were yoked, got settled in the battle . 

99- 1 00. The lord of wealth (i .e .  Kubera) with a mace in 
his hand, (was seated) in a chariot to which large lions were 
yoked. The Moon, the Sun, the two ASvins, the invincible 
generals of the divine army in the three worlds were endowed 
with the army having four divisions. That assemblage of the 
divine army numbered thirty-three crores. 

1 0 1 - 1 03a. Indra was seated upon the elephant named 
AiravaQa, which looked like Himalaya, ( decorated with) white 
charming chowries, and (with) golden lotuses and spotless, 
beautiful garlands, made charming ( i.e .  decorated) with sprouts 
(i .e .  lines) of saffron and with his temples crowded with sport
ing swarms of bees . He, of a magnanimous mind, who had 
put on variegated ornaments and garments, whose thunderbolt 
was big, who was decorated with a cushion, who had serpent
l ike scattered armlets, whose sproutlike feet were honoured 
by a thousand eyes, looked charming in the heaven. 

I 03b-1 04a. That army was thronged with streams of groups 
of horses and elephants ; its umbrella and banner were white ;  
it had continuous (streams) of invincible foot-soldiers ; i t  was 
difficult to be subdued on account of warriors having various 
weapons. 

1 04b- 105. Then the very mighty Asvins, Maruts, with 
Sadhyas and Indra, Yak�as, goblins, Gandharvas, having many 
missiles in their hands, all came together and struck the lord of 
demons. 

1 06- l OBa. However, the missiles did not cling to his body 
resembling thunderbolt and a mountain. Then having jumped 
down from his chariot, Taraka, the king of the demons, 
hit crores of gods with his hands and kicks. The armies of gods, 
that escaped being killed, being afraid, and having given up 
weapons, fled in (various) directions. 

1 08b. Seeing the gods fleeing, Taraka said (these) words : 
1 09 .  "0 demons, do not kil l  the gods. Tying them, bring 

them quickly, and show them to Vajraiiga. Let him see gods." 
1 1 0-1 1 2 . Then the demon, being praised by Diti's sons and 

well-served by the celestial damsels, having tied, in the battle, 
the regents of quarters :led by Indra and with Rudra, with 
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strong bonds, as a herdsman leading the beasts, again went, 
after getting into his chariot, to his own house, beautified with 
Siddhas and Gandharvas, and having a top like the Vipula 
mountain. 

CHAPTER FORTYTHREE 

Gauri's Marriage 

Pulastya said: 

l -2 . The door-keeper, who had put on a bright silken 
garment appeared ( before the king of demons ) .  Going down to 
( i .e. touching) the ground on his knees, he, without delay. said 
the following adorned with ( i .e .  couched in) few words, to the 
lord of demons, having a bright body resembling a host of 
suns . 

3 .  "Having brought the gods, after binding them, Kalanemi 
stands at the door. He respectfully asks : '0 lord, where should 
the captives stay? ' " 

4-5 .  Having heard those words of the doorkeeper, the 
demon said : "Let them stay as they like . The three worlds are 
my residence. Release only Indra, after having clean-shaved 
him, after making him put on white garments and after having 
marked him with a dog's foot." 

6-7. When this was done, gods, with their minds dejected 
went to the lord of the world, the Lotus-born one to seek his 
shelter. The despondent gods, having reached him, prostrated 
themselves with their heads touching the ground, and praised the 
Lotus-seated ( god) with words (couched in) beautiful syllables. 

The gods said: 

8- 1 0. Salutation to you, the origin of Oihkara etc . , the 
first and unending cause of the diversity of the universe, ( to 
you ) who are at the root of the beings immediately after 
creation ; 0 you, of a pious form, salutation to you who desire 
to withdraw (the world unto you) ; on account of your greatness, 
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you are the cause of the manifested forms; and due to this 
appellation, you, having thought about us, divided the worlds 
above the heaven and the earth, and the ones below them, from 
(i .e. out of) the cosmic egg. It i s clear that Meru was your 
outer skin of the embryo ; we know that the space was put for
ward by you ; it is clear that from your body the gods were 
created ; the embodied ones move within your body. 

I I . The heaven is your head ; the moon and the sun are 
your eyes ; the serpents are your hair ; the directions are the 
cavities of your ears ; sacrifice i s  your body ; rivers are your 
joints ; the earth is your feet ;  the oceans are your belly. 

1 2 . You are the author of illusion ; you are the cause ; you 
are declared to be calm by the Vedas ; you are said to be the 
l ight and the sun. With the help of the meaning of the Vedas, 
they by intellect, expound you, the ancient one, who are placed 
in the lotus of the heart. 

1 3 . Those who have mastered abstract meditation, describe 
you as ( their) soul; ( they describe you) to be the source of the 
seven subtle ( pricinples ) propounded by the Sarhkhyas, and 
also of the eighth one, told by them. You alone being the soul, 
live in them. 

1 4. Having perceived, you fashioned a subtle and (at the 
same time) a gross form ; those entities which are said to exist 
in the cause, are said to have come up from you at the time of 
the first creation ; again, they are to be reached after the im
pressions according to desires ( ? ) .  

1 5. Kala (i.e .  desitny) i s  conceived b y  you ; its origin is 
concealed in you ; it is immeasurable ; in it the uncertainty 
about number has disappeared ; it is the cause of the withdraw! 
of the manifestation of entities and non-entities ; it is endless ; you 
are its author, and its abode. 

1 6. All that is gross is useless ; that which is other than 
that is said to be subtle and (therefore) important. You are 
presented in the PuraJ.la to be even grosser than those which 
cover the gross objects. 

1 7 .  You join (i .e .  bestow) prosperous condition to every 
being, and in every existence you put what is cherished ( by 
you) ; driving out what is joined to a manifested form you bring 
about manifestation in every place. 
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1 8a. Thus the lord is protector of those who possess in
dividuality; and also he having endless forms, is their saviour 
and protector. 

1 8b-20a. Thus having praised Brahma, the cause (of 
everything) the gods ceased (praising him) . Then they remained 
thinking about the objects they wan ted. Brahma, thus praised, 
was extremely pleased. Pointing out with his left hand, he, the 
giver of boons, said to the gods : 

Brahmii said : 

20b-22a. Why do you, with the lotus of your face faded, 
look like a widow who has discarded ornaments from her hands, 
0 Indra? 0 Agni, you too, without smoke, do not look charming, 
(as it were) remaining for a long time covered with grass and 
with famished wild fire. 

22b-23a. 0 Yama, you, distressed with a diseased body, do 
not appear splendid, being as it were dragged at every step by 
your staff, your prop . 

23b. 0 lord Moon, why do you talk as if you are afraid? 
24-25a. As you are wounded by the enemy in the seizure 

done by the lord of demons, 0 Varu:r;ta, your body is dry as it 
were surrounded by fire. Observe your foot from which blood 
has flowed. 

25b. 0 Vayu, you arc gloomy, and (appear) as if you are 
driven away with the tips of swords (pointed towards you) . 

26-27a. 0 Dhanada ( i.e .  Kubera) ,  why have you, aban
doning your status of Kuberahood, bowed down? 0 Rudra, being 
the trident-holder, you have earned the reputation of being 
very brave. Who has taken away your sharpness? Tell it to us. 

27b-28a. Thus addressed by Brahma, dwelling in the 
Supreme Being, the gods urged Vayu to speak on account of 

his being pre-eminent in speech . 
28b-29a. The gods urged Vayu through Sakra. He said 

to the four-faced god (i.e. Brahma) : "You know the mobile and 
the immobile. 

29b-30. Gods, led by Indra, were forcibly vanquished along 
with their army, by hundreds of demons. You have laid down 
the performance of sacrifices, having wonderful and varied 
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merits, for the stability of the worlds. Then before them you 
placed the sages, performers of sacrifices, who got the well
known fruits of their desires .  

3 1 -33 .  Due to your order, heaven always became (accessi

ble) to the enjoyers of sacrifices. The demon, snatching the host 
of heavenly cars, converted the mountain, which you had made 
to possess excellent qualities conforming to its being the lord 
of all mountains, which was adorned by ( i .e .  had been a site 
for )  sacrifices , which had set a limit to the ( sun's ) rays, which 
was always the abode of gods in heaven, the slopes of which 
were made unfit for living and sporting as the jewelled caves 
on it had gone down, into the resort of many demons . 

34-35. The excellent thunderbolt, which was fashioned by 
you only, which had host of splendours, which for a long time 
had filled the quarters with pure lustre, which was intended 
for enjoyment, broke into a hundred parts, after having reached 
the body of the demon, like the change of views of those who 
know little, and has gone (out of use) due to its form being 
depressed. 

36-37. 0 god, we, whose bodies were pierced with arrows 
in the war, who were directed by the door-keepers at the door, 
and who did not talk at all , were ushered into the assembly of 
gods' enemy and were dragged and seated there by them (i.e. the 
door-keepers) with canes in their hands and were laughed at 
by the enemies. 

38-39a. '0 gods, you are rich, you have accomplished all 
your objects, you talk little. Talk according to the rules . Do not 
talk much. This is the assembly of the king of the demons and 
not that of Indra, where there is no restrain t. ' 

39b. We were very much derided by the demon's servants 
who talked like this. 

40-4 1 . The seasons being embodied day and night serve the 
sinful and fierce ( demon) , and do not forsake him, in whose 
residences Siddhas, Gandharvas and Kinnaras sing (songs) wi th 
the (proper ) rhythm on the wires of the lute, methodically, 
melodiously and with excellence. 

42-43 . He who gives relative importance to his friends e tc. 
by favouring or not favouring them, who forsakes those who 
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have come to seek his refuge and who has given up (giving) 
shelter to truth-who is thus able to describe fully or how can 
one describe fully his impudence? The creator alone is the best 
resort. " 

44. Having thus gradually told about the movements of 
gods {to Brahma) Vayu ceased (speaking) . Then the lord 
with the lotus of his face smiling said to the gods : 

Brahmii said : 

45. The demon Taraka cannot be killed even by all gods 
and demons. The man, who will kill him, is as yet not born in 
the three worlds. 

46 . After having pleased him by granting a boon I have 
dissuaded him just now from burning (even) the three worlds. 

47-48a.  The demon has chosen his death (at the hands ) of 
a child seven days old. The boy, born of Sankara, and resembl
ing the Sun, will be, when he will be seven days old, the killer 
of Taraka. 

48b-50. The revered lord Sankara is at present without a 
wife. Taraka, encountering him, to whom Himalaya's daughter 
who will be a goddess, will give birth, as fire is born from 
the wooden stick, will not survive. I have told you the remedy 
by which he will (not) survive. 

5 1 .  Then you should divide (among yourselves) his 
remaining wealth. Wait, with a fearless heart, for some time. 

52-54. The gods, the residents of heaven,  thus addressed by 
the Lotus-born himself, having saluted the lord, went as the cir
cumstance ( demanded) . When the gods had left, revered 
Brahma, the grandsire of the world, remembered that goddess 
Nisa, born earlier. Then the revered (goddess, viz . )  Ratri, 
approached the grandsire, Having seen Vibhavari in a solitary 
place he said to her : 

Brahmii said: 

55. 0 Vibhavari , an emergent business of ( i .e .  for) the gods 
has approached. 0 goddess, you should do that. Hear about the 
details of the business. 
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56-58. There is the lord of demons, the enemy of gods 
who is not vanquished (by gods ) .  The revered lord will 
generate a son for his destruction. He (i.e. the son) will indeed 
be the killer of Taraka. That Sati, the goddess, who was Dak�a's 
daughter, and got angry with her father for some reason, will be 
born as Himalaya's daughter, the most beautiful women in the 
world . 

59-6 l a. Hara, due to her separation, will regard the three 
worlds as void, will live in the cave of that mountain, which is 
resorted to by Siddhas, waiting for her birth. The great son that 
will be born to the two who ( will) have practised penance, wil l 
be the destroyer of that demon, viz. Taraka. 

61 b-62.  That respectable, beautiful lady, as soon as she 
is born, having just a little knowledge, will become extremely 
distressed by the absence of her husband (i. e. Hara) , and eager 
for union with him. The union of the two having practised good 
penance, would be auspicious. 

63. Then there will be a wordy quarrel between the two 
caused by both of them. Then a danger to Taraka is indicated. 

64. Listen as to how you will create a distraction to them 
when they will be united through sexual desire. 

65-66a. When he would be in the womb ofhis (i .e. Guha's )  
mother i n  his own form, Sarva, laughing, and with gesture, 
( pretending to be) dejected, will deride the respectable lady in 
jest. 

66b-67 .  Then being angry, she will leave to practise pena
nce. Then she, endowed with penance, from Sarva, give birth 
to him of an unlimited orb of lustre. Undoubtedly he will be 
born as the killer of the enemies of gods. 

68-69. 0 goddess, you should also kill them who are in
vincible in the world. As long as the goddess remains with the 
multitude of virtues transferred to her body, you will not be 
able to kill the demons due to them. When you have acted 
thus, she, having practised penance, will do everything. 

70. When, 0 goddess, Uma will have completed her 
religious observance, she, the Mountain's daughter, will obtain 
her own form. 
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7 1 . Then with you too, she will be  Bhavfmi (i.e. Siva's 
wife) . You will also have a portion of Uma's form. 

72. 0 you giver of boons, the world will worship you as 
Ekanamsa-you-who would be going everywhere in various 
forms and who would satisfy desires (of your devotees ) . 

73.  (You will be looked upon as ) Omkaravaktra Gayatri, 
of a bright form, by those who are well-versed in the Vedas and 
by great-armed kings who are overcome. 

7 4. As the mother of vaisyas you will be known as Bhiib ; 
you will be worshipped as Saiva by siidras. You will be the 
compassion of the restrained O•les . 

75. You will be the doubt in a great exertion, and the 
prudence of the politicians. You will be the intimacy with 
wealth, and the desire lying in the heart of beings. 

76. You are the shelter of all human beings. You are the 
delight of those whose minds are delighted. You are the affection 
in the heart of human beings . 

7 7. You are the fame of true ( i .e .  honest) beings. You are 
she tranquility of those who do evil deeds. You are the error of 
all beings. You are the recourse to the performers of sacrifices. 

78. You are the great tide of oceans. You are a sportive lady, 
giving joy to the lover by embracing him. You are Vibhavari. 

79-80a. In this way, 0 goddess , you are worshipped in 
many forms. There is no doubt, 0 giver ofboons, that those who 
please and also worship you, certainly get all their desires 
satisfied. 

80b-8l a. Goddess Nisa, thus addressed, saying, with salut
ation, 'All right' , quickly went to the great house of Himalaya. 

8 1 b-85. There in a great chamber in a large mansion, 
which was illumined with a great light of multitudes of jewelled 
lamps, where there were many accomplished, agreeable atten
dants scattered (here and there ) ,  which had an umbrella (i. e. 
a ceiling)  of pure china-silk, which was bright with the 
bed spread on the ground, which was pleasing to the mind 
due to the fragrance of incense, in which all necessary things 
were kept ready, she saw Mena, who was seated leaning against  
a wall, whose lotus-like face had a pale complexion, who was 
a little emaciated, who was slightly stooping becawe of the tips 
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of her (stout) breasts going up to her face, who was taken care 
of by the best of charms tied with multitudes of great herbs, who 
looked charming on account of an amulet used as a preservative, 
covered with gold and worn ( on her body) . 

86-90 . When the day had gone far (i.e. had come to a 
close ) , when enjoyment of pleasure had reached its climax, when 
men were almost asleep, when remedies causing sleep (were 
being used ) , when the light of the moon was clear, when the 
nocturnal birds were wandering, when the quandrangular places 
had been filled with beings moving at night, when persons 
talking sweet things were locked in close embraces, when the 
two lotus-like eyes of Mena had become a little drowsy, Ratri, 
bringing about a wonderful union, easily entered her mouth and 
then her belly for maddening the mother of the world, (think
ing) 'when will the matchless birth (take place )?'  

9 l a. Vibhavari (i .e .  Ratri) tinged the house of the queen 
in the forest of caves . 

9 l b-92a. Then, the cause of joy of the world, the beloved 
of Himalaya, gave birth to the mother of Guha1 in the early 
part of the day. 

92b-93a. When she was born , all mobile and immobile 
livings beings residing in all the world became happy. 

93b-94. At that time, even the cruel beings, living in hell, 
enjoyed pleasure as in heaven. The minds of human beings 
became tranquil .  The lustre of even the luminaries became 
exceedingly great. 

95-98. The herbs remained in the thickets ; fruits became 
tasty ; flowers became fragrant; and the sky was clear. Breezes were 
pleasing to touch ; the quarters were very attractive ; and god
dess Earth was bright with the quality of ripeness due to her 
contact with the seasonal fruits, and full of the rows of sali 
( -plants ) .  Penances of sages with purified souls and of pure 
heart, which were practised for a long time became fruitful 
at that time ; sacred books that were forgotten became _manifest 
again. 

99 . The power of the principal sacred places became most 

1. Guharat;�i-mother of Guha or Karttikeya; i .e. Parvati. 
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auspicious at that time . And in the sky thousands of gods led by 
Indra, Varul}.a, Vayu and Agni remained in the aerial cars. 

1 00- 1 02 . They showered flowers on Himalaya mountain. 
The chief Gandharvas sang ( songs ) and groups of celestial 
nymphs danced. The great mountains like Meru became per
sonified ; came there at the great festival ; and divine beings with 
their hands stretched out, and oceans and rivers came from all 
directions.  

1 03 .  At that time Himalaya, the best of mountains, be
<:ame fit to be resorted to by and accessible to and a refuge to 
all the mobile and immobile (beings) . 

1 04- 1 05 . Having enjoyed the festival the gods then went 
home. The respectable daughter of Himalaya was imparted 
knowledge ( i .e .  instructed) by groups of charming ladies from 
among gods, best of serpents, Gandharvas and from (i.e. living 
on ) the (Himalaya) mountain with emulation and also by in
dustrious learned persons, in due order. 

1 06 . She duly became endowed with all good signs in all 
the three worlds due to her charm, good fortune and under
s tanding. 

1 0 7 .  In the meanwhile, Indra, closely intent on accomplish
ing an undertaking, remembered the divine sage Narada honou
red by gods. 

1 08. That revered ( sage ) knowing the desire of lndra, then 
gladly came to the residence of Indra . 

1 09.  Seeing him, lndra, the thousand-eyed god, got off 
from his great seat and honoured him with (i.e. by offering him) 
water for washing his feet as he deserved it. 

1 1 0- l l l a. Having accepted the worship duly offered by 
Indra, Narada asked Indra about his well-being. When Indra 
was ( thus) asked about (his) well-being, the lord spoke ( these 
words : 

Indra said : 

I l l  b- 1 1 3a. The sprout of well-being has made its appearance 
in the three worlds . 0 sage, I am looking upon you ( for helping 
me) in (making it ) bear the wealth of fruit. You know all that ; 
still you are ( thus) directed ( by me) ; for one gets joy by telling 
( about) one's desires to those who love one. 
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1 1 3b-1 1 4a. So, all belonging to our side should quickly 
exert in such a way that the respectable daughter of the 
(Himalaya) Mountain becomes united with the Trident-holder 
(i .e . Siva) . 

1 1 4b- 1 1 6a. Understanding the object fully and then taking 
his leave ( of lndra ) the revered Narada quickly went to the 
residence of the Himalaya mountain. There, at the door full of 
variegated staffs of the doorkeepers (i .e .  full of doorkeepers ) ,  
the sage was honoured b y  the Himalaya Mountain, who had 
come out ( of the house) before (the sage reached it ) . 

1 1 6b- 1 1 7. Having entered, with the Mountain, his house 
which had become the ornament of the world, the best sage, of 
matchless lustre sat upon a great spacious seat, indicated by the 
Himalaya Mountain himself. 

1 1 8- 120a. The Mountain offered him proper respectful 
worship and water for washing his feet. The sage then duly 
accepted the respectful worship. The Mountain, with his lotus 
(-like ) face blooming, gently asked the best sage in mild words 
if his penance was going on well enough. The sage too asked the 
Lord of mountains about his well-being. 

Niirada said: 

1 20b- 1 22 .  0 great Mountain, your vicinity is fit for piety. 
The largeness of your caves is comparable (only) to your mind. 
The greatness ofthe multitudes of your virtues excels a mountain. 
The perspicuity of your water is greater than (that of) the sages. 
0 best of mountains, I cannot locate where impoliteness has 
remained. 

1 23- 1 24. You are always purified by sages who are lustrous 
like fire and the sun, and who resort to your caves for the practice 
of various (kinds of) penance. Gods, Gandharvas and Kinnaras, 
having disregarded aeroplanes, and being indifferent to staying 
in heaven, are dwelling in you, as in the house of their sire. 

1 25. 0 lord of mountains, you are lucky that Hara, the 
lord of the world, intent upon meditating upon Rama lives in 
your cave. 

1 26- 128a. When the divine sage was speaking these words 
with respect, Mena, the queen of Mountain Himalaya , who was 
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fol lowed by her daughter, who had a few friends and attendants 
(with her) , and who was humble due to bashfulness and 
cour tesy, entered, with a desire to see the sage, the house, where 
the best and restrained sage was staying with the Mountain. 

1 28b- 1 29a. Joining her lotus-like hands and concealing her 
face the beloved of the Mountain saluted the sage, a heap of 
lustre. 

1 2 9b-1 30a. The divine sage, of matchless lustre, having seen 
the magnanimous lady, congratulated her with blessings resem-
bling the stream of nectar. 

1 30b-1 3 l a. Then the respectable daughter of the Hinllilaya 
m0untain, whose mind was amazed, saw the sage Narada of a 
wonderful form. 

1 3 l b- 1 3 3a. The sage also addressed her with (these ) aff
ectionate words : "Come, 0 daughter". But embracing the father, 
she sat on his lap. The mother said to the respectable girl : "0 
daughter, salute the revered sage, blessed with penance. (There
by) you will obtain a husband of your liking". 

1 33b- l 35. Thus addressed1 by her mother, she, having 
covered her face with her garment and with her head slightly 
trembli.lg, did not utter any word. Then the mother again said 
these words to her daughter : "0 daughter, salute the divine 
sage . I shall give you a fine jewelled toy, which I have kept 
( aside) for a long time."  

1 36. Thus addressed, she placing together her hands like 
lotus-buds on her (fore-) head, quickly went to the (sage's ) feet 
and saluted them. 

1 3 7- 1 38. When she had (thus ) saluted the sage, the mother 
(i .e. Mena) ,  as is the nature of ladies, through her friend gently 
urged (upon Narada to tell about) the indication of her good 
fortune and for understanding the auspicious signs on her 
body. 

1 39. Knowing that intention of his queen, the Mountain 
of an humble form, entertaining anxiety about his daughter, 
thought that it was a nice thing that had come up. 

1 40- 142a. Urged on by the queen's friend , Narada, the ex
cellent maganimous sage, with a smiling face said (these )  words: 
"0 good lady, her husband is not born at all ; (and when born) 

1. ltyuktva---should be ityukta. 
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he will be without all good signs. Her hands are always stretched 
out ; and due to her feet deviating ( from good signs) , she is 
shadowy ; whats the use of saying much ?" 

1 42b- 1 43a. Hearing these words, the great Mountain, over
come with confusion, and with his courage sinking and with his 
throat (choked with) tears, again said to Narada :  

Himalaya said: 

1 43b- 145 .  Since the course of the mundane existence, full 
of many faults, since the limit of the creation, which is sure to 
take place, has been laid down by the creator of a superior 
soul, and is fixed for those who remain in the worldly existence, 
he, who is born from the seed of a particular person accomp
lishes the desired object of his father, but it is clear that the 
father does not accomplish the desired object of his progeny.1 

146. The various species of beings are born as a resul t of 
their own deeds. As oviparous being born from an oviparous 
being may be born as a man. 

147- 1 49. A man may also be born in the species ofserpents 
and not as a man. In a higher existence obtained by the excel
lence of righteousness (certain ) other beings are unperturbed 
by the non-birth of a son (i.e. even though they have not a son) . 
(Only) men very much follow piety with prudence. By the 
order of the creator, who has expanded the worldly existence, 
the acquisition of various stages of life beginning with the vow 
of a celibate, takes place. 

1 50- 1 5 1 .  The worldly life would not have come up, if all 
remained without a house ( i.e. a family ) .  The creator has, in 
all sacred books, praised the acquisition of a son, for deluding 
beings and for protecting (the ancestors )  from (falling into) 
hell. Without a female, birth is not possible for beings. 

1 52 .  The females are naturally pitiable and miserable ; and 
in them the creator has placed faults as a result of their not 
being able to grasp the scriptures. 

1 53- 158. He has repeatedly made a definite and very signifi
cant statement that in that class none will have higher knowledge. 
A daughter, even if she is void of (good) character, is equal to 

1 . Some such verses are not quite intelligible. 
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ten sons. The statement that 'A daughter, full of all accomp
lishments, and endowed with a husband and sons, is miserable, 
p i tiable and enhances the father's grief' is fruitless and would 
cause depression to men ; then what about the luckless one who 
is without a husband or sons or wealth? And you have said that 
there is a heap of faults in my daughter's body. 0 Narada, I am 
deluded; I am being dried up; I am fatigued ; I am sinking . 0 
sage, to favour me, remove my grief due to (my having) a daugh
ter ; though it is not to be had now and though it is improper (to 
do so) , it has to be expressed .  Though the (mother) is accurately 
defined, (my) mind is in doubt due to (the fear of) insult. 

1 59- 1 6Ga. Desire again robs (even) a clever person due 
to his having greed. The birth of women designated as the acq
uisition of a go od husband-is said to be great as i t leads to 
happiness of both the families here and in the other world. 

1 60b- 166a. Due to a good husband being difficult to obtain, 
even a defective husband in never got by a woman without 
rel igious merit .  Since piety has no means, interest rises after 
maturity. The wealth of the wife remains in the husband till 
death; for a husband, even though he is poor, ugly or without any 
auspicious signs, is always said to be a great deity of (i .e .  for) 
the wife. You, the divine sage, said that her husband is indeed 
not born. This misfortune is matchless, unintelligible, and 
difficult to bear. 0 sage, the anxiety pervades the entire crea
tion of beings including the mobile and the immobile. Knowing 
(from you ) that he (i .e. my daughter's husband) is not born, 
my mind is perplexed. Marks on the hands and feet of the 
species of human beings and gods are said to be the auspicious 
s igns indicating bad or good (things) about them. 

1 66b- 1 69a.  0 best of sages, you described her to have 
stretched out hands, and the state of the ever stretched hands, 
which you referred to, is never seen in the case ofprosperous, 
rich givers . You said that her shadowy feet are deviating (from 
good signs ) . (So) in that case also, 0 sage, I do not have any 
hope for (something) good. The other marks on the body also 
indicate different fruits . 

1 69b- 1 70a. When the Mountain, who, full of (such) very 
painful thoughts, stopped speaking, Narada, adored by gods, 
said with a smile, these words : 
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Narada said : 

1 70b- 1 7 l .  On an occasion of great joy, you are talking 
(about) sad things. Not having ascertained the meaning of my 
words, you, 0 great Mountain, are getting confused. Listen to 
these words of mine ( i .e .  which I utter ) ,  which are well-fixed 
( i .e.  based) on a secret . 

1 72- 1 73 .  0 great Mountain, being composed, ( give) a 

thought to what I said. Her husband is not born-this is what 
I said truly. 0 Himalaya, that Mahadeva (i .e .  Siva) is un
born , and is the origin of the past, future and present. He is 
the protector, ruler, benefactor and the highest lord. 

1 74. 0 Mouutain, Brahma, Rudra, Indra, sages-all of 
them oppressed by being subjected to conception, birth and old 
age, are his toys . 

1 75- 1 76. The universe has sprung up from him, according 
to his desire. He is the lord of the world. 0 Mountain , even 
after the destruction of the inaminate the soul does not perish .  
The body of a living being, being subject to  birth and death 
in the mundane existence, alone perishes.  The soul is said not 
to perish. 

1 77. What is said to be the mundane existence beginning 
with Brahma and ending with the inanimate things is affiicted 
with birth, death and grief and is ever changing. 

1 78 .  Mahadeva is stable, is unborn, is unchanging and is 
the creator ( of all this) . He, the lord of the world and pure, 
will be her husband . 

1 79 .  Listen to the correct meaning (i .e .  explanation ) of 
what I said, viz . that this respectable daughter of yours is void 
of auspicious signs . 

1 80 . An auspicious mark is a mark found on parts of a 
body. I t  indicates one's (span of) life, wealth, and the effect of 
good fortune . 

1 8 1 . 0 Mountain, there is no mark put on the body, of 
( i .e .  which would indicate ) unending, immeasurable good 
fortune. 

1 82- 1 83.  Therefore, 0 you highly intelligent Mountain, 
there is no auspicious mark on her body. What I ( mean by 
having) said that her hand is stretched out is that the hand of 
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the respectable girl will always be stretched out to grant a 
boon. She will be a granter of boons to a host of gods,  demons 
and sages . 

1 84- 1 86a. 0 best of mountains, listen also to the explana
tion of my utterance that her feet would be shadowy and 
deviating ( from good signs ) : Due to the lustre of the jewels of 
many colours in the crowns of gods and demons bowing 
( before her ) ,  and looking at her feet, they ( i . e. the feet) will 
have their reflections, and (therefore will appear) shadowy. 

1 86b- 1 88. 0 Mountain, she is born to be the wife of Siva, 
the lord of the world, and to be the source of all beings. She is 
auspicious, of a purifying lustre and (is born ) · on (i .e .  from) 
your wife for the purification (of everything ) only. Therefore, 
0 best of mountains, you should duly do that by which she 
would be quickly united with the Trident-holder. 

1 89a. 0 Mountain, here a great mission of the gods is to 
be executed . 

l 89b- 1 90 .  Having heard all these words from Narada, the 
lord of mountains, the husband of Mena, regarded himself as 
reborn. He, the Himalaya mountain, being delighted, said to 
Narada : 

I 9 1 . "0 lord, you have taken me up from a terrible, in
superable hell. Having raised me from Patala (i .e .  the last of 
the seven regions under the earth ) ,  you have made me the lord 
of the seven worlds. 

1 92. I am well-known as the Himalaya mountain. Now, 0 
best sage, you have raised me a hundred times above the Hima
laya mountain. 

1 93- 1 95 .  0 great sage, my heart, being captivated due to 
(i .e .  by) joy, does not determine the consideration of ( i . e .  is not 
in a fit condition to appreciate) the division of deeds .  0 sage, 
the sight of persons like you is certainly fruitful . You yourself 
have said that I am a proper resort for the sages and deities 
of the nature of the soul. Yet command me to do one thing." 

! 96- 1 97a. When the lord of mountains spoke these words, 
Narada, full of joy said : "0 lord, all is done. That is the object 
of the mission of the gods and it is much more important than 
yours . " 
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1 97b- 199a. Speaking thus, Narada quickly went to heaven 
from there. He went to the gods' residence and saw Indra 
(there ) .  Then, the sage, who was seated on a great seat proper 
for him, being asked by Indra, told (him) the account pertain
ing to the Mountain's daughter (i . e. Parvati) . 

.Niirada said: 

1 99b-200a. The mission that was told (i .e .  entrusted) to 
me is done; but (now) the influence of the arrows of the five
arrowed one1 ( i . e. Cupid) is required . 

200b-202 . Venerable Indra, who was thus addressed by 
the sage who knew the business , remembered him whose missiles 
are mango-sprouts ( i . e .  remembered Cupid) . He, of graceful 
movements, and having jha�a as his banner (i .e .  god of love ) ,  
who was ( thus ) remembered by the intelligent Indra, quickly 
stood by him with Rati .  Seeing Manmatha (i .e .  god of love) 
who appeared there, Indra said to him : 

Sakra ( i. e .  Indra ) said: 

203. What is the use of giving you profuse instruction, 0 
you dear to Rati? You are mind-born ; therefore you know the 
intentions of beings. 

204-205a. Therefore, 0 you mind-born ( god ) ,  do in due 
order what is dear to the residents of heaven, i. e .  quickly unite 
Siva with the daughter of the (Himalaya) Mountain. With 
this Spring and accompanied by Rati, go (to execute your 
mission) . 

205b-206a. Thus addressed by Indra for accomplishing his 
mis sion, Madana-the five-arrowed one-being afraid said 
( these) words to Indra : 

Klima (i.e. Madana) said: 

206b-207. 0 you lord of the world, 0 god, do you not 
know that with this collocation of materials causing fear to gods 

I . Paiicasara-God oflove. His five ftowery arrows are : aravinda ( a  
lotus) ,  asoka, ciita (mango-blO&som) , navamallikii. (jasmine ftower) ,  nilot
pala (a blue lotus) . 
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and demons, Sankara i s  difficult to  be conquered ? You know 
that the immutable position of that god is his (chief) ground. 

208-209a. Generally in the case of the great, everything
their favour or wrath-is great.  Divine beauty is the essence of 
all enjoyments . 0 Indra, those who desire a special fruit, fall 
from (i .e .  do not get even) the ordinary fruit. 

209b. Hearing these words, Indra, with gods, said to 
him : 

Sakra said : 

2 1 0-2 l l a.  0 Rati 's husband, here we are your authority 
(i .e .  we empower you to do things ) ; there is no doubt about it. 
Power is not expected for a blacksmith ( i .e. a blacksmith has no 
power) without a pair of tongs . The power of one is seen some
where (i.e. in a particular field) , and not everywhere. 

2 l l b-2 12 .  Thus addressed, Kama went ( i .e. left) taking 
with him Spring. With Rati he went to the peak of the 
Himalaya ( mountain) . Having reached there, he thought about 
the means to (bring about) the mission . 

2 1 3 . 'Great-souled ones are steady, and their mind is difficult 
to conquer; therefore it should be agitated first ; otherwise it 
would not be won over. 

2 1 4-2 15 .  Generally success comes after the mind is first 
cleansed. In the absence of hatred, and with such pure thought, 
how can there be anger without contact with a more cruel 
feeling? And jealousy is a terrible great friend, which is very 
powerful, as, due to rashness, it first destroys fortitude-which 
is a great prop. 

2 1 6. I shall first join him with ( i .e .  create in him ) that 
(i.e. jealousy) , which is the perturb ation of mind,  by closing the 
channels of courage and taking away his delight . 

2 1 7-2 1 9a. Nobody there will be clever enough to recognize 
me. Having entered Hara's passion which will remain only as 
an uncertainty (i .e .  which will be unsteady) , I shal l  be like a 
difficult eddy to cross to Hara of a firm mind and engaged in 
penance, and will begin my work, after having closed ( i.e .  
controlled )  the group of senses and employing charming 
means. '  
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2 1 9b-22 I .  Having thought like this, Madana then went to 
the hermi tage of the lord of beings. The hermitage wa:1 the 
essence of the world ; it had raised seats in the form of the sarala 
trees ; i t was full of peaceful beings ; it was steady ; it was crowd
ed with beings ; it had masses of many flowering trees ; it had the 
lord of Siva's attendants seated on the top ; it was resounding 
(with the bellowing) of a fully agitated bull ;  it had a peak 
having dark-green grassy spot. 

222-223. There he saw, ( as it were) another Siva, the 
charming Viraka, lord of the world of the brave, bright like 
Siva, mature, having matted hair like saffron and a mass of 
filaments of flowers, having a cane in his hand, unruffled, fierce, 
and having inauspicious ornaments. 

224-227 .  Then gradually as Madana came near Siva, he 
saw Siva, whose lotus-like eyes were closed but with their 
corners open ; who was looking straight at (with his eyes fixed 
on ) the tip of his nose ; who had the upper garment in the form 
of an excellent hide of the best lion ; who was tawny due to the 
fire of the breaths (i.e. hisses ) given out by the hoods of ser
pents on his ears ; whose long mass of hair was oscillating by 
the cheeks and touching them; who had Vasuki whose end had 
entered the navel of Siva; whose hands were respectfully folded, 
and whose nose tip was adorned by a serpent. 

228-229. Then resorting to humming of the bees on the 
tops of trees, Madana entered Siva's mind through the cavity 
of his ear. Sarikara then having heard that sweet humming 
resorted to by  Madana thought of Dak!}a's daughter, and 
desired to sport with her. 

230. Then gradually the abstract meditation of Siva having 
vanished there appeared the actual form of the target. 

23 1 . Then with his heart covered with an obstacle he be
came one with that. ( Thus) the (mind of the) lord of gods 
was (temporarily) possessed by a change in the form of amorous 
sentiment. 

232 . Siva (however) slightly angry and having mustered 
courage, having driven away Madana, remained there being 
covered by his divine power. 

233-234. Madana, taking any form as he desired, difficult 
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to understand, with night as his abode, of a great heart, being 
overpowered by that power, (began to ) burn and he, full of 
the danger of ignorance, moved out of (�iva's) heart. He, the 
jha�a-bannered, reaching an outside place, remained there. 

235--236.  He was followed by his friend Spring. Makara
dhvaja Madana discharged at the chest of Hara, a charming 
bunch, tossed by a gentle breeze, of mango blossoms, ( which) 
was an arrow called Mohana (i .e. deluding ) .  

237 .  That great, harsh, long, flowery arrow causing delu
sion, and resplendent with (i .e .  true to its ) name (Mohana) 
fell on the pure heart of him. 

238.  When his heart with the group of senses was pierced, 
S iva, the protector of beings, with his courage shaking, became 
prone to passion. 

239.  Then he realised that his passion was caused by the 
influence of emotions . Then he spoke many words due to the 
obstruction (caused to his penance) . 

240. Then on the face, fearful on account of his terrible 
'hum' sound caused by the fire of anger, of Rudra of a terrible 
form, a third eye, ful l  of fire appeared. 

241 -242. Siva flashed it at Madana who was nearby. By 
the spark ( of fire) from the eye, Madana, the proud Kama, 
was quickly reduced to ashes, while the residents of heaven 
were crying. 

243-246. Then the fire that rose from Siva's (third) eye 
spread out to burn the world. Realising the fire voracious with 
the hum-sound, Siva, then divided it ( for the well-being) of 
the world, by putting the fire burning Madana, part by part, 
into the mango-tree, into wine, into the moon, into flowers and 
other objects, into bees and cukoos. That Siva, pierced with 
Madana's arrows internally and externally, saw the fire, caus
ing agitation in the worlds, and spreading in such a way as to 
be difficult to be checked, as it were entering these parts, after 
be ing divided . 

247 . The fearful one (i .e .  Siva) , burning in the heart with 
full passion due to the s trong desire to obtain her (i .e .  Parvati ) 
came under the influence of grief. 

248 . Rati, seeing Madana reduced to ashes by the flame 
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of Hara's hnm-sound, wept excessively with (Madana's) friend, 
Spring. 

249-250. Then repeatedly weeping and being consoled by 
Spring, she sought the refuge of the three-eyed Siva who had 
the crescent-moon on his head, taking with her a twig with 
flowers, of a mango-tree accompanied by bees and covered with 
leaves, and with a cuckoo as her friend. 

25 l -252a. Rati, having tied her mass of curly hair, and 
having besmeared her body with the white ash of Madana, and 
having knelt down said to Siva, adorned with the ( crescent-) 
moon. 

Rati said: 

252b-258. My salutation to Siva who has fully occupied 
my mind, who has occupied the world, whose ways are wonder
ful. My salutation to Siva, who is worshipped by gods. Saluta
tion to you (0 Siva) , who are always intent on showing favour 
to your devotees. My salutation to Bhava and the origin of the 
worldly existence. My salutation to you, who destroyed 
Madana. Salutation to you who are adorned with the filthy 
things in nature. My salutation to the immeasurable one, to 
the abode of virtues, to the ancient Siddha. My salutation to 
the protector, to the virtue ( incarnate) , to the leader of the 
fearful attendants. My salutation to the author of many (kinds 
of) prosperity in the world. My salutation to you who give 
what is liked by your devotee. My salutation to the origin of 
(every) act. My constant salutation to you whose form is ever 
unlimited. My salutation to you whose anger is unbearable; to 
you having the mark of the moon ( on your head) . My saluta
tion to you whose unlimited sports are excessively praised ; to 
you whose vehicle is a bull (Nandi) ; to you who destroyed 
the city (of Tripura) . My salutation to you who are famous, 
who are a great medicine having various forms. My saluta
tion to Kala (i .e. destiny) , Kala, to you who go beyond Kala 
and Kala ; to you, 0 spiritual guide of the mobile and the 
immobile ; to the best of those who should be thought of; to you 
who fancied the creation of beings . 

259. For getting ( back ) my husband, I have suddenly 
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sought the shel ter of you , the great god, having the ( crescent-) 
moon on your head. Give me Kama, glory and prosperi ty. 0 
lord, without that husband, I cannot live . 

260. 0 lord of gods, who is greater and dearer to the be
loved in the world than her lover, who is the lord, who is 
powerful , who is the source of dear things, who is clever, who 
knows various ways1 and who does not torment others? 

26l a . You alone are the lord,  you ( alone) are the pro
tector of the world, you (alone) are k ind, who have uprooted 
the fear of your devotees .  

26 l b-262a. Sanka ra having the moon on his head, (called) 
Vr�akapi, . thus praised by Madana' s beloved, was pleased, and 
looking at her spoke to her ( these) sweet ( words) : 

Sankara said : 

262b-263a. 0 beautiful lady, after a long time this Madana 
will (again) be ( alive) . In the worlds he will be known as 
AnaiJ.ga ( bodiless) . 

263b-264. Thus addressed , Rati, the beloved of Kama, 
having saluted Siva by ( bowing down) her head, went to 
another garden on the Him�laya mountain . The distressed one 
w ept many times at every charming spot . 

265a . Though she was determined to die , she abstained 
from (doing so) by Siva's order. 

265b-268 . The (Himalaya) Mountain, impelled by Narada's 
words,  with a ful l  (i . e .  plea sed) mind, took, at an auspicious 
time, his daughter, who had put on ornaments , who had per
formed an auspicious ceremony, who had put on a chaplet of 
divine flowers , who had worn a white silken garment, and who 
was accompanied by her friends, proceeded, and having appro
ached thickets and gardens he saw (at one place) a lady who 
was weeping, about whom no guess could be made, and who 
had great prowess. 

269-270a. There was none like her in (point of) beauty in 
the world , in the beautiful forests and on the ( mountain-) 

1 .  paryayapara : the expression is not very clear. 
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peaks. Seeing her weeping, the Mountain thought with curiosity . 
Having gone near her, he asked her : 

Himalaya said : 

270b-2 7 l a. 0 ausp icious one, who are you, to whom do 
you belong, and why are you weeping? 0 you most beau tifu l 
lady in the world , I think the reason ( for your weeping) is 
not small . 

2 7 1 b-272a . · Hearing his words, she, accompanied by Spring 
wept and heaved a sigh and uttered words that caused grief and 
increased distress. 

Rati said : 

272b-274. 0 you of a good vow, know me to be the dear 
wife of Kama. On this mountain, Siva was practising penance. 
Being annoyed by an obstacle (in his penance) , he, through 
anger, flashed his (third) eye, and discharging a flame of fire, 
reduced Kama to ashes . Overcome with fear I sought the refuge 
of that god . 

275-277. (When) I praised him, he was pleased, and then 
he i .e .  Siva said ( to me :) "0 beloved of Kama, Kama will be 
born ( again) . A man resorting to me, and reciting this eulogy 
( made) by you, will obtain ( i .e . get fulfilled )  his desire, and 
will even come back from ( the clutches of) death. Waiting for 
the fu lfilment of his promise , I am, 0 you of great lustre, pre
serving my body for some time. 

278-279 . The Mountain, thus addressed by Rati , (looking) 
terrific due to alarm, held the hand of his daughter, and desired 
to go to his city . As what was going to happen was to happen, 
she the future cause of beings, being abashed, said to her father, 
the Mountain, through her friend : 

The Mountain's daughter said: 

280-282 . What is the use of this wretched body to me? How 
would Sankara, who has reached that state, be my husband? 
What is desired can be ob tained by aus teri ties? There is nothing 
that cannot be obtained by one who practices penance. When 
a legitimate means is available, wretchedness is useless ( has no 
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meanining) in the world. With my doubts about penance 
removed, and wi th a desire to live for (my) self, I shall thus 
practise penance ; I sha ll go (to practise it ) .  

283a. To his daugh ter, who spoke like this, the lord of 
mountains spoke words wi th the letters of them (i .e .  with his 
voice ) choked : 

HimiilaJ•a said : 

283b-284a. Do not (do th is) rash act ,  0 daughter. Your 
body is not capable of bearing (the trouble of) penance which 
is fit for (persons ) capable of suffering, 0 you of plea sing 
appearance. 

284b-285a. Even if a person does not desire future acts 
( i . e .  that are to take place) do take place; and also future ( i .e. 
would-be) objec ts1 come up. 

285b-286a. Therefore, 0 daughter, you have nothing to do 
with penance . I shall go home ( with you ) and will think about 
this (there only) . 

286b-287. Even after he had said so, when the Mountain's 
daughter did not go home, the Mountain, full of anxiety, 
approved of ( what) his daughter (had decided) . Then a divine 
voice was heard in ( i .e .  from) the sky, (spreading) in the three 
world s :  

288-290a. "Since, you said , ' 0  daughter, do not (do this ) 
rash act ' ,  to your daughter, her name will be ' Uma' in the 
worlds .  She is success incarnate, and will accomplish wha t she 
thinks about." Hearing these words ( u t tered ) in the sky, he 
allowed his daughter (to practise penance ) and went home. 

Pulastya said : 

290b-294. Followed by her two friends, the restrained 
daughter of the lord of mountains too, went to the peak of the 
mountain which was inaccessible even to deities, which was 
auspicious, which was adorned with many minerals, which was 
full of divine creepers, the trees in which were beautiful with 
bees, which had divine streams, which was full of many birds, 
which was adorned with Cakravaka birds and with fully blown 

1 . padarthani - the gender is wrong here. 
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auspicious (flowers ) growing in water and on land, which had 
many secret caves, and which had div ine chambers, which was 
resounding wi th groups of birds, and which was full of the 
desire-yielding trees . 

295-296 . There she saw a tree , which had large branches, 
green leaves,  flowers of al l  seasons ,  which was decorated with 
Cakravaka birds , which was ful l  of hundreds of flowers 
of various kinds ,  wh ich had various kinds of fruits, wh ich was 
forsaken ( i .e .  untouched ) by the sun's rays, the sprouts of 
which were expanded and well-knit. 

29 7-298. Leaving her garments and ornaments there, the 
Mountain's daughter, clad in divine bark-garments and wear
ing a girdle made of darbha-grass, bathed thrice (a day) , ate 
red lodhra flowers for a hundred autumns . Then she subsisted 
on one withered leaf for a hundred years . 

299-30 1 .  She, the treasure of penance, remained without 
food for a hundred years . Then by the fire of her penance, all 
the beings were frightened. Then revered Indra remembered 
the seven sages. All of them gladly came there ; and they, who 
were glad , after being honoured by Indra, asked him the reason 
of that ( i .e .  for inviting them) : ' '0 best among gods, why have 
you remembered us? ' '  

302-303 . Indra said : "0 you revered ones, listen to the 
reason (why I invited you ) .  The daughter of the ( Himalaya) 
Mountain is practising a severe penance on the Himalaya 
mountain. Please do quickly what is pleasing to her, by (bring
ing about)  the completion of the respectable lady's penance 
for the (good of the ) world. "  

304-305. Saying, "All right' ' , the sages having come t o  the 
mountain resorted to by the multitudes of Siddhas, spoke to her 
in sweet words : "0 daughter having lotus- like eyes, what is the 
desire that you have set about (to be fulfilled) ?" The respect
able girl said to the sages with respect and regard : 

The respectable girl said : 

306-307 .  0 you magnanimous ones who practise penance 
by observing silence, to salute people like you I have made up 
my mind which does not entertain doubts .  You with pleased 
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faces, please , be seated first, and being free from fatigue, then 
ask me (what you want to ask ) .  

308-309. Thus addressed, they took seats there ; she too, 
breaking her vow of silence and saluting the sages duly, and 
worshipping them according to the proper rite, gently spoke to 
the seven sages resembling the sun. 

3 1 0. The revered seven ones also, after the end of her 
silence ( i .e . when she broke her silence) again asked her who 
deserved honour. 

3 1 1 .  She too, of a charming smile, with a mind full of 
honour ( for the sages) , seeing all the sages ( seated) like that, 
spoke with res traint in speech : 

3 1 2 .  "You, the revered ones , know the des ire of the mind 
of beings, for human beings very much torment their bodies, 
etc . 

3 1 3 .  Certain clever ones exert themselves wi th ( in) various 
efforts . With (certain) means, they, being careful obtain 
objects difficult to get . 

3 1 4-3 1 5 . Others, having accurately fixed various under
takings, resort to the vow with effort for the ( good ) in another 

body ( i .e. next existence) ; and my hand, desiring to touch the 
Vindhya-peak, decorated with the garland of flowers produced 
(i.e . grown ) in the sky, repeatedly spreads out . 

3 1 6- 3 1 8a. Indeed, I am eager to obtain Bhava ( i . e .  Siva) ,  
who is, by his ( very) nature, difficult to please, and who is now 
practising penance, whom ( even) gods and demons have not 
(properly ) judged, and who is the abode of the action under
taken for (reaching) the supreme spirit. By him, free from 
attachment, Madana has now been burnt. How should a person 
like me propitiate S iva whose nature is l ike that ! "  

3 1 8b-3 19a.  In  order to know the steadiness of her mind, 
the sages spoke to her about (her) present undertaking from 
the beginning. 

The sages said: 

3 1 9b-320. 0 daughter, in the world two kinds of happiness 
are observed : Contact with this body and the joy of mind . 
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He (i .e. Siva) , the naked one, is, by nature, fierce and has 
ashes and bones as his ornaments. 

32 1 . He wears skulls, is a mendicant, is  naked, has de
formed eyes, and his actions are unsteady . He is heedless, has 
an insane figure, is loathsome, and has stored nothing. 

322-324. You will not obtain your desired object by having 
this husband (entertaining) formless and worthess objects. If 
you desire eternal happiness of your body, how can you get i t  
from Mahadeva ( i . e .  S iva ) who  dwel ls among ghosts, who i s  
abhorred, from whose ornaments made of  bones and skulls 
human marrow is trickling, who is adorned with ornamen ts 
made of hissing and fierce lordly serpents , who l ives in crematory 
and who is followed by Pramathas ( i .e .  a class of beings 
attending upon Siva) . 

325. There is Hari, whose feet are rubbed by the mul ti
tudes of crowns of lordly gods , who is the ki l ler of (his) 
enemies, who is the creator of the world, who is the husband of 
Sri ( i . e. Lak�mi ) ,  and whose form is infini te. 

326. Similarly there is lndra, Pakasiisana in whose honour 
prayers are muttered1 • (And also) there is Agni ,  the treasure 
of gods and the yielder of (all) desires . 

327 .  There is Vayu, the supporter of the world and the 
life of all beings . And also there i s  king Vaisrava:Q.a ( i . e. 
Kubera ) ,  the lord having greatness due to ( his having ) all 
wealth. 

328. Why do you not desire to have one of these?  O r  you 
can have the pleasure kept in your mind ( i .e .  entertained by 
you ) from someone else. 

329-330. Thus, 0 daughter, the efficacy of the worldly 
Wt'al th will lead to your good in this or the next world . Your 
father has everything that is offered to gods . The trouble that 
you wil l take for obtaining your husband is a fruitless tree. 

33 1 . Generally  an object in full is difficult to be obtained 
by ( merely) leaving one's p lace ;  it may be obtained even ( by 
remaining) there. 

332 . The Mountain's daughter got angry when the best 

l . japya-in whose honour prayers are muttered. 
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sages were speaking like that, and wi th her eyes red, and lips 
throbbing, she spoke : 

Devi said: 

333-334. What can be the (proper ) guidance for a wrong 
perception ? Where can there be a curbing of crime? Who can 
put you, teaching perverse things, on the right path, (s ince) 
you thus take me to be wicked, liking wrong position and 
wrong perception? I have no deliberation since I am an egotist .  

335-336a. All of you are, like the creator, omniscient. 
(Yet) you do not know tha t god, the eternal lord of the world, 
who is unborn, who is the ruler, who is immutable and whose 
greatness and rise are immeasurable. 

336b-340. Let that undertaking ( of yours , viz . trying to 
dissuade me)  stop . Even lords of gods like Vigm, Brahma have 
not known him, who is the reality, and correct knowledge that 
is just covered . Do you not even know that greatness of him, 
which has spread in ( all ) the worlds and is clear to all beings, 
whose form is the sky or the fire or the earth, or Varul).a, 
whose eyes are the moon and the sun, whose genital organ in the 
form of a phallus do the demons and gods, led by lords of gods 
like Brahmi, Vi !?I).U ,  Indra, and also the sages, devoutly wor
sh ip ? Do you not even�know him, the source of their power ? 

341 -342. Gods like Narayal).a ( i . e . Vi�I). u )  are born on 
Aditi from Kasyapa ; Kasyapa is the son of Marici, and Aditi 
is Dak�a's daughter. It is said that Maric i and Dak!?a also are 
the sons of Brahmii.. Brahma has achieved his power fi·om the 
golden egg itself. 

343-347. From whose meditation has the original division 
( of the world) been manifested? Narayal).a, w i th his own desire 
and impelled by him, would get birth as Narayal).a . ( Even) the 
thought of those who are subject to urge is due to his act 
(only ) .  It is the idea of one who is spoiled by madness (by 
which) one looks upon desirable things as perverse. Such a 
person always ridicules the affairs ( of people) when they are 
seen by him in the world. Know Vi!}I).U to be the cause of the 
attainment of religious merit and demeri t . 0 sages, know this 
much and like farmers sowing a handful of seeds in an excellent 
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field on the earth for ob taining good frui ts, l isten repeatedly to 
my words near (i .e .  within the range of) the hearing of the 
lord of mountains. 

348. They, known as masters of speech, and (looking ) 
handsome due to smile, having heard that charming speech 
describing that undertaking in order, spoke : 

The sages said: 

349-35 1 . 0 daughter, when the world was in distress, his 
mission was real ly excellent . Probably the fear of ( i .e .  enter
tained by) the Himalaya mountain was due to his form at that 
time. Those that are read y to do a deed are indeed eager (to 
do it) . Even their hear ts are impa tient ; then what about the 
hearts of the magnanimous ones? Especially those who desire 
to speak in particular should fol low the course of the conduct 
of the world; since those who accept their authority live in 
comfort. 

352-353a . Saying so, the sages quickly went to the Hima
laya mountain . There, respectfully honoured by the Mountain, 
the best sages, being pleased, hastily spoke a few words .  

The sages said: 

353b-355a. The trident-holding god himself seeks (the 
hand of) your daughter . So quickly purify yourself as by offer
ing an oblation into fire. That is the mission of the gods which 
has turned round after a long time. This effort should be done 
for the emancipation of the world. 

355b-357a. Thus addressed, the (Himalaya) Mountain, 
overcome with joy, and as it were looking for a reply, was un
able to speak. Then Mena, overcome with love for her daughter 
and having saluted the sages, herself spoke these significant 
words to the sages : 

Mena said : 

357b-360a. Now all that, for which they desire the 
birth of a daughter, has come up in due course. Even to 
him, who is endowed with being born in (a good ) family, 
with (young) age, with handsome form, with power, a daughter 
should not be given by invi ting him if he is not seeking her 
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hand. How is it that he, who has the quarters as his garment 
(i .e .  who is naked ) ,  who grants Kamas (i .e .  satisfies desires) 
though he has burnt Kama ( i . e . Madan a ) ,  is worshipped by 
my daughter ? 

The sages said: 
360b-363a Understand the supremacy of Sarikara. Gods 

and demons, worshipping the pair of his lotus· l ike feet, become 
very happy. That form which is useful to a person is desired by 
him for a long t ime.  The girl, pleased with that form ( of Siva) 
is practising a severe penance. When she w� l l  have finished the 
divine vows she will l is ten to us only. 

363b-364. Saying so, they went to the place where the 
Moun tain's daughter was (practising penance) . That resolute 
Umii, full of lus tre because of her having vanquished the heat 
of the sun and that of fire's flames, being affectionately 
addressed by the sages, spoke (these ) significan t words : 

365-367a. "I  do no t desire ( to be favoured) by any mean 
one except Sarva, the trident-holder. I have sought Siva who 
remains with distinction, who g ives great prosperity to beings, 
whose great matchless standard is his courage and deeds of 
grandeur, than whom there is nothing other (to be sought ) ,  
from whom all (else) proceeds, and whose affluence is without 
a beginning or an end . 

367b .  He is impartial ,  resolute and his (so called) perverse 
deeds are far-reaching. " 

368-369a. Having heard these words, the best sages, with 
their eyes full of tears, embraced that devout (girl ) .  They, being 
very much pleased spoke ( these ) sweet words to the Moun tain's 
daughter. 

The sages said :  
369b-37 l a .  It is a great wonder, 0 daughter ; you, like a 

spotless form of knowledge, are, by resorting to Bhava ( i .e .  
Siva ) ,  pleasing our beans. We indeed know the wonderful 
supremacy of that god. We have come here to guage the firm
ness of your resolve. 

3 7 1  b-372 .  0 you of slender body, this (your) desire will 
be soon fulfil led . The sun moves with his radiance. Is the lustre 
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of the gems separate from them? Which object gives up its own 
colour ? In the same way you are wi thout Siva ( i.e .  cannot be 
separated from him) . 

3 73-374. We ( now ) go to request him with (i .e .  using) 
not one ( i . e. many) means . We too have the same object in our 
heart. S ince you are the in tel lect and the wisdom (of Siva ) ,  
Sankara too will certainly accompl ish the mission. 

3 75-3 76. All the sages who spoke thus, were honoured by 
the Mountain's daughter, and then they went to the great peak 
of the Himalaya with the water of the Ganges and had their 
tawny hair mat ted ; in their hands they had the wreaths of the 
Mandara flowers followed by bees . 

377-378a . Reaching the mouatain- peak, they saw Sankara's 
hermitage where all the beings were tranquil, where the thicket 
was quiet, where water flowed in all directions without ( mak
ing) any noise or ilgitation . 

378b-379 .  Then at the door they saw Viraka, with a cane 
in his hand. The sages, the best speakers, who were pol ite, 
worshipped him and on account of the importance of the 
mission spoke to him in sweet words : 

380-38 1 .  " K now that w�, urged by the (importance of) 
the mission of gods, have come to see Sankara, the most virtuous 
three-eyed (god) . 0 lord , you alone are our refuge; ( see that) 
there will be no delay. This is a general rule that a door-keeper 
should be reques ted (fir�t ) . " 

382-383a. Thus addressed by the sages with respect, he 
said to them : "He has gone to the Ganges for offering his last 
prayer of the sacrifice . 0 sages, sanctified by meditat ion, you 
wi l l  sec Siva after a while. ' ' 

383b- 384a. Thus addressed, the sages, expert in the 
mission, remained there with watchfulness, as the thirsty 
Cataka-birds remain (waiting) for the rainy season with deep
sounding clouds . 

384b- 386a. Then Viraka, bowing down and touching the 
ground with his knees, gladly said ( these words) to Sankara 
who had assumed Virasana1 ( pose ) and had deer-hide fastened 

1 . Virisana-also called 'paryanka' : sitting on the hams. It is a posture 
practised by ascetics in meditation. 
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to his body and who was the abode of affection : 
386b-387a. ' 'The seven sages have come to see you of blaz

ing lustre. 0 lord, order (them) to see you, then you (may ) 
resort to meditation." 

387b-388a . Then Siva, who was thus addressed by the 
magnanimous Viraka , gave an order, wi th a gesture, viz . mov
ing h is eye-brows, for their entry. 

388b-3 89a Viraka also, by nodding his head, called the 
seven great sages remaining at a dis tance to see Siva. 

389b-390 . They too, quickly tying their hair and wearing 
long hides of black antelopes as their garments, entered the 
divine sacrificial ground of lord Siva. 

39 1 -392 . Then with their hands folded, and having thrown 
a heap of divine flowers (at S iva's feet and thus) worshipping 
the pair of Siva 's feet ,  the residents of heaven, affectionately 
looked at by Siva , together saw S iva and were glad. 

The sages said : 

393 .  We are blessed now, since we are seeing the sprout
l ike feet (of Siva ) saluted by the lords of · gods having the 
wealth of the greatness of virtues . Order us what we should do 
for the protection of all . 

394. The omniscient one then laughed and said to the best 
sages : "Carry out the mission that you have in mind." 

395-397a. Thus addressed, the sages quickly came to the 
place where the Mountain's daughter was , and they who knew 
distinction (between one thing and another) spoke to the 
Mountain's daughter in the mountain's cave : "Do not burn 
your charming, dear and attractive form with penance . Sankara 
is p leased with you ; he wil l accept your hand. Desiring the 
same thing, we approached your father before you. Go home 
with your father, we ( too ) shall go home".  

397b-398a. She ( i . e .  Parvati) , who was thus addressed, 
thought :  'There is a fruit of penance ( i . e . penance gives its 
fruit) ' .  She hastily went to the divine, well-decorated house of 
her father. 
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398b-399a. The daughter of the Himalaya mountain, 
eager to see Hara ( i .e .  Siva) regarded one night as equal to a 
myriad years . 

399b-400 . Then the ( inmates of Himalaya's house ) per
formed a friendly rite in the early part of the day1, and many 
groups of auspicious rites duly and in proper order, and also 
combinations of divine, auspicious (rites ) .  

40 1 -402 . Seasons, being embodied and satisfying all desires 
waited upon the Mountain.  The breezes were comfortable in 
the act  of sweeping the Mountain. Goddess Lak�mi herself 
made many decorations in the mansions ; there was Kanti in 
every object , and �ddhi was full of ornaments. 

403-405a. Gems like Cintama1,1i (i . e .  the desire-yielding 
gem ) stood around the Mountain. Creepers and great trees 
like Kalpa ( i . e .  the desire-yielding tree) also stood (by him) . 
Herbs in embodied forms with divine herbs, and all  liquids and 
minerals were the Mountain's servants; the servants, the inmates 
of the hermitage, were engrossed in work. 

405b-406 . Rivers, all oceans, and whatever was mobile and 
immobi le-al l these enhanced the greatness of the Mountain. 
The sages, serpents, Yak�as, Gandharvas, Kinnaras became 
(engrossed in work ) .  

407.  The gods, with pure forms, stood ready with decora
tions for Sarikara on the Gandhamadana mountain. 

408.  The grandsire, with his eyes widely dilated due to 
affection (for Sarikara) t ied the piece of the moon ( i . e. the 
crystal-moon) on the matted hair of Sarikara. 

409-41 Oa. Kali, Camui,J.c;ia, tying a large garland of skulls 
on his head, said to Girisa (i .e .  Sarikara) : "0 Sarikara, produce 
a son, who after killing the family of the lord of demons, will 
satisfy me wi th blood . "  

41 0b-4l l a. Sauri (i . e .  Vi�I,J.u) , taking the best o f  ornaments 
viz . a bright neck-ornament, a snake-ornament, became ready 
before Siva. 

4 l l b-4 I 2a. Indra hastily put on his (body with a) perspir
ing large lotus-like face, an elephant-hide, with i ts extending 
ends smeared with marrow. 

1 .  Briihmamuhiirta-the last watch of the night i.e. the early part of the 
day. 
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4 1 2b-41 3a. Sharp breezes blew, and decorated Sailkara's 
bull, his vehicle, having the speed of mind and resembling the 
brill iance of the Himalaya mountain. 

4 1 3b .  The sun, fire and the moon that dwelt in Sailkara's 
eyes, shone. 

4 1 4. The funeral ashes, brigh t like silver, on (i .e . appli ed 
to) the forehead of the lord of the worlds, the wi tness to the 
deeds of the world, had their own lustre . 

4 1 5. With his hand he tied the wreath of human bones. 
The lord of dead bodies ( i e . Varna) remained, through fear, at 
a distant city ( i . e .  place ) .  

4 1 6-4 1 7a. The lord (i .e .  Siva) , d iscarding the jewelled 
ornaments of various sizes brought by Kubera , himself, with h is 
own hand , having bracelets of bright lordly serpents, put on 
spotless Tak�aka as h is ear-ornament. 

4 1 7b-4 1 8a. Decorating the lord with various decorative 
articles they (i . e. gods etc . )  . . . .  (obscure ) .  

4 1 8b-41 9a .  Goddess Earth, charming in all respects , and 
eagerly occupied, let out new, all -beautiful rice and juicy herbs . 

4 1 9b-420. God Varm;.1a, who knew everything about every
body, himself took ornaments decked with jewels, and also 
variegated flowers full of gems, and remained there ( ready) 
with ornaments. 

421 . Devout Fire too (was ready with) divine golden 
ornaments and s ilver vessels . 

422-423 .  Fragrant Wind, plea sant to the touch for the lord, 
blew. Graceful Indra, having the thunderbolt as h is ornament 
and being glad , held the umbrella bright and large with the 
lunar rays . The chief Gandharvas sang (songs ) and groups of 
celestial nymphs danced . 

424. Gandharvas and Kinnaras playing on musical instru
ments, sang very sweetly. In a while the Seasons also sang and 
danced there. 

425-427a. The unsteady attendants (of Siva ) disturbed 
the Himalaya mountain (by their movements ) .  In due order, 
( Siva) , the creator, the author of everything and the destroyer 
of Bhaga' s eyes1 ,  performed with his wife ( i . e. bride) the rites 

1 .  Bhaganetraha-See 33. 1 56 above. 
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relating to marriage as told ( in sacred books) . He, the destroyer 
of the ci t ies ( of Tripura) , to whom worship was offered by 
the lord of mountains ( i . e .  Himalaya) , and who was amused 
by hosts of gods, lived there that night with his wife .  

42 7b-428a. Then the lord of gods wa s awakened (next 
morning ) by the singing of the Gandharva> and the dancing of 
the celestial nymphs, and the praises of ( i . e .  sung by ) the gods . 

428b-429a. Next morning, taking his leave of the lordly 
Himalaya mountain, he, with his wife, went to Mandara 
mountain (carried ) by Srngin,  having wind's  speed. 

429b-430a. When lord Siva had ( thus) left with Uma, the 
(Himalaya) Mountain, along with his relatives, experienced 

joy (i . e .  became happy) ; for, the mind of which father having 
a daughter is not free (when the daughter is given) away to a 
worthy groom ! 

430b-43 1 .  He, the destroyer of the eyes of Bhaga, with his 
heart that was very much attached, sported with the respectable 
lady ( viz. Parvati) in charming ci ty-gardens and secluded 
thickets . 

432-433a. When a long time ( like thi s )  passed, the Moun
tain's  daughter played with artificial sons ( i . e . dolls) with her 
friends (in) a game called 'Son' .  Sometime the Mountain's 
daughter anointed her body wi th fragrant oil and rubbed and 
cleaned it �hich was filled (i .e. covered) with dirt . 

433b . Taking those unguents used for rubbing and clean
ing the body, she prepared a human (shape ) having an 
elephant's face. 

434. The respectable lady (i . e .  Parvati ) while playing, once 
threw that human ( form ) into the water of the auspicious 
friendly Ganges. Then that (form) turned into one having a 
big body (i .e. increased in size) . 

435. With his very vast body he filled the world . The res
pectable lady ( i . e . Parvati) addressed him '0 son' ; and Janhavi 
(i. e .  Ganga) also called him '0 son' . 

436. That form having the face of an elephant, was 
worshipped by the gods as Gangeya (i .e .  the son of Ganga) ; and 
the grandsire, gave him s upremacy as Vinayaka, over the atten
dants (of Siva) . 
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43 7 -438a.  Again while p laying the lady of exce llent com
plexion fashioned a tree. The lady of an auspicious face 
nouri�hed a charming sprout of Asoka that had shot forth by 
trea t ing it with auspicious operations . 

438b-439a. Then the respectable lady was addressed in 
these words by gods along with sages through brahmal_las l ike 
Brhaspati , the priests of the lord of heaven. 

439b-440a. ' 'Now please formulate rules on ( i .e .  for) the 
pa th shown ( by you ) .  0 respec table lady, what will be the fruit 
of such trees and ( dolls called) sons ?" 

440b. Thus addressed , she, wi th her body ful l  of joy, spoke 
extremely auspicious words : 

441 -443a. "The wise man, who gets  fashioned a well in a 
village where there is want of water, l ives in heaven ( for as 
many years as there are drops in the well, at the rate of) one 
year for one drop. ( The fashioning of) a large well is equal to 
( the fashioning of) ten wel ls ; ( the fashioning of) a deep lake 
is equal to ( the fashioning of) ten large wells . (The offering in 
marriage of) a daughter is equal t o  ( the fashioning of) ten deep 
lakes ; and ( the plan ting of) a tree is equal to (the offering in 
marriage ) ten girls. This is the auspicious rule that would 
definitely take place in future in the world . "  

443b. The brahmal_las, led by Brhaspati, thus addressed, 
went home after having saluted the mother viz.  Bhavani ( i .e. 
( Parvati ) .  

444-450.  When they had gone, Sankara too, holding the 
hand of the Mountain's daughter went to his own residence, 
which gave delight to the mind, which had mansions wi th upper 
stories and gateways, which had long strings of pearls (hanging 
about) , the quadrangular spot i n  the cour tyard of which was 
full of jasmine creepers, which was well  tied ( i .e .  decked ) with 
gold, which had a sporting chamber as desired , which was 
resounding with the humming of bees intoxicated with the 
fragrance of flowers that had scattered there, the walls of which 
were ( as it were) covered with the songs sung loudly by 
Kinnaras, which had a mass of fragrant incense obtainable as 

desired (yet) unseen, on all sides of which pe t pea-hens were 
zealously kept, to the crystal-pillars and arches of which groups 
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of swans were assigned , which was clean , and was mostly crowd
ed with Kinnars without flurry, where parrots, through mis
understanding, saw the walls, reflected with pearls and made 
of rubi es (as con taining ) their own spec ies ( i . e . other parrots) . 

45 l -453a. There the lord began playing with d ice with his 
beloved . At that portion of the ground (decked) with spo tless 
sapph ires, where the two remained sporting, their bodies 
gladdened with their in teres t in amusement, entered into com
panionship . When thu� the respec table lady and Sankara were 
sporting, a great sound like the falling sky a rose. 

453b-454a. Hearing that the respectable lady (i .e .  goddess 
Parvati) asked Sankara, the bes t of gods, through curiosity, as 
to what i t  was . 

454b-455a. The god said with a smile : "0 you of bright 
smile, you have never seen this before. These are lords of my 
attendants , dear to me; they are playing on this mountain. 

455b-456a. They who formerly were best among men, have 
pleased me by means of penance, celibacy, muttering my names 
and by resorting to sacred places . 

456b-45 7 .  0 you of  an auspicious face, they have come to 
me and are dear to me . They take any form they like ; they are 
very energetic ; they are endowed with great forms and vit·tues. 
I am amazed by the deeds of them who are mighty. 

458-459. They are capable of destroy ing this creation along 
with gods . Even though left by Brahma , the Moon, Indra , 
Gandharvas, the great serpents and Kinnaras, I still rejoice; 
(but) without them I never rejoice. 0 you beautiful in all limbs , 
these dear to me are playing on the moun tain ."  

460 . The lady thus addressed by him, being full of  amaze
ment approached a window and with all wonder ( on )  her face 
she saw them all (through the window ) : 

46 1 -463 . They were thin , tall ,  short, fat ,  large-bellied . The 
faces of some of them were l ike those "of tigers and elephants . 
Some appeared like rams and he-goats. They had the forms of 
many beings, had flames in their mouths, were dark and brown ; 
(some were) pleasing, (some) fearful, ( some) had smiling faces, 
( some) always had black and brown matted hair; the faces of 
some resembled those of  vario:.1s birds , or those of gods ; their 
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garments were silken or made of hides; (some were) naked, 
others w ere deformed. 

464-466 . The ears of some were like those of cows or like those 
of elphants ; they had many faces, eyes and bellies ; had many feet 
and arms ; they had various divine missiles in their hands ; they 
had put on chaplets of flowers; they were agitated and fierce; 
they had held various weapons and were adorned with many 
armours ; they had got into strange vehicles; they had divine 
forms ; they moved in the sky ; they were proclaiming to the 
accompaniment of the sound of lutes and other musical in
strumen ts ; they were dancing at various places . 

467a. Seeing the lord s of attendants like that the goddess 
said to Sankara : 

The goddess ( i.e .  Piirvati) said: 

467b-468a. What is the number of the lords of the attend
ants? What are their names? What is their nature? Tell me 
about each one of them, who are settled down. 

Sankara said : 

468b-469a. Their number runs in crores, and their valour 
is known in many ways. The entire world is occupied by these 
who are fierce and very mighty. 

469b-470. These, eating various kinds of food, and enjoying 
( themselves) , joyfully enter the places sacred to Siddhas, paths, 
old gardens, houses, bodies of demons, children and mad 
persons. 

47 1 -472. Some of them drink hot ( liquids) , some drink foam, 
some drink ( i .e .  inhale) smoke, some drink honey, some eat 
marrow, some drink blood, some eat all things, some do not eat all .  
Some eat  the (food of) gods, some eat the food of ascetics, some 
like many musical instruments and enjoyment. Due to their un
limited number it is not possible to describe them separately. 

The goddess said; 

473-475. 0 lord, who is that lord ofattendants ? Who is 
followed by Kinnaras, who has put on the upper part of his body 
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the hide of elephant, whose body is pure, who has put the girdle 
of mufija ( around his waist) , who, the smart one, has dyed his 
face with the tenacious paste of red arsenic, who has put on the 
garland of lotuses bi tten ( i . e .  stung) by bees, who has a charm
ing figure, who is producing the rhythmic sound of (the cymbals 
of) bell-metal with pieces of stone, and who is repeatedly l is
tening to the songs ofthe at tendants ? What is his name ?' 

Sarva ( i. e  Siva) said : 
476. 0 lady, he is Viraka, who is always dear to my heart, 

who is the support of many wonders and virtues and who is 
honoured by the lords of attendants. 

The goddess said : 
477.  0 you des troyer of the cities (of Tripura) , I long for 

such a son. When shall I see such a son, causing delight? 

Sarva said: 
478. Just this is your son g1vmg delight to you. Viraka 

too will be lucky to have a mother like you, 0 lady of charming 
waist .  

479-480. Thus addressed, the Mountain's daughter quickly 
sent her friend Vijayii, eager with joy, to bring (to her ) Viraka. 
Getting down quickly from the mansion touching the sky, Vijaya 
said to (Viraka) , the protector of the attendants, who remained 
in their midst and who prompted a crore of suns : 

481 -482 . ' ' 0  Viraka, come on ; you have pleased the goddess 
with your smartness ; she is calling you." He, bright like a red 
lotus blooming on the top of the mansion, thus addressed by her 
dropped the pieces of stone, and, followed by Vijaya, approached 
the goddess . 

483 . Seeing him, Parvati started oozing profuse milk from 
her breasts. The Mountain's daughter said ( to him) : "0 child, 
drink as much as you desire, this milk, oozing (from my breasts ) ." 

484. The goddess affectionately said in sweet words, "0 
Viraka, come on quickly : you have now become my son, given 
by the god of gods" .  

485-486. Saying so  and placing him on her lap, she embra
ced him and kissed him on his cheeks ; then smelling his head, 
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stroking his limbs, herself, decorated him with many divine orna
ments like girdles with bells, anklets and with anklets and 
necklaces strewn in invaluable strings , also with tender leaves 
and beautiful auspicious bracelets . 

487 .  Then she performed the rite for the protection of his 
body with many white mustards sanctified by divine hymns. 
Taking ( him ) thus she fashioned a wreath on his head by draw
ing l ines of bright yellow pigment, and said to him : 

488 . "Like a child play well with the attendants, slowly and 
carefully go _by avoiding hole� .  The trees on the mountain peaks 
are full of lines ( i . e. groups ) ofserpents ; their branches are broken 
by elephants. 

489-490 . 0 boy, do not enter a place agitated by the 
eddies in the Ganges, and a lso the forest resorted to by many 
tigers . 0 boy, in many inaccessible places a man with a pure 
heart gets what thing is desired by him, being pleased by all his 
qualities . " Thus addressed , that Viraka, tsmiling, and his mind 
overpowered by sport, said to his mother: 

49 1 .  "This bracelet is made by my mother herself, it is painted 
with reddish dots. This delicate garland made of charming jas
mine flowers is placed on my head. I shall please the goddess. "  

492-495a. Saying so, he, being happy, went out to play with 
his attendants . The Mountain' s daughter, moving from the 
southern window to the western, from the western window to the 
northern window, from the northern window to the eastern one, 
along wi th her friends, saw from (each) window Viraka playing 
outside and due to her love for the world she attached to her 
son said : "Who is here ?  One having a body-the aggregate of 
flesh, feces and urine-and knowing little gets infatuated. When 
the residents of heaven went to another chamber to see Siva, 
the regents of quarters got into the vehicles.1 

495b-496, This sword is spotless, i t  cuts off; please tell 
whose sword has been snatched by whom? It is no use having a 
staff. What shall we say? There is some fierce actual mission 
of the attendant on the mountain. This is a noose ; nobody is 
bound here ; 0 followers of the regents of quarters, do not stay 
in vain ."  

1 .  Vv  494ff are n o t  properly worded. 
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497-498. They said , "It is so" . Then seeing Viraka, the 
protector, following the gods the goddess said: "0 protectors of 
beings, do not (go to) thickets on the mountain, to the door of 
of fire-chamber ; do not d ive into the falls of s treams ; and do 
not (go in to) residences to which masses of flowers are tied ; do 
not move as you like into deep mountain caves full of sounds 
produced by wind." 

499-500. He having a tawny lustre like a mass of golden 
pollen on the region of the slope of the lofty golden peak, having 
the wealth ofhandsomeness, appeared to give fragrance even in 
the charming forest of gods and in caves, on the bank of a charm
ing well, having the flowers of kunda, mandara, sprouts and 
lotuses . The Mountain's daughter, longing for her son and 
desiring to amuse herself, in a moment remembered her son, 
whose nectar of handsomeness was drunk by Siddha-women with 
large winking eyes . 

501 -505 .  He was her son in the previous birth and had his 
religious merit rising at that moment only. How can he, who 
was fashioned by the creator with at tention, be satisfied when he 
was playing? The lord of the lords of attendants (sported ) 
gtvmg delight to the deities-for a moment looking (here 
and there) ; for a moment singing divine (songs) ; for a 
moment moving with the lords of attendants, unsteady due to 
(i .e. while ) dancing; ( remaining) for a moment on a mountain
peak full  of roars of lions ; for a moment on blazing masses of 
jewels ; for a moment on a lofty Sala or Tala tree ; for a moment 
on blossoming Tamala trees, dark like bees ; for a moment at 
the root of tree; for a moment in water having some mud and 
marked with lotuses; for a moment on mother's auspicious and 
spotless lap. In this way the lord of the lords of Siva's attend
ants, spreading ( i . e. indulging in ) child-like sports, and giving 
delight to the deities, with his life being loudly sung by Vidya· 
dharas, and having the same sport as the trident-holder, played, 

506-50 7. When the sun, after having illumined the world, 
with his rays went to another region, the wealthy Mountain, 
remaining away and making clear in his heart his very fast 
friendship, was always propitiated by brahmaQ.as. Meru did not 
oblige the falling sun. 
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508-5 10 .  About one stumbling down it is always heard : 
'This is the order among people. ' The day fulfilling ( the desires ) 
of people, followed the sun. When the sages, keeping off the 
feeling ofheat, and with the palms of their hands folded in 
obeisance, and with their faces turned towards the sun, performed 
their evening prayer, the nocturnal darkness spread over this 
world, as foulness spoiling the mind of a crooked person spreads 
over his heart. 

5 1 1 -5 14. When the movements in heaven had become dull, 
Siva remained, with his neck clasped by the hands of the 
Mountain's daughter, and his senses very much filled with (i.e. 
affected by ) the white moonlight, on a bed, the partitions of 
which were i llumined by the jewelled lamps on the blazing 
hoods (of serpents ) ,  the coverlet of which had gems of groups 
of moons which imitated the bow of Indra (i .e. the rainbow) 
due to its shining with various gems, which had heaps of bright 
pearls along with gems and a mass of bells and which had been 
covered with a charming, moving, graceful expansive cloth. 

5 1 5 .  The Mountain's daughter too, wi th the corners of her 
eyes, dark, her feet having the charms of blue lotuses, touched 
by (i .e .  due to the coming on of) night became very much 
overpowered by passion. Then the god spoke to her who was 
full of the art of (love- ) sport. 

CHAPTER :FORTYFOUR 

The Birth of Kumiira and the Death of Tiirarka 

Sarva (i.e. Siva ) said : 

1 -2.  0 you of slender body, joined with my white body, 
you will shine like a black female-serpent clung to a white 
sandal tree or like night covered with reddish garment touched 
by moonlight. 

3. Thus addressed by him, the Mountain's daughter, with 
her eyes red due to anger, and her face changed due to (the 
knitting of) the eye-brows, loudly spoke. 
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The goddess said: 
4-5 .  Every person grieves due to the foolish acts done by 

him ; 0 you, having the moon as your decoration, a suppliant 
certainly meets with a rebuff. You are certain ly, at  every step, 
insulting me, who sought you by means of penance practised 
for a long time. 

6. 0 Sarva, I am not crooked, nor am I ,  0 Dhiirjati, 
rough. ( On the contrary ) you are known in the world to be 
possessing poison and a shel ter to the mines of  faults  (i . e. those 
who commit faults ) .  

7 .  You snatched away the teeth ( of Pii�an ) and destroyed 
Bhaga's eyes .1 The twel ve-fold. Sun knows you well .  

8. Insulting me by (pointing out my) defects, you are 
causing headache to me. You who called me 'black ' , are well 
known to be very black ( Mahakala) . 

9- 10 .  I shal l go to a mountain to give up my life through 
penance . Humiliated by a rogue ( l ike you ) -a mean skull
carrier, always living in a crematory, with your body smeared 
with ashes, and moving among the divine mothers2-l do not 
wan t to live. 

1 1 . Hearing her words, harsh due to anger, Hara, confused 
by this unwelcome (reply) and with the moon on his head 
shaking, said : 

Sarva said : 
12 .  0 Girijii., you are the daughter of a Mountain ; I do 

not mean to find fault with you .  With a desire to utter flattering 
words, I resorted to this ( apparent) madness. 

1 3-1 4. 0 Mountain's daughter, in the regular course there 
is ( really) no suspicion (about you) in my firm heart. 0 you 
timid one, if you are angry like this, I shall not speak in joke to 
you.  0 you of bright smile, give up your anger. I , bowing my 
head, have joined my palms in obeisance to you. 

1 .  Bhagasya netrahanta-At the time of the destruction of Dak,a's 
sacrifice, Siva knocked out Pii�an's teeth and destroyed Bhaga's eyes. See 
33 . 1 56 above. 

2 .  Matr-An epithet of the divine mothers, said to attend on Siva, but 
usually on Skanda. They are generally said to be eight;  but according to 
some they are seven ; some increase the number to sixteen. 
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1 5 .  ( Only ) a low person gets excited by an insult or a 
censure. Indeed a man (would)  not {use ) poignant (words) 
towards the bad or the good. 

1 6- 1 7 . The goddess, struck to the core, (though) advised 
by the god with many sweet words, did not give up her severe 
anger. The Mountain's daughter, pulling off her garment 
clasped by Sankara with his hand, and with her hair dishevel
led, desired to go at once. 

1 8- 1 9 .  When she was (thus) going angrily, the destroyer 
of Tripura again spoke : "Really with all your limbs you behave 
like your father. Your mind is overpowered with turbidness l ike 
the mass of clouds on the peak of the Himalaya mountain. Your 
heart is unfathomable like that mountain. 

20-22a. (You have received) hardness from ( things) like 
stones, and thickness from the thickets ; (you have taken)  
crookedness from rivers, and are difficult to  be employed like 
snow. All this has been transferred to you from the Himalaya 
mountain , 0 you of slender body." Thus addressed, the Moun
tain's daughter, with her head trembling through anger, and 
her lips throbbing, spoke again. 

Umii said : 

22b-24. By blaming and censuring a virtuous person 
strongly one might get everything. Due to your contact with the 
wicked, every (bad ) thing has been transferred to you : From 
serpents you have received many tongues (i .e .  saying contra
dictory things ) ; from the ashes you have got want of oiliness 
(i .e. affections ) ;  the wickedness of your heart has sprung up 
from the moon, and severe torment from poison. What is the 
use of prolixity in this matter? Enough of exerting myself in 
talking about you . 

25 . You are fearless on account of your stay in the 
crematory ; you have no sense of shame because you are naked 
your cruelty is due to your being a skull-holder ; compassion 
has l eft you long back. 

26. Saying so the daughter of the Himalaya mountain 
went out of that dwelling. When she was leaving the attendants 
(of Siva) made a sound ( i.e .  cried in grief) . 
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2 7. "0 mother, where are you going?" Saying so, they, 
weeping, again ran to her. Viraka, clasping the feet of the 
goddess, said with a voice faltering due to tears : 

28. "0 mother, what indeed is this ? Afflicted and angry, 
where are you going? I shall follow you going without any 
affection . 

29 .  Otherwise, I , abandoned by you, will fall (i .e .  throw 
myself down) from the peak of this mountain." 

30-3 1 .  The goddess, the mother, rais ing his face with her 
right hand said : "0 son, do not grieve. I t  is not proper for you 
either to fall from the mountain- top or to accompany me ; 0 
son, hear about the undertaking for which I am going. Hara 
addressed me as 'KnQa' ( i .e .  black ) ; he suppressed and insulted 
me. 

32-33 .  That I ( i .e .  I who was treated like this ) shall 
practise penance by which I shaH have fair complexion. This 
god is lustful ; after I leave you have to keep guard at the door 
and always be watchful about the weak point so that no woman 
will approach Hara. 

34. 0 son, when you see another woman, inform me ; then 
I shall quickly do what is proper. " 

35-36a. Viraka said to the great goddess : "Let it be so" . 
With his body sprinkled with the food of nectar in the form of 
his mother's command, and with his affliction removed, he, 
having saluted his mother, went to look after the guard. 

36b-38a. The goddess also saw her mother's friend, the 
deity of the mountain, Kusumamohini by name, who was well
adorned, coming (to her ) . That deity too, seeing the Moun
tain's daughter, and wi th her mind overcome with affection, 
embraced her (i .e .  Uma ) and said aloud : "0 daughter, where 
are you going?"  

38b-39a. She (i .e .  U ma) told her al l  that that caused her 
anger due to Siva's  (humiliating her) . The Mountain's 
daughter again spoke to her, who was like her mother. 

Uma said : 

39b-4 1 . You are for ever the mountain's deity, 0 you, who 
are never censured ( i .e .  who are praiseworthy ) .  Your presence 
is everywhere. At heart you are very affectionate. Therefore, 0 
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mother, I shall tell you what should be done by you . With great 
care you have to stop the entry of another woman (into Siva's 
mansion ) .  Secretly and with care you have always to wait 
upon him on the mountain. 

42-44. 0 you sinless one, you should inform me if some 
other woman enters Siva's ( mansion ) ;  then I shall do what is 
proper. " The auspicious (deity ) thus addressed, said, "All 
right" and went to the (Himalaya) mountain. Umii., the 
Mountain's daughter too, went to her father's wonderful garden, 
that had entered the sky and the brightness of which was 
darkened by the row of clouds .  Then she cast off her ornaments 
and put on the garments of the barks of trees. 

45-46a.  In the summer she was tormented by five fires . 1 In 
the rainy season she remained in water. She subsisted on food 
growing in forest ; ( sometimes) she did not eat anything ; she 
lay on dry heap of clods .  Thus she settled there practising 
penance. 

46b-48 . In the meanwhi le, coming to know that the Moun
tain's daughter had left, the demon, .Ac;li by name, the son of 
Andhaka, was delighted. Remembering his father's murder, 
he, the brother of Baka, and mighty in battles , the enemy of 
(Siva) the destroyer of Tripura , always observing the weak 
point of the god with crescent-moon on his head, came to the 
city (of Siva) after having conquered a ll gods in a battle . 

49. Having come there he saw Viraka stationed at the 
door. He also thought about the boon given by the Lotus-born 
(god, i .e . Brahmii.) . 

50-52a . When the demon Andhaka was killed by Siva, the 
enemy of the demon, A<;ii practised a very severe and ample 
penance. Brahmii, being fully pleased, came there and said : 
"0 A<;li, the greatest among the demons, what do you desire to 
obtain by means of penance ?" The demon said ( i .e. replied ) 
to Brahmii. : "I seek immortality" .  

Brahmii said : 

52b-5 3a. In this worldly exis tence, since it is not possible 
for those that are born to be without death, therefore, 0 lord of 
demons, those that are living shall meet with death. 

1. Paiicagni-See note on 4 1 .82 ab ove. 
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53b-54. The mighty demon, thus addressed, said to the 
lotus-born (god ) : "0 you Lotus-born ( god) , let death come to 
me when there is a change in my form ; otherwise I shall remain 
immortal ."  

55-58a. Thus addressed, the very mighty son of  the demon 
( Andhaka) , regarded himself as immortal . At that time not 
remembering ( i .e .  forgetting) the means of his murder, not 
being within the range of sight of Viraka, the counter-striker, 
the fearful demon, difficult to conquer, entered (Siva's mansion) 
in the form of a serpent after avoiding the range of the sight of 
the lord of attendants .  

58b-60a.  Then the foolish great demon, giving up the 
serpents' form, and entering another form unnot iced by the 
lord of the attendants, took the form of Uma to please Siva. 

60b-62. The demon, taking up a charming, unconceivable, 
illusory form, complete with all limbs, nourished ( i .e .  accom
plished) with all signs of recognition, and keeping a strong 
adamantine tusk with a sharp point in the pudanum muliebre, 
was ready to s trike Siva through delusion. The sinful demon, 
taking up the charming form of Uma, and having put on varie
gated ornaments and garments, approached Siva. 

63-65 .  Seeing him, and taking him t o  be Umii having all 
limbs ( i . e .  complete in all limbs) , Girisa became glad, and 
having embraced asked her (i .e .  said to her ) : "0 Mountain's 
daughter, since you, of an excellent complexion have come here 
after knowing my intention ( I  think) your devotion ( to me) 
is natural and not artificial. My abode, the three worlds, are a 
void to me without you. 

66-67a. 0 you of a pleasing face, you have come here. 
Such (a gesture) is (quite) proper for you !" The lord of 
demons, thus addressed, gen tly spoke to him with a smile ; he 
too had recognized the destroyer of Tripura by means of signs 
of recognition, and ( then) spoke to him ( i .e .  Siva ) .  

The demon said: 

67b-68a. I h1.d gone to the Himalaya mountain, with a 
desire to ( practise ) penance to obtain a boon. I was not happy 
there ; therefore, I have ( again) come to you. 
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68b-70a. Thus addressed , God Siva, of a smiling face, 
entertaining a doubt in his mind, thought : ' She was angry ; is 
it that she, who is natural ly of a firm vow, has come back with
out having her desire fulfilled, knowing me to be angry ( i .e. 
after having come to  know that I am angry) ?' 

70b-72.  Thinking thus and reflecting on her token of re
cognition, the lord did not see the sign of lotus caused by the 
eddy (i . e .  lock) of hair on her left side. Then the Trident-holder 
knowing it to be illusion created by the demons, concealed the 
expression of his face, and taking the missile of penis-like tusk, 
killed the demon. 

73-75a.  Viraka, the door-keeper, did not know this 
account .  Kusumamohini, seeing that lord of demons in a femi
nine form, immediately informed the daughter of the Himalaya 
Mountain ( of i t )  through the messenger in the form of Vayu. 
Hearing it ( i .e .  the news) from Vayu, her eyes red and turbid 
due to anger, she saw her son Viraka with a painful heart. 

The goddess said : 

75b-7 7a. Since, abandoning me, your mother, overcome 
with affection you gave Sankara an opportunity to have a 
private (sexual) affair with a woman, therefore I curse you that 
a dull, heartless stone resembling the form of the lord of atten
dants will be your mother in the human world. 

7 7b-78a. This apparent cause about Viraka's ( birth) is 
well-known, through respect for the son ( ?) This is known to be 
the doubtful pecul iar statement about Viraka's birth and 
course (of conduct) . 

78b-79a. When thus the Mountain's daughter had pro
nounced a curse, very mighty wrath in the form of a lion went 
out of her mouth. 

79b-80. The lion's mouth was fearful. His neck had mane. 
He had raised his tail. The cavity of his face was furious on 
account of the fangs. His mouth was wide open ; his tongue 
was long ; he was thin in the waist and in the ( other parts of 
his ) body. 

8 1 -82 .  Then the goddess settled to remain in his mouth. 
Knowing her intention, the four-faced god (i.e .  Brahma) , came 
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to the hermitage, the receptacle of good fortune. The lord of 
gods, having arrived there, spoke to the Mount'lin's daughter 
in dear words : 

Brahmii said : 

83 . What do you want to have again? What is not obtain
able to you? I shall give that to you. By my order desist from 
this penance causing great suffering. 

84. The Mountain's daughter, hearing the sire 's  words, 
restrained with dignity and having the desirable expression of 
words spoken by him of an enticing speech, said : 

The goddess said : 

85-86. With a penance difficult to practise, I obtained Siva 
as my husband . Many times he called me 'dark-complexioned' 
in private . Therefore let me have a complexion resembling gold 
and let me be connected with that name, and the body of my 
husband , the lord of beings, shou ld be free from poison. 

87. Hearing those words of ( i .e .  uttered by) her, the lord 
of the world said : "You be like this and also occupy half the 
portion of your husband's body. " .  

88-89a. Then she cast off that dark skin like a blooming 
blue lotus. That skin also turned into a fearful (goddess) ,  
having a bell in her hand, having three eyes, full of ( i.e .  
having) many ornaments and wearing a yellow silken garment. 

89b-93a. Then Brahma said to that goddess having lustre 
like a blue lotus : "0 Nisa (i. e .  night) , due to the contact with 
the body of the Mountain's daughter, you have, through my 
order, done what was to be done. Now you are complete be
fore (me) . 0 you goddess of an excellent face, let the very 
mighty lion that rose from the anger of the goddess (viz. U ma) 
be your carrier. Let him also remain on your banner. Go to 
the Vindhya mountain ; there you will carry out the mission of 
gods. 0 goddess, this Yak�a, Paiicala by name, and followed 
by the steps of lakhs of Yak,as and endowed with hundreds of 
tricks, is given as a servant to you by me. " 

93b-95a. Goddess Kau�iki, thus addressed, went to the 
Vindhya mountain . Uma too, who had fulfilled her desire went 
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to Siva ; but Viraka, who had held a golden staff, turned her 
away from the door and stopped her who was entering (S iva 's 
mansion) .  

95b- l 00a. Angrily he said to her whose form was changed : 
"You have no business here ; go (away) till you are not eaten 
up.  A demon, taking up the form of goddess (Umii) had come 
to deceive the lord ; he entered without being noticed ( by me ) ,  
and was killed by the lord . When h e  was killed, Siva who was 
angry ordered me : 'Since you are not attentive at the door 
( since you are not attentively guarding the door ) ,  you will not 
be my doorkeeper for many multitudes of years . '  Therefore, I 
am not allowing you to enter here ; leave quickly. 0 you lotus
eyed one, except my mother, the affectionate daughter of the 
Mountain, none else will get an entry here . "  

I OOb- 1 02. Thus addressed, the goddess then thought to 
herself: 'The one of whom Vayu informed me was that demon, 
and not a woman. In vain did I ,  overcome with grief, curse 
Viraka. Generally fools, full of anger, do what ought not to be 
done. Fame perishes on account of anger ; anger destroys steady 
prosperity. 

1 03 . I, without properly ascertaining the truth,  cursed my 
son . Calamities easily come to those whose intellect is perverse. ' 

1 04. The face of the Mountain 's daughter thinking like 
this, which had lotus-like lustre, changed due to the sense of 
shame. 

The goddess said : 

1 05-1 08. 0 Viraka, I am your mother ; let there be no 
confusion in your mind. I am the beloved of Siva, and the 
daughter of the Himalaya mountain. 0 son ,  do not entertain 
a doubt because of the change in the complexion of my body. 
This fairness ( in my complexion ) is granted to me by the Lotus
born one, who was pleased. Coming to know about the entry 
of a woman when Sankara remained in a lonely place, and 
not knowing the account of the demon, I cursed you. It is not 
possible to withdraw the curse ; but I tell you that you will soon 
come back from the human world, after having satisfied all 
your desires. 
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1 09. Having saluted, with all his heart, the chaste ( lady ) ,  
his mother, and the daughter of the Himalaya mountain, having 
the lustre of the full moon, bowing down his head,  he said : 

Viraka said : 

1 1 0 . 0 you (goddess) , having toes the fearful nails of 
which have excellent charm due to the shin ing gems on the 
heads of the gods and demons bending (before you) , 0 you 
Mountain's daughter, 0 you who are affectionate to those who 
seek your shelter, 0 you who destroy (i . e .  remove) the afflic
tion of those who bow down to you, my salutations to you. 

I 1 1 . 0 you whose neck is adorned with the ring of suns, 0 
you who snatch away the lustre of the expansive golden moun
tain, 0 you daughter of the ( Himalaya) Mountain, I ,  frighten
ed by the crookedly moving serpents, t"esort to you. 

1 1 2 . Who else, but you, has, in this world, quickly given 
success as desired by one who bends before ( the deity ) ? In the 
world , to whom but you would Sankara, the sustainer of the 
worlds, salute and ( to whom would) the sages ( bow) ? 

1 1 3 . 0 you difficult to conquer and born at an auspicious 
combination of stars, you are coiled wi th the fine body of the 
great lord ; you are joined with him who crushed the relatives of 
Andhaka ; you were first praised by the best of gods. 

1 1 4- 1 1 5 .  You have your neck raised to the white mass of 
matted hair ( of Siva) ; you sit on the impetuous great lion . You 
are described as Cal).c;lika by the worlds ; 0 mother, you are the 
destroyer of Sumbha and Nisumbha ; be the giver of what is 
desired by one who has bowed down to you. On the earth you 
have vigorously shown the only interest in putting down the 
demons. 

1 1 6 . 0 you unvanquished, matchless goddess, 0 you who 
created the worlds, 0 you who are dear to Siva, I salute that 
body (i .e. form ) of you which is (seen) in the sky, the path of 
the wind, on the earth overcome with fire. 

I I 7. The oceans, with their waves sportively rising, the 
fire, that has consumed, with its brilliance, the mobile and the 
immobile, the serpents having thousands of hoods-you wi ll set 
these forth as not causing fear to me. 
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1 1 8. 0 you revered (goddess) , you are the resort of firm 
devotees; I have come to seek the shelter of your feet. Let all my 
senses be, today, the abode of the pleasurable experiences of 
your playful activities. 

1 19 .  Then the goddess , the Mountain's daughter, pleased 
when thus praised by Viraka entered the auspicious mansion of 
her husband. 

1 20. Viraka too, remaining at the door, respectfully sent 
home the gods who had desired to see Siva. 

1 2 1 .  "0 gods , there is no opportunity (for you to see S iva) . 
Vnakapi ( i.e. Siva) is sporting in private with the goddess . " 

1 22. Thus addressed, they went as they had come . When a 
thousand years passed, gods with swift minds ( i .e .  thoughts) , 
urged Agni to find out the movements of Siva. 

1 23 .  Hutasana ( i .e .  Agni ) ,  taking the form of a parrot, 
entered (Siva's chamber ) through the hole meant for birds, 
and saw all ( the love-sport of Siva ) with the Mountain's 
daughter on their bed. 

1 24. The lord of gods also saw Agni who had taken the 
form of a parrot. To him, the great god, who was a little angry 
said: 

Siva said : 

I 25- l 26a. 0 you Agni , who have taken up the form of a 
parrot, I have deposited half ( the portion of my ) semen into the 
goddess ( Uma ) .  Through sense of shame its (flow) has stopped. 
You (now) drink the ( remaining) half. It is proper for you ( to 
drink i t) since the obstacle was due to (i .e. caused by) you. 

l 26b- 1 29a. Thus addressed Agni drank the semen deposited 
( by Siva) . Since gods have Agni as their mouths, they were 
flooded with that (semen) . Then that semen of the great god 
(Siva ) ,  which resembled heated gold, having torn asunder their 
bell ies, came out (and spread ) in the extensive hermitage (i .e .  
dwelling ) of Siva. There a great, pure lake came up. I t ( spread 
over) many yojanas ; it had blooming golden lotuses and it re
sounded with the notes of many birds . 

i 29b- l 30a. Goddess (Uma) having come to know that that 
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lake with big golden lotuses had come up, being full of curiosity, 
went to that lake of golden lotuses .  

1 30b- J 3 l a. Having sported in its water , and having put a 
chaplet of i ts lotuses on her head , she sat, surrounded by her 
friends, on its bank. 

l 3 l b- l 32. Desiring to drink its water, sweet and wi th spot
less lo tuses ,  she saw six Krttikasl, resembling the lus tre of the 
sun, who had proceeded home, after having taken its water in 
(a cup made of) a lotus-leaf. 

1 33a. Through j oy she said : "I shall drink the water 
remaining (i . e. put) in ( the cup of) the lotus-leaf." 

1 33b. Then the Krittikas said to the daughter of the 
Himalaya mountain. 

Krttikiis said: 

1 34- 1 35a. We shall give you ( the water ) , 0 dear lady ( if) 
the son that would be born in ( i .e .  from) your womb will be an 
active son of ours, well-known in all the three worlds, 0 you of 
an auspicious face. 

1 35b- 1 36a. Thus addressed, the Mountain's daughter said: 
"How is it that the son with all his limbs generated from my 
limbs, will be a son ( born )  from ( i.e. of) you ?" 

1 36b- 1 3 7a. Then the Krttikas said to her : ' ' If this ( i .e .  
what we say) will take place ( i.e. be accepted by you ) then we 
shall place best heads ( on the body-the trunk-of the boy ) " . 

1 37b. Thus told, the Mountain's daughter said : "0 you 
blameless ones, let it be so." 

1 38 .  Then, full of joy, they gave her the water (put) in 
(the cup made of) a lotus-leaf. She too gradually drank that 
water. 

1 39- 1 40. The moment the water was drunk (by her) , an 
excellent, wonderful boy, removing diseases and griefs, rising 
from the right side of the goddess, after having torn it, came 
out. The lord resembled the heap of a variety of the masses of 
the sun's rays. 

1 .  Krttika-The six stars represented as nymphs acting as nurses to 
Karttikeya. 
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1 41 .  Having taken a spotless spear, a spike and a goad, he, 
the fire of a golden colour, rose to kill the demons. 

1 42. For this reason only he too became ( i.e. came to be 
called ) Kumar a. The child again came out by tearing the left 
side of the goddess. 

1 43 .  (He was ) also (called ) Skanda on account of his hav
ing come from Agni's bright mouth ( where Siva's semen was 
deposited) . The killer of enemies was also called �ac;lvadana 
(i .e. having six faces) . He was born from the water given by the 
Krttikas, particularly with (many ) hands. 

1 44.  Hands are said to be auspicious .  They extended over 
h is six faces. Therefore �al).mukha (i .e .  the six-faced one) came 
to be called as Visakha in the world. 

I 45-I 47a. He is ( thus) known as Skanda, Visakha, �ac;l
vaktra and Karttikeya. The two, resembling the sun, were born 
(from the two sides of Uma) on the fifteenth day of the dark 
half of Caitra, in the extensive thicket of canes . These two i .e .  
Agni and Vayu joined them into one for the good (of the world) 
on the evening of the fifth day of the bright half (of Vaisakha) . 

l 47b- I 49. On the same sixth day, the six-faced lord i .e. 
Guha (or Karttikeya) was consecrated with due rite (as the 
general of the Gods' army) by all the hosts of gods including 
Brahma, Upendra, Indra and Bhaskara (i .e .  the Sun) with 
sandal, flowers, auspicious incense, and also with toys, um
brellas, group of chowries, ornaments and unguents . 

1 50- l 54a . Indra gave him as his wife his (own ) daughter 
known as Devasena.  The lord of gods,  Vi�l).u, also gave him a 
weapon. The lord of wealth ( i .e . Kubera) gave him ten lakh 
Yak�as. Agni gave him lustre and Vayu gave him a vehicle.  
TvaHr gave him a toy, viz. a cock changing form at will. Thus 
all the gods, with their minds pleased, gave an endless retinue 
to Skanda, resembling the sun in lustre. The hosts of gods, the 
principal gods, having knelt on the ground, praised �al).mukha 
with the ( following) hymn of praise : 

The gods said; 

1 54b- 1 56a. (Our) salutation to Kumara of a great lustre ;  
to Skanda who destroyed the demons . 0 you whose prowess is 
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like the orb of the new (i .e. morning) sun, (our) salutation to 
you, Guhya (the secret one) and Guha. (Our) salutation to you 
who remove the fear of the worlds ;  to you who are given to 
(doing ) favour to the people. ( Our) salutation to you having 
large and lotus-like eyes ; (our) salutation to Visakha of a great 
vow. 

1 56b- 1 5 7 .  (Our )  salutation to you who are fearful in the 
battle ;  ( our) salutation to you having a bright vehicle, viz. the 
peacock.  (Our) salutation to you who wear the armlets, to you 
who hold aloft a banner. (Our) salutation to you, who are 
saluted due to your prowess ; our salutation to the holder of 
the bell having courage . 

Kumara said: 

1 58. Being reposed, tell me which desire of you should I 
give (i .e .  satisfy) . A deed, which you have thought of for a 
long time, must be done even if i t is not easily accomplished. 

1 59 .  Thus addressed by him , all the gods, with their minds 
delighted, and with their heads bent down, spoke to the mag
nanimous Guha : 

1 60. "The lord of the demons by name Taraka would 
destroy the entire race of gods ; he is mighty, difficult to conquer, 
.sharp, of wicked deeds and very wrathful. 

1 6 1 - 1 63a. Just kill that fearful demon, destroyer of all. 
The remaining part of the undertaking which causes fear to us 
is : HiraJ..lyakasipu, who is fierce, cannot be killed by the hosts 
of gods. He destroys the sacrifices, his deeds are sinful and he 
has tormented even Brahma. Conquer these two. You (alone ) 
have that great might." 

1 63b- 1 64. Thus addressed, he, who was fol lowed by all 
gods, and he, the lord of the world, who was praised by lords 
of gods, said 'All right' and proceeded to kill Taraka, the fellow 
troubling the worlds . 

1 65- 1 66a. Then Indra, resorting to secret ( stra tegy) sent a 
messenger, saying harsh words, to the lord of demons . He, being 
fearless, went to the demon of a fearful appearance, and said 
to him: 
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The messenger said: 

1 66b- 1 68a. 0 demon , Indra, the lord of gods and of 
heaven says to you : "0 demon Taraka, encounter his might as 
you please. I am the king in the three worlds, who will destroy 
the sin that you have committed and that is blazing like a fire 
to the world. "  

1 68b- 1 69a. Hearing these amazing words, the wicked 
demon, with his eyes red due to wrath, and with his might 
almost vanished, said to the messenger : 

Tiiraka said :  

1 69b- 1 70a. 0 Sakra, in a great war your power has been 
observed ( by us ) a hundred times. 0 Indra, of a wicked 
mind, you have no peace because of your shamelessness . 

1 70b- 1 7 1 .  When the messenger, who was told like this, had 
left, the demon thought : ' Indra, without having received a 
support, would not talk like this. From the fact that Sakra has 
a suppor t it is known that Skanda is born . '  

1 72- 1 74. Then he  saw a number of  evil omens indicating 
(his ) destruction. ( He saw) shower of dust and fall of blood 
from the sky to the earth. He mentally saw ( i . e. he thought ) 
that his left eye was throbbing, and his mouth was parching. 
He also saw that the lotus-like faces of his kinsmen were 
fading. He also saw wicked and terrible beings talking ill. 
Without even bringing it  before his mind, the son ofDiti became 
dejected in a moment. 

1 75- 1 79a. For the demon, remaining in his palace saw the 
army of the residents of heaven (i.e. the gods) , which was terri
ble on account of the deep sounds of the troops of elephants, 
which was adorned with the energetic neighing of the groups of 
horses, which was shining withdivisions and lofty excellent flags, 
which was shining with aeroplanes of wonderful shapes and 
moving chowries, which had put on ornaments, which was re
sounding with the loud singing of Kinnaras , which had worn 
many chaplets of full-blown flowers of the desire-yielding trees, 
which looked bright due to the large shields and the missiles 
causing great grief, which was bright due to being nourished by 
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lightning, and which was resounding with many musical instru
ments . 

1 79b-1 80a. With his mind a l ittle confused, he thought : 
'This must be an extraordinary warrior who has not been van
quished by me.' 

1 80b-c. Then the demon, overcome with anxiety, heard 
these words, fearful to the heart, and containing harsh syllables, 
loudly proclaimed by the semi-divine bards: 

1 81 . ' 'Be victorious, 0 you of matchless power, 0 you 
aviary of rays, 0 you stronger with mighty arms, 0 you, who 
quickly cause to bloom the face-lotuses of the gods , 0 you of 
playful eyes, 0 you excellent youth . 

1 82 . Be victorious, 0 you submarine fire to the great ocean 
of the family of the demons, 0 you having a charming chariot 
of a peacock, 0 you whose sprout-like nails have been bent by 
the tips of the crowns of gods (when they salute you) ,  you 
commander of a great army. 

1 83-1 84. Be victorious, 0 you whose charming mass ofhair 
is unsteady, 0 you, who are charming like a fresh, spotless, 
lotus-stalk, 0 you, who are the unbearable wild fire to the 
family (also, bamboos in the form of the members) of the lord 
of demons . Be victorious, 0 Visakha, 0 lord; be victorious, 0 
you destroyer of the foremost sons of Diti (i . e .  the demons ) in 
all the worlds, 0 Skanda". 

1 85 .  Hearing all this proc laimed by the bards of gods, 
Taraka remembered the words of Brahma (which indicated) 
that his death was imminent. 

1 86 .  Remembering them, he, the destroyer of a stream of 
good deeds, always followed by warriors, with his mind s tricken 
with grief, quickly went out of his mansion. 

1 87 .  Demons led by Kalanemi, being frightened, and with 
their minds confused and disconcerted with hurry then (remain
ed) in their own houses . 

1 88-1 90a. Hirar_lyaka§ipu, the leader ofthe demons, said: 
"Running away from this child would be shameful to me. If I 
go to (i .e. attack) him, he too is supported by glory ( i .e .  is 
powerful) ; and if I kill this child, I shall unnecessarily be ( look-
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ed upon as) 'unfit for touch' .  Come, run, seize, bring together 
the army." 

I 90b- 1 92a. On seeing Kumii.ra ( i.e. Kii.rttikeya) , Tii.raka, 
(the demon) of a fierce figure said: "0 boy, why do you want 
to fight? Play with a ball ,  since you have been set free in the 
sun, 0 you good fighter and speaker; and your mind is like this 
-seeing only insignificant things-because of your being a 

child . "  
1 92b- l 95a. Kumii.ra too, spoke to him who was most glad : 

"0 Tii.raka, listen, the meaning of sacred precepts is being ex
plained here only. Ends are not seen ( i.e .  cannot be gained) on 
the battle-field which is excessively fearful. Do not belittle my 
childhood. A child is a troublesome serpent . As the young sun is 
difficult to look at, I am a child difficult to be conquered. 0 
demon, is a magic formula,  having few syllables, not seen to be 
throbbing ( i .e .  powerful) ?" 

I 95b- I 97 .  When Kumara was thus speaking, the demon 
hurled his mallet. Kumii.ra destroyed it with his disc of unfailing 
power. Then the lord of demons threw an iron javeline. Kartti
keya, the killer of the enemies of gods, seized it with his hand. 
Getting up he cast a mace, making a sharp sound, at the 
demon. 

I 98. The demon, struck by it, shook like a lofty moving 
mountain. Then the demon found the boy to be invincible and 
irresisti ble. 

1 99-200a. He thought in his mind ( i .e .  to himself) that 
his death had undoubtedly come near. Seeing ( the demon) 
shaking, all the lordly demons, led by Kii.lanemi, struck Kumii.ra, 
fierce in battle. 

200b-201 . tThough) hit by those strokes and troubled by 
the mighty (demons) , that boy of great lustre fought with them 
with great speed in the battle. The lordly mighty demons, skill
ed in fighting, and a nuisance to the gods, again struck Kumii.ra 
with arrows . 

202-203. Though struck by the missiles of the demons, 
Kumara did not have any pain. The fight with the demons 
proved to be fatal to the gods. Seeing the gods harassed (by 
demons) Kumii.ra became angry. 
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204. Then he tore asunder, wi th missiles, the army of the 
demons. The ( demons ) troubling the gods, were struck with the 
missiles which could not be repulsed . 

205-206 . All (demons ) led by Kalanemi, remained with 
their faces turned away from the battle. \-Vhen the demons, that 
were struck ran helter-skelter on all sides, he, with his mind 
fixed in laughter ( i .e .  being very much rejoiced) by the loud 
songs of Kinnaras, struck Kumara with a mace shining like 
heated gold. 

207-208. He made him turn away from the battle ( by) 

discharging various arrows.  The god Kumar a, who had turned 
away his face from the battle, seeing his own vehicle ( i . e .  the 
peacock) bleeding, took a spotless missile, adorned with gold, 
with ( i .e .  in) his hand, shining with a golden armlet. 

209-2 10a. Then Mahasena ( i .e . Karttikeya) spoke to 
Taraka, the lord of the demons: ' '0 you of a wicked mind, 
stop, stop ; you ( will ) see the world of Yama. 0 demon, you 
are (now) killed by me with (my) missile; (now) remember 
your (evil) deeds . "  

2 1 Ob-2 1 1 .  Saying so, h e  discharged his missile towards the 
demon . That (missile) discharged by the hand of Kumara and 
imitating the sound of his armle t, broke (i.e .  pierced) the 
heart of the demon who was like the thunderbolt or a lordly 
mountain. 

2 12 .  With his crown and turban dishevelled, and with all 
his ornaments s lipped off, he fell dead on the ground like a 

mountain at the time ofuniversal destruction. 
2 1 3 . When that demon, the leader of the demons, was kill

ed, nobody-not even a sinner in hell-was sorry. 

2 1 4-2 1 5 . Gods, with smile (on their faces ) praised Kumara, 
and amused themselves . Being eager they went to their respec
tive abodes, leaving their seats. All gods, being pleased, as they 
had accomplished all their ends, with Siddhas, the treasures of 
penance, gave a boon to Kumara. 

Gods said: 

2 1 6-2 1 8. That man of great intellect, who recites this story 
about Skanda or who listens to it or causes others to listen to i t  
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(i.e. tells it to others) , will be famous. He will have a long life, 
he will be fortunate, wealthy, famous, handsome, and will have 
no fear from beings and will be free from trouble. He, who, 
having offered the first ( i .e .  morning) prayer, recites the account 
of Skanda, will be united with Kinnaras and be the lord of 
great wealth. 

CHAPTER FOR TYFIVE 

The Manifestation of Narasirhha 

Bhiima said: 

1 .  Now I desire to hear about the k illing of Hirai.J.yakasipu, 
about the greatness of Narasimha and about the destruction 
that he brought about .  

Pulastya said : 

2-4. 0 king, formerly, in the Krta age, Hiral}.yakasipu, the 
lord of demons, practised a very great (i .e. severe) penance. He, 
surrounded by (i .e .  observing) tranquility, restraint and celibacy 
and having taken up the vow of bath and silence lived in water 
for ten thousand and ten hundred years. Brahma was pleased 
with him as a resul t of his penance and restraint. 

5-8. Then , ( seated) in a bright aeroplane, whose colour 
( i . e. bril liance) was like the sun ,  and to which swans were 
yoked, the self-born lord himself came there, with .Adityas , 
Vasus, Sadhyas, Maruts , ( other ) deities, Rudras accompanied 
by Visvas, Yak�as, Rak�asas , serpents, also with quarters, 
intermediate quarters , rivers and oceans, also with constella
tions , instants, beings moving in the sky, great planets, gods, 
brahmanic sages, Siddhas, also the seven sages , and also with 
meritorious royal sages, and hosts of Gandharvas and celestial 
nymphs. 

9- 1 0. Brahma, the affluent lord of the mobile and the 
immobile, the best among those who knew Brahman (i .e. the 
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supreme spirit) , surrounded by the residents of heaven, said 
( these) words to the demon ( Hiral}yakasipu) : "0 you of a 

good vow, I am pleased with this penance of yours, (my) 
devotee. Well-being to you; ask for a boon ; obtain what you 
desire."  

HirmJyakaJipu said :  

1 1 .  0 best of gods, no gods, no demons, no Gandharvas, 
no Yak�as, no serpents, no Rak�asas, no men, no goblins should 
kill me. 

1 2. 0 grandsire, sages or men should not curse me with 
curses. If the lord is pleased, this is the boon chosen by me. 

1 3 .  I should not be killed with a weapon, or a missile, with 
a mountain (or a huge rock) , or a tree, with a dry or a wet 
object, or by any other object. 

1 4- 1 5 . Let me be the Sun, the Moon, Vayu, Agni, Water, 
the Sky, the constellations and the ten quarters. I am wrath; I 
am desire, I am Varul)a,  Indra and Yama. I am Kubera, the 
lord of weal th ,  and the king of Yak�as and Kinnaras. 

Brahma said: 

1 6 .  0 child, I have granted you this divine, wonderful 
boon, giving (i.e. satisfying) all desires. 0 child,  you will obtain 
(whatever you want) . 

1 7- 1 8. Saying so, the lord went to his residence, Vairaja 
( i . e . of Brahma) , attended upon by hosts of brahmanic sages . 
Then gods, Gandharvas with sages, the Caral}as ( i .e .  bards) , 
having heard about the grant of the boon (to Hiral}yakasipu ) 
approached the grandsire. 

The gods said: 

1 9-20 .  0 lord, due to your having granted him a boon, the 
demon will kill us. So be pleased, and think as to how he also 
could be killed. You, the lord, are the first creator of all beings. 
You are the author of the offerings meant for gods and manes. 
Your nature is unmanifest ; you are the greatest (god) . 

2 1 . Having heard those words beneficial to all the worlds, 
the creator consoled them with the very cold water of his 
words : 
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22. ' '0 gods, he must get the fruit of his penance. Lord 
Vi�J.lu will kil l  him at the end of his penance. ' '  

2 3 .  Hearing these words from the mouth o f  the Lotus-born 
one, all the gods gladly went to their own divine abodes . 

24. That demon HiraJ.lyakasipu, who had become proud 
due to the grant of the boon, harassed all beings as soon as he 
got the boon. 

25 .  The demon offended holy sages observing vows and 
following the path of truth with self-restraint in hermitages . 

26 .  The great demon having defeated the gods living in 
the three worlds, and having brought under his control the three 
worlds, l ived in heaven. 

27. When he was haughty due to ( the grant of) the boon, 
and when he was (thus ) urged by Death, he made the demons 
the recipients of portions at sacrifices and deprived gods of 
these portions. 

28-29. Daityas, Sadhyas, also all Vasus, Rudras, hosts of 
gods , Yak�as, deities, brahmaJ.las and great sages approached, 
for shelter, Vi�J.lu, the ancient Vasudeva, of great might, the 
god of gods, full of ( i .e .  of the nature of) sacrifice. 

Gods said: 

30-3 1 . 0 glorious NarayaJ.la, (we)  the gods have sought 
your refuge . Protect ( us) , kill HiraJ.lyakasipu, the lord of 
<lemons, 0 lord . You are our great preceptor. You are our high
est god ; you are the best god among Brahma and others. 

Vi��u said: 

32. 0 gods, give up your fear ; I shall grant you fearless
ness ( i . e .  I shall remove the cause of your fear) . And, 0 gods, 
go to heaven, do not tarry. 

33 .  I shall kill this lord of demons, who has become haughty 
because of the grant of a boon (to him by Brahma ) and who 
could not be killed by great gods. 

34-35a. Saying so, the immutable lord Vi�I,lu, Hari, the 
lord and the protector of the universe, who looked l ike the sun 
due to his brilliance and was as i t  were another moon due to 
h is charm, went to the place of HiraJ.lyakasipu. 
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35b-41 . Having made his body having half the portion of 
human body and half ofa lion's body, and holding (one ) hand 
with another, he, with the Narasirhha form, saw Hira�ya
kasipu's assembly, which was huge, d ivine, charming and pleas
ing to the mind, which was endowed with all desires (i. e . ,  desired 
objects) , bright, which was a hundred yojanas in lengh, fifty 
yojanas in breadth, which was aerial, which moved according 
to the desire ( of the inmates) , which was five yojanas in height, 
which was free from old age, grief and forbearance, which did 
not shake, which was auspicious and pleasant, which had water 
inside and which was laid by Visvakarman, which was endowed 
with trees of a divine colour giving flowers and fruits, and 
with dark-blue, white, dark white, reddish, bright thickets hav
ing red sprouts floating (in the atmosphere) like a mass of 
white clouds . 

42-45 . It was naturally brilliant, and was agreeable due 
to divine fragrance. Those who reached it, did not have hunger, 
thirst or fatigue. It was decorated with bright pictures of many 
kinds . I ts brightness surpassed that of the sun, the moon or the 
fire, and it was self-shining. Illuminating (other objects ) that very 
brilliant assembly shone in the heaven. All men, being pleased, 
shone in it. In it there was excellent, tas ty and abundant food 
to eat. 

46. There were wreaths of auspicious fragrance ; there were 
trees always giving fruit . The water there was cold in the hot 
season and warm in the cold season. 

47. The lord saw there the Kalpa trees , with their tops 
having flowers, having large branches , and shoots and sprouts, 
and covered with the spreading out creepers . 

48. The flowers were fragrant, and the fruits were juicy. 
The lord also saw there the lakes-the sacred places-( having) 
cold and hot (water ) .  

49-5 1 .  They had ( by them ) fragrant lotuses, white lotuses, 
red lotuses, blue lotuses, white lotuses, water-l ilies, and other 
very likeable flowers full of many wonders ; they looked like 
spotless crystals with birds l ike Kara�<;lava, Cakravii.ka, cranes 
and ospreys and with birds of white wings. 

52-54. They had the cooings of many swans and the notes 
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of cranes. The lord was happy to see fragrant creepers having 
:flowers and blossoms, and khadira, vetasa and arjuna trees. In 
the assembly there were trees like the mango, nimba, naga, 
kadamba, bakula, dhava, priyailgu, pii.tala, sii.lmali ,  haridrava, 
sii.la, tala, tamii.la1 and beautiful campaka . 

55-60. Also other blossoming trees shone in the assembly. 
There were trees like cardamom, arjuna, kailkola, levali, karl,la
piiraka, madhuka, kovidii.ra tall like many tii.las, ail.jana, asoka, 
par1,1asa, many citraka trees, varu1,1a, capalii.sa, panasa with 
sandal trees; nila nimba, nipa, asvattha and tinduka, parijata 
and jasmine ( creepers ) and pine trees2, atarii�a, groups of palm 
trees, cardamom and camphor trees, mandara, kurabaka3, pun
naga and kutaja, also red and blue kurabaka with sandal, big 
kimsukas and pomegranate trees, black sandal trees, dukiila, 
hiilgu, and sandal trees . 

6 1 - 62.  Date trees, coconut trees , haritaka, madhiika, sapta
parl,la, bilva, yava, saravata, and asana, tamala, covered with 
many clusters of trees, creepers of various forms, with flowers 
and leaves (were there) . 

63-64. These and other wild trees with many flowers and 
fruits shone all round. Partridges, peacocks, intoxicated cuckoos 
and sarika birds flew down on the great trees full of flowers and 
having flowers on their tops . 

65 . The delighted small and big birds-red, yellow, and 
tawny in colour-perching on the tops of trees, looked at one 
another. 

66-67. In that assembly demon Hira1,1yakasipu, the lord of 
demons, with bright bracele ts, was seated on a variegated, 
divine seat, of the measure of four hundred cubits', resembling 
the sun and covered over with a divine coverlet .  

68-7 1 .  Great demons at that time waited upon Hiral,lya
kasipu. Best Gandharvas sang songs having a divine rhythm . 
Visvaci, Sahajanya, honoured Pramloca, Divya, Saurabheyi, 

1. The Tamala tree is mentioned again in 62 below. 
2 .  Bhadradaru is a kind of pine. 
3. The Kurabaka tree is mentioned twice. 
4. Nalba is a measure of distance equal to 400 cubits or hastas. 
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Samici, Puiijikasthala, Misrakesi, Rambha, Citrabha, Sruti
vibhrama, Carunetra, Ghrtaci, Urvasi , thousands like these and 
other celestial nymphs, skilled in dancing and music, waited 
upon the lord i .e .  king Hiral)yakasipu . 

72-75. All the sons of D iti, who had obtained boons, waited 
upon Hira1.1yakasipu. They were : Bali, Virocana, Naraka, the 
son of Prthivi, Prahlada, Vipraciti, and the great demon Gavi
�tha, Surahanta, Dul}khakarta, Sumanas and also Sumati, 
Ghatodara, Mahapar8va, Krathana and Pithara, Visvariipa, 
Svariipa, Visvakaya, Mahiibala, Dasagriva, Valin, and the 
great demon Meghaviisas, Ghatiibha, Vitariipa, Jvalana and 
Aindratapana. 

76-78a. All the groups ofbrave demons, who had put on 
bright ear-rings, who wore wreaths and armours, all of whom 
had practised vows, all of whom had obtained boons, all who 
had ordained death (i. e .  were ready to die) -these and others, 
with divine retinues waited upon the magnanimous Hiral)ya
kasipu. 

78b-79.  ( They had) aeroplanes of various shapes, as it  were 
blazing with fires. All the sons of Diti, with bodies of l ordly 
demons, with ornaments round their arms, with their bodies 
decorated, waited upon him on all sides . 

80. Affluence like that of the lord of demons was never 
heard of or seen before as belonging to any other individual in 
the three worlds. 

8 1 -82. The lord (i.e. Narasimha) saw that Diti's son, whose 
body was decorated with golden bracelets and necklaces, who 
was bright like the brilliance of the sun's rays, and who was 
being waited upon by hundreds of thousands ( of demons) . 

83-84. Then seeing the magnanimous one, concealed in 
the body of Narasirllha like fire covered with ashes, coming l ike 
the wheel of time, Hiral)yakasipu's brave son, Prahlada by name 
saw the god coming there in the form of Narasimha. 

85 . Seeing him taking up that extraordinary form shining 
like a golden mountain, all the demons were amazed ; so also 
was that Hiral)yakasipu. 
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Prahliida said: 

86. 0 great king, 0 you of great arms, 0 you first-born 
among the demons, I have never heard of or seen this body of 
Narasimha (before) . 

87 .  Of what (i .e .  taking which) form has this great un
manifest divine one come? My mind tells that this terrific one 
is the destroyer of the demons . 

88-9 1 .  Gods, oceans, and rivers reside in his body. Hima
laya, Piiriyiitra and other principal mountains (reside in his 
body) . The Moon wi th constellations, the Sun with rays, Kubera, 
Varul}.a, Yama, Indra the lord of Saci, the Maruts, gods and 
Gandharvas, sages having penance as their treasure { reside in 
his body) . Serpents, Yak!}as, demons of terrific valour, 
Brahmii, ( other ) gods, and the lord of beings (i .e .  Siva) and 
also all the immobile and mobile (objects ) residing on his fore
head, are moving. 

92-93 . With us you are surrounded by the hosts of demons . 
0 king, this your assembly crowded with hundreds of splendid 
rooms, also all the three worlds, the eternal dharma of the 
worlds, and this entire world are seen in Narasimha. 

94-95. Here ( i . e .  in Narasimha's body are seen) the 
creator, the great-souled Manu, planets and ( their ) conjunc
tions, the earth and the sky, the time of portents, and Dhrti 
(courage) , Mati (intellect) , Rati (pleasure ) ,  Satya ( truth ) ,  
Tapas (penance) and Dama (restraint) , Sanatkumara o f  great 
prowess, ViSvedeva1, and all sages, Krodha (anger ) ,  Kiima 
(desire) , Har!}a Uoy) , Darpa (pride ) , Moha (delusion ) and all 
the dead ancestors . 

96. Having heard the words of Prahliida ,  lord Hiral}.ya
kasipu, the head of the hosts of attendants, said to all the groups 
of his attendants : 

97 .  "Seize this lordly lion, who has taken up an extra
ordinary body ; if you have any doubt, kill this wild animal. "  

1 .  Visvedeval;,l-Name of a particular group of deities ten i n  number 
and supposed to be sons of Visva ; their names are : Vasu, Satya, Kratu, 
Dak�a, Kala, Kama, Dhrti, Kuru, Pun1ravas and lV!adrava . 
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98. All those followers of the demon, vigorously surround
ing the lordly lion of terrible valour, joyfully frightened him. 

99. With his mouth widely opened like that of Yama, the 
very powerful Narasimha roared and destroyed that divine 
assembly. 

I 00. When the assembly was being destroyed Hirat).ya
kasipu himself, with his eyes full of anger, threw missiles at the 
lion : 

1 0 1 - 1 08. The very terrible missile of all missiles called 
'Dat).c;la' ,  the fierce deadly d isc, another missile called Vi�:Q.U
cakra, the great missile of the grandsire-the great and fearful 
missile fashioned in the three worlds, the wonderful Asani 
missile, the two Asani missiles-dry and wet, terrible and fear
ful spear, skeleton (used as a missile ) ,  pestle, the missile called 
' Brahmasiras', the missile known as 'Brahmastra', the missile 
called 'Naraya:Q.astra' ( i .e .  of Naraya:Q.a), 'Aindrastra' (of 
lndra) , 'Agneyastra' ( i .e. of Agni) and •Saisirastra ' (i .e. of the 
winter, i . e . causing cold ) ,  'V ayavyastra' ( i.e . ofVayu ) ,  'Mathana' 
(i . e .  destructive ) ,  'Kapala' ( skull) that was ( always) obedient, 

a powerful missile never repulsed, a missile named 'Krauiica' ,  
'Mohana' ( deluding) , •So�a:Q.a' (drying up ) ,  'Santapana' ( tor
menting) and 'Vilapana' (causing to weep) , 'Kampana' ( caus
ing to tremble) , 'Santana' (making dull) , the great missile  that 
would obstruct (the movements ) ,  fatal mallet, the very power
ful tormenting missile that could not be stumbled, the destruc
tive, deluding and excellent missile having (the power of caus
ing) illusion, the missile called 'Gandharvastra' dear to him, 
'Nandaka', the gem of a sword, the best missile called 'Varu:Q.ii• 
stra' causing sleep and destruction, the missile called 'Pasu
pata', the scope of which was never resis ted. 

1 09.  Hira:Q.yakasipu discharged these divine weapons at 
Narasimha, as one would throw an oblation into fire. 

1 1 0. The best of the demons covered the lion ( i.e. Nara
sirilha) with missiles as the sun covers the Himalaya mountain 
with his rays in the summer. 

1 1 1 - 1 1 3 . That ocean of the army of the demons, risingwith 
the fire of anger, inundated everything with darts and barbed 
missiles, swords, maces, and pestles, with missiles like vajra and 
asani, with mallets and snares, stones, mortars and rocks, with 
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blazing sataghnisl, and very fearful staffs, as the ocean did the 
Mainaka mountain. 

1 1 4- 1 15 .  Those demons, who had held nooses in their 
hands, who were comparable to lndra, whose velocity was like 
that of the thunderbolt, who had raised their hands and had 
stood up everywhere, whose bodies were full  of ( i .e .  adorned 
with) golden s trings, whose mouth-cavities were full of (i .e .  
having) very sharp fangs, stood there like young ones of serpents 
with their heads ( raised) . They, with throbbing lustre, horned 
bodies, and silken garments, appeared like swans. 

1 1 6- l l 7a .  The demon produced illusory fire, urged by 
wind. Indra, of thousand eyes, and very lustrous, quenched the 
fire with a grea t ( i .e .  heavy) shower of water from (i .e .  dis
charged through) clouds. 

l l 7b- 1 1 8a. When that illusion was repulsed {by Indra) in 
the battle, the demon produced sharp ( i . e .  pitchy) darkness , 
looking terrible, on all sides. 

l l 8b- 1 20a. When the world was screened with darkness, 
and when the demons had taken the weapons, he, surrounded 
by his own lustre, (looked) like the sun, that had risen . In the 
battle the demons saw three frowns on his eye-brows ( that were 
knit) as Ganga flowing in three directions (appears ) on the 
forehead (of Siva ) .  

1 20b- 1 2 l a. Then when all the illusions were repulsed, the 
demons-the sons of Diti-being dejected, sought the refuge of 
Hira1,1yakasipu. 

1 2 l b- 1 22a. Then as it were burning with lustre he blazed 
with anger. When the lord of the demons was angry (like that ) ,  
the world became full o f  darkness. 

1 22b- 1 24a. The seven agitated Maruts-Avaha, Pravaha, 
the wind Vivaha, Paravaha, Samvaha, the very mighty Udvaha 
and the majestic Parivaha-moved in the sky and (thus) indi
cated the fear of imminent calamity. 

1 24b- 125a. Those planets which appear at the time of the 

l .  Sataghni-A kind of weapon used as a missile, supposed by some to 
be a sort of rocket, but described by others as a huge stone studded with iron 
spikes and four tii.las in length. 
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end (i .e .  destruction) of the world, being delighted moved in 
the sky as they liked. 

1 25b- 1 26a. 0 you, who curb your enemy, the Moon moved 
in the sky with planets and constellations even though it was not 
the time of their conjunction. 

1 26b- 1 2 7 . In the sky the Sun became lustreless . A black 
headless trunk at that time was seen in the sky. The Sun 
generated blackness (i.e. darkness ) and the fire produced 
smokiness .  

1 28. The lord, being in the sky was constantly surrounded .  
Seven Suns, resembling smoke came up in the sky. 

1 29 .  The planets remained on the top of the Moon in the 
sky . The planets Venus and Jupiter remained to the left and 
right (sides of the Moon ) . 

1 30- 1 32.  Saturn with his red form, appeared like Mars. 
The fearful planets moving in the sky, (as it were ) uniting at 
the time of the end of a yuga, together slowly mounted the 
tops . The Moon, the dispeller of darkness, along with ( i .e .  
accompanied by ) planets and constellations did not greet 
RohiJ}.i for the destruction of ( i .e .  because he wanted to destroy) 
the mobile and the immobile. The Moon, seized by Rahu, was 
struck by meteors. 

1 33.  The blazing meteors moved on the Moon as they 
liked. The god, the lord of gods also showered blood. 

1 34. From the sky, a meteor of the form of lightning fel l  
down, with a great sound. All  trees had flowers and fruits out 
of the season. 

1 35 .  All the creepers said to be the destroyers of the 
demons bore fruit. Fruit grew on fruit and a flower on another 
flower . 

1 36- 1 38. All the figures of gods, foreboding great fear, 
appeared and disappeared, laughed and wept, cried gravely, 
appeared smoky and blazed. When that fight among the animals 
was imminent, domesticated beasts and birds mixed with the 
wild ones cried ferociously ; and rivers, with their water ( ren
dered ) turbid, flowed in the opposite direction. 

1 39- 1 4 l a .  Quarters, ful l  of particles of blood, did not shine . 
The trees fit to be worshipped, were not at all worshipped; they 
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were struck, broken and bent by the velocity of the wind. And 
also the shadows of people did not change though the Sun, at 
the time of the end of the worlds, went to the west. 

1 4l b- 1 42. At that time, for the destruction of demons 
and the victory of gods, wine entered the store-room and the 
armoury situated on the upper chamber ( of the mansion) of 
HiraiJ.yakasipu. 

1 43- 1 44a. Various fearful portents indicating terrible things 
were seen. These and others of terrible nature, foreboding a fight 
causing the destruction of the lord of demons, appeared there. 

144b- 1 45 .  When the ear th was shaken by the magnani
mous lord of the demons, mountains and groups of serpents of 
unlimited prowess, and discharging fire from their mouths full 
offlames of poison, fel l  down. 

l 46-1 48a. Serpents, having four, five or seven hoods, Vii.suki, 
Tak�aka, Karkotaka, Dhanaiijaya, Elii.mukha, Kaliya and the 
powerful Mahii.padma, Suddhii.Iiga with a thousand hoods and 
the lord Hematii.ladhvaja, Se�a, the great serpent Ananta (or
dinarily) unshakeable,  trembled. 

148b- l49a. The seven watery fissures of the earth (i .e. the 
seven oceans) trembled on all sides, being shaken by the anger 
of the lord of demons. 

1 49b-1 5 l a. The beings moving in Pii.tii.la, and having lustre 
of various kinds, (though ordinarily ) unshakeable, trembled, 
when Patala suddenly got disturbed. Then the demon Hiral).ya
kasipu, angry and biting his lips, laid his hand on the earth 
like the ancient Boar. 

1 5 lb- 1 55a. The rivers Ganga or Bhagirathi, Kausiki, 
Sarayii, Yamuna, Kiiveri, Kri�IJ.avel).i, Tuilgabhadra flowing 
speedily, the river Godavari, CarmaiJ.vati , Sindhu the lord of 
big and ( small) rivers, confluence (of rivers) with its water 
resembling rubies , Narmada of a pious flow, the river Vetravati, 
Gomati crowded with herds of cattle, Piirvii Sarasvati, Maha
kiilamahi, and Tamasa carrying flowers were agitated. 

1 55b- l 58a. The Jambiidvipa, possessed of jewels and ador
ned by all jewels, SuvariJ.aputaka adorned with golden mines, 
the great river Lauhitya, the mountain adorned with gold, the 
city of Kosakiiras ( those who make scubbards ) ,  Kasa, the mine 
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of silver, the country of Magadha with big towns, the fearful 
Pur;u;lra ( country) , ( the countries viz . )  Srughna, Malla, Videha, 
Malava, Kasi and Kosala were disturbed. 

1 5 8b- 1 59a. The abode of Vainateya ( i . e . Garuga) , which 
resembled the shape of the peak of Kailasa and which had 
been fashioned by Visvakarman, was shaken by the lord of the 
demons. 

1 59b- 1 64 .  The great ocean called Lauhitya which had 
jewelled water and which was very fierce, the great mountain 
U daya which was a hundred Y ojanas in height, had golden 
tracts on it, which was beautiful and was resorted to by the 
rows of clouds, which was looking bright with golden trees l ike 
the sun, with blossomed trees of Sala, Tala, Tamala and Karl}.i
kara, the Ayomukha mountain, well-known and beautified all 
round with minerals, the auspicious Malaya mountain, fragrant 
due to the Tamala- thickets , the Sura�tras , the Balhikas , the 
Sudras, the A.bhiras , the Bhojas ,  the PaQ!,iyas, the Vangas , the 
Kalingas, the Tamraliptakas, the Paul).gras, Subhras, Vamac
iigas , Keralas, and gods and the hosts of the celestial i-Iymphs 
were disturbed by that demon. 

165- 1 66. The demon shook Agastya's residence, which was 
in olden days put up by Agastya, which was charming and 
was crowded with the hosts of Siddhas and Caral}.as , which had 
various kinds of beautiful birds, and which had trees having 
flowers, which was resorted to by the hosts of nymphs on 
account of i ts golden turrets. 

1 67.  The lustrous and lovely Pu�pitaka mountain, the 
rest ing place of the moon and the sun, rose after cutting off the 
ocean. 

1 68. It shone, as it were touching the sky with its great 
peaks, resembling the moon and the sun and covered with the 
water of the ocean. (All these were disturbed by the demon.) 

1 69.  The mountain Vidyutvan, beautiful ar.d a hundred 
yojanas 10ng, on which best mountain, uaSlles of lighting fell 
(was agitated by the demon) . 

1 70- 1 7 1 .  The beautiful mountain ��abha occupied by 
nabhas (bulls) , the lustrous Kufijara mountain, the auspicious
residence of Agastya, the inacessible city of serpents viz. Malati , 
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known to be pure, the (city) Bhogavati was shaken by the lord 
of demons. 

1 72- 1 74. The mountain Mahasena, the mountain Pariyatra, 
the great mountain Cakravan, and the Varaha mountain, the 
auspicious, golden city Pragjyoti�a ,  where the wicked demon 
Naraka resided, the best mountain Megha, (giving out ) deep 
sounds like clouds , and, 0 King, sixty thousand mountains 
( were shaken by the demon) . 

1 75 .  The great mountain Meru, appearing like the young 
(morning) sun, whose caves were always resorted to by Yak�as, 
Rak!]lasas and Gandharvas (was disturbed by the demon) .  

1 76 .  The Mahasena mountain,  containing gold, the 
mountain Meghasakha (were shaken by the demon) . The best 
of mountains viz . Kailasa was also shaken by the lord of 
demons . 

1 77.  He also agitated the Manasa lake of (i .e .  resorted to 
by ) the anchorites, which was covered with golden lotuses and 
which was crowded with swans and ducks. 

1 78- 1 8 1 .  The greatest mountain Trisp:iga ( i .e . Trikiita) , the 
excellent river Kumiiri, even the Mandara mountain covered 
with the spray of cold water, the mountain Usirabija, Bhadra
prastha-the lord of mountains, the mountain Prajapati, the 
mountain Pu!jlkara, Dcvabha mountain and Valukagiri , Krauiica 
mountain of the seven sages and the mountain Dhiimravarl}.a
these and other mountain regions and countries, all rivers along 
with oceans were shaken by the demon. 

1 82 - 1 84. Kapila, the son of the earth, and Vyaghravan 
were shaken by him ; the sons of Nisa, moving in the sky, the 
residents of Patala, another terrible attendant named Megha 
and having a goad as his weapon, going up and having a fearful 
speed-all these were shaken ( by the demon) . 

l 85- 1 86a. Diti's son, gods ' enemy, haughy Hiral}.yakasipu, 
with a mace and a spike in his hand, making a deep sound like 
a cloud , and speedy like lndra, ran to Nrsirhha. Then he was 
torn asunder with sharp, great nails by the lion (i .e .  Nrsirhha ) 
with (the u tterance of) Om, and was killed in battle. 

1 86b- l 88a. As a result of the destruction of Diti 's  son, 
the earth, the time, the moon, the sky, the planets including 
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the Sun, all the quarters, rivers, mountains, great oceans became 
composed. Then the gods and the sages-the treasures of 
penance-being delighted, praised the ancient, first god, with 
divine names : 

1 88b- 1 89a. "0 god, gods and men knowing the higher and 
lower, will worship this Narasirhha form of you."  

Brahmii said: 

1 89b- 1 93a. You are Brahma, Rudra, and Indra, 0 best of 
gods. You are the author, the destroyer and the eternal source 
of the worlds . They call you the highest attainment, the highest 
being, the greatest secret and the best oblation. They call you 
the most ancient one; they call you the greatest truth, the greatest 
penance, the highest pure ( form) , the best path , the greatest 
sacrifice, the best oblation, the first, the greatest and the ancient 
one. They call you the best body, the highest Brahman, the 
highest yoga and the best speech. They call you the greatest 
secret, the best recourse, the first, the greatest and the ancient 
one. 

1 93b- 1 97 .  Speaking thus, the lord, the grands ire of all the 
worlds, having praised god Narayal).a went to the Brahma
world. Then the lord Hari (i .e .  Narayai.J.a) went to the northern 
shore of the milky ocean, when the musical instruments were 
sounding and the celestial damsels were dancing. Then the very 
bril liant lord , placed the Narasirhha form (there ) ,  took up his 
ancient form and he, having Garuc;l.a as his banner, and his 
nature unmanifested, left {the place) in a bright vehicle having 
eight wheels, (and ) went to his own abode . 

CHAPTER FORTYSIX 

Purificatory Rites of a Briihmar;za 

Sri Bhi�ma said: 

1 .  You have told ( me) in detail the greatness ofNarasirhha ; 
in the same way (please) narrate (to me) the greatness of the 
fearful, Bhava (i. e .  Siva) . 
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Pulastya said: 

2-4a. Listen also to the excellent deed of that god of gods. 
There was a demon Andhaka by name, who resembled a heap 
of collyrium, who had great penance (to his credit) , and who 
could not be killed by gods. Once he saw the lord Mahadeva, 
sporting with Parvati, and proceeded to take her away. 

4b-6a. •I shall today carry away this respectable lady . In 
her absence I shall die. This beautiful lady in the three worlds 
will be my eternal wife. Her face has lips like the limba-fruit ; 
her face is more (i.e. very) charming. If she will not be my wife, 
what is the use of life?' 

6b-7a. Thinking like this, and having counselled with his 
ministers, and having gathered his army, he said to his general : 

7b-8. "Get me my victorious chariot, destroying the gods. 
I shall conquer all gods led by Vi�QU and Rudra. I shall carry 
away the Mountain's daughter (i .e. Parvati) .  She has captivated 
my mind." 

9.  His minister told him about the murder, done by gods 
including Indra, of Kanaka who was attached to other's wives . 

10 - l la .  Then with his mind overpowered with anger (he 
said ) :  "I shall kill the gods including Siva." Having killed that 
demon (Kanaka ) ,  Indra being afraid of the demon Andhaka 
seeking Siva's refuge went to Kailasa, the abode of Salikara.1 

l l b- 12a. Seeing and saluting the lord of gods, with the 
half (i . e .  crescent) moon as his crest, Indra, the thousand-eyed 
god, who was frightened, respectfully said ( to Siva) : 

1 2b- 1 4a. "0 god, grant me fearlessness ( i.e. remove the 
cause of my fear) ; I am afraid of the demon Andhaka. Today 
I killed his son in a battle. So, till the great demon, causing 
fear to me, does not know that his son is killed, quickly kill 
him there only. 

14b- 15a. The cruel demon snatches away other's wives 
through lust ; 0 best of gods, by all means he should be killed by 
you." 

1 5b- 1 6a. Hearing the words of Indra, Siva, the protector, 
then granted him freedom from fear ( saying) : "Do not fear" .  

1 .  Between 1 0  a and 1 0  b a line or two seem to be missing. 
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16b. Sakra, being granted freedom from fear came to 
Kusasthali: from Kailasa. 

1 7-2 1 a. The lord (i .e . Siva ) was surrounded by a host of 
spirits for killing Andhaka. Taking up a universal form of a 
great body and very fearful like a terrible serpent with blazing 
serpents running about and as it were burning the sky with the 
matted hair (bright ) due to the lustre of the gems on the hoods 
(of the serpents) , like the destructive fire at the time of deluge 
burning ( the world) with excessive lus tre, he took up the 
weapons in the form of thousands of serpents with their mouths 
marked with sprout-like fangs, bright like the digit of the moon 
on the second day of the month, resembling the interior of 
Patala, making a terrible sound, full of many ornaments 
and decorations and making a fearful sound in the battle. 

2 1  b-23a. The fearful lord , destroyer of the demons , putting 
on (around his loins ) lion's hide, and tiger's hide as the upper 
garment, and an extensive elephant-hide, full of(i.e . resounding 
with ) the swarms of bees-having taken such a form, causing 
fear to the demon, the lord came down to the earth. 

23b-24a. The demon Andha also, hearing that his son was 
killed in the battle, being overcome with the emotion of anger, 
caused the musical instruments sounded at war time to be 
sounded. 

24b-25a. Having collected (his army) , he carefully reached 
with a great army consisting of chariots and elephants, the 
place where gods had stood. 

25b-26a; Those gods , seeing the demons, greatly eager 
to wage a big battle, had lost (the chance of) the preservation 
of their bodies and (so) sought the refuge of Siva. 

26b-27a. Having said to those gods, 'Do not fear', the 
three-eyed god, took the trident and angrily stood there. 

2 7b-29a, The angry Andhaka destroyed hundreds of crores 
of gods with arrows. The Pinaka-holder, discharging the flames 
with burning embers, of fire, surrounded Andhaka, remaining 
in his chariot, with  arrows. 

29b-3 l a .  The lord of demons, relaxed and with his weapons 
abandoned,  called all the demons and started fighting. His 
army was devastated in the battle in many ways with various 
weapons, by brave gods who had sought alliance with Siva . 
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3 l b-33. The demon Andhaka seeing his army devastated 
by gods, and seeing himself obstructed by Siva with a crore of 
arrows, and with his body afflicted, just mustered courage and 
snatching the Pinaka of Rudra struk him (with it) . Being struck 
with Pimika, Rudra went down to ( i .e .  fell on) the earth. 

34. When the lord fel l  down on the earth, the three worlds 
trembled. The oceans left (i. e .  crossed) their boundaries and 
the mountains their peaks. 

35-36. The disjoined constellations being (thus) separa
ted went in various directions .  When the lord of gods fell on 
the earth, the angry Andhaka again struck the serpent with a 
mace ; and thus striking him caused him to fal l  on the ground. 
The lord of serpents left Siva and ran somewhere else . 

37-38. In a short while, the lord regained consciousness 
and rose.  He took a hatchet (but) did not see ( i .e .  find) the 
demon at all. Having created the dark il lusion the demon 
ski lled in a hundred illmions (hid himself) . Deluded by it Siva 
( did not know) where the demon had gone. 

39-40a. S iva was afraid as to what the wicked one would 
do . When the gods were covered with the darkness, and were 
perplexed, they with their minds confused, spoke to Siva on 
account of the importance of the mission . 

40b-42a. In the meanwhile, the Sun, settled in the form of 
lustre , rose, rendering the quarters free from darkness, in the 
form of a man. When the Sun thus became manifest, and the 
darkness disappeared, gods with their faces having blooming 
eyes, became delighted . 

42b-43 . All the radiant gods ,  and the attendants led by 
Karttikeya, praised with various hymns the matchless Sun, in 
human form, pervading the world, and superior to Brahma, 
Vigm and Siva . 

44-46a. Seeing that lord of gods of a very bright ( form) , 
resembling glossy coral and red lead and tawny, and favourably 
incl ined to salutation , he, the three-eyed (god) Hara, filling 
the three worlds with lustre, and touching the ground with his 
five limbs, and with abstract meditation, looked at him with 
affectionate eyes and spoke with loving and profound voice: 

46b-48. "This alone is the deity that does not disappoint 
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the beings afflicted by the demon's illusion and having their 

hearts eager to see him. This god, this lord alone, emancipating 
beings from the entire mundane existence, acts as the helms
man. 

49. I salute that lord Bhaskara , by devoutly worshipping 
which deity, various beings and gods have always become fit 
for final bliss .  

50.  The Sun, having pervaded the intermediate and the 
ten quarters with the masses of his rays, acting as crowns 
and bright like flowers, shines on the peak of the eastern 
mountain. 

5 1 .  ( 0 you lord , ) your body is always adorable by Brahma, 
Indra, Rudra, Maruts, Vi�I.,lu Agni , Ocean and the hosts of 
best sages adept in course of procedure and desiring salvation, 
having besmeared their bodies with divine unguent (white) like 
days. 

52. Those who, having no abodes, eulogise you in others' 
house, with Vedic hymns decorated with groups of beautiful 
words, have their hands stretched out, on the earth. 

53 .  0 lord of gods, even those men, whose bodies are afflic
ted with a cutaneous eruption, leprosy or ulcer, or those 
having their skins decayed, or having bad nails, or have lost 
their hair, after having saluted your feet, instantly have figures 
of men of sixteen years old (i . e. young) . 

54-55 . The groups of the singers of siimans, the hosts of the 
hahrcas, the adhvaryu priests, know you to be the cause of the 
sacrifice; those who know what should be done know you alone 
to be 'Arya' ;  also the serpents and the dead ancestors ( look 
upon you) as omni-fragrant ; 0 sun, the Upani�ads look upon 
you as Maya ; also these gods and mortals, Gandharvas and 
Kinnaras with the multitudes of ciiraT)as wait upon you ; and 0 
lord, you take up that particular form. 

56. Those who do not worship you who deserve to be 
worshipped, being tormented by your lustre, being naked and 
without wealth, with their throats and bellies emaciated with 
hunger, wander to others ' houses for alms with potsherds in 
their hands. 

5 7-59. You free them from the mundane existence, who 
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worship your charming form like the faces of the charming 
group of the high-born chaste women, who have the skirts of 
their garments ha nging from the end of their foreheads, with 
the faces charming like the moon and having the ends of arched 
and handsome golden garments (the bodies) -who talk sweetly 
and indistinctly in their houses, and make sounds with the tink
lings of the anklets . 

60. You alone are Brahma, you are Hari, you are Vayu, 

you are Agni, you are Rudra, you are Yama, you are Varu:r).a, 
you are the lord of gods, you are Soma (the moon ) ,  you are 
wind, you are the earth, you are the ruler, you are the sacrifice, 
you are the lord of wealth (Kubera) ,  you are unvanquished. 

6 1 .  Your seven horses, not being let on the earth in the 
battle, crossing speedily, traverse fully this endless sky, and it 
is not at all fatiguing to them. 

62-63. The devotees, engaged in the path of meditation 
only and having meditated upon your fourth position ( i. e. of 
the Supreme Spirit) with concentration, being free from diseases 
and being fearless, have waited for a long time, upon your form 
bright like a heap of fire and the abode of penance-the eternal 
Brahma who is without a beginning or an end, who is with
out birth etc. , and who is free from diseases, who is great 
and ancient, who is free from the fear of old age and death, 
who is cared for by the attendants having rough indications 
of their feelings, who is pure, and who is highly regarded 
by the followers of the Vedanta, having waited upon whom for 
a long time, the devotees have gone to heaven. 

64-661• 0 Sun, 0 you whose lotus-like couple of feet was 
rubbed by the group of gods and demons with their heads, 0 
you of a spotlss and fine form, 0 you lord of beings, 0 you of 
an immutable nature, 0 you loud laughter of the sky, 0 you 
Savitr, 0 you the only lamp of the world, 0 you abode of the 
hymns from the �gveda, the Samaveda and of the Yajus
formulae, 0 you cause of the creation, maintenance and destruc
tion, 0 you regen t of the q uarter, 0 you eternal lord of the 
ascetics,  0 you cause of the moon, 0 you fearful l ike a heron, 

l. The verb seems to be missing. 
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0 you giver of good things, (satisfy) the desires of me who am 
drowned in every existence, as you remove old age, death, grief 
and disease." 

67-68a. He who recites this hymn of the Sun in the morn
ing, in the evening or at midday, gets residence in the same 
heaven with him, and always obtains the (fruits) of ( the three 
goals of human life viz. ) Dharma, Artha and Kama, and what
ever is placed in (i.e. desired by) his mind from the Sun. 

68b-7 la .  "My salutation to you, 0 lord of lords of gods, to 
you who grant fearlessness to your devotees, 0 you saluted by 
all gods , my salutation to you. 0 you of sharp rays, my saluta
tion to you ; 0 you the eye of the world, I salute you . 0 
Prabhakara, I salute you.  0 Bhanu , lord of the world, be 
victorious. 0 you lord of the world , I am harassed by this chief 
of the demons. 0 Divakara, what should I do? How can I kill 
him?' . 

Surya said: 

7 l b. Conquer the most sinful (demon ) ,  adept in a hundred 
tricks with your trident. 0 you lord of gods, killing Andhaka 
with your trident, be victorious. 

72b-74. Taking the trident cast away by Hara's lustre, 
Andhaka, the sinner, struck ( Siva) with it. In that fight, Rudra 
also, harassed by Andhaka, himself discharged his very sharp 
arrow which was ( called)  'Pasupata', by bending his bow (viz .  
Pimika) with his  two arms. 

75. From Andhaka's blood oozing from the split ( i .e .  the 
wound made by) Rudra 's arrow, hundreds and thousands of 
Andhakas sprang up. 

76. When they were being pierced , other fearful Andhakas 
sprang up from their blood, and they occupied the entire 
world . 

77 .  Then the god of gods ( i . e .  Siva) having seen that 
deceitful Andhaka, created the Mothers to drink his blood . 

78-81 . (They were ) Mahesvari and Brahmi , Sauri and 
Ba�avi , Saupar!}i and Vayavya, S:unkhini and Tait tiri, Sauri, 
Saumyii, Sivadilti, Camu!}l;ia and Varu!}i, Variihi , Narasimhi , 
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Vaisnavi and Vibhavari, Satananda , Bhagananda, Pichila, 
Bhagamalini, Bala, Atibala, Rakta, Surabhi, MukhamaJ;J.(;lita, 
Matrnanda, Sunanda, and BiQ.ani and Sakuni, and Revati, 
Mahapu1,1yii. and Sikhipattika also. 

82-84a. Then the destroyer of Tripura ( i . e .  Siva) pierced 
the demon with his trident. The l\Jothers then drank the blood 
that flowed out. 0 king, the bloodless demon then became dry ; 
but the demon, though transfixed and held by the very power
ful Rudra for a thousand divine years , did not die . 

84b-85 . 0 you of a good vow, the demon then devoutly 
praised Sambhu : "0 Sambhu , 0 destroyer of the worldly 
existence, my salutation to you. 0 best among gods, I salute 
you, be pleased . You are the earth, the water, the fire, the 
wind, the sky, the sun, the moon, the sacrificer-you have these 
eight forms, you are a great creator of the mundane existence. 

86. Ba1,1a , having pleased you with many musical instru
ments, became the lord in his city protected by himself. The 
lord of demons (i .e. Rava1,1a) , having balanced the mountain 
with his arms, and with his form tormented by your foot ,  
praised you. 

87-88. He became the lord of all hosts of demons and got, 
a very s trong son , who bound (even ) Indra. 0 you (god) , who 
remove the fear of the worldly existence , 0 you very generous 
(god) , 0 you causing happiness to me, 0 you the power of all 
the gods, 0 you who have conquered the Maruts , 0 you 
perfect in giving what is desired, 0 you best among the firm, 0 
lord , you always give the desired object to that man who 
devoutly keeps in his heart your lotus-like feet. 

89 . Formerly, the best sages got their desires fulfilled after 
( i .e .  by) respectfully worshipping you i .e .  Hara, in the form of  
phallus. Remaining in the hollow of a tree, live your life by 
reflecting upon him who is of the nature of  the author of  the 
worldly existence, and of the form of this expanse (of the 
universe) . 

90. One who comes to your feet becomes one who has 
obtained all desired things by thinking about your feet, 0 lord. 
0 you who love your devotees, I ,  who am ignorant, do not 
know (how) to praise you. 
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9 Ia. I who have gone to the battle ( -field) , should be 
pitied by your good and divine mind." 

9 1  b-93a. Thus praised with respect (by the demon) , Siva 
gave him the position of his attendant and named him 
'Bhrngiriti'.1 0 king, I have thus narrated to you the greatness 
of Hara, who removes ( the affliction due to) the worldly 
existence. It is called the hindrance to difficulties and gives 
happiness to those who are intent upon (reaching) him . 

Bhi�ma said : 

93b-94. 0 you best of brahma:r;tas, tell me all about man's 
(obtaining) godhead, happines, (getting a) kingdom, wealth, 
success, victory, enjoyment, (good) health, (long) life, know
ledge, wealth, a son, kinsmen, and auspicious (things ) ,  

Pulastya said : 

95. A brahmaQa endowed with these virtues always be
comes prosperous on the earth. Such a divine brahma:r;ta be
comes fit for a sacrifice ( i .e. worship) in the three worlds age 
after age of the world. 

96. Gods, having worshipped brahmaQas, enjoy the 
inexhaustible heaven. Kings ( by worshipping brahma:r;tas ) 
protect the earth and people (obtain) wealth, happiness and 
auspicious ( things ) .  

97 .  In the world there is none (else) like a brahma:r;ta. He 
is the deity even of gods. He is actually of the form of piety ; he 
is very much the giver of bliss .  

98. He is the respectable preceptor of people, he is a 
sacred place, and an innocent person . Formerly, he, the good 
abode of gods, was created by Brahma. 

99. Formerly Narada asked the grandsire about the same 
thing : '0 Brahman, having worshipped which god, would 
Mii.dhava (i .e .  Vi�:r;tu) be favourable?' 

Brahma said : 

1 00.  Vi�:r;tu favours him, whom brahmaQas favour ; 

1 .  Bhpigiriti-One of the two of Siva's attendants. 
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therefore one who waits upon a brahmal}.a obtains (i . e. reaches) 
the highest Brahman. 

1 0 1 . Visl}.u always l ives in the bodies of brahmal}.as and 
nowhere else ; therefore by the worship of a briihmal}.a, Vii[ii].U 
is instantly· pleased . 

1 02. He, who would always worship brahmal}.as, with 
presents, respect and adoration etc . has duly performed a 
hundred sacrifices, in which presents to brahmal}.as are liked 
by them. 

I 03. The mouth of a brahmal}.a is a field, without a barren 
spot and without thorns. One should sow all seeds ( there) . 
That is an all-time agriculture. 

1 04.  That gift which is given after having approached (a 
brahmal}.a ) is delightful. There is an end ( even) to an ocean ; 
but there is no end to charity. 

105.  Those (who) do not even mentally hurt a brahmal}.a 
who has committed even a heinous crime, have a conciliatory 
mind, a condition difficult  to be obtained even by gods. 

106. He, to whose house a learned (briihmal}.a) , having 
come, does not go (back) disappointed, has all his sins destroy
ed and obtains the inexhaustible heaven. 

1 07 .  Know that wealth to be inexhaustible which one 
would give to a worthy brahmal}.a at a proper time, for it stands 
(by him) in every existence. 

108. He is not reduced to poverty, he neither falls ill nor 
is he timid. Having worshipped briihmai].as, one would obtain a 
wife agreeable to one's mind , 

1 09. Having performed bold acts, one should give (gifts ) 
to brahmar;tas on the parvan days1• That giving is said to be 
meritorious, and (leads to) fearlessness and gain. 

1 10. That hand which is hurt while rubbing the soles of 
the feet of a brahmal}.a, does graceful deeds ; any other hand 
(just) does deeds . 

1 .  Parvan-The days of the four changes of the moon viz. the eighth 
and fourteenth day of each half month and the days of the full and new 
moon. 
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1 1 1 . Those who are purified by the dust-particles of a 
brahma:Qa's feet or by a drop of water (sprinkled by) him, are 
always free ( from the bondage of the worldly existence and) , 
go to heaven. 

1 1 2 . The courtyards of houses, which are purified by the 
dust-particles of the fee t  of brahma:Qas are like sacred places and 
are recommended for the performance of sacrifices . 

1 1 3 .  Formerly the sinless brahma:Qa was the first to spring 
up from Brahma's mouth. The Vedas, the causes of the creation 
and maintenance (of the world ) arose from there only. 

1 14 .  Therefore, certainly for the worship of ( i .e .  to be 
done by) all the people and for (the performance of) all sacri
fices, the Vedas were placed in the mouth of the brahma:Qa by 
the (first) man (i .e .  Brahma ) .  

1 1 5- 1 1 6. In a ritual performed in honour of the dead 
ancestors, in a marriage, sacrifices, at propitiatory rites, 
expiatory rites excellent brahma1,1as ( should) always ( be 
honoured) . Certainly gods enjoy oblations, demons and depart
ed spirits etc. enjoy offerings, dead ancestors enjoy oblations 
through the mouth of a brahma:Qa ( i .e. when a brahma:Qa 
enjoys these) . 

1 1 7. A gift, a sacrifice, and an offering, which one offers 
to gods and deceased ancestors at sacrifices, are fruitless without 
( i .e .  unless they are offered to) a brahma:Qa. 

1 18. (If a brahma:Qa is not present at these rites) the 
demons, departed spirits, daityas and evil spirits enjoy ( the 
offerings) ; therefore one should get these rites performed 
through brii.hma:Qas after inviting them. 

1 1 9.  If the present is made to a worthy brahma:Qa at a 
proper time, a proper place it is a lakh crore times meritorious. 
Having seen a brahma1,1a, a man should salute him with 
devotion. 

l 20- l 2 l a. The man would live long as a result of the words 
' (Enjoy) a long life' uttered by him ( i .e.  the brahma:Qa) . By 
not saluting a brahmal}a, by hating him, by not having faith 
in him, men become short-lived, their prosperity comes to an 
end, and they are reduced to a bad plight. 

1 2 l b- 1 22a. There is no doubt that one lives long, enhances 
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one's fame, one's knowledge and wealth increase and one be
comes most prominent by honouring brii.hma:Q.as . 

1 22b- 1 23a. Those houses which are not muddy with the 
water ( used ) for ( washing) the feet of a brii.hma:Q.a, where there 
is no sound of the recital of the Vedas, which are without the 
exclamations of Svaha, Svadha or Svastil, are l ike crematories . 

Niirada said : 

1 23b- l 24a. Which brahma:Q.a is adorable ? Which is not 
adorable? Tell (me) the characteristics of a brahma:Q.a, and 
also of a preceptor. 

Brahmii said : 

1 24b- 1 25a. A learned brii.hma:Q.a, endowed with good con
duct, is always adorable. He is virtuous, free from blemishes 
and is like a sac red place and sinless . 

.Yiirada said: 

1 25b- 1 26a. 0 father, who is a learned brii.hma:Q.a? Is he born 
in a good or a bad family ? Does he do good or bad actions ?  
Which brahma:Q.a i s  adorable o n  the earth?' 

Brahmii said: 

1 26b- 1 27a. (Even ) If a man is born in the family of a good 
learned bnlhma:Q.a, he is not to be worshipped if he i s  inactive 
(i .e. does not perform sacred rites ) ; (but if he performs good 
acts and even if) he is (born) in a family with a low-caste wife 
( i .e .  even if his mother is of a low caste) he is adorable like 
Vyasa, and Vibhii.:Q.c;laka. 

l 2 7b- 1 28a. Visvamitra born in the family of k�atriyas is 
equal to me; so also is Vasi�tha, the son of a prostitute, and 
brahmaQas who are prophets . 

· 1 28b- 1 29 . Therefore, 0 son, listen to the characteristics of 
good ,  learned brii.hma�;�as who are like the sacred places on the 
earth to des troy all sins . One should be ( i .e. is) known as a 

1 .  Svaha-An exclamation used in offering ablations to gods. Svadha
An exclamation used in offering oblations to the manes. 
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'brahmal).a' by birth, but is called a 'dvija' due to (one's having 
undergone) purificatory rites . 

1 30.  A man is 'vipra' because of his learning. Three are 
the characteristics of a ' srotriya' : being purified by learning, 
sacred hymns and Vedas . 

1 3 1 - 1 33 .  A brahmal).a who has become pure by bathing 
at a sacred place etc. is said to be most adorable ;  so also is he 
who is always devoted to Nariiyal).a and has a pure heart, who 
has curbed his senses, who has controlled his anger, to whom 
all men are equal, who is devoted to his preceptor, deity and 
guest, who is engaged in serving his parents, whose mind is 
never interested in the wife of another man, who always 
narrates the Pural).as, who is the child of a man expounding 
dharma. 

1 34.  Seeing him ( i .e. such a man) only, ( gives) the frui t  
due to a horse-sacrifice etc. On e reaches a good condition when 
one talks with him as (one would reach a good condition like 
bliss) by bathing in the Ganges. 

1 35-1 36. By various vows and daily bath and worship of 
brahma:Qas he is purified ; and is kind to friend and foe, 
and is equal to (i .e .  looks equally upon) all persons ; who (i . e. 
he ) does not snatch other's wealth, or even (a blade of) grass 
in the fores t ;  he is free from lust and anger, and is not con
quered) (i. e. overpowered) by senses. 

1 37a. He does not even mentally catch hold of another' s 
wife who has come to his house. 

Narada said : 

1 3 7b- 1 38a. What are the characteristics of Gayatri ? What 
is the merit of her (its) letters? Tell me clearly about her womb, 
feet and family. 

Brahmii said : 

1 38b- 1 39. Gayatri 's metre is gayatri ; her deity is surely the 
Sun ; her complexion is fair ;  her face is fire ; her seer is Visva
mitra. She is mounted upon Brahina's head, and her foot is 
situated in Vi�I).u's heart. 

140. She is employed at the thread ceremony; she is born 
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in the family of Samkhyayana ; she should be known to have 
the three worlds as her feet ;  she remains in the womb of the 
earth. 

1 4 1 - 142. He who assigns the twentyfour letters to the 
various parts of the body beginning with the feet and ending 
with the head, obtains ( i .e. goes to) Brahma's world. Knowing 
the deity (to be present) in every letter he would obtain (i.e. 
go to) the same heaven as that of Vi�QU. I shall tell you another 
definite characteristic of Gayatri. 

1 43- 1 44. A brahmaQa, remaining in water, should mutter 
twelve or eighteen letters beginning with Agni and ending with 
the sky. Freed from a crore of minor sins, and also great sins 
like the murder of a brahmaQa they go to my abode. 

1 45. Om ! the speech of Agni, placed in the man with 
Yajurveda, drink Soma ; Svaha. 

1 46a. (One should mutter ) the hymn of Vi�Qu, the great 
hymn and that of Mahesvara, and also, 0 son, of deities like 
Devi, Siirya and GaJ}.e5a . 

1 46b- 147 .  In whosoever's family he is born, he becomes 
meritorious on account of those qualities ; a brahmaJ}.a is 
actually Brahma ; he should be carefully worshipped. One 
should give (him) presents on every parvan. 

148- 1 50. The giver receives an inexhaustible ( treasure) for 
hundreds of crores of existences. A brahmaJ}.a who is engrossed 
in his studies, who recites and reads out to others and tells 
others (about) dharma and also ( about ) good conduct in the 
world and sruti and Smrti, and also the PuraJ}.ic and religious 
Texts, is, after having recited or read out ( i.e. on account of 
his having recited or read out these texts) , adorable like Vi�J}.U 
among brahmat)as on the earth by men and gods. 

1 5 1 .  A man having worshipped him gets the inexhaustible 
fruit of that sinless one (and) goes to the abode of Acyuta (i .e. 
Vi�QU) . 

1 52 .  If a brahmaJ}.a some time commits a sin, he is not 
stained with sins, as the ( rays of the) sun and fire remaining in 
the house of a Cii.J}.Qiila. 

1 53.  There is no sin ( committed by) brahmaQas in acting 
as priests or teaching, or accepting gifts from bad (persons) ; 
(for) brahmaJ}.as are like fire and the sun. 
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1 54. Well-settled in pral)iiyiima1 {restraining the breath) 
they destroy those blemishes and sins as the wind destroys (i.e. 
shatters) a cloud in the sky. 

1 55- 1 57a. He, who mutters the Gayatri hymn endowed 
with priil)ayama, and having deities united with every letter of 
it ,  assigns { its various parts) to the various parts (of the body) 2, 
becomes free from all sins committed even during crores of 
existences, and reaching the position of Brahman, goes beyond 
Prakrti. Therefore, 0 Narada, mutter the Gayatri with 
priiQiiyama . 

.Niirada said: 

1 57b- 1 58a. 0 Brahman, how are pral)ayamas to be 
exercised for the deity connected with each syllable ?  Tell me, 
in due order, about their assignment to various parts (of the 
body) . 

Brahmii said : 

1 58b- 1 60a .  Apiina3 remains at the anus and priiJ)a' in 
the heart of a man . So having contracted the anus he should 
get it ( i .e .  apiina) united with priiJ)a. Then, 0 son, doing the 
kumbhaka5 exercise with piiraka6, and thus practising the 
praJ)ayiima ( exercises) , a brahmal)a should mutter the Gayatri7 
(hymn) . 

1 . Pral)ayama-Name of the three •breath-exercises' performed during 
sandhya-Piiraka, Recaka and Kumbheka. 

2. Nyasa-Mental appropriation or assignment of various parts of the 
body to tutelary deities. 

3. Apana-That of the five vital airs which goes down and out at the anus. 
4. Pral)a-Breath. 
5. Kumbhaka-Stopping the breath by shutting the mouth and closing 

the nostrils with the fingers of the right hand. 
6. Piiraka-Closing the right nostril with the forefinger and drawing up 

air through the left, and then closing the left nostril and drawing up air 
tbrouJlh the right nostril. 

( The third is Recaka, which is expelling the breath out of one of the 
nostrils.) 

7. The mantra occurs at 185 and 1 86. It means:  Let us think about 
that excellent lustre of (god) Savitr, who would urge ( i.e. urges) our 
minds. 
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1 60b- 1 6 l a. When a man mutters with this (threefold 
exercise) his heap of major sins perishes. ( If) he recites it once 
only, his minor sins are destroyed. 

1 6 l b-1 63a. That man, who, knowing the sound of each 
syllable, assigns it to ( the various parts of) the body, reaches 
Brahmanhood ;  we are unable to tell ( its) fruit. 0 son, listen to 
the deity of (i.e. connected with) each letter, which I tell 
( now ) and muttering which a brahma:Q.a does not suck the 
breasts of his mother again (i .e. a brahma:Q.a is not reborn) . 

1 63b- 1 69 .  The first letter should be known to belong to 
Agni ; the second one to Vayu; the third one belongs to the 
deity viz. the Sun ; the fourth one to the Sky ; the fifth one to 
the deity Yama ; the sixth one is said to belong to Varu1,1a ; the 
seventh one to Brhaspati ; they know the eighth one to belong 
to Prajanya ; the ninth one to Indra ; the tenth one should be 
known to belong to Gandharvas ; know the eleventh to belong 
to Pii�an ; the twelfth is said to belong to Mitra ; the thirteenth 
should belong to Tva�tr ; the fourteenth to Vasus ; the 
fifteenth one is said to belong to Maruts and the sixteenth to 
Soma ; the seventeenth to Ailgiras ; and the next one (i .e .  
eighteenth) to Visvedevas ; the nineteenth to ASvins and the 
twentieth to Prajapati; the twentyfirst letter should be known 
to be full of all gods ; the twentysecond should be known to be
long to Rudra ; the next one should be known to belong to 
Brahma; the twentyfourth to Vi�:Q.U ; these are the deities of the 
letters . 

1 70. Reflecting on these deities, one :would get the same 
heaven as they live in. He would know the deities and the 
speech would ( also ) be known to him. 

1 7 1 - 1 72 .  Be ing free from all sins, he would go to the 
position of Brahman. A wise man should first assign ( the various 
letters of) Gayatri to the twentyfour parts in his body begin
ning with the feet and ending wi th the head. The wise devotee 
should assign the syllable ' tat' to the great toe of the foot. 

1 73- 1 78. He should assign the letter 'sa' to the region of 
the ankle ; he should assign the letter 'vi' to the shanks ; ( he 
should assign the let ter ) ' tu' to the knee and 'va' to the 
region of the thighs ; he should assign the letter 're' to the 
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privity ; (he should assign the letter) 'ni' to the scrotum; ( he 
should assign the letter ) 'bha' to the navel ; having assigned the 
letter 'go' to the belly, he should assign the letter 'de' to the 
breasts ; having assigned the letter 'va' to the heart, and the 
letter 'sya' to the region of the hands, ( and also) having assigned 
the letter 'dhi' to the mouth, he should assign the letter 'ma' 
to the palate ; and (having assigned ) the letter 'hi' to the tip of 
the nose, he should assign the letter 'dhl' to the eyes ; (he should 
assign the letter ) 'yo' in between the eye-brows and the letter 
'yo' to the forehead ; he should assign the letter 'nal;l' to the 
forepart of the face; the letter 'pra '  to the right part ; the letter 
'co' to the hindmost part and the letter 'da' to the left part 
of the face ; having assigned the letter 'yat' to the head, he 
occupying all (the parts of the body) , is well-settled . 

1 79. He, the religious-minded great devotee, a very wise 
man, of the nature of Brahma, Vi �J)U and Siva, having assig
ned these (letters) would go to the final liberation. 

1 80- 1 8 1 .  Listen again correctly to the assignments to be 
done at the time of the evening ( prayer) .  Having assigned 'Om 
bhiil;l' to the heart, he should assign 'Om bhuval;l' to the head . 
(He should assign) 'Om sval;l' to the lock of hair on the crown 
of the head ; he should assign • tat savitur varel)yam' to the 
body ; 'bhargo devasya dhimahi' to the eyes ; he should assign 
'Om dhiyo yo nal;l pracodayat' to the hands. 

1 82 .  (While reciting the hymn ) 'Om apojyotirasomrtam1 
brahma bhiirbhuva�!Svarom', he, being purified from sin by 
merely touching water would go to Hari ( i .e .  Vi �J)U) .  

1 83 .  Having muttered Savitri three times at the time of 
the evening ( prayer ) with Kumbhaka, with Vyahrtis2 and twelve 
orilkaras as ' Om bhiil;l, Om bhuval;l, Om sval;l, Ori:t mahal;l, Om 
janal;l, Om tapal;l, Om satyam ; Om tat saviturvareJ)yam bhargo 
devasya dhimahi, dhiyo yo nal). pracodayat' ( i.e. we reflect 
upon that excellent lustre of god Savitr who would urge our 

1 .  Apojyoti • . . .  KariiyaQa is said to be water, light, cause of immorta
lity, Brahma, Bhiil;l and Svar. 

2. Vyahrti-a mystic word uttered by every brahmaQa in performing his 
daily Sandhyii-adoration. They are supposed to be three or seven as given 
here. 
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minds) ; 'Om apo jyotirasomrtam brahma bhiirbhuvabsvarom' 
and having muttered the Savitri (-hymn ) of twentyfour letters 
at the time of the Sun-worship, he becomes superior with great 
learning, (and) obtains Brahmanhood. 

1 84. 0 son, now listen carefully to Gayatri , having six 
limbs, knowing which a brahma:Q.a goes to the highest position 
of Brahman. 

1 85 .  'Om tat savitur . .  . ' .  
1 86. Now (follow) the characteristics of  the five heads of 

Gayatri : 'Om bhiib, Om bhuva})., Om svab, Om maha})., Om 
janab, Om tapa})., Om satyam. ' 'Om tatsavitur vare:Q.iyam 
bhargo devasya dhimahi, dhiyo yo nab pracodayat'. 

1 87. Having muttered Gayatri with Vyahrtis he should 
again assign ( the letters of) Ga yatri (to the various parts of the 
body) . Being free from all sins he would go to the same heaven 
as of Vi�:Q.u . 

1 88 .  (He should assign the letters ) 'Om bhiib' to the two 
feet ; 'Om bhuvab' to the two knees ; 'Om svab' to the waist ; 
'Om maha}:J. ' to the navel ; he should assign (the letters) 'Om 
satyam' to the forehead ; 'Om tat savitur vare:Q.iyam . .  . '  to the 
lock of hair on the crown of the head. 

1 89 . A brahma:Q.a who does not know this , is a mean 
brahma:Q.a ; his sin is not exhausted ; he would become (sinful) 
by accepting many presents (i . e .  his sin due to accepting 
various gifts is not removed) . 

1 90 .  He who knows this Gayatri endowed with all the 
mystical letters forming the essential part of the (Gayatri-) 
hymn, knows the four Vedas, has the knowledge of meditation 
and of the three muttered prayers. 

1 9 1 . He who does not hear (Gayatri ) ,  is (even) beyond 
(i. e. inferior to) a Siidra. To such an impure brahma:Q.a the 
presents made at the time of a Sraddha should not be given. 

l 92- 1 93a. His bath is useless ; everything about him would 
be frui tless. Like a pure flower at an impure place all his 
learning, wealth, birth ( as a brahma:Q.a) are fruitless, since 
brahma:Q.ahood is the cause (of all these) . 

l 93b. Formerly I compared the four Vedas and Gayatri. 
1 94-1 95a. Gayatri is said to be superior to the Vedas, and 
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the giver of final bliss. If Gayatri (-hymn is recited) ten times 
it destroys the sin committed from birth, (if it is recited) a 
hundred times i t destroys the sin of the previous existence ; and 
(if is is recited) a thousand times it destroys the sin committed 
in every existence in the three yugas. 

1 95b- 1 96a. He who mutters the Gayatri (-hymn) in the 
evening and in the morning on (i.e. by counting the beads 
of) a rosary, undoubtedly gets the fruit of ( the recitation of) 
the four Vedas . 

1 96b- 1 9 7a. The sin committed during a crore of existences, 
of a brahmaiJ.a who everyday mutters the Gayatri (-hymn) 
thrice a day for one year, perishes . 

1 97b. Gayatri, merely by its utterance, purifies one from 
a heap of sins. 

1 98-200. An excellent brahmaiJ.a obtains heaven and 
salvation by muttering it everyday. He who everyday recites 
the hymns addressed to Vasudeva, and salutes the feet of Hara, 
would go to (i . e .  obtain) salvation. One reciting the hymns of 
Vasudeva and excellent s tories about him, does not have even 
an iota of the mud (of sin) in his body. By plunging into the 
Vedas and (other) branches of learning, he gets the fruit of 
bathing in three streams. 

20 1 .  One who recites the religious texts would get the fruit 
of a crore of sacrifices. Thus, 0 best brahmal).a, I am not able  
to describe the virtues of a brahmaiJ.a. 

202-203a. Who is having the universal body ? It is Hari 
only in an embodied form, due to whose curse there is destruc
tion, and due to the granting of boons by whom, all kinds of pros
perity come to a person. 

203b. Due to the favour of a brahmal).a, a pious man goes 
to Brahmanhood. 

204. 'My salutation to the deity belonging to Brahman, to 
the benefactor of cows and brahmaiJ.as and of the world, to 
KniJ.a and Govinda. ' 

205 . Hari ( i . e. Vi�IJ.U) favours the man who always worships 
Hari with this sacred text, and he would go to the same world 
as that of Vi�IJ.u. 

· 

206. The sin of him, committed during existence after 
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existence, who would listen to this account of a religious 
nature, perishes . 

207-208. He, who recites it or reads it to others or explains 
it to people, is not reborn and ob tains inexhaustible heaven 
( i .e. lives eternally in heaven) . Here ( i.e. in this world) ,  he 
would obtain wealth, grains, royal enjoyments and sound 
health, and also a good son and auspicious fame and in heaven 
he enjoys like a god . 

CHAPTER FORTYSEVEN 

The Birth of Garurja 

Niirada said : 

I -2a. Due to your favour I have understood who the most 
meritorious Brahmar;ta is ( i .e .  I have understood the character
istics of the most meritorious brahmar;ta) .  0 best of gods, if you 
desire (i . e .  have ) affection for me, quickly tell me, so that I 
shall understand, 0 lord of gods, ( the characteristics of) a 
mean brahmar;ta by his acts . 

Brahma said: 

2b-4a. That is a mean brahmar;ta, who has fallen from the 
ten kinds of baths, and from presenting l ibations of water1 to 
the manes of the deceased ancestors ; also one who has abandoned 
the (offering of) prayers and restraint; one who has fallen from 
worship of gods and from vows, and from learning the Vedas ; 
and from truth, purity etc . ;  and from the knowledge of abstract 
meditation and offering oblat ions into fire. 

4b-6. The great sages have recommended five ( kinds of) 
baths for brahmar;tas : Agneya, Varur;ta, Brahma, Vayavya and 
Divya. Agneya is said to be a bath with ashes ( i . e .  besmearing 
the body with ashes) ; Varur;ta is said to be a bath with 

1. Tarpai_la-Presenting libations of water to the manes of the deceased 
ancestors. 
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water ;  Brahma is said to be a bath accompanied by the 
hymn •A.pohi�tha' ; Vayavya is said to be a bath of sun-dust ; 
the divine bath is said to be with the rain during sun-shine. 

7-8 . One taking bath with these with ( the recital of) sacred 
hymns would obtain ( the fruit of a bath)  at the sacred places . 
I t is said in the Smrti texts that the water in contact with a 
tulasi-leaf, and the water flowing from Saligrama, and that water 
which is touched by the horns of cows , and that water with 
which the feet of a brahmaJ].a are washed is purer than that 
which is purified by prominent preceptors. 

9. A wise man obtains that fruit with these baths which 
( fruit) he gets by giving ( gifts ) ,  ( visiting)  sacred places, devo
tional acts, vows and sacrifices. 

1 0- 1 1 . A man who everyday avoids offering libations to 
the manes of the dead ancestors i s  a killer of them and goes to 
hel l ;  he who avoids the daily prayers is a killer of brahmai].as 
( and goes to hell ) ; and the meanest brahmai].a is he who is free 
from ( i . e. who neglects )  sacred hymns, vows, and is devoid of 
the virtues accruing from Vedic learning and a voids sacrifices 
and presents. 

1 2 . These five are mean brii.hmai].as : one bargaining for 
money ( i.e .  the fees to be paid to a priest ) at a sacrifice ; one 
subsis ting upon the offerings made to an idol1 ; a bad astrologer2 ; 
one conducting religious ceremonies for all classes3 ; and one 
always dallying wi th others' wives. 

1 3 .  Also those brahmai].as who have not undergone puri
ficatory rites to the accompaniment of sacred hymns, who are 
without purity and restraint, who eat aimlessly, and who are 
wicked are most mean. 

1 4. Those brii.hmaJ}.as who are given to stealing, who are 
ignorant, who are without ( i . e. who do not observe ) all rules 
of dharma, and who always go astray are the meanest . 

1 .  Devalaka-A low brahmaiJ.a who subsists upon the offerings made to 
a deity. 

2. Nak�atra-One who subsists on predictions based on movements 
of planets etc. 

3. Gramayiijaka-A priest who conducts the religious ceremonies for all 
classes and is consequently considered as a degraded brahmal).a. 
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1 5 .  All those brahmaQas who do not perform rites like 
sraddha, who do not serve their preceptors, who do not recite 
sacred hymns, and who violate the boundaries ( of good behaviour } 
are the meanest. 

1 6. All these wicked ones should not be talked to, and all 
of them go to hell ; they are impure; are of a bad conduct, and 
should not be at all honoured. 

1 7- 1 9 . Those brahmaQas, who subsist on a sword, who 
work as menials, who are engaged in driving bulls, who work 
as artisans, who work as usurers, who deal in children, who 
indulge in sorcery, who resort to siidras, who are ungrateful, 
and who kill their preceptors-all these are said to be mean; 
and those other brahmaQas who discard ( good ) conduct, who 
are heretics, who condemn righteousness and various kinds of 
gods, who hate brahmaQas (are mean) . 

20-2 1 .  Yet a brahmal}a is never to be killed ; because, 0 
best of brahmal}as, a man becomes a brahmaQa-cide by killing 
him. A brahmaQa who has fallen into the castes of siidras, 
mlecchas and cii.Q<;lalas due to ( desire for) food or sex, should 
never be killed. 

22 .  The brahmaQahood (of a brahmaQa) perishes by 
having sex with women of all castes and by eating all things 
that are forbidden ; ( but such a brahmaQa )  again becomes a 
brahmaQa as a result of his religious merit . 

• Niirada said: 

23 .  0 you grandsire of all the worlds, what position does a 
man, who, having done such bad deeds, practises merit, go to? 

Brahmii said: 

24. He who, even after having committed all kinds of sins, 
restrains his senses, is free from all sins, and again deserves 
brahmaQahood . 

25.  0 son, listen to an old, charming and wonderful story: 
The son of a certain brahmaQa became endowed with youth. 

26.  Then due to exuberance of youth and delusion as a 
result of deeds in the former (existence) , he approached a 
cii.J}Q.ali , and instantly became dearer to her. 
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27-29. He generated sons and daughters on her ; having 
given up (the members of) his own family, he lived in her house 
for a long time. He did not eat any prohibited food, nor did he 
drink wine. She {ciii].Qiili) always said to him : " ( You do not eat 
prohibited food ; at least) drink (some or) other (kind of) wine". 
He said to her : "0 dear one, please do not talk (about)  filthy 
things . I always get a vomitting sensation at the mention of i t  
(i.e. wine) ) ." 

30-3 1 .  Once, being fatigued due to hunting he was asleep 
in the house by day. She took wine and with a smile put it into 
his mouth. Then from the briihmat:ta's mouth fire blazed all 
around. That flame burnt the house with family and wealth. 

32-33.  Then the briihmaJ.Ia rose, saying 'alas ! ' ,  and wept. 
After lamenting he started inquiring: 'Wherefrom did the fire 
rise ? How is this fire in my house ? ( What is the cause of the 
fire in my house?) . Then a voice in the (i .e .  from the) sky 
said : "It is your (inherent) lustre (as a briihmaJ.Ia) . " 

34·35.  When it (i.e. the account ) was narrated as it had 
taken place, the briihmaJ.Ia was amazed. The lustre in the sky, 
having reflected over the matter, spoke again : ' 'Your fine lustre 
has vanished ; therefore, practise piety. " Then the briihmaJ.Ia 
having gone to excellent sages, asked them about his well-being.  

36-40. All  the sages said to him : "Practise the pious acts of 
giving in charity". The sages said : "BriihmaQas are purified 
from all sins by restraints and vows. Observe the restraints laid 
down in the sacred texts for purifying yourself. Repeatedly observe 
quickly for removing your sins, divine vows l ike CandriiyaJ.Ia1 
Krcchra, Taptakrcchra, Prajapatya. Go to the pure sacred place 
and worship Govinda. Soon your sins will completely perish. 
Due to the power of the holy places and of Govinda, your sins 

I .  CandriiyaJ;�a-A religious observance or expiatory penance regulated 
by the moon's waxing and waning. In it the daily quantity of food, which 
consists of fifteen mouthfuls at the full moon, is diminished by one mouthful 
everyday during the dark fortnight till it is reduced to zero at the new moon, 
and i s  increased in like manner during the bright fortnight . 

Priijlipatya-A kind of fast or penance lasting twelve days, food being 
eaten during the first three days once in the morning, during the next three 
once in the evening, on the next three days only if given as alms, and a 
plenary fast being observed during the three remaining days. 
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will perish and you will obtain Brahmal).ahood.  0 dear one, 
listen to an old account as we shall narrate it : 

4 1 -43 . 0 son, formerly, the bird Garuc;la, the young one, 
desired food and as soon as he came out of the egg, he, being 
hungry, said to his mother : 'Give me food. ' Then the mother 
seeing her son GaruQ.a, very mighty and resembling a mountain, 
with a delighted mind said : '0 son, I am not at all able to pacify 
your hunger.  

44-45 . Your father, the religious-minded Kasyapa, who is 
actually the grandsire of the world, practises penance on the 
shore of ( the ocean called ) Lauhitya. Go there and ask ( i .e .  
tell ) him what your desire is. By his instruction your hunger 
will be satiated. '  

46. Then hearing the words of his  mother, the very power
ful Vainateya ( i .e .  GaruQ.a) ,  having the speed of the mind, 
reached his father's vicinity in a short while . 

47-48. The bird, seeing his father, that best sage, blazing 
like fire, saluted him by bowing his head, and said : 'I the son 
of you, the magnanimous one, have come to you with a desire 
for food. 0 protector, 0 lord, I am oppressed with hunger. ' 

49. Then resorting to meditation, and knowing him to be 
Vinata's son, the best sage, through affection for his son, said 
these words : 

50-5 1 .  'Hundreds of thousands of ( most s inful ) bhillas 
reside on the beach of the lord of rivers. Eat them up and be 
happy. These unconquerable crows at the holy places are des
troying the holy places . Without being particular eat these 
bhillas excepting a brahmal).a. ' 

52-53 . Thus addressed, the bird left, and ate them up. He 
even swallowed a brahmaJ.la as he did not know his ( true ) 
condition. That brahmal).a stuck fast to his throat. The best 
bird could neither vomit nor swallow him . 

54. Going to his father he said : '0 father what is this ( that 
has happened ) to me? I cannot remove the being that has stuck 
to my throat . '  

55. Hearing those words of ( i .e.  uttered by ) him Kasyapa 
said to him : '0 son, I had told you beforehand. You have not 
recognized this brahmal).a.' 
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56.  Then the pious, wise sage, saying so, said to �he 
brahmal}a : 'Come near me: I shall tell you what is beneficial 
to you. ' 

5 7-58. Then that brahmal}a said to the best sage, Kasyapa : 
•All these are always my friends ; they are my relations ; they are 
dear to me : ( some of them) are my fathers-in-law, brothers- in
law, and my kinsmen ; others are there with their children. With 
these I shall go even to an inauspicious hell . ' 

59.  Hearing these words of ( i .e .  uttered by ) him, Kasyapa, 
being amazed, said : 'You,  who have been born in the family 
of brahmal}as, have fallen with the cal}«;lalas . 

60. Your men ( i .e .  relatives ) certainly live in a terrible hell. 
In no way they will have acquittal for a long time. 

6 1 . A man becomes happy only by giving up the sinful, 
wicked ciil}«;liilas and by avoiding sins ; not otherwise .  

62.  He, who (firs t )  commits a terrible s in through ignor· 
ance or delusion and then practises righteousness, would go to 
an excellent place . 

63 . If a sinner practises righteousness and then again thinks 
of committing sins, he sinks as a person getting into a stone· 
boat sinks in the ocean. 

64. He, who, having committed all (k inds of) sins, and 
( having collected ) a heap of misfortunes, becomes appeased 
later, destroys those sins .' 

65-66.  Then the briihmal}a said to the very intelligent, 
best brahmal}a sage : ' If this bird will not release all my relatives, 
then, with this bird striking my vitals, I shall give up my l ife ;  
otherwise let him free my relatives ;  this  is the vow of me, who 
am determined. ' 

67 . Then the sage, due to the fear of the murder of a 
briihmal}a said to Garu«;la : 'Vomit fully all these mlecchas 
along with the briihmaJ}a. ' 

68. Then the lord of lords, at the bidding of his father, 
quickly vomitted them in forests , in the vicinity of mountains 
and in ( vario�s )  directions. 

69. Then appeared the hair-less, beard-less yavanas, fond 
of food ; also some who had small beards. 

70 . In the south-east appeared the sinful Nagnakas (i.e. 
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the naked ) ;  in the south (appeared) the Avacakas ( i .e .  who 
were dumb ) ; they were fearful, were delighted in killing beings, 
were wicked and ate the ( flesh of) cows. 

7 1 .  In the south-west ( appeared )  the Kuvadas ( i.e .  who 
talked badly ) ,  who were sinners and who were ready to kill 
cows and brahmai)as; in the west ( appeared) the Kharpas (i .e. 
cheats ) ; in the east l ived ( i .e. appeared) the Darui).as ( i.e. the 
terrible ones) . 

72 .  In the north-west ( appeared ) the full-bearded Turks, 
who ate the (flesh of) cows ; they were mounted on the backs 
of horses and did not return ( i.e .  flee )  from great battles. 

73 .  In the north ( appeared ) the Mlecchas, living in the 
mountains. They were omnivorous and wicked and were, it is 
said, engaged in killing and binding (others) . 

74. In the north-east were the Nirayas living on trees . 
These Mlecchas, by the mere touch of whom one should enter 
water with all one's clothes on, who were terrible and held 
weapons in their hands, remained ( i .e .  appeared ) in the 
( different ) directions. 

75-76.  In the Kali-yuga, void of piety, and a bad time, 
people everywhere touch these ( Mlecchas ) through greed for 
wealth . The bird ( i.e. GaruQ.a) freed the Mlecchas and being 
oppressed by hunger, said again : '0 father, hunger is oppress
ing me more' . 

7 7-78. Kasyapa there said to GaruQ.a who was melted with 
tenderness : In one region of the ocean, there are a big elephant 
and a tortoise desiring to kill ( each other ) ; they are immeasur
able (i . e .  of a very huge size ) and are very energetic. 

79-80. Those ( two remaining) in the water, will, 0 son, 
quickly satiate your hunger' . Hearing the words of his father, 
he, very powerful, and of a great speed, went there, attacked 
the elephant and the tortoise and tearing them with his nails, 
flew into the sky wi th the speed of lightning after seizing them. 

8 1 -83. The Mandara and other mountains could not serve 
as a prop for him. Then the very mighty ( GaruQ.a ) going with 
wind's speed for ( a  distance of) two lakh yojanas, dropped 
( himself with them) on a huge branch of a jambu-tree. 
Suddenly the branch gave way. The powerful ( GaruQ.a ) ,  fear-
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ing the death of cows and bra.hmal).as, quickly supported that 
falling branch. 

84-85a. Vi�I).u, taking up a human form, went to the 
charming and mighty ( Garuc;l.a) who was moving fast holding 
the branch and said to him : /0 best of birds, who are you? 
Why are you moving in the sky, holding the huge branch and 
the huge elephant and tortoise?'  

85b-86. Then the bird (i .e .  Garuc;l.a ) said to Hari (i. e .  
Vi�I).u) in human form ;  '0 you of mighty arms, I am Garuc;l.a, 
having the form of a bird due to my deeds. I am the son of 
Kasyapa, born from the womb of Vinata. 

87 .  See these great animals seized by me for eating them 
up. Neither the earth, nor the trees and mountains can support 
me. 

88. Seeing the jambu-tree after (having flown for) many 
yojanas, I fell on its branch with these two to eat them up 
( after sitting on the branch) . 

89-90a. That branch suddenly broke. Holding the branch, 
I am wandering. 0 wise one, fear and dejection have entered 
me (i.e. my mind ) ,  as a result of the murder of crores of brah
maJ;taS and cows. 

90b-9 1 .  'What should I do ? How should I go ? Who 
would put up with my speed? '  When (Garuc;la ) had said this, 
Hari then said to that best of b irds : 'Mounting on my arm, 
you eat up these elephant and tortoise ' .  

Garu¢a said: 

92-93 . ' (Even ) the oceans and best mountains are not able 
to support me ; then how can you hold ( i .e .  support ) a strong 
being like me? Who else except Nii.rayaJ;ta ( i.e .  Vi�J;tu) is able 
to hold ( i .e .  support) me? He alone is the man in the three 
worlds, who can put up with my force. '  

Hari ( i.e. Vii1Ju ) said: 

94. 'A wise one should save his own affair first ; do ( i . e. 
get) your work ( done) now ; having done (i .e .  having got 
done) your work you will certainly know me'. 

95. Having seen that very mighty (VifJ;tU ) and having 
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mentally reflected , the bird ( i .e. Garu<;la) , saying, 'Let it be 
so ' ,  jumped on his  great arm. 

96. When the lord of the birds fell upon his ( i.e. Vi�I.J.u's) 
arm, it did not move. Remaining there, he dropped the branch 
on the abode of the mountains ( i .e. the earth) .  

97 .  Just at the fall of the branch, the earth, with the 
mobile, the immobile and the forests, trembled. The oceans 
also trembled (i. e. were agitated ) .  

98. Then he rashly ate up the two animals, the elephant 
and the tortoise. He was not satisfied. His hunger was not 
satiated. 

99. Knowing (i .e. seeing ) this Govinda ( i.e .  Vi�I.J.u) said 
to the lord of birds : 'Eat the flesh of my arm and be happy.' 

I 00. When he said this, 0 son, he, through hunger, ate a 
lot of flesh of his arm ; but there was no wound on his ( arm) . 

1 0 1 .  Then the highly intelligent one said to Hari ( i.e .  
Vi�I.J.u) the lord of the mobile and immobile : 'Who are you ? 
What proper thing dear to you should I do today ?' 

Niiriiya7)a ( i.e. Vi,S'T)U )  said : 

1 02a. 'Know me to be Narayai.J.a, who has come here to do 
what is dear to you. ' 

1 02b- 1 04. And for convincing him he showed him his own 
form. Seeing him who had put on a yellow garment, who 
was dark like a cloud, who had four arms, who was pleasing, 
who had held a conch, a disc, a mace and a lotus, and who 
was the lord of gods, Garuc;la, saluting him by bowing his head 
( said to him) : '0 best man ( i .e .  Vi�I.J.u) , tell me what thing 
dear to you should I do?' 

1 05 . Vi�I.J.u, the lord of the lords of gods and very lustrous, 
said to him : '0 brave one, 0 friend, be my vehicle for all 
times' .  

1 06- 1 07a. To him the greatest among the birds said : '0 
lord of gods, I am fortunate. 0 lord, 0 master, on having seen 
you my life is fruitful. Having requested my parents, I shall 
approach you.' 

1 0 7b- 108.  Vi�I.J.u, being pleased, said this : 'Be ever young 
and immortal ; you will not be killed by any being ; your deeds 
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and lustre will be like mine. May you (have the power to ) 
move at all places ; may you certainly have all happiness. 

109. May you obtain whatever you have in mind . You 
will easily obtain food desired by you and to your l iking. 

1 1 0 .  You will instantly deliver your mother from her 
calamity. (What I say will not be) otherwise. ' Saying so Hari 
( i.e .  Vigm ) instantly disappeared there only. 

I l l . Then Garu<;la also, having gone to his father, told 
him everything . Hearing that, and with his heart pleased, he 
( i .e .  Kasyapa ) again said to his son ( i .e. Garu<;la ) :  

1 1 2 . '0 greatest among birds, I am fortunate; so also is 
your auspicious mother. The wife and family of him whose son 
you are like this, are blessed. 

1 1 3 .  He in whose family such an excellent male, devoted 
to Vigm is born, will having emancipated a crore (of members 
ofhis ) family go to the same heaven as of Vi�1,1u . 

I 1 4- 1 1 5 .  He who worships Vi�1,1u everyday, who meditates 
upon him, who sings (songs in his praise ) ,  who always mutters 
Vi�1,1u's hymn, who recites his eulogy, who eats food offered to 
him , who fasts on the day of ( i .e.  auspicious to ) Vi�1,1u, is 
relieved after the destruction of all his sins-there is no doubt 
about it. 

1 1 6. That best man in whose mind Vi�1,1u resides, alone 
would always get Vi�1,1u's servitude ( i .e. would always become 
his humble devotee)  by means of his religious merit. 

1 1  7. Having collected good deeds (i.e. merit due to good 
deeds ) for thousands of crores of existence, he would, due to the 
exhaustion of all his sins, be the servant of Vi�1,1u. 

1 1 8- 1 1 9a. Such a man is fortunate in the world and would 
get the likeness of Vi�1,1u. That man is the best with whom 
Vi�1,1u, the immutable lord of the worlds, always worshipped by 
excellent gods, is well-pleased . 

1 1 9b- 1 20. Vi�1,1u is not  obtained ( even ) by gods with ( i .e .  
after practising ) aus terities , and with many and various kinds 
of sacrifices ; you are getting ( i .e .  you have obtained ) him. 
Relieve your mother from the terrible calamity caused by her 
co-wife. 

1 2 1 - 122.  Having retaliated for your mother, you will  go to 
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that lord of gods.' 

Securing his father's order and having received a great 
boon from Vi!]I).U, Garuc;la, being delighted, went to his 
mother and remained before her after having saluted her. 

Vinatii said: 

1 22b- 123a. 0 son, you had your food today ; you also met 
your father. Why ( then ) are you late? I am afflicted with 
anxiety. 

1 23b- 1 24a. Hearing these words of his mother, Garuc;la, 
laughing a littl e, told her the account. Having heard it she was 
amazed : 

1 24b- 1 26a. ' { Though) a child how did you do that feat 
difficult to perform? I am blessed ; my family is blessed since 
you became the friend of Vil]I}U. Seeing that ( you have ) obtain
ed a great boon ( from Vi!]r.m) my mind is delighted. 0 you 
( my )  son, by your valour you have emancipated both my 
families ( i . e. of my father and of my husband ) . '  

SuparT}a ( i .e .  Garurja ) said: 

1 26b- 1 2 7a. 0 mother, tell me what I should do that is 
dear to you ? Having done that mission (entrusted to me by 
you ) I shall go to the vicinity of Narayai.J.a ( i .e .  Vi!]I.J.u ) .  

1 27b- l29a. Hearing this, that chaste Vinata said to 
Garuc;la: 'I am suffering from a great calamity. Adopt a remedy 
against it. My sister is my co-wife. She has formerly purchased 
me. I have become her servant. Who will save me from it ( i.e. 
her servitude) ? 

I 29b- 1 30a. When her sons-the great serpents-had 
rendered ( the Sun's ) horse black by means of poison, she said 
to me that the horse would become black at dawn. 

1 30b- 1 3 1  a.  Then I said ( i.e. to this  I replied )-'This 
( horse ) is always white in colour. Your words are untrue. ' Then 
she made a solemn declaration . 

1 3 1  b- 1 32. Then I swore at Kadrii, the mother of the ser
pents. At that time I said to her : ' If this horse of the Sun be
comes black, then I shall be your servant. ' 
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1 33-1 34. Then when her clever sons rendered the Sun's 
horse black, I became her servant. 0 you delighting the family, 
when I shall give her wealth as desired by her, I shall be free 
from her servitude.' 

Garur/a said : 

1 35 .  0 mother, ask her quickly ; I shall retaliate. I shall 
eat up those serpents ; this is my proper pledge. 

1 36 .  Then that unhappy Vinatii said this to Kadru : '0 
you auspicious one, tell me what you desire, so that I shall be 
free from the difficulty. ' 

1 3 7 . That wicked one said : 'Give me nectar' .  Hearing 
these words, she became gloomy. 

1 38. Then that miserable ( Vinata ) slowly came to her 
son, and said to him : 'The sinful one asked for nectar ; 0 son, 
what will you do ( now )?'  

1 39. Hearing these words, Garu(ia, getting excessively angry 
( said: ) '0 mother, I shall bring nectar; do not be grieved'.  

140. Saying so, he speedily went to his father. '0 sinless 
one, now I shall get nectar for my mother' .  

1 41 - 143 .  That sage, after hearing these words uttered by 
him, said to the lord of birds : 'Above Satyaloka there is a 
city fashioned by Visvakarman for the good of the worlds . I t  
i s  beautiful with an  assembly; it i s  inaccessible due to fire and 
ramparts ; it is unassailable by demons and gods. Gods have 
fashioned there a mighty god for its protection .  He, whom the 
hero sees, would be reduced to ashes . '  

Supa17Ja (i.e. Garurja ) said : 

1 44. 0 best of sages, I have obtained a boon from 
Niiriiyal).a ( i . e .  Vi�I.J.u ) ; 0 father, I have no fear even from the 
host of demons or of gods. 

145. Saying so, and taking the water of the ocean the bird 
having the speed of mind, entered the sky, and moved ( up ) .  

1 46.  By the wind produced due t o  ( the movement of) his 
wings much dust was raised ; the heap of dust left ( behind by 
him )  did not come near him. 

1 47. Having gone ( to the city ) , the mighty one put out 
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the fire with the water in his beak. The god ( the protector of 
the city ) ,  with his eyes full of dust, did not see him. 

1 48- 1 49a. The powerful one, killed the group of protectors 
and snatched the nectar. Indra, mounted upon Airavata, going 
to the bird, bringing the nectar, said these words : 

1 49b- 1 50. 'Who are you, that having taken up the form 
of a bird, are forcibly snatching nectar? Doing what is not liked 
by all gods, how do you ( stil l )  have attachment for life? I shall 
take you to Yama's abode ( by striking you ) with arrows resem
bling fire. ' 

1 5 1 . Hearing the words of Hari ( i .e. Indra) the mighty 
(bird) angrily said : 'I shall carry ( away) your nectar; show 
(me) your valour' .  

1 52 .  Hearing this, the mighty-armed (Indra) struck (him) 
with sharp arrows, as a cloud would strike the peak of moun
tain Meru with the shower of water. 

1 53 .  Garuc;la, with his nails like the thunderbolt, pierced 
the elephant ( i.e .  Airavata) ,  and also Matali (the charioteer 
of Indra) , (Indra's) chariot, ( his) disc, and the advancing 
gods . 

1 54. That Matali of great arms was afHicted ; (and also ) 
the best elephant. Then all the hosts of gods were made to turn 
away their faces with the wind produced by his wings. 

1 55. Then angry (Indra ) ,  desiring to win, struck him with 
his thunderbolt; (but) the great bird was not disturbed by the 
fall of the thunderbolt. 

1 56 .  Noticing that his thunderbolt was ineffective Indra be
came afraid. Withdrawing from the battle then, he disappeared 
there only. 

1 5 7 . Moving speedily, he came down to the earth. The 
best of gods (i .e. Indra again) said to (Garuda) in front of the 
entire host of gods : 

Sakra (i. e. Indra) said: 

158- 1 59. If you now give the nectar to the mother of ser
pents, she will certainly make all serpents immortal. Your 
pledge will be null and void;  (and ) you will not get the fruit 
of your life. Therefore, 0 sinless one, with your consent I shall 
take it away. 
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Garur/.a said :  

1 60 .  0 Indra, you will take away the nectar a t  that time 
when it will be known in all the worlds that that unhappy 
mother of me is free from servitude. 

1 6 1 .  Saying so, the very powerful (Garuc;la) , having gone 
to his mother, said to her : '0 mother, I have brought the 
nectar. Give it to her only. ' 

1 62. With her heart blooming (with joy) , and seeing her 
son with the nectar, she called her (i.e . Kadrii ) ,  and having 
given it to her, then became free from servitude. 

1 63 .  Seeing that grass, wood, beings, beasts and reptiles, 
as well as gods with great sages were amazed. 

164- 1 65a. Having freed his mother (from bondage) Garuc;la 
was well ( -disposed) . In the meanwhile, Indra suddenly took 
away nectar and put poison there (i .e.  in its place) without 
being noticed by her ( i . e .  Kadrii ) .  

1 65b- 1 66. Kadrii, with her heart pleased, has tily called her 
sons, and put the poison, having the characteristics of (i .e .  
resembling) nectar, into their mouths . 

1 66b-1 67a. The mother ( i .e. Kadrii) said to her sons : 'Let 
these divine drops always remain in the mouths (of the mem
bers) of your famil y. ' They were happy. 

1 67b- 1 69.  Great sages, gods, Siddhas , Gandharvas and 
human beings said : '0 mother, let ( these drops) be in (your) 
family by (i .e .  as) our favour.' Gods, with Siddhas and sages ,  
dismissed by the serpents, gladly went home. The serpents 
were happy. In the meanwhile, Garuc;la forcibly ate up the 
serpents. 

1 70- 1 7 1 .  The remaining serpents ran and remained in 
various directions, mountains and forests, oceans, the nether 
worlds, holes and hollows of trees, and lonely bowers . The 
serpents are always his ( Garuc;la's ) food, created by the creator. 

1 72 .  He (i. e. Garuc;la) having eaten the serpents, and 
having worshipped the gods, went to the immutable Hari ( i .e .  
(Vi��m) 

1 73 .  He, who reads or  listens to  this auspicious account of 
Garuc;la, will be free from all sins and honoured in heaven." 
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CHAPTER FORTYEIGHT 

Importance of Bull (and Cow) 

Brahmii said: 

l -3a. 0 brahmal)ic sage ( Narada ) ,  and hereafter, that 
brahmal)a who had fallen among the cal)c;lalas, lamented in 
various ways and went to sage Kasyapa. Having gone to him, 
he said: "0 best sage, tell me words beneficial to me ( i.e. 
Instruct me in such a way that I would fare well in life ) .  0 
greatest sage, act in such a way that I would be free from sin ." 

The (sage ) of great lustre, smiling a little said : 

K aiyapa said : 

3b-4. After having seen the Mlecchas you yourself have 
become calm. Fasting on the day sacred to Hari, always remem
ber Hari ( i.e. Vi�I)u ) by muttering the Gayatri ( hymn ) ,  ( other) 
hymns, and by vows l ike Cal)c;lrayal)a.1 

5. Day and night meditate upon Saiikara, and salute that 
lord . By means of a bath at a sacred p lace and by means of 
( reciting ) hymns, you will see end of the mud ( of sin ) . 

6 .  Then 0 brahmal)a, destroying your sins by means of 
vows with more virtue, you will get ( back ) your brahmal)ahood 
and salvation as a result of the destruction of sins. 

7 .  Hearing the words o f  the sage, h e  then became satisfied. 
Having done various deeds of merit, he again obtained brahmal)a
hood. 

8-9 . Then having practised a severe penance 4e obtained 
heaven after a long time. All sin of a virtuous person perishes 
day by day ; ( but ) the merit of a man of bad conduct perishes 
like collyrium. A brahmal)a miserable due to bad conduct, 
would go to ( i .e .  obtain ) godhead by ( good ) conduct. 

l 0. Then a brahmal)a (even) with his life at the point of 
departing, practises ( good) deeds. So always do good deed 
mentally and physically. 

1 1 - 1 2 . By the advice of Kasyapa, that brahmal)a became 
disciplined ; and again conducting himself well, and having 

I .  CandrayaQ.a-see note on 47. 37  above. 
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practised penance, he went to heaven. A brahma:Q.a of a bad 
conduct is doomed and condemned in heaven ; but conducting 
himself well he is honoured. 

Niirada said: 

1 3 .  People get a good position ( like salvation) after having 
worshipped b est brahma:Q.as. 0 lord, what position does one get 
by troubling brahma:Q.as ? 

Brahmii said; 

1 4. That man, who does not devoutly and according to his 
capacity worship great-souled brahma:Q.as whose bodies are 
tormented by hunger, goes to hell. 

15 .  He, who, having made ( a  brahma:Q.a) scream by using 
harsh ( words ) , dismisses him angrily, goes to the painful and 
terrible hell like Maharaurava. 

1 6. Returning from there he is born in the lowest species, 
like the insects . Then he becomes a diseased, poor person 
oppressed by hunger. 

1 7- l Sa Therefore one should not insult a brihma:Q,a who 
being oppressed with hunger, has come to his house. He, who 
says, 'I shall not give' to gods, fire and brahma:Q.as, having gone 
through a hundred of animal-births , becomes ( i.e. is born as ) 
a ca:Q.c;lala. 

1 8b- 19a. He who kicks a brahma:Q.a, or a cow or his pre
ceptor, certainly lives in the Raurava1 hell ; for him there is no 
acquittal. 

19b-20. If through merit he gets ( a  human) birth (i.e .  is 
born as a human being) , he would be crippled. He becomes very 
wretched, is dejected and oppressed by grief. Getting three 
births like this, he may then get acquittal. 

2 1 .  That man too who strikes a brahma:Q.a with fists, or 
with blows, with elbows or open hands remains till the end of 
the Kalpa in the burning Raurava hell. 

1. Manu (4.88-90 ) gives the names of the following twentyone hells : 
Tamisra, Andhatamisra, Mahiiraurava, Raurava, Kalasiitra, Mahanaraka, 
Sadljivana, Mahavici, Tapana, Sampratapana, Sarl:J.hata, Sakakola, Kw;lmala, 
Pratimiirtika, Lohasaii.ku, Rji�a. Pantha, Salmali, VaitaraJ;Ii, Asipatravana, 
Lohadaraka. According to him, he, who accepts gifts from a king who does 
not rule properly, falls into these hells one by one. 
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22. Then he getting the birth (of) a cruel and violent dog, 
is after that born in the low castes as a poor man, suffering from 
pain in the belly. 

23-24a. The man who raises his foot ( to kick a brii.hmaQa) 
has Silipada (i .e .  elephantiasis ) on his foot . Such a man be
comes lame, or short-legged or has his foot amputated ; or his 
limbs tremble due to paralysis . 

24b-25 . He, who, through anger, s trikes his mother, father, 
a brii.hmaJ;,la who has just returned from his preceptor's house 
or an ascetic or a group of preceptors would live in the Kum
bhipii.ka hell for a long time; and having lived there, would 
thereafter be born in the species of worms. 

26-27. He, who would talk hostile or harsh words to 
brii.hmaQas, would definitely have eight kinds of leprosy on his 
body, 0 son. They are : itch, cutaneous eruption\ leprosy witli 
circular spots, types of leprosy called Sukti and Sidhmaka, 
Kii.lakuHha, Sukla, and the very terrible progressive leprosy. 

28. Then after use of drugs, merit runs away due to sin ; 
and due to want of merit he would die as a line on water ( dis
appears ) .  

29. Among these (various kinds of leprosy )  only three are 
said to be major ( forms of) leprosy : Kii.lakulltha, Sukla and the 
very terrible TaruQa ( i .e. progressive) . 

30. These three appear on the body of great sinners only 
due to the presence of great sins or due to contagion ( with 
lepers) .  

3 1 . People contract ( this) disease by contagion or contact. 
A wise man should avoid (the lepers) from a distance ; (and) 
!ohould bathe after having touched (i .e .  if he touches) them. 

32. A man should bathe after having touched ( i . e. if he 
touches ) a fallen man, or a leper, or a ca:t;,1<;lii.la eating the flesh 
of cows, or a dog, or a woman in her menses, or a bhilla. 

1. MaJ}.c;iala-a kind of cutaneous eruption or leprosy with circular 
spots. 

Vicarcika-itch, scab. 
Dadrii-a cutaneous eruption-a kind of leprosy. 
Sukti-hemorrhoids. 
Sidhmaka-one of the eighteen kinds of leprosy. 
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3 3 .  The various kinds of leprosy settle on the body, here 
or in the next world, according to the sin ( committed by a 
person) . There is no doubt about it .  

34. He who snatches a brahmaQa's wealth-his livelihood 
earned justly-gets unfailing hell ( i . e. certainly goes to hell) , 
and is not reborn ( i .e. permanently lives in hell ) .  

35. Having seen or touched a wicked man, who is intent 
upon finding the weak points of brahmaQas, a man should enter 
water ( i .e .  should bathe ) with his clothes on. 

36.  ( If) a brahmaQa's wealth ( deposited with one) in con
fidence is enjoyed by one, it would burn one's family upto the 
seventh (generation ) .  A man who enjoys it after having snatched 
it by overpowering a brahmaQa burns ten preceding and ten 
succeeding (generations ) .  

3 7 .  I t  is not poison that is called poison ; but i t  is a brah
maQa's wealth that is calkd poison. Poison kills one man only ; 
but a brahmaQa's wealth ki lls his sons and grandsons ( also) . 

3 8. A man, who through ignorance cohabits with his 
mother or a brahmaQa woman or his precep tor's wife, falls into 
the terrible Raurava (hell ) and finds rebirth difficult. 

39-40a. His manes fall into the ( hells called ) Kumbhipaka, 
Tapana, Avid , Kalasiitra, Maharaurava and Raurava ; and they 
( i.e. great sages ) have never granted acquittal from these. 

40b-4 l a. He who takes away the life of a brahmaQa ( goes 
to hel l  and ) is never reborn ( i . e. permanently s tays in hell ) . 
Thousands of his men ( i . e. relatives ) fall into the Raurava 
hell . 

.Niirada said: 

4 1  b-42a. Please tell me if the sin for the murder of all 
brahmaQas is the same or why some sin becomes fearful. 

Brahmii said: 

42b-43a. 0 son, listen to the fearful sin ; that is said to be 
a sin, which a brahmaQacide obtains by killing a brahmaQa and 
which is to be told hereafter. 

43b-44. The sin that a man would get due to having killed 
a learned, restrained brahmaQa, who is endowed with ( the 
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knowledge of) the Vedas, is  equal to the sin that he would have 
by killing lakhs of crores of thousands of brahmaQas. It would 
be tenfold of this by killing ( i . e. if a man kills a brahmaQa who 
is ) a Vi �Qu's devotee. 

45. Causing the members of his family to fal l  he does not 
get rebirth ( i .e. lives in hell permanently ) . Th ere is no end to 
( the sin accrued by) the kill ing of ( a  brahmaQa ) well-versed in 
three Vedas . 

46 . There is no end to the sin of a man who kills a brah
maQa who is learned, whose conduct is good and who is puri
fied by sacred hymns and ( bathes at ) sacred places. 

47. That man, who sees a brahmaQa who ends his life on 
account  of an injury, would be the killer of a brahmaQa. 

48. That man, on account of whom, a brahmaQa is haras
sed with harsh words or behaviour or is beaten up is called the 
killer of a brahmaQa. 

49. Here (i .e. in this world ) that killing would be the 
kil ling of all the sages, ascetics, gods, the knowers of Brahman 
of ( various ) countries and kings . 

50-52 . So a man who gets ( i.e .  commits the sin of) killing 
a brahmaQa is roasted ( in  a hel l )  with ( his ) dead ances tors . 
A man should certainly honour a br;ihmaQa fasting himself 
unto death ; and if he, free from sins, casts, his  life for that man, 
he is smeared with ( the sin of) terrible murders and not he 
whom he would tell about committing suicide, climbing up a 
tree or l iving by hollows of trees1 • He who would commit suicide 
would be the killer of a brahmaQa in his ( own ) family. 

53. He who causes abortion or kills a child or his sick pre
ceptor, is himself the killer of a brahmaQa, and not he whom he 
mentions. 

54. That mean brahmaQa, who kills a brahmaQa with his  
family, alone gets the s in and not he whom he mentions . 

55 .  The sin of a Siidra, who accomplishes his object by 

kil ling a BrahmaQa does not become otherwise ( i.e .  does not 
lessen ) since the BrahmaQa is innocent. 

56 .  0 best of brahmaQas, the killer, who kills a desperado 
(iitatiiyin) instantly appearing, is not smeared (i.e. tainted ) with 
sins . 

1 .  This and many other verses here are not properly worded. 
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57.  A man may kill in battle a brahmaQa desperado, 
desiring to kill, even though the desperado is a master of 
Vedanta. By (doing ) that (act) he does not become the killer 
of a brii.hmar,ta. 

58.  These six are desperados : One who sets fire, one who 
administers poison, one who snatches (anothers' wealth) ,  one 
who kills a person who is asleep, one who usurps another's field 
or one who kidnaps another's wife. 

59. These four (also) are desperados :  a wicked man, one 
who undertakes to kill a king, one who is intent on kill ing one's 
forefathers, a king who is a follower of another king. 

60. If a brahmar,ta is not killed instantly it is not proper (to 
strike ) to kill him again. By killing ( i .e .  by striking him again 
to kill) him a man definitely obtains sin due to his knowledge 
(that the brihmar,ta was not instantly killed) . 

6 1 .  In the world there is none else, who, being the precep
tor of the world, is fit for being worshipped . There is no greater 
sin than the sin which one gets by killing him. ..� 

62. He is fit to be worshipped like a deity by the hosts of 
gods and demons and by men. It is certain that there is none 
else who is equal to a brahmar,ta. 

Niirada said: 

63 . 0 best of gods , tell me accurately, fol lowing which 
profession a sinless brahmal).a should live. 

64-65. That alms which is got without asking for is said to 
be commendable. Living by gleaning grains is better than that; 
it is the best of all kinds of livelihood, resorting to which the 
best sages go to the position of Brahman. A brahmal).a visiting 
a sacrifice should accept the fees offered as a remnant of ( i e .  
offered at the end of) the sacrifice. 

66 .  Brahmar,tas should get money by reciting ( Vedic texts) 
to others and by acting as priests at sacrifices . Reciting ( Vedic 
texts to others) , reciting them to themselves and averting evil 
by means of reciting sacred texts-this is the way of the life of 
brahmar,tas. 

67. Accepting presents is a respectable way of life.  Those 
who maintain themselves by the s tudy of religious texts are 
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blessed ; so also are those who live by (eating the fruits of) 
trees. 

68-69. Those who live on the products of trees and creepers 
are blessed ; so also are those who live on the crop (growing by 
the side) of roads. Killing for food is a sin. For its alleviation 
one should give excellent fresh grains to brahmai).aS. Otherwise, 
here i .e. in the case of the murder of a being, there is the 
shortening of one's life .  

70. Therefore one should give profusely to  the manes, 
deities and brahmal).as. In the absence (of a brahmal).a's 
profession) , the profe&sion of a k�atriya is followed by brahmai).aS. 

7 1 -72a. A brahmal).a should fight in righteous battles ( and 
thus ) should practise the auspicious vow of a hero. The wealth 
which a brahmal).a gets from the king by following that profes
sion (of a warrior) , is said to be pure (when spent) in giving 
presents at sacrifices in honour of manes (i . e. at sraddhas) etc. 

72b-74a . An innocent brahmal).a should always study 
archery along with the Vedas. He should fully (use ) the missile 
called Sakti, a spear, a mace, a sword, and an iron bar ; he 
should everywhere fight by mounting a horse, or an elephant or 
by using war-tricks, or fight by mounting upon a chariot or 
standing on ground. 

74b-75 . How can · that religious merit be obtained by the 
expounders of Veda, (which merit) is certainly obtained by 
the brave men by protecting brahmal).as,  gods, heaven, women. 
ascetics, good men and women, preceptors and kings? 

76-7 7a. Having exhausted all his sins, he obtains heaven 
permanently. The brahmal).as who fall ( i.e .  are killed) in a 
battle (while fighting) face to face, go to the highest place, 
inaccessible to the expounders of Veda. 

7 7b-79. Now listen to the proper description of a righteous 
war. They (who fight justly) fight face to face, do not attack a 
coward, do not pursue the enemy who is vanquished, or who 
does not have a weapon, or who flees (from the battlefield ) ,  or 
who does not fight, who is afraid, who has fallen or who is sin
less , who is a bad siidra, who is pleased with praise, or who has 
sought shelter or who has surrendered in a battle. 

80-81 . Those of a bad conduct, who, desiring victory kill 
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( such a person) go to hell. This is the k�atriya way of life and 
is praised by people of good conduct, resorting to which all best 
k�atriyas go to heaven . The death of a k�atriya ( while fighting) 
face to face in a just war is auspicious. 

82-83 . He who is pure here, is also free from all s ins, and 
dwells in heaven-which is adorned with jewels, which has golden 
pillars, the ground of which is adorned with jewels, which is full 
of desired things, which is decorated with divine cloth. 

84-87. In front of it stand the desire-yielding trees giving 
everything. It is adorned with wells, tanks, etc. and gardens . 
Divine damsels endowed with youth wait upon him. Hosts of 
the celestial nymphs always joyfully dance before him. Gan
dharvas sing songs and gods praise him. Thus, in due course a 

man would become a sovereign emperor; he would all alone 
enjoy all pleasures, would be free from diseases, and would have 
Cupid's body ( i .e .  would be very handsome) . His wives would 
have excellent beauty and would always be endowed with 
youth . 

88. His sons would be righteous, fair , rich and liked by 
parents. Thus good k�atriyas enjoy (these pleasures) in due 
order for seven births. 

89-9 1  a. The warriors (fighting)  unjustly dwell in hell for 
a long time. In this way the k�atriya mode of life is practised 
by brahmal,laS, vaisyas , siidras, by the low-born and by other 
mleccha-castes . All warr iors of all castes (including ) brahma
l,las, who always fight justly, also go to the highest place. 

9 l b-93 .  That brahmal,la, the best one, who is not brave, 
who is timid and does not have ( the knowledge of wielding ) 
missiles and weapons, should follow the vaisya way in a diffi
culty. Others may also follow the vaisya way, or practise trade. 
A brahmal,la should practise agriculture or trade, but should 
not give up his duties as a brahmal,la. A brahmal,la will be meet
ing with a sad plight by tell ing false things and exaggerating on 
account of ( i . e. for profit in ) trade . 

94-96. A brahmal,la, by giving up wet money ( i.e .  dak
�il,la) gets an auspicious ( place) . Making his livelihood from 
that (i. e .  trade ) ,  he should by all means give it (i .e. wealth 
gained by practising trade)  to a brahmal,la. A brahmal,la 
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should duly offer (oblations) at a sraddha and into fire. He 
should not indulge in falsehood in balance (i . e. while weighing 
things) , for balance ( i .e .  weighing correctly) is settled in (i .e. 
leads to) righteousness. Practising fraud in weighing he ( i . e .  
one who practises fraud in weighing) goes to hell . In the case 
of those things also which are not weighed, he should avoid 
falsehood . 

9 7-98. Thus one should not practise falsehood1, because 
falsehood produces sin. There is  no greater merit than truth, 
( and) there is no greater sin than falsehood .  Therefore in all 
acts truth alone is important. (If) the merit of a thousand 
horse-sacrifices and truth are weighed (together) , truth is 
superior to a thousand horse-sacrifices . 

99- 1 00 .  He, who, in all his acts, speaks the truth and 
avoids falsehood, crosses ( i .e. overcomes) difficulties and 
eternally obtains ( i .e .  lives in) heaven. A brahmal)a should 
practise trade, ( but) should certainly a void falsehood. 

1 0 1 - 1 05. He should deposi t the profit into ( i .e .  with) 
sacred places, and should himself eat the remaining (i .e .  enjoy 
himself with what remains) . It is thousandfold more meritori
ous than troubling the body. In the act of earning (i . e . for 
earning) money men, through greed for wealth, enter danger
ous water, a forest and a jungle resorted to by wild beasts, a 
mountain, or an inaccessible mountain-cave, and also the 
house-a fearful abode-of mlecchas . Abandoning their sons 
and wives, the greedy go away (from their residences) . Others 
carry burdens on their shoulders, or in a boat or on a wheel 
( i .e .  a carriage) ; others ( earn money) by killing (others) or by 
(using) slings, (thus suffering from) great agony, and always at 
the cost of their life. 0 son, hoarding money is dearer to men 
than their own life. 

1 06. He, who, having carefully and justly earned money 
by (practising) these (vocations) , gives it to the manes, deities 
and brahmal)as, gets eternal (happiness) . 

1 07- 1 08. These two are great sins in trading, fraudulent 
purchase and sale . A wise man should make money by avoiding 

I .  Cf. Mahabharata 1 .69.24a. 
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these two sins .  He obtains eternal (happiness ) and is not smear
ed (i .e.  tainted) with the trader's sins . 

1 09.  A brahmaiJ.a engaged in doing virtuous acts, may 
(also) practise agriculture. He should drive four bulls for half 
the (part of a )  day. 

l l O. In the absence of four ( he should employ) three. He 
should give them rest. He should graze them on uncut grass in a 
a place free from thieves and tigers. 

1 1 1 - 1 1 2. He should give ( the bulls) an abode as desired 
(i .e .  agreeable ) ,  and should himself gratify them. For a bull 
he should get prepared a cowpen free from trouble, and always 
free from cowdung, cow urine and leavings of food eaten.1 He 
should not put filth in the cowpen which is the abode of all 
gods. 

1 1 3 . A wise man should get fashioned a cowpen like his 
own couch. He should make it completely free from cold air 
and dust .  

1 14. He should look upon the bull as his own life, and the 
hull's body similar to his own. Pleasure and pain are possible in 
the hull's body as in his own body. 

1 1 5- l l 6 . He, who practises agriculture in this manner, 
would not be smeared with the sins involved in driving bulls ; 
he would be wealthy. He, who would trouble a weak bull or a 
sick one, and also a very young or a very old one, would kill 
( i .e .  commit the sin of killing) a bull. 

1 1 7. There is no doubt that he, who drives an uneven pair 
-a weak one and a strong one--commits the sin equal to that 
of (i.e. equal to that obtained by) killing a bull. 

1 1 8. He who drives a bull without (feeding him with) 
grass, or he who prevents a bull who is eating ( grass, from doing 
so) , or keeps away through folly grass or water, commits a sin 
equal to that (of having killed a bull ) .  

1 1 9. Driving a plough on a sari:J.kranti2 day or a full-moon 
day, or a new-moon day, brings in sin to one which is ( equal to 
that brought in by) the murder of a myriad (bulls ) .  

120 .  The man, who, on these days, worships ( a  bull ) with 

1 . vighasa-leavings of food eaten . 

2. Pasage esp. of the sun from one zodiacal sign into another. 
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various kinds of sandals, collyriums, flowers and oils goes to ( i.e .  
l ives in) heaven eternally. 

1 2 1 - 1 22. He who everyday gives a handful of grass to a 
bull, has all his sins destroyed and he obtains ( i .e. lives in ) 
heaven eternally. As a brahmal}a is, so is a bul l ;  the fruit of the 
worship of both is the same. On thinking (it is clear that) a 
brahmal}a is the chief among men, and a bull among beasts . 

Niirada said : 

1 23 .  0 innocent one, you had told me that a brahmal}a 
was born from the mouth of Brahma.1 0 lord, 0 creator, how is 
he then equal to bulls ( i .e .  a bull ) ? I have certainly a doubt. 

Brahmii said: 

1 24- 1 25. Listen to the fact about brahmal}as and bulls. 
Formerly men brought about the unity ( between the two) by 
offering the funeral rice-ball to them. Formerly a great lustrous 
projection sprang up from the mouth of Brahma. It became 
divided into four parts : Vedas, Agni ( i .e. fire ) ,  Bull and 
Bdihmal}a. 

1 26.  From the lustre the Veda rose first, and also Agni. 
Then Brahmal}a and Bull separately sprang up. 

1 2 7. At that time, I first fashioned together the four Vedas 
for the s tability of all the people and worlds everywhere. 

1 28 .  Agni, and also the brahmal}a should enjoy the obla
tions (meant) for gods. Know that clarified butter is a product 
of the cow. Therefore they are begotten (from the same 
source) . 

1 29 .  If these four more important ones are not there in the 
worlds, then the entire world and the immobile and the mobile 
are doomed. 

1 30. The worlds always supported by these, remain in 
their natural condition. Natural condition is the nature of 
brahman. (So) they are said to be of the nature of Brahman. 

1 3 1 . Therefore a bull should be worshipped even by gods 
and demons. He, the noble one, is born as the mine of excel
lences in all acts . 

1 .  Vipro Brahmamukhe . . . The famous Puru�asiikta tells the same thing. 
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1 32 .  He is actually of the form of a ll gods. He feels com
passion for all beings. I have formerly only made (i .e. laid 
down) his work with reference to nourishing . 

1 33 .  Therefore only I have given him a very auspiCIOUS 
boon. "I t  is certain that only in ( i .e .  after) one birth you will 
attain salvation."  

1 34. All bulls that die here only wil l  come to  my abode.  
There will not be even an iota of sin on their bodies. 

1 35 .  A cow is a goddess, ( while) the bulls are gods; the 
first goddess has three powers. The rise of the sacrifices is 
certainly due to his favour. 

1 36. All (the products) of cows, viz . urine, dung, milk, 
curd, ghee, which are pure , purify the entire world. 

1 3 7 .  Sin does not remain in the body on eat ing ( or drink
ing) these. Therefore the religious people always eat ( or drink) 
ghee, curd and milk. 

1 38. The product of cows is the best of all things , is desir
able and is most auspicious. He, in whose mouth there is no 
food ( containing the product of a cow) , has a stinking figure. 

1 39. Food eaten is (effective ) for five nights; milk for a 
month, curd for twenty nights; and ghee for a month. 

1 40. Evil spirits eat the meal of him ( i . e. while he is eat
ing ) ,  who eats his meals continuously for one month without 
using the products of  cow. 

1 41 . That merit done (i .e .  collected) by eating the best 
and purest food, moistened with hot rice is crore-fold. 

l 42- l 43a. Al l  acts done after having eaten even other food, 
which is made fit for oblations by the sacred precepts, would be 
a lakh times more effective than the fruit one would get from 
whatever is vegetarian food. 

1 43b-l 44a. Therefore a bull alone is recommended for all 
acts in every yuga. In all desired obj ects he always is the giver 
of the ( fruit of) pious acts, love ofworldly prosperity and sensual 
enjoyments and salvation. 

Narada said: 

1 44b- 1 45a. 0 lord of all worlds, tel l me, so that I follow 
correctly : In ( the performance of) which acts or by (following) 
which procedure great merit is known to follow ? 
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Brahmii said: 

1 45b- 146 .  Having gone round once, a man should salute 
the wealth in the form ofkine. Being free from all sins he ob
tains heaven for ever. As the preceptor of gods is adorable or 
as Vi�I).U is adorable (so is a bull) . 

1 47- 1 48. Indra went round him seven times in gran
deur . Listen to the religious merit of him, who, observing a fast, 
and having got up at day-break, takes a pot with water ( and 
moves) among bulls, and sprinkles the water on the hull's 
horns and then receives it on his head . 

1 49- l 50a. The bath taken at the places known to be 
sacred and thronged by Siddhas and Ciirai).as and resorted 
to by great sages, is equal to the sprinkling done with the water 
from a cow ' s horn . 

1 50b- 1 5 la. That mortal, who, having got up in the 
morning, would touch a cow, ghee, honey, mustard and pri
yangu (i .e .  saffron ) gets free from sin . 

1 5 l b- 1 53 .  'Cows are the givers of ghee and milk ; they are 
the source of ghee ; ghee is their product ; they are the rivers of 
ghee, and the eddies of ghee .  Let them always remain in my 
house. Ghee (remains) in all my limbs, ghee resides in my mind. 
Cows are always in front of me and behind me. Cows are 
(present) in all  (my) limbs; I live among cows.' 

1 54. All the sin of him, who, ( every) morning and even
ing, having sipped water, recites this sacred hymn, perishes ; and 
he is adored in heaven. 

1 55 . As is the bull, so is a briihmai).a ; as is a briihmai).a, so 
is Hari , so is the Ganges ; these are not said to be non-bulls. 

1 56 .  Bulls are the kinsmen of men; men are the kinsmen of 
bulls. That house in which there is no bull is without kinsmen. 

1 57 .  The Vedas with their six limbs and the pada and 
krama, reside in the mouth of cow. On the horns Hari and 
Kesava always stay together. 

1 58 .  In the belly lives Skanda; and Brahma always re
mains in the head . Sankara l ives in the forehead and Indra on 
the tip of the horn. 

1 59- 1 64a. The deities, ASvins, live in the ears ; the Moon 
and the Sun live in the eyes . God Garu<;la lives in the teeth, 
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and Sarasvati in the tongue. Al l the sacred places remain in the 
anus, and the Ganges in the urine. The sages live in the pores 
of the skin , and Yama lives in the backside of the face. Kubera 
and Varul}a have resorted to the right side ; the lustrous and 
very powerful Yak�as reside in the left side. Gandharvas reside 
in the centre of the face, and the serpents on the tip of the 
nose. The celestial nymphs have resorted to the hind parts of 
the hoofs. The all-auspicious Lak�mi resides in the cow-dung 
and cow-urine. Those who move in the sky reside on the tips of 
the feet ; Prajapati lives in the bellowing sound . The full  four 
oceans reside in the udders of the cows . 

1 64b- 166a. A mortal who everyday bathes and touches a 
cow, gets relieved from all major sins. He who holds by ( i . e. on) 

his head the dust raised by the hoofs of the cows, ha s ( indeed)  
bathed in  a l l  the sacred pl aces and i s  free from all sins. 

Niirada said : 
1 66b- 1 67a. 0 best of preceptors, 0 Brahman, if you l ike, 

( please ) tell me which fruit is obtained by presenting which 
(kind of) cow out of the cows of ten colours . 

Brahma said : 

1 6 7b- I 68a. By giving a white cow to a brahmal}a, a man 
becomes wealthy. He always lives in a palace, and enjoying 
pleasure, becomes happy. 

1 68b. A grey cow (i .e .  presenting a grey cow) relieves (a 
man) from s ins in (this) wilderness of the mundane existence 
and (takes him to) heaven. 

1 69.  The gift of a tawny cow (gives) an inexhaustible 
(fruit ) . By giving a black cow, a man does not sink. A yellowish 
white cow is difficul t to get in the world . A yellowish cow de
lights the family. 

I 70. A cow (i .e .  the gift of a cow) with red eyes (is re
commended ) for (a man) who desires handsomeness. A black 
cow (i .e .  the gift of a black cow) ( is recommended) for (a 
man) who desires wealth. By presenting only a tawny cow a 
man is free from all s ins . 

1 7 1 - 1 73a. All the sin, such as committed in childhood, 
youth or old age, or by words, deeds, or conceived by mind, 
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and the sin due to cohabitation with one with whom it is 
prohibited, or the sin of treachery towards a friend, and also 
( the sin due to) fraud in measuring or weighing, or falsehood 
with reference to a girl or a cow, of him, who presents a tawny 
cow, perishes. 

1 73b- 1 75a. A cow should be looked upon as the earth, 
having a big river extending over ten yojanas, and having large 
banks, with water-elephants in the water-forest-the extended 
ocean of water-as long as she does not release her embryo 
( i .e. does not bring forth a calf)-as long as the two feet and 
the face of the calf have not come out. 

1 75b- 1 7 7 .  A man should give a tawny cow with golden 
horns, endowed (decorated) with a piece of cloth and with all 
ornaments , with a reddish back, silver hoofs and bell-metal 
udders, adorned with sandal and flowers and with all ornaments, 
to a brahmaQa who has mastered the Vedas. All his sins perish, 
and he does not fall  from the world (i . e. heaven) of Vi�J}.U. 

1 78. When she is being milked drops ( of milk) fall on the 
earth. ( From them ) excellent gardens with many flowers , are 
produced. 

1 79 . Those who give cows (to brahmal}.as ) go there, where 
there are d�sire-yielding trees, where the rivers have thick milk, 
and where there are golden palaces also. 

1 80. Brahma has said that the fruit is the same (to him) 
who gives ten cows or one bull .  

1 8 1 .  He should give one ( bull) wi th ten (cows) ; the fruit 
of giving thousand is hundred (·fold) . 0 Narada, the fruit is to 
be  carefully understood accordingly. 

1 82 . The ancestors of that son, who releases a bull on the 
earth dedicating it to those manes, are honoured in Vi �Qu's 
world (i .e .  heaven) as desired (by them ) .  

1 83 .  Four weaned female calves for one bull are released. 
0 son, this is the old rule everywhere. 

1 84. Men enjoy heaven for thousands of years i .e. for as 
many years as there are hairs on ( the bodies of) them. 

1 85 .  That water which a bull tosses u p  with his tail would 
be (i .e. would serve as ) nectar to the manes for a thousand 
years. 
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1 86. The ground or the clod that he tears-and also the 
mud (trodden by him ) is Svadha for the manes having a crore
fold effect. 

1 87 . If a man's father is alive, (but ) his mother is dead, a 
cow marked with sandal is given for her ( going to the) heaven 
(i.e. the gift of such a cow takes the mother to heaven ) .  

1 88. Such a giver pays off the debt of the manes. He gets 
( i .e. lives in) heaven eternally and is honoured like Indra. 

1 89. A young milch cow, endowed with all ( good) 
characteristics, and regularly bringing forth (calves )  is auspi
cious and is said to be the earth. 

1 90 .  The gift of him accompanied by a sacred hymn has 
the same fruit as the gift of the earth. ( Such ) a man, resembl
ing Indra emancipates a hundred ( members ) of his family. 

1 9 1 . If the cow or her calf dies after a man steals a cow. 
he would remain in a well full of worms till the destruction of 
the beings (i.e. till deluge) .  

1 92. Having killed cows ( i.e .  he who kills cows ) is cooked 
with manes in the terrible Raurava hell ; the retridution lasts 
till that time. 

193 .  A breaker of a bull or one who yokes ( to a vehicle) or 
ties a bull set at liberty, will eternally get ( i . e .  go to ) hell , birth 
after birth. 

1 94. He who recites to others this most auspicious account 
even once, has all his sins perished, and enjoys with gods. 

1 95 .  He who listens to this great ( account ) ,  which is most 
auspicious, gets, at that moment only, free from sins committed 
during seven births. 
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CHAPTER FORTYNINE 

Good Conduct 

.Narada said: 

1 .  By what conduct, does the brahmal)ic lustre of a briih
mal)a increase and by what conduct does that lustre perish? 

Brahmii said : 

2. The best briihmal).a should get up from his bed when 
there is still a portion of the night (i . e. early morning) , and 
should certainly remember the meritorious gods. 

3-8 .  (He should recite the hymns : I salute) 'Govinda, 
Madhava, KnQa, Hari, Damodara, Nariiyal)a, Jaganniitha, the 
unborn lord ; ( I  salute) Sarasvati, Mahalak�mi, Savitri, the 
mother of the Vedas, Brahma, Bhiiskara (i . e. the Sun ) ,  Candra 
( i .e. the Moon) , the regents of the quarters and planets, 
Sailkara, Siva, Sambhu, l svara and Mahesvara, Gal).e8a, 
Skanda, Gauri and auspicious Bhagirathi' .  (He should also 
recite the verses :) 'King Nala of an auspicious fame, Janaradana 
of an auspicious fame, Vaidehi (i .e .  Sit a) of an auspicious fame 
and Yudhi�thira of an auspicious fame. ' ' These seven viz. 
Asvatthaman, Bali, Vyasa, Hanumat and Bibhi�al)a, Krpa and 
Parasurama are long-lived ( i . e. deathless) ' .  A man, who, hav
ing got up in the morning, daily remembers these, is free from 
the sins l ike the murder of a brahmal)a etc .  There is no doubt 
about this. 

9 .  Merely by uttering (these names) once, a man would 
get the fruit  of all sacrifices. He obtains the fruit of the gift of 
hundred thousands of cows. 

I 0. Then he should evacuate his bowels and urinate in a 
pure place. This he should do facing the south at night and the 
north by day. 

1 1 .  After that he should clean his teeth with straws or 
sticks of udumbara etc . Then a brahmal)a should engage him
self in the performance of the morning prayer. 

1 2 .  A briihmal)a should duly meditate upon red-complexion
ed Sarasvati in the forenoon, white-complexioned Sarasvati in 
the mid-day and dark one in the evening. 
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1 3.  Then he should carefully bathe according to his under
standing. Having washed his body he should then smear it with 
clay. 

14-1 5. He who desires purity should apply clay to the 
region of the head , the forehead, the nose, the heart, the eye
brows, the a rms, the side ( s) , the navel, the knees, the two feet. 
He should apply one ( layer) on the genital organ, three ( layers) 
at the anus, and ten on the left hand ; he should give seven 
layers on both (the hands) . 

1 6- 1 7 . All the sin of that man who smears clay on his 
body with the recital of the sacred hymn: '0 clay, you who are 
trodden by horses, chariots, and Vi�r.m; 0 Earth, remove my 
sin collected formerly' ,  perishes and he becomes pure. 

1 8- 1 9 .  Then a wise man should bathe, after ( the recital 
of) a Vedic (hymn) , in a big river, a small river, a well ,  a 

lotus-pool, or a lake or a sea or a bank, and after that he should 
duly bathe with (water contained in ) water jars for the destru
ction of all sins . 

20.  Bath in the morning is very meritorious, and destroys 
all sins. A brahmaJ}.a who everyday takes i t, is honoured in 
Vi�Qu's world . 

2 1 -22. That water which is near (the place where one has 
taken his bath and offered ) his morning prayer, upto a distance 
of four daQc;las (i .e .  sixteen hastas ) is nectar and serves the 
manes. Then from two ghatikas to one watch ( i .e .  three hours) , 
it is like honey and increases the joy of the manes. 

23. After that for a watch and a half, the water is said to 
be milky. Upto a distance of four daQc;las it is mixed with 
milk. 

24. After this ( time the water remains just water for three 
watches) . Then (in the fourth watch) it is said to be bloody 
(and remains so) till the sun sets. 

25. That water offered , after bath, in the fourth watch is 
received by demons only, and is without pleasure ( i . e .  gives no 
joy to the manes) . 

26 .  Formerly only I created water for the attainment of 
everything ;  and Yak�as alone are foremost in its protection. 

27. The manes that have gone to the other world do not 
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receive it. It is difficult for them to get except through the 
mortals (related to them ) .  

28. Therefore libations of water should be offered by the 
disciples , sons, grandsons, daughters' sons, relatives, devoted to 
the dead ancestors . 

.Niirada said; 

29. 0 lord of gods, tell me clearly the deity of water and 
the rite of offering oblations of water, so that I can understand 
it .  

Brahmii said: 

30. Vi�I,lu is praised in all the worlds as the dei ty of 
water. Vil?I,lU would do good to him who is purified by water. 

3 1 . A man drinking but a mouthful of water would be
come purified. Especially the water ( that has come) in contact 
with kusa (i .e. darbha ) is superior to nectar. 

32 . Darbha, the abode of all gods , was formerly created 
by me. Brahma remains at the root of kusa, Kesava is at its 
centre. 

33-34a. Know Sankara to be res iding at the tip of kwa. 
These ( d eities) have settled themselves in kusa. If a pure man 
with a kusa in his hand recites a eulogy or a hymn, it is said 
to be a hundred-fold effective. It is said to be a thousand times 
(effective ) at a sacred place . 

34b-35 .  Kusas are said to be (of) seven (types) : kusa, kasa 
(grass) , diirva, barley-leaves, paddy-leaves, Eleusine Indica,1 
and lotuses. They are pure in that order. (Thus) the kusas are 
settled in the world. 

36. All that bath (which is taken) without (reciting) a 

hymn is useless. By contact with sesamum it becomes sweeter 
than nectar. 

37. Therefore, a wise man should always offer libations of 
water (mixed) with sesamum to the manes. By just ten sesamum 
seeds, the manes are exceedingly pleased . 

1 .  Balbaja-Eleusine Indica, a species of coarse gra!s not eaten by 
cows. 
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38a. Gods do not desire prol ixi ty for fear of stopping th e 
burning power of fire. 

38b-39. He, who, after having bathed, offers libations of 
water mixed with sesamum to the manes, or by letting loose a 
dark bull (in their honour) , or offers them water with sesamum 
on the new moon day, or gives light ( i .e .  lights lamps in their 
honour) in the rainy season, is free from the debt (he owes) to 
the manes . 

40 .  He, who offers sesamum to the manes on the new moon 
day throughout a year, obtains the pos ition of Vinayaka, and 
is honoured by all gods . 

4 1 -42. He who pleases (i . e . offers oblations) to the host of 
his manes with sesamum on yuga days1 etc.-it is said that such 
offerings on the new moon day are a hundred-fold effective-or 
in an ayana or on a vi�uva or on a ful l  moon or a new moon 
d ay is honoured in heaven. 

43-44a. And by pleasing (i .e.  offering oblations to) the 
manes on Manvantara2 days or other auspicious days or on a 
solar or lunar eclipse day at sacred places like Gaya etc . ,  he 
goes to Vi gm's abode .  

44b-45. Therefore, finding an  auspicious day a man should 
please (i .e . offer oblations to ) the hos t of his manes. A wise 
man, being composed, having first gratified (i . e . offered obla
tions to) gods would then be en titled to offering oblations to 
the manes . 

46. He should offer (water) with one hand at the time of 
a sraddha and taking food ; (but) should offer it with both 
hands at the time of tarpaJ}.a (i . e .  offering oblation of water 
etc.) . This is an ancient rule. 

47. Being pure and facing the south he should offer liba
tions to the manes and (should ) utter the words 'Be pleased' , 
and mention his name and family. 

48-49a. That offering, which one, through delusion, makes 
with non-black sesamum to the host of one's manes, or that 

1. Yugadya-the anniversary of a yuga or the age of the world. 
2. �1anvantara-Name of various festivals : of the tenth day of the 

light half of A�iic;lha, of the eighth in the dark half of the same month, and 
of the third in the light half of Bhadrapada. 
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offering which one makes by offering water on the ground, 
himself remaining in water, is offered in vain. It  does not 
reach anyone. 

49b-50a. That water, which a man , remaining on ground, 
offers into water, does not reach the manes. It is useless. 

50b-5 1  a. 0 sinless one, he who, having wet clothes on, 
offers water (of libation ) into water, has his manes and gods 
always pleased ( with him) . 

5 1  b-52a. The wise say that a garment washed by washer
men is impure . A garment washed with (one 's) own hands be
comes pure again. 

52b-53a. (By offer ing water with wet clothes on one's 
person) the manes certainly become ten times more pleased 
than when, he, having a dry garment on his body, offers liba
tion to the manes on a pure ground . 

5 3b-54a. He, who bathes, offers his prayers and offers 
obla tions on a rock, an iron vessel or a copper vessel has each 
of these a hundred-fold effective. 

54b-55a. All (the offering ) of him, who, having put a 
silver ring round the fore-finger, offers libations to his 
manes, becomes a hundred thousand times effective; not other· 
WISe. 

55b-56a. In the same way, if a wise man , putting a golden 
ring on his ring finger, gratifies ( offers l ibations to ) the host of 
his manes, that is a lakh of crores times effective. 

56b-57a. Holding a Kha{igaka in the right hand, between 
the thumb and the forefinger, and a gem round the ring finger 
-that gives the inexhaustible fruit of the ten cavity-fuls of 
water ( offered to gods etc. ) . 

5 7b-58. Gods, with hosts of manes, having taken up an 
aerial form, thirsty and longing for water, fol low a man going 
for his bath. When he squeezes his garment, they go back 
disappointed. 

59-60a. Therefore, a man should not squeeze his garment 
without ( i .e . before ) having offered libations to the manes. All 
the sacred places, numbering three crores and a half, i.e. as 
many as there are hairs on a human body, fail him. Therefore, 
he should not squeeze his garment ( before offering libations) . 
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60b-6 l a. Gods drink the water (offered ) on their heads, 
the manes through beards, Gandharvas through eyes, and all 
( other ) beings from below these (i .e. through their mouths) . 

6 1 b-62 . Merely by bathing, gods, hosts of manes, all 
Gandharvas and beings are pleased . No sin remains as a result  
of bath. That man who bathes everyday is best among men. 

63 .  Freed from all sins, he is honoured in heaven . Til l  bath 
and offering of oblations ( are over)  gods are known to be 
great sages. 

64. A wise man should worship gods after this (i .e. offer
ing oblations ) .  No danger befalls him who worships Gai_leSa. 

65 . He should worship the Sun for good health, should 
worship Vi�I_lu for righteousness and salvation, Siva and Cai_ldika 

for the satisfaction of (all ) desires . 

66. Having worshipped the gods, he should make an offer
ing to Visvedeval}. After that he should perform the rite of 
making an offering into the fire, perform the (daily) sacrifice 
and gratify brahmai_las. 

6 7-68a. He will then go to heaven of gods full of ( all) 
goodness ; he will stop his going and coming (i .e .  will have no 
rebirth) , (he will have his) desires ( satisfied) , will obtain 
release, happiness and heaven. Therefore, with all care, he 
should perform the daily rites. 

Niirada said: 

68b-69a. 0 father, 0 omniscient one, why is it that gods. 
do not receive ( i .e .  are not offered the libations of) water with 

the hosts of manes as do human beings ? 

Brahmii said: 

69b-70. Formerly, I crea ted water-nectar full of all gods 
For its protection (I created) demons and Yak�as having bows. 
On my words they kil l a mane or a god , but not a human 
being. 

7 1 -72a. Beasts, birds and insects are settled (by me ) in 
the mortal world. Gods horn as mortals, and also human beings, 
after having everyday gratified the preceptor, are settled in 
heaven. 
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72b-74a. He, who does not bathe eats feces ; one who does 
not mu tter his prayers eats pus and blood. By not gratifying 
the manes daily, a man becomes the killer of his ancestors. Not 
worshipping the gods also involves the sin equal to that of 
killing a brahmaJ.la. A sinner who does not offer his (morning 
or evening) prayer affiicts the Sun also. 

Niirada said : 

74b-75a. Tell me about the order of the proper discharge 
of duties of a brahma:Q.a. Tell me also about the entire conduct 
of other ( castes) . 

Brahma said: 

75b-76. A man gets ( long) life due to good conduct ; he 
obtains happiness due to good conduct. He gets heaven and 
salvation due to good conduct . Good conduct destroys inaus
piciousness. A man of bad conduct is condemned in the world. 

7 7-78a. He is always unhappy , suffers from diseases and 
lives a short life .  A man certainly lives in hell due to bad con
duct. A man obtai11s ( i . e . goes to) the highest world as a result 
of good conduct. Listen properly to ( the description of good) 
conduct . 

78b-82a. A man should always smear his house with cow
dung. Then he should wash the wooden seat, vessels, slabs 
(with water ) . He should cleanse the bell-metal vessels with ash; 
copper-vessels are cleansed with acid.  Vessels made of stone are 
cleansed with oil. A garment of cotton is brushed with cow's 
hair. Vessels of gold and silver become clean with water only. 
Iron-pots are cleansed with fire by burning them. Impure 
ground is cleansed by digging it, or burning it, or smearing it 
or washing it  or by the rain-fall. 

82b-83a. I have formerly said that cleansing of objects 
made of metals or wa ter-pots or all objects made of stone, are 
cleansed with ashes and clay. 

83b-84. Bed, wife, child, garment, sacred thread, water
pot of one's own only are pure and never of others . One should 
not eat with only one garment on one's person, nor should one 
bathe with only one garment on one's body. 
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85. One should never put on the bathing-garment of any
one else. One should dress one's hair and c lean one's teeth in 
the morning only. 

86. One should daily salute one's preceptors (and elderly 
persons ) .  One should have one's meal with the five parts of 
one's body, viz. ( two) hands, (two ) feet, and one's mouth wet, 
(i .e. one should eat after washing one's hands, fee t  and 
mouth) . 

87. He who eats with these five parts wet (i .e . after having 
washed them) ,  lives for a hundred years. He should not delibe
rately disobey the order of his deities, his preceptor, an initiated 
householder or his teacher. 

88-89a. He should not del iberately pass over the shadow 
of an initiated brahmal')a. He should go round, keeping to his 
right, the herd of cows, a deity, a brahmaQa, ghee, honey, a 
place where four roads meet, and also well known trees. 

89b-90a. He should not pass between a cow and a brah
maQa, between fire and a brahmaQa, between two brii.hmal')as, 
and between husband and wife. Such a man, though living in 
heaven,  would surely fall .  

90b-9 l a. With remnants of food on his hand (i.e .  without 
washing his hands and mouth after eating) he should not touch 
fire, a brahmaQa, a deity or a preceptor, and also his own head, 
a tree with flowers or a fig tree; ( this is ) unrighteous. 

9 l b-92a. Without washing his hands and mouth after eat
ing, he should not look at the three luminous bodies, viz . the 
sun, the moon, and all the stars. 

92b-93a. Without washing his hands and mouth after eat
ing, he should not see a brahmal')a, a preceptor, a deity, a king, 
an excellent ascetic,  a contemplative saint doing acts pertaining 
to gods (i.e. worshipping gods ) , and a brii.hmal')a preaching 
dharmas (duties) . 

93b-94. One should not evacuate one's bowels at the bank 
of a river or on sea-shore, at the root of a fig tree, in a garden 
or a flower-garden, and in water. 

95. A wise man should never get shaved in the house of a 
brahmal')a, a cow-pen or a charming royal road or on Tuesday. 

96. He should not allow dirt to settle on his teeth, on the 
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nails or mouth (i .e. he should always keep his teeth, nails or 
mouth clean ) .  He should not besmear his body with oil on 
Sundays and Tuesdays. 

9 7-98a. He should not  play upon a musical ins trument by 
putting it on his own body ; he should not occupy the same seat 
as that of his preceptor. He should not snatch the wealth of a 
learned brahma1.1a, or of a deity or of his preceptor also; and 
also of a king, ascetics, a lame or a blind person, a woman. 

98b-99a. He should give passage to a brahmaJ:.la, cows and 
kings, to a sick person, to one who is tormented ( i . e .  bent 
down) wi th a load, to a pregnant woman and to a weak person. 

99b-1 03a. He should not argue with a king or a brahmal}.a 
or a physician. He should avoid from a distance a brahmaJ:.la, 
his preceptor's wife, and also a fallen person, a leper, a 
caJ:.lc;lala eating cow's flesh; he should also avoid from a distance 
an expelled person, an ignorant person, a wicked woman, a 
woman of bad conduct, a woman who causes scandal, one do
ing bad deeds, a vicious one, one always liking ( i .e .  indulging 
in) quarrelling, a wanton woman, one having a redundant 
l imb, a shameless woman, one going astray, one who is a 
spendthrift, and one of an improper conduct. 

l 03b- 1 04. A wise man should never salute his preceptor's 
wife during her menstruation. He should not touch her ; having 
touched ( i .e. if he touches her ) he becomes pure after (having 
taken) a bath. He should always avoid sporting with her. 

1 05 .  He should hear the words of his preceptor's wife (i. e . 
should remain within the distance where he can hear her, but) 
should not see ( i . e. gaze upon)  her. He should not a t  all look 
at (i .e. gaze upon ) or touch the wife of his son or brother or 
his young daughter, or the wife of his preceptor. 

1 06- 1 07a. He should always avoid chatting with them or 
knitting of the eyebrows, and also quarrel or shameless talk. 

1 07b- 1 08a. He should never tread upon husk, charcoal, 
bones or ashes, and also seeds of cotton-plants, remains of an 
offering to a deity, wood meant for a funeral pile, or the funeral 
pile of a respectable person. 

1 08b- 1 09a. He should not eat dry, stinking and filthy fish, 
also the food which is left over by others, or prepared for 
others. 
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1 09b-1 1 0a. He should not, even for a moment, move with 
a bad person. A wise man should not remain under the shadow 
of a lamp, or under a bibhitaka tree. 

l l Ob- l l l a. He should not, even for a moment, talk with 
the untouchables, the fallen and the angry. Having done (i .e. 
if he does ) so, he would go to ( the hell called ) Raurava. 

1 1 1 b- 1 1 2a. He should not salute his paternal and maternal 
uncles who are younger than he, but ( when they arrive ) he 
should get up, offer a seat to them and s tand before them with 
the palms of his hands joined in reverence. 

1 1 2b- 1 1 4a. He who is completely conversant with ( good 
manners) should not salute a person who has smeared himself 
with oil, or who has not washed his hands etc. after having 
taken food, or whose clothes are wet, or who is s ick or frighten
ed or carrying ( a  load) , or one who is engaged in a sacrifice, 
or one who is spoiled, or one who is sporting with women or 
children or one who is having ( i.e . carrying ) flowers and 
darb has. 

1 1 4b- 1 1 5 .  He should not sip water ( i .e .  should not 
commence a sacred rite ) with his head or ears covered, or 
while remaining in water, or with the lock of hair on his head 
untied, or without adoring ( i.e. washing) his feet, or facing the 
the south, or without wearing the sacred thread, without a 
garment on his body or with the hem of his lower garment 
untucked . 

1 16- 1 1 9. He who has only one garment on his body is not 
purified even after sipping water. First he should touch his 
mouth with the three middle fingers ( i .e .  the ring-finger, the 
middle finger and the forefinger ) ;  then he should touch his 
nose with the thumb and the forefinger ;  he should ( then) touch 
his eyes with the thumb and the ring finger. He should touch 
his ears with the little finger and the thumb ; he should touch 
his navel with the thumb only. He should keep the palm of his 
hand on his heart ( i .e .  touch his chest with the palm of his 
hand) and should touch his head with all his fingers . Having 
touched his arms with the tip of his hand, a man would become 
pure .  Thus sipping the water a man becomes pure. 
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1 20- 1 22a. Being free from all sins he obtains ( i .e .  lives in) 
heaven eternally. May PraJ?,a, pleased by the triangle of the 
fingers, Vyfma and Apfma by mudrii,l, Samana by all the fingers, 
Udana by fingers except the forefinger, and also Naga2, Kiirma, 
Krkara, Devadatta and Dhanaiijaya, to whom oblations are 
offered on the ground, being pleased, delight him (who offers 
the oblations ) .  

1 22b- 1 24. He should not sleep with wet feet, nor should 
he eat with dry feet (i .e .  without washing his feet) . He should 
not sleep or eat in the dark . He should not brush his teeth 
while facing the west or the south. He should not sleep keeping 
his head towards the north or the west. By sleeping like that his 
life is cut short, and such a man becomes the kil ler of a brah
maQa (i . e. commits the sin of killing a brahmaQa) . 

1 25. Therefore he should not sleep l ike that. Sleeping by 
keeping one's head towards the east  or south is recommended. 
He (who sleeps ) wi th his face (i. e .  head) towards the east 
enjoys (long) life ;  he who sleeps with his face (i.e. head) 
towards the south enjoys fame. 

1 26. One (performing rites) with one's face towards the 
west enjoys weal th; one with one's face towards the north 
enjoys glory ; a man with his face towards the east gets (long) 
life ;  he who faces the south ( while performing rites) gets the 
condi tion of a dead body (i .e .  dies ) .  

1 2 7- 1 28a. I f  he faces the direction of VaruJ?.a (i.e. the 
west) , he falls ill ,  and if he faces north he gets ( long ) life and 
wealth. Gods eat once only, men eat twice, spirits and demons 
eat thrice and those who feed on dead bodies eat four times ( a  
day ) .  

1 .  Mudra-Particular positions or intertwinings of fingers ; they are 
twentyfour in number and are commonly practised in religious worship ; 
they are supposed to possess an occult meaning and magical efficacy. 

2. Naga-One of the five airs of human body ; it is expelled by 
eructation. 

Kiirma-One of the outer winds of the body, causing the closing of the 
eyes. 

Krkara-One of the five vital airs ; it assists digestion. 
Devadatta-One of the five vital airs ; it  is exhausted in yawning. 
Dhanaiijaya-Vital air supposed to nourish the body. 
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1 28b- 1 29a. The oblation to gods is fleshless, and that of 
men consists of fish and flesh. O thers, that are undressed, eat 
foul-smelling, stale and spoiled food . 

1 29b- l 30a. Those (good men ) whether they s tay in heaven 
or in this mortal world, have four (good things ) : praiseworthy 
gifts, sweet words, worshipping deities and gratifying 
brahmal).as . 

1 30b-1 3 l a. Niggardl iness, censuring one's own people, 
dressing in tattered garments and devotion to mean men, 
excessive anger, using bitter words-these are the characteristics 
of a man who has (just ) come from a hell . 

1 3 1 b- 1 32a. Words soft like butter, mind tender with com
passion-these are the visible signs of those who are born from 
righteous seeds ( i . e. born in righteous families) . 

l 32b- 1 33a.  Heart void of compassion, and words harsh 
like ( the sound produced by ) a saw-these are the visible signs 
of those who are born from evil seeds ( i . e .  born in sinful 
families ) . 

l 33b- l 34. A man who recites or listens to ( the account 
of) good conduct etc. ,  gets the fruit of his good conduct etc. 
and being purified from sins, (lives) in heaven (wherefrom he) 
does not fall. 

CHAPTER FIFTY 

The Account of the Five 

Bhifma said: 

l .  0 brahmal}.a, tell me if you so desire (abou t) that which 
would give a greater religious merit,  which is always liked in the 
world, and which was done by ( our) ancient ancestors. 

Pulastya said : 

2 .  Once all the brahmal).as, the disciples of Vyasa, having 
respectfully saluted him, asked him about righteousness as you 
have asked me ( now) . 
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The briihmar;as said: 

3-5.  Tell (us ) ,  which are the best of all pious deeds, and 
most meritorious in the whole world, by doing which men 
enjoy heaven eternally. Tell (us )  about one sacrifice, which is 
performed without trouble, which is pure, and which could 
be done (easily) by the mortals of high and low castes. 0 
Brahman-be well pleased towards us and tell us by doing which, 
ever ( deed) a man becomes adorable to the gods in heaven. 

Vyiisa said: 

6 .  About this I shall first narrate the Paiicakhyfma ( i. e. the 
account of the five ) ; listen to it first. ( Even) having done ( i.e. 
if a man does) one of these five, he would obtain salvation, 
heaven and glory. 

7 .  Adoration of the parents, adoration of the husband, 
equality (ofmind) towards all people, not behaving treacher
ously with one's friends, and devotion to Vi�I,lu-these are the 
five great sacrifices . 

8 . 0 brahma1,1as, that righteousness (i . e. religious merit) 
which a man would earn by adoration of his parents cannot 
be earned even by performing hundreds of sacrifices or by going 
on pilgrimages to sacred places on the earth. 

9.  A father ( a  mother ) is righteousness, a father ( a  mother ) 
is heaven, a father (a mother ) is a great penance ; when the 
father is pleased, all deities are pleased. 

1 0. He whose parents are pleased by his service to them 
and his virtue, has bathed in the Ganges everyday. 

l l - 1 2a. A mother is full of ( i.e. has the merit of) all sacred 
places ; a father is ful l  of gods ( i.e. has all gods unite in him) . 
He who goes round his mother and father keeping them to his 
right, has ( indeed ) gone round the earth with the seven is
lands. 

12b- l 3a. He whose knees, hands and head, when saluting 
the parents, touch the ground, obtains (i . e .  lives in) heaven 
eternally. 

1 3b- 14a. As long as the marks of the dust of their feet have 
clung to his head ( and other) parts ( of the body ) their son 
is purified. 
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14b-1 5a. The sins, earned ( i .e. committed) during hundreds 
of crores of existences of that son who drinks ( i .e .  sips)  the 
water of ( i.e. flowing from) the lotus-like feet of his parents, 
perish . 

1 5b- 1 6a. He is blessed in the human world, he is purified 
from all sins. (Such) a man obtains the status of Vinayaka in 
( i . e .  after) one exis tence only. 

1 6b- 1 7a. That meanest man who offends his parents by 
(using bad) words, would live in hell til l the submersion of the 
beings (i. e . till the end of the world) .  

1 7b- 1 8a.  That meanest son, who eats without honouring 
his parents, lives in the well of insects and hell till the end of 
Kal pa ( i . e. till the end of t he world ) .  

1 8b- 1 9. Abandoning ( i .e .  h e  who abandons) his parent 
that is sick, old , or distressed for want of l ivelihood, defective 
in eyes or ears , he would go to (the hell called ) Raurava. He is 
even born among the lowest the castes, the ca�c;lalas. 

20-2 l a. All his religious merit would be exhausted by not 
feeding his parents ( i .e .  if he does not feed his parents) . A son, 
who does not revere his parents, though resorting (i . e . he 
resorts) to sacred places and gods, does not obtain their fruit 
( i . e .  the fruit of resorting to sacred places and gods ) ,  and re
mains like an insect on the earth. 

2 l b-22a. I (shall) tell you an ancient account. 0 brah
ma�as, l isten to it carefully, by listening to which (i .e .  it) , 
you will not be again deluded on the earth . 

22b-24a. Formerly there was a brahma�a, known by the 
name Narottama. Disregarding his own parents he went to 
resort to the sacred places . Then the bath-garments of that 
brahma�a, visiting all the sacred places, everyday got dried in 
the sky (i .e. they remained without any support in the sky and 
were dried) .  

24b-25. Pride entered the mind of that brahma�a : "There 
is none else l ike me who has done meritorious deeds and who 
has great fame." When he said (i .e . he was saying ) this, a crane 
evacuated on his face. 

26. Incited by anger, the brahma�a cursed the crane ; and 
the crane, with its body reduced to ashes , fell on the ground. 
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27. At ( i.e. seeing) the murder, fear and great confusion 
entered ( the mind of) the great briihma:Q.a. Then due to the -
briihma:Q.a's sin, his garment did not go (i.e. remain unsuppor
ted) in the sky. 

28-29a. He instantly became dejected. Then (a voice) in 
( i .e. from) the sky said to him : "0 briihma:Q.a, go to the cii:Q.c;lala, 
Miika (by name ) ,  who is very righteous . There you will know 
( i .e. learn about) your duty, and his words will be beneficial to 
you." 

29b-32. Hearing the words (that came ) from the sky, he 
went to Miika's house. He saw him (i.e. Miika ) attending upon 
his parents, (doing) all ( pieces) of work ( for them) , giving 
them hot water at the cold time (of the day) , ( giving them ) oil, 
warmth, tiimbiila,1 and cotton garment, giving them, as usual, 
food, sweets and (their) share of milk, causing to be given to 
them a fragrant garland of jasmine flowers and also other various 
objects that could be enjoyed. 

33 .  In the hot (part of the day) he always fanned his 
parents . Having thus always served them, he used to eat. 

34-37a. He removed their fatigue and their distress. Due 
to these acts of righteousness, Vi�:Q.u lived in his house for a 
long time. I t ( i .e .  the house) remained in the atmosphere 
without supporting pillars; and ( he saw) the lord of the three 
worlds, who had taken the form of a briihma:Q.a, who was 
handsome, like whom there was none else, who was the highest 
being, who was full  of lustre, who was very energetic and 
who adorned his house. Seeing him, the brahma:Q.a was amazed, 
and said to Miika : 

The briihmaT)a said: 

37b-38a. (Please ) come near me. I desire (to learn ) fully 
about my eternal good in (all) the worlds. ( Please ) tell it. 

J,filka said: 

38b-39. I am attending upon my parents; how can I come 
near you ? Having attended upon them I shall do your job. 
(Please) remain at my door, I shall offer you hospitality. 

I .  Tambula-The leaf of the piper-betel, which together with the areca
nut, catechu, is chewed after meals. 
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40. When the CaJ).<;lala spoke like this, the brahmaJ).a then 
got angry ( and said ) : "Ignoring me-a brahmaJ).a-is your own 
work (of attending upon your parents ) more important for 
you ?" 

Miika said : 

41 -43. 0 brahmaJ).a, why do you in vain become angry? I 
am not that crane to you (i .e. you cannot take me to be the 
crane whom you cursed) . Your anger is effective on the crane; 
but not at all here (i .e .  in my case ) .  Your garment now does not 
get dried in the sky and does not remain there ( without support ) .  
Having heard the words ( that came ) from the sky you have 
come to my house. ( Please) stay, stay, I shall speak to you ; 
otherwise ( please) go to that chaste lady. 0 best of brahmaJ).as, 
seeing her your desired object will come about. 

44. Then lord Vi�1.1u, who had taken the form of a brah
maJ).a moved out of his house, and said to the brahma1.1a : "I  
am going to  her  house. " 

45. Having thought (for a while ) ,  the best of brahmaJ).aS 
walked with him. The brahmaJ).a, being amazed, asked thus to 
Vi�J.lu, who was going (to the house of the chaste lady) : 

46. "0 brahmaQa, how is it that you always gladly stay in 
the caQ<;lala's house, frequented by women? " 

Hari said: 
4 7. Now ( i .e .  still) your mind has not certainly been 

purified. Having seen that chaste lady and others, you will 
certainly know me. 

The briihmaQa said: 

48. 0 dear one, who is that chaste lady, and what is her 
great learning? 0 brahmaJ).a, tell me the reason for which I am 
going there (with you) . 

Hari said : 

49. ( River) Ganga is the best of ( all ) rivers. A chaste 
woman is the best among :women. A king is the best (man ) 
among men, and J anardana ( i . e. Vi�J).u) is the best of ( all ) gods. 
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50. That chaste women, who is always interested in the 
good of her husband, would emancipate a hundred men from 
each of the two families ( i .e. that of her husband and that of 
her father) . 

5 1 . She enjoys heaven till the ( final) destruction of beings 
(i . e .  till the final destruction of the world ) . Or her husband 
will be a sovereign emperor fallen from heaven. 

52-53a. Being his wife she then enjoys happiness. There is 
no doubt that he and she again and again get the kingdom of 
heaven. Having obtained a hundred such births, she would 
ultimately, certainly obtain salvation. 

The brahma1J.a said: 

53b-54a. Who can be a chaste woman ? What are her 
characteristics ? 0 best of brahmru;tas, tell me ( that ) ,  so that I 
shall correctly understand it. 

Hari said : 
54b-55a. She, who will adore her husband with love 

hundred times more than that of a son, and will look upon her 
husband with fear hundred times more than that of a son, and 
will look upon her husband with fear hundred times greater 
than that with which a king is looked upon, is a chaste woman. 

55b-56a. In ( performing) duty, she is ( like )a maid-servant; 
in ( giving ) sexual pleasure she is ( like a prostitute ) ; in ( serving) 
a meal she is ( l ike ) a moth er ;  she is a counsellor to her husband 
in his difficulties. Such is a chaste woman. 

56b-57a. That woman is loyal to her husband ( i .e. is a chaste 
woman) ,  who never disobeys her husband by speech, body or 
deeds, and who eats after her husband has eaten. 

5 7b-58a. She always carefully attends upon her husband on 
every bed that he sleeps upon. 

58b-59a. Such a strong-minded woman never entertains 
jealousy, or lightness of spirit. She is a loyal wife who looks 
equally upon honour and dishonour. 

59b-60a. That wife, who, being a good one, having seen a 
well-dressed man-her brother, father or son-looks upon him 
as a stranger, is a faithful wife. 
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60b-62a. 0 best of brahmar_1as, go to that chaste woman, 
and tell her what your desire is. He has eight wives ; that one, 
of an excellent complexion, endowed with beauty and youth, 
possessed of compassion, and glorious, remains among them. 
She is known by the name Subha ; go to her and ask her ( what 
is ) beneficial to you. 

62b-63. Saying so, the lord disappeared there only. The 
brahmar_1a, seeing his ( i .e .  the lord's ) vanishing like this, got 
amazed. He, having gone to the good woman's house, inquired 
about the fai thful wife .  

64-65. Having heard the words of the guest, the good 
woman came hastily out of the house, and seeing him there she 
stood at the door. Seeing her, the best brahmar_1a said ( these ) 
words with joy : "Please tell me what is beneficial to me, as you 
alone have known it." 

The faithful wife ( i.e .  Subhii) said : 

66. Now I have to attend upon my husband . We (faithful 
wives ) have no freedom. I shall do your job later. Today accept 
my hospitality. 

The briihma7Ja said: 

67. There is no (feeling of) hunger or thirst in my body 
( i.e.  I am neither hungry nor thirsty) ; nor am I tired today. 0 
auspicious lady, tell me about my desired object; otherwise I 
shall curse you. 

68. Then she too said too him : "0 best brahmal).a, I am 
not that crane. 0 brahmaQ.a, go to that righteous trader ; ask 
him what is beneficial to you." 

69 . Saying so, that illustrious woman entered her house. 
There the brahmaQ.a saw that brahmaQ.a as ( i .e . whom) he had 
seen in the house of the caQ.!,iala. 

70.  Having thought (for some time ) ,  and being amazed, 
the brahmaQ.a went with him. He saw the brahmaQ.a staying 
there with his mind pleased . 

7 1 -72. He too, seeing the brahmaQ.a and the chaste woman 
said : " She told me the account of what took place in another 
region. How does the caQ.!,iala know that account ?  And how 
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does that chaste woman know it ? 0 sir, therefore I am amazed. 
What is this great wonder." 

Hari spoke : 

73-74a. The creators of all know the reason, which made 
you wonder, because of their great religious merit and righteous 
conduct. 0 sage, now tell me what she told you. 

The briihmar;a said : 

74b. She advised me to ask the trader about righteousness . 

Hari said: 

75. 0 best sage, come (with me) , I am going to him. 

While going, he asked Hari : "Where does the merchant live? ' ' 

Hari said : 

76 .  Where there is a great crowd of people, and much 
money is involved in a good sale, there that merchant is ( to be 
found ) ,  doing sale and purchase. 

7 7-78. From his door only, people take and give barley 
( grains) , drink, oil, a heap of food, and all stock. 0 best man, 
he has never given up truth and told a lie even at the cost of his 
life ;  therefore, he is called a righteous trader. 

79-80. When he had said like this, he saw the man having 
dirt and mud ( on his body) , having pointed and unclean teeth, 
and selling many liquids. He was talking various words concern
ing things and money, and was surrounded all round by various 
men and women. 

8 1 . With sweet words he asked him : "How ( do you happen 
to come here) ? Tell  me the full description of piety. I have come 
to you ( for that) ." 

The trader said : 

82-84. 0 brahmai).a, as long as people stand near me, I 
shall not find ease ( i . e· leisure ) till the first watch of the night. 
To seek advice you ( should ) go to the mine of piety. There you 
will know everything about the sin due to the crane's death 
( brought about by you ) and about your garment being dried 
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in the sky. Go to the good man Adrohaka ; and by his advice 
your desire will be satisfied . 

85-86a. Speaking thus to him, the trader did ( i .e .  carried 
on )  sale and purchase . "0 dear one, like that ( i .e .  as you say) , 
I shall go to the good man-Adrohaka. ( But) as advised by the 
trader, I do not know his residence." 

Hari said : 

86b. Come on, with you I shall go to his house. 

87a.  On the way, the brahmal}.a said to Hari, who was 
going ( with him) : 

The briihmaTJa said :  

87b-89a. The trader does not take a bath ; he  does not 
make offerings to gods and manes ; his entire body is smeared 
with dirt ; his garment also is bad (i.e. dirty ) .  How does he 
know my account that took place in another region ? Therefore, 
I am amazed ; 0 dear  one, tell (explain to) me all the cause (of 
this ) .  

Hari said: 

89b-90. He has conquered the three worlds by means of 
truth and equanimity. Due to that manes and gods with the 
hosts of sages are pleased. Therefore, the righteous one knows 
the past, the future and the present. 

9 1 . There is no greater ( deed of) piety than truth ; there is 
no greater sin than falsehood, for a man who is especially a 
man of equanimity and is sinless. 

92 . All the sins of him, whose mind looks equally upon a 
foe, a friend or a neutral person, perish , and he would be 
absorbed in Vi�J}.u. 

93-95a. He who always behaves like this , would emanci
pate a crore of (the members of) his family . All these, viz .  truth, 
restraint, tranquility, fortitude, firmness, absence of greed, of 
wonder and of laziness are well-settled in him. Therefore, he, 
knowing the ways of the world, knows fully what is going on in 
the world of gods and that of the human beings. Hari dwells in 
his body . 
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95b-96a. In truth and straightforwardness there is no 
equal to him in the world . He is actually composed of righte
ousness, and he has sustained the world. 

The brahma1Ja said: 

96b. Due to your favour I have understood the cause of 
the trader's (greatness ) .  If you so desire tell me the account of 
Adrohaka. 

Hari said: 

9 7-98. Formerly a prince had a noble wife .  She was in the 
prime of youth, and was like Cupid's wife or like Saci, the wife 
of Indra. That beautiful woman was like his own life to him, 
and her name was Sundari . 

99. All of a sudden the king required him to go for (some )  
work . 

I 00. He thought to himself: 'Where shall I keep ( this my 
wife ) greater (even) than my own life ,  so that she will certainly 
be protected (from danger) ? '  Think ing life this, he suddenly 
came to his house ( i. e. the house of Adrohaka ) .  

1 0 1 - 1 02 .  H e  spoke to him words l ike that .  Hearing them, 
he was amazed . ( He said to the prince : )  "I am not your father, 
or brother, or relative. Nor do I belong to the family of her 
father or mother. Nor am I your friend. 0 son, how ( then ) will 
you be at ease by her remaining in my house?" 

1 03 .  In the meanwhile he uttered words befitting ( the 
occasion) : ' 'In the world there is none like you who knows 
Dharma and who has conquered his s enses . " 

1 04. He said to him who knew everything : "Please do not 
talk ( something that is ) censurable. Which man is capable of 
protecting a wife (i . e. a woman) that fascinates (by her beauty ) 
the three worlds ? "  

The princesaid: 

I 05 . Knowing ( about your greatness ) on the earth, I have 
approached you. Let her stay in your house. I am going home. 

1 06. When he said like this , he ( i . e .  Adrohaka) again said : 
"How can the protection of a woman be effected in this very 
beautiful city, full of l ibidinous men ?" 
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I 07a. He ( i .e. the prince) again said to him : " ( Please) 
protect her. I am going. " 

1 07b- I I 0a. Due to the difficulty as regards the prescribed 
course of conduct, the gentleman said to the prince : " I am 
doing an improper deed. One's own bondage is proper and 
beneficial. Such a (beautiful ) wife will always remain in my 
house. 0 lord, tell me what you desire in the case of the pro
tection of that which could not be protected. Do what is agree
able ( to you ) . If you look upon ( me )  as your deity, she will 
sleep near me with my wife on my bed ; ( if you agree ) ,  let her 
stay, otherwise let her go." 

l l Ob- 1 l l a. Having thought for a moment, the prince 
again said to him. "This is well said,  0 dear one; do as you 
like ." 

I l l  b- 1 1 2a. Then he said to his wife: "Do whatever good 
or bad as he tells you. That will not be your fault, ( as you are 
doing it ) at my command. " 

1 1 2b- 1 1 3 .  Speaking thus, he left by the order of the king, 
his  father. Then, at night, he ( i .e .  Adrohaka) did as he had 
said. The righteous one everyday slept between the two 
women. 

1 1 4- 1 1 6 . But in the case of his own wife his mind desired 
sex ; ( but) due to her contact ( i .e .  the contact of the body of 
the prince's wife) , he ( did not have such feeling and) looked 
upon her as ( his own) daught�r. He looked upon her breasts 
touching his back as a child would look upon his mother's 
breasts ( i .e .  as a child feels on having the touch of h is mother's 
breasts, so he fel t  when his  back was touched by her breasts ) .  
Again and again her breasts touched his back. 

I I 7 . Everyday he looked upon her as a child would look 
upon his mother. Then his contact with women ceased (he did 
not have union with his own wife also ) . 

1 1 8. Then when half a year ( passed) like this , her husband 
came ( back) to the city. He inquired with people about him, 
about her conduct  and about what was said (about them ) . 

I l 9- I 20a. Some, though young, being extremely amazed, 
spoke well about Adrohaka. Some said : "You handed her ( over 
to him) ; he sleeps with her. How can there be satisfaction, 
when a man and a woman come in contact with each other ?" 
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1 20b-1 2 1 . That young man who longs for her would not 
talk ( i.e .  say anything even though) he is asked about her. Due 
to the strength of his religious merit, he heard the rumours 
(spread) by people. He had an auspicious thought to get him
self free from the public scandal . 

1 22- 1 23 .  He himself brought pieces of wood, and prepared 
a great fire. 0 dear, the valorous prince meanwhile came to his 
house and saw him and the woman (i .e .  his own wife ) -the 
woman's face was blooming, and the man was extremely 
dejected. 

1 24. Knowing the intention of the two, the prince uttered 
( these) words : "Why do you not talk to me, your friend, who 
has come after a long time?" 

1 25- 1 26. That righteous trader, without losing his sense, 
said to the prince : ' ' I  think that deed, difficult to do, which I 
did for your good, has been in vain due to the public scandal. 
Today I shall enter fire ;  let men and gods witness ( i t) ."  

1 27- 1 28. Saying so, the magnanimous one entered fire. The 
fire did not burn the flower on the mass of hair of him, who 
entered it, nor did the fire burn his body, or garment or hair. 
All the gods in heaven joyfully said : ' 'Well done, well done ! "  

1 29- 1 30a. From all sides showers of flower fell on his head. 
Various kinds of (spots of) leprosy appeared on the faces of 
those who had said bad words about the two. 

1 30b- 1 3 l a . Gods, having come there, gladly dragged him 
from the fire and worshipped him with flowers ; sages also were 
amazed. 

1 3 1 b- 1 32a. The highly lustrous one was thus honoured by 
all excellent sages and various men at that time . He too honour
ed all .  

1 32b- 1 33 .  He was named Sajjanadrohaka, by gods, 
demons and men. Earth, purified by the dust-particles of his 
feet, became full of corn ; and gods also said to him ( i.e .  the 
prince) : "Take ( back) your wife .  

1 34. Like him there was no man; nor anyone will be born 
like him ; nor is there at present any man on the earth who is 
not conquered (i .e .  affected) by (sexual) desire and greed. 

1 35 .  This (sexual) desire is quite unconquerable for all
gods, demons, men, goblins, beasts, b irds and insects . 
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1 36-1 3 7 .  It is always generated in beings through desire, 
greed and anger. ( Sexual) desire binds (one ) to the mundane 
existence. Very rarely a desireless person ( like him) is ( to be 
found) . Everything is conquered by him-the fourteen worlds 
( are conquered by him) . Vasudeva ( i . e .  Vi�s:Q.u) has gladly 
remained in his heart . 

1 38. Men, who touch him or see him like this, are free from 
all sins, become faultless, and obtain inexhaustible heaven ( i . e .  
live in heaven eternally) . " 

1 39. Saying so, gods gladly went to heaven in aeroplanes. 
Men, being pleased, went (home) , and the couple also went to 
their residence. 

1 40. He has a divine eye, and he sees ( i . e. could see ) gods ; 
he very easily understood what happened in the three worlds.  

1 4 1 .  Then on the road, the brahmaQa accompanied by 
Vi�Qu saw him. Gladly he asked (i.e .  said to) him : "Tell me the 
motive of Dharma which is beneficial . " 

Sajjanadroha said : 
1 42- 1 43 .  0 bnihmaQa, 0 you who know Dharma, go to 

the best man, the devotee of Vi�Qu . Seeing him, your desired 
object will now come about; you will know as far as the death 
of the crane and ( your) garment being dried up ( in the sky) 
are concerned, and (you will have fulfilled ) whatever other 
desire is ( i .e .  you have) in your mind. 

1 44- 1 45. Hearing these words, they two came to the devotee 
of Vi�QU. He gladly went with that brahmal}.a, who was Vi!?QU. 
He saw, standing before him, a man, who was pure, blazing, 
fully endowed with all (good) characteristics, and shining with 
his own lustre. 

1 46 .  That virtuous brahmal}.a said to the (devotee) who 
was dear to Hari, and who was engrossed in meditation: "Tell 
us whatever has taken place ; for I have come to you from a far 
off place." 

The devotee of Vi�IJU spoke : 

1 4  7. The best of gods, the lord of the enemies of demons is 
pleased with you. 0 brahmaQa, having seen you now, my mind 
is as it were pleased. 
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1 48- 1 49a. You will get in comparable prosperity ; your desire 
will be satisfied. (Only) after having seen god Hari (i.e .  
Vi�:Q.u) , the best among gods, who is residing in my house, 
your garment will always be dried up in the sky ; not otherwise. 

1 49b- 1 50a. Thus addressed by Vigm's devotee, he again 
spoke to him : "Where does that Vi�:Q.U stay ( in your house) ? 
Favour me and show him to me today." 

Vi$1J.U's devotee said: 

1 50b- 1 5 1  a. Having entered this beautiful temple, and 
having seen that lord, you will be free from the bondage of 
birth (and death) as a result of the eradication of your sins . 

1 5 1  b- 1 52a. Having heard those words of him ( i .e .  of the 
devotee ) , he entered the house and saw that brahma:Q.a (who 
had accompanied him, and who was none other than) Vi�:Q.u, 
resting on a lotus-bed. 

1 52b- 154. Having saluted him by (bowing) his head, he 
joyfully clasped his feet. (He said :) "0 lord of gods, be pleased; 
formerly I did not know you. 0 lord, I am your servant in this 
world and the next . 0 Madhusiidana, I have experienced your 
favour. If you favour me, I would like to see your ( divine) 
form." 

Vif{zu said: 

1 55- 1 56. 0 brahma:Q.a, I always have affection for you. I 
have appeared before the pious ones due to my affection for 
them. Those who are meritorious obtain heaven eternally by 
seeing, touching, meditating upon, narrating and talking about 
( the deity ) .  

1 57- 158. By constant contact all the sins would perish. 
(Such a man) having enjoyed unending happiness, merges in 
me. Having bathed ( i.e. he who bathes ) at holy places, and 
having seen (i .e .  he who sees) me everywhere, having seen 
(i.e. visited ) (i.e. he who visits) the countries of the meritorious 
people, he dwells in me. 

159. 0 you best among men, he, having always narrated 
(i.e. he who narrates) a meritorious story in front of the people 
becomes merged in my body. 
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1 60. Having fasted (i.e. by fasting) on my day (i .e. on the 
day sacred to me) , and having listened (i.e. by listening ) to my 
account, and having kept (i .e .  by keeping) awake at night, he 
becomes absorbed in me.  

1 6 1 . He who makes great sound by means of dancing, 
songs and musical instruments, and who recollects my name, 
becomes absorbed in me, 0 greatest brahmaJ}.a. 

1 62 . My devotee is a holy place. He (i .e .  Vi!i!J}.U) remained 
in the sky and spoke to you to destroy the sin which you com
mitted when you killed the crane : 

1 63- 1 66. "Go to the great-souled Miika , the excellent holy 
place for the meri torious . 0 dear, by seeing Miika, all great 
men are seen. Having seen and talked to them, and with affec
tion for my contact, you have come to my house. That one, 
knowing piety, whose sin perishes after a thousand crores or 
births, sees me ; and by that (i .e . by seeing me ) he is 
pleased . 0 child, 0 innocent one, you saw ( i .e .  you could see) 
me because of my favour only ; therefore take (from me) a boon 
which you have in your mind." 

The brahmaT)a said : 

1 67 .  0 lord, let our minds be fixed on you by all means. 
0 lord of all the worlds, let us not l ike anything else except 
you. 

Madhava ( i. e .  Vif{lU) said: 

1 68- 1 69 . 0 innocent one, since such a thought always rises 
in your mind , therefore you will obtain in my body enjoyments 
like me (i.e . as I have ) ;  but 0 innocent one, your parents have 
not received worship from you .  Having worshipped your parents, 
you will then come to ( i .e .  become one with) my body. 

1 70 .  Due to the air  of their sighs, and due to their great 
anger your penance again ( and again) perishes; therefore, 0 
brahmaJ}.a, worship them daily. 

' 

1 7 1 . I, or Brahma or Saiikara cannot stop the (son from 
falling into ) hell, on whom the anger of the parents fal ls ( i.e.  
with whom the parents are angry) . 

1 72 . Therefore, go to your parents, and carefully worship 
them. Then by their favour only, you (will) go to my position. 
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I 73. When (Vi�I).u) said this, the best brahmal).a said to 
the lord of the world : "0 lord, 0 Acyuta, if you are pleased 
with me, (please ) show me your ( original) form." 

1 74-1 75 .  Then the powerful Brahmal).ya ( i.e. Vi�I).u) ,  with 
his heart pleased, and out of love for the brahmal).a, showed his 
own form to the brahmal).a. The brahmal).a, saluting, ( by 
prostrating himself) like a staff on the ground, Acyuta, the 
lord, holding a conch, a disc, a mace, a lotus , the cause of the 
entire world, filling the world with lustre, spoke to him again: 

1 76- 1 78. "Today my life i s  fruitful ; today my eyes have 
become auspicious; today my hands are praiseworthy ; 0 lord of 
the world, today I am blessed. Today my ancestors will go to 
the eternal world of Brahm a. 0 Janardana, by your favour my 
relatives will be delighted today. Now all my desires have been 
fulfilled . 

1 79. But ( still) 0 lord, I wonder how the wise ones like 
Miika very much know my account (i .e. what happened to me ) 
that took place in another country. 

1 80- 1 81 . A very handsome brahmal).a lived in the interior 
of his house ; also in the house of the chaste lady, and above the 
head of the merchant, and also you lived in the Vi�I).u-temple 
of Mitradrohaka. 0 brahmal).a, (please) explain it by ( showing) 
favour to me. " 

The lord spoke : 

1 82- 1 84a. Miika was always devoted to his parents ; the 
chaste lady was always good ; the trader spoke the truth and he 
was equal to al l  people ;  Adroha conquered his greed and desire ; 
the Vai !ll).ava is said to be my devotee. I am pleased with the 
virtues of these ( persons) , ( therefore )  I gladly s tay in their 
houses with Sarasvati and Lak�mi, 0 bes t brahmal).a.  

The briihmar;a said : 

1 84b- 1 85 .  Those who know the ways of the world say 
( i .e. have said) in the smrtis, pural).as, sacred texts and Vedas 
that men become very sinful due to their contact with great 
sinners ; how ( then ) do you stay in (their) houses? 
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The lord said: 

1 86 .  Miika is the doer of ( i.e .  does )  all good things in the 
world. Even though he fol lows the l ivelihood of a du;u;lala, gods 
know him to be a brahmaQa. 

1 87 .  As far as meritorious deeds are concerned, there is 
none like Miika in ( all ) the worlds. He is always devoted to 
his parents . He has conquered the three worlds. 

1 88. I, along with the hosts of gods, am pleased with his 
devotion to them ( i .e .  his parents) . I remain in his house in 
the form of a brahmaQa, and ( I  also remain)  in the sky. 

1 89-1 90. 0 you who know Dharma, I always remain in the 
house of the chaste lady, in the residence of the merchant, in 
the abode of Adrohaka, and also in the house of the devotee of 
Vi�Qu; even for a short while, I do not forsake ( them) . Those 
other sinful people do not always see me. 

1 9 1 - 1 92. Because of your religious merit and my favour, 
you have seen me. The di.Qc;lala, devoted to his parents, attained 
godhead. Therefore I gladly stay with him in his house. 0 son 
of a brahmaQa, I again and again talk to him. 

1 93 .  I, the creator, live in his mind alone. He knows your 
account, so also the chaste lady and others. 

1 94. I shall tell you their account in due order. Listen to it. 
Listening to it a mortal is completely free from the bondage of 
birth (and death ) .  

1 95 .  There i s  no holier place than the father and the 
mother even among the gods of gods . He, who has worshipped 
his parents, is the best man. 

1 96. The fruit of (obeying) the parents'  order is the same 
as that of ( obeying)  the order of a deity or a preceptor. By 
adoring the parents a man goes to heaven ; by harming (them) 
he goes to the Raurava (hell ) .  

1 97. Such a man stays in my heart ; I too remain in his 
heart. There is no difference between us .  He is equal to me here 
( i.e .  in this world ) and in the next world. 

1 98- 1 99.  In my charming city, in front of me, he enjoys 
inexhaustible enjoyments along with his relatives , and in the 
end dwells in me. Therefore, 0 best man, that Miika knows the 
news in the three worlds. Why then should you be thus amazed ? 
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The briihmmJa spoke : 

200 . What should be done, 0 lord of the world, i f a man 
even after having realised the importance ofworship to parents, 
does not do it, through delusion or ignorance? 

The lord said:  

20 1 . He, who has shown devotion to ( i .e .  worshipped ) his 
parents, for a day, or a month, or a fortnight, or half a fort
night or for a year, would go to my abode. 

202 . Having rendered his mind ill ( i . e .  if he worships the 
parents with evil thoughts in his mind) he would certainly go to 
hell . The worship of parents done earl ier would be as good as 
not done ( i.e .  would be rendered useless) . 

203-204a. A man would get the fruit of devotion to ( i.e. 
worship of) parents by offering a bul l .  Whatever, vegeterian or 
non-vegetarian food, garments or produc ts of cows, is given to 
one's kinsmen has a lakhfold fruit. 

204b-205 . That intelligent son who has offered a sraddha 
with all his wealth, remembers his ( previous ) births, and 
would obtain the fruit of the devotion to ( i .e .  worship of) his 
parents. In al l the three worlds there is no greater sacrifice than 
a sraddha. 

206. Whatever is given here ( i. e .  at a sra.ddha ) obtains 
( i .e. brings) inexhaustible ( fruit ) .  Know that whatever is 
offered to others is myriad ( times effective, while) what is offer
ed to the kinsmen, is a lakh times (effective) . 

207-2 1 0 . Offering a piJ;.lc;la is a crore times effective ; offer
ing it to a brahmaJ;,la is said to have an endless (fruit) . He, who 
offers a ph:,1c;la of food into the water of the Ganges, at Gay a, at 
Prayaga, a t  Pu�kara, at VariiJ;,lasi, into the SiddhakuJ;,lc;la, or at 
the confluence of the Ganges and the ocean, will certainly 
obtain salvation ; and his parents, as the fruit of their existence, 
obtain eternal heaven (i.e. live in heaven eternally) . He, who 
especially offers water mixed with sesamum into the Ganges, 
finds the way to salvation ; then how much more (would he get) 
by offering a piJ;,lc;la ? A sraddha offered on the bank of a river is 
a thousandfold effective ( while the one offered ) at the bank of 
a big river is a myriad times more effective. 
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2 1 1 -2 1 3 .  Due to its contact with a common fruit a sraddha 
would be a hundred times effective. He who offers a sraddha on 
the new moon day ,  on the anniversary day of a Yuga1, or either 
on the day of the lunar or the solar eclipse, gets an eternal 
world ( i .e .  lives eternally in a world like heaven ) .  His parents 
also are pleased for a myriad years, after having given their 
son a blessing and an unending happiness. Therefore a son 
should gladly perform the parval}a2 ( sraddha) on a parvan day. 

2 1 4. Performing this sacrifice in honour of the parents, he 
is  free from the bondage of birth ( and death ) .  That sraddha 
which is offered everyday is called nitya- sraddha. 

2 1 5-2 1 7a. He who gets it performed with faith gets an 
eternal world ( i .e . lives eternally in a world like heaven ) .  Also 
having performed a kamya ( i . e .  optional ) sraddha according 
to the proper rite in the dark half of the month, he gets his 
desire or whatever he entertains in  his mind satisfied. In the 
fifth fortnight, making the day of the ful l  moon of A�ac;lha3 as the 
limit, he should perform a sraddha, (not considering) whether 
the Sun has gone to the Virgo. 

2 1 7b-2 1 8a. Those sixteen days , when the Sun has gone to 
the Virgo, are comparable with sacrifices accomplished with 
( the payment of) excellent fees .  

2 1 8b. This optional sraddha is very meritorious-auspici
ousness comes from it. 

2 19 .  In the absence ( of having performed a sraddha when 
the Sun is in Virgo) , he should perform it in the dark half of 
the month or the like when the Sun is in Libra. When the new 
moon day occurs when the Sun is in Scorpio, the manes be
come disappointed. 

220. Mter having given a very terrible curse, they again go 
to their own abodes. It is said that as a result of the curse of the 
manes, the son loses everything. 

221 -222a. Men get, in existence after existence, all these, 
viz. wealth, sons, glory, desired things, things that are liked and 

1 .  Yugadya-See note on 49 .4 1 .  
2 .  ParvaQ.a-The general ceremony of offering oblations t o  all the 

manes at a parvan ( for parvan, see note on 46. 1 09 ) .  
3. A�aqhi-Day o f  full moon in the month of A�aqha. 
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( long life) , a s  a result of  a boon from the parents. So he  should 
not forsake a mane. 

222b-223a. A brahmal}a, having performed ( i .e. who per
forms) the Nandimukha sraddha1 at the commencement of a 
marriage (-rite) , a vow or a sacrifice, gets inexhaustible merit, 
and his family increases. 

223b-224a. That man who behaves contrary to this, goes 
to hell . His family perishes, and he is unhappy as long as he 
lives . 

224b-225. Then (i.e. at the time of marriage-rite etc . ) he 
should first worship Gar:1da, S ambhu's son . Then he should 
worship the sixteen Matrs and after that the host of manes, 
beginning with the great grandfather, at the time of all Nandi
mukha sraddhas . 

226. The wise one should place ( i.e .  seat )  all the brah
mal}as facing the east. To them he should utter the words 
' salutation ( to you') ; on other occas ions, he should employ the 
utterance 'svadha' .  

227. A man by offering water with pil}<;las ( to the manes) 
at the t ime of the solar eclipse gets heaven (i .e. l ives in heaven ) 
eternally, and it nourishes the manes . 

228.  There ( i . e. at the time of solar eclipse) a man should 
take a bath. A man, who does not offer water with pil}<;las to 
his manes according to his capacity, becomes a caQ.<;lala. 

229. When the Moon is eclipsed by Rahu ( i .e.  at  the time 
of the lunar eclipse) , all the presents made are equal to the 
present of land; all brahmal}as are like Vyasa ; all water is like 
( that of) the Ganges. 

230. (A present made at the time ) of the lunar eclipse, is 
said to be a lakh times effective, and that made at the time of 
the solar eclipse is ten lakh times effective. ( The present made 
at the time) of the lunar eclipse into the water of the Ganges is 
a crore t imes effective ; and (that made at the time) of the 
solar eclipse (into the water of the Ganges ) is ten crores times 
effective. 

1 .  Nandimukha-A sraddha ceremony performed in memory of the 
manes, preliminary to any festive occasion such as marriage etc. 
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23 1 .  The fruit of a dip in the Ganges when the Moon is  
eclipsed by Rahu (i .e .  at  the time of the lunar eclipse ) i s  the 
same as the fruit of a good gift of a lakh of cows. 

232 .  He who plunges into ( i . e .  bathes in) the Ganges at the 
time of the lunar or the solar eclipse, has ( in fact) taken bath 
at all holy places ; why does he ( i .e. should he) roam over the 
earth? 

233-234. The eclipse of the Sun on a Sunday or of the 
Moon on a Monday is called Ciic;lamal}.i ; a bath on this occas
ion is said (to give) unending fruit. That man, who having 
fasted on these occasions, gives water with pil}.c;las at an ancient 
holy place, is settled in the Satyaloka. 

The brahma7Ja said : 

235-236. You have said that a sraddha offered to a mane 
is a great sacrifice. 0 father, what should a son do in old 
age? 0 god, please tell me carefully by doing what a wise son 
obtains the highest good in many existences ( i.e .  existence after 
existence) .  

The lord said: 

237 . In youth the father is said to be the son, in old age 
the son is said to be the father due to being required to be 
looked after, and not on account of his worshipping ( his 
father ) .  

238. A man should worship his father like a deity, and 
should love him like a son ; he should not, even mentally, dis
obey his words. 

239. That son, who gives succor to his sick father, gets 
eternal heaven ( i.e .  lives eternally in heaven) , and is always 
honoured by gods. 

240. The son, who sees the signs of death of a dying father, 
and worships him, would be equal to gods . 

241 .  Listen to the characteristics-which I shall (now) 
describe--of the wise son, who gives (i .e. takes )  his father (to ) 
heaven by fasting only. 
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242. The merit of fasting would b e  equal to that of 
thousands of horse-sacrifices and hundreds of Rajasiiya-sacri
fices; the virtue ( of the father and the son) is like that of 
(bathing) at a crore of holy places . 

243 .  The best man, who dies in the water of the Ganges, 
would never drink (again ) the milk of his mother (i.e. would 
not be reborn) and would get salvation. 

244. He, who happens to cast his life at VaraJ].asi , enjoys 
the desired fruit, and lives in my body. 

245. The man who dies at the ( seven sacred places along 
the bank of) Brahmaputra, follows the same (good ) course as 
is followed by contemplating sages who practise perpetual 
celibacy. 

246. He, who especially dies after having duly resorted to 
the north bank of Lohita, becomes equal to me. 

247. 0 best brahmar;ta, he who dies at the holy place called 
Urvasikesa ( on the bank ) of the same Brahmaputra, and is 
born ( again ) ,  obtains everything, and is not tainted with sins. 

248. The body of him, who dies in the house, is bound as 
long as the knot ( of falsehood ) remains in the house. 

249. Every year one by one they are dropped. There is no 
escape from the bondage, even when the relatives and sons are 
watching. 

250. He, who dies on a mountain, in a jungle or an in
accessible place where there is no water, gets a bad condition 
after death, and is again born as an insect. 

25 1 . He, whose funeral rites take place the next day, lives 
in (the hell called) Kumbhipaka, for sixty thousand years. 

252. He, who, without washing his hands or cleansing his 
mouth after eating food, touches an untouchable, or one who 
is fallen, lives, after death, in hell for a long time, and is born 
among the Mlecchas. 

253. And he is born in many species of beings like the 
insects. Therefore he should not think that merit or sin has 
long lasting effect. 

254. He obtains that ( good ) condition which men i.e. all 
mortals obtain after death as a result of their religious merit and 
meritorious deeds. 
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255 . He, who, recollecting the names of Vi �\lU, dies at a 
sacred place, is purified from his sin, goes to heave n and is not 
tainted with sins. 

256. A strong son, who carries the dead body of his father, 
undoubtedly gets the fruit of a horse-sacrifice. 

257. A son should put fire into the father's mouth first 
( when the dead body is put) on the funeral pile, according to 
the rite purified by sacred hymns ; then he should cremate him. 

258. ( He should say : )  'I cremate all the limbs of him; I 
cremate him who is possessed of greed and delusion, and who 
is covered with (i.e. full of) sin and meri t. Let him go to divine 
worlds. ' 

259. Even the son should, after having cremated ( the 
father's dead body) , pass over to the collection of the ashes ( of 
the burnt corpse ) .  When the tenth day comes he should 
abandon wet garment. 

260.  Having cut off the red garment, he should throw it 
into fire or water. Then the wise man should perform the 
sriddha on the eleventh day. 

26 1 -262. For the nourishment of the dead person 's body 
he should feed one brahmaQa. He should give presents duly. 

and also a garment, a seat and sandals ; ( or should give) land 
etc. or an elephant or a horse etc. equal to (the price of) all the 
material . He should al&o present a black cow for getting free 
from all sins. 

263. A sraddha offered on the fourth day, after three fort

nights, six months and a year and twelve monthly sraddhas
these are the sixteen sraddhas . 

264. He who does not perform these with faith and accord
ing to his capacity, certainly becomes a goblin even if hundreds 
of sraddhas are offered ( in his honour ) .  

265. H e  should for one year give a water-jar, or food with 
flesh-eternal and perishable-and in their absence should pass 
a month suffering patiently. 

266. The wise, best brahmaQa, should, when a year has 
passed, perform a sapiQ<;iikaraQa1 sraddha, according to the 

1. Sapil;u;la-A kinsman connected by the offering of the funeral rice
ball to the manes of the relatives upto the seventh generation ( see Manu 
5-60) .  
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procedure ( followed) a t  the parval')a sraddha. 
267.  The period of defilement caused by the death of one's 

father is one year ; caused by the death of one's mother is six 
months only ; and the period of defilement caused by the death 
of one's wife is three months ; and half of it (is the period of 
defilement caused by the death ) of one 's son or brother. 

268. The defilement caused by the death of sapii')Q.as lasts 
as long as he ( i . e .  the dead body ) remains in the house. 0 son, 
I am ( now) telling you what is prohibi ted for a son ; listen. 

269-270. He should observe celibacy, should have good 
conduct, and should not at all approach his wife. The time after 
seven ghatikas and prior to nine ghatikas should be known as 
Kutapa.1 Whatever is given to the manes during this period is 
inexhaustible. Three are pure at a sraddha : daughter ' s son, 
Ku tapa and sesamum. 

2 7 1 -273a. Three are recommended here (i . e .  at a sraddba) : 
truth, absence of anger and absence of haste . After having per
formed a sraddha, he should avoid evening prayer, others ' food, 
having a meal again ( i . e .  at night ) ,  copulation, giving and 
accepting gifts. A wise man should avoid a hundred prohibited 
things after having performed a sraddha . Then only it ( i. e. 
sraddha ) is properly performed ( i .e .  has its  effect ) ;  this is what 
Brahma h imself has said. 

2 73b-2 74. 0 son, listen to the old account of many ( per
sons which ) I am telling (now ) .  They performed a sraddha 
after having killed their preceptor's cow and ( yet) went to 
heaven . By merely narrating their account. a sraddha becomes 
inexhaustible ( i .e. gives an inexhaustible fruit ) .  

2 75-2 77a. The seven brahmal')a d isciples o f  Vasil?tha, who 
practised good vows, desired and took, when the sraddha of 
their manes approached, the dear sacrificial cow of their pre-

S apiQc;likaraiJ.a-The p erform'lnce of a particular sraddha in honour of 
the deceased sapiQc;las . I t  is  performed at the end of one full year after the 
death of a relative, but now usually performed on the twelfth day after 

death as part of the funeral obsequies. 

l .  Kutapa-The ei ghth muhiirta o r  portion from the last daQc;la o f  the 

second watch to the first of the third or about noon ; an eligible time for the 

oerforrnance of sraddhas. 
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ceptor ; gladly the seven brotht>rs took her home for her pro
ducts ; killing that cow at a sacrifice, they reflected, and, gave 
the flesh of the cow to a brahmal}.a and served the rest to 
brahmal}.as. 

2 77b-278a. After having finished the rites in honour of the 
manes, those brahmal}.as, having taken the calf with them, gave 
it to their preceptor (and said to him) : "A tiger ate up the 
cow."  

278b-2 79a. Then he  ( i . e. the teacher) knowing by the 
power of his penance the reason of their (having told a lie) , 
cursed his disciples : "You will become cal}.<;l.ala. " 

279b-28 l a . The brahmal}.as remained there trembling and 
with the palms of their hands joined.  They, who gave cow 's 
flesh at a rite in honour of manes, and who thus had done 
thousands of prohibited things and great sins at the rites in 
honour of manes, were purified from the sins and went to 
heaven, 0 sinless one. 

28l b-282a.  ( They said to Vasi�tha : ) "0 lord , we have 
heard manifold things of the past. 0 you well-versed in religion, 
{ please ) forgive us and end the curse." 

Vaisi,!ha said :  

282b-283 . The curse is in proportion to your sin, and not 
by the consideration of dharma. Being born in castes like a 
cal}.<;l.ala, you will remember your former account. Your know
ledge will not lapse, and your (power of) recollection also will 
not lapse . 

284-285a. Having crossed the sinful birth, you will go to 
( i . e .  attain) liberation . Then having cast their life ,  the brah
mal}.as, as a result of their preceptor's curse, were born 
as cal}.Q.alas, but ( still ) were endowed with knowledge. 

285b-286. However, remembering that former existence 
(of a brahmaf)a) , they did not drink the milk ( i .e .  did not 
suck their mothers ' breasts ) .  They died, and were born as deer ; 
again they (died and ) were born as cakravakas in a forest. 
Then they were born as white swans at the holy place of 
Manasa and then as brahmal).as. 

287-288a. Then, the magnanimous ones, being on the point 
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of death, died due to dejection. At that time there was a great 
king known as Dharmaketu. With his wives and paraphernalia 
he went to that holy place to bathe ( there) . 

288h-289a. Then three swans, thinking, through delusion, 
of kingdom, enjoyment, women and food, departed to another 
world ( i . e .  died ) .  

289b-290a. Others, thinking 'knowing Veda and Ved a:rigas 
we shall attain salvation' ,  departed to another world (i. e. died ) .  

290b-29 1 .  Three of them became kings and four excellent 
brahmaJ].as . At Kuruk�etra, they knew, by the power of their 
penance, Vedas and Vedangas and the news from this and the 
other world. 

292 . Three of them were born in a royal family as kings 
deluded with conceit .  Due to the lapse of their knowledge, they 
neither knew anything about the next world, nor about what 
was beneficial or otherwise to them. 

293 .  Those brahmaJ}.as, prompted by uncertainty, called 
their servant, and said to him : "Seeing our poverty go to the 
kings and quickly give them (this ) letter." 

294-295. ( The letter read as :) "Those seven hunters in 
the DasarJ}.a country were born as deer on the Ka.Iafi.jara 
mountain. (They were again born ) as Cakravaka in the 
Saradvipa, ( and then) as swans in the Manasa lake. They too 
are horn as brahmaJ].as, who have mastered the Vedas, in 
Kuruk�etra. They are going on a long journey; why are you 
depressed?" 

296 .The servant took the letter, and showed i t  to the kings. 
The kings, having seen ( i . e .  read ) the letter, abandoned their 
kingdom, and went to the brahmaJ}.as. 

297.  Hearing their words ( i.e .  voice ) the brahmaJ}.as 
whose wealth was penance, went to them; and soon with them 
they went to ( i .e .  obtained ) salvation. 

298. Inexhaustible food and drink wait upon ( i .e. are 
ready for )  the manes of him, who on the occasion of a sraddha, 
listens to this ( account of) the seven hunters etc. 

The brahmaiJa said : 

299. 0 Kesava, how can the rite ( in honour ) of the manes 
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of a poor brahmal).a, who is an ascetic, or who dwells in a 
forest or who is a householder, be accomplished? 

The lord said: 

300. If he performs the rites ( in honour) of the manes by 
obtaining grass and wood and by asking for a cowrie, it (the 
fruit ) is a lakhfold more. 

3 0 1 .  All the sins of that man who performs the sraddha 
( in honour) of his manes by not doing a hundred prohibited 
things, perish ; and he goes to heaven . 

302. A man, who in the absence of all (the requisite 
things for a sraddha ) gives , on the death-anniversary of his 
dead ancestor, grass to a cow, obtains the fruit of offering 
piQ.c;las and more also . 

303.  Formerly, in the Vairata country, an extremely 
wretched man wept. He wept because of having nothing with 
him when the death anniversary of his dead ances tor had 
approached. 

304-305 . Having wept for a pretty long time, he asked a 
wise brahmaQ.a : "0 briihmaQ.a, today is the death anniversary 
of my deceased ancestor. Which ( thing ) being done would be 
beneficial? 0 you best among those who know the Vedas, I do 
not have wealth as much as (even ) a cowrie.  Advise me in such 
a way that I shall remain on the proper course of conduct ."  

The briihmaT)a said: 

306. 0 son, quickly go now at this time called Kutapa. 
Quickly give grass directed towards your manes, to a cow. 

307 .  Then according to his advice, he took a bundle of 
grass, and became glad after having given it to a cow to nourish 
his dead ancestors. 

308. By the power of this virtuous act he went to the  
abode of gods; and having enjoyed ( in )  the heaven, was  ( again)  
born in  the family of  the rich. 

309. That weal thy man, due to his former merit, gave a 
piQ.Q.a in honour of his father, at the rite in honour of the dead 
ancestors , with ( i .e .  by spending) all his belongings and 
wealth. 
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3 1 0-3 1 1 .  Then after repeated performances ( like this ) for 
( i .e .  during ) one existence, he went to Vi�J.l.U's abode. Having 
enjoyed unending happiness there, he became (i .e .  was born 
as) a sovereign emperor ; since there is no greater merit than 
(what is obtained ) from a rite in honour of the dead ancestors, 
therefore a man, free from jealousy, should carefully perform 
it according to his capacity. 

3 1 2-3 1 3. A man who first reads this series of religious 
account of ( various ) persons, obtains the opportuni ty of bath
ing in the Ganges in every world. All the heap of sins commit
ted in existence after existence perishes after having recited or 
read ( this account even) once. 

CHAPTER FIFTYONE 

The Story of a Faithful Wifo 

Narottama said: 

1 .  Of the thi rty-three gods and others the lord is the 
author. He is the one who snatches them away, who protects 
them, is their father and originator.  

2.  'Whatever fatigue we give to our speech ( i .e .  however 
hard we try to describe) , we are not fit to describe him. Yet I 

have a kind of curiosity or thirst and hunger. 
3-4a . The dear one should speak when something about 

what is done is asked. 0 lord, how does the loyal, chaste wife 
know the past?  (Please) tell me fully as to what her power was. 

The lord spoke : 

4b-5a. 0 dear, I have told you ( all this ) before ; yet 0 
briihmaJ.la, you again have curios ity ( to hear it) . I shall tell 
you all that you have in your mind (to know) . 

5b-6a. A devoted, faithful, loyal wife is the (very) life of 
her husband. She is adorable even for gods and for sages ex
pounding the Vedas. 
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6b-7a . There will be no great secrecy in honouring that 
woman who is the wife of a husband and who is regarded as 
most adorable in the world. 

7b-8. 0 dear, formerly there was a very beautiful city in 
Madhyadda. In it (lived ) a brahmaJ).a, chaste lady, named 
Sevya. Due to the adverse effect ofhis former deeds, her husband 
became a leper (i .e. contracted leprosy) . 

9. She was always engaged in serving her husband with 
{pus ) trickling from his wounds. She very much satisfied what

ever desire of him she could satisfy according to her capacity. 
I 0-1 1 .  Sh e  would always worship him like a deity, and free 

from jealousy would love him. Once, he saw an extremdy 
beautiful prostitute, who was going along the road, and through 
folly ·became overpowered by the passion of love. Having heaved 
a very deep sigh, he became dejected. 

1 2- 1 4a. Hearing it, the good lady came out of her house 
and asked her husband : 0 lord, whence are you dejected? 0 
lord, whence this (deep) sigh? Tell me what is dear to you
that should be or should not be done. I shall do whatever is dear 
to you ; you alone are my dear lord. Tell me what you desire, 0 
lord, I shall accomplish it according to my capacity. "  

1 4b- 1 6a. When she had said this, he said to her : ' '0 dear 
one, why do you talk in vain? Neither you nor I am able (to 
get what I want) .  It is not proper to talk fruitlessly. You are not 
entitled to asking (i.e. please do not ask) since my desire through 
folly, due to longing after the beautiful woman, is like that of a 
dwarf, who, remaining on the ground, desires (to pluck) the 
fruit of a tall tree. I am talking something that is difficult to 
accomplish for a couple and that is irrelevant." 

The faithful wife said:  

1 6b-1 9a. I shall be able to accomplish the object (only) 
after knowing what is going on in your mind . 0 lord, give me 
an order as to what is to be done. When I shall be able to ac
complish your object difficult to accomplish, then only I will 
have great good in this and in the next world. 

1 9b.  Thus addressed, he was extremely pleased, and said 
these words. 
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20-2 1 a. " It  is certain that a person asks for a sinful thing 
because of his practice of doing such things . My mind is burn
ing after having seen that perfectly beautiful prostitute of wholly 
spotless limbs going on this way. 

2 1 b-23a. If, through your favour, I get that one who is in 
the prime of youth, then my existence will be fruitful ; 0 good 
lady, do what is good to me. If that beautiful woman does not 
come to me, who am a leper, a distressed person , stinking with 
the odour of pus, having fresh wounds, then it is proper for me 
to die." 

23b-24a. Having heard the words uttered by him, the good 
lady said : ' ' 0  lord, I shall do ( everything) according to my 
capacity ; be steady. " 

24b-26. Having mentally reflected, she, at the end ofnight, 
in the early morning, took cowdung and a broom, and gladly 
went. Having reached the prostitute's house, and having cleansed 
the courtyard she gladly gave (i .e .  besmeared wi th) cowdung to 
the street and the wall (s) . She hurriedly returned home through 
the fear of being seen by people. 

27-29a. In this manner the good lady acted for three days . 
Then the prostitute also asked her male and female servants : 
"Who has done ( these ) good things in the courtyard ? Though I 
did not tell (i.e .  order anyone) , who has decorated the streets, 
quadrangles and walls with lovely ( drawings etc. ) ?"  

29b-30a . They, having consul ted one another, replied to 
the prostitute : "0 good lady, we have not done this work ; we 
have not done the cleansing. "  

30b-3 l a. She was amazed and (kept on) thinking. When 
the night was over, she saw her (i .e .  the chaste wife )  having 
again come over there. 

3 1 b-34a. Having seen that great good lady-a loyal wife
she clasped her feet, and said : '' (Please) forgive me. 0 you loyal 
wife, you are as it were darting for the destruction of these
viz. ( my) life, body, wealth, glory, (my) aims and (my) fame. 
0 good lady, whatever you ask for-viz. gold, gems, jewels or 
garments or any other desired object-! shall certainly always 
give it to you. ' ' 

34b-35 . Then the good lady said to her: "I have nothing to 
do with wealth. I have some other piece of work ( to be done) by 
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you. I shall tell it if you will do it .  Then I will have delight m 

my heart, ( thinking) 'Now you have done everything. '  " 

The prostitute said : 

36.  0 you loyal wife, I shall truly ( i .e .  surely) do (what 
you tell me) ; ( please ) speak out quickly. O mother, protect me, 
quickly tell me my mission . 

3 7 .  Due to bashfulness she spoke out humble words that 
were dear to her ( i .e .  the chaste lady) ; the prostitute, having 
thought for a while, said with patience : 

38 .  "I  shall be very unhappy in the company of the leper, 
s tinking with pus. I shall do i t  ( i .e .  give him company) for a 
day, if he comes to my house . "  

The faithful w ife  said: 

39. 0 beautiful lady, tonight I shall come to your house, 
and will take ( back) to my house, my husband, who will have 
enjoyed what he wants to enjoy. 

The prostitute said ; 

40-41 . 0 loyal wife, 0 illustrious lady, quickly go (back) 
to your house ; let your husband come to my house at midnight. 
I have many lovers-kings and (others) like them. One of them 
always stays in  my house. 

42 . Today I shall keep the house free (from) them for your 
fear (i .e .  lest you may fear) . Let your husband come, and hav
ing met me, let him go (back) • 

43-44. Having heard this, that good lady went home, and 
informed her husband : "0 lord your mission (i .e .  the mission 
you entrusted to me ) is successful . She tells you to go to her 
house tonight. She has many masters ; (so) there is no time ( i.e. 
opportunity )  for you (i .e. she cannot remain in your company 
for a long time) . " 

The brii.hmaT)a said:  

45.  How shall I go to her house ? I cannot walk. Knowing 
this how can I have patience? How can the work to be done 
be accomplished ? 
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The faithful wife said : 

46.  Putting you on my back I shall take you to her house; 
and after (yeur) work is done, I shall bring you back along the 
same path. 

The briihmaiJa said: 

47. 0 auspicious one, by your doing this , all I want will 
be done, since what you have done is unbearable for even 
ladies. 

48-49. In the beautiful city, there was always ample wealth 
in the house of a rich man. The ci tizens and the king heard that 
at that t ime (i . e. during that night) it was stolen. Hearing about 
i t  the king called all the officers keeping watch at night, and 
angrily said to them : "Ifyou desire to live, then today hand over 
the thief to me." 

50. Receiving the king's order, they, agitated with the 
desire to capture the thief, forcibly arrested the thief by the 
king' s order. 

5 1 -52. Mfu,1c;lavya, the excellent sage, having great lustre 
and resembling fire, best among the contemplating sages, re
mained in abstract meditation at the root of a tree in a dense 
forest in the outskirts of the ci ty. With wind having entered the 
tubular organ1 of his body, he did not cognise anything. 

53. Seeing that great sage, resembling Brahman, and re
mammg ( in abstract meditation) , the wicked ones (said : )  
"This i s  a thief; the rogue, of a wonderful form, lives in the 
forest ." 

54 .  Saying so the sinful ones bound the best sage. He did 
not say (anything to) nor did he see those very terrible men. 

55 .  Then the king said this : " I  have (now ) secured the 
thief. On the path at the gate in the vicinity (of the city) inflict 
a severe punishment on him." 

56. The sage Ma:Q.c;lavya was fixed to the stake there on 
the road. They inserted the stake into the anus upto (i .e .  the 
stake went through his body) the head. 

Nac,li-tubular organ of the body. 
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5 7. Due to his having restrained his senses, he, whose body 
was pierced through at the stake, was not conscious of the pain. 
Others also punished him as they liked.  

58. In the meanwhile, the loyal wife took her husband on 
her back and went (to the prostitute's house) in the pitchy 
darkness . 

59. Due to the contact of the leper, the stinking odour 
came ( to the sage ) .  Due to the contact of the leper, the abstract 
meditation of the sage was verily disturbed. 

Miir.zr/.avya spoke : 
60. May he, who caused me affliction, causing pain to my 

body, be consumed to ashes before the sun rises. 

6 1 .  He, who was thus addressed by MaJ,lQ.avya, fell on the 
ground. Then the loyal wife said : "Certainly the sun1 shall not 
rise ." 

62.  Then taking him to the house, for three days she re
mained in the house, and supported her husband lying on a 
beautiful bed. 

63-64. Having cursed him ( i.e. the chaste lady's husband) , 
the sage went to the desired country . When, for three days the 
sun did not rise, gods, seeing all the three worlds including the 
mobile and the immobile distressed, led by Indra, went to the 
grands ire. 

65. The gods repor ted the matter to the Lotus-born (god 
Brahma) . "We do not know the cause (of this) . You (please) 
do whatever is proper for us ."  

Brahmii said : 
66. Due to what has happened to the chaste lady and to 

sage MaQQavya, the sun is not rising. 

67 .  0 BrahmaQa, then the gods led by Brahma, quickly 
went to the earth, to the leper, in the aeroplanes . 

68. Due to the brightness of the aeroplanes, and the rays of 
( i .e .  shooting from the bodies of) the sages, in the interior of 
the houses and not elsewhere it appeared as it were a hundred 
suns ( had arisen) . 

I .  Bradhna= the sun. The words Sura ( in v. 69) and Khaga ( in v. 76 ) 
have the same meaning. 
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69. "Oh I am doomed ! How is i t  that the sun has come to 
( i . e. his rays have reached ) my house?" She saw the gods with 
the aeroplanes resembling swans. 

70-7 1 .  In the meanwhile, Brahma said to that ioyal wife : 
"How do you like it s ince all gods, brahmai,J.as and cows ( are 
about to) die ? 0 mother, give up your anger towards sun-rise." 

The faithful wife said: 

72-73 .  Surpassing all people my husband alone i s  my lord ; 
but due to the curse of the sage he will die when the sun rises ; 
for this reason only I cursed the sun. (I have not done so)  
through anger, delusion, greed, or desire of carnal gratification 
or hatred. 

Brahmii said: 

74. There will be good to the three worlds by the death of 
one. Thereby ( i.e. by saving the worlds ) ,  0 mother, you will 
earn more meri t .  

75 . The chaste lady there said to  Brahma in front of the 
gods : "I do not really like any good by abandoning my 
husband ." 

Brahmii said: 

76-78. 0 good lady, when the sun rises, and your husband 
is consumed to ashes and when the three worlds are composed, 
I shall do good to you. From the ashes a man, resembling the 
god of love in lustre, will be born. He, your husband, will be 
endowed with all qualities and you will always be like Rati. 
Your couple will be honoured in heaven , as Hari is worshipped 
by gods and as Lak�mi is honoured ( by them ) .  Therefore 
( please ) do as I tell you. 

Thefaithful wife said : 

79.  0 Brahman, which worlds shall I ,  a widow on the 
death of my husband condemned by people, and with my 
customary practices foiled and having become unrighteous, go 
to ? 
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Bra!zmii said: 
80 . So you are not at fault. Your husband is not dead yet. 

Due to our words the leper will become (handsome like) the god 
of love . 

8 1 . When the creator was speaking like this, she having 
reflected for a moment, said : ' 'All right ." Then the sun rose. 

82-83.  Afflicted by the sage's curse he was turned into ashes . 
From the ashes the brahmaJ.la, oppressed by ( passion of) love, 
came out .  Having seen him, all the citizens were amazed, the 
hosts of gods were delighted, and the people became more 
composed . 

84. That good lady went to heaven along with her husband 
in an aeroplane that was like the sun in colour and that had 
come from heaven. 

85 . Thus, since the chaste lady is auspicious and like me, 
therefore she knows the account of the past, future and present. 

86. The sin of him, committed in existence after existence, 
who recites to others this excellent, meritorious account, 
perishes . 

8 7 .  He obtains inexhaustible heaven (i .e. l ives eternally in 
heaven ) ,  and is united with gods. 0 good brahmaJ.la, a brahmaJ.la 
gets (mastery over) the Veda in every existence. 

88. He who listens to it (just) once, becomes purified, and 
is freed from the stream of sins .  He obtains ( i.e .  goes to ) hea
ven, and fallen from heaven, becomes a rich man . 

CHAPTER FIFTYTWO 

On Women's Conduct 

The briihmava said : 

1 .  0 Vi�J.lu, how was there (i .e. for what reason was there ) 
a wound of the stake on the body of Mal).<;iavya ( i .e .  why was 
he fixed on the stake) ? How (i .e. for what reason ) leprosy 
spread on the body of the husband of the loyal wife ?  
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Hari said: 
2. As a child, Mat;I<;lavya inadvertently put ( i .e .  inserted) a 

straw into the abdomen of a cricket, and abandoned her through 
folly . 

3 .  That brahmat;Ia, who was ignorant of dharma, due to 
that blemish, experienced a poignant pain day and night . 

4. But being engaged in abstract meditation he did not feel 
( the agony) caused by the stake. Due to his great practice in 
deep meditation, the sage did not experience the full poignancy. 

5 .  0 best brahmaQ.a, due to the brahmat;Ia leper's having 
harmed a brahmaQ.a, and due to his not having restrained his 
senses, there was leprosy, s tinking with pus on his body. 

6 .  0 brahmaQ.a, formerly he had offered four young girls 
and also three daughters to brahmat;Ias, therefore he (obtained) 
that chaste (woman as his ) wife . 

7 .  Due to her only, he would be equal to me. Why should 
you be amazed ? Know that the previous karma ( is the 
cause ) . 

The briihmalJa said: 

8. He, whose wife is unruly and wicked , will not certainly 
get heaven ; since, 0 lord, her life is like this, good of all is 
desired. 

Hari said:  

9 .  There are certain unruly and wicked wives of a man who 
gives everything. Among them the man should not think about 
her who cannot be protected . 

1 0 . To women none is dear ; nor is there anyone that is not 
dear to them. Like cows looking for newer and newer grass they 
look for newer and newer lover. 

1 1 .  A woman certainly resorts to a man who is poor, ugly, 
or who is not virtuous or who does not come from a good family 
or who is a servant . 

1 2 .  A young married woman after leaving her husband, 
who is endowed with virtues, who belongs to a good family, who 
is very rich, who is handsome, and adept in sex would resort to 
a mean man. 
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1 3 .  0 brahma�a, listen to the dialogue between Uma and 
Narada, by ( listening to) which you would fully know the vari
ous actions of women. 

1 4- 1 5 .  0 brii.hma�a, the sage Narada was naturally inqui
sitive about everything. Thinking to himself, he went to the 
excellent mountain Kailasa, in the Himalaya, which was (Siva's) 
dwelling connected with the legend of Nandi. The magnanim
ous sage, having saluted Parvati , asked her : 

1 6 .  "0 goddess, I am eager to know about the ill acts of 
women. You are connected with the occupation of young marri
ed women. 

1 7 .  You truly know the heart of all women. Therefore,  
please tell everything to me,  who am humble and ignorant." 

The godde.ss said: 

1 8 . In this existence (as women ) which is fit to be united 
with, whether it is appropriate or not, the heart of women is 
undoubtedly always fixed upon men. 

1 9. 0 Narada, it is true, (quite) true, that the vulva of 
women becomes moistened on seeing a well-dressed man, whe
ther he is her brother or son. 

20. When there is no place, no moment or no suitor ( avail
able) , then (only) the chastity of women happens to be there. 

2 1 .  A woman is like a pot of ghee ; a man is like a burning 
charcoal. Therefore one should not keep ghee and fire at one 
place .  

22. 0 son, as  the driver of an elephant brings him under 
control with a goad or a mallet, (exactly) in the same way the 
protector of women ( brings them under control ) .  

23.  Her father protects her in her childhood; her husband 
protects her in her youth ; her sons protect her in her old age. A 
woman never deserves freedom. 

24. So due to her freedom and her own desire, a beautiful 
clever woman, sought after by a man, would act according to 
her urge. 

25. As cooked food, in the absence of protection, is control
led by (i.e. eaten by) dogs and crows, in the same way, a young 
woman would become corrupt due to freedom. 
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26. Again, the family would be spoiled due to her contact. 
He who is born from the seed of another man ( than his own 
father) is of a mixed caste. 

2 7. Commixture of castes is caused by paramours. The 
sinner (who commits it) would certainly live in hell . All ( such 
sinners) are born as insects on the earth. 

28. Then 0 son of a brahmal)a, such a man is taken to 
( i.e .  born in ) a Mleccha family. Since due to a corrupt wife the 
family would perish, therefore a man should not have a corrupt 
wife. 

29. That mean man who even after knowing the fault of 
women, endures it, would remain in the fearful Raurava (hell) 
with his dead ancestors. 

30. Some woman causes the family to fall, some emanci
pates the family. Therefore, making all efforts, a wise man 
should marry a woman born in a good family. 

3 1 .  A woman is impartial to both the families (i .e. that of 
her father and that of her husband) , and brings them together. 
A good woman emancipates the families (i.e. members of both 
the families) , (while) a wicked one causes them to fall. 

32. They say that in the mundane existence, heaven, ( good 
of) the family, blemish, success or failure, son, daught.er, friend 
depend upon woman. 

33 .  Therefore a wise man should marry one or the other for 
raising progeny. She is the abode of many blemishes. 

34. The husband, who approaches his wife during menses, 
becomes the killer of a brahmal)a or of an embryo, and -goes to 
hell .  

35 . He, a sinner, who, through delusion dislikes and de
serts a chaste wife, commits that sin which (he would have 
committed ) by killing her, and having experienced the fruits of 
that (sin) , he would go to hell . 

36.  By kidnapping a woman, a man (i.e .  the man who kid
naps) would go to ( i .e .  would be born in ) the family of a 

Cal)<;lala. In the same way a man becomes fallen by abandoning 
his wife. 

37 .  Such a man would, placing his wife on his shoulder, 
l ive for a long time in Yama's city. Her feces and urine would 
always fall on his head. 
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38 . Thus for thousands of years the wicked one carries (on 
his shoulders )  the burden ( of his wife) . Again he would go to 
(i .e .  live in) Raurava for as many years as there are hairs on 
the body. 

39. He again descends ( i .e .  is born) among the insects , and 
then goes to ( i .e .  obtains) the existence of man. Then due to 
former blemish, he obtains ( i .e .  is involved in) quarrel and 
(suffers from) grief. 

40-4l a. Having thus obtained three births, a man is free 
from sin. His wife, suffering in hell  for that much period, and 
being born as a female crow and a female fox, and having eaten 
the filth of leavings of food, would become a widow in the human 
world. 

41 b-43a. And a man, a practised deceiver, who would ap
proach ( i.e. cohabit with ) a diQ<;l.ala woman or a Mleccha wo
man or a Pulkasa woman, having suffered there (i .e .  in the 
hell) twice, thrice or four times that period (is reborn) , and 
having cohabited with his mother, his preceptor' s  wife, a brah
mai)a woman, a queen or someone else who is the wife of a 
superior person, is not born again ( i .e. eternally lives in hell 
only) . 

43b-44. There is no requital after having cohabited with 
(i. e .  for one who cohabits with) his s ister, his son's wife,  s ister or 

daughter-in-law, his paternal uncle's  wife, the sister of his  father 
or mother or any other woman (than his own wife) . 

45-46a. He would be the killer of a brahmai)a, would be 
blind arid dull of speech. Being deaf in ears he falls, and there is 
no atonement ( for the sin of him also) who has u ttered very 
obscene words about women as a class. 

The briihmar;a said: 

46b-47a. 0 lord, having done such bad deeds, how is libe
ration (possible) ( for such a man) ? ( Please) tell it to me. I 
really want to hear ( about it) . 

The lord said : 

47b-48a. Having gone to (i .e .  cohabited with) them ( i . e .  
one, who cohabits with these women ) ,  dies after embracing a 
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doll of heated iron ,  and then being pure, goes to the other 
world.  

48b-49a. All the sin of that man, who leaves the house
holder's stage and becomes intent on me and always remembers 
Govinda, perishes.  

49b-52a. ( Even if) he has commi tted a myriad of brah
ma�acides by approaching ( i .e .  cohabitting with) his precep
tor's wife, or has committed a hundred lakh of sins by drinking 
spirituous liquor distilled from rice etc. or has kept gold etc. 
with him for a long time after having snatched i t-all these and 
other great sins of such a man perish as cotton or hay perishes 
(is burnt) after having come in contact with fire . Therefore, a 
man would be purified after having recollected my name i .e .  
Govinda. 

52b-53a. That man, who lives in the householder's stage 
(i .e .  as a householder ) and having worshipped him ( i . e .  who 
loudly recites Govinda's name and worships him ) ,  is free  from 
sin. 

53b-55.  That man obtains fruit equal to the fruit obtained 
by giving away a crore of cows on a solar eclipse day at the 
bank of the Ganges-or that which is a thousand times more
by reciting the name of Govinda, and he would e ternally live in 
my city. Such a man becomes a sovereign king after having lived 
in ( my) house according to his desire . 

56-57 .  A man having lis tened to my story (narrated ) in a 
Pura�a. becomes equal to me. Having narrated the Pura�a (to 
others) he would obtain intimate union with me. Therefore one 
should always carefull y listen to and cause (others) to listen to a 
Pura�a-the store of dharma ; (i .e .  should recite it to others ) .  
Such a man would go to ( i . e. be united with ) Vi��u's body. 

58 .  0 son of a brahma�a, listen to another thing also, 
which I shall narrate fully, as to what would happen ( i .e .  what 
is to be done) according to the circumstances when a sin with 
reference to a woman is committed. 

59.  A man should, on an auspicious day, presen t  ajar of 
water-giving great fruit-along with the gift of all seeds to a 
brahma�a. That moment only he is purified forthwith. 

60. He should give the seeds of all grains etc. ,  to a brah-
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mal).a at the ( proper ) time. Having destroyed all his sins, he 
obtains heaven eternally. 

6 1 -62a. 0 brahmal).a sage, I shall tell you about the strong 
virtue of a chaste woman. Her family becomes pure ; and pros
perity always prevails ( in her family ) .  Both the families obtain 
heaven, and also her husband and she herself ( go to heaven) .  

62b. 0 brahmal).a, the virtue of a faithful , devoted wife 
has been forgotten ( to be told ) to you who have been asking 
(about it) . 

63-64a. I shall again tell what is beneficial to the worlds 
and auspicious as regards the women. Those meritorious wo
men, having got up early go, after the chaste lady, to my posi
tion, as a result of their religious merit. 

64b-66a. (The vow) is recommended for six months, or an 
year or more. The chas te woman, as long as she is pure, would 
go to heaven. The woman, who follows her husband, takes him, 
who is a drunkard, the killer of a brahmal).a, or ful l  of all sins, 
to heaven from the mud (of sin ) .  

66b-6 7a. H e  shines like the god o f  love, and she is charming 
like Rati. In the world only, she experiences unending pleasure. 

67b-68a . She, who, on the death of her lord at a d istant 
place, after having got his insignia, dies through her prowess as 
a chaste woman, emancipates her husband from sin . 

68b-69a. If the chaste woman, when her husband is dead 
in another country, takes the insignia of her husband, she would 
go to heaven after having lain ( i.e .  if she lies ) on (the pile of 
funera l )  fire. 

69b-70a. A brahmal).a woman who follows her dead hus
band, would not take herself and her husband to heaven, as a 
result of killing herself. 

70b- 7 l a. By the command of Brahma, a brahmal).a woman 
should not die (by going to the cremation ground) with (the 
dead body of) her husband. She, becomes a killer of herself, 
(by thus dying with her husband. So she should not die like 
this ) ,  but (should ) become a recluse. 

JVarottama said : 

7 l b-72a. Of all the castes, a brahmaiJ.a .is recommended to 
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be praiseworthy. What is meritorious here for an eminent brah
maJ.la, and what is its opposite ( i .e. sinful) ? 

The lord said : 

72b-74a. A rash act is never proper for a brahmaJ.la wo
man. A man (who lures her to do such an act) is a killer of a 
brahmaJ.la. Therefore, 0 brahmaJ.la, I shall tell you which vow 
a brahmaJ.la woman should observe ; please listen properly . 

74b· 7 5a. She should never eat flesh brought from a market. 
(Then) she would obtain the fruit of the performance of thou
sands of horse-sacrifices , at the end of the year. 

75b- 7 7a. Worship of the desired deity is the best vow ( in 
honour) of Hari . Without jealousy she should also offer water 
and piQQ.a to her husband. The chaste woman will be suddenly 
united with her husband in the heaven of Vi�Qu ; (and will live 
with him there ) for crores of thousands of ages and crores of 
hundreds of ages . 

77b-79a. From there the brahmaJ.la woman will come out, 
after having received a great vow. She would emancipate 
thousands and hundreds (of members) ofboth the families (i.e. 
her father's family and her husband's family) . Therefore, rela
tives, sons, brothers etc .  should never curb (her) and should not 
make her lose her vow. 

79b-82. A widow should not observe the vow when Vi�J.lu's 
day occurs .  The unfortunate one again becomes a widow exist
ence after exis tence. She who eats fish and flesh, goes to hell 
(i.e. lives in hell) for a long time, due to the wrong performance 
of the vows, and certainly becomes a bitch. That wicked widow, 
who cohabits (with a man) is the destroyer of the family, and 
having sufferel (i .e. lived) in hells, she becomes ( i . e .  is born) 
as a female vulture for ten births.  Then becoming (i . e .  
being born as) a female jackal she would be born as  a human 
being. 

83a. Similarly she who becomes a widow in her childhood 
becomes a maid (if she errs in the performance of vows) . 

The briihmar;a said: 

83b-84a. Tell me (about) the fruit (that one would get) 
by offering (one's) daughter (to a proper bridegroom) and also 
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tell me the fruit (that one gets) by (offering) a maid . 0 lord, 
tel l me about the ( proper) procedure about this, if you favour 
me. 

The lord said:  

84b-85a. Lis ten to the fruit ( which one would get) by 
( offering one 's ) daughter (to a bridegroom) , who is endowed 
with (good) form (i .e .  who is handsome) , who is endowed with 
virtues, who h ails from a good family, who is youthful ,  who is 
wealthy . 

85b-86a. He, who gives his daughter united ( i . e. decorated ) 
with all ornaments, has (indeed) given the entire earth, with 
mountains, forests and jungles. 

86b-87a. The giver would certainly get the fruit of offering 
his daughter (decorated with) half (the number of) ornaments . 
The fruit  of offering a daughter wi thout ornaments would be a 
quarter ( of the fruit mentioned above ) .  

87b-88a. A man who rece ives the price for his daughter 
goes to hel l .  The ignorant man, after having sold his daughter 
(i . e. who accepts the price for his daugh ter ) ,  never comes 
back from hell. 

88b-89a. He, who, through greed , offers his daughter to a 
man who is not suitable ( for her) , goes to the Raurava hell and 
(then) is born as a cii.:t:tc;Hi.la. 

89b-90a. Therefore a wise man never takes from his son-in
law the price for his daughter. What he wil lingly gives is in
exhaustible for him ( i .e. g ives him an inexhaus tible fruit) . 

90b-9 la .  Al l that land , a cow, gold, wealth, garments, 
corn which he gives to his son- in-law and the presents made to 
his daughter at the t ime of her marriage becomes ( i . e . leads to 
an) inexhaustible ( frui t ) .  

9 1  b-92a.  0 child , whatever presents are given to the bride 
at her marriage by those who belong to her family or by those 
who belong to other families ( than her own family) become in
exhaustible.  

92b-93a. The donor does ( i . e .  should) not remember the 
gift, nor does ( i .e .  should ) the recipient ask for it. Both ( who 
remember what he gives, and who asks for a present ) go to hell 
like a pot the rope of which is cut off. 
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93b-94a. So a good man should give presents to a bride 
at her marriage . By not giving such a present one goes to hell 
and becomes (i .e . is born as) a maid-servant . 

94b-95 a .  A daughter is no t given in marriage to anyone 
of these six types of men, viz .  one who lives very near, one who 
lives far away, one who is extremely opulen t, one who is very 
poor, who does not have a high descent, or who is a fool . 

95b-96a . Similarly a daughter is not given to a very old 
man, or to him who is very miserable or to him who lives in 
( another) country, to him who becomes very angry or to him 
who is not content. 

96b. A man, giving ( i .e .  who gives) his daughter to (any
one of) these obtains ( i.e .  goes to) hell. 

97a. (A man, who gives his daughter to an unsuitable 
man) through greed, through being honoured or who exchanges 
the bride (at the time of marriage ) , goes to hel l .  

97b-98a. By offering a dear, young, beautiful woman ( i . e .  
a maiden ) along with ornaments and bed , to  (one of) the sages, 
a man would obtain unending fruit .  

98b-99a. The fruit of a young virgi n and a girl eight years 
old is the same. One should be given to a suitor, the other one 
to a brahmaQ.a. 

99b- I 00 . A wise man, withou t troubling himself, should 
offer a purchased daughter to god. Till the end of the Kalpa he 
would ge t (i .e .  live in ) heaven, and would be a king or a very 
rich man on the earth ; and in every birth he would get a very 
beautiful, fine wife . 

1 0 1 - 1 03 .  The sin ofthat man, who everyday listens to this 
excellent auspicious account, per ishes and he masters all sacred 
works. He would get e ternal heaven ( i .e .  would e ternally l ive in 
heaven ) ,  and would become dear to women. A k!iatriya be
comes victorious and certainly a king also . Listening to i t  re
moves sins committed in birth after birth . In the same way, an 
excellent woman receives good for tune ( i . e .  the auspicious state 
of wife-hood) . 
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CHAPTER FIFTYTHREE 

.Non-Covetousness of a Sudra 

The briihma7Ja said: 

I .  0 lord, if you favour me, ( please )  tell me fully about 
the life and matchless prowess of the trader. 

The lord said: 

2 .  A man should give (presents) with truthfulness, without 
greed, and without jealousy. (It may be said) that he would 
thus always well-accomplish a hundred sacrifices, in which 
sumptuous fees are given. 

3 .  Due to truth ( alone ) ,  the sun rises ; also the wind 
blows ; the ocean would ( i .e .  does ) not cross its boundary nor 
would ( i .e .  does ) the Tortoise avert (sustaining) the earth. 

4 .  Due to truth ( alone) the worlds stand (undisturbed) , 
and also all mountains. That being, who swerves from truth, 
becomes a denizen of the nether world . 

5 .  He, who always sticks to speaking the truth, and is al
ways engaged in (doing) truthful deeds, having physically gone 
to heaven, would become one with Acyuta (i . e. Vi�:r.m) . 

6 .  All the sages reached me by truthfulness, and (then) 
final beatitude.  By truthfulness (alone ) king Yudhi�thira 
phys ically went to heaven. 

' ·  Having conquered the entire host of his enemies , he 
righteously protected the world . He also performed the difficult 
Rajasiiya sacrifice. 

8- l Oa. (A king) should always feed eighty-four thousand 
brahmal}as in (i .e .  serving the food in) golden plates and utensils, 
and having fed them ( like this ) ,  he should dismiss them after 
giving the utensils to them. He should give the brahmal}as 
wealth other than that which is liked by them. Then seeing that 
the host of brahmal}as is not poor ( i .e .  is rich with the gifts) he 
should dismiss it. 

1 Ob-c .  In the same way, a king, being free from jealousy, 
should everyday, truthfully feed sixteen thousand snatakas.1 

1 . Snataka-One who has bathed i.e. performed ablutions, i .e .  a 
brahmaQ.a, who, after performing the ceremonial lustrations required on his 
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1 1 . They have beforehand stayed in his house with a 
desire for his victory. He has indeed conquered the entire world 
due to his showing favour for their life. 

1 2 . Due to truthfulness, Bali, the demon-king, wil l  become 
Indra. I again and again stay in the house of him, who dwells 
in Patii.la. 

1 3 .  I eternally stay in the heart of him, who does meri
torious deeds ; and (so ) I had bound him ( i.e .  Bali to Pii.tala) 
after freeing him from his existence as a demon. 

14- 1 5a. I give lower position, (or ) godhead, (or )  the 
position of Indra. Due to his truthfulness, king Hariscandra 
became settled in the Satyaloka, with his pure body and along 
with his vehicles and paraphernalia. 

1 5b- l 6a. Many kings, and also others who were siddhas 
and great sages, who were wise and ascetics became settled in 
the Satya ( -loka) . 

1 6b.  Therefore a man, who is devoted to truth, is capable 
of crossing the mundane existence.  

1 7 .  The magnanimous trader was well-settled in true 
speech (i .e .  spoke the truth) . As far as speaking the truth is 
concerned, there is none else like him in the world . 

1 8. If  a thousand horse-sacrifices and truth are weighed 
together, truth is superior to a thousand horse-sacrifices. 

l 9-20a. Everything would be accomplished by means of 
truth ; a truthful man cannot be overcome. That cow Babula 
went to heaven through speaking the truth. Having put to
gether the entire people, she would not be reborn. 

20b-2 l . So also he always observes ( but)  never tdls a lie. 
He is very clever in purchasing or selling costly or cheap things . 
Especially for a witness telling the truth is commendable . 

22-23a.  Witnesses, having told the truth ( i .e .  who have 
told the truth) ,  have gone to the inexhaustible heaven ( i.e. 

finishing his studentship as a brahmacarin under a religious teacher, returns 
home and begins the second stage of his life as a grhastha. There are three 
kinds of Snatakas : ( I) Vidyasnataka ( as above ) ; ( 2 )  Vratasnataka-one who 
has completed the vows such as fasting, continence etc. without the Vedas; 
( 3 )  UbhayavratasniUaka-who has both the qualifications of Vidyasnataka 
and Vratasnataka. 
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have eternally lived in heaven) . If an eloquent speaker speaks 
the tru th after having gone to an assembly, he goes to Brahmii's 
abode ( a  destination) difficult (to be reached ) by other 
sacrifices. 

23b-24a. He, who speaks the truth in an assembly, would 
obtain the fruit of (the performance of) a horse-sacrifice. He 
having told a lie ( i . e .  who tells a l ie)  through greed or hatred, 
goes to Raurava hell. 

24b-25a.  The trader who witnesses everything, and who is 
brave among people, would become a god in heaven especially 
due to his having given up greed. 

25b-26 . A certain glorious siidra was never greedy. He 
often subsis ted on vegetables or gleanings of corn with great 
difficulty. He put on a tattered garment and always had two 
pots in his hand . 

2 7-28.  Always being free from greed, he did not accept 
others' belongings ( i .e .  did not accept anything from others ) .  
To know him (i .e. to test him) , I took a pair of garments, and 
stood (waiting ) with respect (for him) , having kept it down the 
bank of a river. Having seen (i.e .  though he saw ) that pair of 
garments, he did not think (i .e .  desire ) to have it .  

29-30. Knowing it as belonging to someone else, he 
patiently went home. Then, thinking that the pair of garments 
was insignificant, I dropped an udumbara fruit containing gold 
on the river-bank. 

3 1 -32.  He saw that wonderful (fruit ) on his way. ' I t  may 
be useful, but appears to be artificial. And if now I take i t, my 
greedlessness has surely gone. It is hard to protect i t ;  and it is 
a p lace of ego ( i . e. would make me egoistic ) .  

33 .  Where there i s  greed, there is acquisition; greed pro
ceeds from acquisition. Hell is eternally to be reached by a person 
who is seized by greed ( i . e. a person seized by greed eternally 
dwells i n  hell ) .  

34-37a. If worthless wealth remains in our house, my wife 
and sons would indulge in extravagance . Due to extravagance 
desire springs up ; due to excitement confusion of mind arises ; 
due to confusion there are delusion and pride and then anger 
and greed . Due to the exuberance of these penance will perish ; 
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( and ) when penance has exhausted, sins deluding the mind 
proceed ; and bound by those chains , he never gets freedom' . 

3 7b-38. Thinking (like) this, the siidra abandoned it, and 
went home.  Gods, being happy, gladly said : 'Well ( done ) ,  well 
(done) . ' Taking the form of a naked mendicant, I went to his 

house. 
39 -40. Having gone there, I talked about the past action 

in accordance with his destiny. Then due to (my being in ) the 
vicinity and due to the restlessness of the people, his wife came 
( out) , and asked about the factor that led to his luck. I then 
quickly told her whatever s truck my mind. 

4 1 -43a. I mildly to ld her the cause of the noise that was in 
(i .e .  that had occurred to) my mind. "0 you illustrious one, 
today your husband, like an ignorant man, forsook what was 
given by fate ; here ( i . e. in this world) , wealth will not come 
again (once it is ignored) . As long as he lives, he wil l  ex
perience ill luck. 0 mother, go to your vacant house, and ask 
him about that ( udumbara-fruit) which he did not take." 

43b-45a. Having heard those auspicious words, she 
approached her husband and spoke to him. Having heard the 
bad news, he was amazed . Having thought ( for a while) , with 
her he came to me. He mildly said to ( i .e .  requested ) me : ' ' 0  

mendicant, you (please) explain it. ' ' 

The mendicant said : 

45b-46a. How, 0 son, how did you, in contempt, ignore 
like a blade of grass, ( the fruit) which you saw, and which for a 
long time was pure ? So, 0 son, fortune is never without thorns 
( i .e .  difficulties) . 

46b-47. Matchless prosperity or bravery withers . You will 
see ( that you have caused) great grief to your relatives from 
their birth to their death ; and you will certainly have the same 
course as the dead always have. 

48. Therefore, quickly take it, and enjoy prosperity with
out any difficulty, and also matchless, excellent wealth and 
bravery causing wonder to the people . 

The sudra said : 

49. I do not long for weal th ; wealth is a trap in the 
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mundane existence. A man who has fallen ( i . e. has gone astray) 
in getting it, would not attain salvation. 

50. (Please) listen to the defect due to wealth in this and 
the next world. (A man who has weal th has) fear from a thief, 
from (his) kinsmen, from kings and robbers also. 

5 1 -52. All mortals- (all) hosts of beas ts or fish-are al
ways longing for killing. Then how can wealth always give 
happiness to them who have it ? Wealth ends one's life and causes 
sins. It is a dear abode to death and others and a great primary 
cause ofadversity. 

The mendicant said: 

53 .  He, who has wealth, has friends ; he, who has wealth, 
has relatives ; ( his) family (is noble ) ; he ( alone) has good 
character, wisdom, handsomeness, enjoyments, success and 
happiness.  

54. How can he, who is without money, and who is forsaken 
by his sons and wife, have friends? How can such wretched 
people have good deeds in ( their) life? 

55.  Good deeds like sacrifice etc. are helpful . Giving ( gifts) 
is a staircase (leading) to heaven. This is not possible in the 
case of a person having no money. 

56. Preserving and performing vows, listening amply to 
(accounts about) dharma etc. ,  offering sacrifices (i .e .  sraddhas) 
to manes, ( visiting) sacred places are not possible for a man 
having no wealth. 

5 7 . Similarly, remedy for a disease, wholesome diet, 
collection of medicines, protection, fight with and victory over 
enemies are certainly not possible for such a man. 

58. The livelihood of women dur.ing their life is had by 
wealth only ; and also good or bad deeds of the past, future and 
present ( times ) are possible (by means of wealth alone ) .  

59. Therefore, he, who has ample wealth, can have en
joyments as he likes . By giving (wealth ) you will soon obtain 
heaven from ( i .e .  after going from)  here ( i .e. this world ) .  

The Sildra said: 

60-6 1 .  Every vow is ( performed )  if there is absence of 
desire ( i.e. absence of desire is a vow in itself) . Living at a 
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sacred place is due to absence of anger ( i . e. absence of anger is 
residence at a sacred place ) .  Kindness is like muttering prayers ; 
and contentment is pure wealth. Harmlessness is the greatest 
achievement ;  and living by gleaning corn is excellen t. Eating 
vegetarian food or fasting is like (drinking ) nectar, 0 you, who 
torment your enemies. 

62 .  Contentment is my great enjoyment ; and a cowrie i s  
my great gift To me the wife of another man is  like my mother, 
and wealth ofothers is like a clod . 

63 .  Others' wives are l ike serpents ; all this is my sacrifice. 
Ther�fore, 0 you mine of virtues, I do ( i .e .  did ) not take it .  
(I am telling you) the truth, and truth (only ) .  

64a. I t  is better to keep away from mud and not to touch 
it than wash the hands after touching it. 

64b-65.  When, 0 best man, he spoke like this, shower of 
flowers thrown by all gods fell on his head and body. The gods 
beat the drums, and the hosts of the celestial damsels danced . 

66-6 7. The chief of Gandharvas sang ( songs in his praise ) ,  
and an aeroplane came down from heaven. The hosts of gods 
there said : ' 'Get into this aeroplane. Reaching Satyaloka, enjoy 
pleasures l ike the great Indra. 0 you righteous one, there 
would be no counting of the time for which you will en joy ." 

68-69. When the gods had spoken like this, the siidra said 
(these) words : "How can this mendicant have ( such) know
ledge, ( such ) action, and ( such) speech? Is he Hari ( i .e .  
Vi�J;.Iu ) ,  or  Hara ( i . e . Siva ) , or Brahma, or  Indra or Brhaspati , 
or Dharma himself that has come here to deceive me?' ' 

70. When ( the siidra ) had spoken like this, the mendicant 
said (these ) words with a smile : "I am Vi!iJ;.IU; I have come 
here to know about your righteousness. 

7 1 -72a. 0 great sage, go, along with your family, to 
heaven, by this aeroplane. 0 you highly intelligent one, by my 
favour, you will always be youthful ; and will have endless good 
fortune' ' .  

72b-73a . Surrounded by  all their relatives, they endowed 
with divine ornaments and adorned with divine garments , 
suddenly went to heaven . 
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73b. Thus, 0 best amon g  excellent brahma1,.1as, by giving 
up greed they went to heaven. 

74. Similraly, that trader is intelligen t and is established 
in true righteousness, by which (i .e .  due to this) he knows that 
account which took place in (some) o ther country. 

75. There is  none else like the trader, who is well es tablish
ed in heaven. Therefore, 0 brahma1,.1a, you too, go similarly to 
heaven. 

76. The sin commi tted i n existence after existence of that 
mortal ( i . e .  man) , who, well-settled in all his duties ,  l istens to 
this account, perishes in a moment. 

7 7. 0 brahma1,.1a, even by reci t ing it  only once, before 
people, a man would get the fruit  of all sacrifices and would be 
honoured ( even )  by gods . 

CHAPTER FIFTYFOUR 

The Rape of Ahalya 

The lord said: 
I .  (I have) told (you) about Adrohaka's greatness, un

bearable to the people. Having resisted (the temptation of co
habiting wi th) a woman occupying the same bed, he conquered 
everything. 

2 .  He made convenient ( i .e .  easy) what was difficult to be 
accompl ished by the wise, and by the celibate sages, and which 
was difficult for gods, demons and m en . 

3 .  Which man, but Adrohaka, is capable of con quering the 
sexual desire, which is naturally difficult (to overcome) ? 0 
brahma1,.1a, he (i .e . Adrohaka) alone is a man who has conquered 
everything . 

4-5a.  Suresa (i .e .  Indra) had vaginal marks ( on his body) 
because ofhaving outraged Ahalya only. Then again, due to the 
favour of Goddess ( Ind rak �i ) , he, became well-known as 
Sahasrak�a (one having a thousand eyes) .  This is known in the 
entire mobile and immobile world. 
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The briihma'f].a said: 

5b- 7a. 0 lord, how did the god of gods outrage Ahalya? 
How did he, the lord of gods, after having the vaginal marks ( on 
his body )  become Sahamikl?a ( i .e . having a thousand eyes on his 
body) ? How did the lord of gods whose body was bright like the 
sun, become one whose body had vaginal marks on it? I desire to 
hear accuratel y  how ( this )  weakness of the god became 

notorious . 

The lord said : 

7b-8a. Formerly, the large-minded lord of the worlds, the 
Creator, gladly gave his mind-born daughter to Gautama in the 
presence of the regents of the quarters. 

8b-9a . Since then in the hearts ofthe regents of the quarters, 
with their minds overcome with the passion of love, and in the 
heart of the lord of Saci ( i .e .  Indra) fascination for her has 
remained like a dart .  

9b- 1 0a. ' This (young girl ) who is a gem (among women) 
and who is well-dressed and of an excel lent complexion, is given 
to a bdihmaQa, by disregarding the regents of quarters . What 
shal l I do now? ' 

I Ob- I I . Thinking l ike this, (Indra) again saw her excel lent 
form when she was in youth, through Maya (magical power ) .  
Thinking again, he went t o  the place of Gautama. 

1 2 .  Listen from me ( i .e .  as I tell you ) what happened after 
he had gone there . That( sage ) Gautama once went for a bath to 
Pu l?kara. 

1 3 .  The chaste wife was engrossed in cleansing the house 
and (arranging) household things . She was intent upon pre
paring the offering to the deities and ( the lord of) dwelling. 

1 4- 1 6 .  She (kept ready) the fuel for the sacrificial rite, and 
collected things for (her husband's) daily rites. In the meanwhile, 
Indra assumed the form of the great sage and gladly entered 
the (sage's )  hut . The chaste and loyal wife, seeing her husband 
became active to collect things with faith at the chamber 
( where the images ) of the deities (were placed) . Then Indra , 
who had taken up the sage's form, and who was excited, said 
to her : 
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1 7. "I am overcome wi th the passion of love ; give me a 
kiss etc." In the meanwhile (i . e .  at that time) , she bashfully said 
{these) words : 

1 8- 1 9a. "0 lord, please do not ask me to give up the acts 
etc. ( being done) for the deities . 0 sage, 0 you who know 
dharma, (please) do not ask me to give up the acts (being done 
by me) for the deities and the like. You know the entire purpose 
of pious deeds. This desire at this time, now, is not proper." 

1 9b-22a. Then he, who seeing her all-beautiful form was 
overpowered by the passion of love (said to her :) " 0 darling, 
enough( of such words ) ; (please ) do not talk ( like this ) .  A dart has 
come up in my heart. That woman is a loyal, faithful and devo
ted wife,  who always does what should and should not be done 
in accordance with what the husband says . She who disobeys 
his order, especially at (i. e . for) coitus, has her religious merit 
lost, and she meets with misfortune ." 

22b-23a. She said : "0 sage, things required for the worship 
of gods are ( kept ready) . Other daily pieces of work are also 
done . Why do you want to make a change in them?" 

23b-24. He said to the chaste woman there : "Give me an 
embrace etc . ,  by giving up the fear in your mind, as I had given 
them to you ."  Thus speaking to her, he embraced her, and did 
what he had desired. 

25-26a. In the meanwhile, 0 briihmal}a, the sage, after 
he had started his meditation, understood the sinful deed of 
Indra .  Quickly he went (back) and stood at the region of the 
door. 

26b-27. Indra, seeing the sage, entered a eat's body ; and 
walked in the manner of the wind (i. e .  fast) . The sage said to 
( i .e .  asked ) him there : "Who are you, who have taken up a 
eat's form?" 

28. Due to fear, Indra stood with palms of his hands joined, 
before the sage. Seeing Indra before him, the best sage became 
angry. 

29-3 l a. ( The sage said : ) "Since for amorous pleasure, you 
have done such a fraudulent and rash act, therefore, there will 
be a thousand vaginas on the limbs (of your body) .  0 you most 
sinful one, your genital organ shall fall here (only) . 0 fool, get 
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( away) from my presence to the heavenly abode of gods : Best 
sages, men, and Siddhas with serpents ( will) see you." 

3 1  b-32a. Speaking thus ( to Indra ) , that greatest sage 
asked that loyal, devoted wife, who was weeping. (He  said:) 
" What a terrible deed you have met with now ?" 

32b-33a. She, thus addressed, and frightened and trembling, 
said to her husband : "0 lord, ( please) forg ive me (for) the deed 
which I did through ignorance . " 

The sage said: 

33b-34. You have been approached by a stranger (i.e. a 
stranger has cohabited with you ) .  You are, ( therefore ) impure 
and sinful. You will remain all alone for a long time pervaded 
( only) with bones, but without flesh and nails. Let men and 
women see you ( in that condition ) . 

35-37.  She, who was affiicted, said to him : " ( Please)  bring 
about the end of the curse" . When she spoke thus, the sage 
Gautama, who was overwhelmed with pity, and also overpowered 
with anger, said ( these )  words : "When Dasaratha's son Rama, 
( the incarnation of) Vi�I}.u, will come to the fores t with Sita and 
Lak�mai}.a and seeing you remaining on the path, affiicted, dry 
and bodiless ( i.e .  just a skeleton) ,  he, laughing, will say in the 
presence of Vasi�tha : 

38. ' Why is this form dry, of the form of bones and ( like ) a 
dead body? I have, 0 brahmai}.a, never before seen such a form 
(a  like of which) does not exist in the world.' 

39-40. Then Vasi �tha wil l  tell the old account as it  had 
taken place to the illustrious Rama, i . e. Vi�I}.u, who would take 
up a human form. Hearing the words of VasiHha, Rama, well

versed in the code of conduct will say : 'She is absolutely faultless . 

It is the fault oflndra.' 
4 1 .  When Rama will speak thus, you1 will give up your 

censured form, and taking up a divine form, you will come 
( back) to my house. "  

1 .  The story of Ahalya, slightly differs from its popular version based 
on the Ramayal}a account, where , as a result of Gautama's curse, she turns 
into a stone. The goddess Indrak�i again (v. 44) does not appear in the 
RamayaQa. 
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42-43 . Gautama , having thus cursed her, went to a forest 
to practise penance. Then she, of an extremely dry form, lay on 
the path like that ( i . e .  as was said by Gautama ) .  And as a 
result of Rama's words, she came back to Gautama. Gautama 
too dwells with her in heaven today. 

44. Indra too, being ashamed, remained in water for a long 
time. Remaining in water, he eulogized the goddess called 
Indrak �i . 

45 . The goddess delighted by his eulogy, and being very 
much pl eased, went and said to him : "Take a boon from me. " 

46-47a. Then Indra, the conqueror of enemies' cities, said 
to her : "0 goddess , due to your favour, I may give up the ugly 
form caused by the sage 's curse, and may, as before , ge t (back ) 
the kingdom of gods ." 

47b-50a . To him the goddess said : "0 lord of gods, to 
destroy that blemish caused by the sage's curse, gods l ike Brahma 
alone are capable, I am not able ( to do so ) .  But I shall find out 
such an idea as you will ( i .e .  your sores will) not be noticed by 
people.  You will have a thousand eyes which will have a 
thousand ( forms resembling )  vulva ; (and ) being famous as 
' Thousand-eyed ' you will rule well over ( your ) kingdom ;  and 
due to my boon your penis will be like a goat' s scrotum." 

50b. Saying so ,  the mother of the world vanished there  
only. Indra, adored by  best gods , still lives in heaven. 0 best 
brahmaJ.la, such was Indra's condition due to lust . 

C HA PTER FIFTYFIVE 

The Birth of Lauhitya 

The lord said : 

1 -2 . I shall tell you another (account) of a man over
powered by the passion of love. Formerly on the bank of 
Bhagirathi, there lived a brahmaJ.la, an ascetic of the highest 
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order, who instructed thousands of brahmal)as, who gave peace 
(of mind to others) , who was ekadaQc;l.adhara,l and like a tor
toise living on the earth. 

3. When he was sit ting all alone in a secluded temple, he 
suddenly came across a young beautiful woman going to 
another's house from her husband's house in the evening. 

4·6. Seeing her, the great brahma:Qa, being afflicted with 
fear caused by the passion of love, put her in the interior of his 
house (i.e. the temple) and passed the night. Having made the 
bolt (of the door) tight, she did not at all allow him to come 
from (i . e. through) the door. He, who was (reduced to ) such 
(a condition) ,  remained in meditation, and thinking about that 
beautiful woman, lamented . 

7-8a. Thinking 'what business have I at the door?', he said 
to her : "0 dear one, allow me to come in (i .e .  entrance. If you 
do so) , your husband wil l  be under your thumb, and, 0 dear 
one, he will be dear to you. " 

8b-9a. Then she said to that old brahmal)a, who was 
lus tful, "0 father, these words are unbecoming to you. 0 lord,  
( please) do not utter them." 

9b- 1 0a. Then the illustrious (brahma:Qa) said : " I  have 
ample wealth. 0 auspicious lady, I shall give it to you. ( Please) 
open the door." 

1 Ob- 1 1  a. Again she said to the brahmal)a : "You are my 
spiri tual father. Do not approach me, who am your daughter ; 
and also do not approach ano ther man's wife ,  0 you pious 
one. " 

1 1  b- 1 2a. Thinking well in his mind, he proceeded to go 
into the house through a hole after having opened it with his 
hands . 

I 2b- 1 3a. While he was (thus ) going (into the house) , his 
head entered (and got stuck up) into a very narrow passage. 
It would not come out (i. e. he could not take it out) , and then 
he died. 

1 3b- 1 4. At the dawn the guards and servants2 came ( there) . 
Seeing that wonderful dead body (i . e. dead body causing 

1 .  EkadaQ.c;ladhara-lt i s  a cla;s of ascetics or beggars .  They are also 
called Ha.Ip.sa .  

2 .  Kankirii.Q.--seems to  be a misprint for Kinkarii.�. 
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wonder) ,  they, being amazed, said to her : "0 beautiful woman 
tell us how his death has come about. ' ' 

15a. Having told (them) the account she came to the 
desired region. 

1 5b- 1 6a. Such is the power of the passion of love.  It is 
difficult to resist for all beings-gods, demons or men. 

1 6b- l 8a. The grandsire of all the worlds, after seeing 
Amogha, ejaculated . From that is said to be the rise of Lauhitya. 
I t  purifies all people. It is full of all sacred places; resorting to 
which a man goes to the healthy world of Brahma. 

The brahmaT)a said : 

l 8b- 19a. How did Brahma have ( this ) infatuation? Who 
is that beautiful lad y Amogha? I also desire to know correctly 
about the rise of the best sacred place. 

The lord said ; 

1 9b-20.  There was a well-known sage, Santanu by name, 
who was honoured by gods and whose lustre was like that of the 
lotus-born one ( i . e . Brahma) . (His) beautiful and youthful 
(wife )  was known as Amogha. 

2 1 . Once Brah.ma went to her house to meet her husband 
(Santanu ) .  At that time, the best sage ( i .e .  Santanu ) had gone 
to the forest for (collec ting ) flowers etc. 

22. Having seen the bes t of gods, she (i .e. Amogha) gave 
him a respectful offering and water for washing his feet and 
things like that. Having saluted him (from) a dis tance, she 
entered the house. 

23 .  Seeing that woman of a spotless body, the Creator was 
overpowered wi th the passion of love. The Creator, having com
posed himself, thought about her who was before him. 

24. The semen of the supreme soul, Brahma, fell  on the 
bedstead. Then Brahma, being affiicted and distressed, quickly 
left. 

25. Then the sage came home, and saw (Brahma's) semen 
on the seat . He asked the beautiful woman (his wife) : "Who 
had come here ?' ' 
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26-2 7a. Then Amogha said ( i .e. replied) to him : "0 lord, 
Brahma had come here. To (allow him to) wait for you I had 
given this seat. By means of penance you can know the reason 
( why his) semen (was deposited ) here." 

2 7b-29a. Then that brahma7;1a understood it by means of 
meditation. " 0  good woman, please preserve by my order the 
very important semen of Brahma. A son, who alone will purify 
all the worlds, will be born ( to you ) . Our desire which is all
auspicious will (now ) be fulfilled ." 

29b-30a. Then the chaste, illustrious woman, obeying his 
order, drank, for the birth of a son, the semen of Brahma, the 
supreme soul . 

30b-32 .  A terrible foetus throbbing like an eddy, was pro
duced. She could not at all bear i t ; so she then spoke to 
Santanu : "0 lord, I am not now able to bear the foetus . 0 you, 
who know the dharma, what should I do now? Even my life 
has become unsteady. 0 illustrious one, tell me where I shall 
(i .e .  should ) drop the foetus ." 

33-34. Obeying the husband's order, she dropped the foetus 
at Yugandhara . (There )  water (arose ) ,  which had all piety 
settled in it. In it a pure man, with a crown and with his body 
covered over with a blue garment and a necklace of jewels, 
( stood) difficult to look at like the constellation of stars . 

35 . Then hosts of gods scattered ( i .e .  threw) a shower of 
flowers from heaven. ( This sacred place ) that came up was 
known as the king of all sacred places. 

36-37 .  Then was born, the well known (Parasu-) Rama in 
Bhrgu's family. Having kil led the k�atriyas , who had come to 
fight ( with me ) with their armies and vehicles, and who had 
killed my ancestors, and who were afraid ( of me) , I was fully 
covered with mud. A terrible ( s in) like that of killing a brah
mat:ta had come up in my house ( i .e. family) . 

38-4 1 . My axe, full of mud, though washed, did not be
come clean . Then there was ( heard ) a voice in the sky : • 'Rama, 
do what I say . All the sins committed by you will perish at that 
sacred place where your axe wil l  be clean. 0 you, who cut off 
the pride (of the k�atriyas) , stay there for the well-being of all 
people. Quickly go to all very big ( i . e .  important) sacred places . 
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Know that sacred place among the places ( to be great) at which 
your li;Xe will be clean. That (sacred place ) is said to be a 

giver of salvation . "  

42-43 . Hearing that ( Parasuriima ) , the son o f  Jamadagni, 
went to (various) sacred places. (He went to) Ganga, the white 
Sarasvati, Kaveri , to Sarayii. (He) also ( went to ) Godavari, 
Yamuna, Kadrii and Vasuda, and also to auspicious Gauri, the 
giver of merit, who had formerly settled there. 

44-46. The axe of him, the wise one, who was going like 
wind (visiting various sacred places) , ( though) washed in all 
sacred places, did no t become clean. That (incarnation of) 
Vi!?I.lU went to an inaccessible mountain-cave, a great forest, a 
mountain, and to the sacred place ( on) the inaccessible moun
tain-peak . By (doi ng) that his axe did not become clean. Rama 
( i . e. Parasurama) , the conqueror of enemies , then became de
jected. 

47. The hero was ver-y much worried. (The divine voice) 
again spoke to him in the same way : 

48. " 0 lord of gods, there is a sacred place in a cave in the 
eastern direction."  

49 . The best among men, having heard that, went and saw 
the holy pool ,  to the south, where ( i . e .  in the water of which) 
there was an eddy, which was bright and which removed sins. 
(His) axe became c lean merely by the touch of its water. 

50. Then Rama (i .e .  Parasurama ) with great joy bathed 
(there ) . Pure thought was produced (in the mind )  of him whose 
mind was pure and who was sinless .  

5 1 -53a. That Rama ( i .e .  Parasurama ) ,  having lived 
( there ) for a long time and having propitiated it, speedily 
reached the city from ( i . e .  after leaving) that mountain. Mak
ing it famous, he then went to the sea . It is  said that this best 
sacred place has been fashioned by the grandsire himself, and 
t hat it gives happiness, is pure all round, and gives (i .e. shows ) 
the path to salvation . 

53b-54. Know thus that the power of the passion of love is 
irresistible and unbearable. The greatest ( i . e .  wors t )  sin is 
produced from the passion of love, and the greatest virtue is 
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produced from an act of piety. That Lauhi tya, was the son 
born from Virafici ( i.e .  Brahma) . 

55-57 .  He was born on the wife of Santanu i .e .  from the 
womb of Amogha. Brahma overcame his passion of love ;  so also 
due to the absence of jealousy of Santanu and the chastity of 
her ( i .e .  of Amogha) , it became the excellent sacred place. 
He, who everyday recites this auspicious and meritorious 
account, or would listen to it with joy, goes to the path of 

salvation. 

CHAPTER FIFTYSIX 

The Account of the Five 

The lord said: 

1 - 2 .  Formerly, Sarva ( i . e. Sarikara) , having seen youthful 
and beautiful women of Gandharvas, Kinnaras and human be
ings, and with his mind set on them, pretended to be intent on 
practising penance, and with a spell dragged them far away in
to the sky. 

3 .  Then the great lord, the conqueror o f  the god of love, 
having fashioned a very delightful co ttage, sported ( there) 
with them. 

4. In the meanwhile, Gauri 's mind became excited. By 
means of meditation she saw the lord of the world, sporting 
with women. 

5-7 .  Knowing his intention she became angry. Then taking 
the form of K�emarikari1, she entered ( the sky ) ,  and saw, far 
away in a lonely region of the sky, Hara ( i . e .  Siva ) , whose 
lustre was like that of the god of love, who was in the midst of 
beautiful women, who, the best man, was bright, who, having 
again and again embraced the women, was sporting with them, 
who was kissing them excess ively, and who was tormented by 

the passion of love. 

1 .  K�emailkari- the epithet is self-explanatory : 'One who brings about 
well-being.' 
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8- 10. Seeing this, Kl]emailkari, came down there in front 
of them. Sarva ( i .e. Sankara) , annoyed with shame, remained 
with his face turned away (from Uma ) .  Dragging them (by 
seizing) their hair, she angrily kicked them by her foot. All the 
women reached (i.e. fell on ) the ground, and suddenly their 
faces were disfigured. With their bodies scorched by Uma's, 
curse they came under the sway of Mlecchas. 

I I .  Those women, widows or with their husbands alive are 
known as Cat,tdala. Even now they would experience the curse 
given by Uma. 

1 2 .  Then Uma, having divided her form into a hundred 
ways, got united with the lord . 0 brahma:r_1a, thus always know 
the power of the passion of love . 

1 3 - 1 4a. Then after a long time he went with her to the 
temple on Kailasa . Therefore, those men, who, on seeing 
K�emailkari , greet her, have wealth, prosperity and grandeur 
here ( i . e. in this world) and in the next world. 

1 4b- 1 5a .  (They should pray to her as : ) "0 you, whose 
body is reddish with saffron, 0 you, whose face is fair like the 
kunda-ftower and the moon, 0 you goddess , who give all 
auspicious things, 0 you who bestow happiness, my salutation 
to you." 

15b.  She has similarity with a female meditating sage even 
though she faces (the devotee) or has her face turned away 
( from him) . 

1 6. He who, on seeing her, does not salute her is defeated 
in war. One becomes successful in palaces and in (acquiring) 
knowledge by saluting her. 

1 7 .  Such is the greatness of the passion of love, that even 
Bhava (i .e . Siva) was deluded. Due to his forbearance he be
came the lord of the gods and the demons. 

18-2 1 . In the world there was none and will be none l ike 
him. By him, remaining on the bed in the form of the ground 
after having abandoned a charming woman seated on his lap, 
are obtained the worlds difficult to be obtained by gods and 
demons. Thus is the chief among the followers of Vi�:r_1u, who is 
worshipped by the hosts of gods and demons, and who gives us 
before he eats , and himself eats what remains (after being 
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given) . When thus a long time passed happily due to his steadi
ness in practic e, he gladly offered his wife ( even ) before union 
with her, when he saw me. Having made a twelve-year resolu
tion he assigned the first enjoyment to me. 

22 .  Therefore, to protect his house, I always remain in his 
house . In the same way he always longs for the natural taste of 
the fruits of the earth . 

23-24. Therefore I described him as the (best ) devotee of 
the other (i .e .  all ) devotees of Vi�Q.u. 0 brahmaQ.a, he has very 
much done that which formerly my devotees and gods following 
my path had no t done . Therefore I have given (him) the name 
'Al i-in-all of the Vai�Q.avas' . 

25. I remain in his house ; ( even ) for a short while I do not 
go away ( from it) . Therefore, 0 brahmaQ.a, I am easily acces
sible to those who are my devotees.  

26-27a. Today (only ) I give them my position, the natural 
cause . 0 brahmaQ.a, therefore, gentility, sleep, food etc. of us 
two are the same. So also, 0 brahmaQ.a, see our unity and 
intimacy. (There is ) no difference ( between us ) .  

2 7b-29a. Then Miika and others, who desired to go to heaven 
and who were meritorious, reached wel l, with their wives and 
paraphernalia, lord Hari. Even the house-lizards in the vicinity 
of his house, and also various insects and gods followed them. 

Vyasa said: 

29b-32a. In the meanwhile, gods, Siddhas and great sages 
showered flowers and cried: 'Well (done) ,  well ( done) . ' Divine 
trumpets were sounded in the aeroplanes and forests ; and (gods) 
getting into their respective chariots went to Hari's city along 
the path . Seeing that wonder, the brahmaQ.a said to Janardana 
( i .e.  Vi�Q.u ) : "0 killer of Madhu, 0 lord of gods, advise me." 

The lord said: 

32b-34. 0 child, go to your parents, whose minds are dis
tressed with grief. After having carefully propitiated them, you 
will soon come to my residence. (Even ) in the abode of gods 
( i .e .  heaven ) , deities like the father and the mother, who al
ways protected their child 's  censurable body, along with its 
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fault of ignorance and who always nourished and helped its 
growth, are not (to be found ) .  

35-36a. Like them none else i s  there i n  the three worlds 
along with the mobile and the immobile. Then all the hosts of 
gods, full  of joy, praising Vi�1,1u, went  along with the five to the 
abode of Vi�1,1u. 

36b-39. ( They went to his ) charming c i ty,  which was 
(well- ) set, which was fashioned by Visvakarman, which was 
rich with gems and ful l  of all desired things, which was endowed 
with the desire-yielding trees etc . , which was having golden 
houses, which was variega ted with all ( kinds of) gems, which 
had staircases of diamonds and cat ' s-eye gems, and which was 
endowed with gold etc . ,1 which was full of songs and sounds of 
musical instruments , and of all inaccessible places, which was 
full of the notes of the cuckoo, which was resorted to by Siddhas 
and Gandharvas, which was full of good men endowed with 
fine forms, and which was at it were moving in the sky. 

40-41 . Remaining there ( for some time ) all went from 
there, from the place above all the worlds. The brahma1,1a too 
went to his parents; having carefully propitiated, he soon went 
to Vi�1,1u along with ( the members of) his family. I have 
narrated this meritorious account of the five to you . 

42-45 . He who recites or listens to it does not meet with 
misfortune in this world. He is never tainted with the sin of the 
murder of a brahma1,1a etc. By being absorbed in ( this ) account 
of the five, a man gets the same fruit as he would get by the 
gift of a crore of cows. He gets the same fruit by listening to  it 
which one gets by everyday bathing at Pu�kara or in the 
Ganges. It would quickly destroy bad dreams and would give 
sound heal th. It gives good health along with weal th ; there
fore it should be listened to. 

1. Svarl}aditoya etc. is not very clear. 
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CHAPTER FIFTYSEVEN 

In Praise of (Digging a )  Tank etc. 

The briihmar.uzs said : 

759 

I .  0 best sage, tell us, i f  you favour us, (how ) fame and 
dharma ( can be accompl ished) in the worlds, and ( tell us about ) 
all the excellent things ( in the three worlds) . 

Vyiisa said : 

2 .  He, in whose dug up ( portion of) forest, cows are satis
fied (by grazing ) for a month, or seven days, is purified and is 
honoured by all gods .  

3 .  Lis ten to al l  the fruit that is here (i . e . in this world 
obtained) by offering water, especially at a pool purified by ( the 
performance of) a sacrificial rite .  

4. I t  i s  brough t about year after year and kalpa after 
kalpa . By giving (gifts ) a man obtains heaven ; and one who 
offers water becomes the giver of everything on the earth. 

5. A man enjoys heaven for as many years as (number of) 
drops that are produced on the tank ( etc . ) dug up (by him) , 
when the cloud is showering (drops ofrain) . 

6. A man becomes pleased by (drinking) water and ( en
joying) cooked food etc . Life cannot be sustained without 
food. 

7 .  Gratification of the manes, purity, form, removing bad 
smell-all this, the seed that is ob tained (and that  wil l lead one 
to heaven) , is settled in ( the gift of) water . 

8 .  Washing the clothes, making the utemils shine-all this 
is to be done with that (i .e .  water)  only. Therefore water is 
pure only. 

9. Therefore with all one's capacity and all one's wealth a 

man should get fashioned, making all efforts, a well, a tank or a 
pool . 

1 0 .  Therefore, upon him, who gives ( i .e .  cons tructs ) a 
water-tank in a place, where there is no water, ( the cha ri table 
act ) would day by day bestow heaven ( where he would stay) 
for a kalpa . 
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1 1 .  That briihmav.a, fallen from heaven, becomes a master 
of the Vedas; and the religious-minded briihmav.a, the kinsman 
of the world, would go to heaven after having prac tised 
penance . 

1 2. Thus he gets eight births, and ( the fruit) of one of them 
is said to be inexhaustible. Such a man, (if) born in a k�atriya
family, would become a sovereign emperor . 

1 3 . ( If born as ) a vaisya ( he) would obtain inexhaustible 
wealth very much liked by him in birth after birth. Others l ike 
siidras and low born men again and again go to heaven. 

1 4. Whoever d igs a tank of the measure of four cubi ts, 
the tank always helps him to stay in heaven for a kalpa after 
a year. 

1 5- 1 6. If ( the measure) is doub le, ( one) should know that 
the merit is double, and if it is fourfold, (the merit) would be 
huhdredfold . He, who gives ( i.e. constructs ) a tank of the 
measure of twenty cubits, would obtain (i .e .  go to) V�v.u's 
abode, and also divine enjoyments .  Afterwards, he is born as a 
king or would be a weal thy man or an orator. 

1 7. It is laid down that ( by doing) l ike this twofold, 
threefold or fourfold enjoyment (is obtained) . If the tank is 
extensive, know that the enjoyment would be profuse ; if its 

measure is a thousand cubits he does not fall from heaven . 
1 8- 19 .  If it is two thousand, a man becomes honoured by 

gods. And as many men as there are beings in his house or in the 
region, forever become his servants going after him for as many 
( years ) as the beings would live. 

20-2 1 . Pleasures enjoyed without a parent are like a forest 

( resorted to after one' s )  wealth is exhausted. Birds , a pig, a 
female buffalo, a female elephant, an adviser and a doer-these 

six lead (one ) to heaven. The divine hundred of birds would 
bestow heaven. 

22 . A hog would bestow it for a thousand years, and a 
female buffalo for a myriad years . A lakh is said to be the fruit 
of a female elephant after one has resorted to a divine form. 

23a. For the adviser it is a crore years and eternal for a 
doer. 

23b-24. Formerly, a wealthy man, having faith in Siva 
constructed a tank for obliging (i .e .  helping) all beings by 
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(spending) a myriad ( i . e . very large ) amount and at the cost 
of his life and capacity. 

25. It is  said that after some time he became poor. Some 
wealthy man desiring ( to buy the tank ) was ready to pay him 
its price. 

26-2 7. Having reflected, the wealthy man said : "Listen 
now to ( my )  words . For this ( tank)  I shall pay you a myriad 
dinaras. You have already obtained the religious merit by (the 
construct ion of) the tank. If you think to get ( money by selling 
it ) , I am ready to own i t  ( i .e .  to buy it ) by offering the price 
according to my capacity . "  

28-3 1 .  When h e  said this, h e  ( i . e .  the owner o f  the tank ) 
said to him : .  ' 'Again everyday the frui t i s  ten thousand (times 
more ) .  The meritorious (alone) know (what ) meri t ( is ) .  In 
this waterless region I constructed an auspicious tank. All do 
acts l ike bathing and drinking of i ts water as they like. From it 
I,  who have a myriad ( dinaras ) ,  desire an eternal frui t. These 
words of ( i .e .  uttered by) me are true . Test me justly . " 

3 2-34a. But through jealousy he  said to him : " 0 father, 
listen to my words .  Instead of giving these ten thousand diniiras 
to you, I shall bring ( i .e .  buy ) stones (with that amount) . I 
shall throw them into your tank ; let them, according to the 
circumstances, sink into it .  If the s.tones come up and float (on 
the surface) , then my wealth will perish; o therwise the tank will 
be legally mine . "  

34b . He ( i .e .  the owner) said : " All  right . ' '  H e  took the 
myriad (of diniiras) and went home . 

35-38a. In the presence of witness, he dropped stones into 
the great tank ; this was seen by men ,  gods and demons. Then 
with Dharma as the witness, it was weighed in the balance of 
dharma. Even for a day, the offer of a myriad of dinaras and 
the water of the tank were not equal . The mind of the wealthy 
man was sad due to his mission having failed. The next day the 
�teap of stones came up and remained l ike an island on ( the 
surface of) the water. 

38b-39. Then there arose a loud cry of the people. Hearing 
that wonderful cry ( of the people) , both of them gladly came 
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there. Seeing that hill ( i .e .  that heap of stones) he gave a myriad 
(dinaras ) . 

40. Then the owner ofthe tank threw away the heap. He 
( obtained) the meri t from the tank that had disappeared ( due 
to s tones being thrown into i t )  by the son ( i . e .  the purchaser) . 

4 1 -42. He too went to heaven, and was happy in every 
birth. Digging a tank has an inexhaustible fruit for the family, 
hosts of mothers, kings, friends , those who oblige, orphans, ascet
ics and especially for bnlhmat:tas . 

43-44a. Having constructed a tank, a man gets heaven 
eternally. Therefore, 0 brahmat:tas, there is no doubt that he 
who constructs a tank etc. according to his capacity has all his 
sins destroyed and would go to ( i .e. obtain) the auspicious 
salvation. 

44b-4 7 .  That religious man who would cause people to hear 
( i .e .  recite to them) this very excel lent meri torious account get s 
the fruit of the entire gift of a tank. A man having heard ( i . e . 
who listens to this account )  on a solar eclipse day at the ex
cellent bank of the Ganges, would get the fruit of the gift of a 
crore of cows. He is not reduced to poverty nor does he have 
grief or a group of diseases . He does not experience disrespect 
or great grief. 

CHAPTER FIFTYEIGHT 

In Praise of Planting Trees etc. 

vyiisa said : 
i .  I shall (now) tel l you what the fruit of (planting) trees 

is .  0 i l lustrious ones, listen to it . And also l isten to the fruit 
derived from planting ( trees ) singly . 

2 .  I t  is not possible to know or to narrate the meritorious 
fruit earned by that man who plants auspicious trees all round. 

3. The fruit that a man would get by planting trees near 
water is a lakh crore times more than the fruit that he would get 
by planting them somewhere else. 
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4. He who plants it on the bank of a lake gets unending 
fruit. We say that hundredfold more is the fruit ( that one gets) 
by planting meritorious trees. 

5. A man does not obtain that fruit even by hundreds of 
sacrifices which he gets by planting an Asvattha (fig) tree on 
the bank of a pond. 

6. The leaves ( of the fig tree ) fal ling in the water ( of the 
pond ) on the parvan1 days are like the rice balls offered to 
the manes and bear inexhaustible frui t. 

7. The fruit ( of the fig tree ) are eatens by birds freely and 
like the food eaten by Brahma:Q.as ( at a sraddha) they give 
inexhaustible merit. 

8. The fruit that one obtains by planting a fig tree fit to  
be eaten ( exceeds) not  only the fruit of  performing a hundred 
sacrifices, but even of having a hundred sons. 

9. In the hot ( season) cows, deities, brahmaQas receive 
shadow ( from the tree ) .  Eternal heaven is had by the hosts of 
the manes of the planter ( i .e .  the manes of the man who p lants 
the holy fig tree live in heaven eternally) . 

1 0. Due to the holy fig tree being eternal there cannot be 
any difficulty that would befall the planter. Therefore, making 
all efforts a man should plant this holy fig tree . 

1 1 . By planting one tree a man is not abandoned ( i .e .  does 
not fall ) from heaven. Therefore, 0 best brahmaQas, plant ( this ) 
great tree. 

1 2-1 3 .  He who, the large-hearted one, plants trees like the 
holy fig tree near the charming vicinity of (reservoirs of) 
water, at the place where drinks are bought and sold, on the 
path or ( near) a tank, goes to the lovely heaven after planting 
them. 0 brahmaQas, I shall now tell you what merit ( a  man 
gets ) by worshipping the holy fig tree. 

1 4. He who touches the holy fig tree after his bath is free 
from all sins . He who without bathing touches it gets the fruit  
due from a bath. 

1 .  Parvan-The days of the four changes of the moon, i.e. the eighth and 
fourteenth day of each half month, and the days of the full and new moon. 
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1 5 - 16 .  By seeing it ( i .e .  when it is seen ) it destroys sin ; i t  
gives wealth by  ( i .e .  on ) touching it. Long life would be  
(obtained ) by  going round i t  while keeping it t o  one's right . 
( A  man should recite the hymn; ) '0 holy fig tree, I always 
salute you. I always salute the holy fig tree1 whose leaves are 
shaking, in whom Vil?J;,lU always resides, and who is fit ( to be 
saluted ) . ' 

I 7. By offering ( i . e . he who offers ) to the hoi y fig tree 
oblations, water, an offering of eatables ,  flowers, incense, and 
lamp , one is not abandoned ( i .e .  does not fall ) from heaven. 

1 8. Remember that worship of the "holy fig tree gives eternal 
wealth, prosperity and fame along with sons , as well as success 
and honour. 

1 9 .  All that muttering( of hymns )done, all that offering made, 
all the hymns of praise sung, all mystical diagrams used as 
amulets and all  sacred prayers etc. recited at the root of the 
holy fig tree is said to give the fruit  which is crore times 
greater. 

20.  Who in the world would not worship it at whose root 
resides Vi�J;,lu ,  in whose middle part stays Siva, and at whose 
top lives Brahma ? 

2 1 . The fruit that one gets by observing silence, bathing 
and saluting the holy fig tree on a Monday or a new moon day 
is the same as is had by making a gift of a thousand cows . 

22. By going round it ,  while keeping it to the righ t ,  the 
fruit that is obtained is ( the same as obtained by giving away) 
a myriad of cows . By going many times round it while keeping 
it to one's right the fruit is a lakh crore times greater ; therefore 
one should always go round it while keeping it to one's right .  

23 .  Whatever, fruits , roots, water etc. , is offered there (i. e .  
at i t s  root) , gives an eternal fruit in many births. 

24-25a. Oh ! there is no other form of Vil?J;,lu on the earth 
like this tree-form, viz . the holy fig tree. As in the world a 
brahmaJ;,la is adorable or cows and deities are adorab le, so is 
the god in the form of the holy fig tree most adorable. 

25b-26a. When it is planted, preserved, touched and wor-

1 .  Bodhisattva, like Caladdala, is one of the names of the holy fig tree. 
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shipped , i t  always gives in ( that) order, wealth, sons, heaven 
and salvation. 

26b-27a. A man who makes cut in the body of the holy 
fig tree is born in the cal).<;lala and other (castes) after having 
suffered ( i .e .  l ived in) a hell for a kalpa. 

2 7b-28a. By cutting its roots he is never reborn (i .e. etern
ally lives in hell ) .  Men s tand (by ) him in  (the hell called )  
Raurava of a fearful sight . 

28b-29a . That fruit which is (obtained ) by planting (just) 
one holy fig tree is also obtained by planting three trees ( i .e. 
plan ts ) of campaka and arka ( i .e . the sun plant) . 

29b-30 .  The fruit of planting eight bilva trees, seven 
nyagrodha t rees and ten nimba trees is the same. 0 brahmal).as, 
I have told you the fruit obtained by planting each one of ( these) 
trees . 

3 1 .  He, a religious-minded man, who, knowing this, pre
pares an artificial forest ( i . e .  plants trees)  goes to ( i . e .  lives in) 
heaven for crores of thousands and crores of hundreds of 
kalpas . 

32-33a.  ( He gets the same fruit) by ( planting) a thousand 
mango trees. Or he enjoys double or triple fruit or that which 
is smal ler or greater (than that) ; and after having enjoyec:J it he 
would be made a king or a good lord. 

3 3b-35 . Enjoyable heaven, happy, lucky, auspicious king
dom, good health endowed with heroism come from (the con
struction of) a garden, the fruit (of the trees ) of which are 
eaten by thousands of beings, birds , insects, or moths etc. that 
resort to them, or beings resorting to their shadows and other 
persons equalling that number. 

36-38a. Hundreds ofvenerable deit ies become his servants . 
All  the trees possessing vitality are of the form of deities. They 
should be worshipped as the manes ( are worshipped) , and 
should be served ( as the manes are ) ,  and water and pil).<;las 
should be offered ( as they are offered to the manes) . In every 
birth on the earth, they are born as his handsome and very 
modes t  sons. 

38b. (In his house ) auspicious and meritor ious ri tes are 
always (performed) . Thus the beings sticking to the mango tree 
become the lords of the attendants of Siva. 
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39.  All the trees like emblic myrobalan, yellow myrobalan 
and others producing pungent, bitter and sour ( fruits) , become 
pure due to ( their being p lanted in) a garden, give fruits, and 
always give ausp i cious things. 

40-43 . Those who give (i.e. plant) trees go to that place 
where there are golden palaces adorned with all ( kinds of) 
jewels, where there are aeroplanes resembling the wind ( in 
speed) , where the trees are full of gold and always give every· 
thing and give pleasure in all seasons, where the maidens rese· 
mbling celestial nymphs are intent upon singing and dancing, 
where there are tanks and other pools and also rivers having 
mud in the form of milk and decked with pure stones, having 
foam of milk, and endowed with the (objects of) six tastes . 

44-45 . He gets the same enjoyment in heaven as on the 
earth , and again (the same) on the earth ; and again due to the 
old habit he constructs a tank or a garden. Doing such meri
torious deeds the man becomes the lord of heaven and ofhuman 
beings. A man who is incapable (of constructing a tank) gets 
the fruit of constructing a tank by erecting a place to distri 
bute water to travellers. 

46. Here ( i .e. in this world ) the quality of a place to 
distribute water to the travellers greatly removes all sins ; i t  
gives a l l  enjoyments, is pure, i s  steady and gives ( i.e .  leads to) 
heaven and salvation. 

47-49a. I shall narrate to you the characteristic (s) of a 
place to distribute water to the public, which enhances one's 
fame. A man, who gives fragrant substances l ike agallochum, 
water, betel-nut with camphor, seat and tii.mbiila, after having 
erected temporary hall at a place where there is no water and 
which is mixed with the sounds ( of people i .e .  which is a crowded 
place) where many travellers come in summer, rainy season 
and even in autumn, does not fall from heaven. 

49b-5 l a. If this is done for three years , the fruit (obtained) 
would be l ike that of (the construction of) a tank . He does not 
fall  even from heaven, and is honoured even by gods . He who 
gives (water) at such a temporary hall for a month during 
summer when there is no (i .e .  when there is scarcity of) water, 
would live in heaven for a kalpa, and fallen from heaven, 
is honoured (on the earth) . 
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5 l b. Those who give ( water to travellers at such) tem· 
porary halls stay thete where the givers of ( i.e .  those who 
construct) tanks l ive. 

52 . Otherwise (i .e .  if the erection of such a hall is not 
possible) , one should offer an auspicious 'dharmaghata'1 for the 
destruction of( one's) sins . This should be known as a meritorious 
dharmaghata which is of the nature of Brahma, Vi�t;tu and 
Siva. 

53.  (One should  pray to the ghata as : )  'May my desires 
be fulfilled due to your favour. '  One should also give a ma�a2 of 
gold with the jar as dak�it;ta . 

54-56. Thus ( i .e .  if this is done ) for three years only, one 
would get the fruit of offering (water at) a temporary hall. He, 
who would recite or make others hear ( i .e. recite to others) 
the fruit got from ( the construction of) a tank etc. would 
evidently be free from sins, and would get beatitude by its 
favour. He who reci tes this auspicious meritorious account among 
(i .e .  to) people, l ives in heaven for thousands of crores of kalpas. 

CHAPTER FIFTYNINE 

In Praise of Rudriik$a 

JJ!iisa spoke : 

1 .  Hereafter I shal l narrate ( to you ) the extremely auspi
cious fruit, leading to fame, of constructing a bridge, as told by 
Brahm a ( himself) . 

2 . A man having constructed ( i . e .  who constructs ) a bridge 
having many pillars in a forest or a muddy place difficult to 
cross, is purified and would attain godhead . 

3. If (the breadth of the bridge ) is of the measure of a 
vitasti3 ,  he would obtain ( i . e .  l ive in)  heaven for a hundred 

1 .  Dharmaghata-A j ar of fragrant water offered daily (to a brahmaJ:.la ) 
in the month of Vaisakha .  

2. Ma �a- A particular weight o gold. 
3. Vitasti-A measure of length equ al to twelve angulas ( being the 

distance between the extended thumb and the little finger ) .  
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divine years . If the bridge is done according to this calculation, 
he is not abandoned ( i .e .  does not fall ) from heaven. 

4-5. Sometimes due to his ( previous ) sin, he is born on the 
earth (after fal ling) from heaven . Then he, the venerable and 
rich one , frt�e from diseases and worries , is not abandoned ( i .e .  
does not fal l )  from heaven, after having cons tructed a causeway 
etc. in a muddy p lac e . All his s ins perish day by day . 

6. The fru i t  of constructing bridges and causeways is said 
to be the same. A wise man always constructs these by spending 
money and even at the cost of his life . 

7-8a .  Listen to an account that took p lace in olden days 
and that is approved by old men : A cer tain thief proceeded 

to steal in a very ( hot ) summer. Having prepared a causeway in 
.a forest and having crossed it he went to steal .  

8b-9 . Having stolen weal th of  a householder he went to 
his own house .  There people went a long the way ;  and all were 
definitely pl eas ed by tha t  path.  

1 0 .  On the path and in the pool difficult to cross, the 
gosira was a great saviour . That cameway prepared by him in 
the forest las ted for the period of a Candraya:J)a . 

1 1 - 1 4 . Then on the death of the thiefas ordained by Citra
gupta,1 he h ad nothing to his credit  as the fruit  of religious 
meri t .  He had not performed any ri te  in honour of the manes ; 
he had not taken bath at a sa cred place ; he had no t wors hipped 
brahmal).as ;  he had not given any gift ;  he had not honoured 
elderly pe0ple ; he did not have know l edge ; he did not do auspi
cious th ings beneficial to othe rs . He did not do ( any of these 
things even ) men tally ; then how could he do them in action ( i . e .  
physically ) ? He did rash acts l ike stealing, moles ting others' 
wives ; he told lies and scandals about beings and censured good 
people .  He had committed a hundred thousand ( s ins ) like these ; 
similarly he had also stolen cows. 

1 5 . There ( i .e .  in the world of Yama ) Yama whose lustre 
was like the des truc tive fire at the end of the world , said : "0 
brave ones, take him to ( i .e . let him have ) the fruit i .e .  hell, 
and let him not be born again ( i .e .  let him eternally live in 
hell) ." 

1 .  Citragupta-One of the bdngs in Yama's world recording the vices 
and virtues of mortals. 
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1 6- 1 7a. In the meanwhile Citragupta who sympathised 
{ with the th ief) , said : "0 lord , he has to his credit the religi
ous meri t of having constructed a causeway. (Please) pardon 
(him) now. As a resu lt of his religious merit let him be a king 
on the ear t h  for twelve y ears. " 

1 7b- 1 9a. Then Yama said to him :  ' '0 wicked one, go to 
the mortal "''orl d .  For twelve years enjoy the kingdom without 
difficu l ty. You are freed because you put up a causeway on the 
path . Again after coming here , you will get ( the punishment 
of) not being born again ( i . e .  living eternally in  hell) . "  

1 9b-20.  Then he ( i . e . the th ief) , oppressed with grief, 
joined ( in respec t )  the palms of his  hands, and said to the god : 
"0 ( king ) Yama, 0 lord, please take pity on me who am he lp
l ess . 'With love I shall know ( i .e .  remember ) it . "  

2 1 .  Then Yama said to him : "All right , ( let i t be)  l ike 
this. Go from here . You, who wil l  be very miserable , wil l  remem

ber your account due to my favour." 
22-24a . In the meanwhile he was released by ( Yama's )  

servant. O n  the earth h e  was born i n  a mean (family o f  a) 
weaver. Due to former bad acts· he experienced grief all  his life .  
In  that country, when he experienced great grief for twentyone 
years, the king (of that country) being oppressed by his deeds, 
died . 

24b-25 .  In the meanwhile the ministers having talked to 
good counsel lors , and with (devising ) many tests, wandered 
over the earth . In the presence of all  ( people )  they sudden ly 
and firmly chose him ( to be the king) . 

26-28 .  Then they ( i . e . the minis ters) consecrated him as 
the king without jealousy. He took up the kingdom as a result 
of Yama's boon. He then d id the work of constructing bridges 
of stone and earth . He constructed bridges and causeways on 
i mpassable places and water. He also dug wells ,  cons tructed 
tanks and lakes, put up places for distribu tion of water to 
travellers, and gardens . He p lanted trees. He performed various 
sacrifices and did meritorious deeds like giving gifts. 

29-30 . Remembering his former deeds he did meritorious 
deeds of many kinds and performed various vows for the 
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destruction of his sins. By gratifying (with oblations ) gods, 
brahmal).as and preceptors, he was purified from his sins and 
went to the abode of the wise Yama . 

3 1 -32. He ( i .e .  Yama) seeing him occupying the vehicle 
( that took him to Yama' s  abode ) ,  had his eyes red with anger. 
He with the palms of his hands joined in respect said : "0 
Dharma, protect me." Citragupta said ( these ) words to Varna : 
"Let him, having become purified by his deeds and thoughts ,  
go to Vi �I).u's heaven. " 

33 . He hearing those (words ) ,  and knowing the cause, and 
with his mind being pleased, smiled and spoke again :  ' 'Go to 
Vi�I).u's  abode."  

34 .  ( Then there ) came from heaven an aeroplane varie
gated in colour. Getting into it he went to heaven, return from 
which is difficult .  

35. Therefore, he who has formerly given ( i .e .  constructed ) 
a bridge ( even ) of the measure of a cubit, goes after ( enjoying ) 
a kingdom to the great heaven . 

36-3 7 . In the same way, he who gives a pasture for cattle 
does not fall from heaven . He certainly gets the same state as 
one who gives a cow ( to a J:>rahmal).a ) .  He, the very wise one, 
who has given a pasture of the measure of a vyama1 for cattle 
would certainly get ( i .e .  go to ) the desirable heaven ; what is 
the use of profusely talking other things? 

38-39a . He who with a motive gives a pasture of cattle 
and offers meals to brahmal).as everyday, has his merit more than 
hundredfold. Therefore, a man giving a pasture of cattle does 
not fall from heaven. 

39b-40a. Twentyone members of the family of that man 
who cuts an auspicious tree or takes off a pasture for cattle, 
are baked in ( the hells) like Raurava. 

40b-4 l .  The powerful protector of the village ( i . e .  the 
village chief) on knowing ( such a misdeed) should punish one 
who harms a pasture for cattle. The happiness of  the man who 
cuts off auspicious trees, especially who harms a pasture for 

1 .  Vyama-A measure of length equal to the space between t he tips of 
the fingers of either hand when the arms are extended. 
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cattle, lies in his being punished. Therefore, he ( i . e. the village 
chief) should punish him . 

. 

42-45a. A man who constructs a mansion having three or 
five stories, well decorated, and endowed with good p itchers , 
for the image of Vi:gtu, ( is absorbed by Vigm ) . He, the best 
man, who gives ( i . e. constructs ) an image of his desired dei ty, 
especially of Vi�Q.u, of earth or stones, full of wealth, very 
beautiful with heavenlike ground, with the installation of the 
image properly accomplished, surrounded by servants. becomes 
absorbed in Vi�Q.u after having constructed i t .  

45b-46 . Similarly, the fruit that a man gets by fashioning 
the idol of Vi�Q.u etc. and by constructing a charming temple, 

is not obtained even by a thousand sacrifices, gifts, and vows 
etc. on the earth. 

47-49a. He would live for thousands of crores of kalpas 
and hundreds of kalpa in a place full of gems and all wealth, 
( and would move ) in a car ( most )  beautiful in all worlds and 
moving according to ( his ) desire. Fallen from heaven, he would 
be a sovereign emperor with his passions controlled, after having 
constructed a mansion over the image ofSiva. 

49b-50 .  The same as is said about the image of Vi�?Q.U, 
should  be known to take place in the case of the image of Siva . 
The illustrious one has enjoyment , which gives great happiness 
to his mind , with a host of charming women, and gets full 
happiness in heaven . 

5 1 -52 . On the earth he becomes a king or a very wealthy 
man ( and enjoys ) inexhaustible pleasures. The man, who fashions 
and instals Siva's image of charming marks or fine form, would 
live in heaven for a crore of kalpas. When fallen from heaven, 
he would become a king or a wealthy man or the most respected 
man. 

53. A man who fashions a chamber for the images of the 
goddess would obtain godhead, ( and would l ive) in the heaven 
of the goddess ,  the cause of all pleasures . 

54-56.  He very much becomes identified with Vi�I}.u and 
obtains pure happiness in a palace decorated with jewels, with 
its floor variegated with gems, full of enjoyments with women, 
free from fear because of its being connected with the goddess , 
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full of dancing and singing, charming, g1vmg delight to all 
senses, endowed with jewelled drums and rhythm, with all 
maid-servants moving (here and there) , clean, charming be
cause of its giving pleasure, and looking beautiful due to gems. 

57-58. Similarly, a man (who constructs ) an excellent 
mansion for the image of the goddess, goes to ( i . e . lives in )  
!leaven for a million crores of kalpas. Fallen from heaven, he, 
greatly devoted to the goddess, becomes a king. Thus for a thou
sand births he would be ( born as ) Cupid on the ear th . 

59 . An affectionate man (i .e .  a man with love for god ) who 
constructs a mansion for Gal).apati or a goddess, is honoured by 
gods and i s  born in heaven. 

60. Similarly in the city of the goddess he becomes a king 
and enjoys pleasures. He is always free from difficulties in all his 
undertakings like the l ord of Gal).as . 

6 1 . His order is not disobeyed among (i .e .  by) gods, 
demons and men. In the same way the best man obtains a fruit 
in the mansion constructed for the Sun ( i . e .  the best man 
obtains the same fruit by constructing a temple in honour of the 
Sun ) .  

62. H e  is healthy, his mind i s  pleased, and his lustre i s  like 
Cupid. He grants boons in all the worlds .  As is the Sun, so is 
he. 

63 .  A man, who constructs a mansion of stones on ( i .e .  for) 
the image of the Sun, would become a lord on the earth, after 
having enjoyed heaven for a hundred crores of kalpas . 

64. I shall narrate for the good of men (how ) the indi
vidual worship of all dei ties beginning with Vi �I).U ( should be 
performed ) separately. 

65. He who would offer a lamp of ghee day and night for 
a month, is honoured by best of gods for a myriad of divine 
years . 

66. Similarly a man who on the earth would offer a bath 
of ghee to an image ( everyday) for a  month, would obtain (divine 
life )  for thousands of crores of kalpas . 

6 7 .  The fruit of an oil-lamp or any other (lamp ) is half (of 
this) . By offering water (i .e .  bathing the deity's image with 
water daily ) for a month one would obtain godhead. 
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68. By offering incense (he would become) a Gandharva ; 
( the fruit ) is double, when sandal is offered. Ample fruit would 
be ( obtained ) by offering the essence of musk and agallochum. 

69. By offering a garland or flowers a man would become 
the lord of gods. By offering cotton cloth ( to a brahmal).a) in 
(the) cold (season ) one is free from all grief. 

70-7 1 . He would obtain (happiness) in ( many) births. 
Having given (a piece of) cloth creating a cool sensation in the 
summer (to a brahmal).a )  he never sinks .  He who gives accord
ing to his capacity (a piece of) cloth of the measure of four 
cubits with lovely resin and very beautiful and shoes for the 
feet, does not fall from heaven. 

72. A man, by giving (i .e .  who gives ) gold according to 
his capacity ( to a brahmal).a) would be honoured in heaven. 
He would be handsome ( and live) in a region as large as ten 
yojanas . 

73 .  He would get tenfold (of this fruit) by giving gold with 
jewels (to a brahmal).a) and (by giving )  costly diamonds, lapis 
lazuli, emeralds and rubies . 

74. By giving ( these)  according to the established proce
dure to an image or to a successful brahmal).a he would become 
the king of a territory as extensive as a hundred yojanas . 

75.  Similarly, even if he is born on the earth, he delights 
all people. By giving fragrant substances he becomes a hand
some orator. 

76. A man has his throat red and (voice sweet like) nectar 
by offering a betel-nu t (to a brahmal).a ) .  By offering an excel
lent maidservant (to a brahmal).a) a man would live in heaven 
for a kalpa. 

7 7 . A man is born as a lord of wealth by giving a maid
servant ( to a brii.hmal).a) . In the same way he would have many 
servants in the heaven by offering ( i . e .  if he offers) many 
servants (to a brahmal).a ) . 

78-79. For ( many) births he gets inexhaustible prosperity 
on the earth. By giving all kinds of musical instruments he be
comes virtuous and is liked by people ; he would become the 
lord of the Gandharvas by his knowledge of sciences, dancing 
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and singing ; in heaven he is endowed with female and male 
servants , with wealth and with excellent women. 

80 .  Similarly by offering a cow ( to a brahmaJ:la) he would 
live in heaven for that much period. By offering ( i . e .  pouring)  
milk on  the ( deity's ) image a man would live in  heaven for a 
kalpa. 

8 1 . Double (the fruit of this is obtained) by bathing (the 
image) with curd, and ( the fruit is) more than hundredfold (if 
he bathes the image ) with ghec. He would become the king of 
the earth by offering food having the six flavours1 (to a 
brahmaJ:la) . 

82. Similarly by offering rice boiled in milk he would be
come the best among sages on the earth. By offering with plea
sure the food to be eaten during certain holidays (to a brah
maJ:la ) ,  he becomes the master of the meaning of Vedic sciences . 

83 .  He would become a celibate observer of vows by giving 
vegetarian food (to a brahmaJ:la ) .  By offering honey and jaggery 
and salt ( to a brahmaJ:la) he would obtain grandeur. 

84-85 . By offering ( i.e .  if he offers) sugar etc. ( to a brah
maJ:la )  his handsomeness is sung ( i . e. praised) in aU worlds . By 
worshipping deities and phalluses of Siva according to ( proper) 
procedure he becomes the lord of heaven (first) and ( then ) of 
the worlds in succession . Gods remain disposed (to people) for 
their good. 

86. The best, wise man, having gone ( only)  once round 
Siva's phalluses, goes to ( i .e .  l ives in ) heaven for a full hundred 
divine years. 

87.  In the same order by salutations to the Self-born, the 
man, being honoured by people, would go to heaven. There
fore, everyday he should do it (i .e. should salute the Self-born 
god) . 

88. The man, who snatches away the wealth of god in the 
form of an image, having reached Raurava, would become an 
insect due to ( that) snatching (of wealth) . 

1 .  $a<;irasas= the six flavours. They are pungent ( katu ) ,  salt ( lavaiJ.a ) ,  
sour ( amla ) , sweet ( madhura) , bitter ( tikta ) and astringent ( ka�ava .) 
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89. He who takes ( the materials of) worship meant for the 
image of Vil?t;!U, never returns, wi th a thousand crores ( mem
bers ) of his family from hell (i .e .  with the members he eternally 
lives in hell) . 

90 . He who has taken (i .e. borrowed) water, flowers etc. , 
or money for ( keeping) a lamp, or anything else ( from some
one) , and afterwards does not give it ( back )  through greed, 
would eternally go to ( i .e .  live in ) hell. 

9 1 . Having kidnapped the maidservant ( in the temple ) of 
an image a man does not return from hell. A man affected by 
lust might even approach his mother ; ( but ) should never 
approach a female servan t ( in the temple )  of Siva. 

92 .  A man having approached a female servant ( in the 
temple ) of Siva, and having stolen money ( from the temple) of 
Siva, and also by eating or taking food or water (from that 
temple) would meet with distress . 

93-94. Therefore, the brahmat;1a who is ( called ) Devala,l 
does not return from hell. Even the wickedness of the prostitutes 
is beneficial ( i . e .  preferable ) ; for, a man after having touched 
a prostitute becomes pure after having bathed. The unclean 
prostitute meets with distress due to resorting to many men. 

95. A devout prostitute always engaged in worshipping 
deities, being loyal and pure, eternally goes to (i .e .  lives in) 
heaven. 

96. He who looks upon a courtesan, who is always near, 
like his mother, enjoys all pleasures like gods in the worlds of 
gods . 

97 .  As Vit�t;!U is adorable to gods, demons and men, so he, 
the solitary purifier of beings, is respectable in the entire world. 

98. He, who is always the servant of deities and very eager 
in (performing ) deeds for deities, being the lord of the world, is 
honoured in the world of gods . 

99. By fashioning the images of these ( deities) and cons
tructing a pavil ion he obtains heaven according to his capa
city . L isten to the ascertainment of time : 

1 .  Dev ala-A low brahmana who subsists upon the offerings made to 
an idol . 
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1 00 . He who constructs the pavilion with grass ( l ives in 
heaven ) for a (divine) year. He who does i t  with reed stalks 
( lives in heaven) for a hundred years .  He who constructs it with 
any other wood ( lives in heaven ) for a myriad years . He who 
constructs it with the khadira wood (lives in heaven) for a lakh 
years. 

1 0 1 .  He who constructs the temple with strong stones care

ful ly put together lives in heaven for crores and crores of years . 
Therefore a wise man should with all efforts cause a pavilion 
to be constructed . 

1 02 .  A man on stealing objects in a pavilion would meet 
with distress for as much period as he who constructs a pavi
l ion would live in heaven. 

1 03- 1 04. The fruit that a man gets by constructing a house 
· for a brahma:r:ta is double the fruit tha t he gets by cons tructing 
a pavilion ( for the images ) of deities at an attractive place 
crowded with people at a place where things are bought and 
sold, at a shelter for the travellers, and at a confluence of a 
small and a big river. 

1 05 .  A man by getting construct ed a charming house for 
a learned briihma:r:ta who is helpless and especially who is poor, 
does not fall from heaven . 

l 06. He who would daily l i sten to this meritorious and 
excel lent account would eternally obtain ( i . e .  live in) heaven 
and would get the fruit of ( constructing ) a pa l ace etc . 

1 07 .  Having recited this to the wealthy, the rich and the 
meritorious, or having recited it to himself, a man does not fall 
from heaven. 

1 08 .  The briihma:r:ta who recites it to gods, servants ancl 
female servants, and in  the temples, always goes along the path 
to salvation .  

1 09. B y  reciting this before kings, the rich, the weal thy, 
the virtuous , he obtains salvation . One would get the same fruit 
by listening to it .  

The brahma7Jas said : 

1 1 0- 1 1 1 . 0 best of brahma:r:tas , such a great and meritori
ous person is one among many. He is easy to find, and is ador-
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able to men and the sages and those who practise penance, to 
the four castes and four s tages of human life, to sinful and 
meri torious persons, to virtuous and vicious people and also 
to persons belongin g to a (high) caste or a low caste. 

T)tisa said : 

1 1 2 .  Of all ·beings , he who possesses a rudraklia is excel
lent, by seeing which a heap of the sins of people vanishes . 

1 1 3- 1 1 4. By touching it one obtains heaven, and by wear
ing it (on one 's person) one becomes Rudra. He who wears it 
on the head or the arm becomes equal to the lord in the world 
and at the sacrifice and moves (i .e .  can move) everywhere on 
the earth. That region where such a brahmaQa lives would be 
meritorious . 

1 1 5- 1 1 6. A man seeing or touching it would be purified 
from sins. All the meritorious deeds that a man does, such as 
muttering, presenting libations to the mane:s, giving gifts, bath, 
worship and going round keeping the deity to his right, are 
inexhaustible. 0 brahmaQas, the rudraklia berry is a great 
sacred place among the sacred places. 

1 1 7- 1 1 8. By wearing it a man becomes purified from his 
sin and is extremely meritorious . .  That muttering, that under
taking, that gift, that hymn, that spell, that worship of deities, 
made (or recited ) after taking an auspicious rosary (of rudra
klias) having the central bead-all that becomes inexhaustible 
and the sin would perish. 

1 1 9 .  We (i.e. I) shall tell you the characteristics of a 
rosary ; 0 best brahmaQas , l isten. Knowing its characteristics, 
obtain (i .e. follow) Siva's path. 

1 20.  A man should avoid in the following order : a rudra
klia without a mouth, or one pierced by an insect, or one with 
the image on it  broken, or one with the berries sticking to one 
another, for a rosary . 

1 2 1 .  That rosary which is strung by oneself with its beads 
loose or close to one another ( is recommended) . A rosary 
strung by a sildra etc. is impure .  One :should avoid it from 
distance . 

1 22 .  The berry (of the rudraklia) should touch the middle 
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finger. Then in the proper order one should mutter, moving 
one's hand, and a gain and again touching the central bead of 
the rosary . 

1 23 .  One shou ld count the number of the mantras ( sacred 
word/name/formula) that are muttered. I f  they are not count
ed, they are frui tless . One should mutter ( the names) of all 
gods with ( i .e .  by counting the beads of) one's own rosary. 

1 24 - 1 25 .  ( I f he after) being pure (mutters the mantras) 
in all sacred places the merit would be a crorefold. He would 
obtain end less fruit if he mutters a mantra in honour of the 
image of Vis�m or Siva, or Gal).apati or the Sun, on a pure 
ground, or at the pure root of a tree, in a cowpen, or in a house 
at a crossway. 

1 26.  He, who mutters the hymn (in honour ) of a goddess , 
in a vacant house, or before a corpse, or in a cremation ground, 
or at a place where four roads meet, has qui ck success, (since )  
h e  becomes efficient . 

1 2 7. Every hymn-a Vedic one, or a Paural).ic one, or one 
from the scriptures-gives the desired and agreeable object, if 
muttered with a rosary of rudrak�as. 

1 28. A man should hold on his head pure water flowing 
from the rudrak�as ; he is freed from all sins ; his religious merit 
is inexhaustible .  

1 29. A man who holds on his  body an immortal rudrak�a 
berry, would become the bes t among the gods. 

The briihmar;as said: 

1 30 .  vVherefrom is the rudrak�a produced? For what reason 
has it become (i .e .  is it regarded) pure ?  Why has it become 
s table on the earth? Who has brought it into usage ? 

"Jjliisa said: 

1 3 1 - 1 32. 0 brahmal).as , formerly in the Krtayuga a demon 
named Tripura having killed the gods and after the destruc
tion of all the worlds, remained firm in a city in the inter
mediate region between the heaven and the earth due to the 
boon of Brahma. Lord Siva heard the terrible representation 
of (i .e .  made by) the gods . 
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1 33 .  Then he s trung his bow with an arrow resembling 
death and holding it killed the demon who was seen ( by him) 
with ( his) divine eye. 

1 34 .  Fallen from heaven like a great meteor he dropped 
on the earth. Drops of perspiration fell down from ( the body 
of) Rudra (i .e .  Siva) , who was tired with exertion. 

1 35 .  There, on the earth, a great rudrak�aka was produced 
from the drops of (Siva's) persp iration1• The beings do not 
know its fruit for it is very secret. 

1 36 .  Then, Skanda, saluting the great lord, god of gods, 
with (i .e .  by bowing down) his head on the ground, said ( these) 
words. 

1 3  7. "0 lord, I want to know correctly the fruit of 
rudrak�a at ( the time of) muttering ( a  mantra) , or the fruit of 
wearing it on one's person, or of seeing or touching it . "  

The lord spoke : 

1 38. A man obtains a lakhfold merit by seeing it, a crore
fold meri t by touching it, and ten crores of merit by wearing it 
(on his body) . 

1 39. By muttering ( hymns with the help of a rudrak�a 
rosary) for thousands of lakhs of crores and hundreds of lakhs 
of crores (times) one gets rel igious merit, No doubt should be 
raised here. 

1 40 .  A man who is abandoned or who is engaged in 
impious acts or who is full of all sins , becomes free from all 
s ins by wearing a rudrak�a (on his body) . 

1 4 1 .  Even if a beast of prey taking a rudr�a in his throat 
dies, it too obtains Rudrahood ; then what about human beings 
etc.? 

142 . Even if a man who does not engage himself in medi
tation holds a rudrak!ia ( on his body ) , he becomes free from all 
sins, and obtains the highest position. 

1 .  'Asrubindu' i n  the text appears to b e  a mistake for ' svedabindu'. 
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Kartikeya said : 

1 43- 1 44. There are rudrak�as having one mouth, two 
mouths, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine mouths, ten, 
eleven, twelve, thirteen and fourteen mouths , and are said to 
be Siva himself. 

1 45-1 46a. Tell me about their deities and deities of their  
mouths. 0 lord of the world, (tell me) also as  to which merit 
they possess. If you favour me, tell properly (about this) . 

The lord said: 

146b- 1 48.  The rudrak�a of one mouth is virtually Siva ;  
i t  removes ( the sin of) brahmal}.acide. Therefore one should 
wear it ( on one's person) for the destruction of all ( one's ) sins . 
He would go to Siva's h'eaven and rejoice with Siva. 0 Karti
keya, a man would obtain a rudrak�a of one mouth due to 
great religious merit and due to Siva's favour and would also 
obtain (i .e .  go to ) Kailasa. 

149- l SOa. A rudrak�a of two mouths is ( Vi�l}.u) , the god 
of gods . A man who wears a rudrak�a with two mouths, has al l 
his secret sins, like killing a cow, destroyed, and then obtains 
( i.e .  lives in) heaven eternally on account of wearing a rudrak�a 
with two mouths . 

1 50b- 1 52a . The one with three mouths is Fire himself; the 
sin earned in the (pas t )  births of him on whom it remains ( i.e .  
who wears it on his person) , is burnt as fire burns fuel. The sin 
that a man has obtained (i.e .  committed) by killing a woman 
or a brahmaJJ.a and also by killing many ( beings) -all that 
perishes that moment only. 

1 52b- 1 56a. A wise man obtains that fruit which is obtain
ed by worshipping Fire, or by rites of (honouring ) Fire, or by 
offering the oblation of ghee ; and also obtains ( i.e. goes to) 
heaven. He, who wears (a rudrak�a of three mouths on his 
body) , is like Brahmii. on the earth. It would burn all ( the sins 
due to ) wicked deeds collected in birth after birth. There 
would be no disease in his belly ; he would not be sick. He is 
never defeated, and his house is not burnt by fire. These and 
all other ( fruits) are {obtained ) and destructive weapons also 
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are warded off. Nothing that is inauspicious happens due to 
wearing of a rudrak�a of three mouths ( i .e. when a rudrak�a 
of three mouths is worn on one's person ) . 

l 56b-1 59. A rudrak�a with four mouths is Brahma him
self; a briihmar:m on whose body it remains ( i . e. is worn) ,  
would become adept in all branches of knowledge and best 
among those who know (the meaning of) the Vedas ; he would 
know all the essential principles of religion and worldly pros
perity and would be proficient in traditional law and in the 
PuriiJ}aS. By wearing a rudrak�a with four mouths the s in of 
homicide or (living) in houses with many beings quickly 
burns. Siva is always pleased and he would be the lord of be
ings . Similarly he is born as the lord and the man is not at all 
afraid. 

1 60- 1 63a. With the five mouths these gods have resorted 
to Vamadeva (I.e. Siva) . Therefore on the earth the five
mouthed one is most important. This one is of the nature 
of Rudra's son. Therefore a wise man should wear it. As long 
as the period of thousands of crores of kalpas and hundreds of 
crores of kalpas he would be honoured by gods and demons 
before Siva. He would be a sovereign emperor on the earth 
and in Siva's temple would have the lustre of Sarva ( i. e. Siva ) .  
Therefore, with all effort one should wear a rudrak�a having 
five mouths. 

1 63b-1 69a. There is no doubt that he who wears on his 
right arm a six-mouthed rudrak�a i .e .  Kartikeya is free 
from such sins as brahmal}acide etc. One who is brave like 
Skanda does not get defeated even when the end of the world 
is imminent ;  he is the mine of virtues on the earth. He becomes 
Kumara (i.e. Kartikeya ) ,  the son of Parvati and Siva. A 
brahmal}a is honoured by a king ;  a k�atriya gets victory ; the 
castes like vaisya and siidra always are full of ( i .e.  always 
have ) prosperity ; and to such a man only Piirvati , the giver of 
boons, is easily available like his mother. Then by the strength 
of his own arms only a man becomes all-lustrous. In a council 
or in a king's palace or in an assembly such a wise man be
comes an orator. He does not become a coward, nor does he 
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meet with ruin. All these and other good things ( are possible) 
because of his wearing a six-mouthed ( rudra�a) .  

1 69b- 1 74. The seven-mouthed one is Ananta , the king of 
serpents and the General of a great army. In every mouth of 
this rudrak$a serpents have settled. (They are : )  Ananta, 
Karkata, and Pu:r_H;larika, and also Tak$aka, Vi$olba:r.ta and 
Kari$a and the seventh is Sankhaciic;l.a. These very powerful 
serpents live in the seven mouths. Merely by wearing this on 
one's body ( i .e .  if this is worn on one's body ) ,  poison does not 
spread over the body ; and like the lord of the serpents Siva 
is also very much pleased . Due to his being pleased all sins 
due to brahma:r.tacide, drinking liquor, stealing etc . and 
violating one's teacher' s  wife, perish day by day. All the sin 
that a man obtains (i .e. has committed) perishes that moment 
only. He would certainly obtain god-l ike pleasures in the three 
worlds. 

1 75-l 80a. The eight-mouthed (rudrak$a) , the General of 
an army, is actually god Vinayaka himself. Hear from me 
what merit one gets by wearing such a rudrak�a only . For birth 
after birth he would not be (born) a fool, or a patient, and 
would not be deprived of intelligence. There would never be 
any difficulty in h is undertaking. He will have adep tness in his 
writings and skill in great undertakings. He fully destroys all 
his s ins l ike cheating in money ( -transactions) , in weighing, or 
due to all (kinds of) tricks, or due to his touching his pre
ceptor's wife with his penis (i .e .  copulating with her) or touch
ing her with his bel ly or his hand. Having eternal ly enjoyed 
heaven, and being free, he gets a high position. All these merits 

are due to wearing an eight-mouthed rudrak�a. 
1 80b- 1 83a. The nine-mouthed one is called Bhairava. He, 

who wears this tawny rudrak$a, granter of sa lvation, on his 
arm, would become equal to me in power. He who commits 
the murders of thousands of lakhs of crores ,  quickly burns (i .e .  
destroys the sin due to ) them all by wearing a rudrak�a with 
nine mouths . In heaven he is always honoured like Indra by 
gods. He is Ga:r_1esa staying in an excellent abode like Siva. 

l 83b. By wearing (i . e . if a man wears a rudrak�a) having 
ten mouths, serpents perish. 

1 84- 1 86 . 0 boy, the eleven Rudras are said to reside in 
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the eleventh mouth ( i .e .  in the rudrak�a with eleven mouths) . 
A man should always wear i t  on the topknot. Hear (about) its 
meritorious fruit. A man quickly obtains by wearing a 
rudrak�a wi th eleven mouths the fruit of ( the performance 
of) thousands of horse-sacrifices and hundreds of crores of 
sacrifices, and the fruit of having duly presented a hundred 
thousand cows ( to a brahmal).a ) .  In the world he is like Hara 
and is not reborn . 

1 87- 1 9 I a. Aditya ( i .e .  the Sun ) well-settled in the twelve 
mouths is always pleased with him who puts a rudrak�a with 
twelve mouths round his neck. He quickly obtains the fruit 
which one gets by a cow-sacrific e  or a human sacrifice, and 
deadly weapons are warded off. To him there is no fear from 
fire ; no disease comes to him ; he enjoys the acquisition of 
wealth and happiness ; he is rich and never (experiences) 
poverty. Even if he has ki lled or has caused to kill elephants. 
horses, men, cats, rats or rabbits, or tigers, wild boars, foxes 
etc . ,  he gets free (from the sin of having k illed them) by wear
ing a rudrak�a with twelve mouths ; there is no doubt about 
this . 

1 9 l b- 1 94. If  a man gets a rudrak�a having thir teen mouths 
i .e .  Rudra, he should know that it is most ausp icious and ful
fils al l  (his) desires. 0 Kartikeya, he endowed with good 
luck accomplishes the nectar-like elixir, alchemy and the 
impression of the feet1 of a deity or a holy person. A man is 
free from all s ins by wearing a rudrak�a with thirteen mouths, 
after having ( i . e . even if  he has; killed his mother, father, 
sister, brother or preceptor. Like the great god (Siva ) he 
eternally obtains (i .e .  lives in) heaven. 

1 95- 1 96. 0 boy, if a man always wears on his head or 
arm, a rudrak�a with fourteen mou ths , the mass of Siva's power, 
he:: is always honoured and approached by gods due to the 
greatness of his religious merit. What, again, is the u s e  of speak
ing or describing too much? 

1 .  Mention of Piiduka in the text is rather confusing. 
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Kiirtikeya said : 

1 97 .  0 lord, I desire to hear ; ( therefore) tell me with the 
recital of which sacred hymn the assigment or wearing of the 
rudrak�as with different numbers of mouths is done according 
to the proper procedure. 

Th1 lord spoke : 
1 98- 1 99 .  0 Kartikeya, hear correctly about the assignment 

and wearing of rudrak�as of different numbers of mouths. The 
merits ( already) told are had without the reci tal of a sacred 
hymn. The merits and the importance of the man who on the 
earth wears it to the accompaniment of a sacred hymn, cannot 
be told. 

200. Now the sacred hymns are indicated : 'Om Rudra 
ekavaktrasya ; Om kha:rp. dvivaktrasya ; Om ambu:rp. trivak
trasya ; Om hri:rp.1 caturvaktrasya ;  Om hra:rp. paftcavaktrasya ; 
Om hru:rp. �a<;l.vaktrasya ; Om hra}J. saptavaktrasya ; Om ka:rp. 
a�tavaktrasya ; Om jii:rp. navavaktrasya ;  Om ak�a:rp. da5avak
trasya ; Om sri:rp. ekadasavaktrasy& ; Om hri:rp. dvadasavaktrasya ; 
Om k�o:rp. trayodasavaktrasya ; Om nra:rp. caturdasavaktrasya.' 
Thus the sacred hymns should be assigned in due order. A man 
who, wearing a rosary (of rudrak�as ) on his head or chest, 
walks, obtains , at every step the fruit ( of the performance) 
of a horse-sacrifice ; not otherwise. 

201 . A man becomes equal to me by wearing rudrak�as of 
all mouths (i . e. by wearing rudrak�as having any number of 
mouths) . Therefore, 0 son, with all effort, wear a rudrak�a. 

202 .  A man, who, wearing a rudrak�a, dies on the earth, 
goes to my charming ci ty, (and) is honoured by all gods. 

203. 0 boy, formerly in 1\t!aru country when a trader 
was going for trading he was harassed ( i .e. haunted) by a 
female spirit under a tree. 

204. She danced there ; a brahma:Qa saw her (and said to 
her :)  "Who are you? You are helpless ; you are covered over 
with a tattered garment." 

205-206a. She then told the brahma:r.ta : ' ' I  have heard 
from a messenger of gods ; 0 brahma:Qa, this charming man 

I .  Hrirp, Hrarp etc.-These are mystic syllables . 
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will now certainly meet with death due to the fall of the 
thunderbolt (on his body) ; and he will be my husband." 

206b-209a .  In the meanwhile, the thunderbolt fell from 
heaven on his head ; and he fell on the ground on half the 
portion of a rudrak!(la. Then, 0 son, an aeroplane quickly flew 
from my city. Then the fortunate man, got into it and remained 
there for a long time. Having obtained my portion he will be a 
rich and wealthy man on the earth. 0 son, thus a man who 
dies on a piece of a rudrak:,a, obtains a good position ( i . e, 
goes to heaven) . 

209b. I am unable to describe the fruit of wearing a 
rudrak�a with the knowledge (of its importance) . 

2 1 0 . He who dies with a rosary of rudrak�as or with (just) 
one rudrak�a (on his body ) ,  would become the follower of Siva, 
Sakti, Ga1,1apati, or the Sun. 

2 1 1 . He who recites it to himself, or to others, causes 
others to listen to it or himself listens to it, is free from all sins, 
and would obtain heaven in (due) order. 

CHAPTER SIXTY 

In Praise of Tulasi 

Skanda said: 

I .  I am asking about ( the importance of) the fruit of 
another tree also. 0 lord of the world, tell me about it for the 
good of all the worlds. 

The lord said : 

2 .  The dhatri1 frui t is very pure and is well-known in all 
the worlds, by planting which ( i.e .  it) a man or a woman is 
free from the bondage of birth. 

I .  Dhiitri-Amalaka tree ; Emblic Myrobalan. 
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3. This fruit of Vasudeva is pure, is pleas ing and auspi
cious. Merely by eating i t  a man is free from all sins . 

4.  (Long ) life would be (obtained ) by eating it ;  religious 
merit would be accumulated by drinking ( the juice of) it ; 
misfortune would be destroyed by ( taking ) a bath ( after apply
ing its tenacious paste to one's body ) ; and one would get all 
prosperity. 

5 .  0 Mahasena ( i .e .  Kartikeya ) , evil spirits , demons and 
goblins do not go ( i .e .  haunt ) that house where dhatri ( tree) 
always stands . 

6-7 Not the Ganges , not Gaya, neither Kasi nor Pu�kara 
( is able to remove all sins of men) ; it is dhatri only ( that 
removes all s ins ) .  All the sins of him who bathes (after apply
ing the tenacious paste of dhatri to his body) when the day 
sacred to Vi�Q.U has approached ( i .e . on the day sacred to 
Vi�Q.u ) ,  on the eleventh day of each of the two fortnights, perish , 
and he is honoured in Vi�Q.u ' s heaven. 

8. The fruit of dhatri should always be used in food or at  
bath ;  i t  should certainly be used to the  satisfac tion of Vi�Q.U 
(i.e .  to satisfy Vi�Q.u ) , or at the time of just ba thing on a day 
sacred to Hari ( i .e .  Vi �Q.u) . 

9- 1 0 .  When a man breaks his fas t  of the eleventh day of 
each fortnight ( by)  just touching dhatri, when the feast is 
ready and then eating (other food) , then ,  0 Kartikeya, he is  
free from the s ins commi tted during seven births just by observ
ing one fast. There is no doubt about this .  

I I .  He ob tains (i .e. l ives in) heaven eternally and is absor
bed into vi�Q.u. Therefore, with all effort, observe the dhatri 
vow. 

1 2 . 0 Kartikeya , he whose hair is always well-tinged with 
dhatri juice, would never again suck his mother's breasts ( i .e .  
would never be reborn ) . 

1 3 . By seeing or touching dhatri or even by uttering its 
name, Vi�Q.U, the granter of boons, being pleased, is  well dis
posed to him. 

1 4. Vi�Q.U dwells there, and also Brahma ; Lak�mi also is 
steady in that house where there is the fruit of dhatri ; therefore 
a man should plant it in his house. 
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1 5 .  Misfortune perishes ( from) that place where dhatri 
stands. All gods are pleased ; and being glad do not leave (him 
even ) for a moment . 

1 6. Vi�I.J.U would be pleased with him who offers a rich 
offering of eatables1 along with a dhatri fruit to a deity ; and not 
by hundreds of  other sacrifices . 

1 7 . He, who, after bathing with ( i .e .  after applying) the 
juice of the dhatri fruit ( to his body) , worships Vi �I.J.u, gets the 
desired fruit, or obtains whatever he has in his mind . 

1 8. In the same way, the best man, having remembered 
the distinctive mark ( of the deity) and having worshipped it 
with a dhatri fruit, gets the fruit of a hundred thousand ( coins 
of) gold. 

1 9 . 0 Skanda, the man who is engaged in serving dhatri, 
gets the same position as the learned or the meditating sages 
have. 

20.  That position, which is had by resorting to or visiting 
sacred places or by observing various vows is obtained by men 
by means of serving dhatri well. 

2 1 . He gets the love of all gods, goddesses and of my 
attendants also. (All these) the granters of boons, are well
disposed to him when he bathes with ( i .e .  after applying the 
paste of) the fruit of dhatri or after worshipping it. 

22. By proper! y worshipping the dhatri fruit, those planets 
that are wicked, and the fierce demons and goblins, do not 
become ( i .e .  cease to be )  wicked. 

23 .  0 son, except ( in the worship of) the Sun, the amalaki 
fruit is recommended in all sacrifices and rites and in the worship 
of every god. 

24. Therefore, 0 son, one should avoid from a distance 
( i. e. keep away from) the dhatri fruits on a Sunday and es
pecially on the seventh day ( of a fortnight) . 

25. Everything-life, wealth and wife-of him who bathes 
with (the paste of) the fruit of dhatri or eats it on a Sunday, 
perishes. 

26. One should also certainly avoid from a distance ( i.e. 
keep away from) dhatri on a Sarpkranti, a Thursday, the sixth-

1 Naivedya-An offering of eatables presented to a deity or idol. 
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day, the first day, the ninth day of every fortnight and on the 
new-moon day. 

27. That dead man (i.e. the dead body of a man ) in whose 
nose, ear or mouth or hair of the head a dhatri fruit is (placed) , 
goes to the abode of Vi!lll)U. 

28. A dead man, merely by contact with a dhatri fruit goes 
to Vi!lll)u's abode. All his sins perish ; and he goes to heaven in 
a chariot. 

29 .  The religious man who bathes after besmearing his 
body with the juice of a dhatri fruit, obtains the frui t of a horse
sacrifice at every step. 

30. Merely on seeing it all the most sinful beings, wicked 
and fierce planets run away. 

3 1 -36. 0 Skanda, formerly a pulkasa1 went to a forest for 
hunting ; after having killed the flocks of beasts and birds he 
was oppressed with thirst and hunger. Seeing in front of him 
an amalaki tree full of large fruits he at once climbed it  and 
ate the best fruit. Then through ( ill) luck he fell on the ground 
from the top of the tree. Due to the pain of the deep wound he 
then died. Then all the very powerful hosts of evil spirits and 
the hosts of demons and ghosts and Yama's servants could not 
comfortably carry or see that dead ciil)c;lala. Saying, • this is mine' 
they started fighting among themselves. They could not even 
seize one another. Then after having reflected they went to 
the groups of sages . 

The evil spirits said : 
37-43a. 0 wise sages, why were we or the servants of 

Yama not able to see the sinful ciil)c;lala? All those viz . who, 
with their faces turned away from battle, die after being over
thrown by the determined ones, who have sunk due to rash acts, 
who are timid, who are oppressed by a destructive weapon, fire 
or wood, or those men who are killed by lions , tigers or by aquatic 
animals, also the evil spirits living in water or on ground or 
fallen from trees and mountains, or those who are killed by 
beasts and birds or who have died in prisons or due to poison, 

1 .  Pulkasa-�ame of a degraded mixed caste, the offspring of a ni�ida 
by a siidra woman. 
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those who have died by committing suicide, or those who have 
missed the rites l ike sraddha, or those who have died due to 
secret acts, also rogues and haters of preceptors, brahma�as 
and kings, heretics, followers of the left-hand Sakta ritual, 1 those 
who were cruel , who have administered poison, who were false 
witnesses, who have eaten impure food-are to be eaten by the 
evil spirits . There is no doubt about this. We, who have been 
saying 'this is mine', are not able to carry that (ca�c;lii.la) . 
Why and due to whose prowess is he difficult to look at like 
the sun ? 

The sages said: 

43b-44. 0 evil spirits, he has eaten a ripe amalaki fruit. 
Many fruits due to it are going along with him ( i .e .  he has earn
ed great religious merit which now accompanies him ) .  For that 
reason only he has certainly become d ifficult to look at .  

45-46a. The life-principle of him who has fallen from the 
top of a tree would not leave him due to affection ( for the body) . 
He and also others who commit sinful deeds would go to 
heaven, not due to the movement of the Sun, but only after 
being purified by eating a dhatri ( frui t) . 

The evil spirits said : 

46b. We are asking you through ignorance. \Ve are not at 
all censurers . 

47-48a. 0 best sages, tell us quickly what is in your mind, 
till an aeroplane does not come here from Vil?�u's world, and 
till the brahma�as do no t loudly recite whatever is designed by 
them like the Vedic hymns .  

48b-5 l a. We are not able to  remain even for a moment at  
that place where the Vedas, various sacred hymns, Pura�as and 
Smrtis are loudly recited . We do not remain (present) in front 
of places of sacrifices, offerings, mutterings, and of the worship 
of deities. Therefore (please) tel l us the account. 0 brahma�as , 
doing which (deeds ) do men obtain the birth of (i .e.  are born 
as ) evil spirits? We desire to hear about it correctly.  How ( i . e. 
why) is the body deformed ? 

1 .  Kaulika-A follower of the left-hand Sakta ritual. 
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The briihmaiJaS said : 

5 1 b-52.  The false witnesses and those who died after kill
ing or binding ( someone) being troubled by the distresses like 
cold, wind, heat and especially by hunger and thirs t, and also 
oppressed by other troubles, ( becoming) evil spirits, have gone 
to hell. 

53. Those evil spirits who sought the weak points of others 
and also who destroyed the work of brahmaJ}.as and their pre
ceptors, become evil spirits not to be born again ( i. e .  they 
eternally live as evil spirits ) . 

54. That man who strikes the giver of gifts to the best 
brahmal).a, resorts for a long time to the state of an evil spirit 
and never returns from hell. 

55 .  Those fools who oppress or drive their own or 
another's cow, are born as evil spirits on the earth as a result 
of their deeds . 

56 . Those tru thful men who fail  to keep their promise 
and also those men who have violated their vow and have eaten 
the lotus-petals , are born as evil  spirits on the earth as a result 
of their deeds . 

5 7. Those who sell their own pure, chaste, innocent 
daughter or that of their paternal or maternal uncle, are born 
as evil spirits on the earth. 

58a. These and many others are born as evil spirits due to 
their deeds . 

The evil spirits said: 

58b-59a. 0 brahmal).as , (please) tell us quickly for our 
good that which is beneficial to all the worlds, viz. how ( i .e .  
for which reason ) or by (performing ) which deed men do not 
become evil spirits . 

The briihma'l)as said : 

59b-60a. The wise man who bathes in the water of a 
sacred place or salutes a great idol (of a deity) is not born as 
an evil spirit. 

60b-6 l a. Men after having fasted on the eleventh day (of 
a fortnight) and having worshipped Vi�J).u (i.e. those men who 
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fast on the eleventh day of a fortnight and worship Vi�Qu) 
especially on the twelfth day (of that fortnight) , do not be
come evil spiri ts. 

6 l b-62a. Those (men) who are attached to the worship 
of deities with the Vedic hymns and eulogies and sacred hymns, 
do not become evil spirits. 

62b-63a. A man after having heard, recited to others or 
to himself ( i . e .  who recites to others or to himself) divine 
passages from the PuraQas agreeing with religious precepts, 
does not become an evil spirit .  

63b-64a. Similarly, men purified by various vows and by 
wearing rudrak�as or lotuses, after muttering (i.e .  who mutter 
sacred names of a deity ) on ( i .e .  by counting the beads of) a 
rudrak$a rosary, do not become evil spirits. 

64b-65a. Those who after having daily bathed (i . e .  who 
bathe) with the juice of (i.e. after besmearing their body with 
paste of) dhatri fruit, are attached to eating (i .e. eat) i t, have 
thereby worshipped Vi$QU well and ( so) do not become evil 
spirits . 

The evil spirits said : 

65b-67. Those who are well-versed in the PuraQas know 
chat religious merit is obtained by seeing ( i . e. meeting) the 
good. So (now) we have met (i . e .  have been lucky to meet) 
you.  (Please ) do whatever is good for us, so that all of us will 
be free from this state of evil spirits. 0 wise ones, we have 
submitted ourselves to you ; (please ) ins truct us in the perfor
mance of a vow. 

68a. Then all the kind, best brahmaQas said to them : 
"Quickly eat the dhatri fruits for obtaining release. "  

The ez·il spirits said: 

68b-69a. 0 briihmaQas, we cannot stand the sight of the 
dhatri trees . How then shall we be able to eat their fruits ? 

The briihma1)as said : 

69b-70a. Because we are telling it, the auspicious eating 
of the dhatri fruits will fructify in (the form of) reaching the 
other world. Therefore deserve yourselves to go to heaven. 
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70b-7 l a. Then having obtained a boon from them, the evil 
spirits climbed up the dhatri tree, obtained the fruits and 
sportively ate them. 

71 b-72. Then haviag got into a big, very beautiful chariot 
that had quickly come from the abode of gods, the ca!)Qala 
evil spirits went to heaven, very difficult to obtain by means of 
vows of sons and sacrifices. 

Skanda said : 

73.  The evil spirits obtained rel igious merit and went to 
heaven merely after eating the dhatri (fruits) . (Then ) how 
(is it that ) men etc. who eat them do not go to heaven ? 

The lord said : 

74-76. Due to their former loss of knowledge, they do not 
understand what is beneficial to them and what is not. The 
evil spirits, being deluded, look upon leavings of food or (food 
etc . )  touched by dogs, and also phlegm, urine or excrement 
as excellent , and always eat them, and also the excrement, 
urine or substances vomited by cocks. The evil spirits always 
eat the food of him who has not given up muttering ( sacred 
hymns) during the period of mourning or of impurity caused 
by a child-birth in the family. 

77 . The evil spirits live there (i .e .  in the house ) of him, 
whose wife is hard to be subdued, is void of purity and restraint, 
is expelled by the elders and is wicked. 

78-79. Those who are not eminent due to being born in 
(certain) families, who are without power and energy, who are 
deaf, weak, and poor are born as evil spirits due to their deeds . 
Even for a moment they do not enjoy prosperity as they are 
extremely connected with unhappiness. Therefore they have 
deformed figures and are void of all pleasures . 

80. The evil spirits are naked, troubled with diseases, 
rough and dirty. They are always afflicted with these or other 
miseries . 

8 1 -82a. It may be that due to the ripening of that Karma 
( i.e .  those actions) they are born like these. Those who are 
busy in censuring their father, mother, preceptors or deities, 
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and also those who are heretics , who are followers of the left
hand Sakta ritual or are sinful, are born as evil spirits. 

82b-83a. Those, who have committed suicide by putting a 
noose round their neck, or by water (i .e. by throwing them
selves into water) , or with weapons or by (drinking ) poisons, 
become evil spirits in this world, or are born in (the castes) 
like ca�dala. 

83b-85a. Those, who are low-born, fallen, or who have 
died of a sinful disease, and those who are killed by the low
born ones in a battle, are certainly ( born as ) evil spirits on the 
earth. Those who are full  of ( i.e . who have committed) great 
sins\ who are excluded in marriages ( i .e. are not married ) ,  
who are rash due t o  bravery, are born as evil spirits as a result 
of their deeds. 

85b-89a. Those, who have committed high treason, or 
who have thought of being treacherous to their parents, or who 
are void of meditation and study and also of vows, and worship 
of gods etc. , are wi thout (i . e .  those who do not recite) prayers, 
those who do not bathe or those who are interested in approach
ing their preceptor's wife, those who keep company with vicious, 
low-born women, or those who have died due to severe fasts, 
who have died while staying in a mleccha country, those impure 
ones who are endowed with ( i .e. speak) the language of the 
mlecchas, those who derive their l ivelihood from the mlecchas, 
those who imitate the mlecchas, those who live on a woman's 
wealth, those who do not protect women, are born as evil spirits. 
There is no doubt about this . 

89b-90a. Those, who abandon (i .e .  dismiss without enter
taining ) a brahma�a-an auspicious guest due to his religious 
merit-who is fatigued, whose body is tormented due to hunger 
and who has come to their house, are born as evil spiri ts . 

90b-9 l a. Those, who sell cows to mlecchas and to those 
wbo eat ( the flesh of) cows, rather live in the world of the evil 
spirits and are not reborn (i.e. live there eternally) . 

9 l b-92 . Those who are internally impure and the dead 

1. Mabapitaka-Great sins. These are five : kiling a brihma.IJ.a; drink
ing wine or liquor ; theft; cohabitation with the wife of one's teacher ; keep
ing company with one who commits any one of these four sins . 
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beas ts are born as evil spirits. Those who are void of any 
sacraments like rites after birth etc. are born and die as evil 
spiri ts and goblins (again and again) for a long time. 

93 .  By every sacrament like a bath, morning, noon and 
evening prayers ,  worship of gods , and Vedic words and words 
about sacrifices being born as an evil spirit is avoided . 

94-95a. Those, who are without ( i . e .  who do not undergo) 
any sacrament , are sinful ; such evil spirits are not born again 
( i . e. live as evil spirits e ternal ly ) .  Those, who cause (or allow) 
people ) to throw the leavings of food and utensils used for eat
ing food, filthy things ( l ike urine, excrement ) of the body into 
sacred places, become evil spirits . There is no doubt about this. 

95b-97a. Those, who have no t gratified brahmaiJ.as, manes 
and preceptors by making offerings and honouring them, are 
very much born as evil spirits due to their deeds . Those women 
who, having forsaken their husbands, live with other men, live 
for a long time in the world of the evil spirits , and are born in 
low cas tes. 

97b-98a. Also those, who, being deluded by (enjoyments) 
of senses , deceive their husbands ,  those who eat savory food 
are sinful , and live for a long time on the earth as evil spirits. 

98b-99a. Those, who eat excrement and (drink)  urine, 
those who are intent upon using up the wealth of a brahmaiJ.a 

or those who eat prohibited food become evil spirits and are 
not born again (i .e .  eternally live as evil beings) . 

99b- l 00a. Those who forcibly snatch the things of others 
and do not give them ( back) , and those who insult guests are 
born as evil sp�ri t s  living in hell. 

I OOb- ! O l a. Therefore, having eaten ( i .e . one who eats) 
the amalaki fruit, and hav ing bathed (i. e. one who bathes ) 
with its j uice ( i .e .  after applying the pas te of the amalaki 
fruits to the body) , one is free from all sins, and is honoured 
in Vi�IJ.u's heaven. 

l 0 l b. Therefore, with all efforts serve the auspicious 
amal2.ki . 

1 02- 1 03 .  He, who would, everyday listen to this auspicious 

meritorious account, has all his sins purified and is honoured 
in Vi�IJ.u's world. Those, who are well-versed in the PuraiJ.as, 
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know that he who would narrate this account especially to 
Vii[IQu's devotees, is absorbed in Vi�QU. 

Skanda said : 

1 04. 0 lord, I have understood the two kinds of the very 
pure fruit of tree. Now I desire to hear about the leaves and 
flowers that easily give ( i.e .  lead to ) liberation. 

The lord said: 

1 05. Of all leaves and flowers the auspicious Tulasi, which 
grants (i .e. satisfies) all desires , which belongs to and is very 
much liked by Vil]QU, is the best. 

1 06. Tulasi gives enjoyments and liberation, is the chief, 
greatest in all worlds and auspicious, resorting to which the 
best sages have eternally gone to heaven. 

1 07 . She ( i .e . the Tu1asi plant) was formerly planted by 
Vii[IQU for the good of all the worlds . The leaf and flower of 
Tulasi are valued in all good works .  

1 08 .  As Lakl]mi is dear to Vii[IQU or as I am dear (to him) , 
in the same way this goddess Tulasi is ( dear to him) ; a fourth 
one is not to be obtained. 

' 

1 09- l 1 0a. One Tulasi leaf gives a hundred ( coins of) gold. 
Without Tulasi leaves, Vii[IQU, the demon-killer, is not pleased. 
He is not pleased with other flowers and leaves and applications 
of sandal etc .  

l l 0b- 1 l l a .  He, who, with the hope of final beatitude, 
has worshipped Hari with this (i .e .  a Tulasi leaf) , has indeed 
given ( gifts) , offered oblations, obtained knowledge and per
formed sacrifices or observed vows etc . 

l l l b- 1 1 3 . I think that by Vil]Qu's worship with Tulasi 
leaf brightness, happiness, fame, wealth, ( noble) family, 
(good ) character, ( good) wife, (good) son, ( good) daughter, 
wealth, kingdom, health, knowledge and special knowledge, 
Vedas, Vedangas, science, PuraQas, sacred texts, are in his 
hand birth after birth . 

1 1 4. As Ganga of a charming form grants liberation in 
heaven, or as Bhagirathi is auspicious, so is auspicious Tulasi. 

1 1 5 . What is the use the water of Ganges and what is the 
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use of resorting to Pu�kara? He gets delight with water mixed 
with Tulasi leaf only. 

1 1 6. That intelligent man, to whom Vi�I).U is favourable in 
every birth, has faith in worshipping Vi�I).U with Tulasi ( leaves ) . 

I I  7. 0 Skanda, it is not possible to narrate the fruit of 
merit of him who would worship Vi�I).u with the sprouts and 
leaves of Tulasi. 

1 1 8. There is the proximity of Vi�I).u, where there is 
Tulasi grove. Brahma also (lives ) there, and also Lak�mi with 
all the hosts of gods . 

1 1 9. Therefore a mao should always worship that deity 
( which is) in proximity. All those panegyrics and hymns etc. 
become eternal (when recited in the proximity of Tulasi ) . 

1 20. All the evil spirits, goblins , ghosts of brahmai).as, 
ghosts, demons etc. always run away (from ) there. 

1 2 1 .  The mothers like Alak�mi, Nasni, Ghiiri.J.ii., :Oakini1, 
get frightened after seeing the Tulasi leaf. 

1 22. There (and then) only all sins like the murder of a 

brahmai).a, sinful diseases due to sins, committed through bad 
advice, perish. 

1 23 .  He, who has planted a grove of Tulasi for Vi�I).U on 
the earth, has duly performed a hundred sacrifice in which 
dak�ii).a (fee paid to brahmai.J.as) is dear. 

1 24. By putting Tulasi on Vi�I).u-idols, and also on Sala
grama stones2, one would be absorbed with Vi�I).u. 

1 25. The men ( i .e .  relatives )  of the wise man who would 
plant a Tulasi plant for Vi�I).U on the earth, are happy ; he goes 
to Vi�I).u's abode. 

1 26. He, who, after having worshipped Vi�I).U, puts the 
remaining of the Tulasi leaf on his own head, is purified and 
would go to heaven. 

127. In the Kaliyuga Tulasi burns one's sin, and gives 
one ( i .e. takes one to) heaven and salvation on ( i .e .  by) 
worshipping it, narrating (its account) , meditating upon it, 
planting it and putting its ( leaves etc. ) (on one's person ) .  

1. Dakini-A female imp attending Kali ( feeding on human flesh ) .  
2 .  Salagrama-Name of a sacred stone worshipped by the Vai�Q.avas 

and supposed to be pervaded by Vi�Q.U. It is a black stone which contains a 
fossil, ammonite and is chiefly found near the Sa!agrama village on the 
GaQ.c;laki river. 
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1 28- 1 29. He who teaches about it, and himself practises it, 
goes to the highest place, viz. Vi�1.1u's abode. That which 
pleases Vi�l).u is dearer to me . 

1 30. 0 Skanda, the leaf (of Tulasi) is equal to all gods 
and goddesses in sraddhas and sacrifices . 

1 3 1 .  Therefore serve Tulasi with all effort. He, who has 
served Tulasi, has served everyone like his preceptor, a 
brahma1.1a or a sacred place. 

1 32-1 33a. Therefore, 0 Skanda, serve (the Tulasi) . He 
who would cast his life while keeping Tulasi on the tuft of hair 
on his head, is free from a stream of sins and goes to the happy 
heaven. 

1 33b- 1 34a. That (high) position which the wise obtain 
by means of sacrifices like Rajasiiya, vows and various restraints 
is obtained by those who serve Tulasi. 

1 34b-135. A man obtains the position of Vi�I).U by worship
ping Vi�l).u just with one leaf; what is the use of ( giving) the 
minute details of the sacred precepts? 

1 36. He, who has worshipped Vi�l).u with a crore of soft 
Tulasi leaves, would not drink the milk of his mother (i.e. 
would not suck his mother's breasts, i.e. would not be born) . 

1 3  7 .  A man should enliven thousands of men, by worship
ping Vi�l).u everyday with delicate Tulasi leaves. 0 child, I 
have told you the main qualities of Tulasi. 

1 38. I am unable to describe all the qualities even with 
(i .e. even after spending) a long time. He who would daily 
listen to this account-the collection of religious merit, is free 
from the sin commi tted in the previous birth, and from the 
bondage of birth. 

1 39 .  One would get the fruit of agni �toma by reciting 
it even once. 

I 40. Such a man does not contract diseases, nor does he 
have ignorance, 0 son. He always gets success ; he is never 
defeated. 

1 4 1 - 1 42. The wealth of him, in whose house there is a 
writing (i.e. the written account) , thrives . Mental agonies, evil 
spirits, griefs ,  or insult do not remain, even for a moment, at 
that place where there is such a written account. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYONE 

Glorification of Tulasi 

The brlihmaT)as said: 

I .  We have heard from you the greatness of the Tulasi 
blossom, auspicious to Vi�Qu. We ( now) desire to hear the 
auspicious hymn of praise composed in her ( i .e .  Tulasi 's) honour. 

Vyiisa said : 

2-4. 0 brahmaQ.as , I shall tell you that PuriiQ.a ( i .e .  old 
account ) which I narrated in the Skanda PuraQ.a, for (obtain
ing) liberation. All the disciples of the sage Satiinanda who had 
fulfilled their vows, having saluted their preceptor asked him 
what was helpful to religious merit, 0 briihmaQ.as.  (They said 
to Satiinanda : ) "0 lord, 0 best of briihmaQ.as, we desired to 
hear from you the glorification of Tulasi, which you had 
formerly heard from the mouth of Brahmii."  

Satiinanda said : 

5-7.  He who killed (i .e .  destroyed ) the pride of the demons 
is pleased and there is inexhaustible religious merit. How is it 
that, that Tulasi, by the mere sight of which one gets ( the 
merit of) the gift of a crore of cows, is not worshipped and 
revered by people ? In this world those men, in whose house 
there exists, in this Kali age, Tulasi for the dai ly (worship ) of 
the Siilagriima stone, are lucky. 

8. Those tender hands which gather Tulasi leaves and 
those that plant ( the plant of) Tulasi for Vi�Qu, are lucky on 
the earth in the Kali age. 

9. Wha• would even angry Yama, with his servants , do 
(to him) who has worshipped, with the Tulasi leaf the lord of 
gods, the destroyer of misery. 

10-1 1 .  What does a man accomplish by the fruits of" 
undertaking pilgrimages to sacred places etc. ? In the Kali age, 
Tulasi burns (a man's ) sin, when used at the time of bathing, 
giving gifts, meditation, eating, worshipping Vi�Qu, narrating 
( the account of) and planting Tulasi. 
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1 2 - 1 3 . "0 Tulasi . , you are born immortal ; 0 you , who 
are always dear to Vi�Q.u , I am looking out for you for Vi�Q.u ; 
0 you virtuous one, be a granter of boons . 0 you of a pure 
form, do that by which I shall dai ly worship Vi�Q.U with (leaves 
etc.)  produced from your body ; 0 you, who destroy the d irt 
(i .e . the s in) in the Kali age. "  

1 4. That worship of Vi�Q.u , which a man does after collect
ing Tulasi leaves, with ( the reci tal of) this sacred prayer is a 
lakh crore times meritorious . 

1 5-33.  " 0  supreme goddess , the best gods s ing your glory. 
Sages, Siddhas, Gandharvas and the lord of serpents1 himself in 
Patala2, excep t Vi�Q.u do not unders tand your glory and the 
measure of your qualities even after hundreds of crores of kalpas. 
You came up from the joy of Vi�Q.U at the time of the exertion 
of the churning of the milky ocean. Since formerly Vi�Q.u held 
Tul asi on his head, you became pure (due to your) having ful ly 
reached i .e .  touched the limbs of Vi�Q.u ; I salu te you, Tulasi. 
Since I worship with your offshoots , therefore make me void of 
difficult ies (i .e .  remove all my difficul ties) (so that) I shall reach 
the h ighest position. You were planted on the Gomati bank 
and were looked after by KnQ.a himself. Vi �Q.U himself moving in 

Vrandavana, served Tulasi for the good of the world and of the 
Gopis ( i .e .  the cowherdesses) , for the progress of Gokula (i .e.  
the vi llage where Kr�Q.a was brought up) and for Karpsa's 
death . 0 you who are dear to the wor ld, formerly, at  the behest 
of Vasi�tha, Rama planted you on the bank of Sarayii for 
killing the demons. You are planted for the progress in penance ; 

I bow to you, Tulasi : The daughter of Janaka ( i . e .  Sita ) ,  when 
she was separated from Vasudev::t ( i .e . Rama ) , medi tated 
upon you in the Asoka garden ( in Lanka) , and was united with 
her dear one ( i . e .  Rama) . Formerly , Parvati planted you on 
the Himalaya, f<Jr increas ing ( the merit of) her penance, in 

order to secure Sarikara (as her husband ) . 0 you, who del ight 
( o thers) ,  you were waited upon by al l the wives of gods and 
Kinnaras for the destruction of evi l dreams . My salutation to 

I .  Niigariija-An epithet of S{'�a .  
2 .  Piitiila-The last of the seven regions or worlds under the earth, said 

to be peopled by �iigas. 
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you. The manes themselves served the auspicious Tulasi in 
Dharmai:ar;tya and Gaya. Rama, desiring his good, planted 
Tulasi in the Dar;tc;laka forest ; Lak�mar;ta waited upon her ; and 
Sita devoutly protected her. As Ganga, pervading the three 
worlds, is glorified in the sacred texts, so also Tulasi is seen ( to 
be glorified ) in ( the world of) the mobile and immobile. The 
lord of the monkeys (i .e. Sugriva) , while l iving on the ��yamiika 
{ mountain) served Tulasi for destroying Valin, and for being 
united with Tara ( i . e. the wife of Valin ) .  Having saluted goddess 
Tulasi: , Haniiman acrossed the sea and came back delighted, 
after having carried out his mission. Putting on ( the leaf etc . 
of) Tulasi, a man being free from his sins goes (to Vi�r;tu's 
heaven) , or else, 0 best of sages, he removes ( i . e .  is free from 
the sin of) the murder of a brahmar;ta. He who would have on 
his head the water trickling from a lotus-leaf, has (by that ) 
obtained a bath in Ganges and it gives fruit equal (to the gift 
of) ten cows. 0 goddess Tulasi, 0 best among the deities , 0 you 
dear to Vi �r;tu, 0 you who have sprung up from (i .e. due to ) 
the churning of the milky ocean, be pleased ; I salute you." 

34. Vi�r;tu pardons thirtytwo faul ts of him who, keeping 
awake on the twelfth day (of the fortnight) would recite the 
hymn of praise of Tulasi. 

35. By the recital of the hymn of praise of Tula si, all the 
sin committed during youth, childhood, adolescent stage, (and) 
old age, perishes . 

36. The lord of gods is pleased ; and being pleased he gives 
prosperity ; he destroys (the man's) enemy and grants him 
happiness and knowledge. 

3 7. Even by merely (uttering) the name of Tulasi, gods give 
(a person) his desired object. The lord gives salvation even to 
censurable persons. 

38. Tulasi, pleased by (her) praise, gives happiness and 
prosperity. Know that even a sinner who is on the path of 
Yama, easily goes up (to salvation ) .  

39-40. He in whose house the hymn of praise of Tulasi is 
kept in a written form, has nothing inauspicious and certainly 
gets every auspicious ( thing) ; and he has every propi tious object 
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and has nothing that is unpropitious . He always has abundant 
supply of food, and has ample wealth and corn. 

4 1 -43 .  He has firm devotion for Vi�t:tu, and does not get 
separated from the devotees of Vi�t:tu. He lives free from diseases 
(i .e .  lives a heal thy life) and has no mind for irreligious conduct. 
He, who would recite the praise of Tulasi on the twelfth day of a 
fortnight by keeping awake, gets by reci ting the praise of Tulasi, 
the fruit which (is obtained) by (visiting) thousands of crores 
of sacred places. 

The briihmalJas sa id :  

CHAPTER SIXTYTWO 

In Praise of the Ganga 

1 -3  By a (sacred) bath, all sins, great sins, and also other 
sins certainly perish. Instruct us about it. Instruct us (as to 
how) a man, being purified from sin, obtains (i .e .  lives in ) 
heaven l ike lndra, and does not lose his exis tence as god . He 
( gets ) all enjoyments here ; and after death becomes the best 
god in heaven. It is said that the staircase to heaven is (obtained 
by) those whose sins due to Kali have perished . 

Vyiisa said: 

4. 0 brahmat:tas, of women and men, who are born in 
ordinary ( families) and who think of getting a good position (in 
heaven) , Ganga removes the sin merely by their looking at her 
( stream ) .  

5-6 . Sin perishes just by remembering Ganga. Very heinous 
sins ( perish) by the recital (of her name) . Great sin (perishes) 
by her sight. Hosts of great sins are exhausted by daily bath in 
the Ganga, and by drinking (her water) daily and by daily 
offering oblations to the manes into her (stream) . 

7 .  As cotton or hay is burnt is a moment by fire, so the sin 
of men would be burnt ( i . e .  would perish) in a moment by the 
touch of the water of Ganga. 
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8. A man, by having a bath in Ganga, obtains inexhau
stible heaven ( i .e. l ives in heaven eternally) and obtains Vi�I).u. 
He could obtain fame, kingdom . religious merit, heaven and 
best position (i .e .  final bea titude) in the end. 

9. Listen to the fruit, viz . the religious merit of him who 
duly offers with (proper) utterances ,  pil).l;ia to the manes . 

1 0- 1 1 .  He is honoured in heaven for a thousand years by 
just ( offering) food ; for double that period by offering sesamum . 
0 brahmal).as , know that by means of offering a fruit to be 
offered, and by (performing) the rite in whch produc ts of a cow are 
used, there is no end to heaven (i . e .  he eternally lives in heaven ) .  
Thus by daily offering piQ.I;ias a hundred sacrifices would be 
( said to be performed) . 

1 2. · The manes living in hell become blessed, and those who 
are living among the mortals are endowed with wealth and 
sons and are blessed with happiness and honour. 

1 3 . Those mortals who have gone to the nether world, and 
those who are insects on the earth, among the inert group of 
birds etc. , become wealthy or kings. 

1 4- 1 5 .  Then those t o  whom (oblation of) water and pil).l;ias 
along with ( proper ) material are offered into the water of 
Ganga, on her banks, by their sons, grandsons , members of their 
families, sons of their daughters, sons-in-law, sons of their sisters, 

by those who love them, by their friends ,  and by those who are 
dear to them and who are not, have heaven eternally ( i.e .  live 
in heaven eternally) . 

1 6. Those hundreds and thousands of mortals born in the 
father's or mother's family and remaining above the pil).l;ias 
become happy. 

I 7 .  His beings (i .e. relatives ) living in heaven, or in the 
lower region or in between ( the heaven and the earth ) always 
desire the good Ganga. Let them go to the divine river. 

1 8. The men ( i .e .  relatives ) of him who alone ( i .e . just)  
goes to Ganga are purified . This is the great religious merit  that 
he ( himself) crosses and makes oth ers cross ( the mundane 
existence ) . 

1 9 . Even the Four-faced one ( i . e .  Brahma ) is not able to 
narrate all the qual ities of Ganga. Therefore, 0 brahmal).a s , I 
shall just tell (you) a few qualities of Ganga . 
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20. Sages, Siddhas, Gandharvas, and other best gods, be
came unfallen from (i .e. lived eternally in) heaven after having 
practised penance on the bank of Ganga. 

2 1 . (Living) in jewelled houses, and having divine bodies 
and moving in chariots according to their own desire, they do 
not even now return (to the earth) . 

22-23. After having practised penance on the bank of 
Ganga, they obtain prosperity there, where there are auspicious 
golden mansions, standing above all worlds, full of desired 
objects and where there are charming women and flowering trees 
like Parijata and the desire-yielding trees.  

24. That  (highest) posi tion which is (obtained) by means 
of many austerities and sacrifices and various kinds of vows and 
ample gifts is obtained by them who wait upon Ganga. 

25-27. Sons ( may ) abandon a father who is born of a para
mour, or who is fallen, or who is wicked or who is of a low caste, 
or who has killed his preceptor, or who is ful l  of treacbery or all 
sin ; or wives or groups of friends or other relatives ( may) a ban
don their dear (one) ; but Ganga would never abandon them. 
At a mother holds her child to her bosom and cleans him of 
dirt and excrement, so Ganga would wash the dirt of them. 
They become very famous and are honoured with enjoyments 
and ornaments . 

28 .  The auspicious Ganga, who is devoutly seen by men , 
emancipates a lakh (of members) of their families from the 
worldly existence .  

29.  Ganga, the  remover of affiiction, emancipates from the 
ocean of the worldly existence, both the families (i .e .  of their 
father and of their mother )of those men by whom she is remem
bered, meditatad upon, well-praised and wel l-pleased . 

30- 3 l a .  A man would emancipate a crore ( of the members) 
of his family by bathing ( i . e .  if he bathes ) in the auspicious 
Ganga on the Sarp.kranti1 days and Vyatipata days, and at the 
time of the lunar and the solar ecl ipses. 

I .  Sarpktanti-The passage of the Sun from one zodiacal sign into 
another. Vyatipata-Any great portentous calamity, or a portent foreboding 
a great calamity. 
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3 l b-32a. Those mortals who cast their bodies with Vi�I).U 
in their hearts, by day in the brigh t fortnight during Uttarayal).a1, 
are blessed. 

32b-33a. He who would die in the auspicious water of 
Bhagirathi according to this procedure, goes to heaven not to be 
reborn. 

33b. He who daily goes to Gal).ga, follows all gods . 
34-35a. Since Vi�1.1u is full of all gods, and since Ganga is 

full of Vi �I).u,  (therefore) , by offering piQI;ias and water with 
sesamum to the manes, those (i .e. the manes) who live in hell go 
to heaven, and those who stay in heaven obtain salvation .  

35b-36a.  Ganga alone is the greatest recourse to every man 
who has molested another's wife or has damaged another's 
property and who hates others. 

36b-37a. There is no other recourse like Ganga for a man 
who is destitute of (the knowledge of) Vedas and sacred books, 
who is given to censuring his preceptor, and who is without 
( i .e .  who does not follow) the conventional conduct. 

37b-4 l . When there is Ganga, which gives a man (i.e. 
takes a man to) heaven and salvat ion, when she is worshipped 
easily and gracefully, what is the use of performing various kinds 
of rich sacrifices or of practising austerities very difficul t to 
practise ? What is the use of always having great restraints and 
yogic practices curbing ( the functions) of the mind? Ganga, 
who grants enjoyments and salvation, who easily gives final 
beatitude, is remaining in front (of men) . She destroys men's 
sin (accumulated ) in a group (i .e .  a series) of many existences. 
A man instantly gets rel igious merit merely by a bath in 
Gazi.ga. A man gets, by daily having a bath in Ganga, that 
fruit which he gets by giving a thousand cows on a solar eclipse 
day at Prabhasa2• By seeing her (stream ) a man removes his sin, 
and by touching her ( water ) he obtains (i .e .  goes to) heaven. 

42-45a . Ganga, plunged into ( i .e .  if one bathes in her 
water) even by chance, gives salvation. The fickleness of all 
senses due to imagination and cruelty disappear by the sight of 

I .  U ttara yaJ;la-The period o r  time of the summer solstice. 
2. Prabhasa-Namc of a well-known place of pilgrimage near Dvaraka. 
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Ganga. Merely by her sight, greed for another's  wealth, lust for 
another's wife and liking for the conduct prescribed for someone 
else, disappear ; and there proceeds satisfaction due to what a 
man gets by chance while following the course of conduct 
prescribed for him ; and by a dip in  Ganga, equanimity (of 
mind) towards all beings would be ( possible) . 

45b-46 . That man who happily lives by resorting to Gariga, 
is liberated while l iving1 here ( i .e .  in this world ) only, and is 
the best of all .  For him there is nothing ( left ) to be done who 
would remain by resorting to Ganga. 

47-48. Such a man is blessed, is l iberated and is liberated 
while living. Sacrifice ( performed) in Gariga ( i .e .  sacrificial offer
ings cast into the water of Ganga ) ,  gifts offered into Gariga, 
muttering (of prayers done) in Ganga, sraddha (offered) in 
Ganga, and worship of deities done (while standing) in ( the 
water of) Gan ga would always be crores and crores of times 
meritorious. Sin committed at any other place perishes on the 
bank of Ganga. 

49-50a. A sin committed on the bank of Ganga is des
troyed by means of ( i .e .  after having) a bath in Ganga. A 
man having bathed (i .e .  who bathes) in Ganga on the day of 
his natal star and in union with Ganga would emancipate 
his family. 

50b-5 1 a. If a man would ( even) once praise Ganga as he 
always respectfully praises a rich man, he would be a recipient 
of heaven ( i . e. would live in heaven ) .  

5 1 b-53a. Even he, who without faith, recites the epithets 
of Ganga, by remaining in her water, becomes a recipient of 
heaven. Ganga emancipates, on the earth, men who reflect 
upon her ; she emancipates the Nagas in ( the region ) below 
( the earth) ; (and) she emanipates gods in heaven. (Therefore) 
Ganga is declared to be Tripathaga.2 

1 .  Jivanmukta-•Liberated while living' ; a man, who, being purified 

by the true knowledge of the Supreme Spirit is free from the future birth 

and all ceremonial rites while yet living. 

2. Tripathaga-Having three paths, i.e. flowing in heaven, on the earth 

and the lower region. 
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53b-56a. A man who dies in Ganga, deliberately or 
undel iberately, obtains heaven and salvation. The position 
( like going to heaven ) which a meditating sage or a wise man 
remaining (only) in the sattva quality obtains, is obtained by 
a man who casts his body in Ganga. (Between a man ) who 
would purify his body by a thousand Candraya1.1a (vows) ,  and 
(a man) who would drink, as much as he likes, the water of 

Ganga, he ( i .e .  the latter) is superior. 
56b-58a. The power of the sacred places, and especially of 

gods and also of Vedas ( would last) as long as a man does not 
reach Ganga. Vayu has said , there are three crores and a half 
of sacred places in heaven, on the earth and in the intermediate 
region between the heaven and the earth . 

58b-60a.  "0 Ganga, they ( all) are (situated) in you. 0 
Ganga, you who have risen from the lotus-like feet of Vi�J.lu, 
0 you flowing in three courses, 0 you, who are known as 
having meritorious water, (please) remove my sins. You have 
risen from Vigm's feet .  You belong to Vi�J.lU. You are honoured 
by Vigm. Therefore, protect me from the sin committed from 
birth upto death. 0 great goddess, 0 Bhagirathi, 0 you full  of 
religious merit, purify me with faith, with your immortal rich 
power." 

60b-62a. He, who would bathe in the water of Ganga 
while reciting these three excellent verses is free from sin com
mitted during crores of existences ; there is no doubt about it. 

62b-63a. I shall tell you the basic mantra of Ganga as 
narrated by Siva. A man, uttering it  (even) once, settles in 
Vigm's body. 

63b. This is the mantra : " Om, repeated salutations to 
Ganga, of a universal form and belonging to Vi�J.lu."  

64. A man, who holds with his head (i.e. puts on his head) 
the clay of the bank of Ganga, is free from all sins, even without 
bathing in Ganga. 

65 . ( Even )  if he (just) touches the breeze thrown off by 
the wave of Ganga, he is free from a fierce sin, and obtains 
eternal heaven ( i .e .  lives eternally in heaven) . 

66. As long as a bone of a man remains in the water of 
Ganga, he is honoured for a thousand years in heaven. 
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67.  A man, by casting (i .e .  who casts) the bones of his 
parents, his helpless relatives or even of his preceptor, does not 
fall from heaven .. 

68. The man, who would carry the piece of the bone of his 
parents to Ganga, obtains, at every step, the fruit of a 
horse-sacrifice. 

69. Blessed are the inhabitants of the country, the beasts, 
the birds, the insects, the immobile and mobile objects and 
others, that have resorted to the bank of Ganga. 

70. 0 best brahmaJ.las, those men who die within a distance 
of two miles from Ganga become gods, and others become 
(i .e .  are born as ) human beings on the earth. 

7 1 . If a man, while going for a bath in Ganga, dies on 
the way, he obtains ( i . e .  goes to) heaven, and would obtain 
the frui t of a bath in Ganga. 

72. Insects, moths, grasshoppers that die on being struck 
by the feet of those going (to Ganga) , go to the water of 
Ganga. 

73 .  0 brahmaQ.as, those men, who describe Ganga to a 

man, obtain great religious merit, viz. the fruit of the bath 
in Ganga. 

74. Those, who, with their minds confounded by the here
tics, censure Ganga, go to a terrible hell ,  return from which is 
difficult. 

75. If a man in a miserable condition remembers Ganga, 
he obtains (i .e. goes to) heaven. What is the use of speaking 
so many other (i .e .  irrelevant ) words? 

76. He, who would utter the word 'Ganga' 'Ganga' even 
from a distance of hundreds of yojanas ( from Ganga) , is free 
from al l sins,  and goes to Vi�Q.u's heaven . 

77 .  Those men, who have not gone to Ganga, become 
blind, crippled, or are incapacita1 ed through miscarriage and 
are born in vain in this worldly existence. 

78-79. The knowledge of those mean men, who, resembling 
the dull, do not glorify Ganga, of those mad and deluded ones 
who do not instruct others, of those vicious, fallen and mean 
men who do not recite the merits of Ganga, is frui t less , 0 
brahmaQ.as. 
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80. Those wise men who make others reci te ( the virtues of 
Ganga ) with fai th, and those who recite it  with faith, go to 
heaven and emancipate their manes and preceptors . 

8 1 -83a. He, who, according to his monetary capacity, gives 
provender to him, who goes to Ganga, would get ( the merit of) 
the bath in Ganga . He who (thus ) goes with ( i . e .  after taking) 
food ( i.e .  provender ) from someone else, gets the fruit of one 
who takes the bath ;  the person who prompts (i .e .  encourages ) 
him, gets double the fruit. He, who, willingly or unwillingly, 
through being prompted or for serving someone else, goes to 
Ganga, would go to the abode of gods (i .e.  heaven ) .  

The briihmaT)as said : 

83b-84a. 0 Vyasa, we have heard the very pure account 
of Ganga from you. Wherefrom has Ganga ( risen ) ? How is her 
appearance? Why is she so purifying? 

Vyiisa said : 

84b-85a. Listen, today I ( shal l )  tell you an old auspicious 
story, hearing which the best man obtains the path to 
salvation. 

85b-89a . Formerly, the best sage Narada, having gone to 
Brahma's world, and having saluted pure Brahma, asked h im, 
the purifier of the three worlds : "0 father, what have you 
created on the earth, approved of by Siva and Vi �J}.u, which is 
desirable, for the good of all the worlds ?  Which goddess or 
deity, the best of all (have you created) reaching whom, gods. 
demons, men, serpents, birds, and beings generated by sweat, 
trees and other plants, all certainly attain what is auspicious and 
complete good, 0 Brahman ?" 

Brahmii spoke : 

89b-90a. Formerly ( while ) creating the world, I said to 
Maya (i .e. my divine power) of the form of primordial matter : 
"You be the first of all the worlds. From you I shall create (the 
world) ",  

90b-92a. Hearing this , she, the superior one, divided her
self into seven (parts) : Gayatri, Vak ( i . e .  speech ) , Svarlak�mi 
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(wealth of heaven) , giving wealth to all, Goddess of knowledge, 
Uma, the female ascetic, Saktibija ( i .e .  the source of power) , 
Var1.1ika and Dharmadrava. These seven are said to be ( the 
parts ) .  

92b-93. The Vedas have Gayatri as their source; the entire 
world has come up from the Veda. These, viz. Svasti, Svaha, 
Svadhal, Dik\13. (i . e .  initiation) are said to have sprung up from 
Gayatri. A man should always pronounce Gayatri with the 
Matrkas etc. 

94. Gods, after having received Svadha (i .e. oblations 
made to the manes) , at a sacrifice, would become ageless and 
immortal. Then they dropped ( i.e. would drop) nectar on the 
earth. 

95. Then the earth has (i .e .  becomes full of) crops and is 
extremely auspicious due to herbs. Men became happier with 
fruits, roots, liquids and foods . 

96-97. Bharati had settled in the mouth and mind of all 
people. Similarly she gives instruction with regard to proper 
conduct in all sacred books ; ( she causes) knowledge, feuds, 
grief, infatuation and its absence ,  (whatever is )  auspicious and 
inauspicious. It is said that without her the eritire world loses 
its essential nature. 

98. In the three worlds the collection of garments and 
ornaments is due to her ;  and also happiness and kingdom. 
Therefore she is dear to Vi �I_lu. 

99. Due to Uma there is knowledge, that constantly 
destroys (selfish) motives in the worlds. She should be known to 
be the mother ( i .e.  source ) of knowledge, and occupying half 
the body of Siva. 

1 00- 103 .  Vari_lika. is a fierce power, infatuating all the 
worlds ; she is also the cause of the fixity and destruction of the 
worlds. This goddess formerly killed the two demons Madhu 
and Kaitabha. She also killed the terrible Ruru, well-known in 
all the worlds. She killed Mahi�asura ( i .e .  the demon Mahi�a) , 

1 .  Svasti , Svaha and Svadha-are exclamations used on different occa
sions. Svasti denotes the expression of well-being. Svaha and Svadha are 
respectively used at the time of making offering to gods and manes. They 
also denote the offerings made to gods and manes. 
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the only conqueror of all the gods. The goddess easily killed all 
the greatest evil spirits and demons. Thus having always killed 
the armies of the demons, she protected and delighted all the 
three worlds. 

1 04- 1 08. She of the form of Dharmadrava has settled in all 
moral conduct. Having observed her to be great, I held her in 
a water-pot. She has risen from the lotus-like feet of Vit�Q.U ; she 
is held on his head by Siva. She is united with us three, viz. 
Brahma, Vi�I.J.u and Siva. Dharmadrava is known to be of the 
form of water in the water-pot, and has risen from the sacrifices 
of Bali .  Formerly the powerful Vi�Q.U outwitted Bali, the best 
among the mighty, by means of a trick. Then by (planting) 
two feet only he occupied the entire earth, then the fo<?t ( plant
ed) in the sky tore asunder the universe and stood before me. 
With the water in the water-pot I worshipped the foot . 

1 09- 1 1 1 .  Having washed the foot ( i.e. when the foot was 
thus washed ) it was full of water ; and from it water fel l  on the 
Hemakuta. She ( i .e . Ganga ) having reached Siva from the peak 
( i .e. after flowing down from the peak) , and remaining in the 
matted hair, flows ( from there ) .  Then Bhagiratha himself pro
pitiated Siva, and brought the best elephant ( i .e.  Airavata ) to 
the earth ; worshipped him daily wi th austerities .  The best ele
phant (i .e. Airavata) with his three tusks, forcibly made a 
( triple) hole into the mountain, by tearing it asunder. There
fore because (she flowed through ) the three holes, she is known 
in the world as having three streams. 

1 1 2 .  Due to her contact with Vi�I.J.u, Brahma and Siva she 
is purified and purifies the worlds. By reaching (i .e. resorting 
to) that deity a man would get the fruit of all moral conduct. 

1 1 3 . That highest position which would be ( obtained) by 
serving Ganga would not be (obtained) by those who are intent 
upon recital of ( sacred hymns) or upon the performance of 
sacrifices or with all sacred hymns, rites, or worship of gods . 

1 1 4. There is no greater means for accomplishing religious 
merit than this. Therefore, 0 Narada, go to her for getting the 
religious merit (obtainable) in the three worlds. 

1 1 5. Due to the contact of the bones of Sagara's sons with 
the water of Ganga, they went to heaven along with their 
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manes and also with those who were born before and after 
them. 

1 1 6 .  Then Narada, the best sage, hearing (the account) 
from Brahma's mouth, practised penance at Garigadvara, and 
became like Brahma. 

1 1 7. Gariga is accessible everywhere ; (but ) she is not (so 
easily ) accessible at the three places, viz. Garigadvara, Prayaga 
and her confluence with the ocean. 

l l 8 .  (By staying there) for three nights, ( or even) for one 
night a man gets the highest position (i.e. salvation) .  There
fore, by all means, a man should think of instant salvation. 

1 1 9 .  Therefore, 0 you, who are conversant with moral 
conduct, go to that auspicious Ganga there, and within a short 
time you (will) go to heaven and attain salvation. 

1 20. Especially in the Kaliyuga Ganga is the giver of 
salvation to men. Weak beings can have endless religious merit 
due to expiation (practised on the bank of Ganga ) .  

1 2 1 .  Then the brahmat:J.as, having heard the auspiciOus 
words from Vyasa, and being delighted, went along the path of 
salvation after having practised penance in (the water of) 
Gariga. 

122. A man who would listen to this excellent auspicious 
account, crosses the entire flood (i .e.  heap) of misery, and 
would obtain the fruit of bathing in (the water of) Ganga. 

123- 1 25 .  He would get the fruit of (having performed) all 
sacrifices by uttering (the name of Ganga) just once. He 
who gives gifts, ( mutters) prayers, ( has) meditation, (recites ) 
eulogy (of Gariga) or hymns ( in her honour) , or worships 
deities there only (i .e .  at the bank of Ganga) , would obtain un
ending fruit. Therefore, men should perform muttering ( of 
sacred names) , rites etc. there ( i . e .  at the bank of Ganga ) only. 
The fruit (of this) is said to be unending, and is obtained in 
many births. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYTHREE 

A Hymn to Ga1J.apati 

Pulastya said :  

1 -3 .  0 Bhi�Jma, in  the meanwhile, Saiijaya, a great sage. 
and a disciple of Vyasa, having saluted his preceptor asked him 
formerly : " (Please) tell (me ) the means of worshipping gods 
and the well-defined order in which they should be worshipped. 
Which god is most adorable in the beginning? Who should be 
worshipped in between (the first and the best) ? Who should be 
worshipped last in everyday worship ? Whose power is what 
(i .e .  what is the power of each one) ? 0 brahmal)a, worshipping 

whom, what fruit would a man obtain?" 

Vyti.l'a said: 

4 .  For removing obstacles of (one's way to) the next 
world, a man should first worship Gal)esa in this world. He 
obtains the status of Vinayaka, since he is the son of Gauri ( i .e .  
Parvati) . 

5 .  Formerly Parvati gave birth to these two sons from Siva. 
viz. Skanda and Gal)apati. The two gods sustain all the worlds. 
and are brave . 

6-7.  Seeing the two, the daughter of the ( Himalaya) 
Mountain ( i.e.  Parvati) said (to them) : "0 sons, this modaka 
is given by gods, who were full of joy. It is known as Maha
buddhi ( highly intelligent ) , and is fashioned with nectar. I 
shall tell about its meri t ;  be attentive and listen. 

8-9 . Merely by smelling it, a man would certainly obtain 
immortality. He knows the meaning and essence of all sacred 
books ; he becomes conversant with the use of weapons and 
missiles ; he becomes adept in all sciences ; he becomes a writer. 
a painter ; the very intelligent one knows the essence of the 
knowledge of the Supreme Spirit and worldly knowledge ; he 
becomes ominscient ;  there is no doubt about this . 

1 0 .  0 sons, being superior to Virtue, he would obtain a 
hundred accomplishments . This is approved by your father also 
( to whom) I am handing (you) over. "  
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1 1 - 1 3 .  The very wise Skanda, hearing these words from his 
mother's mouth, instantly visited all the sacred places situated 
on the earth, after having mounted his peacock ; the very intelli
gent Lambodara (i . e. GaQesa ) ,  (however) , having bathed in a 
moment, and after having gone round his parents keeping them 
to his right, and being delighted, stood before his parents them
selves .  Like that Skanda also stood before them, saying ( to 
Parvati ) : "Give it (i.e. the modaka) to me." 

1 4- 1 5 .  Looking at them, Parvati, being amazed, then said : 
"A man by means of bathing at all sacred places, saluting all 
gods, performing all (kinds of) sacrifices, ( observing) vows, 
(reciting) sacred hymns, by means of deep and abstract medi
tation and other restraints, does not get even one-sixteenth of 
the religious merit of him who has worshipped his parents . 

I 6. Therefore he also is hundred times better than a hund
red sons. Therefore, I give GaQesa this modaka made by gods. 

1 7. For this reason only, he will receive worship first in 
sacrifices, ( in recital ) ofVedas and sacred texts and hymns of 
praise, and also in everyday worships ( of deities) ."  

1 8-1 9 .  Along with Parvati, Siva also granted him a great 
boon : "May the gods be pleased with his worship at the 
commencement (of a rite etc.) . Let the penance (in honour) of 
all gods and manes everywhere be ( commenced) when the lord 
of GaQaS ( i. e. Ga:r;te§a) is worshipped first." 

20. Therefore, a brahma:r;ta should (first ) worship Ga:r;tesa 
in all sacrifices ; they (i .e .  the sacrifices then) have crores and 
crores ( times) religious merit-these are the words of the god 
( i.e. Siva) and the goddess (i.e .  Parvati) • 

2 1 .  Then, the god and the goddess ( i .e .  Siva and Parvati) 
gladly gave all their excellence and merit (to Ga:r;te5a) and 
made him the chief of the Ga:r;tas before all the gods. 

22. Therefore by worshipping Ga:r;tesa in all big sacrifices, 
( recital of) hymns of praise and everyday worship, a man 
would get prosperity. 

23. Knowing thus, all the gods worshipped him with a 
desire to obtain the desired (object) and certainly for (going to) 
heaven and ( obtaining) salvation. 

24. (A man would be free from all sins) if he, eating at 
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night ( only ) ,  would, on the fourth day (of every fortnight) , 
worship god Gat;tesa's idol or symbol or picture. 

25-26. (He should recite the following hymn :) "0 Lord of 
Gat;tas, 0 you, who put an end to all difficulties, 0 you, who 
give delight to Uma, 0 you, wise one, my salutation to you . 
Protect me from the ocean of the mundane existence. 0 lord, 0 
you who delight Siva, 0 you who grant ( the power to practise) 
deep and abstract meditation, you the lord of ( i .e .  who over
come) obstacles, my salutation to you. Always be pleased with 
me. " 

27 .  A man, who, having fasted, would joyfully worship 
Gat;tesa, becomes free from all sins, and is honoured in heaven. 

28. I shall tell you the hymn containing his twelve names 
(in honour ) of him. The mantra is : "Om, salutation to Gat;ta

pati ." 
29-3 1 .  He, who, after getting up in the morning recites 

these twelve names of him, viz .  Gat;tapati, Vighnaraja, Lamba
tut;tc;la, Gajanana, Dvaimatura, Heramba, Ekadanta, Gat;tadhipa, 
Vinayaka, Carukart;ta, Pasupala (and ) Bhavatmaja", would 
have the entire universe under h is control and would never meet 
with any difficulty. Great evil spirits become calm ; he is not 
troubled by diseases; being free from all sins, he eternally 
obtains ( i .e. lives in) heaven. 

CHAPTER SIXTYFOUR 

Auother Hymn to GaT)apati 

J)iisa said: 

I .  I shall again tell you another hymn of praise in honour 
of Gat;tesa, which gives success in all undertakings ; which is 
sacred, and which gives every desired fruit :  

2-3 . ' 'I salute the chief of the Gat;tas, who has one tusk. 
whose body is big, who resembles heated gold, who has a large 
belly, and large eyes, who has put on the mufija ( girdle ) ,  and 
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the skin o f  the black antelope, and has the sacred thread of 
serpents, who has, on his head , the digit of the young moon. 

4-5a. I salute the lord of the GaiJ.as.  I salute the chief of 
the GaiJ.as, who removes and is ( himself) free from all obstacles, 
who, mounting upon the best mouse, desired to fight in the 
great war between the gods and the demons, and who possesses 
mighty arms . 

5b-6a. I salute the chief of the GaiJ.as, who delights the 
heart of Piirvati , who is surroup.ded by Miitrkiis, to whom devo
tion is dear, and who is furious with passion . 

6b-7a. I salute the chief of the GaiJ.as, whose body looks 
lovely on account of variegated jewels , who has ornaments in 
the form of bright garlands ; (I salute ) the god who possesses 
any form that he l ikes . 

7b-8a . I salute the chief of the GaiJ.as, who has an ele
phant's face, who is the best among gods, and who is adorned 
with charming ears. I salute the lord of GaiJ.as, who holds a 
noose and a goad. 

8b-9a. I salute the chief of the GaiJ.as, who is always being 
praised by Yak11as, Kinnaras , Gandharvas , Siddhas and Vidya
dharas, and who has a large body." 

9b- l 0a. A man, who would devoutly recite this auspicious 
hymn of eight verses in praise of GaiJ.esa, obtains all (kinds of) 
prosperity, and is honoured in Rudra's heaven. 

l Ob- l l .  (Such) a man does not suffer loss of possession in 
seven births . A man who recites this daily becomes a great 
king . By reciting and listening to this greatly meritorious hymn 
of praise to GaiJ.esa, he brings the three worlds under his 
control . 
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CHAPTER SIXTYFIVE 

The Slaying of Kiilakeya 

f)iisa said :  

1 .  He, who would worship the lord of the Ga�as in  the 
Nfmdimukha1, has everyone under his control ,  and his merit 
becomes inexhaustible. 

2. A man obtains all ( kinds of) prosperity in all sacrifices 
by means of (the recital of) the hymns ' Ga�anam tva' and 
would obtain heaven and salvation. 

3. A wise man should draw the figure of Gailesa on a clay 
idol, or in a picture ( carved out) of stone or on the wood of 
the door, or in a pot. 

4-5. A wise man, who, after having installed the idol of 
G�e.Sa, even in any other place which would always be visible, 
would worship Ga�e8a according to his capacity, fully gets his 
desired objects fulfilled . He has no difficulty and he would 
bring the three worlds under his control . 

6. A student obtains knowledge from the Vedas and sacred 
texts, and also other knowledge ( like that)  of the fine arts, 
which is successful and which would give (i. e. lead ) him (to) 
heaven . 

7 .  A man longing for wealth, gets ample wealth and a 
good charming daughter, grandeur that is lawfully obtained, 
and a son giving (taking)  the members of the family (to) 
salvation. 

8. He is never troubled by diseases , or planets or evil 
spirits, horned animals, demons, lightning or robbers in a 
forest. 

9. The king is not angry with him ; plague does not occur 

in his house ; he does not feel the dearth (of anything) ; he does 
not suffer from weakness after (i.e. due to his) having worship
ped Ga�esa. 

10. " (My) salutation to the chief of the Ga�as, who re-

I .  Nandimukba-A sraddha ceremony performed in memory of manes, 
preliminary to any festive occasion such as marriage etc. 
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moves all difficul ties, who was worshipped even by gods for 
accomplishing their desired objects . "  

1 1 - 12 .  The sacred formula is : "Om, salutation to 
GaJ).apati. ' ' He, who would worship the protector of the GaJ).as, 
with flowers dear to Vi�J).U, and other fragrant flowers, with 
modakas, fruits, roots and other seasonal things, with curds and 
milk, pleasing musical instruments, and with incense and 
( other) fragrant ( objects ) obtains success in all undertakings. 

1 3. He 'who especially offers money and materials of 
worship dear to h im and cloth on his ( i . e .  GaJ).esa's) .idol, has 
it (as reward) a lakh times . 

1 4. In the proximity of the east, in the country of Bharata
var�a, on the southern bank of the Lauhitya {river) , Vinayaka 
(i . e. GaJ).esa remains) in the form of an idol. 

1 5. For bringing about peace to all worlds, and removing 
<>bstacles he has stayed (there ) by the order of Siva and 
Parvati and with the consent of gods. 

1 6. (A man) who has mastered the meaning of Vedas and 
sacred books, having worshipped that deity according to his 
capacity with collection of materials, becomes (identical with) 
Vinayaka. 

1 7 . A man having gone (i .e. who goes) round ( GaJ).esa's 
idol even) once, having seen ( i .e .  who sees) or having touched 
(i .e .  who touches) his idol, obtains heavc;:n eternally, and is 
always honoured by gods. 

1 8 . There is Sambhu Vinayaka for leading those who have 
been in contact with the mlecchas. who are good ascetics and 
for (granting) sons to all the people. 

1 9. He, who, having bathed in the Lauhitya (river) . would 
touch ( the idol of) GaJ).esa, becomes free from sins committed 
during seven births ; there is no doubt about this .  

20. (A woman) would not suffer from widowhood, one 
would not be reduced to poverty, nor would one have grief or 
jealousy for birth after birth after having reached GaJ).esa. 

2 1 .  There is no doubt that a man would repeatedly get 
success, enjoyments, fame and power by worshipping GaJ).esa. 

22. All desired :objects perish by not worshipping him. 
All gods like Brahma, Vi�J).u and Siva are pleased (if one per
forms his worship) . 
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23-30. When Indra had not worshipped the bountiful 
Ga1.1e8a, he was conquered by Hira1.1yii.k!?a in the battle with 
great demons led by HiraJ.lyak�a. Then, in the olden days, the 
gods remained powerless for a hundred years ; and in the war 
between the gods and the demons , the gods were defeated . Then 
the gods told (this ) to Siva, the god of gods : "0 sir, our king
dom has been conquered by the demons ; our sacrifices are 
los t . ' ' In the meanwhile, Siva said ( these ) words to the gods : 
"By Uma, who was pleased, and by me a boon is granted to 
Ga1.1esa � • May gods attain great success by worshipping you. A 

man, who, through delus ion, disregards ( you ) , during great 
fes tival, would not attain success and would be defeated in a 
battle . '  In the great sacrifice, you did not through disrespect 
and delusion, worship Ga1.1esa ; therefore you have been defeat
ed. Go quickly ; offer an auspicious worship to the great Ga1.1e8a, 
0 you, who are conversant with the moral law, you will soon 
meet with success ." 

3 1 .  Then, having heard from Siva's mouth, beneficial and 
wholesome words, the gods became glad, and all of them stood 
before Ga1.1esa . 

The gods said : 

32. 0 lord of the Ga1.1as, 0 only guardian of all gods, 0 
granter of heaven and enjoyments, our salutation to you ; 0 
Heramba , we bow to you with love. 

33. 0 Heramba, we bow to you, who give ( i . e. bring 
about) victory in all wars, who give success in all undertakings, 
who have great divine power and whose body is great. 

34. We bow to Heramba, having one tusk, a prolonged 
mouth ( i.e. a trunk ) ,  the highly intelligent god of great sages, 
gods and Indra. 

35a. Forgive us ( our faul t viz. ) that we d id not formerly 
worship you at the sacrifice. 

35b-37. Having heard the words of the gods, Ga1.1esa said 
( these ) words : "0 gods, choose from me the boon of your 
liking. " Then all gods like Indra, led by Brhaspati, said to 
Ga1.1esa : "Let victory be ours ( i .e .  Let us be victorious ) .  • •  
Hearing the words of the gods , Ga1.1esa said ( these) words : 
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38-40. "0 best gods, all right ; may you have victory 
quickly." Then all the hosts of gods, with their minds full of 
joy, worshipped GaQesa with sandal, ornaments, divine incense 
fine garments,  flowers like Parijata growing in (the)  Nandana 
(garden ) ,  and other divine and attractive flowers . The lord of 
GaQas , worshipped by gods , said to the best gods : 

4 1 .  ' '0 gods, go to Vi�Qu, having a wonderful courage. 
Then, 0 gods, he will bring about your desired object ."  

42 .  Then they, getting into their own respective chariots, 
went to the immutable Vi�Qu .  The hosts of gods, having salut
ed him, who had put on a yellow garment (i .e .  ViljQU) , joyfully 
said to him : 

43. "0 great-souled Vi ljQU, having gone to GaQesa, and 
having worshipped him, we have today come to you. " 

44. Having heard these words of the gods, the imperish
able Vi!1QU, spoke precisely : "I  shall kill the preeminent 
demons." 

45. Having heard the nectar in the form of (these )  words 
the gods being pleased and full of great joy worshipped him 
with the desired materials. 

46-4 7 .  Vi�QU again said to the gods led by lndra : "Collec
ting your own army, be ready without any distress. I shall 
vanquish the wicked ones as well as their army on all sides.  
Gathering the group of missiles, you remain fearless ." 

48.  All the best gods, having divine missiles , after having 
heard the words of Vi ljQU, got into ( their) aeroplanes, and left . 

49. The words of gods, uttered with joy, were heard by 
the spies of the demons. They reported the same to the very 
mighty HiraQyii.k�a, ( their ) king. 

50.  The very powerful lord of the demons, having heard 
the words ( as reported by his spies ) got angry. The angry one 
called his ministers and said to them : 

5 1 -56. "Now all the wicked-minded gods like Indra, desir
ing to have Vil1QU (as their leader ) ,  told everything to Siva : 
'How shall we get victory, when the army of the demons is so 
fierce?' Siva said these words : '0 gods, worship Gal}esa. By 
worshipping him you will ( be able to ) conquer the demons .' 
Then the hosts of gods, who were delighted, worshipped the 
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chief of the Gal}.as . The lord of the G�as, being pleased, 
granted them a great ( but ) cruel boon : 'Today you will con
quer all demons. ' Then the gods, being (very ) joyful, and 
desiring to kill us, told this to ViiP.J.u. Having heard ( the 
words) 'all right', from Vi�J.lu, the fearless gods, seated in (their) 
chariots, and with weapons in their hands, stood (ready ) for 
fighting with me. He who has whatever capacity to vanquish 
the gods should ( now ) speak out fully . "  

5 7-59 .  Then, hearing the words of the king, Madhu said 
(these) words : "0 king, I shall conquer Vi �J.lU. Give me an 
assistant. When god Vi�J.lU is conquered, all gods will certainly 
be frightened . Therefore, Vi�I}.u, the conquerer of the enemies' 
cities, will be our portion ( i .e .  we shall vanquish him) . 0 king, 
we, with Dhundhu, Sunda, and the very mighty Kalakeya as 
assistants, will conquer Vi�J}.u." 

60. In the entire army of the demons ( these ) four (viz. 
Madhu, Dhundhu,  Sunda and Kalakeya) were very brave 
heroes resembling Death and had mastered the science of 
(employing) all weapons . 

6 1 . Bala then said (these)  words : "I shall vanquish that 
Vi�J.lU due to whom victory (of gods) is coming about. 0 king, 
this is my strong pledge. " 

62 . The two brothers, Namuci and Muci, proud of their 
might, said to the king : "We too, the mighty ones will conquer 
(the gods) with force . ' '  

63 .  Jambha said these words : "I shall conquer Indra and 
( other gods ) led by Indra. There is no doubt about it. 0 
demons, give up your worry." 

64a. And Tripura said (these) words : "I shall conquer 
Vina yaka ." 

64b-65a. Then, the mighty general Maya, the destroyer of 
gods, said : "With (the help of) the demons I shall (conquer) 
Kubera and all Hiral}.yakas."  

65b-67a. In the meanwhile, the best sage Narada went 
and said to Hiral}.yak�a : "I have come as a messenger of Vi�QU. 
By our (i .e .  my) words ( i . e. order) abandon your kingdom, if 
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you have interest in your life. Otherwise fight with me and go 
to the nether world." 

67b-69a. Then angrily he spoke these words to the best 
sage Narada : "0 brahmal}a, you are not to be killed. Quickly 
go ( away) from my presence. See in front of you (i.e. under 
your very nose) the disaster and destruction of the gods. 0 
brahmal}a, ( see that ) Vi�I}U, Siva and others will, in a moment, 
meet with death. " 

69b-70a. Saying so the lord of demons said to the General 
of his army : "Making the entire army ready, quickly bring all 
the chariots . " 

70b-7l a. Hearing the words of the king of demons the 
General of the army suddenly summoned the army. (The 
soldiers) getting frightened, came (there ) quickly. 

7 1 b- 72 .  The army (consisted of) thousands of crores ( of 
soldiers) and of ak�auhil}is1• Each one of the brave soldiers had 
large vehicles, wonderful chariots, and elephants, camels and 
donkeys also. 

73-74. Mounting on lions, tigers and buffaloes they pro
ceeded. They filled the quarters with all musical instruments 
and many frightening roars like lions. The sea-coast, mountains, 
earth, and all the worlds were frightened. The oceans also were 
agitated. 

75-76 .  Drums beaten by all gods gave out sounds. All the 
people and the residents of the three worlds were frightened by 
various other musical instruments of a deep sound ( after they 
were) filled with air. Their desires were frustrated. They went  
to  wage the great, fierce, bright war. 

77� In the war they struck one another with iron bars ,  
nooses, lances, swords, sticks, hatchets and sharp fierce arrows. 

78-80. All the quarters were full with the weapons and 
missiles hurled in various ways . Their fight took place in big 
houses, on the ground, on mountains, in water, in temples, in 
the sky, on tops of mountains and on their peaks, in thickets, 
and in a great forest. Missiles in hundreds and thousands fell 

1 . Ak�auhiQi-A large army consisting of 2 1 870 chariots, as many 
elephants, 656 1 0  horses, and 1 08350 foot-soldiers. 
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on the armies as the water of showers from clouds like Pu�kala1 
would fal l  in streams. 

8 1 .  Some fell on the ground with their bodies pierced with 
arrows. Others ( fell on the ground with their bodies struck 
with) missiles like sakti , pestles and lances and hatchets. 

82. The brave, dauntless warriors, fighting justly in the 
war for their lord, fell (just ) before their enemies (i .e .  they did 
not run away from the battle-field) and went to the abodes of 
gods. 

83 . Others, who were timid and sinful, and who struck 
those running away from the battle-field, and who fought un
justly went to Yama's abode .  

84. The gods mounted upon elephants and on horses 
struck the enemies . Those brave ( soldiers ) desiring to fight and 
occupying chariots struck those (enemies ) who had occupied 
chariots, and the foot-soldiers struck the foot-soldiers ( in the 
enemy's army ) . 

85-89a. They were glad, were full  of energy, were most 
dutiful and full of power. The arms of some were cut off. The 
hair, heads and gannents of some whose heads were broken 
wi th pestles ,  fell on the ground . ( Some ) very mighty ( soldiers) , 
with their waists pierced and broken, fell on the ground. The 
brave ones, decorated with divine ornaments, whose bodies 
received cuts and were pierced due to the falls of swords and 
with fierce hatchets, fell on the ground. The region be
came bright with heroes, elephants, horses, chariots, fallen 
ornaments, banners and flags. 

89b-92a. At that time the whole earth with mountains, 
forests and groves was flooded with blood, during the war bet
ween the gods and the demons. The collection of materials 
there was eaten by many goblins. Demons and wolves drank 
ample blood . So also o ther hosts (of demons etc.) and of jackals 
and vultures gladly drank blood mixed with water. 

92b-93 . In the meanwhile, the learned Brhaspati, honour
ed by gods, muttered for gods, the lore that brings the dead 
back to life, which removed troubles , which was a divine and 
very powerful lore of Brahma . 

I .  Pu�kala-An epithet of a class of clouds said to be the cause of 
drought or famine. 
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94. Then Dhanvantari, the physician of gods, gladly moved 
on the battle-field with the speed of mind ( carrying) medicines 
with him and employing them. 

95 . Then the gods that were dead in the great war, again 
<:arne back to life, were without any wound, endowed with 
power, and again fought very much. 

96. Thus, a hundred thousand haughty ( fighters of the) 
army of the demons, with their necks cut off with arrows fell 
down due to the merit ( of the gods ) .  

9 7 .  Then Siddhas, Cara:t:tas, sages, semi-divine beings and 
hosts of celestial nymphs greeted ( the god s )  with cries of 
vic tory. 

98a. Gandharvas sang songs and great sages praised (the 
gods) . 

98b- 1 00 .  Then the very mighty and powerful foremost 
demon, the General of the demon-king, Kalakeya by name, 
seated in a chariot took his bow there ( i .e .  in the chariot) only, 
and the very mighty one kil led groups of gods and made them 
dance on the ground . At that time the sky was screened with a 
continuous flow (i . e. volley ) of arrows . 

10  1 .  Arrows in thousands of crores fell on the army (of 
the gods ) .  Then gods, not returning (i .e .  not fleeing) from the 
battle fell ( there ) . 

1 02. All the Siddhas and Gandharvas ejected blood . Gods 
injured by the arrows dropped on the ground. 

1 03 . Certain prominent and very mighty gods who ( had 
participated) in the war, pierced with hundreds and thousands 
and myriads of arrows fell on the ground.  

1 04. All gods who remained in the chariots were vexed. 
Being tormented by the arrows they could not stand before (the 
demons) . 

105.  He ( i .e .  Kalakeya ) plunged into the ( gods') army, as 
an elephant would plunge into a lake. Gods were hurt by his 
arrows strong like the thunderbolt and fire. 

1 06- 107. They could not stand in the battle-field, and 
then went to Indra. A god, known as Citraratha, best among 
the soldiers, and an archer, went to fight, after having got into 
a chariot ; and he said ( these ) words to the great demon, the 
General (of the demons') army : 
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1 08-1 09 . "Since, 0 you very brave (demon) , you, full of 
joy, are killing the army of the gods, you deserve to be praised ; 
you are brave and are l iked by gods. You have now executed 
a mission dear to Hira�yak�a ; and now (pierced ) by my arrows 
go to Yama's abode." 

1 1 0- 1 1 2a. Then Kalakeya smiled and said (these) words = 
"Formerly I have easily vanquished the entire host of gods. 
Now also (I shall ) easily (conquer ) the (gods' ) army that is 
standing (before me) in the battle .  0 best of gods, if you love 
death, then by ( piercing you) with these sharp arrows, I shall 
take you to Yama's abode." 

1 1 2b. Saying these words, he,  who was extremely angry, 
struck ( i .e. discharged) an arrow (at Citraratha) . 

1 1 3- 1 14a. The hero (i .e .  Citraratha ) cut it off in the sky 
(itself, i .e. before it struck him) , with three arrows. Angrily he 
again quickly employed arrows in the battle, and with dexterity 
killed many demons. 

1 14b- 1 1 5a. Then, in the battle, the best among archers 
speedily struck each other on the ground with sharp arrows 
resembling the destructive fire at the end of the world . 

1 1 5b- 1 1 6 .  That fight between the god and the demon was 
(fought) much justly. Sages, gods and divine serpents desiring 
to see ( that fight) went there. Thus hundreds of thousands of 
arrows were directed ( by them towards each other ) .  

1 1 7- 1 1 8. The two heroes shone (there ) t o  conquer each 
other in the battle.  Then the angry and very lustrous lord of 
the Gandharvas (i .e .  Citraratha) pierced (Kalakeya) in his 
forehead with three arrows, in his chest with five arrows, in 
his belly and navel with seven arrows, and in his abdomen with 
five arrows. 

1 1 9 . The demon struck down with the arrows became con
fused and depressed in spirits. With his bow loosened, he, the 
powerful one, regained consciousness after a long time. 

1 20. The god pierced the best demon, named Madhu, 
with three arrows. He cut off his bow (even) while the demon
king was observing it (i .e . under his very nose ) .  

1 2 1 .  The best among gods, the powerful one ( i .e. Citra
ratha ) pierced ( the body of) the demon-lion ( i.e. the brave 
demon) with thousands of arrows, bright like god of death. 
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1 22. The lord of the Daityas, the demon, with his heart 
depressed , profusely bleeding, agitated and s truck by many 
arrows, took up a spear. 

123 .  He ( i .e .  Citraratha) struck and overthrew the horses 
of him who had (held ) the spear in his hand, with four arrows, 
and his charioteer with three ( arrows) . 

1 24. Then, remaining on the ground, he ( i. e . Kalakeya ) 
struck the best of the Gandharvas (with) the spear. The power
ful Citraratha cut off the spear with three arrows . 

1 25 . The mighty (demon) , seeing his spear destroyed, and 
resembling a serpent bereft of his hood, took up a mallet and 
rushed at the god. 

1 26- 1 2 7. Citraratha hastily cut off, with an a rrow with a 
crescent-shaped head1, the head from the body of the lord of 
demons who approached him. He dropped on the ground , and 
the earth quaked. Then all the hosts of demons, with their 
faces turned away, fled. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSIX 

The Slaying of Kiileya 

Vyilsa said : 

1 .  Seeing his brother k illed, the demon Kaleya, holding an 
arrow with a bow rushed at Citraratha. 

2-3a. Jayanta, the . very mighty son of Indra, seeing the 
demon like death at the end of the world , rushing ( at Citra
ratha ) ,  stopped him ; and the best and very powerful god ( i .e. 
Jayanta) said to the demons : 

3b-5.  "The truth supported by Dharma and certainly 
beneficial in the two (i . e .  this and the next) worlds is : He, who 
strikes (a rival warrior ) who is affiicted with the pain due to a 
wound caused by the stroke of a weapon, who is depressed in 
spirits, who is fighting with  another ( warrior) , who is  broken or 

1 .  Ardhacandra -An arrow with a crescent-shaped head. 
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thrown away (i .e.  defeated) , is childish. After having enjoyed 
( i .e .  lived in) the Raurava ( hell) he becomes the slave of him 
(whom he strikes ) .  Therefore, do not fight with him ( i .e. 

Citraratha) . Follow the rules of a just war. "  
6 .  Kaleya, mad with anger, said (these) words t o  Jayanta: 

"Having killed him who killed my brother, I shall now kill 
you." 

7.  Then Jayanta, the best among gods, struck, with sharp 
arrows, the greatest demon, resembling fire at the end of the 
world.  

8-9 . The demon too cut them off with three arrows, and 
struck him. Like a river rising from a mountain and receiving 
a series of showers, the two very mighty ones did not become 
weak or discouraged. The two, desiring to conquer each other, 
did not get pleasure. 

1 0- l l .  Then he (i .e.  Jayanta) cut off the demon's bow 
with an arrow. With five arrows he caused the charioteer to 
fal l  on the ground. He also struck down the four horses (of the 
demon's chariot ) with eight sharp arrows. He too, took the 
(missile called) sakti, and struck Jayanta (with it) . 

1 2- 1 3 .  (After having ) hurt him with a mace, and struck him 
down along with the fender1 and the pole of his chariot, he, 
roared like a lion quickly going down (i.e. jumping on) the 
ground ; he stood there with a mace in his hand. As the sound 
of the fall of the thunderbolt would be unbearable to the worlds, 
so the sound of the repeated strokes with their maces (was 
unbearable ) .  

1 4- 1 5 .  In this way their mace-fight lasted for fourteen 
years. When their maces were broken, both remained in the 
sky with swords and armours. At that time, gods and great 
divine serpents were amazed on seeing the wonderful and 
thrilling fight of the two foot-soldiers. 

1 6- 1 7 .  After some time their armours were cut off due to 
the strokes of the swords . The two, very much disposed to 
fighting, fought with swords . Jayanta, of a fearful valour, 
seized the hair of his (i.e .  the demon's ) head. 

1 .  Variitha-A fender with which a chariot is provided as a defence 
against collision with the Kiibara-the pole of a carriage to which the- yoke 
is fixed. 
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1 8- 19. Having cut off his head with the stroke of his sword, 
he knocked him down on the ground . Then all the gods rejoiced 
with ( i .e .  the demon's) head and uttered the cry of victory. 
The hosts of demons, that were shattered, fled in all directions. 

CHAPTER SIXTYSEVEN 

The Slaying of Bala and Namuci 

Vyasa said: 

I .  Hearing this ( i . e .  these words) , the very mighty 
Hirat}yiikl?a, the lord of the demons, with his eyes very red with 
anger, directed the demons ( thus) : 

2 .  ' 'With a desire to  kill the gods I shall myself go to  fight 
(with them, so that) they will not come and will not fight ; let 
them not come this way." 

3 .  Hearing these words, the rest of the chiefs of  the hosts of 
demons, all very skilled in using lances and nooses, went to fight 
(with the gods) . 

4. They were hundred times more than the former army. 
Desiring to fight they frequently rose to the sky. 

5-6a. Then the Rudras1 with the Sadhyas, all the Vasus, 
Skanda, and the lord of the Gar:tas (i. e .  Gar:tesa) , led by Vi�Qu 
and lndra-all these, being delighted and eager to fight, went 
to fight . 

6b-7.  In the meanwhile, the war that took place between 
the gods and the demons which was full of ( i.e. in which) 
various weapons and missiles (were used) like a grove with 
frost, was such the like of which did not take place before, was 
not heard of, and was fearful to all the worlds .  

8-9. The war appeared to  screen the earth, heaven, (other) 
shelters like the sky (etc.) . The (rival warriors ) struck each 

I .  Rudra-Name of a group of gods, eleven in number, supposed to be 
inferior manifestations of Siva or Sankara, who is said to be the head of that 
group. 
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other with the ( missiles called) sakti, pestles, lances, with volleys 
of arrows, with fearful strokes of swords, and with discs and 
hatchets in the sky and on the ground. 

10- 1  I .  With other various kinds of weapons also they 
struck each other. There was a destruction of a terrible nature 
on the earth and in the sky due to weapons, arrows, bleeding 
and (also done by) herons, crows and foxes. As the clouds 
shower pestle-like streams, in the same way gods and demons 
showered blood oozing (from their wounds) .  

1 2- 1 5 .  Some fell, some swooned, some tumbled, some 
laughed, some gave out piteous cries, and some repeatedly 
roared like lions . The arms of some were cut off; the legs of 
( some ) others were cut off; others with their sides, abdomens 
cut off lay in hundreds on the ground. Crores of thousands of  
elephants, horses and demons fell variously on the ground in 
the stream of blood. So there was an ocean of blood on the 
ground . 

1 6 . From there inauspicious rivers ( i . e . streams of blood ) 
flew there. They had grass and wood, missiles like saktis and 
heaps of wood in them. 

1 7. There were mallets, pestles , lances, crocodiles, flags, 
fish, tortoises with ( only ) skin (left ) . 

1 8. They were (i.e. their flow was ) checked by arrows etc. ,  
and by many great camels. They were having the moss in the 
form of hair and chowries. 

1 9-2 1 .  There was (formed ) a great ocean of blood due to 
many other beings falling therein. At that time the entire earth 
with mountains, forests and thickets was having the stream of 
blood, was very terrible, and caused fear to all people .  Due to 
the fall of (the missile called) sakti caused by Kartikeya, the 
demons went to Varna's abode. Suppressed by the great axe, by 
fire, by arrows with fire-flames and by VaruQ.a's noose they ( i . e .  
the demons) plunged into Varna's abode. 

22-26. The demons, who were struck down by the sons, 
grandsons, and ministers ( of Kartikeya etc. ) with the showers 
of arrows and saktis, ( the demons who were struck down) by 
the planets, winds, Vak�as, Gandharvas, Kinnaras and by the 
intelligent Kubera with his mace, and with the multitudes of 
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clouds, thunderbolts and snow discharged by the moon, drop
ped down on the ground due to the terrible poisons of the 
snakes . They ( i.e.  the demons ) knocked down in thousands of 
crores by other gods, all fell lifeless to the ground. Casting their 
bodies some went to heaven and some to Yama's abode. Some 
due to the working of their merit or sin went to the nether 
world. 

27. In the meanwhile, the great sages recited the Vedas ; 
( they sai d :) " May i t  be well with the brahmai_las, cows, women 
and ascetics ." 

28-29a. When, now, all the other beings are fighting, the 
res t of the demons, troubled by gods, resorted to mountains ; 
the cowards, afraid of fighting, went into all the directions. 

29b-3 l a. When the army of the demons was broken ( i.e. 
defeated ) ,  a very mighty ( demon) named Bala, restrained and 
troubled the gods with arrows. Many gods, who were proud of 
their power, being tormented by his arrows fell down on the 
ground, and some were defeated in the battle. 

31 b-32a. Seeing his great, fierce act, frightening the worlds, 
sages praised it (while )  the remaining gods were crying. 

32b-33 .  Then the angry Jndra, the subduer of enemies, 
possessing great lustre, struck his ( i .e. Bala's) army and him, 
the best among the powerful, with volleys of arrows. He, the 
angry and powerful one, hastily struck Indra in the same way 
in the battle. 

34-36. The two, very mighty ones (i.e. Bala and lndra ) ,  
with their bodies moistened with blood spreading forth, ( ap
peared) like the blossomed Kizp.suka trees in the spring. The 
best demon (i.e. Bala ) pierced ( the body of) Indra ( i.e. threw 
at him) by thousands of discs, lances and pestles in the 
battle. Moving to and fro the mighty king of gods easily cut off 
those lances and pestles .  

37 .  Then that demon of  great lustre quickly struck, with 
( the missile called) sakti, Indra, who was mounted upon an 
elephant, between his breasts . 

38. Struck with it, Indra trembled on the elephant. Re
gaining consciousness, Indra, in a moment, pierced the mighty 
demon . 
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39. With an arrow he cut off the hands and the bow of 
him (i .e .  of Bala) who was seated in a chariot. The killer of 
soldiers cut off his hand, shield and flag with an arrow. 

40-4 1 .  With four sharp arrows he pierced his four horses .  
That moment only he  cut off the charioteer's head with one 
arrow. He, with his arrow cut off, his chariot destroyed and with 
his horses and charioteer killed, fell unconscious on the ground, 
and died in a short time. 

42 . Then the angry, great demon, Namuci, who destroyed 
the pride of the gods, took a mace and suddenly struck (Indra's) 
great elephant. 

43. The great thrilling sound ( of the fall of the mace) 
certainly resembled the sound produced by the fal l  of the 
thunderbolt on the peak of the Meru mountain. 

44. The elephant, tormented by the stroke and being 
ahi.rmed, with his body moistened with blood, and afflicted by 
agony, went away with his face turned away. 

45 . Many (demons) in hundreds and thousands rushed at 
I ndra. He cut them off with crescent-shaped arrows and arrows 
with sharp horse-shoe-shaped heads. 

46 . The best gods were troubled by the illusory creatures 
of (i .e. created by) him. Some fell on the ground ; some lay on 
the chariot. 

4 7. Seeing his great deed, Vi�I).u then cut off with his discus 
those arrows that had turned into creatures and that had stuck 
to the bodies (of the gods ) .  

48. Then Vi�I).u struck him down on the ground with three 
arrows. The demon who had fallen on the ground became un
conscious, and again tumbled. 

49. He took up a terrible hammer and was ready to strike 
Indra. Then Indra ki l led the great demon with his thunder
bolt. 

50-5 1 .  With his chest wounded the very mighty (demon) 
fel l  on the ground. The gods, the Siddhas and the great sages 
(said : )  'Well (done) , well (done ) ', and with many showers of 
flowers honoured Indra at that time. Then all the hosts of 
demons, being frightened, fled away. The Gandharvas sang 
songs, the groups of celestial nymphs danced. 
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CHAPTER SIXTYEIGHT 

The Slaying of Muci 

l)>asa said: 

l -2a. Seeing Bala and his elder brother Namuci killed (by 

Indra) ,  Muci then said (these) words ( to Indra : )  "You have 
killed my eldest brother ; I shall now invisibly take you with my 
arrows to the abode of the son of Bhaskara ( i .e .  Yama) . " 

2b-4a. To him, the very lustrous Indra, revered by all 
gods, said : " You will now certainly follow the path of death of 
(i . e .  traversed by ) your brother. You desire to fight with me as 
the locusts, through folly, suddenly enter fire without realising 
its heat."  

4b-6a. He  struck Indra, who was speaking thus, with three 
arrows. Indra, the conqueror of the enemies' cities, cut them 
off with three arrows . Then he struck Indra with ten arrows, 
and Airaval)a with five. Having pierced Matali (lndra's chario
teer) with seven (arrows) he roared loudly. 

6 b-9. Then the demon of great might and valour angrily 
brandished an iron mace at Indra. Then Indra dexterously 
struck him with his thunderbol t .  Due to the fall of the thunder
bolt, he fell down dead. Due to the fall of the demon the earth 
trembled. The gods danced and the demons ran away. 

CHAPTER SIXTYNINE 

The Slaying of Tareya 

l)>asa said: 

1 .  Tareya, possessed of power and resembling Indra in 
valour, struck, with arrows, Skanda, who had killed his father 
in the war. 

2 .  Then Skanda of mighty arms and equal to Vi l;ii.lU in 
valour cut off and broke those arrows . 

3. The demon suddenly screened Skanda with arrows. 
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Then Skanda, without ge tting perturbed, cut them offwith ( his ) 
arrows. 

4. Tareya struck Skanda with fire-like arrows at the peak 
of fight . He ( also ) hurled an arrow resembling the thunderbolt. 

5. Kartikeya warded it  off with a. fire-like arrow. The 
demon then discharged at him a fierce missile. 

6. He dispelled it with an arrow that he struck at  it . Then 
the demon hurled a very fearful miss i le of a terrible form at 
Kartikeya. 

7. Then thousands of crores of mountains, trees, lions and 
serpents in the form of arrows rushed at the son of Parvati ( i .e.  
Kartikeya) .  

8 .  Having cut them off Skanda pierced the best of the 
demons from his feet to his head ( i . e . top to toe) with arrows 
resembling fire and the sun. 

9. Arrows, with their feathered parts made of gold, stuck 
in a very large measure, to the body of the lord of demons. They 
shone ( on his body) as pieces of gold shine on a black 
mountain.1 

1 0. Then from his body profuse blood flowed out, as in the 
spring the Sami tree puts forth flowers profusely. 

l l - 1 3a. The horses under ( i .e .  which carried) the chariot, 
lay clinging to the ground . Then the great angry demon holding 
a fierce and terrible lance resembling death at the end of the 
world, hurled it (at Kartikeya) . The son of Parvati too burnt it 
in a moment in the battle by discharging a lance presided over 
by Pasupati. " 

1 3b- 1 4. Then the demon again hurled a (missile called ) 
sakti given (to him) by Brahma. Kartikeya struck back a lance 
powerful like a hundred mallets . Then missiles resembling the 
thunderbolt struck each other even in the sky. 

1 5- 1 6. The missiles of the two who were brave, fell down 
on the ground. As the stream of (water from) clouds suddenly 
strikes a mountain, so the lord of demons struck Kartikeya with 
arrows like fire· flames. 

1 .  Kr�l}asiloccaya-or Knl}aparvata, is an epi thet of the Raivataka 
mountain. 
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1 7 . Then cutting them off and also his arrow the mighty
armed Kartikeya also cut off the mighty head of his charioteer 
with an arrow with a crescent-shaped head . Then with many 
arrows he struck down on the ground his horses. 

1 8. On the (battle- ) field he, taking a pestle ( in his hand ) 
speedily rushed at Kartikeya ; ( and ) with that the chief of 
demons struck Kartikeya, whose vehicle is the peacock. 

1 9-20a. Then the peacock swooned, and trembled repeated
ly. Then Kartikeya again struck the best of the demons and with 
his sword cut off with force that very fearfu l  pestle. 

20b-22a. Taking a (missile called) sakti Tareya s truck 
Kartikeya. He too, d ischarged an unfailing sakti, which killed 
the wicked . Then that sakti (capable of) bringing about the 
end of the world, s truck ( Tareya) who resembled the staff of 
Yama, and again went ( back) to Kartikeya. 

22b-23.  Causing the earth to tremble he ( i .e .  Tareya) fell 
down on the ground . Kartikeya was worshipped by all gods 
with flowers, incense e tc .  

CHAPTER SEVENTY 

Deviintaka, Durdhar�a & Durmukha Slain 

J0liisa said : 

l -5a. Then the demon Devantaka roared to fight. He, 
biting his lips , fought with Yama. Having gone (to the battle
field) he said the words condemned by all  people : "0 wicked 
one, through folly, you do not know the supreme dharma in its 
proper order. By using one's sin and merit, it  is the master that 
curbs or favours one . I am created by the Creator ( i . e .  Brahma ) .  
I shall correct you, since, you, heading towards death, d o  not 
know the dharma. Disease, old age, or a slave-none of these is 
( the cause of) death. A person who is engaged in work, but who 
has deviated from dharma, becomes unhappy day and night." 
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5b-6. He struck, with three arrows, powerful like death, 
god Yama, who was very mighty, whose on ly witness was 
dharma, and who was thus addressed by him ; but with three 
other arrows the righteous one cut them off. 

7. Then in the battle he (i .e. Devantaka ) powerfully struck 
Yama with many arrows , lustrous like the fire at the end of the 
world . He cut off (these ) arrows with (his ) arrows. 

8. In the meanwhile ( i .e .  at that time) the two, who posses
sed great power and valour, who were angry, and who desired 
to conquer each other struck each other in the battle. 

9- l l .  That very terrible fight between the two continued 
day and night. Then, the wrathful, best demon, who was posses
sed of pride and was powerful , angrily hit Yama with a (miss ile 
called) sakti . Then Yama quickly took up the same sakti and 
with it powerfully struck ( the demon) between his breasts . 
His entire body was d istresse,d , and blood was coming (out)  of 
his body. 

1 2 . Then the very lustrous and angry Yama held a very 
terrible unfailing staff and hit  it on the body of that demon. 

1 3 . Yama, filled with anger, reduced the warrior, along 
with his horses, his chariot, his charioteer, his collection of 
missiles, to ashes . 

1 4. Then, when that demon dropped like that, a demon, 
named Durdhar�a, with a lance in his hand, rushed at Yama to 
kill him. 

1 5 .  Yama, with a sakti in his hand and extremely fearless, 
afflicted him, who approached him with a spike in his hand and 
who resembled the submarine fire, in the battle. 

1 6- 1 8a. That demon, seeing Yama, struck him with a lance 
only. Then Yama discharged a sakti in the battle. Suddenly 
burning the lance ( thrown by the demon) , which resembled a 
fiery iron-spear, it pierced the chest of the demon and went 
down to the ground. With his body shattered by the sakti , he 
fell down with his chariot . 

1 8b- 1 9a. Then another demon named Durmukha , who was 
very mighty, who had stretched his bow and who had held a 
sword and a shield, seated in his chariot only, went ( i . e .  rushed 
at ) Yama. 
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1 9b-2 1 .  Seeing Yama, he struck him with many arrows in 
the battle .  That god, jumping from the chariot, cut off his 
head with the ear-rings, and suddenly made him drop on the 
ground . The army of the !;lemons, that escaped being killed, 
ran in the ten directions. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYONE 

The Second Namuci Slain 

Ji)>iisa said: 

1 . Then another angry Namuci, seated in his chariot, struck 
the gods with arrows resembling serpents . 

2 . So in the war the gods, Siddhas. Kinnaras and snakes 
could not tolerate the force of the arrows from all sides. 

3 .  Having got into the chariot to which (the horse) Ucc
ai,tlsravas1 was yoked, and which was driven by Matali, Indra 
went to that very powerful demon. 

4. Seeing Indra with his attendants in the war, the best of 
the demons then said to Indra : 

5-6 . "By killing an ordinary god there is no glory, nor it is 
pleasing. 0 Indra, there is no sufficient gain, nor victory. So 
everything will be everlasting when you are killed here. In 
heaven I shall obtain the kingdom of gods and happiness fit to 
be enjoyed." 

7-8 Indra, of great lustre and conqueror of the enemies' 
cities, said to him : "Bravery merely by (uttering) words ( i.e. 
merely in words ) is easily available everywhere. 0 meanest 
demon, if you have great valour, show your power in the battle. 
I shall take you to the house of the Sun's son ( i . e. of Yama) ." 

9 . Hearing this, the greatest demon, possessing great lustre, 
got angry. He hit the best god with five sharp arrows. 

I. Ucca�srava-Name of lndra's horse, produced at the churning of 
the ocean. It is regarded as the prototype and king of horses. 
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1 0. Indra quickly cut them off with five sharp-edged arrows . 
The very mighty two desiring (to acquire ) kingdom fought with 
each other . 

1 1 . They ( rushed at ) each other with great speed, and 
(each one) cut off (the other's) arrows wi th his own arrows. 

They also (hit) each other's bodies with arrows resembling a 
thunderbolt . 

1 2- 13a. The two greatly performed a very unprecedented 
feat in battle. Seeing their very rare dexterity, taking aim with 
the arrow, holding and despatching (a missile) gods and hosts 
of demons became amazed. 

1 3b- 1 5a.  In the meanwhile the demon let loose illusions. 
There hundreds of arrows moved from all sides. Powerful Indra, 
again, with anger quickly raised his bow and hit him with 
arrows on all his limbs , burning them. 

1 5b- 1 6. Then with more than eight thousand arrows, they 
pierced and hit each o ther. They saw there in the battle, the sky 
compact with arrows . 

1 7- l 8a .  Many (hit) with the s trokes of swords dropped down 
in thousands on the ground . The cruel Namuci demonstrated 
his i llusory missi le in the war which went on for a long time. 

1 8b-20a. He created a dense darkness in the three worlds. 
Gods and hosts of demons could not see one another. In that 
dense darkness difficult to cross, no ray was seen issuing forth 
from the plane ts like the Sun, the Moon and the heavenly 
fires. 

20b-2 1 .  In that battle, all gods and Indra also were quickly 
shattered with the demon's arrows (i. e. of the arrows dischar
ged by the demon) resembling flames of fire. With their bodies 
pierced with the arrows ( discharged by the demon ) they fell 
on the ground. 

22-23a. Other brave (gods) were defeated and went (i .e .  
ran) into the ten directions. Knowing his trick, Vi�1,1u, who was 
worshipped by all gods, discharged a mild weapon, lustrous like 
a hundrd suns, in the sky. 

23b-25. Seeing that it was retarded, he hit on the chest of 
the demon with a sakti having many bells. Full of agony he 
dropped down. Having regained consciousness after a long time, 
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the demon, who was filled with anger, went speedily to the best 
of gods and seized Airavata1 • Angrily he very much frightened 
Indra's elephant . 

26 .  Seizing the elephant with Indra (on i ts back) he 
dropped him on the ground. Then Indra, who had gone to ( i .e. 
fallen on) the ground was depressed for a moment. 

2 7-28. The lord of the demons jumped and remained bet
ween the tusks of the elephant . To kill him, lndra cut off, with 
his sword, the head of the chief of the demon-troops, and caused 
him to fal l  on the ground. All gods were very much delighted, 
and Gandharvas sang charming music. Sages, who were pleased . 
praised the best god. 

C HAPTER SEVENTYTWO 

The Slaying of Madhu 

V yiisa said : 

1 -2. In the war, Madhu, the destroyer of the gods, mounted 
on a divine chariot, having a bow in his hand and with troops 
and full of great anger, went to Vigm in front of the hosts of 
gods, and said ( these ) harsh words to him, the immutable 
lord : 

3-Sa. "0 Narayal}a, how do you not know here the laws of 
war? Using a foul means to kill (the demons) unj ustly, you will 
not shine . Due to this sin, and due to not doing ( proper) activity , 
gods would perish . I shall have another creation. Here I shall 
just kill you with the hosts of gods." 

5b-9 . Speaking thus, and taking a bow he struck the lord 
with arrows. Vi�I}U cut them off with arrows, powerful like the 
thunderbolt ; and then struck Madhu with many arrows (sent )  
into all his limbs. The demon got himself screened with illusion. 
The best gods, and those Rudras and others who were brave, 
and other gods possessing strength, and goddesses of various 
kinds endowed with weapons and vehicles, generals, chiefs of 

1 .  Airavata-Name of Indra's elephant. 
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Gar_1as, gods like the chief of the worlds, Siva and Vi�Qu, others 
like the planets-all together fought with him. Due to Madhu's 
trickery al l gods fled aw ay at that time . 

1 0 . ( S truck ) with showers of swords and saktis in front of 
and behind them, the gods being hurt by weapons suddenly fell 
on the ground. 

1 1 .  In the meanwhile, Vi�r.tu, taking his ( disc known as) 
Sudarsana1, killed in the battle, the demons (who had) through 
illusion (turned themselves into ) gods. 

1 2. He cut off their heads in thousands ; the lord of gods 
s truck down the demons (Who had taken up) the forms of 
gods. 

1 3- 1 4a. In the same way, the lord caused the demons to 
flee away from the battle (-field ) . See ing him all sages and gods 
were amazed . Gods and hosts of sages spoke ( i .e .  whispered) 
into one another's ear : 

1 4b- 1 5a. "This Vi�Qu, the immu table lord, is always the 
only protector of gods . This god, witnessing everything, is the 
conqueror of the demons in every yuga."  

1 5b- 1 6. How does he  ( i . e .  Madhu ) kill all the gods ? Here 
the end of the world2 is taking place. In the meanwhile, at a 
distance Madhu employed his illusion. Taking the form of 
Hara (Siva ) ,  he said to the immutable Vi�r.tu : 

1 7- 1 8. "0 sinner, today what merit, fame, glory and (other) 
excellence (will) you ( get )  by killing the gods all round in the 
presence 

·
of the demons ? Due to your great madness you do not 

know your own (individuals ) and others . Therefore, (hitting 
you ) with sharp arrows I shall take you to Yama's abode . " 

19 .  Saying so he s truck Vi�r.tu with fierce arrows in the 
battle. But Vi�r.tu cut them off, ( and ) said (these) words : 

20-2 l a. "0 heroic demon, I know you to be brave Madhu 
in the lovely form of Hara, and doing an impious · act and em
ploying trickery. Having struck you down in the battle, I shall 
give (i.e. send ) you to a fruitless world." 

I .  Sudarsana-A circular weapon of Vi �Qu-KnJ;ta . 
2. Kalpanta-Destruction of the world. Kalpa-a day of Brabma 

or one thousand yugas, a period of four thousand three hundred and twenty 
millions of years of mortals, measuring the duration of the world. 
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21 b-22. In the meanwhile he hit, with sharp arrows, the 
bul l-bannered Siva, having matted hair and seated upon a bull 
in the battle. At that time the fight between the god and the 
demon was great . 

23-26. They pierced each other (with arrows) and there 
met one another. The immutable Vi�I}.u cut off his bow with 
sharp horse-shoe-shaped arrows. Then he struck down the horse 
in the form of the bull . The demon, with a lance in his hand, 
rushed at the lord of the world. Then whirling the lance he 
struck the highes t lord. With three arrows he (i .e .  the lord) 
cut off the lance resembling the fire at the end of the world. 
Then the cruel, large-armed Madhu, who was greatly deceitful, 
took up the form of the goddess and having mounted upon a 
lion, went to Vi�I).u. 

2 7-28a.  He struck Vi �I}.u with various kinds of arrows and 
said ( these) words to him : "0 best of gods, you have killed my 
lord in the battle. I shall kill you and the two sons Kartikeya 
and GaQesa." 

28b-29a. With many arrows he ( i .e .  the lord ) struck the 
demon, who was speakin

.
g thus . Bleeding, he fell down dead on 

the ground. 
29b-30 . See ing his parents s truck, the very powerful 

Kiirtikeya bound by il lusion, took up a sakti and went to fight 
with Vi �I).u.  Then the creator (i. e. Brahma ) said these words to 
Kiirtikeya who was harassed by delusion : 

3 I .  "See, your parents, observing the worlds, are moving 
in the intermediate region between the heaven and the earth, 
and are witnessing the war from a distance."  

32-33a. Seeing that he  has heard this, he  vanished there 
only . Then the very proud brothers Dhundhu and Sundhu fell 
upon Garuc;la to kill Viwu in the battle. 

33b-34. Vi�QU with his Nandaka sword cut off Dhundhu 
with a sword in his hand and Sundhu with a mace ; and with 
his mace killed another (demon ) .  The two, being wounded, 
dropped on the ground. 

35-3 7 . Then Madhu, screened with darkness, quickly 
disappeared. Through his illusion he dropped a hundred 
mountains on ( the body of) Vi�QU. Then in the battle, getting 
into the darkness, he cut off the mountains, and angrily cut off 
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his head with his ( disc called ) Sudadana. Then gods like 
Brahma and Siva made him known as 'Madhusiidana' in the 
worlds. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYTHREE 

The Slaying of Vrtra 

JJ>asa said: 

I .  Then, Vrtra, of great lustre and most distinguished of 
the demons, mounted upon an elephant, ran to Vi �I}.U rich in 
( i.e .  seated upon )  an elephant. 

2 . In the great war, he, seated upon an elephant, pierced 
Vrtra, coming to him, (piercing him) in all his limbs, with 
arrows like the destructive fire at the end of the world. 

3-5 .  Then Vrtra hit with an arrow the head of Indra. Due 
to that the mighty one shook. Then calming himself, and rais
ing his bow, the powerful one showered with the shower of 
arrows ( i.e .  showered arrows ) on the body of the demon. The 
very powerful one having cut them off, hit Indra, the lord of 
all gods, with arrows resembling serpents . 

6-8. Thus with thousands of arrows they struck each other . 
The arrows in the battle of the two archers were of the same 
quality, were quick like the speed of mind, were strong like 
mountains, resembled the submarine fire in touch, and were 
moving in the sky and pierced ( i .e .  were capable of piercing) 
the spokes of the thunderbolt. 

9- 1 2. Thus, in this manner the battle lasted for days and 
nights .  Indra struck the elephant ( of the demon) with his 
own lance. Throwing ( himself) on the ground, he quickly went 
to his chariot .  Remaining in the chariot ,  he, with a sakti, 
quickly struck hard (the elephant called ) Airavai}.a of that 
lord (of gods) , as ( lndra would s trike) a great mountain with 
the thunderbolt . That great elephant, with Indra ( on his back ) ,  
though ( he was) trembling, looked splendid. Then Indra, 
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taking a sakti , pierced ( with it ) the demon in his chest ; ( then) 
he (i .e. the demon) fell on the chariot. 

1 3 - 1 4. Regaining consciousness in a moment, and roaring, 
he struck Indra in the battle with an arrow. He ( i.e. Indra) 
then swooned. Regaining consciousness, Indra struck him with 
hundreds of arrows. Struck with arrows resembling lndra's 
thunderbolt he was full of agony. 

1 5- 1 7. Then Vrtra discharged a great lance on ( the body 
of) the lord of gods. With ( i .e .  against )  the demon's missile of 
(i .e .  granted by ) Siva, Indra let loose the Vai�Qava missile. 

The missiles of the two resembling mass of fire, struck each other 
in the sky and discharged sparks of fire. Due to the touch of 
the sparks of fire the warriors of both the armies could not 
remain comfortably, as moths cannot s tand in (front of) fire. 

1 8 .  Being burnt, the warriors ( in the army ) of the gods 
and demons fell on the ground and ran into all directions. The 
battle (-field } became vacant then. 

1 9 . Seeing that his missile was retarded, the demon, filled 
with anger, discharged at lndra a missile made of a group of 
mountains. 

20. In the battle, Indra cut off (that) group of mountains 
with volleys of arrows. The demon sent a Saiva missile at the 
very mighty lndra. 

2 l -22a. Crores of thousands chief beings, lions, demons, 
bears, wolves, tigers, great elephants, serpents-such an d other 
creatures ran to the lord of gods. 

22b-23a. Indra, the killer of the heroes of his enemy, cut 
them off, even before they reached him, with arrows with sharp 
horse-shoe-shaped heads, with crescent-shaped arrows, with 
lances and ( other) arrows. 

23b-24a. Then Vrtra of mighty arms and brave, raised his 
bow and struck Indra with thousands of arrows resembling the 
thunderbolt. 

24b-25a. Indra cut them off and also cut off his bow with 
arrows with sharp horse-shoe-shaped heads. That moment 
( only ) he struck down on the ground his charioteer and his 
horses. 
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25b-26a. The best demon, having worshipped a thorny 
mace, s truck it on the head of (Indra 's) elephant. Due to 
swoon ( caused by the stroke) the elephant dropped on the 
ground. 

26b-27 .  The lord of all gods came to the ground with his 
mace. Then repeatedly a mace-fight took p lace between the 
two. There verily was the sound produced by the strokes of the 
maces of the two who were striking ( each other) .  

28-29. Again and again they · turned round and round . 
They (gave) very fearful strokes below and above and on 
(each other's ) sides. Thus the fight between the two which 

caused fear to the visible and invisible worlds took place. 
Seeing ( the fight) hosts of gods, Siddhas and demons were 
amazed. 

30-3 l a. The two fight ing heroes were in peril of death. 
Heroes among gods and demons were not at all able to see it. 
Siva, Brahma and others remained in the sky to see tha t 
wonder. 

3 1  b-33a. Due to 'hum' sound of ( i .e .  produced by) them 
and due to the sound produced by the strokes of their maces, a 
sound went up and up ; surely such a sound is produced by the 
thunderbol t (only) . When their maces were broken, their hands 
remained folded (into fists ) .  Thus after half a watch their 
weapons fell down. 

33b-35a. In the meanwhile, the two heroes, holding swords 
and shields, moved in the battle to fight against each other . 
Their swords, bodies and shields shone like lightning and 
meteors . The two were looked at with speed and wonder by all 
the worlds. 

35b-3 7a. The multi-coloured shields of the two were cut 
off. Thus a fearful and great fight took place between the two. 
I t  was full of circular movements, use of disc and bow and 
dexterity. The fight between Vrtra and Indra is like the fight 
of Vrtra and Viisava ( only ) .  

37b-40. I n  the battle, Indra, after jumping, rooted out 
Vrtra's hair, and quickly and suddenly cut off his head. Cry of 
victory of ( i .e .  raised by) gods was there on all sides. Gods, with 
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their hearts expanded ( i.e. rejoicing) ,  worshipped Indra. The 
drums of gods were sounded, the bands of celestial nymphs 
danced. The Gandharvas sang songs ; and the sages praised 
(lndra) ,  The demons were afraid, and giving up their arms, 
ran in ( various)  directions. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYFOUR 

The Slaying of T ripura' s Son 

Vyasa said: 

I .  The son of Tripura mounted upon a chariot to which 
four horses were yoked and which resembled the sun in lustre 
and said ( these)  words to the lord of the GaQ.as ( i .e. GaQesa) : 

2 .  "0 lord of the GaQas, since your father killed my 
father, therefore, I shall today take your father to Yama's 
abode (i .e. shall kill him )  with arrows." 

3-6a. Then GaQesa said to that son of Tripura : "Formerly 
your wicked father did a great sinful deed, detrimental to the 
gods. My father heard it. Knowing about your wicked father 
engaged in a sinful act, my father, with (i.e. using his) 
strength, killed him with an arrow. He has been emancipated 
from sin and delusion and is sent to Yama's abode. 0 demon, 
here, in a moment, I shall send you along the same path." 

6b-7a. (The demon) struck with ten arrows resembling 
the fire at the end of the world, the lord of GaQas who spoke 
thus, and who was very intelligent among the gods. 

7b-8. Then (GaQes a )  hit with force the demon with 
thousands of arrows, with arrows like the staff of Yama, with 
arrows with sharp horse-shoe-shaped heads, with heron-feathered 
arrows, and very sharp arrows resembling the fire of the 
thunderbolt . 

9-l Oa. The pot-bellied (god, i .e .  GaQesa) adored by gods 
also cut off his arrows . He again s truck him with force with 
arrows resembling a thunderbolt. With his entire body hurt 
with arrows, he fell down on the ground in a swoon. 
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l Ob- 1 1 .  Then ( the demons) Bhadra, Saubhadra, Bhi�aJ.la 
and Nirjai:ii.ntaka, taking their maces rushed at Ga1.1esa. They 
struck the lord of the Ga1.1as simultaneously with the strokes of 
their maces .  

1 2-1 4. Smartly he rendered useless the strokes of their 
maces and with his axe he hit Bhadraka on his head. Then he 
first struck down Nirjarii.ntaka with a sword. Heramba (i .e. 
Ga1.1esa) having struck down the four heads of the ( demons')  
troops who resembled great mountains, also struck down other 
enemies. 

1 5- 1 6. Then the best demon, Tripura's son, regained con
sciousness, mounted upon his own chariot and struck the best 
god ( i. e .  Ga1.1esa) with crescent-shaped arrows, with arrows 
with sharp horse-shoe-shaped heads and with spears . The 
virtuous one cut them off, and again struck him with arrows . 

1 7- 1 8 . With four arrows he struck down his horses, with 
one arrow he struck down his charioteer, and with arrows he 
struck down on the grounds the chiefs of the troops. The son of 
Tripura quickly went to another chariot and pierced the lord 
of the Ga1.1as with arrows resembling the thunderbolt. 

1 9-20. With his body moistened with blood, the son of 
Siva (i.e. GaJ.lesa) whose terrible power was like that of Yama, 
and who was very angry, pierced him on his forehead with three 
arrows, between his breasts with seven arrows, on the region of 
his navel with four ( arrows) , and on the top of his penis with 
five (arrows ) . 

2 1 .  With his entire body injured, the demon being extre
mely depressed ( i . e .  who fainted ) fell on the chariot in the 
battle. 

22. Then his wise charioteer took him away from the 
battle (-field) . The brave Gal}esa, worshipped by the gods, 
never attacked one who had turned away from the battle. 

23. ( Tripura's son ) regaining consciousness after a long · 
time, said ( these ) words to his charioteer : "0 charioteer, go 
( with me) to that timid Ga1.1esa, Siva's son ( remaining) in the 
battle-field". 

24-25 .  Then the charioteer uttered these true, wholesome 
and soft words : "Who is able to bear the arrows of Siva's son 
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in the battle? Therefore, 0 son of Prabha, I brought you, who 
had fainted. Realizing this, you may now do what is proper." 

26-27a. In the meanwhile the king had employed the best 
one i.e. Kavi (i.e. Sukra) . The elephant regained consciousness 
with the employment of medicines etc. He made him hundred 
times more powerful and indicated ( the means to ) victory.  

27b-29. Having first given him water consecrated with 
sacred hymns, he checked ( i .e.  healed) the wounds on his 
body. The elephant just with his tusks broke (i.e . would break) 
a great mountain. In the battle, that elephant, very difficult to 
vanquish , struck down hundreds of thousands of troops and their 
guardians . The demon, seated on his back, hit and struck down 
on the ground principal lords of gods with arrows resembling 
the fire at the end of the world. 

30. Then gods of great might, fell down with their bodies 
covered with streams of blood after being struck with his arrows 
resembling the staff of Yama. 

3 1 .  Whichever way the demon with (i.e. seated on) the 
elephant went, there he put up a terrible volley of (i.e. dis
charged his terrible) arrows. 

32-34. Some ( gods) were struck down by the elephant, 
others by the rider. By whirling them speedily certain gods were 
tormented. So (also) the chiefs of the hosts of gods, not at all 
afraid of fighting, struck him with his elephant with various 
weapons and missiles and many arrows. But those very mighty 
gods could not subdue that elephant. 

35-36a. The elephant with his tusks and Tripura's son 
with his arrows quickly struck them down . Those gods who did 
not fall on the ground with their bodies split, being frightened, 
and afflicted with pain, sought the shelter of GaQ.e8a, who was 
fit to protect (them) . 

36b-39a. Seeing the havoc among gods, the brave GaQ.eSa 
struck him along with his elephant with arrows resembling 
the fire of the thunderbolt. He, along with his elephant whose 

speed was checked by an arrow, rose (to fight) . Then the two 
(i .e .  GaQ.esa and Tripura's son) broke down each other with 
arrows only. Both the principal warriors, the god and the 
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demon, roaring and desiring to conquer each other had their 
entire bodies covered with blood. 

39b-40. Then the elephant pierced the rat ( the vehicle 
of Gal).esa) with his own tusks. The elephant ( also) was attack
ed by the rat .  Then there was a terrible battle between them. 
A wonderful fight with ( i .e. among) the four (jointly ) and 
separately, below and above, ensued. 

41 . The fight was noisy, fierce, and caused fear to all the 
worlds, in which fighting tusks with teeth and arrows with best 
arrows ( took place) . 

42-43 . In the war between gods and demons it was a 
terrible battle. The rat pierced the great, very mighty elephant. 
Seated on the backbone, (Gal).esa ) again skilfully struck with 
his axe the mouth, chest and shoulder of the demon. 

44-45 . With his elephant he, vomitting blood, fel l down on 
the ground. Sages and gods, saying, 'Well ( done) , well (done) ' ,  
praised (Gal).esa ) .  Here in the battle other ( gods) struck the 
demons with infallible missiles, till the war giving victory ( to 
one) of the two armies was not over. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYFIVE 

The Hymn of Victory at the End of War between Gods and Demons 

Vyiisa said : 

I .  Having heard ( those) words from ( i .e. uttered by) the 
great god, all gods led by lndra, rushed, from all sides, to the 
hosts of the demons. 

2.  (There ) came the great demon, Kumbha by name, who 
very much struck the king of the Yak!jas (i .e. Kubera ) with a 
mace. 

3 .  The lord of the Guhyakas (i .e. Kubera ) hit him very 
strongly with the strokes of ( his) mace . Then there was a fierce 
war between the two. 
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4-5.  There was in the battle a great arrangement (of the 
soldiers ) like a wheel, where the one that came forward was 
seized and killed. The attack was very fierce. A boring tool was 
used . The lord of wealth ( i.e .  Kubera ) fought a great bat tle 
with him, and in the end struck the tool on the chest of that 
Kumbha .  

6-7a. Then Kumbha, with his fangs broken, fell down on 
the ground. Then the very powerful Jambha, remaining in his 
chariot only struck the horse of Indra, and also Airava�a with 
volleys of arrows. 

7b-9. lndra struck the best demon with his thunderbolt 
only. Wet with blood he fel l  dead on the ground. Then with 
the ( missile called) sakti, he pierced the four important chiefs
AraQya, Sughora, Aghora and Ghora . Kartikeya cleverly struck 
down each one of them. 

1 0- 1 1 .  ( lndra's son ) Jayanta subdued , with volleys of 
arrows, Saurabha, and also Samhrada with a sakti in his hand, 
and Yamada�<;la and Narantaka. Having hit them he struck 
them down, reducing their bodies to ashes. With the s troke of 
his sword, Kala struck down Babhrava. 

1 2- 14a. Mrtyu, with sakti struck Asva and Nigr�a in the 
batt le .  These very powerful seven-Bhadrabahu, Mahabahu, 
Sugandha, Gandha, Bhaurika, Val l ika, and Bhima - the 
leaders of the army, being burnt by Agni, fel l  down dead. 
with their bodies burnt in the battle, on the ground. 

1 4b. Very courageous , brave, very powerful (demons ) 
causing fear (even ) to the brave, fell  down on the ground, being 
bound by the noose of the noble Varu�a. 

1 5- l  7. The five demons named Turu, Tumburu, D urmedha, 
Sadhaka and Asad haka were struck down by the mass of the 
Sun's rays. In the battle, Vayu struck with his arrows demons 
led by the six viz. Krura, Kraufica, Ra�a, Isana, Moda and 
Sammoda. Nairrta with a mace struck down Bhima on the 
ground. 

1 8. Hundreds of demons,  facing the gods, being killed in 
war, be ing frightened, fell in the battle struck by the lances of 
the Rudras . 

1 9-20. Hundreds of mighty demons were s truck in the 
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battle with the strokes of the arrows discharged by the Vasus, 
brave and encircled with rays, with hails from the clouds, and 
with very terrible strokes of the thunderbolt .  Thousands (of 
demons) fel l  due to the strokes of the mace of Ku hera. 

2 1 .  The best of the demons were pierced with the thunder
bolt of lndra . Similarly, struck with the sakti of Kartikeya, 
innumerable ( demons) fell down on the ground. 

22 .  The principal ( demons ) fel l  (being hit)  with the stroke 
of Gal).esa's axe. Due to the disc released from Vi�I).u's hand of 
a severe act, heads of important demons fel l  on the ground. 

23-24. Samana ( i.e. Yama ) with (the strokes of) his 
deadly staff struck down crores of thousands of demons. Kala 
struck down the demons with (the strokes of ) his sakti . Varul).a 
in the same way, struck down others. 

25. With the stroke of Tak�akas etc. and the Moon's chill 
Khara mounted on a horse was struck ; and the noose ( of 
Varul).a) in the same way struck the elephants. 

26. Then he destroyed the demons' elephant (by striking) 
with an iron beam on his temple .  Thus with skill he struck 
down the horses and the elephants. 

2 i-28a. Thus the very mighty Siddhas, Gandharvas and 
the celestial nymphs, and other deities along with the mothers 
and the chiefs of the Gal).as, struck down the very fearful and 
destructive demons. 

28b-29a. The gods struck down the demon with arrows, 
with strokes of swords, with spears, saktis, hatchets, s ticks, 
iron-beams and lances. 

290-3 1 . When the demons were thus being destroyed, the 
very brave chief of the demons, their king, Hiral).yak�a, came 
there seated in a chariot which resembled the Sun's chariot, 
which was decorated with all jewels with which a chariot is 
decorated, which was made of gold, which was divine, which 
was adorned with bells and chowries, which was filled with 
banners and flags, which was beautiful and which was like 
Indra's chariot. 

32-33a. He, who was invincible to the gods and the 
demons, struck with volleys of arrows the armies and the hero 
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struck down on the ground hundreds of thousands of e lephants 
and chariots with horses. 

33b-35 . Thus the lord of the demons moving among all the 
hosts of gods sent down volleys of arrows resembling death. As 
an elephant shakes the lotus-pond, he gradually shook the 
armies of gods in the war. Due to the sharp falls and lion-like 
roars of the lord of demons (the gods) repeatedly and rapidly 
fell down on the ground. 

36-40 . He s truck (Indra's son )  Jayanta with ten arrows, 
Remanta with five, and Indra with fifteen arrows ; (he struck) 
Citraratha with twenty arrows, Guha with twenty-five, Heramb 
(i .e .  GaQesa) with three, and Yama with forty arrows. In the 
same way he hit Kala and Mrtyu with both hands. He struck 
(Kubera) the lord of the Guhyakas and Vayu with ten arrows 
each. With six and seven arrows he struck Rudras separately, 
He struck all the Vasus, Siddhas, Gandharvas and serpents with 
ten, eighteen arrows and the (other) gods with six arrows in the 
war. 

41 .  The powerful gods, being distressed and frightened 
due to the stream of his vigour, his great power and due to the 
sight of his quick dexterity, were unable to retaliate. 

42 The gods s truck in the battle with arrows resembling 
the trident of Siva and cutting the vitals, swooned and fell  on 
the ground. 

43-44a. (Even) the chief gods could not stand before him. 
Then the gods (thus) fully shaken and beaten ( by HiraQyak�a) 
wem, along with Indra, to Vi�Qu the protector, to seek his 
succor. 

44b-45a. In the meantime, Vi�Qu said to Garuga, the lord 
of the birds : "Now go, in front of (i.e. face ) the demon in the 
battle." 

45b-47a. He then immediately went speedily to destroy the 
demon. Having struck the chariot (of Vi�:t;tu ) with arrows he 
checked his speed and then going in front of his chariot he said 
to the immutable Vi�Qu : "Having today killed you along with 
(other ) gods, I shall fashion another creation." 

4 7b-48a. Then Vi�:t;tu said these words to the roaring, 
superior demon : "0 sinful one, if you are able to compete (with 
me) , then (first) be settled in the battle." 
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48b-49. Then he struck Vigm with hundreds of arrows. 
Without being ruffied, he cut ( those) arrows resembling the 
staff of Y ama. Again he ( i.e. the demon ) discharged thousands 
of arrows at him. 

50. Having cut them off with arrows, Vigm struck him 
with arrows, looking unavoidable due to their great weight and 
(resembling )  the submarine fire in touch. 

5 1 -52a. The best demon was struck by Vi�Qu , with 
thousands of golden arrows that were piercing, sharp, moving 
in the sky, having the speed of the mind-as the missiles of 
Ke8ava were very quick-resembling cotton and hay. 

52b-53 . The angry, very strong, HiraQyak�a, being distres
sed due to (his missiles) being interrupted, took, in the battle, 
a mountain and hit Vi�Qu ( with )  it. (But ) Vi�Qu easily pound
ed it with (his ) mace. 

54. Thus he dropped a thousand mountains, but Vi�QU 
the enemy of the demons, with the same dexterity, crushed 
them. 

55. Again the best demon, with his mind full of anger, 
putting up thousands of arms, showered Vi�QU with many very 
sharp arrows, saktis , spears and axes etc . 

56. The best god ( i.e .  Vi�Qu) cut those very missiles with 
very fierce, blazing arrows, causing fear to the demons. 

5 7-59. He pierced him (i . e . HiraQyak�a) on all his limbs 
with arrows resembling Siva's trident. In the battle ( which 
the lord of demons and the immutable Vi�Qu fought) the 
demon, being distressed, quickly ran and dropped an all-power
ful, excellent, fierce sakti resembling the tongue of death, and 
having eight bells, on the large chest of Vi�Qu. 

60.  (With that) the best god (i . e .  Vi�Qu) looked charming 
like a compact cloud accompanied by lightning. Then the 
demons, saying ' Well (done) ' cried 'Be victorious . ' 

6 1 . Then ( Vi�Qu ) ,  the enemy of the demons, discharged 
his disc at the demons' army. Having cut off their heads, it 
came back to Vi �Qu (again) . 

62. He struck down the demon with the stroke of a sakti 
in the battle. Regaining consciousness after a long time, he 
struck Vi�QU with a fiery arrow. 
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63 .  The angry Vi�J}u discharged the Kubera missile. Then 
he ( i . e .  HiraJ}yak$a) discharged, in the battle, at Vi�J}u, the 
illusory missile, which was demonish and very fierce. 

64. He, the brave one, also struck Vi�J}u with lions, tigers, 
buffaloes, and poisonous serpents. 

65 . Then Vi!?J}U cut off, with his arrows, the streams of 
weapons and missiles (discharged by HiraJ}yak!?a) in the battle, 
and struck him with a spear. 

66-67a. That moment only, he with his body wet with 
blood, dragged him and with three arrows the lord of the gods 
cut off his spear. 

67b-68a. Vi!?J}U, with ten arrows, cut off the chariot's 
fender along with the flag and banner and the umbrella, and 
also the charioteer. 

68b-70 . When the chief demon's chariot was struck down, 
he, the powerful one, jumped to another chariot, got into it and 
brought it in front ( of Vi!?J}U) . Then a very fierce and thrilling 
battle took place between Hirar;tyak�a and Vi !?J}U and the great 
battle caused wonder among people. Then a battle with an 
attack and a counter-attack took place between the two. 

7 I .  A hundred divine years passed uninterruptedly in the 
battle ( i .e .  the battle continued without a break for a hundred 
divine years ) .  Then, the very powerful demon grew (in size ) like 
Vamana. 

72 . Angrily he seized, with his mouth, the three worlds 
with the mobile and the immobile . Lifting the earth he entered 
the nether region. 

73-74a. The remaining demons, fully pleased , entered that 
region after him. Then Vi!?J}U, of a great lustre, knowing the 
great power of the demon, took the form of a boar to kill the 
demon. 

74b-75 . Taking up a hog's body ( i . e .  form) Vi!?J}U quickly 
entered (the nether region) after him. Going to the root of 
the earth, and seeing it having gone to the nether region, he 
held the earth, the support of the people, on his two fangs. 

76. When Vi!?J}U was going, holding the earth, the lord of 
the demons came to him, hurting him boldly with (bad) words. 
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7 7. Vi�QU, who had taken up  the form of a hog, tolerated 
the bad words and angrily put the earth on a mountain in the 
water. 

78-79a. Depositing his power into the earth, he made it 
steady. Then after that the demon-king who had stuck to it 
stood up, and full of great anger, struck Vi �Qu with a mace. 

79b-80a. Vi�QU (in the) hog ( -form) avoided ( the stroke 
of) the mace, as one, endowed with deep and abstract medita
tion, avoids death ; and struck him ( with his mace called) 
Kaumodaki. 

BOb-8 1 . Then the very powerful HiraQyak�a, full of anger, 
again struck the lord on h is right arm, with a fist. Thus a 
great fight, in which the right and left hands were used, and 
the warriors were coming forward and going back, took place. 

82-83a. They turned round, confused and imitated each 
other. Brahma and other gods, remaining in the sky, watched 
the fight ; and they said : "Well-being to the beings, gods and 
sages." 

83b-84a. They said to Vi�Qu, the lord of gods who had 
taken up the form of a hog : ' '0 god, do not play like a child. 
Kill him who is a source of trouble to the gods ." 

84b- 87a . Then very lustrous Vi�QU, who had taken up the 
form of an illusory hog, taking the consent of Brahma and 
others threw the powerful disc, which resembled a thousand 
suns in lustre, which had a thousand spokes, which was very 
radiant, which was terrible and which was capable of killing the 
demon and which resembled the fire at the end of the world . 
That disc, released by Vi�QU, reduced to ashes the very power
ful HiraQyak�a, when Brahma and others were watching ( i .e. 
in the presence of Brahma and others ) . 

87b-88. ( Then) the disc came ( back) to Vi�QU. Then gods 
like Brahma and others, and the regents of the quarters led by 
Indra seeing Vi�Qu 's victory, arrived there, and praised him. 

Gods said: 

89. We salute V�u, who is the origin of the world, who 
is lhe lord of the gods and demons, who is the protector of the 
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worlds. We seek the shelter of him (i .e. Vi�u ) from whose 
lotus-like navel, it is said, Brahma was born. 

90. Our salutation to you ( 0  Vi�l}.u ) who had taken up 
the fish-form ; our salutation to you, who had taken up the 
form of a tortoise; we salute you of the form of Nrsi:q1ha ; and 
also of the Vamana-form. 

9 1 -92a. Our salutation to you who ( in the incarnation as )  
Parasurama des troyed the k�atriyas, and to Rama, the destroyer 
of Raval}.a. Our salutation to ( you) the killer of Pralamba ; to 
Rama ; to Buddha ; to the deluder of the demon ; to the destroyer 
of mlecchas ; to ( the form) named Kalki ; and ( to you ) who 
had taken up the form of a hog. 

92b-93. In every yuga, you take up (different ) forms for the 
good of the world and the des truction of the demons. Now you 
have killed the daring demon Hiral}.ya�a, who easily conquered 
the important regents of the quarters led by Indra. 

94. You have struck him down for the good of gods. 0 
best of gods, be pleased . 0 god of gods, you, in the form of 
Brahma, are the creator of this ( whole world) . You are the 
creator of this ( whole) world. 

95. You are also its protector. In  every yuga, you also take 
up very lovely forms. Turning yourself into the destructive fire 
and ( into the form of) Siva, you yourself destroy the (whole ) 
world at the time of ( its) end . 

96-97a. Therefore, you are the cause of the (whole)  world ; 
beyond you there is no life or absence of it. You alone are the 
past or the future or the present form called the mobile and 
immobile. The world does not shine forth without you. 

97b-98. The form based on distinction between existence 
and non-existence or real and unreal depends upon you only. 
Therefore, 0 god, no one with an immature intellect, except 
the person devoted to your feet, is able to comprt:hend you (i.e. 
your true nature ) .  Therefore, we are seeking the shelter of 
you, who are the protector. 

Vyasa said : 

99- 1 02. Then Viwu, with his mind pleased, said to the 
gods : ''Well-being to you, 0 gods, I am now pleased by this 
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hymn of praise. 0 gods, for him, who would devoutly and 
respectfully recite this hymn of praise of ( my )  victory, nothing 
is inaccessible in the three worlds . A man by narrating or 
listening to it obtains the fruit which is obtained by properly 
giving a hundred thousand cows. The daily narration of the 
account of the vic tory of the god of gods gives everything. 
There was no greater knowledge than this, nor will there be 
greater knowledge than this." 

CHAPTER SEVENTYSIX 

The Exposition of Merit 

Safijaya said : 

1 -2 .  0 brahmal)a, I desire to hear correctly the condition 
of those demons who died in the war either while facing ( the 
enemy) or while turning away from him. 0 preceptor, tel l  me 
whether these innumerable demons are there in the three worlds 
with the mobile and the immobile or have gone somewhere 
( else) . 

Vyasa said: 

3-5. Those excellent brave demons who died in the battle 
while facing (the enemy ) ,  obtained godhead and are eternally 
enjoying pleasures ( in heaven) where there are golden palaces 
decorated with various jewels, where there are trees shining 
like gold and satisfying all desires, where there is an auspicious 
lake full of fragrant lotuses, waterlilies and white lotuses and 
other flowers, and also with the portions of curd, milk and ghee. 

6. Being extremely handsome and always possessing fresh 
youth they rule there, and also on the earth. 

7. Having thus obtained eight births, they become 
wealthy or heads or ministers with their bodies partly (seated ) 
on the fore-quarters of elephants . 
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8. Those who turn away their faces in the battle, those 
who are cowardly and timid, and those who fight deceitfully, 
and those who hate gods and brahma:r;tas go to a fierce hell .  

9. Those who strike another ( i . e .  the rival ) soldier who is 
fallen, who has fa inted, who is defeated, and the Mlecchas who 
use abusive language, go to hell. 

I 0- 1 1 .  They take away the deposits of others and actually 
turn away (from the battlefield) . Mlecchas rob ( people) at 
night in a wasted fores t ;  they do rash acts ; they are interested 
in eating everything ; they are fools ; and harm cows and 
brahma:r;tas. There are other Mlecchas who use abusive language, 
and are born as rogues . 

1 2 .  Their language is PaiSaci, and there are no popular 
customs among them. They do not observe purity, do not 
practise penance, have no learning, nor do they offer oblations 
to their manes. 

1 3- 14. They do not give gifts, do not perform sraddha etc. ; 
they do not worship gods ; they do not wait upon their parents 
or gods and ascetics, as a result of absence of (proper) know
ledge. Therefore they do not (properly ) clean (i . e. remove ) the 
dirt from their bodies. They have a .passion for their mother or 
sister or any other housewife . 

1 5- 1 6. They behave contr.ary to (the ways of) the world . 
Their behaviour is always unclean. The demons are born from 
the ejections of snakes and from ( beings) living on mountains, 
and their religious merit is groundless. Those who hurt 
brahma:r;tas, women and ch ildren, meet with trouble after death. 

1 7 . These wicked ones who eat cows and who are delighted 
in eating prohibited things, go to (i .e .  are born in) the species 
of insects, and become trees and ants. 

1 8- 1 9. These enemies of gods are not fit for (reciting) 
sacred hymns and (worshipping) deities. They look upon their 
elder brother as equal to them and as born with them. Their 
manners are rustic . They don whiskers . They are interested in 
eating corpses on the earth. If at all they perform a vow or a 

sacrifice it is (just ) a rash act. 
20. They are delighted in eating fish and flesh; they tell lies. 

They are always passionate, greedy and always full  of anger and 
pride. 
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2 1 .  They are always interested in the excitement due to 
killing and binding someone. They are bad servants ( or they 
have bad servants) ; they are pleased with bad people ; they are 
delighted with foul smell. 

22. They are not ( interested) in gods, in wise men, in 
listening to religious (discour ses) , in (reciting) auspicious hymns 
of praise or sacred hymns, since they are undetermined in (reli
gious) acts . 

23. They (contract) many diseases and are full of anger . 
They have many types of dresses ; on the earth these are the 
symbols of demons in the species of human beings . 

24-25 . They do not recognize the higher world, a precep
tor and their own person or of someone else. They (simply) 
long for filling the womb (i .e .  for copulation ) ; they do not 
strive for a guest or elderly persons, or brahmal}.as, and for a 
deity, for their: son, family, friend or relative . They do not 
know ( i .e .  care for )  giving a gift (even ) in dream, and also food 
or clothes . 

26. Since they preserve wealth they are Yak11as in the form 
of men. Even at the time of the end of their life (i . e. when 
their l ife is endangered ) , they do not bestow wealth on the 
king. 

27-30. Those Yak�as remain in distress and carry burdens 
for others . Listen with concentrated mind to the characteristics, 
condemned by all people, of evil spirits, women and men, from 
me (i .e. as I tell you ) .  They always are dirty and muddy, and 
without truth and purity. There are heaps of dirt on theit teeth, 
hair, clothes and bodies. They do not like to clean (even) once, 
their houses, seats, clothes etc. They do not see (i .e .  enjoy) 
pleasures of (i . e .  from) women, and quickly enter a forest. On 
the earth they are interested in eating residues of or left-over 
food and stinking (articles of food ) .  

3 1 . They like ( to eat )  food, to drink and to sleep in dark
ness. They are never calm, nor are their mouths pure. 

32. These are said to be the characteristics of the evil 
spirits in hell. They do not know (what is} good or (what is ) 
bad; also they do not know (who is) a friend, and ( who is) an 
enemy, ( what is ) a virtue and (what is) a vice. 
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33. They do not, by their (very ) nature, get inauspicious 
or auspicious places, an enemy, a friend and a neutral (one ) .  

34. Those, who are regarded as ( endowed with) intelli
gence, know them to be beasts living among men. Intentionally 
taking up many forms, they wander in vain on the earth . 

35.  They are men in the form of Yak�as and are kept out 
of all ( religious ) rites . I shall tell (you ) their divisions and 
characteristics ( as seen) on the earth. 

36-37.  In accordance with their sins they are born in the 
mortal worlds . The wise call such a one, moving on a dirty 
ground and being polite ( outwardly, but really ) deceptive, a 

crow eating leavings of food etc. The (ci tizen of) Kukura i s  
interested in eating what i s  prohibited and likes fil thy (things ) . 

38-39. He indulges in all secret (plans ) and eats what ought 
and ought not to be eaten. On the earth they are born in the 
families of beast etc. They take dogs in their hands and eat 
food of ( i .e .  given by) the Mlecchas. They especially ( eat the 
flesh) of pigs and other beasts fighting with their feet. 

40-4 l a. They take del ight in  nourishing and eating in
auspicious things condemnable due to filth. Due to their collect
ing a heap of wood and making fire on a mountain, they should 
always be known as Mlecchas, always causing fear to the 
k!}atriyas. 

4 1  b-43a. When people belonging to noble families give up 
right conduct and there is absence of purity, there are (born) 
Mlecchas and Dasyus . Other people are reduced to their con
dition due to their contact or due to eating their food or having 
copulation with their ( i .e. the Mleccha ) women. 

43b-45a. (And) at that time all men are tormented by 
grief and diseases, have scarcity of food, they are confused and 
are always harassed by the king. At that time mortals, deprived 
of all ( kinds of) purity are interested in falsehood. People do 
not listen to the PuraQ.as and the sacred scriptures. 

45b-46. They like wine and flesh ; they are sinful ; they eat 
everything and are very fierce. They are engaged in fearful 
practices and are always intent upon deception. The sons do not 
support their father, mother and preceptors also. 

47-48a. The servants do not wait upon a virtuous master. 
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Certain women do not wait upon their husbands, their mothers
in-law or their ( own ) mothers. At that time, people are always 
in difficul ty and there is a quarrel in every house. 

48b-49. The kings are Mlecchas and are addicted to drink
ing, and also the ministers and the priests. Their offering is with 
(i . e .  consists of) fish and flesh. They are heretics, as their charms 
are ful l  of exertion . They are pre-emi nent in sinews and good 
health. 

50-53.  By them-the wealthy and dull-the earth is pervad
ed . These foo lish men, ( living )  in a forest or cities love one an
other, and they eat fish, flesh-food that is fit and that is not fit 
to be eaten . In the forest brahmaQ.as and others also eat things 
leading to sin, and even a devoted beast. All they are not re
born (i .e. live eternally in hell) . All these men-the sinners
cause their manes to fall ( into hell ) ,  and are certainly the evil 
spirits, demons and Guhyakas, who were gods before. These, 
pleased with modesty, are neither gods nor men. 

Safijaya said : 

54. 0 lord, remove my doubt as to how these real (demons) 
realise their aim in human state ( i .e .  as human beings ) ?  

J7asa said : 

55 :  These goblins, demons and evil spirits born in the 
brahmaQ.a caste or other castes, do not give up their nature, 
(which they got ) according to the sins that they had committed . 

56.  The demons who are born in the mortal world, are 
always eager to quarrel . The cheats , the wicked and the cruel 
( human beings ) should be known as the demons on the earth . 

57 .  Their gifts or worship of the deities always alarms the 
people on the earth. They obtain wealth in a cruel way and en
joy kingdom eternally. 

58-59a. One might have victory, bravery etc .• religious 
merit, and one's sin may perish. Thus someone obtains godhead 
in heaven with ( i.e. by practising) severe penance on the earth, 
so also in heaven, in the world of the serpents and in Yama's 
abode. 
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59b-60 . Having propitiated Vi �J}.U ( i .e. he worsh1pped 
Vi�J}.u) , Prahlada was honoured by gods. Similarly the demon 
Andhaka praised Siva and became a member of his assembly. 
The very mighty Bhpigi became the chief of his (i .e. Siva's )  
attendants only. 

6 1 .  There are ( the examples) of these and others. Bali will 
be Indra. 0 son, here or in the next world (the demons) always 
get a good position. 

62 . Certain best gods, born in the familyof demons, cherish 
all their manes in hundreds and thousands. 

63-65a. Even by one good, intelligent son the (entire) 
family is protected . Even one son, who is devoted to Vi !�J}.U, 
whose senses are curbed, who is religious-minded, and who is 
engaged in the worship of gods, would emancipate a crore of 
families . In the remaining Kaliyuga, when Dharma is perishing, 
(even) one religious-minded person protects in a country or in 

a city, the people (i .e. the citizens) or the family or ( even) a 
village. 

65b-66 . There was ( formerly) a great city of (i .e .  inhabit
ed by) brahmaJ}.as, ( and) named Medura. There ( i .e .  in that 
city ) all the brahmaJ}.as were always engaged in the prayer 
(offered thrice a day) . They were interested in the recital of 
the Vedas, were wise, and honoured guests and brahmaJ}.as. 

67 .  They performed the rites like sacrifice, fire-rites, 
and observed vows. With determination they performed the 
six duties .1 (Even) in a great difficulty they did not think of 
(committing) a sin. 

68-69. The powerful ones practised the vow of the ancient 
sacrifice. Some time a learned brahmaJ}.ic sage, a householder, 
was fortunately offering ghee into fire to the accompaniment of 
sacred hymns. At that time he got an acute feeling to urinate. 

70-7 1 .  Keeping his female servant to look after the fire, he 
went to urinate. But due to her inattention, the ghee was 
eaten by a dog. Then due to fear she filled the pot ( of 

I . �atkarma - -The six duties enjoined on a brahma1.1a. They are : teach
ing, learning, performing sacrifices, acting as a priest at sacrifices, giving and 

receiving gilts. 
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ghee) with her own urine. Then the brahma1.1a, not noticing it, 
quickly offered it into fire. 

72-73 .  Then in a moment he noticed a wonder (taking 
place) in the fire. There was actually a heap of gold, lustrous 
like gold (itself) . Taking it with joy the brahmaQa had contact 
with (i .e .  committed) a sin . With amazement he asked the 
female servant : "0 dear one, tell me how this (has taken 
place) . "  

74. 0 brahma1.1a, she gladly told him ( the account) a s  i t  
had taken place. Then everyday, at a fixed time, i t  ( i .e .  the 
gold would proceed to him. 

75-76a. In his house there was prosperity that amazed 
people. Then in his city all the bad people having heard that 
( account) from one another, did the ( same) sinful act through 
greed. 

76b-7 7a. Due to great greed great sin also enters one's 
heart. Then due to the sin ( and) due to fear (of i t) and (at 
same time) through its at traction there was confusion of mind. 

77b- 78a. Due to the mass of sins the city itself was burnt. 
All the women and the men became wicked due to the power 
of the sin. 

78b-79. (Even ) an old man was ignorant ; a brahma1.1a 
( living) in that village did not pay attention to that affair. His 
virtuous wife, full of great grief, and tormented with the cala
mity (facing the city) told him what was going on in the city. 

The briihma1)a·lady said: 

80. 0 lord , seeing you full of grief ! am pained . Please 
move to another village. 

8 1 -84. Then he, who knew the defects, smiled and said 
( these ) words ( to her) : "0 you blessed one, the fool, who lives 
by giving up good conduct leading to the highest good , is not 
born again ( i . e. lives eternally in hell ) .  These brahma1.1as of 
bad conduct, will, due to great sin and desiring ( to commit) 
great sin, go with their wives and dependents , to hell carrying 
the sin with them. In the end they will again come to this 
worldly existence ; (but) there is no end to their sin. I alone, 
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due to having well preserved my religious merit, will remain 
here ." 

85 . Then she sa id to him : "People will laugh at these 
words of ( i .e . uttered by ) you. Please do not utter them in 
front or before anyone else." 

The briihmar.za said: 

86. 0 dear one, if I shall go from here, that moment only 
the city, with its wealth and inhabitants , will go down. 

87. The brii.hmaQa, having spoken like this, a t .d being 
greatly pleased, collected his wealth and with her quickly went 
to another boundary ( i.e . went out of the town) . 

88. Remaining there, she saw that the city remained as it 
was before. The good lady said to her husband : " (See ) the city 
does not perish ." 

89.  The excellent brii.hmaQa, having reflected and being 
greatly amazed, said to her : "Is it that there remains some 
thing (i . e, have we left something) outside our house?" 

90. Having thought, she said to her husband : "In the hurry 
I have not brought the shoes ; they remain there (only) ; (now) 
what shal l I put on?" 

9 1 . Speaking thus to her husband the chaste lady returned 
after taking them. From the vicinity of her husband she saw 
that the city was afllicted. 

92. Then the castes like that of the brii.hmaQa, the wicked 
citizens, being afllicted , remained in a fearful hell,  from where 
there was no return (to the mortal world ) . 

93. They miserably went to Varna's city. There is no re
quital for them. That which 1s foul-smelling is said to be unholy 
and so should be avoided. 

94. He, who takes delight in eating as before, commits sin 
even today. The wise men should know him to be a jackal, 
given to stealing and moving at night. 

95-96. A childish man not knowing all acts and ignorant 
of all deeds, void of ( i .e. not following) conventional practices , 
is just a beast, as are camels, mongooses and others . A mis
chievous man causes disgust to men of his caste and is a coward 
in battles . 
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97-99a. A man always liking leavings of food etc. is des
cribed to be a dog by the wise. A man who is always engaged 
in stealing, who always deceives many friends, fights at the time 
of sexual union, who is always fickle by nature, who is always 
inconstant about eating, and who loves forests, is said to be an 
ape or a monkey . 

99b- 1 00a. That man who is a betrayer and who causes 
fear among people by his talk and thoughts is said to be a 
serpent. . 

1 00b- 1 0 1 a. He who is strong and assertive and who is al
ways immodest, who likes stinking flesh and who is given to 
enjoyment is declared to be a lion-like man. 

1 0 1  b. By his sound only others like wolves are frightened 
and distressed. 

1 02. Those men who are prudent are known to be elephants 
etc. In this order one should know (the characteristics ) among 
( i.e .  of) men. 

1 03 .  We ( i . e. I )  shall ( now) explain the characteristics of 
gods, well-settled in the form of (i .e .  as ) human beings. 

1 04. A man ( of divine nature) is always engaged in wor
shipping brahmal).as, gods, guests, preceptors, good men and 
ascetics and in penance, also in codes of laws and in right 
courses (of action) . He is given to forbearance, he has overcome 
his anger, he speaks the truth, and has curbed his senses. 

1 05 .  He is kind and dear to people, he is handsome and 
has a sweet voice. He is an orator, he is good at all jobs, he is 
deligent and very strong. 

106- 108, He is literate and learned, and knows the essential 
nature of music and dance. He is delighted in what ought to be 
done with reference to spiritual knowledge, and the tunes of all 
strings, also in all oblations, in the products of a cow, in vege
tarian (food) ; also in substances fragrant due to their contact 
with nice ( things ) and in fresh and very charming ( things ) ; 
also in fragrant flowers, in all missiles, weapons and ornaments; 
also is delighted in giving gifts at the time of the rites perform
ed on the Parvans. 

1 09. His time passes with ( i.e. in) acts like bathing, giving 
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gifts, in ( practising) vows, sacrifices and worship of gods and 
recitations . No day would be idle. 

l l O- l l 2 . This alone is the eternal conduct of men . The 
best sages have declared man's conduct to be like that of gods. 
But god is superior due to energy, ( while) man is timid. God is 
always serious, (while ) man is always soft ( -hearted ) .  Due to 
mutual laudation they have love for one another ; there would �e 
never such love for the demons. 

1 1 3 .  Between gods and men, demons and evil spirits there 
is always love ; there are great pleasure, affection, and good 
auspicious deeds for one another . There is mutual love between 
gods and men, between demons and evil spirits, among evil 
spirits, and between beasts. 

1 1 4. Crows and others show affection or displeasure to
wards members of their own species. One should know their 
characteristics. 

1 1 5 .  Thus one should , due to special religious merit, know 
what is dear and what is not, what is merit and what is not, 
and also what is eminence and what is not in particular 
species . 

1 1 6 .  On the earth human couples of different cas tes ( i.e. 
the husband and wife not belonging to the same caste ) ,  are not 
happy. One would always love one's own species in liberation 
or even in hell .  

1 1 7 .  Due to very great rel igious merit one would get a 
( long) life ;  those that perform ( deeds)  leading to religious 
merit, are good . The sinful ones, also men ( l ike ) the demons 
and others perish. 

I I S- 1 19 .  In the Krtayuga there are many gods ; there are 
neither demons nor other species.  In the Tretayuga they are a 
quarter ( of the total number ) ,  in the Dviiparayuga the num
ber is one half; in the intervening period between ( the Dvapara 
and) the Kali, there is a mixture . There was the Bhiiratiya war 
that took place between gods and others . 

1 20 .  All those warriors and armies of Duryodhana were 
demons and others, as also KarQa and others, on the earth. 

1 2 1 .  Bhi!lma is the chief of the Vasus, and Dro:Qa is the 
lordly divine sage. Asvatthiiman is ac tually Siva ; Vi!�QU was 
born in the Nanda-family. 
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1 22 . The fiy-e Indras were born as Par.u;lavas, and Vidura 
was Dharma ( i . e. virtue)  himself. Gandhari, Draupadi and 
Kunti are goddesses on the earth. 

1 23.  In the Kaliyuga there are gods and demons, and the 
rest are human beings. The evil spirits, eating corpses and 
beasts wil l be born .  

1 24. Their maid i s  crooked, always in distress and young. 
Due to love for couples, she always tells them about ( good ) 
conduct. 

125 .  All those demons and others who are always interested 
in all ( kinds .of) sins, in quarrels and unjust deeds, go to hell. 

Vaisampiiyana said: 

1 26- 1 28 . Due to the wrong inclination of the demons 
heaven has no godhead . How ( can one have) pleasures, happi
ness, health and ( how can one) store power? How (can one 
have) kingdom, (long) life, fame, desirable power that is liked ; 
how would morality and knowledge come about ; how a pros
perous, permanent ( i .e .  long) life come about? How again, 0 
lord, would the acts of chari ty, learning, sacrifice come about? 
You please tell ( i .e .  explain ) this to me, your reliable disciple. 

�iisa said : 

1 29 .  Due to the rashness of the demons, penance will 
certainly be there. Also vows, sacrifice and the like and affec
tion for one's own kinsman would be there. 

1 30. He, the restrained one, who is free from bad qualities, 
and who knows the truth about morality and sacred books, 
would have (i.e. has ) the characteristics of a god. 

1 3 1 .  0 brahma�a, he who performs acts as enjoined in the 
Pura�as and sacred texts, in heaven or here, and himself does 
meritorious deeds, is capable of emancipating the earth. 

1 32 .  He, who, especially on seeing the devotee of Vi��u, 
pleases and honours him, is free from all sins, and is capable of 
emancipating the earth. 

1 33 .  That brahma�a, who is always engaged in the six 
duties (laid down for a brahma�a) and in the performance of 
all ( kinds of) sacrifices, who always likes religious accounts, is 
capable of emancipating the earth. 
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1 34. Those men, who are traitors, who are ungrateful and 
who fail in their vows, who hate brahmai).as and gods, destroy 
the earth. 

1 35 .  Those, who are interested in ( i .e .  addicted to ) drink
ing, who are sinful, who engage themselves in ( i .e .  are addicted 
to) gambling, who are heretics and speak vile language, destroy 
the earth. 

1 36. Those who are void of ( i . e. do not perform) good 
deeds, who are always ( causing ) fear, and are fearl ess, who 
cause alarm to those who interpret the smrtis and the sacred 
texts, destroy the earth. 

1 37. Those men, who give up their own way of life and 
adopt a meaner one, who are engaged in reviling the elders, 
who hate ( others) , destroy the earth. 

1 38- 1 39.  Those who prohibit a donor (from giving gifts ) ,  
those who incite (others ) to ( commit) sin, those who trouble 
the poor and many other men ( like them) , who commit sins, 
having caused the men ( related to them ) to fall ( into hell) 
destroy the earth. 

1 40. To him, who listens to this account, which is  charm
ing, which is the most secret, and which is extremely beneficial, 
there is no bad state, no misery, no misfortune and no indigence 
on the earth. 

1 4 1 . He will have no birth amongst demons etc. ; he will 
enjoy eternal pleasure in heaven ; he will not have untimely 
death ; and will not be touched by sin. 

1 42. He becomes the chief of people on the earth, the lord 
of gods in heaven, and having enjoyed heaven kalpa after 
kalpa, he goes along the path to salvation. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTYSEVEN 

The Vow oJSaptami in Houour of the Sun 

Vaisampiiyana said: 

I -3a. O lord, 0 best of brahmat;�as, who is the one that 
daily appears in the sky? Who is he? What is his power? Where 
is the lord of heat (i . e .  the Sun) born ? What function does he 
do, as he is very much ful l  of rays ? He is fit to be always wor
shipped by all gods, best sages, Siddhas, Carat;�as, demons and 
evil spirits, as well as by human beings like briihmat;�as and 
others . 

Vyiisa said: 

3b-4a . (He ) is a great lustre of Brahman, and has come out 
from Brahman's body . Know him to be actually full of Brahman 
and the giver of (the fruits of the four goals of human life viz.) 
righteousness, enjoyment, worldly prosperity and salvation. 

4b-5a. He is a heap made of spotless rays , is very hot and 
extremely unbearable.  Seeing him, people, tormented by his hot 
rays, fled away. 

5b-6a. Then the oceans, the best small and big rivers etc. 
became dry ; creatures and sick people died . 

6b-7. Then gods like Indra and others approached Brahmii. 
They told him this thing and Brahma said to the gods : "0 gods, 
he, the lord, is the first creator of the rays of l ight (giving) 
vital ity (and is born) from Brahman's body. 

8- 10 .  He is actually full of great activity and has the Moon 
in his body. In the three worlds all the human race, along with 
the mobile and the immobile, and the gods effecting divine 
( things ) ,  all the viviparous, oviparous beings, insects and plants 
are protected by these two. We (i.e. I )  cannot at all describe the 
power of this Sun. He has protected, created and nourished the 
worlds. 

1 1 . No one resembles him on account of his protecting all. 
Seeing whom (i .e .  him) at the dawn, heap of sins is destroyed. 

1 2- 14a. The men of the brahmat;�a cas te and others obtain 
salvation after ( i . e. by) propitaiating him. It is said that the 
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brii.hmaJ;las, who, knowing the Vedas, have their arms raised at 
the time of offering the three daily prayers, are very much 
honoured by gods. All brii.hma1;1as, after having worshipped the 
goddess of the form of Sandhyii., remaining in his disc, obtain 
heaven and salvation . 

1 4b- 1 6 . (Even) the leavings of food fallen on the ground are 
purified by his rays . One would obtain purity from s in by merely 
offering the three dai ly  prayers . Those men, who, after seeing a 
Cii.l).c;lala, or a killer of cows, or a fallen person, or one suffering 
from leprosy or full of great sins or covered with (i .e. who has 
committed ) minor sins, see the Sun, are purified (i .e .  free) from 
a great sin1 . 

1 7- l 9a. Merely by worshipping him one is free from all 
diseases. A man by worshipping the Sun never has blindness, 
poverty, misery or grief, here or in the next world . Gods like 
Vi�I).U, Siva being invisible, are never seen in the world ; they 
can be seen through meditation . This god is said to be one who 
is (always) seen. " 

The godr said:  

l 9b-20. He may be pleased by propitiation ; let  there be 
waiting upon and worshippig him. (But) 0 Brahman, his very 
sight is like the fire at the time of the end of the world. All 
beings like men and others have been reduced to the s tate of  
death (i . e .  are dead) on the earth. 

2 1 .  Due to the power of his lustre, oceans and others have 
perished . (Even) we are unable to bear his ( lustre) , (then) how 
can other ordinary people bear it ? 

22 .  Therefore, through your favour (i .e. do favour to us 
and) tel l  us the means by which people would devotedly wor
ship the Sun. 

23 .  Hearing (these ) words of the gods, Brahmii. went to 
the Sun. Having gone to him, he started praising him for the 
good of all the worlds .  

1 .  Mahapataka-The five great sins are : murder of  a brahm&l;,la, drink
ing wine, stealing, having illicit relation with one's teacher's wife, and 
contact with those who eommit these sins . 
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24. "0 god, you are the untainted eye of all the world. 
You are actually of the form of Brahman. You are like the fire 
at the end of the world, who cannot be easily looked at. 

25 . You always remain in all gods ; Vayu is your friend ; 
food etc. in the body is disgested due to you ; and also one's life 
would be ( i . e .  is) certainly due to you. 

26.  The creation and destruction (of the world) are due to 
you, 0 god ; you alone are the lord of the world. Without you 
all the people would not live ( even) for a day. 

27. You are the lord, the saviour, the protector, the father 
and the mother of all the worlds including the mobile and the 
immobile. The world is sustained due to your favour. 

28. 0 lord , among all gods , there is none l ike you. Every
where you are present, the world is sustained by you alone . 

29. You create form and smell ; the sweetness in liquids  is 
due to you . Thus the Sun, the lord of the universe, is the cause 
of the stability of everything. 

30. 0 lord, you alone are the pious cause of all the auspi
cious sacred plac es and of sacrifices ; you are the witness of all, 
and the mine of virtues. 

3 1 . You are omniscient ; you are the cause of everything ; 
you take away ( everything) ; you are the protector (of everything) ;  
you are always striving . You destroy darkness, sins and diseases ; 
and you remove poverty and misery. 

32. You are a great rela tive in the next and this world ; 
you are omniscient and see everything. Except you there is none 
who helps all the worlds . ' '  

The Sun said: 

33. 0 grandsire, 0 highly intelligent one, the lord of the 
universe, the cause of everything, 0 Brahman, quickly speak 
what best I can do for you. 

Brahmii said : 

34. You are a very hot lustre, very difficult to be borne by 
people. 0 lord of gods, act in such a way that it (i .e. your lustre) 
becomes mild . 
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The Sun said: 

35 . 0 lord, I have crores and crores of strong rays, which 
( would) destroy the worlds ; they do not do anything liked by 
people. So using (some ) instrument, cut them off. 

36-37 .  Then at the words of the Sun, Brahma quickly cal led 
ViSvakarman, and ( he) , having fashioned a lathe of d iamond, 
cut off the Sun's rays resembling the fire at the time of universal 
destruction. With them only he fashioned Vi��u's disc ( called) 
Sudadana . 

38-39 . ( He also fashioned) the infallible staff of Yama, and 
the trident of Siva, and the excellent sword of Kala and the 
( missile called) sakti causing great delight, and also the excel
lent weapon of Ca�c;l.ika, and a lovely lance. That ViSvakarman 
himself quickly fashioned these at the order of Brahma. 

40-4 1 .  He also sharpened the other remaining (portion of) 
the Sun. Then due to the absence of any other means of his 
birth he was born from Aditi 's womb ( as the son)  of the sage 
Kasyapa, and so was known as A.ditya. He moves on the border 
of the universe and goes round Meru's peak. 

42. So also high up ( in the sky ) ,  away from the earth at a 
distance of a lakh yojanas, the planets like the Moon etc. being 
ordained by Brahma, move there. 

43. The Sun, of twelve forms, moves for twelve months . 
All know that the Sarp.kranti1 is due to his tran sition . 

44. We (i . e .  I) shall, 0 sage, (now) tell (you) all the fruit 
that is ( obtained by one ) on these ( Sarp.kranti days ) .  ( The 
Sarp.kranti days) on which the Sun enters the Dhanu, Mithuna, 
Mina and Kanya (signs of the zodiac) are (called) �ac;l.asiti .  

45 . ( That Sarp.kranti day on which he enters) the Vr�abha, 
Vrscika, Kumbha and Sirp.ha (s igns ) is known as Vi��upadi .  
Know that the offerings to manes, gifts and worship of deities 
(performed on ) these (days ) are eternal ( i . e. give an eternal 
fruit ) .  

I .  Saip.kranti-The passage of the Sun from one zodiacal sign to another. 
When the Sun passes through Karka or Makara, i t  is Ayana-Sankranti , and 
when it passes through Me�a and Tula, it is Visva-Sailkranti. 
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46 . The fruit of (such offerings etc .  given) on a Sadasiti is 
thousands of times greater. The fruit ( of such offerings given) 
on a Vi!?:Qupadi has a lakh-fold fruit and of that (given on ) an 
ayana is a crore-fold. 

4 7 .  That gift given on a Vi �Q.upadi i s  said to  be  inexhaus
tible. I say that it remains with the giver birth after birth .  

48. The body does not suffer from cold by giving a piece 
of cloth in the cold (season ) . The fruit of giving gold equal to 
one's own we ight and of giving a bed is inexhaustible. 

49. He, who, humbly gives a fully furnished bed to a 
brahmaQ.a, the chief of all castes , would get the position of a 
king. 

50. Similarly by giving gold , water on the bank of a river 
and by giving oil and tambiila one would be a king on the 
earth. 

5 1 . By solemnly saluting a brii.hmaQ.a, the wealthy person 
would get eternally ( the fruit of the salutation) . 

52-5 3 .  By gratifying the manes at the dawn of the fifteenth 
day of the dark half of Magha, one (lives) eternally (in hea
ven ) .  One ( should ) also give a cow having golden horns, shin
ing with jewels, having silver hoofs and having big udders made 
of bell-metal. By giving this (cow) to the best of brahmar_1as ( a  
man) would become a sovereign king. 

54-55 . By giving food and ornaments one would become a 
king-the lord of a province. He, who would give a spotted cow 
with all the (necessary) articles, becomes free from the sin 
earned (i . e .  committed) during ( the past) seven bir ths and 
would remain eternally in heaven. By giving dainty food to a 
briihmar_1a he obtains heaven eternally. 

56. Prosperity does not abandon him, who gives grains, 
cloth, servants, an abode, a seat to the best brii.hmaQ.a. 

57.  Whatever small or large gift is given ( on these) and 
the day of the anniversary of a yuga1 etc. is inexhaustible in 
the next world. 

58.  The worship of a deity, a hymn of praise, listening 
to a religious discourse purifies a person from all sins and he is 
honoured in the heaven. 

1. Yugadya-The anniversary of the first day of a Yuga. 
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59-60 . The third day o f  the bright half of Magha i s  known 
as Manvantari. All the gifts given on that day are said to be 
inexhaustible, ( and bring to him) wealth, pleasures , kingdom, 
and residence in heaven for (even in ) the next kalpa . There
fore gifts, worship of the good gives an endless fruit in the next 
world . 

6 1 . The Manvantara occurs in Magha . ( Similarly ) the 
seventh day of the bright half of Magha is said to be the most 
auspicious day. I t  i§ preserved by the Pura:r;tas (i . e .  declared 
to be auspicious) . 

62 . ( This ) seventh day of the bright h alf of Magha is 
( called) Kotibhaskara . Having fasted on this ( auspicious day) 
a man is l iberated ; there is no doubt about i t .  

63 . This seventh day of the  bright half of  Magha is com
parable to the solar-eclipse (day) . Bathing at dawn on that d ay 
gives a great fruit. 

64-65. ( One should recite the following hymn :) 'The 
seventh day (of Magha ) should destroy my sin committed in 
the (previous) seven births and also my disease and misery. 
(Thi s )  seventh day is the mother of all beings. 0 you ( Saptami ) 
belonging to the Sun1, you have come up on the seventh day, 
my salutation to you, 0 goddess ( living ) in  the disc of the Sun. '  

66-6 7 .  By offering an  arka-leaf, a fragrant flower, a badari
fruit, keeping all these in a copper vessel with rice, and also a 
sacred thread with red lead , and offering a very auspicious 
respectful offering, all the sin committed during the ( previous) 
seven births, perishes. 

68. Till (then) he is troubled by (residence in ) hells and 
sinful and painful diseases . He should eat pure food2 made with 
rice exposed to the Sun.  

69.  And he should avoid flour , ginger and fruits or roots 
used as vegetables, a bud, spoilt leaves, plantains, and ghee 
(prepared from the milk)  of a she-goat. 

70 . It should be free from l ice, perfumes. He should avoid 
bath with hot water. At the time of the vow (in honour) of the 
Sun he should avoid all ( fruits) having few seeds. 

1 . S aptasapti-An epithet of the Sun.  

2.  Havi�yiinna-Food fit to  be eaten during days of fast. 
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7 1 .  He, who is observing the vow, should not think of any
thing else except about righteousness . The vow (in honour) 
of the Sun is greatly meritorious, and is commended by the 
Purai_las . 

72 (A man who practises it ) obtains eternally enjoyments 
like those of the Sun in the heaven for thousands and hundreds 
of crores of years . 

73 . (Enjoying in heaven)  like this, and after the end of 
( his residence ) in heaven he becomes a very prosperous king on 
the earth ; (and) in the mortal world he again practises the 
vow ( in honour) of the Sun due to his repeated practice ( in) 
the former ( births) . 

74. Then he himself obtains eternal happiness and enjoy
ments in the heaven; and he obtains (good) health and wealth 
due to the favour of the Sun. 

75 . That seventh day of the bright half of Magha which 
falls on a Sunday is well known as Mahajaya ; ( the one falling 
on ) any other ( day) is known as Vijaya. 

76. (The fruit of) Vijaya is a lakh crores, while that of a 
Mahajaya is endless . Even by (practising ) one of these vows 
he is free from the bondage of birth (and death ) .  

77 .  He who gives the best horse, gold, red cloth, grains 
out of love for the Sun, becomes the lord of heaven and earth 
in succession. 

78-79. I shall tell you the difference among these . 0 
brahmai_la, l is ten properly .  He who gives an excellent horse 
adorned with best ornaments goes to ( i . e. becomes the king of) 
the earth with ( i .e .  surrounded by) the seven seas and free 
from enemies . 

80-8 1 .  The wise have laid down, as the present to a brah
mai_la, sandal wi thout a horse, but with a ma�a or two of gold 
adorned with (i.e. accompanied by ) bulls ; so also a pot decked 
with jewels and made of gold. Or by giving only gold he be
comes a rich lord of the heaven. 

82. He who gives red cloth and grains according to his 
capacity , becomes the lord of heaven and earth, and prosperity 
never forsakes him. 
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83. He becomes healthy, his mind is pleased, he conquers 
the evil beings and is valorous. As long as the Sun shines (i .e. 
eternally) he is honoured most. 

84. He who practises the vow of the Mayasaptami as the 
twelfth in Magha etc. ,  enjoys desired fruit in this world, and 
is honoured by gods also . 

· 

85 . A wise man, having duly practised the vow of Arkanga
saptami (falling on a Sunday) , becomes purified from sin, and 
having obtained the desired things in this world, would obtain 
salvation. 

86. I shall tell ( you ) the distinctive mark ( of this vow} 
and also the right (to be performed) in every month. Due to 
the propitiousness of this vow he is honoured by gods in heaven. 

87.  When the UttarayaJ,la sets in, on a Sunday and on the 
male asterism in the bright half, one should receive the vow of 
Saptami. 

88. The wise say that Hasta, Maitra (i.e. Anuradha) , 
Pu�ya, Sravas (i .e .  Sraval).a) , Mrga and Punarvasu are male 
asterisms. 

89.  It is said that one should eat only once on the fifth day, 
should eat only at night on the sixth day, should fast on the 
seventh day, and the fast would be broken on the eighth day. 

90 . He eats the tip of the Arka-tree, pure cowdung, good 
black pepper, water, fruit and root. At night he should eat, or 
should eat once a day according to the rules ; or ( should drink) 
milk or eat food anointed with ghee. These are told in order 
(to be the things which he should partake of) . Doing ( i . e. 
taking) them in this order and thus observing the vow of the 
Sun on the seventh day, he obtains the desired fruit. 

9 1 .  Without touching them with his teeth, he should drink, 
with water, the tip of the Arka tree, a particular pair of small 
leaves from the branch of the Arka tree on the north-east 
of the village. He should also drink with water in a small 
quantity, without touching with his teeth, pure cowdung 
not fallen on the ground, holding it with the middle 
finger and the thumb. He should also drink with water and 
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without touching it with his teeth, an unbruised, old, big, dry, 
good black pepper. He should also drink water sacred to Vi�Qu, 
flowing from the roots of his fingers. Without touching it with 
his teeth, he should drink with water one of the fruits from 
among dates and coconuts . The food should be anointed with 
ghee and should be of the measure of a peacock's egg. The 
quantity of the ghee should be like that only. 

92. When the Sun doubles his shadow, he should know it 
to be nakta. Nakta is eating at night. 

93 . He should first worship the deity with fruits, flowers 
etc. and sacred hymns. Then he should give gift of food 
according to the rules and proportion. 

94. Then ( follow) the meditation : He should meditate 
upon the Sun, especially at the time of worshipping h im-the 
god-who is full of all (good) marks, who is adorned with all 
ornaments, who has two arms, whose complexion is red, who 
has held in his hand a red lotus, whose disc is lustrous, who 
remains in a large ( quantity of) water, who is with his atten
�ants, who is seated on a lotus, who is anointed with red 
sandal. 

95-96. Then (he should recite ) this sacred hymn : 'We 
make an offering to Bhaskara, possessing a thousand rays. We 
think of him. Let that Sun urge us on.' 

9 7 .  This hymn is said to be very great ( i .e. effective) and 
( when recited) on the seventh day brings victory. ( He should 
worship the Sun) with Karavira and Karafija flowers resembling 
the red saffron. 

98-99. Then, particularly on the eighth day, the fast should 
be broken. The fast should be broken on the eighth day only 
and never on the ninth ; ( for ) if the fast is broken on the ninth 
day he does not get the fruit of the vow. The fas t should be 
broken in the afternoon, and (the food should be) without 
bitter, pungent or sour articles (of food) . 

1 00. He should carefully cleanse the rice, and avoid ( blades 
of) grass or seeds etc. He should also avoid kidney-beans, 
beans, sesamum and ghee. 

1 0 1 .  With devotion and according to his capacity he 
should feed the brahmaQas by giving them food with vegetarian 
sauces and drinks. 
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I 02- 1 04. He should suitably dis tribute presents among the 
brahmaJ:las. He who observes this vow of Saptami which 
gives unending fruit, which destroys all sins and increases wealth 
and (the number of ) sons, and he, 0 best of brahmaQas, who, 
having observed it every month to please the Sun, devoutly 
breaks the fast, goes to the Sun's heaven. He would l ive in 
heaven for a crore of kalpas and then obtain the best position. 

I 05. This alone, is the great secret told formerly by Siva. 
By constantly listening to it, and by observing the vow, or by 
narrating it to the people, the fruit ( that one gets ) is the same. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYEIGHT 

The Pacification of the Sun 

Vaisampiiyana said: 

1 .  0 revered sir, through your favour I have heard the 
purifying vow. I desire to hear another ( vow ) which is dear to 
the Sun. 

�iisa said: 

2. Skanda, saluting, with his head touching the ground,  
S iva, seated comfortably on the Kailasa-peak, said these words : 

3 .  ' ' I  have heard in detail from you the vow called 
'Arkariga' . 0 lord, I (now ) desire to hear correctly about the 
fruit of the day etc." 

The lord said: 

4. A man who observes ( this) vow should offer a respect
ful oblation with red flowers on Sunday. By eating only at night 
food fit to be eaten during days of fast, he is not deprived of 
heaven. 

5. The highest lord, along with his attendants, is pleased 
with him, who performs all auspicious rites on the seventh day 
(which falls) on a Sund <1y only. 
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6. (Even) by observing the vow once on the seventh day 
( falling) on a Sunday, he gets the status of a brave man, as 
long as the Sun is ( i.e . shines ) in the sky. 

7. The vow performed on the seventh day ( falling) on a 

Sunday satisfies all desires, is auspicious, (gives) prosperity, 
destroys diseases, gives ( i .e. takes one to ) heaven and salvation 
and is beneficial. 

8 .  On the auspicious seventh day with (i.e. falling on ) a 

Sunday and Saqlkranti day, all the worship or vow would be
come inexhaustible. 

9 .  On a bright Sunday ( a  man should) worship the chief 
of planets. He should keep him ( i .e. draw his figure) in a 
circle with an unwashed point, setting it out with energy. 

1 0 .  Having meditated upon him, having two arms, seated 
on a red lotus, of a charming neck, dressed in red garments, 
adorned with red ornaments, he should drop in the north· 
eastern direction the flower held in both his hands, after having 
smelt it. 

1 1 . (He should recite the sacred hymn :)  'We make an 
offering to Aditya ; we meditate upon Bhaskara. May Bhiinu 
impel us. '  

1 2- 1 3 . Then h e  should d o  the anointment according t o  
th e  rite told b y  his preceptor. At the end o f  (i.e. after) anoint• 
ment, (he should present) incense ; after the incense (he should 
present) the lamp ; after the lamp (he should make ) an offer
ing of eatables ; then he should present water. Then he should 
mutter sacred hymns, do mudras,1 and salute ( the dei ty) . 

1 4. The first mudra is aiijali, the other one is known as 
dhenukii. He who would worship the Sun would be absorbed 
into the Sun. 

15 .  Due to the favour of that Sun, the ( Brahma's) skull 
clinging to my hand and the (sindue to ) the murder of Brahman 
dropped on the bank ( of the Ganges) at Varii�asi . 

16.  There is no greater deity than the Sun in the three 
worlds. Due to his favour I was absolved of the terrible sin. 

1. Mudra-Name of certain positions of the fingers practised in devotion 
or religious worship. 
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Skanda said: 

1 7. 0 lord, having heard ( these ) words from you I am 
amazed. There is no other deity like you. How (did you commit 
the sin of ) the murder of Brahman? 

1 8. (For) you are the chief among the wise ; you are given 
to abstract meditation ; you are the enjoyer, the imperishable 
and the immutable one. You alone are great among the gods ; 
you have filled (every )  form, and are a great deity. 

1 9. You are omniscient, the giver of boons and the lord of 
all beings. How then, 0 lord, is there the possibility of a bad 
act and especially of anger in your case ? 

Siva said: 

20. 0 son, we, Brahmii, Vi�I}.U and Siva, getting separated 
in each yuga for the well-being of the worlds, do everything. 

2 1 .  We have neither bondage nor salvation; we have noth
ing which ought to be done or which ought not to be done. 
But, for the protection of the worlds we move according to 
rules. 

22. Every ( form of ours) is great, removes obstacles and 
diseases, and accomplishes all objects. 

23. This uncensured Sun, though one, divided himself into 
many { forms) due to difference in time. He shines month by 
month ; and being one becomes ( i .e .  divides himself into) 
twelve (forms ) .  

24-26 . He is Mitra in the month of Margasir�a. He is 
eternal ViglU in the month of Pau�a. He is Varu:Q.a in the 
month of Miigha; and he is Siirya in the month of Phalguna. 
He would shine as Bhinu in the month of Caitra. He is called 
Tapana in Vaisikha. He would shine as Indra in the month of 
Jye�P!a. He shines as Ravi in A�iic;lha. He is Gabhasti in the 
month of Srava:Q.a ; similarly he is Yama in Bhiidrapada. He is 
Hira:Q.yaretas in A§vina, and Diviikara in Kartika. 

27 .  These are the twelve Adityas said ( to shine) in each 
month. They are of large forms, of great lustre and have the 
brilliance of the fire at the time· of the end of the world. 

28. He who recites this everyday, incurs no sin, nor does 
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he contract any disease; he does not suffer from poverty, nor 
from insult.  

29. He obtains ( i .e. lives in) heaven eternally; he gets, one 
by one, pleasures of heaven, kingdom and fame. I shall ( now) 
tell the great sacred hymn, causing all happiness : 

30-33 .  'Om, (my) salutation to Aditya, having a thousand 
arms. (My) salutation to you, having lotus-like hands . ( My) 
repeated salutation to Varu�a. (My) salutation to Timira
nasa (i.e. the dispeller of darkness) ; (my) repeated salu tations 
to Srisurya . (My) salutation to Sahasrajihva (i.e .  having a 

hundred tongues ) ;  ( my) repeated salutation to Bhanu . You are 
Brahma ; you are Vi��u ; you are Rudra . Salutation to you. You 
are the fire and the wind in all beings . Salutation to you. You 
are present in all beings. In this world of mobile and immobile 
there is nothing (that exists ) without you. You are settled in all 
bodies . ' 

34-35 .  Repeating like this, he would obtain (i . e . satisfy) , 

one by one, his desires like that for heavenly pleasures etc. 
Aditya, Bhaskara, Surya, Arka, Bhanu, Divakara, Suval"l}.aretas,  
Mitra, Pu�an and Tva:t�tr- ( these are) your ten (names) . (The 
eleventh is) Svayambhu and the twelfth is said to be Timirasa. 

36 . A man , who, after having purified himself, repeats 
these (twelve) names of the Sun, becomes free from all sins and 
diseases and gets the highest position. 

37 .  I shall again tell (you something) else about the 

magnanimous Bhaskara, viz . the bodies called red , resembling 
blood (i. e. red) , and like red led and tawny. 

38-4 l a. 0 Skanda, listen to the principal names (of the 
Sun ) : Tapana, Tapana,  and Karta, Harta and Grahesvara ; he 
is Lokasak�i ( i .e .  observing the people in all the three worlds) , 
Vyomadhipa ( lord of the sky ) ,  Divakara, Agnigarbha, Maha
vipra, Svarga, Saptasva-vahana, Padmahasta, Tamobhedi, 
l_{gveda, Yajus and Samaga. For him who would always 
devoutly remember Kalapriya, Pu�c;larika, Mt1lasthana ( the 
original place) , sanctified by meditation, wherefrom can there 
be fear from disease? 

4 l b-42a . 0 Skanda, listen carefully to (the sacred hymn) 
which removes sin and is auspicious. 0 you highly intelligent 
one, do not have the slightest doubt about Aditya. 
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42b-43 . 'Om, salutation to Indra, salutation to Vi�Qu.' 
This should be repeated ; a rite shou ld be performed and so 
also the ( three daily) prayers . This prayer pacifies everything, 
and removes all obstacles . 

44. I t  would destroy all diseases like boils, small-pox etc. ,  
also jaundice etc . ,  and those diseases which are terrible. 

45-47. So also fever lasting for one day, three days or four 
days; so also leprosy, consumption, colic, and fever ;  so also 
stone in the bladder, strangury ; so also (similar ) other diseases. 
All those diseases like gout or diseases of the womb, so also 
great, serious, painful and tormenting diseases, disappear by 
the uttering of (the name of) Aditya. 

48. '0 lord of gods, protect me from the diseases and fears 
due to the planets .' When { the n'l.mes of) the Sun (are) recited 
all of them disappear. 

49. I shall tell (you) the original sacred hymn of the 
magnanimous Sun, which fulfils all desires , which always gives 
enjoyments and salvation. 

50. The sacred hymn is ( like) this : 'Om Hram, Hrim, my 
salutation to the Sun. ' Due to this sacred hymn, everything 
would certainly be obtained. 

5 1 -52a. Diseases never afflict him, nor would any undesir
able {thing) come to him. A man, who takes the water from 
the sun-flower, gradually gets free from the disease by merely 
drinking it. 

52b-53 . ( The sacred hymn) should not be given or told to 
those who are not devotees , who have no children or to the 
heretics and should be carefully recited. 0 son, the water from 
the sun-flower should be mixed with bitter oi l  and given for 
being smelt or for drinking. 

54. (The man who uses it) is free from all diseases ; and 
the original sacred hymn should be recited at the time of the 
daily prayer and at rites . 

55 .  When it is recited, diseases and cruel planets perish 
(i .e. are ineffective ) .  What is the use of many other �acred 
texts or very lengthy sacred hymns? 

56. 0 child, this ( hymn ) is all-pacifying and brings about 
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all (desired ) objects. It should not be given to an atheist, nor 
to one who censures gods and brahma�as. 

57-58. It should be given to him who is devoted to his 
preceptor ; but should never be given to others. A man who, 
getting up in the morning, recites this , is free from all sins 
(even though ) he has killed a cow or he is ungrateful. He, who 
would please the Sun, becomes one having good heal th, wealth, 
prosperity and success. 

59-6 l a. There is no doubt about this. He, who would 
recite this hymn. once, twice or thrice everyday in the presence 
of (i .e .  by attending upon) the Sun, would obtain the desired 
fruit .  One desiring a daughter gets a daughter, one desiring 
knowledge gets it, and one desiring wealth gets wealth. 

6 l b-63a. He who, of a pure conduct, would devoutly listen 
to it, is free from all sins and even goes to the Sun's heaven. If 
one would recite this sacred hymn at the time of the vow in 
honour of the Sun, or at the time of observing other vows and 
sacrifices, at auspicious and sacred places, it would be a crore 
times fruitful . 

63b-65. To a brahma�a who recites this in the presence of 
briihma�as at the time of appeasing a planet, or at the time of 
meals or worship or meals served to brahma�as, would have 
endless fruit. He, the very intelligent one, who recites or causes 
it to be recited in front of ascetics, brahma�as or deities, is 
honoured in heaven. 

CHAPTER SEVENTYNINE 

The Story of Bhadresvara 

J)>asa s aid :  
1 .  I n  Madhya-desa (lived ) a supreme, sovereign king 

known as Bhadresvara. He was pure due to many austerities 
and vows ofmany kinds. 

2. He always worshipped the deities devoutly. White (spots 
of) leprosy appeared on his right hand. 
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3. Then (even) after being treated by physicians, the sym
ptoms of the former (disease) were ( still) noticed. Having 
invited principal brahmai_J.as and ministers he said (these) words 
(to them) . 

The king said : 

4. 0 brahmai_J.as, there is a disease on my hand, which is 
unbearable and condemned by the people. Therefore I shall cast 
my body at a place which is an auspicious, great sacred place. 

5 -6a. 0 you heroes, 0 brahmal).as, who are conversant with 
religious merit, advise me who have no progeny, about my well
being here and in the next world, so that ( I  shall enjoy) welfare 
in the next world. So being, well-pleased, tell me, what you 
desire me to do. 

The briihma1Jas said : 

6b-8a. When you, the intelligent and righteous one aban
don this country the ( whole) world and this kingdom are doom
ed. Therefore (please) do not speak (like this) . We shall find 
out a remedy for it .  0 lord, propitiate the great god with sacred 
hymns (in honour) of the Sun. 

The king said: 

8b- 1 0a. 0 best brahmal).as by which means should I please 
the Sun? 0 brahmai_J.as, due to this impure (disease viz.) lep
rosy, which is censured by people, I cannot present myself to the 
beings, and am condemned (by them ) .  Why should I govern 
the kingdom? What would be ( the fruit) of the propitiation? 

The briihmaT)as said: 

1 Ob- I I a. By living here in your own kingdom, and by 
propitiating the Sun, you, being free from a terrible sin will 
obtain heaven and salvation. 

I I  b- 1 2a. Hearing this, the best king, having saluted the 
excelJent brahmai_J.as, undertook the important propitiation of 
the Sun. 

I 2b- l 4. Everyday he offered worship ( to the Sun) with 
<sacred hymns, offerings and anointments, with fruits of various 
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kinds, with respectful offerings, sacred rice grains, japa flowers. 
arka-leaves, and karavira and karafijaka flowers, with red saffron 
and red lead, with flowers of the spring season, and leaves of 
fragrant plantain trees and their very charming fruits .  

1 5 .  The king everyday offered respectful offering at the 
(root of the) audumbara tree to the Sun by facing him. 

1 6- 1  7a. His queens, concubines\ all inmates of the harem, 
the guards with their wives, and the servants and others every
day offered respectful offering to the Sun. 

1 7b- 1 8a. They worshipped the Sun with hymns pacifying 
the Sun, with other very powerful hymns etc . , and with original 
and other hymns . 

1 8b- 1 9a.  They, being well-composed, observed the Sun's 
vow. The king gradually put on flesh and was free from the 
disease. 

1 9b-20a. When the terrible disease was arrested, the king, 
controlling the entire world, observed the vow of worshipping 
(the Sun) at dawn. 

20b-22a. In the same way, men, along with their wives, 
offered japa·flower, a banana, with bat:ta-flowers and leaves and 
other flowers, observed a fast (or) ate at night {only) , and 
offered worship giving great merit and liked by all people, to 
the Sun. 

22b-24a. In this way, Bhiiskara ( i .e .  the Sun ) , worshipped 
by the three classes, became pleased, and having come to the 
king compassionately said ( these ) words to him : "For the good 
of all the citizens, ask, along with your followers, for a boon 
desired by you, which is in your mind ."  

The king said : 

24b-25a.  Since, 0 eye of all, you desire to grant a boon of  
m y  liking, let all o f  u s  have ( residence in) heaven with you. 

The Sun said: 

25b-2 7. 0 magnanimous one, let your brahmat:ta ministers 
and other brahmat:tas, with their wives and attendants, all young 

1 .  Bhogini-A woman, belonging to a king's harem, but not consecrated 
with him; a concubine of a king. 
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and pure ( citizens ) live, enjoying all pleasures with the divine 
trees, with fully equipped palaces ( high) like trees, with ladies 
and excel lent dances and songs, in my beautiful city. 

28-29. After five kalpas1 you will be the king in a Manu
age ; and these your men, 0 king, and priests standing before 
you, and those men living in your country, will be learned and 
rich. Then obtaining a boon from me, you will easily obtain 
heaven. 

30 . Saying so the eye of the world vanished there only. 
Then king Bhadresvara with the ( inhabitants ofhis ) c i ty enjoy
ed in heaven . 

3 1 . There the yellow insects, along with their progeny etc . 
enjoyed great and wonderful pleasures on the divine tree. 

32 .  In this way only, kings and briihma:r:tas of praiseworthy 
vows, and other castes l ike the k�atriyas quickly went to the 
Sun's heaven. 

33. Some desired wealth, others sons and wives, (others) 
desired happiness, heaven and sound health through the Sun's 
favour. 

34. The man who, being pure, would recite this auspicious 
heap of merit, has all his sins destroyed, and is worshipped on 
the earth like Rudra. 

35-3 7. He would be seeing everything, would be a granter 
of boons, and dear to Bhaskara (the Sun) . A mortal , who is 
restrained, would obtain the desired fruit .  He who daily listens 
(to the Sun's account)  goes beyond all sins, and would be 
meritorious, rich and an orator in the Sun's assembly. This 
secret, very secret ( vow ) has been propagated by Bhiiskara. It 
was narrated to Yama (by Bhiiskara) and was narrated by 
Vyiisa on the earth. 

1 . Kalpa= A  day of Brahma= 1 000 yugas= 432 million years of mortals. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTY 

The Worship of the Moon 

V aiSampiiyana said : 

1 .  Due to your grace we have heard about the power of 
the lord of planets. 0 brahma.Qa, ( now) tell us about the means 
of (pacifying) the planets like the Sun etc. 

2. Who are these Sun and others? How can they be pleas
ed? How ( can that which is ) dear (to them be done ) ? ( At 
which) time and (which) place is their sight auspicious or in
auspicious? 

l)asa said: 

3 . I t  is the planets etc. that experience the fruits of merit 
or sin. For the destruction ( of the fruits) of the deeds of the 
world, they bring about what is auspicious and what is inaus
picious . 

4. The Sun should be known to be the destroyer of time 
among men and planets. He is powerful in curbing and favour
ing due to his sharpness and mildness. 

5-6a. I (shall) telJ (you ) how he can be pleased as a planet. 
He who offers (oblations to him ) with the sprouts (i.e. sticks of) 
udumbara and paHisa, by reciting the sacred original hymn : 
' A  Kr�J}.ena' for (his ) pacification, (gets merit) . 

6b- 7 a. He should offer ( the leaves ) anointed with ghee for 
fulfilling his desire, for curing all diseases and for freedom from 
bondage due to a murder. 

7b-9 . With each sacred hymn he should offer (the oblation) 
a hundred times. He should present a white goat to a brahmal}.a 
on a Sunday. He should feed the brahmal}.as with lovely obla
t ions ( of food) intended for gods and manes, on the seventh or 
the fifteenth day of the bright fortnight. A sick person is free 
from his disease, and will not be troubled by the disease. 

1 0- l l a. In the universe, right from Brahman to a 
clump of grass, the Sun will be regarded as great, immortal 
being, (present) in the universe as well as in an atom till the 
deluge, due to his being the cause of the creation and mainte
nance (of the world ) . 
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l l b- 1 2a. He, who moves in the world, is present in the 
body of men at the time of the creation of life (in them) . At the 
time of their death, be goes from the body with life (i .e. the 
vital breath) . 

1 2b- l 3a. In the head, the Moon, endowed with the sixteen 
digits is a1ways (present ) .  With his face bent down he always 
showers nectar into the body. 

1 3b- 1 4. Due to that the beings, having portions of these 
great beings, live . ( The Moon) nourishes the crops on the earth 
and the immobile and the mobile. Due to these two i .e .  the Sun 
and the Moon, the world is created and sustained. 

1 5. Due to their propitiation auspicious and very valuable 
nourishment always follows. A pure person who obtains ( their 
favour ) ,  would always accomplish all his undertakings. 

16. The life of the mean man, who, through delusion, does 
not worship the Moon, diminishes, and he obtains (i.e. goes to ) 
hell. 

1 7. (A man should offer the following prayer to the Moon : )  
'0 spotless Moon, the prop ofthe digits, the gem on the head 
of Siva, 0 lord of the world, my salutation to you on this 
second day.'  

1 8. A man who, finding some other day (i.e. even on some 
other day than the second) , offers a salutation to the Moon, 
would obtain the desired fruit. 

1 9-20. (He should offer the following prayer :)  '0 Moon, 
born from Atri's eyes1, 0 you pleasing one, 0 you produced 
from the sea after its being churned, 0 you residing on Siva's 
crest, my salutation to you. 0 you Moon of a divine form, the 
lord of the world, my salutation to you. '  The wise ones know 
(this to be the sacred hymn to be recited) on a night of a bright 
or a dark half. 

1 .  Atrinetrodbhava-Atri, a celebrated sage and the author of many 
Vedic hymns, was one of the sons of Brahma. While he was absorbed in 
meditation, the essence of Soma or the Moon trickled down from his eyes. 
The presiding deities of the quarters, at the command of Brahma, gladly 
conceived the foetus, but could not bear it. So it shot out in the form of the 
Moon. 
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2 1 .  The sacred hymn to be recited is : •Om hram, hrim, 
salutation to Soma. '  It should be recited in the morning. He 
who would thus worship the Moon, or recite to others, or him
self listen to ( the account of Soma's worship) , would be ( liv
ing) in a nectar-like world birth after birth. 

22. He, who, on this earth, praises or worships the Moon 
with ( the recital of his) thousand names, obtains heaven eter
nally wherefrom rebirth is difficult. 

23-24. Thus should be done the worship of Soma. Hear
ing the (account)  without having jealousy for the rite, a wise 
man, putting the collection (of the materials for worship) in 
an auspicious brass vessel or a vessel of bell-metal full with 
curds and ghee- (putting ) less or more according to his wealth 
even in a golden or silver vessel-should offer it to a brahma�a 
having many sons. 

25.  His good fortune very much excels (even) nectar. 
Women and men never meet with misfortune. 

26. (He should say : )  'I ,  desiring ( good) form and good 
fortune, offer you the vessel full of curds. Give me good fortune 
and form residing in the vessel of bell metal.' 

2 7-29. Without (any ) prejudice a man should be given 
according to his capacity. Also new (piece of) cloth etc. should 
be given ) . For (obtaining) good form and fortune he should 
give food complete in all (respects) and a lovely tambiila, and 
garlands of flower etc . He, who thus makes a present to a brah
m�a in honour of the Moon, has a good form and good fortune 
in heaven or in the human world. 

CHAPTER EIGHTYONE 

The Birth of Bhauma and His Worship 

Vai.fampiiyana said: 

1 .  I desire to hear correctly about the birth of Lohitaiiga 
(i.e. Mars) , joy (due to it) among the people, his power, gran

deur and lustre. 
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Vyiisa said: 

2-4. Kujata ( l it. born of the Earth i .e .  Mars) is a deity 
born from the portion of Hara and is the Earth's son. He is good 
and is endowed with vitality, is brave and powerful on the earth. 
The divine planet is sharp, cruel, of a reddish body and power
ful .  He is young, handsome, and he, the lord, is of the nature 
of a stroke of lightning. He has baked ( i .e .  tormented) the 
demons, the eaters of corpses and the enemies of gods and men, 
plants, beasts and birds according to his position ( at their 
birth) . 

Vaifampiiyana said : 

5-6. How was he born from Siva? How was he born as the 
son of the Earth? How is this divine planet (so) cruel? I desire 
to know this. How can he always be propitiated in all the 
worlds ? 0 preceptor, tell me, who have faith in you ; (I want 
to hear i t) from (your ) mouth . There is no doubt about it. 

Vyiisa said : 

7 .  In the family of Hira�yak�a, was born an intelligent 
demon, the destroyer of the gods, Andhaka by name and the 
king of the demons . 

8. Due to Vi��u's boon only he became as valorous as 
Vi ��u (himself) . He himself vanquished one by one, all gods, 
enjoyers of sacrifices , like Indra and others . 

9- I Oa. Then gods, having gone to Brahma, said these 
words : "He has snatched away our kingdom, happiness and 
sacrifices . So please tel l  us the means of killing him; (please) 
do i t ."  

1 0b- 1 4a. Then Brahma said ( these words to the gods) : 
"There is no means of his death, due to ( his having obtained) a 
boon from Vill�U and due to his having drunk nectar. But I 
shall fashion Sraddha ( i .e .  faith ) accompanied by Kama ( i .e.  
desire) so that his status as a demon would be disgraced. Also 
Vicikitsa ( i .e. Error) will surpass all women. His mind is not 
fixed except on Parvati ( Goddess) Durga. Then the lord of the 
world ( i .e.  Siva) , being angry, would defQrm him . Then giving 
up his demon-hood, he will be his attendant . ''  
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1 4b-1 5a. Saying so, the lord of the beings sent to hirr 
Sraddha with Kama, Vicikitsa (i.e .  Error) . Maya ( his magical 
power) . 

15b- 1 6.  Then, moving foolishly due to passion and intent 
upon finding a woman, he, due to (being influenced by) Error, 
did not notice ( the difference between) his wife and other 
women. Then instigated by Maya, he wandered in the three 
worlds. 

1 7- 1 8a .  On the surface of the Himalaya, he saw an extre· 
mely beautiful gem of a woman (viz. Parvati) . Seeing Parvati, 
the demon went under the influence of passion. Due to the loss 
of his understanding, he then desired to seize Durga ( i.e. 
Pirvati} . 

18b-20a. Uma (i.e. Parvati) had taken the form of Kotavi1 
(i.e. her naked form) , and remained near the lord . He, the best 
demon, interested in seizing her being stupid due to passion 
and with his mind disturbed, did not give up ( pursuing) Parvati , 
the mother. · 

20b-2 1 .  Then as a result of (her ) meditation, her husband 
came there and met Parva ti. Seeing him the lord of the demons 
went to his own abode. He made his soldiers ready and was 
eager to conquer Siva. 

22-23. He, the insensible one, (was) , due to infatuation 
brought about by passion (eager) to take Parvati . Hearing this 
the gods, urged by Nandin, went to him, fought a fierce fight, 
fearful to the world . The preceptor of the demons brought back 
to life, the demons that died in the war. 

24-26. All communicated this news ( to Siva) on Kailasa. 
Then angrily Siva said (these) words to Nandin : "0 hero, at 
my behest, quickly go the abode of the demons , and in the' 
assembly of the demon-king, and seizing forcibly that wicked 
Sukra 2 ( the preceptor of the demons) with his hair, even when 
all the demons are watching, bring him, overcome with fear, to 
1ne in a moment" . 

1 .  Kotavi-An epithet of the goddess Durga represented as naked. 

2. Bhargava-Name of Sukra, regent of planet Venus and preceptor of 
the Asuras. 
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_,, 2 7 . Then that glorious lordly Nandin, urged by the lord of 
.t'arvati, seized that Sukra with his hair ( and brought him) with 
force from the presence of the demons. 

28. The demons struck him (i .e .  Nandin) who was bring-
ing Sukra, with weapons and arrows. They were not able to 
hurt the mighty Nandin. 

29.  Nandin, seizing him with his hair, and being glad, came 
with him in front of Siva in the presence of gods. 

30. Siva, the lord, of a formidable form, and resembling 
death, angrily seized the preceptor of the demons, and swallow
ed him. 

3 1 .  Then the angry and mighty lord of demons, surround
ed by his entire army, ran there to Siva with fierce weapons 
e tc. 

32 .  The angry gods and the Vidyadharas went (there) 
with great rage to fight with the demons. 

33.  In the meanwhile a terrible and fierce battle took place 
between the gods and demons which caused fear to all the 
worlds. 

34. In the great war, the gods struck the demons with 
trusted weapons .  The demons (also) struck the gods. 

35. Desiring to conquer one another, they pierced (one 
another) with golden arrows resembling the thunderbolt and 
having jewels attached to their feathered p arts. 

36a. Their bodies and the sky shone very much with 
( those) lovely (arrows) . 

36b-37a. The best gods, the brave sons of Kasyapa, struck 
with their stocks of unfailing missiles the demons and knocked 
them down. 

3 7b-38a. In a moment all the gods destroyed with trusted 
weapons the great army of the demons that had pervaded the 
world and that was well covered over with power and weapons. 

38b-39. The demon though raised for a long time, on (i.e. 
by ) his trident, with great effort by Siva himself did not perish. 
Then that Andhaka, of an humble mind, was made (by Siva) 
his attendant named Bhpigiriti, 0 brahm�a. 

40. Then speaking to the gods, Siva vomitted Sukra. The 
foetus fell down on the ground, so he was known as Bhauma. 
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41 . Sukra, having spoken to Siva, gladly went to the 
demons. Thus Bhauma (i .e.  Mars) is born as a portion of Siva 
and from the Earth (also) . 

42. His worship should be done by those of pious vows on 
the fourth day (falling) on Tuesday, when his position at birth 
is not favourable, when he passes from one to another zodiacal 
sign, or has entered an undesirable zodiacial sign. 

43-44a. Bhauma, with his figure drawn in a triangle or a 
circle, and being worshipped with red flowers and anointments, 
gives knowledge and wealth, sons, happiness and glory. What 
again do you want to hear? 

J)!asa said: 

44b-46a. 0 disciples, I have told t his religious account (of 
the vow) bringing about auspicious ( fruits) , hearing which a 
man is neither reborn nor does he die.  It gives merit to the 
brahma1,1as and should be practised by those who desire auspi
cious things. After being blessed go happily by my command. 

Brahmii said : 

46b-48. 0 son, having thus narrated, revered Vyasa, the 
son of Satyavati, giving his verdict about piety, left. 0 child, 
knowing the truth devoutly enj oy as you like by gladly singing 
(the glory of) Hari and advising people about right conduct 
and pleasing the lord of the worlds. 

Pulastya said : 

49. 0 king, Narada, who was thus told, went to see the 
best sage Naraya1,1a (i. e .  Vi�1,1u ) in the hermitage ofBadarika. 
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CHAPTER EIGHTYTWO 

The Worship of the Planets 

Bhiima said: 

I .  I have heard about the worship of the Sun, the Moon 
and that of Mars also. (Please) now tell (me) about the worship 
of Budha ( i .e .  Mercury) , the son of Soma (i .e. the Moon) . 

Pulastya said : 

2. Budha or Saumya, the son of Candra ( i.e .  the Moon ) 
and born from the womb of Tara should be known as a cruel 
planet, giving auspicious and inauspicious things to men. 

3. The orb of Budha is said to be arrow-shaped. One should 
fashion the circle, the powders having colours like green gems. 

4-5. There he should worship him with sandal etc. , flowers 
and lovely incense. He should also make presents according to 
the rules when he is unfavourable at the time of birth or while 
passing to another zodiacal sign. He should also give camphor, 
kidney beans, green piece of cloth, gems, and gold according 
to his capacity to please Bodhana. 

6 .  (He should recite the hymn : )  '0 son of Soma (i .e. the 
Moon) ,  0 you very intelligent one, 0 you who have mastered 
Vedas and Vedarigas, 0 you who remain among the planets, be 
always pleased with me. '  

7. 0 great king, thus praising Budha, and being absorbed 
in devotion to him, one would satisfy all one's desires by the 
favour of the son of Soma ( Budha or Mercury) . 

8. The worship of Guru (i .e.  Jupiter) is prescribed on a 
circle on a slab ( drawn with) very lovely powders of yellow 
colour effected well, 0 king. 

9. He should worship him with yellow, fragrant flowers, 
pieces of cloth and gold. When he is unfavourable at the time 
of {one's) birth or badly placed while passing to another 
zodiacal sign, a man should give gifts according to his capacity. 

1 0 .  For the removal of evils he should give to a brahmal).a 
two-portioned grams, yellow garment, and gold and {the gem) 
pu�yaraga. 
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I I . (He should recite the hymn : )  '0 Brhaspa ti, 0 precep
tor of gods, 0 you well-versed in all branches of knowledge 
be pleased with this present and now be soft towards me. ' 

1 2. 0 lord of kings, when this is done, Guru ( i .e .  Jupiter) 
becomes favourable ( to the man ) . A man has all his desires 
fulfilled by worshipping Guru. 

1 3 . 0 king, I shall now tell you (the procedure of) the 
worship of Bhargava (or Sukra, i .e. Venus ) ,  by following which 
all the desires of men are properly satisfied. 

1 4. The circle ( i .e. the figure ) for Sukra is said to be five
angled fashioned duly by a very intelligent person with white 
powders. 

1 5 .  A man, full of faith, should devoutly worship Sukra 
with white sandal, (white) flowers and pieces of white cloth. 

1 6. The present of silver according to one's capacity is 
also recommended. If the planet is unfavourable at the time of 
one's birth or when passing from a zodiacal sign, one should 
present a whi te horse ( to a brahma:r;ta ) .  

1 7. Rice, white garment, silver, sandal, fragrant camphor 
should be given as gift to a brahma:r;ta. 

1 8. (He should recite the hymn :)  '0 son of Bhrgu, 0 
magnanimous one, 0 priest of the demons, 0 you worshipped 
by all demons, be pleased with this gift. ' 

1 9 .  Reciting this sacred hymn one should give the presents 
as mentioned. 0 you descendant of Kuru, Sukra is quickly 
pleased with him. 

20-2 I a. For the worship of Sanaiscara (i. e .  Saturn) one 
should draw a circle (i .e .  figure) resembling a human figure,. 
with black powders and there should devoutly worship ( the 
planet) with black sandal,  (black) flowers, pieces of cloth of that 
kind ( i.e .  of black colour) . 

2 l b-22 . Iron and (other) gifts should be given, also oil 
cakes and sesamum. The present for Saturn being unfavourable 
is a black cow and a black garment. One should also give 
according to one's capacity gold and sapphire. 

23 .  (One should recite the hymn :)  '0 Sun's son, 0 
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glorious one, 0 son of Chayii.l, 0 you very mighty one, 0 you 
having a downward look, 0 Sani, be pleased by means of these 
presents made by me.' 

24. He, who, having thus devoutly pleased Sani would 
give the presents to a brahmaJ.la, has Sani favourable to him 
if he was unfavourable at h is birth and while passing to other 
zodiacal sign. 

25. In the case of the worship of Rahu, the colour ( of the 
objects) should be the same as in the case of Sani. It is recom
mended that the circle should be like the shape of the Sun and 
the worship (-procedure) would be the same like that in the 
case of the Sun's son (i.e. Sani) . 

26. The presents (in honour) of Rahu are said to be gomeda, 2 
mustard, sesamum, black beans, a buffalo, and a goat. 

2 7. ( He should recite the hymn: ) '0 son of Siip.hika, 0 

lord of demons, 0 you who torment the Moon and the Sun, 0 
you of a good vow, be pleased with this present, 0 you glorious 
one. ' 

28.  One should draw a very lovely, flag-shaped, circle ( i.e. 
figure ) (for the worship) of Ketu . 0 king, the procedure of his 
worship and the colour of the objects presented should be known 
to be like that of Sani and the like. 

29-30a. The present for Ketu is said to be the seven (kinds 
of) grains and gold. 0 king, if this is done, the two ( i .e .  Rahu 
and Ketu) would be favourable to men, and would give wealth, 
sons, happiness and good fortune. 

30b-32 .  The sacred hymn for Ravi i . e . the Sun is 'A KnJ.la.' 
For the Moon it is ' Imam deva}.I . .  . ' For Mars it is 'Agnimurdha' 
for muttering and also for worship. The hymn for Budha ( i.e .  

1 .  Chayliputra-Chayli is the name of a wife of the Sun. She was but  a 
shadow or likeness of Sa1p.jiia, the wife of the Sun. Sa1p.jiia on one occasion 
wished to go to her father's house and asked her husband's permission ; but 
he did not grant it. Determined to carry out her purpose. she created, by 
means of her superhuman power, a woman exactly like herself, who was, as 

it were, her own shadow and was therefore called Chliyli. She bore to the 
Sun three children-Slivan;J.i. Sani and a daughter Tapati. 

2. Gomcda-A gem brought from the Himalaya and Indus. described 
as of four different colours-white, pale-yellow, red and dark-blue. 
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Mercury) is 'Udbudhyasva . .  . '  and for Guru (i.e. Jupiter) is 
'Brhaspate . .  . ' .  For Sukra (i.e. Venus ) it is 'Annat pari . . . ' ; for 
Sani ( i .e. Saturn) it is •Sanno devi . .  . ' ; for Rahu it is •Kaya 
na];l . .  . '  and for Ketu it is said to be 'Ketum . .' . 

33-34a These hymns are intended at the time of worshipp
ing or muttering prayers. 0 best among men, when this is done, 
all planets, always become favourable to men and give them 
ample wealth. 

34b-35. 0 great king, I have in due order told you 
everything. Hearing it-the essence of the meaning of all scri
ptures-a man reaches the presence of god. This is pure, it is 
the treasure of glory, it would be very dear to the manes. 

36-38a. It leads to immortality among gods ; it  gives reli
gious merit (even )  to sinful men. He who reci tes this (account) 
leading to glory, he who devoutly listens to this or sees the 
worship of the enemy of Madhu, Mura and Naraka, he who 
gives the idea (about this) to people, is honoured for one 
kalpa in the heaven of Indra by Brahma, Siva and other lords 
of gods. He who everyday listens to this auspicious practice of 
sages, is free from all sins and is honoured in heaven. 

38b-39. The ( wise) recommend penance in K.rta 
(-yuga) ; they recommend knowledge in Treta ; they say 
sacrifice (is important) in Dvapara ; and they recommend 
giving gifts alone in Kaliyuga. Of all the gifts this one 
viz. making all beings fearless is the best. 

40-4 1 . There is no greater gift than it. The revered lord 
said that for a siidra the most important (thing) is giving a 
gift. By giving a gift all his desires are satisfied, and (merit due 
to) penance arises for him ; it is auspicious, sacred, (giving a 
long) life, and destroys all sins . 

42-43a. Here old accounts are narrated ; descriptions of 
sacred places and sraddha are given. The man, who listens to 
or would recite it becomes rich. Being free from all sins, he would 
obtain (i.e. reach) Vigtu with Lak�mi. 

43b-45. 0 great king, I have narrated to you this Pural).a 
which is auspicious and which destroys great sins. This is very 
much honoured by Brahma, Arka ( i.e. the Sun) and Rudra, 
and the wise say that it should be listended to. 0 prince, I have 
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narrated this Sntikha�c;la to you. It forms the beginning of the 
Pur�a. This first or Pau �kara Parvan ( describes ) the nine 
kinds of creation. A learned man who would recite this to 
brahma�as or would listen to or recite this, would be happy in 
Brahma's world for a full hundred crores of kalpas. 




